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General Preface.

HE motives, as well as

the materials, of a

literary work are de-

rived from, many
sources. The reasons

which the mind of the

writer may give to

itself for its activity and persistence in

a certain labor are complex in the

extreme, and often difficult to discover.

The real origin of a book is lost in the

obscurity of the unconscious or half-

conscious provinces of the intellect and

the will. Now that the present w^ork

has been completed and is ready for

delivery to the public, I search for its

genesis with the hope of making the

reasons of its existence clear, and with

the desire to furnish a measure of jus-

tification for the enterprise.

Through a period of more than a

quadrennium I have been steadily

engaged with the composition of these

volumes, the plan of which suggested

itself to my mind, though dimly, fully a

score of years before it began to be

executed. In youth, and while engaged

in giving historical instruction in an

institution of the higher learning, I dis-

covered in myself a deep and lasting

interest in all matters relating to the

origin and development of the different

races of mankind. The disposition to

learn as much as possible about ethnic

facts asserted and reasserted itself in

the greater part of my studies. Like

other inherent traits, this continued to

clamor for recognition and exercise

until it finally obtained the command of

the faculties in a campaign of special

study, the results of which are declared

in the following pages.

It is possible that the enterprise which

has culminated in the composition of

these volumes would never have been

undertaken had it not been for the prep-

aration by the author of another work
intimately connected in its subject-

matter with the present treatise. That
other work was a Cyclopadia of Universal

History, published in 1885. The theme
was such as to suggest, and at length

demand, another, which is here devel-

oped as the complement of the first. All

historical composition is calculated to

bring to the attention of the writer sub-

jects and trains of thought which he

would doubtless have overlooked in

other fields of inquiry. My own experi-

ence in this particular may possess a

general, as well as a personal, interest.

While engaged in the preparation of

the work referred to, I was led to reflect

much and attentively upon the true

nature of history and historical com-

position. That which had existed

obscurely in the understanding hitherto

became at length more distinct, and I

began to discern certain features of the

subject which, if I mistake not, have

escaped general observation. The prin-

cipal of these was a clear recognition of

what I will call the ohjeetive nature of the

great fact which goes by the name of

History. More and more I came to see

that history, as it has been understood

and written by men, is in the nature of

a product or result of human activities.

If we open the pages of any standard

historical work and begin to follow the
(V)
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narrative, we shall find it to be an

account of the objectivities resulting

from the action of the wills and purposes

of men. It will be found to be a

delineation of the things done by mankind,

of the achievements of the human race,

of the institutions founded, the resources

gathered, the campaigns made, the cities

builded, the governments created, the

methods employed, and indeed all the

visible results a}idproduets of the agency

and purposes of men in their associated

life. The more the inquirer studies for-

mal history the more he will discover its

resultant and objective character.

The fact that general history is of the

character here described entered strong-

ly into my convictions. I came to per-

ceive that the work in which I was
engaged was of the kind outlined above.

It dealt, as it were, with the residue of

man's activities on the earth. It con-

sidered results. It delineated events. It

followed the evolution of institutions

and described the tangibilities of human
action and achievement. Ever and anon,

however, the inquiry arose as to the

ageney by which all this was effected.

The cjuestion of the peoples and races by
whose genius and spirit all the visible

facts of human history are produced

haunted the inquiry more and more, to

the extent even of disturbing my studies

and confusing my materials.

At first the suggestion of the impor-

tance of the aetors in the human drama,

as distinguished from the nets, came
dimly and obscurely to view. After-

wards it became distinct, persistent, and
imperative. I found myself stationed be-

tween the objective phenomena and the

subjective agencies of human story.

Glancing in one direction, I might see the

vast panorama of events, the architec-

tural remains, the monuments of passing

ages, the relics of human activity, the

institutional forms of society, the gov-

ernments and nationalities that have

paraded with so much pomp on our

vast stage of action, and in the other di-

rection I saw the races of mankind them-

selves. The difference between the one

class of facts and the other grew as dis-

tinct as that which discriminates a statue

from the sculptor, a written scroll from
its writer, a city from its builders.

Already before reaching a clear no-

tion of this double view of human
history I had unconsciously, or half-

consciously, adopted the method of in-

corporating with such historical narrative

as I had produced certain ethnic fea-

tures. It had seemed to me of impor-

tance that references be made to the race

character and affinities of the various

peoples, to their resources, environing

conditions, and manner of life, as well as

to the results and products of their ac-

tivity. I was still following this plan of

composition when the Cyelopccdiei of Uni-

Terseil History was prepared.

Whoever has given attention to the

method of that work may discover in the

same the evidences of that double view
of the subject to which I have just re-

ferred. Especially in those parts relat-

ing to the great nations of antiquity did

the author depart, by a considerable

stage, from the prevailing manner of

history, and incorporate a measure of

ethnic materials with the general theme.

With the progress of the work and the

expansion of the subject such materials

were crowded out ; but the conviction

settled on the writer's mind that the

whole story of man-life should be writ-

ten anew from the vStandpoint of eth-

nography, and that if this were faith-

fully done the result might surpass in

interest and value any possible account

of those objective facts and phenomena
which have gone by the name of history.
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Out of this the suggestion arose with

me and became fixed as a purpose to turn

squarely about in the inquiry and take

another view of the history of mankind

;

that is, a view of the Jiiuiian race itself.

It seemed to suffice that that kind of

narrative which relates to the deeds, in-

stitutions, governments, and tangible

activities of mankind had fulfilled itself

by repetition and multiplicity. Some-

thing else seemed to be demanded

—

something wdiich should deal, not with

the temple of humanity, but with the

architect; not with the dead facts and

residue of the activities of men on the

earth, but with the agents by whose gen-

ius and purpose all this has been effected

;

not with nationalities and powers, insti-

tutions, achievements, wars and treaties,

senates, revolutions, but with that living

power w^hereby all this has been accom-

plished—with humanity itself.

Out of these conditions and anteced-

•ents the present history of the Great
Races of Mankind has arisen. In the

preparation of the work the author has

reversed his position in the human land-

scape. He has ceased to look at the ac-

complishments of the human race, save

as those accomplishments serve to illus-

trate the character of the producing

force, and has turned to the race itself.

He has thus aimed to produce an etJinie

history of mankind, dealing not with the

facts and achievements, but with the

substance of man-life itself.

It is believed that the more the

reader attentively considers the nature

of the subject the more clearly will he

discern the essential verity of this dis-

tinction between ethnic history and the

history of facts and events. An appre-

hension on his part of this difference is

necessary to his interest in these volumes

and to his understanding of what they

<:ontain. The work, as the title implies,

is an account of the ethnic origin, the

primitive condition, the early migrations,

the historical development, and the pres-

ent state and prospects of the principle

families of men, together with a prelimi-

nary inquiry on the time, the place,

and the manner of the beQ^inningf of

man-life on the earth. It is in no re-

spect a narrative of the deeds and ac-

complishments of mankind ; for that

would be a repetition of the author's

previous essays in historical literature;

the present work is an account, not of

events and institutions, but of the hu-

man race itself.

A second motive for the production

of such a work may be mentioned.

This is the existence in our times of a

widespread interest in everything relat-

ing to ethnological subjects. There has

never been a time in the past when men
have been so much concerned to know
themselves and the sources from which

they have proceeded. This curiosity is

a part of the scientific spirit of the age.

The mind of man is no longer satisfied

with vague, traditional, and imaginary

views respecting the race to which he

belongs and the manner of its evolution.

The profound intellectual unrest which

so strongly characterizes the closing

years of our century, includes as one

of its leading features a curiosity to

know as much as possible about the

origin, development, and vicissitudes

of the various races of mankind. The
mind has wearied somewhat with the con-

templation of those palpable facts and

events which have hitherto constituted

the subject-matter of history. It turns

in quest of a truer knowledge of the pro-

found and vital phenomena discussed in

ethnic history; the human race is sub-

stituted as a theme in place of what the

race has accomplished.

The existence of this deep interest in
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the races of men as a subject of iiiquiiy

has not been answered as yet with any

adequate literature. Hitherto the top-

ics of ethnology have been handled in a

narrow and scholastic way quite remote

from public concern. Our books on the

races of inankind have been for the most

part small and fragmentary treatises em-

bracing the results of particular studies

in this field of investigation or in that.

More recently the attempt has been

made to present the subject from a

broader and more comprehensive point

of view. In this departure German eth-

nographers and historians have led the

way. A like treatment of the subject

has appeared in the literatures of other

peoples. AVe are now at the beginning

of a vast and varied scholarship devoted

to an exposition of the human family,

and of the various parts into which our

race has differentiated.

A few words may properly be added

respecting the illustrative parts of this

treatise. It has been the author's aim

and purpose to make the illustrations in

all particulars conform to the subject-

matter of the work. Special j^ains have

been taken to secure a perfect harmony
between the text and the pictorial em-
bellishments. The colored plates and

charts have been drawn for the better

elucidation of those parts which seem
most to recpire the use of the eye as an

auxiliary to the understanding. Ethnic

history is especially rich in the sugges-

tions which it offers for illustration. It

seems to call loudly for drawings and

type-pictures and charts, to the end of a

clearer and more vivid apprehension of

the subject under consideration. In the

work of gathering and preparing much
more than two thousand illustrations

with which the following pages are

adorned the author has had the cordial

cooperation and support of the Publish-

ers, to whose liberality and good judg-

ment he is profoundly indebted.

We here heartily join in the intellec-

tual movement peculiar to our age, and
contribute our humble part to the expli-

cation of one of the greatest themes of

modern inquiry. The author, in this

day of the deliverance of his work to

the public, does not flatter himself that

he has greatly enlarged the boundaries,

of human knowledge, but claims rather

to have cleared somewhat the horizon in

this part and in that, to have visited in

thought and reflection some unfrequent-

ed parts of the temple of humanity, and
to have aided in his limited sphere to

put the house in order for his suc-

cessors.

It has been my hope and ambition in

the present work to cover, however im-

perfectly, the whole field of the inquiry^

and to mark the limits of current knowl-

edge respecting the races of mankind as

the same are known to us at the close of

our splendid century. How far short of

a perfect accomplishment the writer has

come, how many and serious are the im-

perfections of his work, he is painfully

aware ; but he presumes, as hitherto,

upon the good will and favor of the

public, to Avhom he now delivers the

results of his latest study in the spirit

and with the trust of one who, proud of

his age and country, would fain contrib-

ute something to the intellectual re-

sources, progress, and happiness of that

great and glorious people with whom he^

is allied in race descent and destiny.

J. C. R.
Greencastle, 1893.
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secondary authenticity.—No contemporaneous his-

tory of the time of the beginning.— History from

contemporaneous data also impossible.—Important

deductions from earliest historical records.—What
the wide-apart writings of many races signify.—Tra-

dition becomes a penumbra around the conscious

life.—Essential articles in primeval traditions of our

race. — Universality of belief in an autochthonous

origin.— Autochthony derived from analogies of

vegetable world.—The ancient myths mingled evo-

lution and creation.—Myths of the origin of man
belong to race childhood.— The question Why.''

belongs ncjt to adolescence.—Child-mind of individ-

ual and of race alike.—Traditions of man-birth con-

firm belief in remote race origin.—Child-mind evolves

tradition, the man-mind history .... 128-138

Chapter VII.

—

Chronological Inquiry.

All races seek to invent a system of time measure-

ment.— In what manner the so-called eras in chro-

nology arose.—Great eras established ; Hebrews had

no date.—Fixing of Babylonian, Greek, and Roman
eras.—Era of the Christ prevails in the West ; the

Julian period.—Hebrews choose and Christians ac-

cept the era of the world.—Attempts to fix date of

creation out of Hebrew Scriptures.— Contradictory

results; riseof the Usherian system.—Literature and

philosophy of Europe infected thereby.—Astonishing

details of the Usherian scheme.—Large place of

Usherian system in modern writings.—The system

an impediment to inquiry and knowledge.—The

other principal eras of time reckoning.—Synoptical

view and comparison of the leading eras.—Scientific

spirit works havoc with old dates.—Results of his-

torical research among several races.—General de-

duction respecting the antiquity of man.—Summary

of the arguments ; astronomical indication.—Geology

corroborates the results arrived at from astronoiny.

—Geological research lies at the foundation of the

inquiry.— Deduction from palaeontology harmo-

nizes with other results.—Anthropological deduc-

tions are essentially the same. — Ethnology and

ethnography point to identical conclusior.s.— Large

allowance must be made for the period of race dis-

persion.—History substantially accordant with the

other sciences. — Oral story may not contradict

science and right reason.—Historical horizon about

the line of the fortieth century B. C—Final estimate

of the date of the beginning 138-150

Chapter VIII.—The Quest of Eden.

Origin of man-life necessarily in some locality.—One

place or many places a condition of the problem.—

•

Theory of the multiple origin ofmankind propounded.

—Polygenesis, if admitted, destroys interest in the

inquiry.—Opposite view more accordant with facts

and reason.—The "garden eastward in Eden," with

its four rivers.—Difficulty of fixing the place of the

biblical Eden.—Hebrew narrative consistent with all

the Semitic traditions.—The Euphrates of Genesis

not the Euphrates of geography.—Visionary and

absurd views of the plnce of Eden.—^Modern scholar-

ship fails to identify the paradise.—The places sug-

gested may be excluded by negation.—Mythology

must yield to reason with respect to Eden.—Scien-

tific inquiry must decide the place of the beginning.

—Large area in which mankind might have origi-
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nated.— Recent sciences aid in determining the

place of origin 150-158

Chapter IX. — Trle Place of the Begin-

ning.

Migration points to place from which mankind

proceeded.—The movements of races are governed

bv law.—Not whim and caprice but motive decides

race contluct.— Indications of starting-point of human

distribution.—Hypothesis of European origin of man-

kind rejected.— Indo-Europeans move westward

under cosmic laws.— Linguistic science proves East-

ern origin of Europeans.— Ethnic distribution in

Africa from east to west.—No Blacks in Western

Asia; Egyptians from the East.—Mongolians move

eastward from Central Asia.—Nigntian dispersion

contradicts theory of European origin.—No conti-

nental point for distribution of Black races.—Brown
Asiatics can not have an African origin.— American

continents not the first home of man.— Direction of

migrations a clue to point of origin.— General move-

ment of the races from east to west.— Exceptional

movements of man and nature against the sun.—

-

Watershed between westbound and easlbound

races.— Primitive races depart right and left from a

common belt.—All non-Aryans have the same line

of departure.—Recent arrival of the supra-Caspian

races.—Primeval man illy adapted to northern rigors.

— Impossibility of deriving Black races trom the

north.—Region between Caspian and Arabian seas

indicated.—Mongolians and Blacks not derivable

from this region.—No land surface answers the de-

mands of the problem.—Tenability of another hy-

pothesis. — Grounds lor believing in a submerged

continent.—Shoal character of Arabian sea and In-

dian ocean.—Evidences of former existence of such

a continent.—Geological indications of the same

fact.— Place of man's origin must answer to some

hypothesis.—Ethnic outlook from the suppositious

continent.—The nature of man points to a tropical

beginning.—Development coincident with progress

from point of origin.—Conditions favorable to begin-

ning unfavorable to development.—Conclusion of

a Lemurian origin not final.—Gradation of animal

life upward toward Leinuria.— Illustrations of the

rise of animal life toward this center.—Primate ani-

mals in particular culminate around Lemuria.—Place

of supposed continent between Ethiopian and Orien-

tal regions.—Lemurs and carnixora increase toward

Indian ocean.—Mankind falls off inversely in the

same direction.—Lowest dip of humanity and high-

est reach of animality.—Place of origin conjectural

rather than exact.—Philosophical advantages of un-

certain knowledge 158-182

BOOIv II.—jVIAXMER OF" THE BEGINNING.

Chapter X.

—

Fiat and Evolution.

Inability of mankind to testify of the unconscious

life.—Preconceptions impede the freedoni of investi-

gation.—Statement of the two diverging views
;
phe-

nomenal creation. — Evolution would account for

living forms by growth.—Paramount interest and

general tendency of the question.—Common ground

and point of divergence of the two opinions.—Grave

mistake in the nomenclature of the two hypotheses.

—Neither theory is exclusive of the other.—Belief in

evolution as a method gains ground among thinkers.

—Old opinions contest the field with zoology and
botany.— Investigation confirms new belief as to the

lower orders.— Is man exceptional in the scheme of

nature? —Lamarck foreruns the new theory of the

mode of life.—The work taken up and rectified by

recent naturalists.—General explication of the hy-

pothesis of creation.

—

Literal acceptance and applica-

tion of the Book of Genesis.— Order of creation in

the " six days " of the first chapter.—Meaning of the

" yom " enlarged for scientific reasons.—Rational-

izing process checked at the border-line of life.

—

Variations in the Chaldee story of the beginning —
General agreement in the two visions of creation.

—

Creation hypothesis demands an ancestor.—Sum-

mary of the two narratives in the Book of Genesis.

—Outlines of a biblical ethnography.— Account of

creation in Genesis common to all the Semites.

—

Monotheistic divergence of the Hebrew narrative.

—

Hebrew Demiurge works upon matter and creates

it.—Egyptian tradition of the beginning of things.

—

Creative hypothesis of the ancient Iranians.—Poly-

theistic character of the Aryan myths of creation.

—

Old Vedic hymn assigns the creation to Indra.

—

Aryan seers more evolutionary than the Semitic.

—

Long-continued prevalence of belief in creation by
fiat.— Science discovers the uniformity of natural

processes.—^The Lamarckian philosophy ; the four

theorems of life order.—What the system does and

does not contain. — Lamarck missed the recent

theory of life in manv essentials.— Historical develop-

ment of the evolution hypothesis.-—Darwin and Wal-
lace lead the revolution in biology.— Controversial

literature and tendency of contest. . . . 183-198

Chapter XL—Genesis of the New Doctrine.

The mind takes arms when old opinions are as-

sailed.—Evolution deals not with final causes or the

origin of life.—Results of the misconception of the

theory.—Originators of the hypothesis declare its true
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intent.—Antagonism has followed misconception of

the doctrine.— Reconciliation of theories follows

understanding them.—Mistaken belief that evolution

teaches cross-descent of species.—Distinction here

drawn fundamental to the question.— Analogy of

linguistic phenomena to living species.—Languages

not the result of cross-derivation.—Mistake of phi-

lologists as to laws of language descent.—True con-

cept of relation of languages to their originals.

—

Erroneous opinions of scholars corrected in our day.

—Evolution seeks to explain the processes of organic

life.—Circumstances preceding announcement of the

new theory.—Teachers of evolution themselves an

evolution.—Descartes is followed by an age of ob-

servation and experiment.—Discovery of analogies

between individuals and species.— Geology deter-

mines the order of extinct species.—A knowledge of

evolution begins with the individual.—Ignorance of

antiquity respecting physiological laws.— Indifference

of the ancients to the processes of organic life.

—

Knowledge proceeds from the individual to the spe-

cies.—All organic life proceeds from germ cells hav-

ing life.— Scienlirtc aphorisms of the beginning of

organism.—Nature and movements of the germ life.

—History of the individual a history of transforma-

tions.— In what manner the cell organizes by process

of fission.— How the materials of cell growth are

gathered.—Formation of the gastrula and archen-

terom.—Further evolution of organs and parts.

—

Manner of delivering the new creature to its environ-

ment.—Fundamental identity of method for all living

forms.—The natural senses exaggerate differences of

structure.—Fundamental structural identity of all

living forms.—-The mind discovers the law of uni-

formity.—Integration of all nature established by

science.—Scientific progress discovers the unity of

the universe.—Chemistry shows the oneness of ma-

terial nature.—Evolution the product of observation

and experiment 198-211

Chapter XII.

—

The True Evolution.
Darwin's discovery of the law of natural selection.

—Survival of organic forms by natural selection.

—

Darwin's explication of the law and its expression.

—The law proceeds by variation of form and func-

tion.—Variation intensified by growth and adapta-

tion.—Specific examples of the law of survival.

—

Blossoming plants flourish by secreting nectar.

—

Explication of Malthusian theory of population.— In

what manner animals encroach on means of subsist-

ence.—The three forms of the struggle for existence.

—Exuberance of life restricted by opposmg agencies.

—Curtailment of life begins from the germ and seed.

— Struggle of the individual with others of its spe-

cies.— Plants of one species contend for place with

those of another.—Battle for life between animals of

different species.—Illustration of the vicissitudes of

the contest.—Correlations of red clover with cats,

mice, and bumblebees.—Law of conflict extends to

the whole domain of life.—Environment offers resist-

ance to all living forms.—All living forms subject to

disease and death.—Secular changes produce catas-

trophe to living forms.—Natural selection adjusts

each living form to its environment.—Cosmical crises

are attended with destruction of species.—Struggle

for life on lines of sexual selection.—Domestic ani-

mals brought to present forms by sexual matings.

—

Wide range of differences produced by domestication.

— Results of selection may be undone by reversal of

process.—Nature also selects ; late discovery of the

law.—Examples of sexual selection and results there-

from.—Both sexes and all species choose in a state

of nature.—Occasional sudden departures from an-

cestral types.—Question of the results of this phe-

nomenon.—Nomenclature of a science ; division from

kingdom to the individual.—Law of the individual is

the law of the species.—Varieties produced from

individuals by law of variation.— All animate nature

a variation from a common type.—Obliteration of

species and all fictitious divisions.—Philosophy would

supplement and extend the inquiry. — Darwin's

method of illustrating results of natural selection.—
Life of the species epitomized in life of the individual.

—The human race included as a subject in natural

history.—What evolution teaches respecting the de-

scent of man.—Every species is evolved from its

own proper original.—Widening of the inquiry to

embrace all vital phenomena.^ Living species in

analogy with the scheme of languages.—Best scien-

tific belief points to a unity of origin for all.—Prob-

able derivation of all living forms from a few germs.

—Theory indicates a lowly ancestry for mankind.

—

Present inquiry looks to man and his evolution.—Re-

statement of the two views of human descent.—The

question reaches only to the modus operandi of

life 212-236

Chapter XIII.

—

Application of the Doctrine
TO Man and Nature.

Our world the product of evolutionary processes.

— Primeval condition and growth of the earth.

—

Prevalence of secondary laws in planetary formation,

—Animals and plants appear to have arisen by the

same laws.— Linguistic growth the exact analogue

of race evolution.— Languages struggle for life, and

the best survive.—Human institutions arise in like

order of growth.—True nature of the evolution of

government.—Governmental facts adjust themselves

to environment.— Stages and aspects in the develop-

ment of government.—Government in its progress

obeys the law of variation.—Law also an evolution ;

growth of the Roman statutes.— Society, like the

plants and animals, grows and adapts itself.—Mar-

riage the evolutionary result of social instincts.—Sue-
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cessive stages in the development of sexual union.

—

Artistic products of the mind arise by evolution.

—

Childhood of art succeeded by youth and maturity.

— Literature, also, appears by growth and survival of

the best.— Literary product of each race has its own
evolution.—Law of di\'erg'ence and sur\'i\'al liolds in

letters as in life.—Two meanings of the term history.

-—Events in all their forms obey the evolutionary law.

— Likeness of historical diagram to the biological

tree.— Particular aspects of the growth of history.

—

Races and nations are the product of the human vine.

—Peninsula succeeds river valley as tlie habitat of

man.—Thought itself conforms to the e\'olutionar3''

process.— Reflection and reason spring ])y growth

from sense and instinct.—Tlie present human mind

a survival of the ages.—Intellect varies according to

environment and habit.—Mind struggles with con-

flicting forces and is developed.—The moral nature

obeys the law of fitness and survival.—Religions are

evolved coincidently with the races.—Conscience and

virtue the residue of struggle and adaptation.—Man
himself a resultant ; anthropomorphism passes away.

—Relations of man the individual to progress and

civilization.—Spontaneity of man not denied in new
concept of his nature.—The individual i)ound from

birth with fixed limitations.—Genius is born, but

fashioned by environment.—As comes the man, so

also comes the species by growth.— Environment

not all in the production of human kind.— Man a

resultant of ethnic heredity and environment.—Races
differentiated by natural preference and appetency.—

Extent to which the various races are specialized.

— Differentiation of the English-speaking peoples

considered 236-254

Chapter XI\'.— Otjections Consid-

ered.

Summary of deductions to the present stage of the

inquiry.—Objected that evolution assigns a lowly

origin to man.

—

Instinctive sentiment of men respect-

ing their origin.—Such belief itself a result of e\-olu-

tionary processes. — Is the repugnance to lowly

origin rational or Iiabitual .'—Obscurity of the first

stages in all animal life.—Difference of human from

other animals aiijiears but slowly.—Weakness and

absolute helplessness of the child.— Irrationality of

first stages in the life of infants.—Evolution of the

intellectual powers in childhood.—Estimate that man
must form of his own individual history.—With what

sentiment mankind must consider itself. — Great

capacity of the human mind to think and know.

—

No rational shame from contemplation of a lowdy

origin.—More reasonable to disregard the low origin

of our species.— Greater importance attaching to

indi\-idual life.—Repugnance to derivation from low

orders not rational.— Pelief in a Golden Age as affect-

ing our opinions.—Genesis of the belief in a past age

of gold.— Effects of the belief in the decadence of

man.— Mediasvals affected by apprehension of a

catastrophe. — Dogmatic interpretations impede

scientific progress.—All branches of natural science

ha\'e been antagonized. — Current opinions de-

rived from dogmatic antecedents. — Real issue a

question of method and not of fact.— Some ex-

planation of origin of species must be accepted.—
Adequacy of the theory of evolution considered.

—

The conflict of scientific and dogmatic opinion

subsides. — Approximation of the opposing opin-

ions 254-264

PRIMITIVE ESTATE OF THE HUMAN RACE.

1300K III.—PKIIVLEV^VIv NlAN.

Chapter XV.— Divers Aspects of Barbaric
Life.

Essential interest of inquiry into barbaric con-

ditions.—Diverse aspects of the begmning of the

conscious life of man.—Varying activities of man in

the struggle for existence.— Savages of the woods
and seashores.—Primeval man builds for himself a

home over the water.—Barbarian abodes of clav or

sun-baked bricks.—Why do savages thus differentiate

in manner of life ?—First cause of tlie reactions of

nature on human faculties.—Man especially suscep-

tible to influences of the natural world.—All parts of

civilization tinged with environing conditions. —

Theory of environment has been stretched too far.

—

Ethnic instincts also prevalent in forming mankind.

—The law of variation independent of environment.

— Animal life under like conditions shows diver-

gences.—In man and among races the law of diversity

prevails.—Migratory hal)it of tribes based on innate

differences.—The moving passion varies in the same
community 265-274

Chapter XVI.— The Cave Dwellers of Eu-
rope.

Contemporaneity of man and certain extinct ani-

mals.—Modern leaders of archaeological inquiry.

—
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Place of the cave dwellers determined by geological

data.—Man belongs to the recent, or quaternary,

epoch.—Extinct mammals coi'nhabitants with man

in Europe.— Savages pass through definite stages

toward civilization.—Materials employed by barba-

rians in making implements.—-Man the tool-making

and club-throwing animal.—Artisanship begins with

the inaking of tools and weapons.-—Old stone age

marks first stage in human development.—Chronol-

ogy of palaeolithic epoch not determinable.—Habits

of primeval man discoverable in his materials and

arts.—Neolithic workmanship marks second stage

of the evolution.— Relation of the stone epochs to

eras in geology.—Complex development coincident

with new stone age.—Great span between ages of

stone and age of metals.—Art of compounding met-

als ; coming of the bronze age.—No intervening ages

of copper or tin.—Reasons why the age of bronze

succeeds the age of stone.— Historical consciousness

begins with the age of bronze.—The age of iron suc-

ceeds the epoch of bronze.—Evolution of ironwork

in primeval Europe.—Cave dwellers the most primi-

tive of the European races.—Interest of the investi-

gation of the man caverns.—Character of the caves

inhabited by primeval man.— Exploration of the

Engis cavern by Dr. Schmerling.—C.irefulness of

the investigation ; the deductions.—Significance of

the transformations of European climate.— Species

of extinct animals associated with man.—Evidence

cumulative respecting the character of primeval man.

—Sketch of the most important cave dwellings of

Europe.—Exploration of the man ca\erns of England.

—Peculiar finds in the grotto of Maccagnone.— Illus-

trations of cave life drawn from three sources.

—

Characteristics and suggestions of the Engis skull.

— Peculiar animality indicated by the Neanderthal

skull.— Other features of the skeletons of the cave

dwellers.—Extinct animals associated with man ; the

cave bear.—Cave hyena and cave lion ; their distri-

bution.—Great pachyderms ; restoration of Elephas

primigenius.— Other animal remains found with

those of man.—The reindeer a former inhabitant of

Central Europe.— Size and characteristics of the

Irish elk.— The prehistoric bison of Europe and

America.—Late extinction of the European buffalo.

—

Primitive ox of Europe ; Caesar's description.—Some
prehistoric animals survive in living species.—Dis-

position of man to domesticate wild animals.—Early

date of the practice of domestication.—The dog the

first of the domesticated animals.—Disposition of

certain animals to domesticate.—Many beasts partly

tamed by prehistoric races.—Eating habits of the

aborigines of Western Europe.—Place of the cave

men zoologically and geologically.—Extent and va-

riety of prehistoric implements in museums.—Stone

axes, and the work accomplished with them.— Flint

knives, and the manner of their production.—Great

variety of ])rehistoric tools and weapons.—Manner
of life without and within the man caverns.—Care

taken of utensils
;
places of manufacture.—Stature

and personal characteristics of the cave man. 275-307

Chapter X\TI.—Lake Dwellp:rs ov Switzer-

land.

General contraction of the fresh-water areas of Eu-

rope.—Character of the debatable margin around

lakes.— Certain primitive tribes choose the lake

shores for residence.—Great subsidence of the Swiss

lakes in 1S53-54.—Situation of the lake dwellings;

account of Herodotus.—Lake dwellings of various

countries in the present age.—Switzerland favorably

situated for such settlements.—Discoveries on lake

Zurich; the crannoges of Ireland.—Likeness to High-

land refugees ; the crannoge findings.—Methods of

supporting the Swiss village platforms.—Fear of

wild beasts determines the choice of such sites.

—

Number and extent of the Swiss lake villages.—Ma-

terials employed in such structures by the builders.

—Distinction in the work done by stone and metallic

axes.—Question of setting the piles ; form of the

houses.—General character of the finds in connection

with lake villages.—Variety of the implements ; the

materials employed.—Signs in the findings of inter-

change and commerce.—Use of bone in the fabrica-

tion of tools and weapons. •— Pottery of the lake

dwellers ; rudeness of the relics.—Scarcity of human
remains in the lake margins.—Bodily forms of lake

dwellers determined from skeletons.—Animals with

which lake villagers were associated.— Manner of

lake life maybe drawn from manifest data.—Deduc-

tions from the animal life of the lake-dwelling age.

—Species of birds belonging to the same epoch.

—

Significant traces of the prehistoric agricultural life.

—Lake dwellings extend into the age of bronze.

—

Evidences of the emergence of the race from barba-

rism 307-320

Chapter XVIII.— Coast People of the
North.

Relative savagery of several prehistoric conditions.

—Discovery of the shell dunes on the coast of Den-

mark.—Mound contents ; investigations of Streen-

strup.—The kitchen middens indicate village com-

munities.—The heaps made up of the debris of human

life.—Character of the kitchen midden tools and

utensils.—Deduction of a low grade of barbaric life.

—Nature of the animal remains found in the heaps.

—Wild beasts known to the kitchen middeners.—

Inferences as to the eating habits and customs of the

race.—Methods of determining the habits of the

shell mounders.—Analogue of the Fuegians; de-

scription by Darwin.—Not possible to fix chronology

of the shell-mound tribes.—Botanical indications of

their remote antiquity.—Bird-life bears witness to
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the same conclusion.—Over-water habitations estab-

hshed on river banks also.—Physical conditions ante-

cedent to formation of gravel beds.—Dogmatism

confronts geology respecting river-drift findings.

—

Careful examination of the fluvial deposits.—Such

findings extend to the British Isles.—River valleys

of France especially rich in human relics.— Character

of the valley and deposits of the Somme. — Time

relations of the peat beds to the chalk formations.

—

Character of the findings in the Amiens deposits.

—

Reasons for scarcity of human remains in the river-

drift.— Shell-mounds also have but few of the re-

mains of men.— Extent of the findings in the gravel

beds of England.—Deductions respecting the races

of the river-drift epoch 320-331

Chapter XIX.—Men of the Tumuli.

Tumuli and other memorials of primeval man in

Europe.— Abundance of such remains throughout

the world.— Meaning of the tumuli and stone monu-

ments.—The mounds generally belong to the age of

bronze.—Ruin of Stonehenge ; its aspect and tradi-

tions. — Stories of Nennius and Cambrensis.

—

Authenticity of mediaeval history illustrated hereby.

•—Extent of burial mounds in connection with Stone-

henge.— Positions of the primeval dead in sepulture.

—The mounds belong certainly to the age of bronze.

—Diverse methods of races respecting death and

burial.—Burial grounds of different ages maybe dis-

tinguished.—Funeral processions and rites of sepul-

ture.—The three types of skulls discovered in the

tombs.—Character of dolichocephalic and brachyce-

phalic crania.—Coincidence in shape of skulls and

burial mounds.—Sarcophagi and contents; provi-

sions for the dead.—General distribution of burial

mounds in Western Europe.—Evidence that several

races were concerned in the tumuli.— Megalithic

ruin of Carnac in Bretagne.—Practice of successive

buryings in the same mound.— Coincident usage of

earth burial and cremation.—Impertect incineration of

prehistoric remains.—Deposition of gifts and provi-

sions for dead not universal.—Classification of skele-

tons and implements in the mounds.—Deposition of

models ; what the findings signify.—Meaning of arti-

cles must be inferred from human nature . 331-346

Chapter XX.

—

Prehistoric Races of Amer-
ica.

Abundance of mounds in the three Americas.

—

Antiquity of the mounds indicated by their situation.

—Prehistoric earthworks not found on lower river

levels.—General mystery and interest excited by the

mounds.—Ohio valley a favorite seat of prehistoric

works.— Military design of the principal circles and

mounds.—Ohio fortifications; the mound of Cahokia.

—Earthworks in the form of beasts and serpents.

—

The serpentine mound of Brush creek, Ohio.—Re-

ligious purpose manifested as well as the military.

—

Forgery substituted for scientific investigation.—Far-

reaching intercourse : the mound potteries.—Mate-

rials deposited have been brought from great dis-

tances.—The mounds constructed by populous races.

—r^Iound I)uil(lers had passed the hunting stage in

development.— Deductions Irom the military charac-

ter of the works.—Great peoples demanded to ac-

count for American anticiuities.—Evidences of greater

antiquity in American mounds.—Indications of race

variety ; character of prehistoric crania.—The Little

Men of the Cumberland and Tennessee valleys.

—

Character of the graves ; the sarcophagi, and the

remains therein.—Manner of the extinction of pre-

historic races unknown.— F"orces that tend to the ex-

termination of races.— Extinct peoples of Central

America nearer to the present.—Mexican monuments

indicate the religious purpose.—Plan and materials

of the pyramidal temples.—Plentiful distribution of

such structures in Cholula. — Particular features

of the Aztec temples of Mexico.—Central Amer-

ican ruins ; likeness to those of the East.

—

Monumental remains of Honduras and Colombia.

—

Temples of Cuzco ; sun worship of the prehistoric

races. — Sad estate of the people in prehistoric

America.—Extinct cities of the Colorado plateau.

—

Chronological relations of the ruins of the South-

west.—Remains on lake Titicaca; character of the

region.—Stone and earthwork ; the monolithic door-

ways.—Astonishing character of the ruin called the

Fortress.—Features of the Temple, the Palace, and

the Hall of Justice.—Purpose of this treatise and of

the sketch to follow 346-365

Chapter XXI.

—

General Conditions of Sav-

age Life.

Relations of existing races to their barbarian an-

cestry.—Demarkation between prehistoric and his-

toric races.—The conscious man requires an expla-

nation of the past. —Use of metals coincident with

historical consciousness.— Evanescent character of

barbarian traditions. — Instances of want of race

memory in savages.—Transformation and early ex-

tinction of barbaric legends.—Persistencv and integ-

rity of customs and habits.—Examples of the preser-

vation of Semitic manners.—Daily life of the Arabs

a transcript of that of the Hebrews.—Common re-

ligious views of modern and ancient Semites.—Prim-

itive Teutonic manners have survived to present

day.—Monumental remains the certain evidence of

prehistoric conditions. — Deductions drawn from

fidelity of manners and customs.—Inquiry into the

primary origin of barbarism. — Two explanatory

theories of the source of the barbaric state.—Hy-
pothesis of the descent of mankind from an age of

gold.—Belief that the beginning of man-life was in

savagery.—Elaboration of this view ; arguments in
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its support.—Race traditions generally point to an

age of gold.— Difficulty of accounting for the prev-

alence of such a belief.—Actual examples of the de-

cline and extinction of races.—Monumental remains

indicate the greatness of ancient peoples.—Language

seems to have begun in an age of reason.—Argu-

ments may be advanced in support of opposing

theory-.—Backward look ot history reaches barbaric

beginnings.—Races are discoverable in the actual

process of evolution.—Slow rate of race emergence

from primitive savagery.—History replete with ex-

amples of human development.—The Greek evolu-

tion paralleled with that of the Gauls.—Rise of the

Saxon race from barbarism to greatness.— The
fallen estate of races differs wholly from savagery.

—

Monuments and languages have behind them low

conditions.—Not reasonable that perfected languages

began at once 365-384

Chapter XXII.

—

Barbaris^[ Illustrated.

Large areas of the world still dominated by bar-

barism.—Filthiness of barbaric life ; example of Hot-

tentots.—Savages bathe for pleasure rather than

purification.—Filth in food supplements filth in per-

sonal habit.—Australians an example of degraded

savagery.—Feeding as the beasts ; the whale carni-

val.—The Veddahs also exemplify the grossness of

barbaric life.—Marriage customs and domestic code

of the Veddahs.—Debased condition of the Andaman
islanders. — Filthiness of personal habits; uses of

the dead.—Low estate of the Tasmanians ; use and

preservation of fire.—]\Ioral ideas and religious obli-

gation among barbarians.—Character of the Pela-

gian Blacks or Sea Negroes.—Buildings and furnish-

ings of the Fijians.—Making and management of

boats; tools and pottery.—Open and astounding

cannibalism of the Fijians.—Barbarism dlustrated

from native races of America.—Race features of our

aborigines denote Asiatic origin.—Summer and win-

ter aspect of Esquimau barbarism. — Omnivorous
habit and gluttony of the Esquimaux.—Skill in the

manufacture of implements and utensils.—Manner of

harpooning the whale and the seal. — Songs and
musical instruments ; amusement the motive.—Taste

of the race in sketching and map-making.—Drawing
on bone and ivory ; subjects of art work.—Weak-
ness of the Esquimaux in abstraction ; inability to

count.—Degradations attendant upon polygamy and

polyandry.—Weakness of moral nature ; a rude hu-

manity.—Absence of cruelty traceable to ethnic in-

difference.—Present dissertation on barbarism no

more than a sketch.— Place of semibarbarians in

the ascending scale of races.—Philosophy of the

semibarbaric estate of man.— The Tunguses an

example of North Asiatic barbarity.—Semibarba-

rism of the Moors and Berbers.—All ages fur-

nish examples of lowest human condition.—Like

extremes of development present in ancient and

modern times.—Existing barbarism both progressive

and nonprogressive.—The barl^aric life does not

reveal its own origin or spread.—Ancient and cur-

rent barbarism differently distributed.—Civilization

has crowded savagery out of the better parts of the

world.—Difference between progressive and nonpro-

gressive parts of human life.—Lowest savagery still

present in several parts of the globe . . . 384-410

Book IV.—Disxributiox of" the Races.
Chapter XXIII.— Classification of the

Human Species.

Obscurity of the early movements of mankind.

—

Why a classification of the races is necessary.— No
adequate method of classifying yet discovered.—The
ancients believed in the diversity of the races.

—

Scriptural opinions conduced to a belief in unity.

—

The biblical ethnology; distribution of Sheni and

Ham.—Japheth disseminated into the " isles of the

gentiles."— Summary of the biblical schedule of

primitive peoples.—Value of the ethnic scheme out-

lined in Genesis.—Points of inapplicability in the

Hebrew classification. —-The scheme satisfactory

within narrow limits.— Origin and development of

historical ethnology.—Glimpses of a wide application

of this method.—Meaning and scope of the term
" Indo-European race."—Races included under the

definition of Semitic. — Who the Hamites were
;

2

doubts as to certain races.—The Altaian races ; dis-

semination of the Tartars.—Aboriginal races of the

western hemisphere.— Resultsof the method ; imper-

fections in the scheme.— In what manner language

has become a basis of classification.—The Aryan

race established by linguistic processes.— Race

movements traceable by phenomena of language.

—

What facts in language warrant ethnical conclusions.

—Inflection the prevailing feature of Ar\'an speech.

—How languages are modified by environment. —
Semitic races may be classified by means of their

languages. — Contrast between Semitic and Aryan

methods of speech.— Peculiarities of the so-called

Turanian languages.— Features of agglutinative

tongues ; meaning of " tura."—The Ganowanian, or

bow-and-arrow, races.—General theory of geograph-

ical ethnology.—Summary of results by the geo-

graphical method.—Unsatisfactory character of geo-
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graphical classification.—Elements of uncertainty in

linguistic method of race division.—Possibility of

classifying on variations in form.—Crania and skulls

as a means of determining race.—Color of the skin

a true test of ethnic aftinity.— Scientific classification

may be made from color.—Sources of former error

in this method of classifying.—Only three primary

colors of the human skin.—The term ruddy sub-

stituted for white in this treatise.—No races may be

properly defined as white.—-What races may be cor-

rectly classified as ruddy.—General analysis of the

Brown races.—The four groups of the Black races.

—

Other plans of classifying may be harmonized with

this.—General distribution of the Brown races.

—

Outline of the dispersion of the Blacks.—Mankind to

be divided into Ruddy races. Brown races, and Black

races 411-435

Chapter XXIV.

—

Noachite Dispersion Con-

sidered.

Primitive seats of the Adamites.—Apparent point

of origin for all the races.—Berosus recounts the

myth of the sea god Oan.—Outline in Genesis of the

Adamic races.—Value of the Berosian account of

the Chaldseans.—Ten Chaldee mythical kings; con-

formity to the Hebrew scheme.— The headmen of

the Adamite clans.—Question of the primitive metal-

lurgy of the Semites.^Dissemination of traditions of

a deluge.—Why the Egyptian race possessed no

such tradition.—General harmony of Chaktean and

Hebrew accounts of the flood.—The Assyrian tradi-

tion departs from the older forms.—Early division of

the Adamites into three branches.—Uncertain ethnic

relations of early Mesopotamians.— Point of disper-

sion eastward from Assyria and Chaktea.—Issuance

of the Noachites to the west.—Probable directions

of the Hamitic dispersion.—Traces of ethnic ailmix-

ture in primitive Elamites.— First distribution of the

Semites and Japhethiles.— Indications that the Old

Chaldseans were Hamitic.—Race troubles between

Northern and Southern Semites.— Differences in

remains of Chaldsans and Assyrians.—Significance

of the Noachite patronymics.—Contention for prece-

dence among Shem, Ham, and Japheth.—Strife of

the ancients for the rights of priority.—Chronology

at fault respecting the Noachite races.—Evidence of

great antiquity of Egyptian Hamites. — Probable

derivation of the Egyptians from Chaldasa.— Effects

of environment on the migrant Noachites.—Chaldaea

and Assyria a necessity of the early peoples.—The
Ruddy races plant themselves in Mesopo-
tamia 435-449

Chapter XXV.—The Hamitic Migrations.

Hamitic races lie nearest the Blacks in race dis-

tribution.— Historical reasons for the migrations of

the Hamites.— Primitive Arabian population of Ham-

itic descent.— Himyaritic writings show traces of

Hamitic production.—Affinities and connection of

Hamitic and Semitic languages.—Wide distribution

of the Himyaritic inscriptions.—Geographical position

of the ancient Himyarites.—Race kinship of South-

ern Arabs and Eastern Africans.—Distribution of

Hamitic blood in Eastern Africa.—Crossing of the

ethnic lines in Gallaland.— Syria is preoccupied by

Hamitic immigrants. — Divisions and resultant

plantings of the migration.—Ham founds Canaan .

Hebrews disparage their kinsmen.—Extent of Ham-
itic migrations into Asia Minor.—Winchell's views

regarding the European dispersion of the Hamites.

—The race enters and occupies the Nile valley.

—

Extreme antiquity of ethnic movements here de-

scribed.—Okl travelers marvel at the age of Egypt.

—Modern inquiry fixes approximate date for Menes.

—True nature of primitive tribal migrations.—in

what manner favored localities become populated.

—

The radical element breaks away from the conserva-

tive.—Egypt a striking example of the ethnic sack.

—

Migration at length resumed through Northern

Africa.—Brandlings and turnings of the Western

Hamitic dispersion.—Rank and character of North

African states and peoples.—The Hamites venture

by land, but avoid the sea.— Hamitic preferences for

the equatorial trend.—The Berber races result from

deflected movements.—Ethnic place of the Cartha-

ginians considered.

—

^Institutional and linguistic

intimacy of Semites and Hamites.—Semitic influence

prevails over the Hamitic at Carthage.—Extreme

limits of Hamitic distribution in the west.—Nature

of the dispersion in African interior.—Ethnic move-

ments are not exact and logical.—General summary
of the Hamitic migrations 449-463

Chapter XXVI.

—

Migrations of the Semites.

Mesopotamia essentially a land of the Semites.

—

Central position of the race; the westward movement.

—Tradition of the outgoing of the Abrahamites.

—

Place and character of Ur of the Chaldees.—Special

significance of the Semitic patronymics. — Contact

of the Abrahamites with the races of Canaan.

—

Outgoing and plantings of Joktan in Arabia.

—

Modern traces of the ancient Joktanians. — The
Joktanida; make themselves names and races.

—

Relations of the Joktanians and the Eberites.

—

Spread of the Ishmaelites through Arabia. — The
western branch reaches the Imoshagin Africa.—Com-
posite race character of the modern Arabians.

—

Vicissitudes of the Abrahamites in possessing Ca-

naan.—Noncommercial character of the primitive

Hebrews. — Extent of Hebrew influence on the

Mediterranean.—The Azores mark the Atlantic

limit of Hebrew departure.—Use and significance of

Hebrew tribal names.—The Hebrew branch entwines

with the Hamitic in Cyprus.—Summary and outline
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of the Hebraic distribution.— Question of the race

derivation of the Ethiopians.—Western Ishmael com-

bines therein with the Hamites.—Aram the seat of

the strongest Semitic development . . . 463-473

Chapter XXVII.— The East Aryan De-
parture.

Determination of the origin of the Aryan migra-

tions.—Region of the Lower Caspian the point of

departure.—Hamites are ethnically modified by en-

vironment.—Egyptian scul[)tures evidence the early

differentiation of races.—Primitive Japhethites affect-

ed by climate and surroundings.— Indefiniteness of

biblical references to the Japhetic dispersion.—Seven

tribes of the Japhethites ; the race of Gomer.— Place

of the Riphaces in the ethnic scheme.—Distribution

of the Magog and the Madai.—Traces of the disper-

sion of the Javanites.—Probable identification of the

Georgians with the Tubalites.—Possible derivation

of the Thracians from Tiras.—Biblical scheme repre-

sents the Japhethites as developed westward.—How
far the Hebrew outline of Japheth extended.—Great

contribution of linguistic science to ethnography.

—

Discovery of Indo-Iranic affinities by means of San-

skrit.—First movement of races from the Aryan

nidus.—Hints of physical laws governing the move-

ments of races.—Possible reason for the direction of

Indo-Persian migration.—Light derived from Iranic

and Vedic literature.—Expansion of the race of

Brahm in India.—Primitive tribes hang together in

the migratory movement.—The Medes precede the

Persians in historical development. , . . 473-482

'Chapter XXVIII.—The West Aryan Migra-

tions.

Sense in which "migration " is to be understood.

—Northern limits of Aryan dispersion in Asia.

—

Sources of the race movement into Europe.—First

races planted on the lines of the outgoing.—Origin

of the Minor Asians; Hamitic influences.— Multi-

plicity of ethnic plantings in the Lesser Asia.—Place

and race composition of the Cilicians.—Beginnings

of Cappadocian and Paphlagonian races.— Rise of

the Phrygians ; their kinship with the Armenians.

—

Other Minor Asians ; Lydians in particular.—Mmor
Asians contemporary with the Iranians and Indicans.

—Reasons for the different streams of Hellenic mi-

gration.—Race progress through the Cyclades into

Hellas.—Principal migratory route by way of Thrace

and Thessaly.—Ethnic restlessness of the Graikoi

;

meaning of the name.—The Greek migration con-

tained the potency of the Italican.—Lmguistic hints

as to priority of Greeks or Romans.— Rise of the

system of ancestral mythology.—Place and charac-

teristics of the yEolians.—Evolution and race char-

acter of the Dorians. — Situation of Ionia ; the

Dodecapolis.—Rank and relations of the Achaeans

among the Greeks.—Easy ethnic relations of Greece

and Italy.—Place of the lapygians ; races of the

north.— Distribution of the Umbro-Sabellian tribes.

—Myth and tradition of the primitive Latini.—Scanty

knowledge of the Volscians ; their situation.— Pre-

dominance of the Oscans ; the Italian Gauls.—Place

and derivation of the Veneti.—Limits of the Grseco-

Italic migrations.—Origin and course of the North

Aryan distribution.— Ethnic movements by which

the Celts reached Galatia.—Point of departure for

the Celtic dispersion in Europe.— Complete develop-

ment of the race in Gaul and Britain.—Wide distri-

bution of the Celts throughout the West.— The
•Celtic races superimposed on aboriginal barbarians.

— Ramifications of the Celtic stock in the British

Isles.—Bending back of Celtic migrations to the

place of beginning.—Question of the race connection

of Teutons and Slavs considered.— Branches and

directions of the Teuto-Slavonic stem.—Point of di-

vision of the two races ; the Russian family.—Distri-

bution of the Great, Little, and White Russians.—Dis-

persion of the Germans ; three branches of the race.

— Analysis and distribution of the Goths.—Franks

people the Rhine valley ; the Vandal distribution.

—

Movements of the Heruli and the Gepidae.—Progress

of the Suevi ; the Longobards in Italy.—Ethnic place

and vicissitudes of the Burgundians.—Outspread of

the Low Germans and the Norse.—Extent of the

dispersion of the Aryan family.—General and excep-

tional movements of the Aryans.—Extent and bound-

aries of the Aryan belt. — Only conscious move-

ments to be considered in migration.—General view

of the dispersion of the Ruddy races . . . 482-504

Chapter XXIX.— Dispersion of the Brown
Races.

Common source of Ruddy and Brown races may

be found.—Dravidians appear to have had a separate

line of departure.—Hypothesis of common origin for

all in Lemuria.—Criteria for determining the direc-

tion of migrations.—In what manner the language

and institutions of Rome may be restored.—The

whole Aryan group may be reconstructed likewise.

—

Direction and character of the Dravidian dispersion.

—Invading Aryans overcome the aborigines of India.

—The conquerors are modified by the subject races.

— Probability that all races have mixed complex-

ions.—Color of the human skin not derivable from

climate.— Variations of color traceable to primary

ethnic conditions.—Evidence of the insufficiency of

climate to make complexion.— Course of the Dra-

vidian lines in India and Ceylon.—The Malayo-Chi-

nese departure; Lohitos and Burmese.— Doubts

respecting the populations of peninsular Asia.

—

Problem of the peopling of Polynesia.—Outreaching

ethnic lines from Carohne and Gilbert islands.—Dis-

persion from the Samoan group and the Marquesas.
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—Easiness and difficulty of the progress througli

Polynesia.—Probable derivation of the races of the

New World.—OutlM'anching of the Asiatic IMongo-

loids.—Distribution of the Northeastern Asiatics.

—

Dispersion of the Brown races deflected in the Amoor
valley. -Race lines of Samoyeds and Ural-Altaics.

—

Distribution of the Twagi and the Juraks.— Outline

of the Tungusian dispersion.—Outer circuit of the

dispersion of the Brown races.—Question of the

ethnic descent of Basques and Iberians.—Place of

the Esths in the scheme of races.—Ethnic connec-

tions of the Malagasy.—General and special direc-

tions of the Brown dispersion.—Difficult ethnography

of the American aborigines.—Ultimate derivation of

the Indian races.—Place and affinities of theOrarians.

—Easy derivation of Alaskan aborigines from the

Asiatics.—Polynesian Mongoloids mix with Asiatic

derivatives.—General course of Polynesian and Es-

quimau migrations.—Distribution of the Selish ; the

Mexican races.—Origin and dispersion of the Central

Americans.—Place of the Shoshones ; derivation of

the Six Nations.—The Polynesian Mongoloids in

South America.— Origin of the West Indians and

the Seniinoles.—Universality of the Brown dispersion

in the Americas.—Astonishing extent of the migra-

tions of the Brown races.—Outer periphery and limits

of the Brown dispersion 505-5-5

Chapter XXX.

—

Distribution of the Black
Races.

General character of the Nigritian distribution.

—

Lemuria necessary to unify the Black dispersion.

—

Origin of the ethnic dissemination of the African

races.—Place and distribution of the Fundi-Sudanese.

—Kinship of Fulah and Fundi races; subordinate

families.—Distribution of the West Sudanese and

Guineans.—Central Sudanese and tribes of the Chad

Basin.—Place of the East Sudanese and the Nilotes.

— Ethnic traces of the Hamites among the Nigri-

tians.—Classification and subdivisions of the Bantus.

—Africa the Patria Dolorosa of the world.^Limits

of the Zulu and Kaffir dispersion.—Ethnic relations

of the Coast ICaffirs and the Bantus. — General

boundaries of the Nigritian distribution.—Race origin

of the Hottentots considered.-— Where the Hot-

tentots and Bechuanas are distributed.— Subordi-

nate tribal divisions of the Hottentots — Indications

that Negroes and Hottentots are primitive races.

—

Probability that the Hottentots are least devel-

oped of mankind. — Homogenity of the Australian

aborigines.—The Australians should be classified

with the Nigritians. — Lemuria seems necessary

to the supposed distribution.—Lines of the Black

dispersion in Australia.—Valid grounds of eth-

nographic hypothesis.—Origin and course of the

Papuan distribution.—Geographical limitations of

the race.—Legitimate use of hypothesis in ethnic

inquiry. — Question of time, place, and manner

recurs.—Theory of monogenesis is best sustained

by facts.—True aspect and form of migratory

movements considered. — Familiar illustrations

of the movements of races.— Gradual diffusion

of the Anglo-Americans westward. — Exactitude

not to be expected in ethnic movements.— Separation

of tribes and races not complete.—Off-grading of

the human species; no lines in nature.—Species a

misnomer in the economy of nature.—Races of men
must be regarded as varieties of a common life.

— Peoples approximate along their ethnic mar-

gins 525-539

Chapter XXXI.—Mixed Races of Man-
kind.

Existence of mixed or intermediate races.—Race
offspring takes character from both ancestors.—But

intermediate forms do not perpetuate themselves.—

-

All varieties of men fall within a distinct •' species.'"

— Short-lived character of all mixed varieties.

—

Results of intermixture in the case of the Indo-

Aryans.—Examples of like ethnic phenomena else-

where. — Further examples of composite ethnic

character.—The Israelites modified by the environ-

ment of races.—Wide diffusion of mixed types ; the

Mulaltoes. — Instability of the Mulatto stock.

—

Crosses of American aborigines with Negroes.

—

Ethnic instincts traceable to procreation and birth.

—All race dispositions arise from the family.—Place

of the father in the primary organization.— In what

manner the gens is evolved from families.— The
tribe in like manner springs from gentes.—The gen-

tile life a state of susceptibility.—In the tribal life

ethnic features are established.—The horde arises

from arrestment of race development.—The race is

the result of tribal evolution.—The successive stages

of development summarized.—Slow and toilsome

progress of the human race. — Synoptical view of

the dispersion of mankind 540-548-

Chapter XXXI I.—General View of Ethnic
Characteristics.

Personal characteristics of races to be considered.

— Races of men distinguished by certain leading

features.—Ability of mankind to modify the physical

environment.—The Ruddy races have effected great-

est modifications.— Brown races do not concern

themselves with physical conditions.—Modifications

effected by man in Mesopotamia.—Nature changes,

somewhat under the influence of man.—Injury done

to the world by destruction of forests.—Asia Minor

more modified than Eastern or Northern Europe.—
Variable power of races as modifying agents.—

-

Modification of the earth correlative with civilization.

— Europe more than Africa changed by human
agency.—Man successfully resisted by three forms.
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of nature.—Great modifications effected by tlie Teu-

tonic races.—The Aryan belt presents the most

remarkable transformation. — Hamitic and Semitic

genius unfavorable to physical change.—Countries

of Hamites and Semites not susceptible to modiiica-

tion.—Modifying influences of races graded from

Ruddy to Black.—The countries of the Aryan races

have favored development.— Subjecti\-e reasons for

the strong evolution of the Aryans.— Natural science

unknown to the Browns and the Blacks.— The
Aryans have learned and mastered the laws of phe-

nomena.—Extreme sensitiveness of the Aryan races

to want.—Are Aryan instincts and characteristics

effect or cause.'' — Ethnic preference determines

much in race development.—Races choose condi-

tions and conditions react on races.—Great part of

human development based on the knowledge of

nature.— Concomitancy of science and the civilized

life.— Scientific preeminence of the Indo-European

races.—Knowledge of natural law a condition of

perpetuity.—The Semitic mind seeks personality in

nature.—And makes man to be related and bound

thereto. —^ Notion of spiritual causation peculiarly

Semitic. — This notion differs totally from Aryan

polytheism.—Misconception of modern philosophy

respecting such difference.—The I5rown races have

little mythology or religion.—Philosophical view of

Chinese system of thought.—The Black races still

lower in the scale of religion.— Difference of races

respecting the spirit of adventure.—The Ruddy races

strongest in the adventurous disposition.—Courage

of the Browns divorced from rational purpose.—

•

Undeniable and striking ascendency of the Aryans.

—Ethnic diversity in bodily form and activity.—Such

diversity dates back to the earliest ages.—Great

diversity in the stature and bulk of men.— Correla-

tions of mind and body in evolution.—The lowest

limits of size in the human race.— Maxima of stature
;

giants and gigantic races. — Largest examples of

human beings among the Browns.—Aryan peoples

reach the highest average stature.— Geographical

situation and the size of the body.—Form and stature

of men have been preserved from antiquity.—Constant

relation between the size of the brain and human
energy.—Winchell's table of cranial capacity of races.

— Deductions from the tables ; lowest forms of man-

life.—Relation of brain capacity to other physical

features.—Selvage of mankind and the lower animals.

—Approximation of certain Blacks to the simians.

—

Hints in low races of future development.—The three

principal things, food, clothing, and shelter.—Range
of ethnic differences in procuring essentials of life.

—

Method of man in adapting himself to nature.—Ad-
justment varies from natural to artificial conditions.

—Evolution of food precedes building and clothing.

—The Chinese exemplify the retardation of archi-

tecture.—The Blacks are unprogressive in all the

conditions of life.—The Aryans preeminent in mas-

tery of natural resources.—Place of the Aryans in the

architectural evolution 549-5/6

fart Cbirtr.

THE RUDDY RACES.

I. -THE EAST ARYANS.

Book v.—Xhk Iranians.

Chapter XXXIII. — Elementary Character
AND Religion.

The inquiry may begin with the Iranians.—Plateau

of Iran invited to horsemanship and outdoor life.

—

The desert Iranians become hunters ; the Indicans

agriculturists.—Both methods of life combine in the

race character.—The sedentary life takes the place of

the nomadic.—Ethnic and personal character of the

Iranians.—The race constantly exposed to the influ-

ences of nature.— Tribal divisions of Persians as

given by Herodotus.—
^ Feebleness of architectural

evolution among the Iranians.—Early motion of the

literary impulse in the race.—Language and subject-

matter of the Zend-Avesta.—The beneficent Ahuras
are celebrated in the Gathas.—^Theme and method

of the Vendidad.— The Ya(;'na throws light on

disputed ethnic relations.—Hymns of the Ya^na ;

Miiller's comments.—Specimen translation of the

Gfuhas.—Example of Haug's translation of the Zend-

Avesta.— Relation of Zoroaster to Iranian theology.

—Place and offices of Ahura-Mazdao.—The retinue

of angels; divine attributes become personal.—Myth
and worship of Armati.—The personal deities arise

out of nature worship.—Separation of the powers

and beginning of dualism.—Materialism yields to

adoration of spirit.—Symbolism intervenes between

form- and spirit-w^orship.—The Earth and the meta-

phor of the cow.—Elaboration of the myth of Geus-

Urva.—Ahriman and the hierarchy of the Devas.

—

Intoxication and the worship of Soma.—High moral-
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ity of the primitive Zoroastrians.—Motive made the

foundation of ethics and religion.—Evolution of the

order of the Kavi.—Imperfection of primitive religious

concepts.— Even the Semites had low notions of

worship and duty.—Fundamental ideas of the office

of Kavi.—Sacrifice intended to supply the deities

with food and raiment. — The things sacrificed;

gift of the horse.—Fire employed as the agent

of transformation.— The primitive philosophers

of the Iranian race.—East Aryans preferred the

open air for worship.—Notion of immortality of

later date.—At first worship was moved by hope

of advantage.—Iranian religion foreran national de-

velopment 577-595

Chapter XXXIV.

—

Sex and Marriage Among
THE Aryans.

Importance of sex and sex union in race history.

—

Four methods of sexual union among races.—Com-
munal system of marriage ; its impermanence. —
Nature of the polygamous scheme of union.—Ante-

cedents and results of polyandrous marriage. —
Monogamy determines both lines of parentage.

—

All races have and maintain a sexual code.—His-

torical priority of marriage systems considered.

—

Some tribes adopt one method and some another.

—

Alleged beginning of monogamy among the Romans.

—Other Indo-Europeans practiced single marriage.

-—Difficulty of maintaining monogamy against license.

—Smgle marriage peculiar to the Aryan races.

—

Facts tending to determine marriage systems con-

sidered.— Conditions antecedent to the monogamic

method.—Nature of the forces whereby monogamy
is confirmed. — Certain other conditions tend to

establish polygamy. — Communal marriage the

result of sexual chaos.—Paucity of females must

have preceded polyandry. — Smallness of tribal

division favors polyandrous svstem. — Bearing of

marriage systems on proportion of the sexes.

—

Do polygamy and polyandry perpetuate them-

selves .'' — Monogamy reinforced by the Iranian

prophets 595-605

Chapter XXXV.

—

Historical Development
OF the Iranians.

Question of dates in Old Iranian history.—Probable

place and epoch of Zoroaster.—Historical students do

not sufficiently consider perspective.—Possibility of

developing historical outlines by parallax.—The Old

Medes the first forms of the Iranian evolutions.

—

Rise and progress of Iranian monarchy.— Order of

the Medo-Persian development.—Warlike form of
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General Introduction.

objective phases
of human his-

tory.

ANKIND is not an

event, but a producing

force. The liistory of

the liuman race, tliere-

fore, differs essentially

from the history of

events. The one is

the story of man-life as such, and the

other an account of the results and prod-

ucts of that life under the dominion of

instinct and reason. The first relates

to our race as a living- entity, and the

Subjective and sccoud to the works which

men have accomplished.

The one looks constantly

to the agent out of whose activities all

events have arisen, and the other to the

events themselves. The first may be

called the subjective, and the other the

objective phase of human story. The.se

distinctions are fundamental to an tui-

derstanding of the inquiry upon which

we are here to enter.

In considering the subjects proper to

Ethnic History, the reader will not have

The objective proceeded far before he

^he^rvoiXr of
^vill discover that they dif-

events. fgj- f^fg ^^^'/^ from the themes

of general history. The latter begins

with the movements and results of or-

ganized society. It relates to the cir-

cumstances of national life. It takes

into consideration the connections of

state with state, kingdom with kingdom,

power with power, and the phenomena
resulting from internal development and
foreign contact. It seizes the visible

aspects of human affairs, and deals with

them as the products of the wills and

purposes of peoples. It dwells upon the

works of man associated, the conse-

quences of his exertion, the tangibili-

ties of his civil and political life, and in

particular the national features of his

communities and governments. It is

an account of the evolution of institu-

tions, the fruits of those institutions, the

manner in which those fruits are gather-

ed and consumed, and the successions

and cycles through which all organic

forms produced by the desires and

ambitions of mankind pass in the course

of their fulfillment.

It is not meant that general history is

limited to the consideration of the public

life of mankind. The lim.- General history

itation relates to the objec- obfectlvSe^of

tivity of the facts and events society,

which constitute the subject-matter and

determine the character of such history*

Certain it is'that the greater part of the

historical writings of the world have

been devoted to public affairs. They
have dealt with peoples as a whole, with

their organized activities, with their

forms of government and methods of

administration, with aspects and displays

of power well calculated to fix the atten-

tion and interest of the inquirer. General

history has been made to deal with

organizations as a fact, . with civil and

military affairs, with those movements

and institutions which, on the one hand,

conduce to the power of nations, or, on

the other hand, sap and destroy them,

and with all the ostensible agencies of

peace and war.

Recent history, however, has not con-

tented itself with this cycle of discussion.

On the contrary, it has descended from

the story of affairs to the story of the

people, taking into consideration the
(XXXVIl)
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manners, customs, social institutions,

commerce, and intellectual progress of

The new meth- the various nations. Nev-

?at:^:Str erthdess, the narrative has
still objective. ^till continued to deal with

objectivities, Avith products, and results.

This has been as true of our so-called

histories of the people as it is true of

the older histories which deal exclusivel}'

with public affairs to the neglect of

the common lot. The difference be-

tween the old and the new narrative has

been the dilference between a public

history—an account of public affairs

—

and a social and domestic history—^^an

account of the private, domestic, and

social affairs and institutions of the given

people. The change from the old to the

new has not been really a change of

method, but only of subject-matter. It

has not reversed the point of view, turn-

ing the attention of the inquirer from

the products of man's agency to the man
himself, but has been content with the

substitution of a new class of facts for

those formerly in vogue with historians.

From all this ethnic history departs

as if by a whole horizon. The story of

Ethnic history the liumau racc—the true

story—has not to do with

the results of human activ-

ity on the earth, but rather with the

race itself. The i-ace, and not the event,

is the subject-matter of the inquiry.

The attention is fixed not on the prod-

ucts of human will and activity, but on

luankind as such.

The river in its course from the high-

lands to the sea may accomplish won-

The river an an- ders. It travcrscs vallcys
aiogueofgen- and shaiies them It tries
eral and ethnic "^^^^^ JMidpes LUCni. IL Llies

history. q^q coursc tlirough the

hills, and then another. It builds up em-
bankments. It creates a world of sand

and pebbles. It distributes its shells and

other relics of life in this part and in

describes the
essentials of
race-life.

that. It creates a landscape. It dic-

tates the distribution of forests. It

leaves the evidences of its work in every

part of its course. The ledge of rocks

is worn away, and the alluvium of one

region is deposited in another. The
river even divides into channels. It

eddies into bayous and lakes. It rushes

through narrow gorges, fills canals, and

springs over water wheels. It bears

ships and divides countries in its course.

It becomes an artery of commerce.

Cities are built here and there in situa-

tions determined by its windings ; na-

tions gather on its banks.

The evidences of this river-life, the

works which it effects, the traces of its

passage, may be said in one sense to

constitute a history of the river ; but the

essential river has not yet been touched.

What of the river itself.^ We speak not

of the work which it accomplishes in its

passage through the lands, but of the

river as an independent entity. How
great is it? From what sources has it

been gathered? By what alchemy and

transformation of sun and wind has it

been beaten up from tropical seas,

blown away in clouds, and poured down
in mist or rain or snow on mountain

crest, highland, and hillside of the far

interior? W^hat are its other foun-

tains? Deep out of mother earth they

come in many and widely separated re-

gions. They burst from under, ledges

of stone. They pour from dark chasms

in the mountains. They bubble as

springs of living water from a thousand

obscure spots at hill- foot, in limestone

crevice, by great tree roots, in the soli-

tary forest, through humble wells digged

deep by crawfishes in banks of clay.

From such fountains the river gathers

its voluiue. Its waters are blent into one.

It pours along, gathering and increas-

ing. It is an entity. It may well seem
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race in. its char-
acter and mo-
tion.

alive. It moves and roars and rushes.

Its volume is measurable, but becomes

immeasurable with increase. Its color

is of this tint. Its water has this quality

or that. Its manner is placid, smiling,

gentle, or angry, turbulent, stormy. It

sleeps or wakes. It rejoices with sun-

shine or calm, moans Avith the pressure

of shadow and tempest, becomes furious,

and springs with madness through nar-

rowing gorges and over horrid preci-

pices. It yields to the rigor of winter,

and bursts with the renewal of spring.

All this is t/ic rive?- itself. All this has

respect to the vSubstance and life of the

great fact, and not to its results and

reactions.

The analogue of the river is the hu-

man race. That, too, is a stream flow-

Aspect of our ing from an invisible foun-

tain. That also has had

its sources in the highlands

of the past, and that also has gathered

and rolled down with increasing volume

into the plains of the present. Like the

river, the human race possesses a life of

its own. It is an entity dividing into

many entities. It spreads far and cov-

ers the earth with its floods. It leaves

on all shores and continents the signs of

its presence and activities. It builds up

and demolishes. It changes its course

according to the exigencies of the phys-

ical barriers that are set against its prog-

ress. It breaks through and traverses

vast regions. It modifies the whole

globe, and determines both its material

and its immaterial aspects. It becomes

the one really important fact on the

earth. It is to be considered not so

much in the effects and changes which

it has produced among its environing

conditions as in its own essential life.

There thus arises out of the nature of

the things considered a marked differ-

ence between ethnic and general history.

The one gives an account of the races of

mankind in their essential nature, pow-

ers, capacities, or, in a word. Essentials of dif-

an account of themselves. J^o'^ii^^Vof^

The other presents a nar- history.

rative of the facts and deeds of which

men have been the authors ; the works

which they have accomplished ; the in-

stitutions which they have created ; the

visible effects of their vStay and activity

on the earth ; the monuments they have

builded ; the kingdoms and empires

which they have devised ; the govern-

ments they have formed; the wars they

have fought; the treaties they have

made ; the activities they have exerted

in peace.

With these and the like facts of hu-

man agency ethnic history is only inci-

dentally concerned. The The ethnic Ms-

ethnic historian does in- r^^aJ-idices
deed regard all facts and of race-life,

circumstances of the life of man ; but he

views them only as illustrations of the

nature and purposes of the race. By
him the very globe is regarded as the

scene of race emergence, division, mi-

gration, and development; as the en-

vironing continent of our species ; the

ground of its activities. His attention

is fixed on the evolution of mankind, on

its characteristics and its methods of life.

In the following treatise the attempt

is made to display the history of man-

kind considered as a race of intelligent

beings, multiplying, dividing, migrat-

ing, developing, conquer- in this work

ing, and possessing the -J^^'ifas^r"
earth. The race is viewed entity,

in itself. It is everywhere considered

as a living entity, acting unconsciously

under its own laws, and fulfilling a mis-

sion of which only the higher members
of the species have been able to catch

occasional glimpses.—It is the object of

this Introduction to set forth with as
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much conciseness and brevity as possi-

ble the general course of the inquiry,

and to lead the mind of the reader up

to a comprehension of the plan of the

work as a whole.

A History of the Races of Mankind
must needs include a number of subor-

First topics the dinatc topics of the great-
time, place, and

..^ interest to all who aremanner of the
beginning. fn ^iWN measurc concerned

wdth the destiny of their species. One of

the first of such questions is that which

considers the time, the place, and the

manner of the beginning of man -life on

the earth. Certain it is that men at

some time in the past made their appear-

ance on this habitable globe. Certain it

is also that at some place, or places,

such beginning was made. Equally cer-

tain is it that the coming of man was in

some manner. It was by method. The
beginning was not chaotic, but orderly.

The inquiry, therefore, turns first of

all to the questions here presented. At
what time did the human race begin to

be? In what place, or places, did it

make its appearance ? In what manner,

by what agencies, immediate or mediate,

was the introduction of such a fact as

man-life on the globe efi^ected? These
inquiries are fundamental to any rational

history of the human family. The
attempt is made in the inquiry prelimi-

nary to the present work to consider them
in their proper place as an introductory

study to the whole.

After deciding, with such approxima-

tions to certainty as we may be able to

reach, the time, place, and manner of

Primitive estate the beginning, our next

IndfcTnsfdtr- inquiry will naturally have
^^ioi^- respect to the primitive

condition of mankind. The estate of the

human race on the outskirts of that im-

penetrable darkness and barbarism out

of which it arose must be considered in

the best lights which tradition and
science are able to hold aloft. The
primeval condition of the tribes and
peoples which we are able to discover on

their emergence from unconsciousness

and savagery is of itself the subject-

matter of one of the most interestinof

themes in the whole natural history of

life. It involves the gathering up of the

fragmentary details and the reconstruc-

tion—as if in outline—of a condition

which had not the instinct and capability

of recording itself. The study involves

the gathering of materials from almost

every department of human knowledge,

and a sifting and comparison of the data

to the end of obtaining an adequate

notion of the estate of our race while it

vStill journeyed dimly and doubtfully

through obscure ages, far below the

horizon of all authentic annals.

In the course of such an inquiry, we
shall be brought into contact with a con-

dition of the world and with aspects of

animate existence which we Means of deter-

know only by the aid of ^"""^gthef -

-^ J original state of

retrospective science. We ™an.

shall discover the first men in a deplor-

able estate, fighting desperately with the

huge monsters of brake and river bank

and wilderness, struggling to maintain a

merely animal life in dark and houseless

forests, along wild seashores, and in

dripping caverns. We shall note the

rude implements and tackle whereby the

barbarian life would better its chances

in the hard struggle for existence. Out

of these traces of the aboriginal life of

man we shall attempt to deduce his con-

ditions and prospects in the first dis-

coverable ages of his career on the earth.

It is necessary that such a foundation be

laid in order to understand the develop-

ment of the human family, its progress

into the higher life, and its final emer-

o-ence into civilization and fame.
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The next special subject in the logical

development of our theme is that of the

migraticvis and distributions
Distribution of
the races an im- whereby the human spe-
portant erne, ^^^^ -j^^^ been dispersed

throughout the habitable globe. It is

evident that in some manner and at

some time the different divisions of our

race have made their way in this direc-

tion and that, by movements more or

less orderly, into the parts of the world

which they occupy as the seats of their

localized development. To these move-

ments we give the general name of dis-

tribution. The fact so called constitutes

one of the principal features of a certain

stage in the human evolution As prim-

itive tribes multiply and develop, there

comes a time when the passion for mi-

gration seizes them. The spirit of re-

moval prevails, and they depart from

their native seats. In some instances

the removal is phenomenal ; that is, it

is apparent as a distinct phase of tribal

life. In other cases the movement is so

slow and gradual as to be undiscovera-

ble except after the lapse of time.

In either event, however, the migra-

tion has the same practical result. It

carries tribes and peoples into regions

hitherto unoccupied by them. It throws

them upon other tribes and peoples who
are in the way of their ad-

General view of
the nature of vaucc, or, possibly, iuto
migration. . t . r .^unoccupied regions of the

earth. This gives to the early inhabitants

of our globe what may be called a rolling

motion. Generally the movement seems

to be instinctive. In some instances the

motive is apparent, as the desire of con-

quest, war, the possession of better

countries, escape from enemies, acqui-

sition of unearned resources and advan-

tages.

This migratory motion of tribes and

peoples, whereby our globe, at one time

an uninhabited sphere, has become popu-

lated with intelligent beings, is one of

the great facts in ethnic history. As
such it will occupy a considerable sec-

tion of the present work. AVith the fact

of migration general history is not greatly

concerned ; for that takes note, not of

the ultimate forces and processes by
which the present order has been estab-

lished, but rather of the phenomena
which humanity displays after it reaches

the stage of conscious nationality. To
ethnic history, however, the migratory

movements of the human race are of

great and fundamental importance.

Another essential topic in ethnic his-

tory is that which considers the classifi-

cation oi the races and their classification of

arrangement into a whole ^^"r^l^T^^^^^^^'"f5 criteria for

according to manifest and classifying,

established principles. It is clear that

all men, all varieties of men in all parts

of the world and in all ages, have had

some scientific relation as the dispersed

parts of a common fact. That, the hu-

man race is coherent to its utmost ex-

treme is evident. A belief in such

wholeness and consistency is demanded
by the established uniformity of nature

and by all that we know respecting the

other orders of being and the general

scheme of the world.

We shall find in this part of the in-

quiry that at the present stage of our

knowledge some uncertainty still exists

relative to the best principle of division

for classifying the different races of

mankind. vSome authors have proposed

to classify and arrange the parts of the

human family by one criterion, and others

by another. Nearly all of the physical

and mental characteristics of men have

been taken as the foundation of a classi-

fication of the races ; but few of these

characteristics have been found to be

sufficiently constant to furnish an in-
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variable and scientific principle of divi-

sion .

In the present work the color of the

human body has been taken as the most

Color of the invariable criterion of race
body taken as character and on thatthe fundamental L^^-ii -"-"-LCi , duu (Mi luul

characteristic, fundamental fact, assisted

by other physical traits and by intellec-

tual peculiarities of development, par-

ticularly by the great fact of language,

the classification has been made. This

has been done on the hypothesis of the

general unity of mankind and the deri-

vation of all the races from some com-

mon source localized in time and place.

The character and method of classifica-

tion chosen as the basis of the present

treatise on the races of mankind will

sufficiently appear in the chapter de-

voted to that topic.

Having thus by preliminary inquiry

investigated as well as we may the time,

place, and manner of the beginning of

man-life on the earth ; having noted the

primitive condition of mankind, and

constructed a scheme of distribution

and classification by which the various

races mav be viewed as a single fact

with subordinate parts in proper rela-

tion to the whole ; having described the

migratory spread of the different tribes

and peoples from the earliest movement
of the race to its latest dispersion in the

world, we shall next advance to the con-

sideration of tlic races tJicinscIvcs. This

theme Avill constitute the body of our

work. In this we must discuss the char-

acteristics, special features, and peculiar

activities of the various divisions of

mankind, assigning to each its proper

place in the general scheme.

In entering upon this principal part

of the treatise we shall, from the nature

of the case, follow the already estab-

lished classification, taking up the differ-

ent races one by one until all have been

considered. We shall begin with that

which is clearly the most important di-

vision of mankind ; that is, Ethnic history

THE RuDDV, or White, ';S'^-^-
Races. We shall see, first ^^^ost important,

of all, the great .-i;-jv7///}7 ;////)' parting from

its central locality in AVestern Asia into

its Eastern, or i\siatic, and its Western,

or European, stem. These we shall en-

deavor to follow, considering in turn the

ancient and modern Iranic races, and

afterwards the Indie Aryans, from the

time of their establishment in the Indus

valley to their modern developments in

the powerful races of Hindustan. Then in

order we shall follow the Western divi-

sion of the Indo-European family, noting

its emergence in the Hellenic, the Ital-

ican, the Celtic, and the Teutonic races.

This department of the work Avill bring

us into contact with the great classical

nations of the ancient world. Since it

includes essentially all the peoples of

Europe, we shall here find those races

in whom history has the most abiding

interest. We must needs dwell long

with the great Greeks, the Romans, the

Celts, the Germans, and their descend-

ent races in Europe and the West.

The important Aryan family, how-

ever, is by no means coextensive with

the White, or Ruddv, races Semites and

of mankind. Of these the ^T.^r'^'-
next general division is the R^^<idy races.

Semitic family, second only in fame to

the Indo-Europeans. We shall in prop-

er order take up the ancient Semites

and follow them from their earliest

ethnic life in the valley of the Euphra-

tes, through the great Aramaic and He-

braic developments, down to the modern

Arabic evolution in vSouthwestern Asia.

Afterwards the Hamitcs, of still narrower

activities and race dispersion, will be

considered, thus completing the cycle of

the Ruddy division of mankind.
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Following this, we shall next find The
Brown Races, and pursue them from

their ancient to their most recent phases of

Brown races to development. The inquiry
be considered as -^^ • ^j^-
next m impor- -'

tance. from the region of Belu-

chistan throughout Eastern Asia to the

islands of the Pacific, to the three Amer-
icas, and indeed to the ends of the earth.

In the course of this part of the inquiry

we shall find our principal subject-mat-

ter in the great peoples of the Orient.

There, in the Chinese group, we shall

see massed under a single form of life

about one fourth of the present inhabi-

tants of the globe. To these must be

added the Japanese, the nomadic races

of Northern Asia, the Polynesian Mon-
goloids, and all of the American abo-

rigines. The extent and variety of these

materials will of necessity demand much
space, and detain the reader with a mul-

titude of important particulars relative

to the present character of so large a di-

vision of mankind.

Still pursuing the general classification

of races, we shall come at last to The
Black Division of the human family.

This, though the least important, is nev-

ertheless of much interest as completing

the P'eneral scheme, and as
The Blacks are ^ .

last in the eth- fumisliing a large numer-
nic scheme. . ^ - . ^ - ^

ical traction ol the popula-

tion of the globe. Our course of study

will here lead us through the vast belt

of Equatorial Africa ; thence into the

southern parts of that continent ; thence

eastward in the course of the Pelagian

Blacks as far as Australia, New Guinea,

Fiji, and the Philippines. The excur-

sion is thus world-wide in its sweep

—

omitting from consideration no country

or important island of the earth.

It still remains to be inquired what
the true materials are which must consti-

tute the body of an ethnic history. This

question has respect to all of the essen-

tial elements of the human evolution.

But what are these ele- True materials

ments? By what agencies ^^ans'of sub?'

and through what phases of sistence.

life and action do the races of men pass

in their progress from the unconscious

estate of priinitive barbarism to the con-

scious estate of the civilized life ? These

agencies and elements of the develop-

ment of mankind we have attempted to

discover and to set forth in the following

pages. AVe shall find that the first great

fact to be considered with respect to the

development of any given division of

mankind, or indeed of the race as a

whole, is tJic means of subsisteiiee. This

takes into consideration the environ-

ment, and in particular the food-supply,

of the given people. It views those ele-

ments of the natural world of which man
avails himself in order to live and flour-

ish, and which react so powerfully upon
his faculties and frame. We shall not,

therefore, neglect to notice the material

basis of the race-life of the various peo-

ples, and to make comparison of the re-

sources of one race with those of another.

The next fact or element in ethnic

history is, in general, the relatioji of the

sexes and the institutions Relation and

founded thereon. There ^^^^^^J^Lim-
must in the nature of the portance.

case be a method of union everywhere

and under all conditions for the perpet-

uation of the species. The importance

of this fact has been greatly overlooked

or blinked by historians, even by those

who have essayed somewhat the ethnic

problems ever suggesting themselves to

the mind. The fact and the manner of

marriage are of great and primary im-

portance in determining the character

and institutions of every race that has

flourished or that still flourishes on the

earth. On the sexual union and the
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manner of it is founded the family, and

out of the family spring a great number
of social forms, involving most intimate-

ly and radically the whole character,

tendency, aspiration, and development

of the given race. It Avill be a part of

our purpose in the present work not to

neglect the adequate discussion of the

methods of the sexual union adopted by

the different races, and to show the

place of marriage and the institutions

based upon it in human progress.

Following close after this division of

the subject, we coine to language as an

Important element of ethnic history,
place of Ian- ^^ ^ material andguage m ethnic
history. an immaterial part. The
immaterial part has for its function

thought, and thought has for its organ

speech. Man is a speaking animal. No
other characteristic of his nature is more
universal or prevailing. Speech is the

invariable index of the intellectual and

moral condition of the human kind.

Language has varied according to race,

showing most plainly the wide range of

aptitudes and intellectual powers pos-

sessed by the different races. Speech

has differentiated just as mankind has

separated into divisions and local devel-

opments. The fact of language thus

lies close to the general scheme of

human dispersion. The one illustrates

the other, and the other exemplifies the

first. We shall, therefore, in this trea-

tise on the races of mankind have much
to say on the linguistic developments

and phenomena of each.

From language we advance to arts and

tcc/uiology. Islan is the being that has

Practical and the power of con ceiving and
fine arts an m-

exccutino;- workmansliip.dex oi race t> -t

character. ^Ve spcak not of the fine

arts in particular, but of the industrial

and commercial arts. To these even

the barbarian begins to turn his atten-

tion. All accomplishment in this direc-

tion arises out of that semi-ideal faculty

which enables the possessor to adopt

means to ends. It is from this source that

man derives his disposition to work in

the metals, in wood, in stone, and in that

large class of materials that are used in

the production of fabrics. Ethnic his-

tory considers mankind in such activities

as are requisite to the industrial pursuits.

It regards the human being as a maker
—a maker of houses first, and of all

things afterwards. It considers him as

a builder of structures, a miner, a metal-

lurgist, a planter, a weaver, a tanner of

skins, a fashioner of weapons and imple-

ments, an engraver of gems. At length

ethnic history views man as he emerges

into the domain of the higher arts.

Here he becomes truly ideal. Here he

adorns as well as constructs. Here by

the use of color and form he gives out-

line and substance to the things per-

ceived in vision and dream.

It should here be noted that the art

products of mankind, whether nidustrial

or ideal, may be viewed from two points

of observation. The first considers them

in themselves as things Artsmaybecon-

of importance without re- ^l^rstras'-r'

spect to the instincts and dicative of man.

genius that produced them. The other

view considers them as illustrative of

the desires and ambitions of the makers.

In this sense they cast a strong light on

the character and dispositions of the

peoples and races by whom they have

been produced. It is this consideration

that gives them value in ethnic history.

They show what kind of being it is whose

ingenuity and industry are capable of

effectingf such results. It is for this

reason that ethnic history, as well as the

general history of nations, takes into

account the arts and industries whereby

life is so greatly bettered and amplified.
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General history regards architecture,

metalkirgy, all manner of construction

and fabrication, as facts in themselves

useful and important, contributing to the

strength of nations ; but a true study of

the human race regards all art products

as but an evidence and illustration of the

character, the skill and purpose of those

by whom they were designed.

In like manner government and lazvs

are human institutions that may be con-

Governments sidered in themselves. As

exempuS^tu- such they are objective

man genius. productS of tllC gCuiuS of

man. But they are also illustrations of

the character, sentiment, hope, and ambi-

tions of the race. The existence of gov-

ernment and laws among all the peoples

of the world is of itself suihcient proof

that such facts are native to the instincts,

desires, and capabilities of mankind. It

is because they are so that the ethnic his-

torian, as well as his competitor, devotes

his thought and space to the considera-

tion of the governmental and constitu-

tional aspects of human society. The
story of the races of mankind could by no

means be complete without introducing

therein careful accounts of the laws and

orofanized grovernments which the vari-

ous peoples have adopted. But it must

be borne in mind that such consideration

of civil and legal institutions is given

because they illustrate the genius and

political skill of mankind.

vStill another topic to be considered as

a part of the revelation of race character

Religion in like IS rcHgion. The religious

r^XracteTof i^Stiuct is fouud tO havC
peoples. been deeply implanted in

nearly or quite all the peoples of the

world. This was true in the dawn and

morning of history, and it is still true at

the high noon of nationality, power, and

greatness. Here, again, we do not con-

sider religion and religious institutions

as objective entities bearing their inter-

est in themselves, but as facts tending to

illustrate the totality of human nature.

In ethnic history religion, whether it

presents itself in the form of gross su-

perstition or as a more enlightened con-

cept of the supernal powers, or in the

shape of institutions having for their ob-

ject the systematic and visible adminis-

tration of rites and the teaching of the

doctrines of a given faith, must needs

occupy a considerable space, inasmuch

as it illustrates some of the most univer-

sal and constant features of man-life on

the earth. In the present treatise care

is taken, in the consideration of every

division of mankind, to note its reli-

gious instincts and practices, as well as

to delineate those institutions which are

founded on the universal sentiment of

religion among the various peoples.

Finally, we shall consider what maybe
called the proper etJinie cJiaraeteristics of

the human race. These Ethnic traits

relate to those specialized
p^op^^ 'ii^tm-

i guish race from

and distino-uishinof traits in race.

the physical, mental, and moral consti-

tution of mankind, whereby one people

is discriminated from another. We have

seen how it is that bodily features, such

as color, peculiarities of anatomical struc-

ture, the hair of the head, the facial an-

gle, the cranial capacity, and many other

visible facts in man-life, have been taken

as a basis in classifying the human spe-

cies into kindreds, peoples, and races.

The identity of feature is thus used as

the principle by which the classification

is determined. Like distinguishing fea-

tures or traits appear in the mind and

in personal activities. Another class of

similar facts maybe found in the deeper

spiritual parts of human nature. Upon
all of these the ethnic historian will

dwell with interest, as they are of the

essence of the inquiry.
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It is in this order that a history of the

races of mankind may be best constructed.

In the present work such order has been

followed throughout, with only slight de-

viations in this part or in that, as the

same have seemed to be demanded by

the nature of the subject-matter. While

absolute uniformity in all parts of the

treatise has not been desired or sought

after, the general plan has been faith-

fully pursued as the same is outlined in

this introduction.

From the various topics herein pre-

sented—arising out of the nature of the

subject and constituting
Summary ofsub- , , ^ , -. ^

"^

divisions of the the bodv ot our studv—the
present work.

f^^Q^^.i^^g. ^ynopsis of the

whole may be deduced :

Book I.—A Preliminary Inquiry into

the Time and Place of the Beginning of

Man-life on the Earth.

Book II.—An account of the Manner

and Conditions of the Appearance of

Mankind.

Book III.—An account of the Primi-

tive Estate of the Human Race.

Book IV.—An account of the Early

Migrations and Dispersions of the Dif-

ferent Divisions of Mankind over the

Earth.

Book V.—An account of the Iranian

Division of the Human Family.

Book VI.—^An account of the Aryan

Races of India.

Book VII.—An account of the West-

ern Aryans, including the Races of Asia

Minor and the Greeks.

Book VHI.—An account of the Primi-

tive Italicans and the Romans.

Book IX.—An account of the Latin

Races.

Book X.—An account of the Celtic

Races.

Book XI.—An account of the Teu-

tonic Races.

Book XII.—An account of the Norse,

or Scandinavian, Races.

Book XIII.—An account of the Slavic

Races.

Book XIV.—An account of the Ara-

maean Semites.

Book XV.—An account of the Hebrew
Race.

Book XVI.—An account of the Ca-

naanites and vSyrians.

Book XVII.—An account of the

Arabs.

Book XVIII.—An account of the

Hamitic Races.

Book XIX.—An account of the Malayo-

]\Iongoloids, beginning with the Thibe-

tans and Burmese.

Book XX.—An account of the Indo-

Chinese Races.

Book XXI.—An account of the Malays

Proper.

Book XXII.—An account of the

Asiatic ^Mongoloids, beginning with the

Chinese.

Book XXIII.—An account of the

Japanese.

Book XXIV.—An account of the Mon-

gols Proper.

Book XXV.—An account of the

Northern i\siatic Races.

Book XXVI.—An account of the

Polynesian Mongoloids, in their two divi-

sions of vSawaioris and Tarapons.

Book XXVII.—An account of the

American Mongoloids, beginning with

the Northern Aborigines.

Book XXVIII.—An account of the

Central and vSouth American Races.

Book XXIX.—An account of the

Black Races, beginning with the African

Nigritians.

Book XXX.—An account of the Aus-

tralians and Papuans.

In this order the themes of the follow-

ing volumes will be presented.
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Preliminary Inquiries.

BOOK I -TIME AND PLACE OF THE BEGINNING.

CHAF'XER I.—SOURCKS ok INF ORJvlJVTION.

N entering- upon the

history of mankind,

considered as a race,

certain questions
fundamental to the

subject naturally sug-

gest themselves to the

inquirer. They obtrude upon his atten-

tion. If neglected or put aside they

recur from time to time, as if to ar-

rest the narrative, until fitting answers

are given. They haunt the mind and

shadow the scholar's study. They
flutter about the poet's dream, and cross

on rapid wing the philosopher's land-

scape. They fly abroad, and come un-

bidden into the thoughts of the great

people. Even in the most practical of

all ages and the least speculative of all

nations these questions are heard and

repeated in many accents and by many
tongues. He, indeed, is of The three funda-

dull apprehension and lit- Z^^^^^^,.
tie curious to know the cal inquiry.

cogitations and dreams of his fellow-men

who has not discerned their anxiety to

find a solid basis of fact and reason in

what may be called the principia of

human history.

The principal of the questions to

which we here refer are three in

number

:

1

.

At what Time in the past—exact or

approximate—did the human race begin

its career on the earth?

2. In what Place—that is, in what

region or regions of the earth—did man-

kind first appear?

37
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3. What was the Method—the man-

ner, the process, or processes—by which

man came into conscious being on our

planet, rising into rationality, asserting

his sway as the principal inhabitant of

the earth, and discovering in himself the

ability to consider his own thoughts and

actions as a study in natural history?

These questions, we repeat, may not

exhibit in his feeble intellectual activi-

ties at least the premonitions of curiosity

about the genesis of his tribe—the origin

of his kindred and himself. As for him
whose thought and imagination under

the inspiring influences of the civilized

life have taken wing across all floods

and continents, how keenly, how eagerly

does he in his flight glance eagle-wise to

LANDSCAPE OF THE PLIOCENE PERIOD.—Showing Environment at the Iime of ^L^N's Appearance.—Drawn by Riou.

be easily put aside. It is in the very

Eagerness of nature of man to inquire dil-

Sa'cwh-r" igently and persistently

^'"sin. into the time, the place, and

the circumstances of his own origin.

The disposition to search all the fields of

knowledge in quest of light on these

inquiries is as universal as the human
race. In some the impulse is stronger;

in others, weaker; but in all it exists.

It might be difficult to find in any quar-

ter of the earth a barbarian so low in the

scale of mental development as not to

right and left in the hope of discovering

the true beginning and fountain of

things

!

In what spirit, then, should these

great and vital questions be approached?

Certainly in the spirit of hu- True spirit in

mility. The honest inquirer
^.qS^y'^houid

must recognize from the be approached,

first hour of his research the nature and

limitations of his own powers and the

uncertainty of all the sources of informa-

tion from which he must draw his

materials. Honesty, also, and freedom
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from prejudice must be his. vSincerity

of purpose must guide him on the way.

Singleness of aim must light his course.

Fidelity must stead}' his thought and

hand. Simple love of changeless truth

must be his inspiration. His great ob-

ject and passion luust be to enlarge

somewhat, if he may, for the benefit of

his fellow-men the existing treasure of

human knowledge ; to widen and clear

the landscape toward which so many
earnest eyes are directed. Not, indeed,

to establish some foregone conclusion
;

not to verify some little prejudice ; not

to shore up some tottering fiction which

the ignorance of men has reared— is

the aim and end of the questioner, the

real student, the faithful delineator of

the concepts and judgments which he

has formed of the truth. Not, on the

other hand, is it part or purpose of his

work to assail, to destroy, to obliterate

the existing forms of knowledo-e and be-

lief, or to disturb with wanton hand any

of the oldtime concepts which the mind
of his ancestors has evolved as the best

expression of its hopes and fears. But

rather must the true inquirer hold all

things in equal and steady balance.

With dispassionate purpose he must

consider and weigh every existing fact

—

every form of human thought and belief,

every tangible institution and practice

of mankind.

But in what attitude does man stand

with respect to the time and place of the

Individual life beginning? What is his

SS^^i^iSg condition of mind relative

the race-life. to the problem of the meth-

od and circumstances whereby man-
kind began to be on the earth. Perhaps

the best of all analogies bearing on
these great questions are drawn from the

individual life and experience, from the

recollection which each member of the

race has of his own orisfin and of the

conditions imder which his existence

was begun. This is a consideration

which has been astonishingly neglected.

The experiences of the individual man
with respect to himself are so obvious

that he has failed to note their signifi-

cance with respect to the larger prob-

lems of his tribe and race. If we take

our stand, as it were, inside of ourself,

and look backward along the lines which
we have traversed from our individual

beginning in the world, we shall find

those lines converging in the distance,

first into youth ; then still more narrow-

ly into childhood ; and finally to a point

in infancy.

As we look steadily, patiently, in the

direction froin which we have come, we
see that the nearer land- what may be

scape of our life is flooded ^LT^^,?^
in every part by the broad ^ook.

light of consciousness. Further down
the converging lines the light is less

abundant, the objects less distinct.

Here and there already in the second dec-

ade of our life memory begins to fail;

the clue is lost, and we discover many
patches of obscuration, many parts in

which the light rests only on the rim of

the hills or on one side of the forest.

The valleys and depths and remoter

fields fade into twilight, indistinctness,

and thick mist. Further on, and near

the beginning of the first decade, only a

few luminous points are discoverable.

The father's face, the brother's pudgy
hand, the mother's blessed bosom are

still seen ; but beyond that the obscura-

tion is complete. We know, indeed,

from testimony aliunde that we had an

existence beyond the point to which the

utmost stretch of memory can reach.

We also know from observing the in-

fancy of others that our own state for

the first two years or more of our being

was one of utter unconsciousness. It
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was a state of mere potentiality and

growth. No genius, not even the pow-

erful soul of Plato or Shakespeare or

Goethe, has been able by the backward

look to pierce the impenetrable shadows

of his own infancy ; to know by experi-

ence what manner of creature he was

at the beginning ; to declare by direct

knowledge through what stages and

moods of evolution and tentative flight

his own infant spirit first raised the

wing and sought to journey through the

boundless air.

But, as we have said, we are able to

discover much of interest with respect

Methods of to the cpocli of uncouscious-

1^^^!^' ness in the beginning of

conscious epoch. Qur owu individual lives.

We were observed in that stage of our

existence by our parents and kinsfolk.

The nurse was busy with her eyes and

her garrulous tongue. Tradition was

rife in the family and neighborhood

relative to ourselves. The first motions

of intelligence were noted by those who
were keenly anxious for our welfare and

promise. Tales were told about us,

having their origin in truth and their

ornaments in loving fiction. Presently,

with the dawn of consciousness, this

nursery history of our lives was recited

in our hearing, and we imbibed it as the

true narrative of our previous career

—

but by no means sufficiently wonderful

to meet the deinands of fancy. There-

fore must we ourselves expand and

exaggerate the story. We became in-

terested in our past, and carefully stored

the vivid memory of childhood with the

poetic and half-fanciful stories of our

former state. Thus around the life of

every youth are thrown the traditions

and legends of his own unconscious ex-

istence in infancy ; and these forms of

half-knowledge he is constrained in after

years to accept and to use as the best

attainable evidences of his progress by
growth and evolution through the first

epoch of his being.

From all this we are able to draw
some useful analogies with respect to the

infancy of the kindred to useful anaio-

which we belong, the
gi^s

:
the indi-

<3

'

vidual an epit-

people of which we are omeofrace.

the individual parts, and finally the race

of mankind within which we are in-

cluded. It is only in recent times that

these analogies have come to be regarded

at their true valuation. More and more

it has come to be accepted as true that

the individual is the epitome of the

species to which he belongs. More and

more the reasonableness of that hypoth-

esis has becoine apparent which places

the life of the race in analogy with the

life of the individual. More and more
we have been able to detect in the various

stages of our individual lives the like-

ness and miniature forms of the corre-

sponding stages in the history of

the human race. Some of the ablest

and most satisfactory expositions of

the great fact called civilization—of its

origin, its materials, its conditions, its

growth, and tendencies toward maturity

—have been produced by the process

of comparisons instituted between the

life of the individual, the life of the

species, and the history of the race to

which he belongs.' W^ith these facts,

however, we are not at the present im-

mediately concerned.

If, then, the human race may be

looked upon as an individual entity or

being, having an tmcon- sources of light

scions infancy, a half-con- S^lS^-^!^
scions childhood, a wholly inq^^iry-

conscious but erratic and visionary youth,

and a rational and reflective maturity.

' Draper's Intellectual Dei'clopnient of Europe is

the finest of the treatises in this department of

modern inquiry.
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what facts or circumstances, what condi-

tions of knowledge may be said to exist

from which evidence and information

may be drawn

concerning" the
earliest stages of

human existence

—that u n c o n -

scious and infan-

tile condition be-

yond the reach of

all ethnic mem-
ory—beyond the

horizon of light

and vision? Are
there any sources

of thought and

reflection, suffi-

ciently matured

to take the name
o f knowledge,

from which, as if

by a mirror, light

and intelligence

may be thrown

into that remote

region below the

dawn of our race-

consciousness?

Fortunately

—

most fortunately

—such sources of

knowledge d o

actually exist.
Most of them
have been dis-

covered in com-

paratively recent

times. Several

iields of investi-

gation have
opened their

treasures to the human mind, and with

every stage of the exploration new and
valuable evidence has been gained rela-

tive to the great questions which we
4

have placed at the head of this chapter.

A whole group of sciences, growing

ever more luminous with each additional

OF MANKIND—WHEN AND WHERE?
Drawn by Emile Bayard.

discovery, have yielded their results,

from which ever-improving generaliza-

tions may be drawn regarding the prim-

itive stages through which the race of
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man has come into its present state.

The principal of these sciences are as

follows: Astronomy, Geol-
Cycle of sciences ..av a.«-*»m.<;C« "^ ^i' ••!

that may be ogy , Arcliasology, Palaeon-
made to testify.

. -, a
-'

li ' i "c^j-itology, Anthropology, i^th-

nology. Ethnography, Tradition, and

History—the last named inchiding the

poems, the dim chronicles, and mis-

shapen annals in which the records of

the Ancient World are mostly contained

—and finally Chronology proper.

edge which considers the distribution,

motions, and characteristics of the heav-

enly bodies. It has for its Astronomy con-

first and immediate sub- S^r^afor^
ject the solar system, of history of life,

which our om'u earth constitutes one of

the minor members. Dating from the

days of Galileo and Copernicus, the sci-

ence has passed through several stages

of development, the last of which, known
in the laneuaee of our times as the New

BEiaXXlNG OK THE CONSCIOUS LIFE ON THE EARTH.—Drawn bv Riuii.

At first view it may be difficult to per-

ceive in what way the sciences here re-

ferred to can give anv satisfactory evi-

dence relative to the origin and primitive

life of our race. But a more careful

consideration of the subject will at once

discover the bearing of the same, each

and several, upon the great questions

before us.

I. Astronouiy.—By this science we un-

derstand that branch of human kn owl-

Astronomy, has concerned itself particu-

larly with the ultimate constitution anri

philosophy of our own solar group, and,

indeed, of the whole sidereal heavens.

One of the branches of this great

theme has been a specific inquiry into

what may be called the Or- order of vital

der of Creation. The sub- XaSSfr^r
ject embraces, in the half- world history,

poetical language which it has adopted,

such topics as the birth, the youth, the
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maturity, the old age, and the death of

worlds. The stages through which plan-

ets—all planets—pass in their evolution

from a primordial condition into world-

hood have been determined with such

an approximation to certainty as to fur-

nish a clear concept of planet history.

The inquiry has entered still more pro-

foundly into the subject, showing that

world-growth is correlated in all of its

stages with certain possibilities of life.

More precisely it has been shown and

determined that the great fact called life

is related with a certain stage or stages

of planet growth , and that the former

does not and can not exist except under

the conditions which are present at those

stages of world development.

This signifies in exact language that

the infancy of a planet can not bear life.

Many of the conditions then present are

utterly incompatible with the existence

of vital phenomena in any form. It is

doubtless true that every planet passes

through a series of primary evolutions,

tending ever to worldhood proper, be-

fore any forms of life can exist therein.

At a later stage certain forms of vital

existence appear, and still further on

higher orders, until at length animated

existence, properly so called, is seen in

the new world, inhabiting its surface,

teeming in the waters, or traversing the

air. We are thus introduced in planet

history to what may be called the Epoch
of Life.

In the latter part of this epoch intel-

ligences such as ourselves, a race like

TheEpociiof mankind, may appear and

i;;?eH:Sgts fi^^d the means of continu-
of worldhood. ity. For a period of variable

but great duration this high form of

animated being, intelligent, conscious,

rational, becomes the principal inhabit-

ant of the planet under consideration.

Speculative astronomy does not hesitate

to go beyond the limits of this period,

and to point out the old age of worldhood,

the disappearance of life from the planet,

and, in a word, the death of the ex-

hausted sphere. In so far as investiga-

tion, the principles of right reason, de-

ductions warranted from existing data,

and conclusions reached by scientific

methods may go toward determining the

past and present condition of our own
planet with respect to the Epoch of Life,

—to that extent is the science of astron-

omy available as one of the sources of

information relative to the age of the

human race, the date of the infancy of

man, the time of the beginning.

2. Geology.—Close after this astro-

nomical view of world-life and man-life

comes the science of geol- Geology mdi-

ogy, with its vast treasures ^d 11": o°ftiLi

of information and sug- phenomena,

gestion. Geology takes up the investi-

gation of planet life where astronomy

leaves off. The latter deals with worlds

in their relation to each other, and in-

cidentally with world constitution. The
former investigates the history of our

own earth in particular. The object of

this field of inquiry is to trace the prog-

ress and development of our planet

from the date of its separation from the

primordial mass of matter through all

its stages of evolution down to its present

condition. Such a field of inquiry in-

volves the consideration of the physical

bases of all forms of earth-life. It is

out of geological relations and conditions

that all vital phenomena arise. Given

a thorough establishment of geological

knowledge—a complete determination

of the succession of events in our world

history—and the true place of vital phe-

nomena therein can be determined with

approximate certainty.

The successive stages in the history of

our planet are correlated in every part
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with the successive stages in the history

of life. The position of our own race in

The earth pre- the general scheme is de-

ST^ftrtaT" terminable by a careful ob-

phenomena. scrvatiou of the succcssiou

of facts and events in the physical order

of the planet. The earth has received

the markings and the vestigia of all the

orders of life, each in its turn, and has

fortunately preserved, as if for the wis-

dom of after ages, very intelligible frag-

ments of testimony respecting the time

and circumstances at which each new
order of living beings began to exist,

and the successive stages througfh which

the same passed in its differentiation,

growth, distribution, and maturity.

3. ArcJicsology.—Just as geology lies

back upon astronomy for its foundation,

taking up the historv of life
Place of archee- o ±

oiogy, and its where the latter leaves off,
subject-matter. , .,

,
.

SO archaeology rests m
turn on geology. AVhatever evidences

of the existence and sequence of vital

phenomena have been left in the astro-

nomical and geological records of the

universe have been in the nature of

tracks, traces, impressions, which, w^hile

they are sufhciently distinct and unmis-

takable in character, are not in the

nature of remains left behind by the

living beings that have inhabited the

earth. They are thus considered by the

two sciences referred to as the testimony

of the former presence of things unseen.

Besides such markings and indentations,

.so to speak, which the creatures endowed
with life have left in the organic struc-

ture of nature, there are many direct

remains of the living being^s that have
flourished in the different epochs of

world history.

Our own race has done its part in this

respect. The earth is full of rcliqucB

Jnnnance. This is to say that the race

of man has left its debris behind in

every part of the world where human
beings have existed. It has been in the

nature of the ingenious ReUqueehu-

and highly intellectual be- ^AhlUiS^of
ings of whom we are our- man-iife.

selves the living exemplification, from

whom we are descended, with whose
methods of life we are so intimately

acquainted by experience and observa-

tion, to handle the materials of nature,

to modify them, to adapt them to vari-

ous uses, and then, with death or

removal, to cast them aside. Human
relics are thus scattered far and wide on

the surface and under the surface of the

earth. Many of them are of imperish-

able materials. They survive, not only

for years and for centuries, but for

immeasurable eons of time. Nor is it

possible that the existing race of men
.should be mistaken as to the origin and

character of this large detritus of the

human race. It bears in all its parts

the marks of an unmistakable intelli-

gence which divides the relics of man
from the remains of all other creatures.

Within the present century the scien-

tific consideration of the reliquas

human£e has been under- Historic and pre-

taken. That vast and im- J/''^:'? .^^S^-tions 01 archae-

portant domain of knowl- oiogy-

edge called archaeology is the result.

In its application it is partly prehistoric

and partly historic ; that is, one branch

of the inquiry reaches far back into the

geological history of our planet, cover-

ing the period anterior to the first ex-

pressions of human consciousness in the

form of traditions or written records.

The other branch relates to the conscious

period of our existence as a race ; that

is, to the epoch which has been covered

more or less perfectly by those annals

and monuments which men have in-

vented as the means of expressing and

preserving the story of themselves.
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In its methods and principles, tlie

science of archaeology confines itself

The science con- stdctly to the works of man

.

siders the ordo xhcsc are Considered with
of facts m the
history of life. rcspcct to their geologi-

cal surroundings. The scheme of

geology being understood, the relics of

the human race are estimated by their

juxtaposition and character. The flora

and fauna of past ages, the order of

have been exercised. It thus happens

that archaeology furnishes to the inquirer

much valuable and almost direct evi-

dence as to the time when mankind, as

a race, began upon the earth.

4. Pahcontology.—Closely related with

archaeology is the next branch of inquiry,

palaeontology, which treats of the struc-

ture, affinities, classification, and distri-

bution of the prehistoric plants and ani-

T^f^ii ^,^

§ ^ §

^ ^ tli ^^®® ® ^ %
fi?\ ffi\ cjN. . ^ ifs - y

'#"

^>tiP £^

C D
ARCHAEOLOGICAL EVIDENCES OF MAN'S EXISTENCE.

A, megalithic covered structure ; B, stone circle—horizontal and vertical views ; C, mound with stone entrances

;

D, megalithic ruins of causeway.

which has been already geologically

determined, holding the remains of

man's work and workmanship in a

matrix, furnish therefore an ordo which

can not well be misapprehended. The
bottom principle of the science is that

there is a definite correlation between

all the arts in the various periods of

human development and the world his-

tory in which and on which those arts

mals which have existed on the earth.

These are classified and arranged accord-

ing: to the natural order in
, , .*^ Scope and limi-

which they have succeeded tations of pa-

,1 . . Iseontology.
one another as species or

living organisms. The relations between

plant-life and animal life are established,

and the dependencies of animate upon

inanimate forms of existence scientific-

ally determined. Not only the surface
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of the earth, but the crust of the earth

to a considerable depth has been ex-

plored in the investigation ; so that pa-

laeontology, like archaeology, of which it

is properly a branch, may be said to rest

firmly on a geological basis. In its after

developments it yields the two sciences of

botany and zoology, each of which has

its roots and historical antecedents in

the prehistoric and extinct flora and

fauna of the earth. At many points pa-

laeontological research touches the exist-

ence and conditions of man in the

geological and archaeological ages. It

considers him, indeed, as the culmina-

tion of the aniinal races whose antiquity

is in the rocks and whose present activi-

ties are displayed on the dry land and in

the waters of our globe. The science thus

furnishes another of the collateral and

contemporaneous evidences of the primi-

tive state of man, and incidentally of

the epoch at which our race appeared on

the earth.

5. Anthropology.—Still a fifth science

has recently been developed which in

Anthropology somc of its subjcct-matter

touches the great question

of the antiquity of man.

This is anthropology. The nature and

limitations of this important branch of

inquiry have scarcely yet been clearly

defined. It considers the race of man
as a fact in natural history. It looks at

the race, first of all, from the physical,

or material, point of view. It considers

the form and structure, the adaptations

and relations of the beings called men,

as though they were a genus of animals.

Anatomy and physiology thus become
subordinate branches of a higher anthro-

pological study. But the new science

also brings into view^ the intellectual

and moral nature of mankind. It con-

siders the evolution of mind and all of

those important facts and principles

makes man him
self its subject-
matter.

which in their scientific expression go by
the name of psychology.

The inquiry also extends backwards

along the lines of human development,

and becomes historical in its And divides

character. It investigates rhfre'^Jf^^^^
the various stages through mankind,

which the race of man has passed. It

follows the clue in the direction from

which that race has emerged until it en-

ters the domain of archaeology, and with

that science divides the prehistoric relics

of mankind. The line of division is

made on the principle that the remains

of what man has done shall fall to archae-

ology, and the remains of what man zvas

to anthropology. The two sciences are

thus allied, the one rising out of the

other in the same manner in which ar-

chaeological investigation springs from a

geological basis.

It has long been known that the re-

mains of men have survived from the

prehistoric ages. Such re- Two classes of

mains are, for the most ^^S^^fr^'^
part, osseous in character, activity.

It wdll be seen at a glance that such relics

are strongly discriminated in their na-

ture from those which consist of the

fragments of man's workmanship, as,

for instance, his implements, utensils, ap-

parel, etc. While it is true that, for prac-

tical purposes, the skull or other part of

a prehistoric human being and the hatch-

et of stone or bronze which the prehis-

toric man was wont to wield in his bat-

tles for existence may be considered

together as common evidences of his

existence, and, in a certain degree, of

the time at which he flourished, yet the

two relics, as will be seen at a glance,

belong really to wide apart branches of

investigation. The one is a part of the

organic structure of the man of the ar-

chaeological period, and the other is a part

of what may be called his civilization.
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The significance of the one is anthropo-

logical, Avhile the other is a part of the

subject-matter of that prehistoric history

called archccology. It will be seen in

the following pages to what extent an-

thropology, the study of man as man,

has thrown light upon the date of his

origin—the time of his appearance t)n

the earth.

6. Etiinology.—Springing out of the

last-named department of investigation,

and constitutinof in some sense a sub(~>r-

of men. It deals with the physical con-

ditit)ns under which mankind have ex-

isted ; the stages of culture through which
they have passed ; the various aspects of

social life which have presented them-

selves in different ages ; and with the

universal laws of progress in accordance

with which our species has moved for-

ward from the most primitive to the most

recent stage of the human evolution.

Beginning with the most rudimentary

arts which M-ere invented and practiced

-/ t^

' .^ '
'

REMAINS OF PREHIS'J'ORIC MAN.

dinate division thereof, next follows eth-

nology. This includes a specific depart-

Ethnoiogy mcut of studv, the sub-

:X?poTo?y; ject-matter of which is the
its materials. different tribes, kindreds,

and races of men that have inhabited

the earth, considered in their relations,

affinities, derivation, descent, and gen-

eral characteristics. Ethnology is a truly

philosophical inquiry into the origin,

differentiation, development, and distri-

bution of the different families consti-

tuting the originals of the present races

by men, and with the coarsest needs by
which the primeval race was pressed and
held in thrall, ethnology Deals with evo-

proceeds confidentlv by i^^^ion and phe-
r J J nomena of race-

comparison, by hypothesis, Hfe on earth,

by analogy, along the lines of growth

and expansion until it reaches the grand

discoveries and noble impulses which

constitute the ripe fruit of the most re-

cent epochs. The science is patient and

laborious in its methods. It stoops to

consider the food-supply whereby human
life, in common with all other animal
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life on our planet, has been supported

and perpetuated; the sexual relation,

being the general term to express the

methods and practices of the various

tribes and peoples as it respects the union

of the man and the woman for the in-

crease of the race—the laws and the sen-

timents under which the sexual alliance

has been sanctioned and encouraged by

eral rules of conduct which men by ex-

perience and right reason have invented

in different ages for the subordination

of themselves in communities and states

;

and finally, the religious systems which
have appeared in many forms, but with

many common features, as the expres-

sion of the hopes, the fears, the beliefs,

and yearnings of the human spirit in its

PRCJDUCIIOX <)! FIRE—THK KHxST ART I'RACl'lCKIi IJV MAN

mankind on the way from rude savagery

to a highly civilized condition ; the phe-

nomena of language, including a studv

of the affinities and connections of the

different tongues in which the families

and kindreds of men have endeavored

to give a rational embodiment to their

thoughts, beliefs, and visions; the tech-

nology, or art interpretation of the va-

rious peoples ; the government, civil and

social, and the laws constitutiuQf the ofen-

discontent with the things seen and its

aspirations for the things eternal. Fol-

lowing the clues furnished bv ethnolog-

ical research, the inquirer is enabled to

make his way along the course from

which men have descended, and to learn

much of the time and circumstances un-

der which the race beg'an its existence

(ui the earth.

7. EJJnioorapJiy.—It has been proposed

by modern scholars to separate that part
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of ethnology which describes the cus-

toms, laws, and habits of nations from

Narrower and the principal scicnce, and
more special

^ ^j
^- •_

field covered by
ethnography. gion ethnography. Of this

branch of inquiry it is the proper func-

tion to describe the phenomena of race

rather than to explain the same in terms

of the known. The office of the one is

delineative ; of the other, expository.

To the one belongs the descriptive and

pictorial part of race inquiry, and to the

other the philosophical interpretation of

the things described. The relation of

the two sciences is analogous to that

existing between geography and geology,

though the difference between the latter

is more pronounced and conspicuous

than that between the former. The
ethnographic inquiry is much more easy

and superficial than ethnology, inas-

much as the latter looks more profound-

ly into the subject-matter of the investi-

gation, and must proceed by wider and

more difficult generalizations.

The data of man-life obtained by mere
observation and description are easily

Ease of ciassifi- classified and arranged ac-

^Srof nut? cording to the nature of
prating. the subjccts to which they

refer. But the interpretation of the

great facts in which the origin, the

character, and, in a word, the history of

the dift'erent races of men are embodied,

requires a breadth of research and a

scope of vision worthy the name of genius.

In so far as ethnography preserves by
careful delineations the characteristics

of primitive peoples, in so far as the

science notes the rate of departure and
the extent of the divergencies among
the ancient races of mankind, to that

extent it affords valuable susfgfestions

relative to the time of the beginning.

8. Tradition and History.—We have
now followed the lines of scientific evo-

lution from a high view of world history

downwards to man history proper. As
in the case of the individual.

In what manner
there comes to pass a time tradition begins

,1 J- 1 • T T to be evolved.m the progress of kindred

and tribe and race when consciousness

appears. When this happens in the in-

dividual, he at once begins, as we have

seen, to consider himself, to remember
with more or less distinctness the prin-

cipal events in his past career, to speak

of them as matters of importance to him-

self and others. In like manner the rise

of ethnic consciousness leads at once to

that peculiar, reflective, and communi-
cative form of mental activity which we
call tradition and history. When the

proper stage has been reached, the tribe

that was, becoming a people, begins to

consider itself. The wisest members of

the ethnic family, the most vigorous in

thought and imagination, frame from

the vague legends that have drifted

downwards—assisted in rare instances

by the monumental evidences which

their race has left behind—at first an

incoherent, and afterwards a coherent,

account of the past.

Tradition and history thus become the

first formal expression of national con-

sciousness. vSuch expreS- Blendlngsof

sion is older than any other tradition and
J history m the

form of literary product, dawn.

It may be indeed that the earliest story-

teller of mankind takes for his legend the

vehicle of metrical language, but the

subject-matter is essentially historical.

The man-life thus begins to be delineated.

Of a certainty everything is at the first

local and peculiar. The myth-making
power is busy in the production of the

narrative. Fact and fiction are equally

present in the concept and the work.

The historian of the dawn is at once a

sage and a bard, an annalist and a rhap-

sodist, a story-teller and a singer. What
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he produces blends henceforth with the

memory of his race. It is imbibed as a

verity, and is used by future chroniclers

and poets as the subject-matter of their

work. The volume of tradition expands

rapidly, and is to a certain extent rec-

tified by the improving judgment and

critical skill of after times. But ages go

history of mankind continues to flow in

the mighty stream of history and to

color all its waters.

But what is the difference between

history and tradition ? Is not the one

the other, and the other that? Is it

possible to discriminate with exactitude

between that form of intellectual product

A CHALDEK RHAI'SODIST RECmNG (MODERN).—Draun by Barbant.

by ere the elements of myth and tradi-

tion are eliminated from the narrative.

Mankind advance to the possession

and civilization of the great conti-

nents. Other branches of knowledge
spring from the mental fecundity of the

race. Nations react upon nations. A
vast civil and political life appears. The
mind improves by culture and discipline

;

and yet the fictitious part of the early

which goes by the name of tradition and

that other form Avhich is called history?

May these two parts of the Distinctions to

intellectual work of our P^l'^TJ'Jf/.^tw^een tradition

race— its history and its and history,

tradition—be separated the one from the

other and be considered apart? Cer-

tainly the two facts to which these terms

refer are not the same fact ; and yet the

blending- of the one with the other is so
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intimate and universal as almost to pre-

clude the division of the one from the

other. Tradition is a general term,

signifying any form of story relative to

past events which has been transmitted

froin generation to generation simply by

the vehicle of human memory and oral

utterance. Tradition depends for its

existence upon the two faculties of

memory and speech. It is perpetuated

by repetition. True, a tradition may
be written, and may in this manner
come at length to masquerade in the

form of history ; but the fact that it is

written does not alter its essential na-

ture. If the subject-matter have been

handed down by memory and oral nar-

ration, repeated from one age to the

next, the character of tradition in the

thing narrated is ever afterwards pres-

ent, though it be written.

From this consideration it will at once

appear how variable is the value of

Variations in the traditions as mcasurcd by

:it"o?t1Sr' the length of time between
*io^s. the date of the thing con-

stituting the subject-matter of the story

and the date of the record in which it is

contained. If a great period of time

have elapsed between the one and the

other—if the tradition have thus been
subjected to the modifications, exagger-

ations, and reflections to which all stories

are subject so long as they dwell on the

tongues of men, then, indeed, is the

tradition of small importance considered

as a material of history. But if, on the

other hand, only a single generation or

a fraction of a generation have inter-

vened between the date of the event and
the record which preserved the story,

then we may allow to the tradition a

weight almost equal to that of true his-

torical narrative.

The question will at once arise, Is not

all history dependent upon or rather

derived from a traditional origin? Of
a certainty every narrative, however
immediate and exact, must how history

have passed through the SSLn'reT"
medium of consciousness in ^^^^ definition,

the author, and to that extent it is tino-ed

with the quality of tradition. But if the

author, while the event is still immedi-

ately present to his memory, makes
record of the fact which he has seen and
known, if he follows the criterion to

which y^j^neas so confidently refers, and
speaks only of the things " of which he

has been a part," then, indeed, is the

traditional element so slight that it may
be well neglected. Caesar in his tent by
night recording the incidents and
results of the day's conflicts, thus be-

comes the exemplar and type of the

historian and his work pure and simple.

But of a certainty many other quali-

ties besides this of the contemporaneity

of the witness and the event must enter

in before the work can' be called true

history. The definition of this great

and important form of himian knowl-

edge and achievement narrows from age
to age and becomes ever more exact.

At the present day it is limited to that

species of authentic narrative of human
events which is arranged on the lines of

the forces which produced them ; that

is, on the lines of universal sequence

and causation. Chronicles and annals,

merely such, are no longer considered

as history proper. Neither is that form
of dissertation which embodies the

speculations of a writer with regard to

the facts and tendencies of human
society to be reckoned as true history.

The latter implies that the personal

element in the narrative shall be as little

discoverable as possible. The historian

in the ideal history is as little seen as

Shakespeare is seen in the tragedy of

Hamlet.
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The historian is an interpreter of

events ; but tlie interpretation is not

Impersonality of eolored—does not suffer

t:^:^ diffraetion-by the medium
materials. through whieh it passes.

The eamera is essential to the photo-

graph. The easel, the palette, and the

brush, aye, the arm and hand and eye

of the master are essential in the pro-

duction of a painting. But the camera

is not seen in the sun picture ; neither

are the easel, the brush, the hand, and

the eve of the artist seen on his canvas.

So also of the historian. Beginning

where tradition leaves off, freely em-

ploying every form and product of

human knowledge, gathering in mate-

rials, especially from contemporaneous

annals, chronicles, dramas, and fictions,

he discovers wherever he may the

threads of causation, of antecedence and
consequence, and along these fine nerves

of the man-life he builds his narrati^'e

on the principle of the photograph or

the reproduction of a landscape.

But the thing which we are here to

consider is not so much the essential

Tradition deals naturc of tradition and

mankind. dift'crenccs and depend-

encies, but rather the testimonv which

these, two forms of human knowledge

may bear with respect to the time of the

appearance of our race on the earth, the

date of the beginning. It is in the

nature of tradition, then, to deal directly

with these great questions. The brain

of the primitive man was rife with con-

jectures and dim memories of his former

state. Doubtless his recollection of the

pa.st had much of the nature of a dream.

Doubtless the former experiences of the

half-conscious race were transmitted to

him with his blood. Doubtless the

vicissitudes and the vivid impressions

which time and circumstance had made

on his unthinking but highly sensitive

ancestry recurred in his own thought,

and constituted a sort of basis on which
all of his theories respecting his past

history were built. As for the sub-

stance of these theories, that was
gathered from the folklore of his tribe.

Not deficient or inactive was the talk

passion among primeval men. In this

respect the various peo- work of the talk

pies differed greatly, some passion among
^ c> ^ ' the primitive

being comparatively taci- races,

turn, little disposed to communicate with

their fellows, and others having a nat-

ural enthusiasm and gift in the com-

merce of speech. vSome of the most

intellectual and vigorous of the ancient

races were loquacious to a degree that

can not now be well appreciated. In

such cases much of the reflective talk of

the tribe took the form of traditional

lore. The origin of man was the key-

note of the oldtime story. The primi-

tive peoples, especially those gifted with

imagination and a highly developed

language, were ever busy with the

theory of the genesis of the race.

At the same time they took up the

problem of nature outside of man. The
forms, aspects, and phenomena of the

material world demanded
Nature, also, de-

an explanation as well as mandedanin-
1 -i^ T\Tii 1 terpretation.man himself. Mythology,

legend, and tradition were soon rife, and

were infinitely inflected according to

the fancy and fragments of information

which the various tribes possessed. All

agreed that sonic explanation must be

given of the time, the place, and the

circumstances of man's appearance on

the earth. All were agreed that in some

way he had come. None conjectured

that his past existence was an eternity.

Each had the concept of a previous con-

dition in earth and heaven wherein man
had no part or lot.
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It thus happened that each race, accord-

ing to its Hght, according to what it had

Primitive con- received from older mem-
cepts were gen- ^ q£ ^|^^ ^^.^I^^ aCCOrd-
eralized into a
philosophy. j^g- to its conccpts of the

metliods and possibilities of the case,

produced the story of man-life in the

earth. The story was from one point of

view as variable as the fancies of the

with respect to the remote past. It

might be said, even at this late day, that

the whole intellectual structure of the

world rests on the concrete BeUefs of man-

of tradition. He who there- S^^etr^-f
fore would investigate for from tradition,

himself and for others the primitive state

of man—would in particular inquire into

the probable time and conditions under

LANDSCAPE (JK THE BEGINNING.—Drawn by Riou.

race were vague and their creative

powers capricious. But from another

point of view there were common fea-

tures in the traditions which now gained

currency, and these common features at

length constituted a sort of body of

philosophy which was accepted with

more or less reservation by the great

minds of antiquity.

From all this it must readily appear

how great a part tradition has performed

in establishing the beliefs of mankind

which men began to be among the living

creatures of our globe—must carefully

consider the traditions which the races

of men have formed with respect to

themselves.

Here, then, true history begins. As
it was the first, so also it seems to be the

last and greatest of the ^^° Office of history

products of the human to solve aii prob-
. A •

,

^1 ^• i_
lems of man-life.

mind. As it was the earliest

endeavor of the conscious race to express

its concepts of itself, so also is it the
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latest endeavor of that same race to ex-

plain, interpret, and elucidate the true

course and character of human affairs in

the earth. It goes with the saying that

it is sooner or later the function of his-

tory to answer in a satisfactory manner
the all-important questions which stand

at the beginning of the present inquiry.

In doing so the science—if science it

may be called—draws within its compass

all the results which have been reached

in all the fields of human inquiry.

Above all other branches of knowl-

edge, history sits and broods, with

Supreme place wings outsprcad as though

1^^\^^ the universe of things were
inquiry. pregnant and must bring

forth under the shadow and power of

thought. It may be truthfully said that

every other form of learning tends to

this. True history is the generalized

result of all things that have been

thought and done by men. When com-

plete, it must of course take cognizance

not only of the genesis, but also of the

final destiny of man. For the present

it may be freely confessed that true his-

torical inquiry has not extended very

far into the past, and that it has still

more feebly divined the future. Nor
may the historian of this age with right

reason hope greatly to extend the domain

of this science of the sciences in either

-direction. lie may, however, properly

aspire to place in better light that part

of human history which relates to the

primal appearance of mankind on the

earth, and to throw some pencils of re-

flected light on the time and circum-

stances of the beginning.

9. Chronology.—Out of history, and as

a department thereof, has arisen chro-

nology as a special branch of inquiry.

It may be said to be at once a factor and a

result of all historical investigation.

With the ancients it meant properly the

computation of time. With the general

analysis and classification of the sciences

it has come to be a consider- chronology a

ation of the time-order of branch of his-
tory; its proper

the successive events which function,

have occurred in the history of the world.

It is the function of chronology to de-

termine, not only the particular dates at

which the events of the past have hap-

pened, but the order of their succession

and the intervals of time between them.

It thus furnishes the framework of all

things soever that have occurred in the

human universe. There is a sense in

which the whole structure of tradition

and history rests upon the chronological

foundation. Even the ancients who
gave, sometimes in charming manner,

the narrative of events, paying attention

to the dramatic order—which is only the

natural order of all things soever—and

who were as a rule given to the neglect

of da.tes, nevertheless showed consider-

able appreciation of the importance of

chronology. The true science, however,

is of modern origin ; its exact phases

belong to the last quarter of the eight-

eenth century, and more particularly to

the closer investigations of the present

age.

Chronology finds its possibility in the

movements of the heavenly bodies. The
primary facts are the ro- Foundation of

tation of the earth on its S^rtL^Sof
axis and its revolutions the planets,

around the sun. The abstract concept

of time is more difficult to grasp than

might at first thought be easily appre-

hended. This is to say that in the ab-

sence of tangible phenomena, such as

those produced by the movements of the

spheres, it might be difficult to form a

true notion of that abstract continuance

or duration to which we give the name
of time. But the revolution of our globe,

and the resulting aspects of the heavenly
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bodies as viewed therefrom, divides dura-

tion into parts, and furnishes an easy

calculus for time measurement.

Out of nature a scale may thus be

constructed to which human affairs are

Historical per- adjustable, and in the
spectivede- |- j^^ £ ^hjch they arepends on chron- G" -J

oiogicai order. most easily Comprehended.

Chronology furnishes a sort of time locus

for everything, and it is by the employ-

ment of such a scheme that the vast and

orderly progress of human events is first

discovered. All historical perspective

depends upon the chronological relations

of the objects of the human landscape.

There is, first of all, a horizon. The
remoter facts stand far back against the

dim line which divides the known from

the unknown. The size, appearance,

and relative importance of such facts

must be estimated by their distance from

the observer. The objects of the nearer

landscape, as judged by the senses, seem

vast and tall. Without the aid of the

chronological perspective the concept of

the past would be utterly distorted and

ludicrous.

We have here reached one of the par-

ticular grounds of the inquiry constitut-

ing the theme of the if knowledge
'^ were complete

present book, namely, the chronology
. ^ ^ . . -r r "would end the

time or the beginning. It inquiry,

the scheme of human knowledge were

perfected the inquiry would be simply

chronological and nothing more. But

the reader must bear in mind that the

thing attempted is to extend the chrono-

logical lines into that obscure domain

under whose mists and shadows the un-

conscious part of human history was

transacted. For this reason all the pre-

ceding sciences to which we have referred

are called into requisition, in this part

or in that, in the hope of extending the

scheme of chronology, not indeed with

exactitude, but with some approximate

certainty to the infancy and childhood

of the human race.

CH^^F»TER II.—ASTROMOiVriC^^L J^RGUNIENT RESF»ECX=
IMG the: ^Vntiouity of NIAX.

IROM what has been

presented in the first

chapter we may dis-

cover the general
sources from which in-

formation and sugges-

tion may be derived

^th respect to the antiquity of man.

The various branches of science to which

we have referred in the preceding pages

.are the ivitnesses which may be sum-

moned to give testimony on the great

question involved in this inquiry. It will

be seen at a glance that, for the most

part, such testimony is not direct. In

^ome instances, particularly in archaeol-

ogy and geology, the evidence may be

considered immediate and indubitable.

But in most respects the science testifies

scientific knowledge which '^^TS:!^
we possess relative to the of life,

time, the place, and the circumstances

under which the human race made its

appearance on the Earth is indirect and

only by reflection. It is as though a

mirror were held aloft in the surface of

which we may see the objects and move-

ments below the horizon. He who
studies the prehistoric career of man-
kind by the aid of the sciences to which

we have referred, is as the observer who,

sitting by the window of the flying car.
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may see the moving spectra of distant

landscapes appearing and disappearing

among the shadows of the other side.

On the whole, those forms of human
knowledge which we now possess, bearing

Authenticity of on the qucstion of the rela-

tions of world-life and man-

life, are in analogy with

the witnesses who observed our indi-

evidence lor

individual and
race compared

COMPARATIVE SIZE OF THE PLANETARY WORLDS

vidual development through the uncon-

scious stages of infancy. In some
respects the evidence which we possess

with regard to our own growth and

conduct during the unconscious stage

—

with respect to the date and circum-

stances of our birth and the events with

which the first years of our individual

life were associated—is superior in

quality, more satisfactory to the condi-

tions of right reason, more conclusive as

to the things in question, than is the

evidence derived from the branches of

knowledge referred to with respect to

the time and conditions of the infancy

and childhood of mankind. But in

other respects the latter evidence is the

better of the two. It is, on the whole,

less colored, less perverted by the im-

perfections of merely

human testimony, less

affected with errors

arising from what is

called the personal

equation, than is the

purely oral tradition

handed down by our

fathers and ancestors

Avith respect to the un-

conscious epoch in our

individual lives or in

the lives of themselves.

We may, therefore, in

a general way take

our stand among the

sciences above deline-

ated, and interrogate

them with some ante-

cedent expectation of

profit with regard to

the place of the appear-

ance of primeval man.

If we take a critical

survey of our solar

system, occupying the

astronomer's point of

that system to be in

of development as it

great fact probability of

We here Dlant ^^® diffusion of
vve iieie piaiiL

ijfg through-

ourselves upon the assump- o^^ our system,

tion that the phenomena of life are

generally distributed through the vis-

ible universe. The discovery in our own
age of the fundamental identity of the

stellar and planetary materials furnishes

view, we find

various stages

respects the

called life
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a solid basis for the inference of the

accompanying distribution of life. It is

clearly demonstrable that the small group

of worlds with which our own globe is

associated are fundamentally identical

in structure. From the sun outward to

the lone satellite of Neptune no consider-

able variation has been discovered from

the established material unity of the

whole group. There is, therefore, in

the first place, no perceptible physical

barrier to the dissemination of the com-

mon forms of life througfhout our neiijh-

boring worlds. But a stronger ground

even than this for the hypothesis of life

in the planets is found in the conditions

of right reason. That indeed must be a

strangely constituted intelligence which

can accept the theory of the limitation of

life to our own earth. Such a supposi-

tion must rather provoke a smile on the

countenance of every intelligent being

who has risen to anything like an ade-

quate conception of the scale and char-

acter of the material universe. To
suppose that a single insignificant orb

like our own, scarcely discoverable in

the multitude of worlds and systems,

should be the favored spot in which life

and intelligence are manifested, while all

the rest of the stupendous universe

round about is, as it were, a mere waste

of material structure, is to entertain a

concept of nature utterly absurd. Such

a view is the very essence of that natural,

but irrational, anthropomorphic notion of

the universe, the existence of which in

the mind of antiquity we can well under-

stand, but the perpetuation of which in

the era of light and knowledge seems at

once unaccountable and preposterous.

The fact of life constitutes, then, the

only rational explanation of the exist-

ence of the material universe. On any

hypothesis material nature can hardly

be said to exist for itself. A system of

5

worlds like our own has no rational ex-

planation except that which is found in

the suggestion of an arena Life and inteiii-

of life, and finally of in-
^f^'^^f^-J^f'

telligent activity. Let him material nature.

who will attenipt to frame any other ex-

planation of the existence of worlds, any
other intelligent or even conceivable

purpose for which things are designed

or for which they merely exist, and he

shall soon find the futility of the effort.

Material nature has its ratio ultima in

the basis which it furnishes for the dis-

play of vital phenomena, including in-

telligence as the highest expression of

living force.

It is freely admitted that direct scien-

tific demonstration of the existence of

life and intelligence in any Reason must aid

world other than our own iLTuToSof
is not possible in the pres- the universe,

ent condition of human knowledge. It

may not be possible for ages to come, or

ever possible to the end of our own
world-life and the final scene of the pres-

ent state. One of the elements, how-

ever, of all our best attainment is the

use of right reason and the ready accept-

ance of the results to which it leads.

We may not admit that the universe is

an absurdity. We may not any longer

suppose that our own small earth with

its burden of interests, to us so over-

whelming, is of any superior conse-

quence in the universal scheme beyond

what the size, place, and physical im-

portance of our little globe may reason-

ably imply.

We are thus to consider the system of

worlds with which our own is associated

as a common system, hav- General view of

ing common features, obey- grrSLT/
ing common laws, subject men features.

to common vicissitudes, and determined

by a common destiny. The planets that

traverse the adjacent spaces are even as
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our own. Some are smaller and some

are almost infinitely greater, but all are

virtually identical in structure, character-

istics, and final purpose. But the worlds

above and around us are, nevertheless,

greatly discriminated from our own with

respect to the stage of development in

which they are respectively found. Some
are old and some are young as compared

with our planet. Some are, doubtless,

at the present time in a process of evo-

lution and development almost iden-

tical with that through which our

own globe passed in geological ages

far agone. Others have gone for-

ward more rapidly than the earth,

and have reached the condition to-

ward which our planet is slowly,

steadily, but surely tending, and at

which it must at length arrive under

the force of universal laws.

Not only do the worlds differ among
themselves with respect to their age,

considered as planetary
Relations of

,

world age to the bodics, but they also
epoch of life. -,• rr • j^i

differ m another ratio

with respect to their age relative to

the epoch of life. The antiquity of a

planet, considered as a planet, does

not determine its relation to life and

its conditions. This is to say that the

process of evolution may go on so ^°

slowly in some of the older worlds

that they reach the epoch of life at a

period much later in world history than

do some other planets in which the proc-

ess of world formation goes on more
rapidly. In a general way it may be

scientifically alleged that the smaller

globes, having once assumed the plan-

etary form and condition, sweep on more
rapidly toward the epoch of life than

do the larger, in which the development

in the planetary sense is slow and long-

postponed.

The New Astronomy has now assigned

to each of the worlds of our system its

approximate place in the scheme of

development. It would ap- science deter-

pear that as to mere plan- ^t^ages'of tte

etary genesis the great planets,

worlds Jupiter and Saturn are the eldest-

born of the system ; but so far as the epoch

of life is concerned, those mighty worlds

are the youngest of all. The planets

most advanced in age as it respects the

correlated phenomena of life, are the

ITION OF THE PLANETS INFERIOR TO JUPTIER—SHOWING
THE ZONE OF THE ASTEROIDS.

earth and Mars, between which many
analogies are discoverable. Of the two

the earth is, doubtless, considerably

older than the other, as world-age is

measured by the manifestations of life

thereon. This is to say that the earth

and Mars gave off their excessive heat

and were cooled sufficiently to admit of

vegetable and animal life at an age far

earlier than in the case of any of the

other planets. Drawing our analogies

from the forms of life with which we are

familiar, it is quite certain that Jupiter
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and Saturn have not yet reached the life-

bearing epoch. That they will at length

reach a stage of worldliood at which ani-

mate beings can exist upon tlieir surface

and in their waters can not be doubted.

As little can it be doubted that in course

of time the eartli and Mars will lose the

conditions under wdiich life can be per-

petuated. In that event we may be sure

that the epoch of life will cease in our

own planet, though the earth, as such,

i

JUPITER—A I'LANET NOT YET ARRIVED AT THE EPOCH OF LIFE.

may continue to occupy its place indefi-

nitely in the solar system.
' The thing to be granted from the con-

sideration of these facts is that all worlds

Epoch of Life is have a planet life, and that,
adjusted to cer- -^^ connection with this
tain stages oi

planet life. planet life, at a certain

stage thereof life proper becomes toler-

able in the given sphere. With this

event the Epoch of Life begins and runs

parallel with the history of the given

world until the conditions of the latter

are so changed as to prevent the further

propagation or existence of life upon it.

After that, as in the probable case of our

secondary, the Moon, the given orb be-

comes a dead world, though still obeying

the physical laws under which its place

and motions have been hitherto deter-

mined.

Let us, then, briefly consider what we
may call tlie astronomical preparation of

the earth for the appearance of man-life

upon it. By what
process of world-evo-

lution was it brought

into the state of hab-

itability? For we
may be certain that

the fact of habita-

bility and the first

appearance of man
were coincident cir-

cumstances. The
preparation of our

globe for the human
race had respect pri-

marily to the condi-

tion of heat. This

is to say that a heat

equation had to be

established on an as-

tronomical basis;

and by considering

the astronomical con-

ditions antecedent to

the appearance of man-life, preparation of

and by knowing the rate of ^^.^SmtT; the

change which the world has i^eat equation,

undergone in its planetary relations, we
may arrive at an approximate date for

the beginning of the human race.

The equation of heat to which we
have just referred has for its principal,

though not its only, element a certain

vibration, or oscillation, which has been

going on in the orbit of the earth from

the time when that body, loosened from
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the common nebulous mass, began to be

evolved into worldhood, and which will

Vibrations of the Continue to the end of

Sfc'ting'Sstrr. «u^ planetary career. We
bution of heat, must here refer to many
astronomical facts which are familiar as

facts, but of which the significance has

in some measure been overlooked. The
orbit of the earth is an ellipse, having

the Sun in one of the foci ; but the ele-

ments of the ellipse are not constant.

On the contrary, the two axes of our

orbit lying at right angles to each other

approached, but never quite attained.

The elongation of the minor axis, with

the consequent expansion of the orbit,

ceases, and the major axis once more
begins to project like a lengthening arrow

into space.

These changes in the two axes of the

orbit, with the consequent fluctuation

toward and away from the circle, con-

tinue at immense intervals, and will

continue as long as the present system

of world order endures. Under the force

of the precession of the equinoxes, the

SATURN-A RING PLANET.

are inconstant or variable quantities. A
change is ever going on by which the

ratio between the major axis and the

minor axis is affected.

The character of the earth's orbit is

thereby constantly modified. At first it

approximates the circle, and then recedes

from the circle until it

reaches a maximum elonga-

tion. This elongation, or

departure from the circle, is called the

eccentricity of the orbit. Having reached

the maximum of this eccentricity, the

major axis begins to contract and the

orbit to expand laterally, until after a

great lapse of time the circle is again

Nature of the
fluctuation in

our orbital axes.

position of the two axes, always at right

angles to each other, constantly changes.

They point to different parts of the sur-

rounding heavens, each of them con-

tracting and expanding within fixed

limits which are determinative of the

character and stability of our orbit.

It is assumed that the reader is famil-

iar with such terms as aphelion and

perihelion, that he has a Assumption of

clear concept of our planet- St^^oScaf
ary orbit, of the plane of Phenomena,

the ecliptic, of the equator of the earth

and the heavens, of the inclination of

the earth's axis to the plane in which our

globe makes its journey around the sun.
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and of the circumstance of a summer
and winter solstice, a vernal and autum-

nal equinox, and of the precession of the

equinoxes. It is also assumed that he

apprehends the nature of the solar illu-

mination of an ever-changing heiuisphere

of the earth's surface, of the altered and

altering position of the sun as viewed

from any given point on our planet, and

THE MOON—AN EXPIRED PLANET

of the attendant phenomena of the sea-

sons. Presumably he is able to appre-

hend that these phenomena go back for

their causes to the inclination of the axis

of the earth to the plane of its orbit, and

to the eccentricity of that orbit ; that is,

its deviation from the circle.

It may not be known, however, that

the phase of our orbital career through

which we are now passing is that of con-

traction, or approach to the circle. The
major axis of the earth's orbit is diminish-

ing, and the minor axis in-
Present phase

creasing in measurement, of the planetary
rTAi , • •, r .1 oscillation.
i he eccentricity or the

orbit is slowly but surely diminishing

toward zero. This signifies that the

difference between the perihelion, or

nearest approach of the earth to the sun,

and its aphelion, or

greatest distance, is

becoming less and

less with each revo-

lution. The proc-

ess will continue

until the difference

shall be reduced to

a minimum ; but

immediately there-

after the reversal of

conditions cause the

major axis to elon-

gate and the minor

to shorten, and will

throw the aphelion

and perihelion of

the orbit into posi-

tions dift'erent from

those which they

now occupy in

space.

Modern astrono-

mv has made very

careful and critical

estimates of all

these variations,

and more recently has ventured to apply

to them the measurement of time. The
eccentricity of the earth's

Limits of eccen-
orbit was determined with tricityinthe
, . 1 . . earth's orbit.
tolerable accuracy as early

as the time of Leverrier ; but since the

days of that astronomer the calculations

have been perfected, and the elements

of our orbit more accurately determined.

According to these tables, the highest
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eccentricity ever attained by our orbit

was, decimally expressed, 0.0747. The
minimum eccentricity is about 0.0102.

Between these two extremes the orbit

oscillates with ever-changing conditions

of climatic phenomena.

We may here discover the fundamen-

tals of that equation of heat to which we
have referred. It is well

Perihelion and
aphelion deter- kuowu that lu the present
minative of heat. -,•,• r i -^

condition or our orbit,

the earth, in its annual revolution, ap-

proaches and recedes from the sun, thus

fixing a point of nearest approach called

the perihelion, and another point of great-

est distance called the aphelion. At the

present time the differei^ce in the dis-

tances of the earth from the sun at these

two crises in the annual revolution is, in

round numbers, three million miles—

a

distance sufficient, as we shall see, to

make a very perceptible difference in the

heat conditions of the earth. It must be

noted with care that our perihelion lies

near to the winter solstice, and that our

aphelion approximates the summer sol-

stice. This is to say that when, owing to

the inclination of the earth's axis to the

plane of the ecliptic, the sun has receded

far to the south in midwinter—when the

days thereby have been reduced to a min-

imum for the northern hemisphere and

the nights lengthened to amaximum—we
are about three million miles nearer to

the sun than we are in midsummer,
Avhen he has come by gradual approaches

northward across the tropic and looks

down almost vertically upon the temper-

ate zone.

The amount of sun heat received on

the surface of our earth depends upon

Conditions on two simplc conditious : the

7^:t:^:T.:- angularity of the rays as

ceived depends, they enter our atmosphere
;

and, secondly, the distance from the

solar luminary. The more directly the

rays fall upon the earth, the greater the

heat ; the more obliquely, the less the

heat. The nearer the approach of the

earth to the sun, the greater the heat

;

this, being in a ratio inversely as the

square of the distance between the two

globes. We are thus in the northern

hemisphere (fortunately we may say)

brought into perceptible nearness to the

solar luminary in midwinter, while in

summer we are remote. This is to say

that in all our parts of the earth the cold

of winter is abated, as is also the heat of

the summer, by the circumstance that

the perihelion and aphelion of our globe

Ivlean Velocity.

Mean VelocUy.

VARYING VELOCITY OF PLANETARY MOTION.

fall respectively in the seasons mentioned.

If the conditions were reversed, so that

our aphelion should fall in midwinter

and our perihelion in midsummer, it is

easy to see how greatly the seasons

would be intensified. Instead of being

tempered, as they are at present, by the

relations of the earth and sun, the cold

of winter would be aggravated by the

removal of that luminary to a greater

distance in space, and on the other hand

the heat conditions of summer would be

intensified.

Astronomers have estimated with care

the variation in climate produced by the

circumstances here referred to. It has

been demonstrated that the cold of

winter in the northern hemisphere is
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less severe by about one fifteenth than it

would be if the relations of perihelion

Favorable re- ^nd aphelion were inter-
sults of present ^

position of peri- changed. In like manner
helion and .^ i i_ ^ „ „
aphelion. the lieats of our summer
time are less torrid by one fifteenth than

they would be if the earth were at its

nearest approach to the sun at that

season of the year. Or to take the

problem altogether, the distribution of

heat has been tempered and moder-

ated in the northern hemisphere by

an aggregate of about two fifteenths of

the whole increment.

As has been said, there was a time in

the astronomical past when, by the flue-

Former unfavor- tuations of the earth's
able astronomi- ^-^ ^ described,
cal position of '

our planet. Qur planet was actually

thrown into the unfavorable relation of

a perihelion in summer and an aphelion

in winter. It must be borne in mind,

moreover, that the present eccentricity

of the earth's orbit is greatly less than it

was at the period of greatest elongation.

At that date in the remote past the

earth in perihelion approached within

eighty-five million miles of the sun, and

at its aphelion receded to a distance of

more than ninety-nine million miles.

This variation, amounting to more than

fourteen million miles, between the

nearest approach and the farthest remove

of our planet from the sun, would neces-

sarily produce a corresponding difference

in the amount of heat and light received

in the two positions. This difference

has been calculated to be for the period

of greatest elongation about one fifth of

the whole, or, to be more exact, as nine-

teen is to twenty-six. Since, at the pres-

ent time, by the reduced eccentricity of

our orbit, the difference in the sun's in-

fluence upon us by his approach and

recession from the earth has been re-

duced to one fifteenth, we are able by

comparison to appreciate the vast differ-

ence between our present climatic fluc-

tuations and those which prevailed at

the period of greatest eccentricity.

We are here noting the condition of

affairs in the northern hemisphere. It

is from this point of view that all the

phenomena of man-life on the globe are

COMPARATIVE SIZE OF EARTH AND SUN.

to be considered. At that period in the

remote past wdien our orbit was extended

to its greatest elongation. Antecedent con-

the earth being in aphel- ^^^^^in nS^'
ion at the winter solstice, em hemisphere,

the cold was increased to a very marked

degree over that Avhich now prevails at

the corresponding season of tlie year. It

was a time when the conditions of all

kinds of life in our hemisphere were

very unfavorable. At that time in the

history of our globe the major axis of

the earth's orbit w^as greatly extended

and the minor w^as correspondingly

shortened. This would throw the

elongation of the orbit in the opposite

direction to that which it now occupies.

The result would be that during that

period of our planetary career the earth

would suffer a great depression of tem-

perature while passing through its
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annual aphelion. Thus the cold through-

out the northern hemisphere, which is

still sufficient to produce and maintain

great areas of ice, would be much inten-

sified, and although the heat of the

shortened summer would for the time be

greater than at present, it could not

prevail against the glacial condition

which would obtain in all the northern

parts of the earth.' In the southern

hemisphere the case would be different.

There the short and intense winter

could not prevail against the long-

continued high heats of summer, and

the ice world would melt down and flow

into the sea.

We are able in a measure to judge of

what has been in the past, under these

Thetwohemi- general laws, by a present

SeSSILveiop- «^^i-vey of the condition of

mentofman-iife. ourclimatc. The northern

hemisphere is the principal abode of

man. It is tempered and modified as if

in adaptation to man-life and the varied

activities in which that life expresses

itself on the surface of the earth. But

in the southern hemisphere the case is

'During the perihelion of a planet, its motion in

the orbit is greatly accelerated, and as a result the

season of perihelion, whatever that may be, is short-

ened. On the contrary, the motion of a planet in

aphelion is retarded, and the season lengthened in

proportion. When the perihelion falls in winter, as

it does in the case of our world at the present time,

the season of rigor is abbreviated by the increased

velocity of the planet. On the other hand, our sum-

mer is protracted by the slow movement of our

globe during the period of aphelion in June and

July. With the reversal of these conditions the

winter would be not only intensified by the greater

distance of the sun, but also prolonged by the re-

tarded movement of the earth, and vice versa the

summer, though intensified by the nearer approach

of the sun, would be quickly over by the rapid

motion of the planet in that part of its orbit. The
aggregate effect would be to give us in the northern

hemisphere a climate more severe as to the phenom-

ena of cold by an increment of about two fifths

—

a change sufficient to produce the north polar ice-cap

of the glacial period.—See diagram, p. 63.

reversed. There the ice mountain around

the pole spreads far and wide as an

everlasting desolation. Life is kept at

bay not only by the absence of land in

the antarctic continent, but rather by the

excessive rigors of perpetual winter.

The favorable one fifteenth of moderat-

ing heat which we receive in winter

works in the southern hemisphere by

contraries. So that, on the whole, the

conditions of life—the astronomical con-

ditions—in the north temperate zone are

at present more favorable by two fif-

teenths than they are in the antarctic

continents—if such there were.

The reader may now retrace the course

of our globe to the time when the

greatest elongation of the -winter aphelion

earth's orbit was coincident -^S,^^^,
with winter; when the polar ice caps,

ice mountain surrounded the northern

instead of the southern pole of the earth

;

when the vast fields of ice extending

from the north pole southward in all

directions covered the earth as if with a

shining husk far down into what is now
the temperate zone. At the same time

he will perceive at that remote period

the freedom and openness of the south

polar region ; because at that epoch the

earth was in perihelion in summer and

aphelion in winter ; that is, as measured

by an imaginary calendar for the north-

ern hemisphere. Possibly at that epoch

the antarctic continents were exposed,

while many parts of the islands and

shores of the northern hemisphere would

be submerged under the overwhelming

waters. It is easy, in a word, to recog-

nize, in the conditions here established

from the standpoint of astronomy, the

existence and the causes of that wonderful

epoch in world history to which geology

gives the name of the Glacial Period.

That period had its origin in the axial

fluctuations of the earth's orbit. The
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northern hemisphere became the hemi-

sphere of ice at the epoch when the major

axis of the earth's orbit lay transversely

to the position which it now occupies,

and at the time when the greatest

elongation of the orbit was attained.

The result was that our globe, our

northern globe, would be in aphelion in

winter and perihelion in summer, and

the effect of this would be the intensi-

fication of the seasons, resulting in the

heaping up around the north pole of

a prodigious ice mountain, extending

down in all directions like a cap over

the northern hemisphere, until its south-

ern edges would be melted away by the

solar heat.

We have thus established the primor-

dial conditions of the glacial period in

geology. We are able to
Fixing the place ^ ^"^

of our planetary SCC clcarly llOW it WaS that
January. r .

• iirom astronomical causes

the larger part of the northern hemi-
' sphere was formerly enveloped with

heavy masses of ice and snow. We may
also perceive with equal distinctness the

operation of the causes which would

bring this period of desolation—certainly

anterior to the appearance of man-life

•on the earth—to an end. These causes

existed fundamentally in the fluctuations

of the earth's orbit. The climax of the

glacial period would be theoretically co-

incident with the greatest elongation of

the earth's orbit at a time when, owing
to the relative position of the major and

minor axes, the aphelion of the planet

would fall in winter. This is the key

to the whole argument. This astronom-

ical condition was the efficient cause

of the creation of the ice mountain and
envelop extending from the north pole

far southward in all directions toward

the equator. Practically, however, the

crisis of this era of maximum rio^or in

our world history would fall soi/iezvhat

beyond the time when the greatest elon-

gation of the orbit was attained coi'n-

cidently with the falling of the aphelion

in midwinter. Just as the crisis of our

present winter is carried by climatic con-

ditions considerably beyond the winter

solstice and thrown perhaps to the mid-

dle of January, so the crisis of the glacial

period was carried by the astronomical

conditions above described considerably

beyond what may be called the mid-

winter of our world-life and thrown into

our planetary January.

None the less, for practical purposes,

we may consider the glacial period, or

our world winter, to have been coincident

with the time when the Epoch ofmoder-

earth was in aphelion at the gJ^lSTf'
A^inter solstice and when glacial rivers,

the orbit had attained its greatest trans-

verse elongation. From that time forth

the epoch of moderation began to ensue.

The major axis of the orbit began to

contract, the minor to expand. The
aphelion began to depart from the winter

solstice, and as a consequence the sun

with each cycle occupied a more favor-

able and favoring position with respect

to the ice cap which covered the north-

ern hemisphere. Gradually and with

long lapses of time the lower parts, that

is, the southern parts, or spurs, of the

ice mountain began to melt away. Some-

times great masses, inconceivably huge

in dimensions, were broken off, as we
now see in smaller example in the break-

ing away of the feet of the Alpine ava-

lanches. More and more the favoring

conditions came into existence, and more

and more the sun's heat carried away and

poured down into ever-swelling rivers the

southern edges of the glacial deposits.

We have here the beginnings of our

present world order. It was at this time

that the general form and physical fea-

tures of the different countries of the
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northern hemisphere were determined.

Now it was, as time rolled on and as the

glacial period came to a close, that the

great valleys were formed and defined

in the bottoms of which to the present

day the descendent streams of the ancient

flood-rivers creep along on their way to

the seas. In all the continents and

countries of the northern hemisphere it

is notable that the river valleys are out

of all proportion larger than the streams

the earth's surface by the cruvshing and
plunging plowshares of the glaciers.

The circumstances and conditions here

referred to are a part of geological in-

quiry; but the reader will Man-ufe begins

have observed that the line
t^VgiacTal®

°^

of definition between astro- floods,

nomical antecedents and geological ef-

fects is quite difficult to draw. What
we are here to consider is this, that the

appearance of man on the earth is a fact

FORMATION (JK GLACIAL RIVER.-Drawn by Ri-u.

of water which they have respectively

borne at any time within the historical

period. An examination of these valleys

will show, moreover, unmistakably that

they were once occupied with vast rolling

rivers, extending from hill to hill, many
times miles in width, and bearing down-
ward under pressure of the prodigious

floods all manner of flotsam and jetsam

from the previous geological age, mixed
with the detritus rubbed or scoured from

lying this side of the glacial epoch. The
present state of inquiry points distinctly

to the era of the subsidence of the gla-

cial rivers—that is, the great volumes of

water produced by the melting away of

the ice cap of the northern hemisphere

—into the channels, still large and swol-

len, but approximately the same which

are now occupied by the great streams-

of our continents, as the time when man-

life began on the surface of our planet.
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It is not needed, in this connection, to

enumerate the evidences by which the

appearance of the human race on the

earth is associated with the period of the

subsidence of the glacial floods. These

evidences will hereafter be presented

when we come to consider the geological

testimony bearing on the question of the

antiquity of man. The particular inquiry

with which we are here concerned is to

find, if we may, a measurement of 3'ears,

and adjust the scale to the changing

planetary conditions which we have

above described, determining thereby,

with some fair approximation, the date

of that epoch which may be taken as the

maximum for the appearance of man on

the earth.

It were unreasonable in the last de-

gree to expect exactitude in such an

Allowance to be inquiry. In considering

TctftuJe'lnvast astrouomical epochs and
calculations. geological agcs the small

calendars devised by man for days and

seasons are lost in the vastness. We
must content ourselves to consider

large numbers as units. In attempting

to measure planetary changes the thou-

sand or the million must be taken for

one. Employing such large measure-

ment, much incidental and minor in-

accuracy must fall in the result, to be

eliminated by the further application of

science to the problems of nature.

Fortunately, physical science is now
in such a stage of proficiency and ad-

Attempts to fix vancement as to enable us

'apTeartn^'rof^' to Complete the study with
^^'^- a tolerable approach to ac-

curacy. Since the times of the younger

Herschel inquiry has been steadily pro-

gressing with respect to the fluctuations

of the earth's orbit and the changing

climatic conditions dependent thereon.

After Herschel the study was taken up
by Arago, Humboldt, and other geolo-

gists belonging to the first half of the

present century. More recently, and

within the eighth decade, the distin-

guished Dr. James Croll has carried for-

ward the investigation with greater suc-

cess than any or all of his predecessors.

In the following table, prepared by Dr.

Croll, we have a calendar of more than

a million of years arranged in periods of

ten thousand years each, from the max-

imum of 1,100,000 B. C. down to the

middle of the present century. This

part of the table occupies the first col-

umn ; the second column is made up

of the decimals expressing the eccen-

tricity of the earth's orbit for each cor-

responding period in column one ; the

third column contains, in degrees and

minutes, the longitude of perihelion for

the successive periods ; the fourth gives

the difference of distance of the earth

in perihelion and aphelion measured in

millions of miles ; and the fifth the ex-

cess of winter days over summer days

for the corresponding periods.

It will be noted that from several

circumstances with which the astronomer

is familiar the decimals Maxima and

expressing the eccentricity ^ZSZ^^^
do not increase and our orbit,

diminish with perfect regularity, and

the same is true of the degree

marks expressing the longitude of

perihelion. But the reader will not

fail to note that /;/ a general zcay the

figures in all the columns rise and fall

according to a definite law. He will

note, for instance, that the lowest

decimal of eccentricity given anywhere

is 0.0102, and that the highest of all is

0.0747. He will also observe that the

lowest measurement of the longitude of

perihelion is 4° 8', the highest being

358° 2'. In the third place, it will be

noted that a relation, not perfectly con-

stant, but nevertheless clear and unmis-
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takable, exists between the maxima and

the minima in the several columns under

consideration. The table is as follows,

the periods of greatest elongation being

set in antique figures

:

From the accompanying table we may
note with ease the periods when the

earth's orbit in the past has attained its

greatest elongations. The first of these

corresponds in round numbers with the

CROLL S TABLES OF PLANETARY FLUCTUATIONS.

Year B. C.

1,100,000

1 ,050,000

1 ,000,000

990,000
980,000

970,000
960,000

950,000
940,000
930,000
920,000
910,000
900,000
890,000
880,000

870,000
860,000

850,000
840,000

830,000
820,000

810,000
800,000

790,000
780,000

770,000
760,000

750,000
740,000

730,000
720,000

7 1 0,000

700,000

650,000
600,000

Eccentricity
of earth's

orbit.

0.0303
0.0326
o.oi 51

0.0224
0.0329
0.0441
0.0491
0.0517
0.0495
0.0423
0.0305
0.0156
0.0102
0.0285
0.0456
o . 0607
o . 0708
0.0747
0.0698
0.0623
0.0476
0.0296
0.0132
0.0I7I

0.0325
0.0455
0.0540
00575
0.0561

0.0507
0.0422
0.0307
0.0220
0.0226
0.0417
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the year 100,000 B. C. Or to general-

ize, we see that during the last million

of years the fluctuations of our orbit

from one period of greatest elongation

to the next occupy approximately a span

of a thousand centuries each. The move-

ment is sufficiently regular to warrant

us in accepting this period as the ap-

proximate unit of the oscillation.

Neglecting all the preceding epochs

of greatest elongation down to the last,

we note that the same
Fixing of date
ofour last plan- corrcspouds approximately
etary winter. -j^i j.i -\^ r\With the year 100,000 B. C.

This may be taken as our critical date

for the present inquiry. This epoch

corresponds not only with the last period

of our orbit's greatest elongation, but

also with the time when the earth was

in aphelion in winter. The date, there-

fore, marks the last crisis when our globe

passed through what we have called

above our planetary winter ; that is, the

crisis of greatest cold—the time when
the conditions were all favorable for the

production of the ice mountain around

the north pole, and its extension in a

glaring cap far down in all directions

toward the equator. In was, in other

words, the glacial period of geology.

As we have intimated, it is doubtless

true that the crisis of the epoch of rigor

Crisis of rigor on lay further on somewhat

;

penod o?^
°^ that is, this side of the date

elongation. of 100,000 B. C. We
might in a rough and conjectural way
deduct five thousand or ten thousand

years from the date of the crisis as an

approximation to the date of greatest

rigor. From that time onward there

would begin to be an abatement of those

conditions antecedent to the glacial ac-

cumulations ; that is, the planet would

begin to come into more favorable and

favoring relations with the sun, and at

length the preponderance of cosmic forces

would balance the other way, and the

glacial mass would begin, on its south-

ern edges, to melt down into our north-

ern oceans.

We thus arrive at length to the same

condition which we have formerly de-

scribed, namely, a condition of flood and

river deluge in the northern Epoch of the

hemisphere. In the present f^^ntt'^^
instance, however, we are hemisphere,

working not abstractly, but with a scale

of years determined by astronomical cal-

culations. In other words, we see that

somewhat less than a hundred thousand

years ago the crisis of our glacial period

was reached, and that subsequently, at

a considerable span from that crisis, the

ice mountains of the northern hemi-

sphere began to give away under the re-

turning conditions of heat. How long a

period was required for these changed

conditions to become operative in the

liquefaction of the lower parts of the

pflaciers we are left somewhat to con-

jecture, but no doubt it required a con-

siderable period for the returning ap-

proximation of the sun to begin to affect

materially the glacial cap of the north-

ern continents.

It may be assumed as a fact scientific-

ally determined that the whole of man-

life lies this side of the gla-
Era of man-life

cial period. Indeed, from on this side of

, , -, r ,^ the diluvial age.
what we know of the con-

ditions present in the northern hemi-

sphere during that period it would be

impossible for the human race to main-

tain an existence upon the earth, even if

the race had existed before. We are,

therefore, to conclude that the being

called Man made his appearance at a

subsequent date, when the globe had

been made habitable by the melting

away of the glaciers, the subsidence of

the rivers, and the definition of the con-

tinents in the forms which they now hold.
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It would appear, therefore, that we
might pass over at once from the work

of astronomical laws to the geological

conditions which ensued in and after the

diluvian period, with a view to ascertain-

inof more definitelv at what time man
and his works are first discoverable on

the earth. This we shall presently at-

tempt to do ; but before passing to the

geological inquiry respecting the an-

tiquity of our race, it will be well to

revert to one or two additional facts

deducible from the laws of astronomy.

One of these is that next to the last

period of greatest elongation in the

earth's orbit, falling as it
Place of the last

thermal epoch did about a thousaud cen-
for the earth. , • -i r j-i_ i ^tunes before the last, oc-

curred under such conditions as to pro-

duce an epoch of heat in the northern

hemisphere. That is, about the year

210,000 B. C, Avhen the greatest elonga-

tion just referred to was attained, the

sun Avas at or near perihelion in winter,

the result being a great increment of

heat in the northern hemisphere, with

corresponding climatic and vital phe-

nomena. This supposition we find to

be confirmed by geological inquiry. It

is evident, indeed well known, that a

period of heat preceded the glacial

epoch. There was a time anterior to

the great accumulation of ice and snow

in the northern hemisphere when almost

tropical conditions prevailed throughout

what is now our temperate zone and far

up toward the polar regions.

A thing of great importance to be

observed in connection with this warm
Relics of ther- epoch is that the remains of

wShpos'^gif-^'^
animal and vegetable life

ciai remains. which have survived there-

from, passing, so to speak, undci' the

glacial epoch and reappearing in the

diluvian period, are so mixed and blend-

ed with the remains of animal and vege-

6

table life belonging to the period subse-

quent to the prevalence of the glacial

age, that the casual observer and student

is likely to confound the two classes of

relics as belonging to the same epoch.

For instance, the specimens of Avoolly

elephant which were caught, so to speak,

by the glacial age, frozen up far to the

north, and thus preserved to the diluvian

period, may easily be referred by the

uncritical inquirer to the same geological

period which produced the mammoth,
the reindeer, and the cave bear.

The sio^nificance of this circumstance

is tlie great depth of the perspeetive, and the

larofe allowance of time which must be

made from the close of Depth of time

the diluvian period to the ^emTtTd^rof
present. If the span be- i^^n.

tween the preceding age of heat and

the succeeding age of cold is, as it ap-

pears to be, measured by a thousand cen-

turies—if the distance from the woolly

elephant to the mammoth is so great

—

we may be sure that under the slow and

regular processes of the natural world

the distance from the close of the glacial

epoch to the present time is almost

equally immense. Without the ability

to lay a measuring rod upon these vast

spaces of time, and limited as we are to

estimates, the mind is necessarily embar-

rassed with uncertainty ; but the condi-

tions of the inquiry, its metes and

bounds being determined from scientific

data, we are enabled to rest securely

upon the general knowledge of the great

duration of the astronomical and geolog-

ical epochs which we are considering,

and to accept with confidence a belief in

the remote date of man's appearance on

the globe.

A summary of the leading facts gath-

ered in this inquiry may serve to bring

before- the reader with conciseness the

data from which the deduction of the
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ductions from
astronomical
laws and data.

high antiquity of man is made. These

Summary of de- data, reduced to their

briefest expression, are

about as follows

:

1. The last period of greatest elonga-

tion of the earth's orbit fell about a thou-

sand centuries before the Christian era.

2. This epoch of greatest eccentricity

was coincident with the aphelion of the

earth in winter.

3. These two conditions acting togeth-

er produced, so far as the climate of the

northern hemisphere was concerned, an

epoch of extreme cold, corresponding

with that period in geology known as

the glacial age.

4. The crisis of the glacial period lay

somewhat t/iis side in time of the coinci-

dence defined in paragraphs first and

second of this summary.

5. Our planet ever since the crisis of

the glacial age has, by favoring astro-

nomical changes, been coining more and

more into an epoch of climatic modera-

tion suitable for the existence and activ-

ities of the human race.

6. The time at which the conditions in

the northern hemisphere became suffi-

ciently amended to admit and favor the

appearance of man was coincident with

the epoch of the subsidence into their

beds and proper channels of the glacial

floods, produced by the melting down of

the accumulations of the age of ice, as

above described.

7. As an approximation to a measure-

ment by time, it is safe to allow one

fourth of the whole period, or two hun-

dred and fifty centuries, for the period

extending from the crisis of the glacial

epoch to the time of the subsidence of

the floods produced by the melting aM^ay

of the mountains of accumulated ice and
snow.

8. This would give us by approxiina-

tion a maximum of seventy-five thousand

years as the date at which the habitabil-

ity of the northern hemisphere was suf-

ficiently established to admit of the com-

ing and preservation of man-life in our

continents ; but

9. The estimate just given must be

taken as a superior limit beyond which

astronomical, geological, archaeological,

and ethnical inquiry need not reach in

expectation of finding the evidences or

remains of human activity on our globe.

10. In cases where a maximum and

minimum date are established as the lim-

its within which an event has occurred,

the principle of averages points to the

middle part of the whole period consid-

ered as the safest and most certain ap-

proximation to the time sought for.

1 1

.

This would indicate that, from as-

tronomical considerations and conditions

determinative of the character and fluc-

tuations of the earth's orbit, the probable

epoch of the appearance of man on the

globe was from thirty thousand to fortv

thousand years before the beginning of

our era.

12. Such approximations and proba-

bilities are, in the nature of the case,

tentative, and are subject to modification

and displacement by the result of inqui-

ries bearing on the same subject, but

conducted from the standpoint of other

sciences.

If the foregoing study has clearly im-

pressed the mind of the reader with any

one fact, it is tJie sloio rate of change by
which our earth has passed, slow progress of

and is still passing, from rSllt^Xi
stage to stage in its his- concept,

tory. This is said not only of the planet

considered as an orb in space, but of all

its attendant phenomena and attributes

of life and organization. Great, almost

inconceivable, lapses of time are neces-

sary to any appreciable change in the

constitution, aspects, and vital conditions
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of the world. The concept of this slow

and orderly progress of planetary growth

and development is as sublime as that

which contemplates the magnitude and

endlessness of the material universe.

Certain it is that nature hurries not.

Certain it is that her progress does not

consist of catastrophes, phenomenal cat-

aclysms, and astounding revivals. The
rate of formation for our world, for all

worlds, has been so gradual as almost to

preclude the record of its growth by
other than immortal or infinite beings.

It is easy to refer the successive cycles

of world history to the measurement of

time by hundreds or thousands or mil-

lions of years ; l^ut a clear apprehension

of the immense periods of duration nec-

essary to the fact of worldhood is unat-

tainable by the human mind Avith its

present capacities and powers. The
slow progress of world history and life

history is, therefore, a fundamental con-

cept in the work of determining the ap-

proximate time at Avhich a rational form

of being began its manifestations on our

globe.

wStill another consideration here sug-

gested is the date—again approximate—
at which we have nov\' ar-

Question of our
present place in rivcd in the cpocli of life
the epoch of life. . , , .,.,

, ,

considered Avith respect to

our Avorld histoiy. Are Ave but entering

that epoch? Are Ave journeying on to-

Avard its middle? Are Ave in the after

part of the stately progress? Or are avc

nearing its close? In Avhat part of the

History of Life, considered as a Avhole,

do Ave find ourseh^es as a race of intel-

ligent beings?

It may be assumed that our race ca-

reer on the earth is a long one. It stands

to neither fact nor reason that the be-

ginning and the end of human life on our

globe lie near together. Everything

that Ave know and observe points clearly

to an extended, long-continued epoch for

our race. As Ave ha\^e said, the scale of

man-life is not as great as Reasons for as-

that of the planet-life,
summganex-

-t^ tended race

But so far as our globe has career,

a purpose, that purpose has respect un-

doubtedly to the human beings that in-

habit it ; and Ave are at liberty to presup-

pose that the time during Avhich our race

holds and dominates the planet is far-

reaching, both in the past and in the

future. The conditions of reason are

such as to lead us to belieA'e that the

period of our ethnic career extends al-

most infinitely in both directions.

The particular j)oint Avhich Ave are

here to consider is the place of the

shorter scale of man-life on conditions on

the lono-er scale of Dlanet which the per-Luc luu^ci t5(.aiu ui picUiCL petuity of man-
life, and the approximate hfe depends,

position noAv occupied by our race in the

shorter scale of existence. In determin-

ing the answer to this question, Ave haA^e

again to consider that fundamental con-

dition upon Avhich man-life on our globe

depends, namely, heat. The existence

and perpetuation of human beings upon
our globe has from the first and will to

the last depend upon the A'italizing poAver

of heat on the surface of the earth.

There Avas a time Avhen this heat was in

excess of the demands of life, and there

Avill be a time w^hen the deficiency of

heat Avill lead to the certain extinction of

all \dtal phenomena on our planet. Our
globe, once superheated and afterward,

as Ave haA^e seen, subjected to the rigors

of the glacial period, has by its endless

elliptical journey through space parted

Avith a great portion of its residual heat

;

and the process is still going on. As
the earth speeds on in its orbit, its heat,

like that of a vital body passing through

a region colder than itself, streams off

behind it ; so that there is a constant loss

of the vitalizing poAA^er of the globe.
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This loss, however, is in great measure

resupplied from two sources. That is,

the superficial heat of the earth's surface

is replenished from two fountains : first,

the interior caldron, or reservoir, oc-

cupying the larger part of the planet and

held in place by the outer crust of rock

;

and secondly, the constant contribution

of the sun.

The human race continues its exist-

ence on the planet by economizing the

vital energies of heat from the two

Most favorable sourccs just uamcd. The
condition for ^ ^ condition of all for theconservation of
vital energy. existence and power of

man-life on the earth is that planetary

stage at which the loss and the gain of

heat on the surface are equal. The
middle, and we may say the maximum,
epoch of man-life is coincident with that

time in planet history when the wasting

expenditure of heat into the surround-

ing spaces of our orbit is exactly counter-

balanced by the radiation to the surface

from the internal fires of the globe, plus

the constant gift of the sun. When this

condition is present, the state of the

globe is most favorable for the propaga-

tion, the maintenance, and the longevity

of human life. It is at this stage that

the epoch of life-equilibrium is at-

tained ; and if the equipoise could be

preserved there is no discoverable rea-

son why the human race might not con-

tinue forever. Before this condition of

highest equilibrium is reached all the

Avarm-blooded animals, including man,

are at a disadvantage with respect to

their environment, because of the sii--

pcrfliiity of heat at the surface of the

earth, with the thousand concomitant

circumstances of that superfluity, tending

as they do to hasty growth, premature

development, overexcitability of the ner-

vous system, enervation, and all the

physical vices which we observe to the

present time in the tropical and semi-

tropical parts of the globe.

After the favorable condition has

been passed—as it will l)e in the history

of our planet—the struggle Nature of the

of life and for life takes SliSllSr
another form. The incre- the crisis,

ment of heat constantly received at the

surface becoming less than the expendi-

ture leaves man and his fellow-animals

at a disadvantage of a ditTerent kind.

The struggle to exist takes the form of

an effort to maintain the vital fire

a.gainst the draught of nature. A large

part of human exertion must needs be

wasted in such a state in trying to pre-

serve the proper envelop of heat, wast-

ing ever and but feebly resupplied. The
after history of the human race must in-

deed take this form of contention with

the efflux of the natural world, and must

recount the struggle of man, becoming

ever more arduous, to maintain himself

and his kind upon the surface of a globe

sinking into the rigors of an endless

winter. From the middle epoch, most

favorable to the production and longev-

ity of man as an animal to the end of

his career, he will be put at a disadvan-

tage, and will cease to develop under the

laws of his environment. Up to that

time—the crisis—when the accretion and

the expenditure of heat are equal, our

race development will continue. The
physical, intellectual, and let us hope

the moral, powers of man will continue

to expand and develop. But after the

crisis we may expect to wane—slowly

we may believe ; but the cosmic law

must doubtless be obeyed.

Philosophy and astronomy have com-

bined their resources in the attempt to

determine the present condition of our

heat equation and the relations of man-

life thereto. The best scientific opinion

has been brought to bear on the ques-
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heat equation
-with respect to

man-hfe.

tion, and the decision is that our planet

has not rcacJicd, by a considerable span,

Condition of the maximum of its vital-

ity, considered as the arena

of our race activities. This

is to say that the world is still receiving

at the surface an increment of heat more

than equal to the constant waste in its

progress through space. The excess is

not by any means so great as it was in the

previous history of the planet ; but as we
approach the crisis—our epoch of equi-

librium between the heat given and re-

ceived—the approach thereto is retarded

by many favoring circumstances, thus

prolonging the period of human develop-

ment. AVhile the amount of heat re-

ceived from the sun may be regarded as

nearly constant, the quantity given off

from the earth into space diminishes by

an ever-decreasing ratio. The earth as

a reservoir of heat is at present better

fitted than ever before to preserve it.

The adamantine walls round about our

vast store of internal caloric are thicker

and more substantial with each succeed-

ing geologic age, and the loss of our liv-

ing energy is less and less rapid as we
journey on.

We are thus on the favorable and fa-

voring side of our cosmic life. It is easy

The human race to demonstrate with proofs

other than those here sug-

that the epoch

most favorable for the production and

maintenance of man-life on the earth has

not yet been attained. Whatever con-

clusions we may reach by following the

astronomical suggestions above given,

there is a substantial agreement among
the most competent and scholarly think-

ers of our times that we still have on the

surface of our earth an annual gift of

heat from internal and external stores

in excess of our waste into space.

It follows that the conditions for the

still on the as-

cending scale of
vitality. gested

further development of man-life on our

globe are still present, and that we may
comfort ourselves with the our rate oi prog-

belief and knowledge that ''^-ss toward the
t> crisis con-

we have not as yet by a con- sidered.

siderable stage in our ethnic life reached

the highest or middle point in our race

career—the period of greatest longevity

and intellectual and bodily power. Our
rate of progress toward that approaching

crisis we are able to judge by the brief

knowledge which we possess historically

of the previous history of mankind.

That is, we are able to estimate our rate

of progress toward that epoch which

shall be most favorable for the miainte-

nance and duration of human life in the

earth. We know from historical data

that our march toward the crisis in our

ethnic life is extremely slow—so slow

indeed as to have left rnuch confusion in

the human mind respecting its own
direction and tendencies. There have

been historical periods within the limits

of recorded annals in which man-life

seemed to inove not at all, but rather

to remain stationary, or at best to move
only on a level. At other times progress

has seemed to be actually retrogressive.

This is said of the physical life of man,

of his intellectual life, and of his moral

capacities and characteristics.

From a wider point of observation,

however, we can but perceive the slow

but unmistakable progress slow movement

of mankind from lower to '

J^^^^;^^!;';^^^^

higher forms of activity, development,

to greater length of life, to superior wis-

dom—particularly in the knowledge of

nature and of the means of subduing and

utilizing her magnificent energies—to

nobler aspirations and worthier achieve-

ments, to higher purposes and to grand-

er concepts of the universe.

Here again the slow rate of progress

which the human race has made in its
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course during the brief period of recorded

history gives us a distinct hint of tlie

long prehistoric extent (_)f nian-hfe on

the earth. It is easy for tlie geometri-

cian from a small arc to determine the

extent and character of the whole circle.

The indications to Avhich avc have just

referred may serve a like purpose to the

ethnologist and philosopher in estimating

the extent and variety of our race career

before our coming into the epoch of con-

scious history.

'~'\y- AVe have a traditional and historical

y knowledge of mankind extending over

several thousand years. The knowledge

Historical hints thus derived is sufficient-

ofour present | ^^^^^ ^^^^^^ authentic as
stage m race
career. to the character, activities,

and duration of human life in remote

antiquity. In some particulars the prog-

ress since the earliest date of recorded

annals has not been great. In intellect,

pure and simple, the races of to-day

hardly surpass, if indeed they equal,

some of the favored peoples of the ancient

world ; but in most respects progress can

be discovered in every particular of the

life and career of man. One of the most

marked of these improvements is the

matter of longevity. Notwithstanding

the temporary wreck and devastation of

the Middle Ages, it can not be doubted

that human life is on the aA'erage more

stable and enduring than it was four

thousand years ago. The average period

of human existence is greater than it

was at the Renaissance
;
greater than in

the age of the Antonines
;
greater than

at the date of the Trojan AVar; greater

than when the Yedic hymns were sung

by the Brahmanic shepherds.

More remarkable by far has been the

gain in the means of subsistence—the

metliods of taking from earth and sea

the materials on which the support of

human life is founded. The capacities

of the earth have been discovered and

utilized. The mother of all has beeiv

made to bring forth her Gains ofman-

gifts in thcii- season,_ and ^J^^^^n^^^^
the ability of maintaining ment.

life has been given to a greater number
and in larger measure than ever before.

As to the increase and accumulation of

knowledge, the gain has been most

marked of all. The race has been made
acquainted Avith the laws and phenomena

of its environment, and nature has been

converted from a foe into a friend and

servant of man. The elements so long

considered hostile have become propi-

tious under the dominion of scientific

knowledge, and the maintenance of life

has become easy and universal.

All of these facts, merely touched

upon in this connection, agree substan-

tiallv with the theorv of the Facts indicating

improving habitability of ^^^^SZ
the earth. The scientific earth.

concept that the planet is still improving

as a world suitable for the habitation of

rational intelligences is borne out by the

facts of the improved and ever improv-

ing conditions of human life. The
great cosmic law is exemplified in that

small segment of human experience

which goes by the name of history ; but

the whole significance of the argument

lies in this, that the rate of improvement

in the human race, the increase in lon-

gevitv, the multiplication of the means of

subsistence, and the permanent incre-

ment of knowledge, have been so slow

in moveinent and so small in the aggre-

gate since the beginnings of recorded

time as to convince us that the whole

circle of man-life is a circumference of

vast extent. Every fact and circum-

stance Avithin the range of our informa-

tion points clcarlv to the long-extended

duration of the human period, and every

condition under Avhich Ave live on the
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earth, and have lived in the past, opposes

itself with persistency to the supposition

that we are at the present time near

either the beginning or the end of our

race career. The phenomena of life, that

is, of human life, are all so intimately

related and correlated with the phenom-

ena of planet life as to convince us that,

though the planet life has a wider sweep

of duration than the race-life of mankind
—though there were antecedent ages of

preparation for the appearance of man,

as there will doubtless be vsucceeding

ages to his disappearance from the sur-

face of the globe—the date of the be-

ginning of rational being on the planet

was remote from the present by multi-

plied thousands of years, as the date of

the disappearance will be remote by
multiplied thousands to come.

We may here with propriety add a

few paragraphs drawn from the concep-

tion of design in the universe. It is not

intended in this connec-

tion to place so great sti'css

upon a plan and purpose in

universal nature as was done by the

natural theologians of the last century.

Much less is it intended to intimate the

absence of purpose and design in that

vast and mxagnificent system of worlds

of which our own is but an insignificant

example. That the universe is orderly

can no more be denied than that it is

grand and magnificent in extent and

variety. If the thing for which the old

mythologists invented the name of

Chaos ever existed, it exists no longer,

at least not in those tremendous fields of

space which have been penetrated by the

great telescopes of modern times. So

far as our solar system is concerned, the

chaotic element, if ever present, has

wholly disappeared. The belt of the

asteroids may, indeed, represent the

path and the fragments of a former

Concept of de-
sign points to an
extended, race
career.

world ; but even in this region of space

the reign of law holds all things in its

beneficent grasp. In all other parts of

our system regularity in worldhood ap-

pears to right and left. Adaptation is

discoverable. Reason seems to prevail.

The universe appears to be the habitation

of intelligence and purpose.

Without following, beyond the sugges-

tion of a just rationalism, the hints of

design, of regularity and Long duration

plan, in the universe, and ^°S'e'pia"of

in our own world in par- worldhood.

ticular, we may well accept the belief of

an adaptation of the planetary spheres

to the abode of rational intelligences

like ourselves. Thus much being grant-

ed, it is but a step to the conclusion that

the principle of duration might be ex-

pected as a part of the plan of world-

hood. Given the habitability of a planet

as a part of its purpose and plan, and the

concept of permanence, or at least great

duration, follows as a necessary infer-

ence. AVhy, indeed, should a world be

habitable for the highest order of beings

only for a brief season? What possible

reason could be assigned for the late ap-

pearance and early extinction of the

hio'hest and best form of intellio-ent ex-

istence? If our ov/n earth, for instance,

had in it from the first the condition

and prophecy of habitability, as it un-

doubtedly did have, and as we are at lib-

erty to infer all other planets have, then

why should there be a period of prepa-

ration almost infinite in extent to be fol-

lowed only by a brief and quickly van-

ishing residence of the noblest of all the

creatures? Every condition of right

thinking leads to the belief that the ap-

pearance of man on the planet would

occur at the earliest practicable moment
(so to speak), and that mankind would

continue to flourish to the latest practi-

cable date. It is one of the novel con-
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tradictions in the pliilosopli}- of a certain

scliool of tliinkers that the\' Avould liaA'e

us believe that tlie eartli, fitted up as it

Avere for tl:ie dAvelling- phiee of man, lay

green and virgin, vaiting for his ap-

pearance through eons of useless time—
all this for no better reason than to sat-

isfy the preeoneeptions of some impossi-

ble system of chronology.

Such short-siirhted views of nature

consistent Avith the astronomical and

geological preparation of the globe.

Reason and fact alike require us to ac-

cept as early a date for the appearance

of man as the design of the Avorld and

its conditions of habitability will admit.

The results of reason must be accepted

• in a world governed by law. That the

date of man's appearance was coinci-

dent, or nearly coincident, with the

l.AXUSCAPE OF THE LOWER OOLITE (BEFORE THE AGE OF MAN).—Drawn by Riou.

and of man we may at once dismiss as

belonging to the ignorance and blindness

Right reason de- of a former age. AVhile

r^^^SS- the demands of right reason
anceofman. Jq ^ot Call for a lilllitlcSS

extension of man-life into the past, and

while such a view is contradicted by sci-

entific data which may not be doubted,

a rational concept of the human race in

relation with the planetary life upon

which it is maintained does call for as

wide and far-reachinof an arena as is

astronomical changes in the character

of the earth's orbit heretofore described,

can not Avell be doubted by an}^ one

whose mind has been freed from nar-

roAv preconceptions on the subject.

That our race career, measuring back-

ward through the brief historical and

traditional periods of our ethnic life, has

extended far enough into the past to

cover a considerable part of the planet

life with which it is associated, is a con-

clusion warranted by every condition of
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rig'lit thinking". That the design of the

world and of our solar system points to a

long-eontinued eareer for the highest

form of living intelligenees on its surface

can hardly be doubted by him who be-

lieves the universe to be underlaid with

plan and purpose. Finally, that our own
race, by its slow rate of progress, has not

yet attained the maximum of its power,

longevity, and rational activities, is a fact

which we may accept at the hands of sci-

ence as demonstrable from existing data.

Ch^pxkr III.—A^l^aUAlKN'r kwoai Gkoloo^^.

URNING then from the

astronomical to the

geological arguinent

respecting the anticp

uity of man, we shall

reach the same general

views, the same con-

clusions as above. We are not to enter

here into the broader discussion of the

able for the human race. The science of

geology belongs virtually to the present

century. Hitherto any truly scientific

concept of the formation Geological sci-

and character of our globe '^ri.l%tZl
was wanting. All the for- century.

mer achievements of mankind in geologi-

cal inquiry were not equal in extent and

variety to those which have been made

PALtO/^OIC ACtE Ot THE E A.R TH.— L^sD-~c\pi. oh ihe Foceve —Drawn by Riuu

geological age of our planet, but only to i by the geologists of the nineteenth cen-

note the epoch in which it became habit- I tury. The result has been a tolerably
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complete invesiig-ation <jf the character

of the earth's cnist and of the order of

world formation. A stimmary of these

results may here be presented with a

view to sho\\'in;_^ the epoch of man.

In the bottom of the Avorld we have

the azoic, or lifeless, age. Ab<.)ve this,

and next in order of sttcees-
Outliiie of the
order of the sioii, we liave the pakeozoic
geological ages. ^.i ^ i.^ • ^ i-j:^^ ^ age ; that is, the ancient lire

period of world formation. Above this

the Carboniferous, and the Pemian strata

of the earth's crust. The secondary

rocks of the necizoie age include the

Triassie, the Jurassic, and the Cretaceous,

or chalk, formations. The tertiary, or

etenozoic, rocks are divided into what

are called the eocene, the mioeene, and

the pliocene, and above these we have

the superficial formations known as the

post-tertiary, quaternary, pleistocene, or

most recent deposits of all. This sketch

PAL.EOZOIC AGE OF THE EARTH.—CambrO-Silurian Landscape.—Drawn by Ri.iu.

and succeeding it we have the neozoic,

or ncAv-life, age, reaching to the surface

and including the present life-forms of

the Avorld. For convenience, the neozo'ic

age has been divided into a lower, called

the secondary, or mesozoic, peri(xr; and
an upper, called the tertiary epoch. The
pakeozoic age, if we begin at the bottom,

next to the azoic rocks, includes the

Cambrian, the vSilurian, the Devonian,

includes what are known as the fossil-

iferous strata of the world, reaching

downward from the present fauna and

flora of the surface to the lifeless bed of

the azoic rocks.

It is needless to urge upon the atten-

tion of any intelligent reader the great

periods of time which are indicated in

the geological formation of the earth.

How great these periods are has never
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been determined, and it is possible that

their duration may remain indeterminate

Exact time to the end of time. But
measurement approximations cau be
not requirecl m i i

world history. made which arc highly use-

ful, and many scientific data exist by

which previous calculations may be rec-

tified. Every decade witnesses an in-

crement of knowledge to the subject be-

fore lis, and wider and more accurate

generalizations are gradually building up

tions are conducted. In the first place,

the rate of geological change now going

on in the earth is a matter of observa-

tion and scientific measurement. The
slow but steady transformation of the

earth's surface, the reduction of its in-

equalities, its tendency toward the level,

its failing adaptations to certain forms

of vegetable and animal life, and many
other of our superficial terrene phe-

nomena are well-known facts, and have

PAL/EOZOi'C AGE OF THE EARTH.—Devonian- Landscape.—Drawn by Rimi.

an accepted theory of the geological age

of our planet.

The question may well arise by what

possible means the inquirer can arrive

at any practical conclusions relative to

Principle of de- the lapse of time in former
termining the periods ; that is, in the pre-
rate of geolog- i:' ' ' r
icai changes. historic agcs of our world.

It may be appropriate, in view of this

just skepticism, to cite a few of the facts

and principles by which such investiga-

been observed in their processes for a

sufficient period to warrant scientific de-

duction as to both the future and the

past.

To this we must add the accepted law

of the uniformity of nature, upon

which, indeed, all science Acceptance of

rests as upon an immov- J^.^fS^Z/J/

able foundation. We may natiire.

safely assume that the processes of the

natural Avorld which we observe around
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us are the same processes which have

been giving' form and feature to the

surface of our planet tlirough eons of

past time. True, Ave may not assume

that the rate of change has l^een uni-

form for successive geological ages. (Jn

the contrary, experience and observa-

tion Avithin the historical period have

shown that the rate of change is not by

any means iuA'ariable. At some epochs

transformation goes forAvard more rap-

idly than at others ; but on the Avhole,

not only the process of change, but the

LANDSCAPE OK 'IlIK CAKllOMFF.Kl U'S rERIOI).

rate of change may be depended on as

scientific factors in determining the past

conditions and periods of duration in

geological history.

It may be Avell in this connection to

illustrate Avith a fcAv specific examples

Suggestion fur- the general laAvs of change

^SSSTo?^ to Avhich A^^e have just re-

Niagara Falls. ferred.' We haA'c in the

United vStates an example of the action

of the elements Avhich may Avell convince

the most skeptical of the A^alue of geolog-

ical physics in determining the lapse of

time. This example is furnished by the

chasm and recession of the Niagara

riA^er. It is easy to trace the course of

the great falls backwards from lake On-

tario, or at least from Lewiston, to the

present position of the cataract ; and it

is easA' to foresee the incAUtable recession

of the chasm back from the present fall

to lake Erie. We may already contem-

plate (at a date how remote!) the Avear-

ing aAvaA* of the channel until the Niag-

ara riA^er shall lie in the bottom of the

chasm all the Avay from Ontario to the

exhausted bed of Erie. The rate of the

recession o f

the falls is a

thing of obser-

V a t i o n and

measurement.

It has been
placed as Ioaa-

as eight feet in

a century.
Other esti-

mates have
been higher

;

but fast or

sloAv, the proc-

ess of Avear-

ing aAA^aA" goes

steadily on, as

it has done in

the past, and

nothing is required but scientific obser-

A^ation to determine approximately the

length of time Avhich has been required

to Avear out the channel from Ontario to

the present falls.

Of a certainty scA^eral circumstances

must be kept in mind and admitted into

the calculation Avhich maA^ Argument not

modify the deductions. SneTtfofL-
The stone in some parts of certainty,

the riA^er platform may be harder and in

others softer. There may be occasional

rents and fissures Avhich, under pressure

of the floods, Avill permit large masses of
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the supporting- ledge to break away and

be earried down at onee. But tliCvSe cir-

cunistanees are only modifying elements

in the problem, for whieh indeed alloAv-

ance must be made, but which should

not be permitted by the uncertainty

which they introduce to destroy the sci-

entific character of the investigation.

There is not vv'anting a certain kind of

mind filled with reactions and preju-

dices, and for that reason ever disposed

to resist the progress of scientific truth,

which is prone by its constitution and

habit to seize upon any element of un-

certaintv which may exist in an investi-

eation of this kind, and to use that mod-

icum of uncertainty as a reason for

rejecting the whole inquiry, and for fall-

ing back into the easy nest of mediaeval

preconceptions and ignorance.

Another instance of geological change

which mav be used as a measure of time

Rate of deposi- IS that of the rise of the

^^XyiS^SSs valley of the Lower Nile,

a scale. "by the deposition of matter

from the annual overflow. It is popu-

larly supposed that quite a deposit is left

each year in the Nile valley as a sedi-

ment from the swollen waters. If it

were suggested, for instance, that

the annual deposition amounted to a

fourth of an inch, it would not seem an

astonishing proposition ; and yet a little

reflection will show that at such a rate

the Nile valley would long since have

disappeared and the river would have

been turned back upon its fountains in

the Sudan ! A fourth of an inch an-

nually would amount to more than two

feet for each century ; a little more than

twenty feet for a thousand years ; about

forty-two feet since the times of Caesar

;

and much more than a hundred feet

since the age of Ramses ! As matter of

fact, the elevation of the lower valley by
the annual deposit has not been more

than about five or six feet, as measured

at Rosetta or Damietta, Avithin the

historical period ; Ixoxw Avhich fact Ave

may scientifically determine the thick-

ness of the annual deposit as little greater

than that of a sheet of paper. This

slight increment, lioAveA'er, Avhen once it

has been scientifically measured, is good

for the past, the present, and the future,

serving as a measure not only of histori-

cal but of geological time, and furnishing

incidentally a striking example of the

sloAvness and orderly progress of those

physical changes by which the surface

of the earth and its clistinctiA'e features

haA^e been determined.

Still a third example of time meas-

urement by means of physical conditions

may be appropriately cited, spheroidal form

The time Avas Avhen the
of i^i^e earth a

X lie Liiuc \\at> wiicii liic
clattim for time

mass of the earth AvaS measurement.

fluid through its AAdiole extent. If,

Avhile the globe Avas in such condition,

the rate of rotation on the axis had been

rapid, the equatorial distention Avould

have been correspondingly greater than

it is. With a very rapid rate of rotation

the earth Avould haA^e become a thin

Avheel or circular plate. On the other

hand, if the rate of rcA^olution on the

axis had been as sIoav as that of our OAvn

secondary, the moon, the equatorial

protuberance Avould scarcely haA'e been

discoA'erable. As a matter of fact, the

elevation around the equator is some-

AA'hat greater than it aa^ouM be Avith our

present rate of planetary revolution.

This is to say that Avhen the earth was

still in a fluid or semifluid condition, and

its ofeneral form Avas determined bA^ the

rate of axial rcA^olution, the motion Avas

more rapid than at present. With the

hardening of the crust, the globe \A^as

able to maintain its oblate spheroidal

form eA^en Avhen the rate of revolution

Avas considerabK" slackened.
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Astronomical science is now able to

determine the rate at Avhieli our axial

Approximate revolution has diminished,
date at which
our earth took
Its present form, backwards

and Ave may tlms calculate

to the

when the globe was

fixed in its present

form. We are thus

able to reach by ap-

proximate time meas-

urement the date at

Avhicli the crust of the

earth became sufficiently

firm and thick to preserve

the form which the globe

had talvcn under physical

law wlnle still in a state

of fluidity. vSir William

Thomson, following the

theorv of Fourier, showed

bv an elaborate argument,

publislied in the Transac-

tions of the Royal Society for

1S62, that the lower limit or

minimum date at which our

globe, under the action of phys-

ical laws, could liave taken its

present form and become super,

ficially consolidated, could not

have been less remote from the

present than twenty millions of

years. His calculations were mathe-

matical, and were based upon the

established laws of physical science.

While we may not accept his conclu-

sions witli such certainty as might be

had in tlie case of computations rest-

ing on known and invariable data, wc
may, nevertheless,

conclude, tentativelv.

The earth had become the arena of

vegetable and animal life before the

fixation of its form. Long Lifebeganb^-

before the

time I the surface

instabilitV of
fo^e fixation of

of the o-lobe estimates.

diagram showing relative thickness of
earth's crust and depth of

internal caldron.

had given place to

permanence, the rudi-

mentary forins of life

had appeared and be-

gun to flourish. This

is to sav that the epoch

of life considered from

the standpoint of geology

reaches back for its be-

ginnings at the close of

the azoic age to a period

much more remote than

that assigned for the final

fixation of the figure of our

planet. Geologists have been

busy in like manner with

C(^mputations for the entire

period since the beginning of

vital phenomena on the earth.

If the successive strata consti-

tuting the .superficial parts of

the planet liaA'e been formed at

the rate of change Avhich now
prevails, and has prevailed since

the beginning of recorded observa-

tion, then the entire epoch of life

is, perhaps, from three to five times

as extensive as the period Avhich lies

this side of the final fixation of the

form of the globe. Dr. James Croll

has, with his usual skill, calculated

the whole period since the beginning

of vital phenomena on the surface and

in the waters of the

earth at a period not

that the form of our globe

—

less, and probably greater,

its solidification at the surface and its
|
than sixty millions of years. Other emi-

assumption of the oblate spheroid as its 1
nent geologists, reasoning from like data,

permanent figure—occurred at a date i
have been disposed to increase rather

fully as remote as that declared by Sir than diminish this estimate. Sir Wil-

William Thomson.
I
Ham Thomson has suggested a period of a
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hundred million 3'ear,s as an approximate

inferior limit of the date when the first

forms of life appeared on the earth.

There is, however, a full eoncnrrenee

of opinion that man-life occupies but a

relatively small part of the whole scale of

Only a small part ^ital existence. We have
ofthe life epoch alreadv showu that accord-
occupied by
man. ing to the best data and

most approved deductions the human be-

ing: was one of the latest to make its

True it is, as is constantly shown by
experience and observation, that human
remains proper easily perish and are

resolved into the elements. It requires

no great period of time, when the human
body is exposed to the free action of

nature's forces, for it to be completely

transformed into its elementary gases and
mere dust. Only under the most favor-

able conditions can the skeleton of man
be preserved from one geological epoch

FORMS OF LIFE IN CRETACEOUS PERIOD (PRECEDING THE AGE OF MAN).—Drawn by Rioii.

appearance. It is only in the tertiary,

the post-tertiary, pleistocene, or so-called

recent deposits of the earth's crust, or

at furthest in the miocene, that the

remains of man and of his activities are

found. True, we may not reason posi-

tively to the nonexistence of human be-

ings before the diluvian age. It is pos-

sible that such creatures as ourselves

had existence on the earth in the pre-

glacial epoch ; but there is no probabil-

ity of the truth of such a hypothesis.

7

to another. When these favorable con-

ditions do exist, as we shall see here-

after, the actual relics of our species are

preserved from age to age with scarcely

a perceptible mark of change.

The analogy between animal and

vegetable bodies is in this respect com-

plete. With exposure grains of wheat

and seeds of various plants and grasses

are quickly resolved into their constitu-

ents ; but wheat grains, still preserving

their vital germs and capable of growth
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and reproduction, have been taken in

recent times from the Egyptian sar-

Possibiiity of cophagi where they Avere

long preserva- deposited as much as three
tion of organic i

remains. thousand years ago. A
single find and demonstration (jf this

kind is sut^cient to establish the law of

vegetable and animal preservation under

favorable conditions. The absence of

such discoveries does not positively dis-

pr()^-e the existence of given forms of

SKETCH MAP SHOWINi; (iN DARK I.INKS) THE PART OF EURol'l', UNDER ICE COVER
IN GLACIAL PERIOD.'

life in past geological ages ; but the fact

that no single example of human re-

mains belonging to the pre-glacial period

in geology has been found, while not

conclusive of the nonexistence of our

race in a period so remote, is sufficient

to destroy the probability.

It is, then, in the post-glacial, or dilu-

vian, age, and in the earlier parts there-

'The darkest portions of the map sliow the pres-

ent areas of the ice fields.

of, that we are warranted by geological

evidence in placing the apparition of

man on the earth. In order to make
clear the conditions under which such

remains have been discovered, it is nec-

essary to revert again to several situa-

tions which are peculiar to the recent

period in geological historx'.

One of the places or conditions most

favorable for the deposit and preser-

vation of the relics of man-life is the loam

in the bottom of

caverns ; that is,

in caverns having

a certain relation

to rivers. A
second favorable

position is that of

river alluvia prop-

er, namely, the

masses of accumu-

lated gravel and

d e t r i t u s borne

along by running

streams and de-

posit e d in the

bends or eddies, or

more particularly

spread out in

broad, deep layers

near the debou-

chure of the rivers

with the larger

bodies of water

into which they

fall. A third place favorable for the

preservation of animal and vegetable

remains is the bottom

lakes.

lection of peat mosses in human relics,

the countries where such formations ex-

ist. A fifth is the sand dunes heaped up

in certain localities by the action of the

winds or thrown into place by the joint

action of the winds and sea.

Of all these situations, perhaps the

OI Situations

A j^-.,,,-<-i, ^r, -t-t,^ ^ ,1 most favorableA foUlth is the col- ^r preserving
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first is most favorable for the prolonged

preservation of human relics. The great

Formation and majority of Subterranean
peculiarities of ^avcms have been formedman-caverns
and grottoes. by the action of water.

Underground streams frequently carry

away the softer parts of the rock or for-

SECTION OF CHALK CAVERN WITH HUMAN REMAINS

mation through which they pass, leaving

chambers and cavities of large extent.

After these nether vaults have once been

formed the streams may disappear or

dwindle to a trickling branch in the bot-

tom. Frequently the caverns so formed

are left entirely dry. In many parts of

the Etiropean countries the rivers flow

through districts where the chalk forma-

tions are abundant and are

favorably situated for the

production of caverns and

grottoes. In former ages,

while the glacial rivers were

still of great width and vol-

ume, the beds lav at a much
higher level than at the pres-

ent time. In such countries

the formation of underground

tunnels by the action and

pressure of the waters was

a common phenomenon along

the river shores.

In course of time the rivers

of the diluvian period, as we have said

above, receded and sank with diminished

volume into the lower parts of the val-

leys. The beds were cut to greater and

still greater depths, until at the present

day it is a common circumstance, both in

Europe and America, to find the water

surface of running streams as much as

a hundred feet or more below the level

formerly occupied by the river. Almost
every considerable stream presents on

either side a secondary terrace of

drift which, at a former age, marked
the level of the bed. With the reces-

sion of the waters to the present

channels, the caverns formed in the

old diluvial banks, especially those

in calcareous regions, have been left

dry. The mouths of such alluvial

grottoes open on the hillsides, facing

the rivers, and it was into these

caverns that the animals, including

primeval man, made their way as places

of natural resort in the earlier ages of

the postglacial epoch.

In the bottoms of nearly all of the

caverns are found a certain residual of

loam, or cave-earth, swept
Date of remains

in as sediment by the de- indicated from
,-

,
-, geological data.

parting waters; and over

this loam there is usually a solid layer of

EXAMPLE OF STALAGMITIC FORMATION.

stalagmite. Whatevi^ organic remains

were left in the caverns in the age of

the deposit were, as a rule, mixed with the

loam, and afterwards covered and, as we
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might say, hernietically sealed, with stal-

agmitic material. It is eas}' to pereeive

that a study of the rate of diminution

and sinking a^vay of the rivers from their

former elevati(Mi into their present beds

would furnish a measurement of time

for estimating the date of the deposit

of the human relics referred to. In so

far, therefore, as geology is able to de-

termine the time at which the alluvial

caverns were formed and at which the

receding waters left them stibject to hal)-

itation, she is able to suggest an ap-

proximate date for the appearance of

man-life on the earth.

The facts here referred to, which in

EXAMPLE OF STALACTITE.

the nattire of the inquiry must be men-

tioned in many parts hereafter, are now

Slow process of brought forward solely to
formation of ai-

ip^^^tratc the possibility of
luvial river -i •'

beds. time meastirement in the

prehistoric ages. This fact mttst be '

borne in mind by the reader. The same
j

should be said respecting the alluvial de-

posits of gravel and other detrittis contain-
|

ing the relics of animals and men. The
i

srravel beds at the mouths of rivers have

been gradtially formed throtigh immense
periods of duration. The slow rate of

.stich acctimtilations is a fact nested and

emphasized by all candid and capable

observers. The course of rivers on their

wav to the sea is, as a rtile, not rapid,

and in tliose portions where rapids exist

we find almost invariably that the waters

are supported by the hardest and most

endtiring ledges of rock. The action of

water cotirses is therefore slow. To erode

such channels as we find to have been

formed for the passage of rivers must

have required almost immeastirable peri-

ods of time—periods in which centuries

rather than months and years inttst be

the units of measurement.

It is bv the erosion of their beds that

rivers gain the material in the forms of

sand and gravel Avhich they deliver in

certain parts of their course and more

particularly at their mouths.

One must needs note the vast

acctimtilation of gravel and

other detrittts brought down
from distant regions and

spread ottt in beds of miles in

extent, if he would gain an

adequate idea of the length

of time which has been re-

quired to ftirnish such accu-

mtilations of matter. The
most eminent geologists have

given close study to the stib-

ject of the rate of formation

for the alluvial deposits, and though

they have not agreed with any near

approximations in the re- vast reach of
-,

,

, 1 • 1 J.1 1, , time required to
suits at which they have complete such

arrived, in one thing there formations,

has been concurrence among them all,

and that is the vast lapse of time req-

uisite to produce the given results, and

the consequent remote date which mu.st

be assigned to the remains found in the

alluvial strata at the mouths of rivers.

An examination of the sediment ac-

cumulated in the beds of lakes has led to

the disc(~)verv of many traces of organic

life belonging to the prehistoric age.

In such situations the remains of human
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suits from exam-
ination of lake
bottoms.

beings have been found, as we shall

hereafter note with more partieularity,

Less certain re- associated witli the boiies

of animals long extinct.

In this case, however, the

attempt to determine the time of the

deposits has been less successful from

the peculiar character of the data than

in the case of caverns and river beds.

The rate at which the sediment has been

deposited in the bottoms of lakes is a

very uncertain factor, and though the

position and depth, below the surface.

vegetation prevalent at the time when
the peat mosses were laid, and when
they received their relics of human life,

may be easily referred to certain geo-

logical pericjds, the date of which may
be approximately known. Certain kinds

of forests, long since extinct and sup-

planted by other kinds belonging to a

later cycle, are thus known to have pre-

vailed at a time when primeval man was

in the earth ; and by estimates made on

scientific grounds for the date of the

given forest, an approximation may be

LANDSCAPE OF THE PKAT IKXIS.

of the sediment led to the conclusion of

a great antiquity, geologists have not

succeeded in measuring the intervening

time between the deposition of the lake

fossils and the present.

In the case of the peat mosses better

success has been attained, and the same

result reached as from other sources of

Peat bogs fur- inquiry. The peat bogs

Sas-s'foftime are found in peculiar local-

estimates. ities, and the superincum-

bent earth has accumulated by regular

accretions of growth and decay which

may well furnish the proper data of time

measurement. The character of the

reached for the time of the appearance

of the human race.

Of the sand dunes which are found in

certain localities, holding the relics of

primitive men, the same may be said as

of the lake bottoms, name- uncertainty of

ly, that the measurement ZllTol^sl!:'^

of time applied thereto is dunes,

difficult, if not impossible. The forces

which produce the sand dunes, whether

terraqueous or acqueous, are compara-

tivelv irregular. It is easy to under-

stand how a sudden cyclone might by

torsion heap up the sand of seashores or

desert places into the forms which we
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now discover, tlioug-h in other instances

it might require ages fcM^ such accumula-

tions to be made.

In some instances, however, the dunes

are clearly the result of human agency,

being composed of the debris of primi-

tive dwelling places scattered about the

homes of the first men until heaps

amounting to considerable mounds were

found. In such cases we may well allow

long periods of time for the formation

of the dunes. It is a fact of observation

that it requires many centuries in thickly

populated localities to raise the surface

instructive results. vSir Charles Lyell,

one of the greatest of geologists and

conservative thinkers, has Time required

i,-. 1,;r. ,,T^,.l- 'r /. ,',, for deposition ofm his WOlk, IrcUcLs in ^he Mississippi

North Aiiicrica, undertaken delta,

to estimate the rate of formation in the

delta of the Mississippi river. That

low-lying terrace of alluvium has an area

of about thirteen thousand six hundred

square niiles. vSir Charles by investi-

gation discovered that the thickness of

the deposit is of an average of about

five hundred and twenty-eight feet.

From these data he was able to compute

SAND DUNES OV EL-FKVANE. ARABIA.—Drawn by D. Grenet.

but a few feet above its former level

;

this, too, where the agencies of civiliza-

tion have been actively operative in

leaving a residue. The Appian Wav
of Rome, after more than two thousand

years, is no more than two or three feet

below the level of the surrounding coun-

try. It is, therefore, safe to conclude

that the primitive dunes left around the

dwelling places of the first men were

slowly formed through many centuries

of time.

If we take up the actual estimates

which the best geologists have given for

some of the dates suggested in this in-

quiry, we have the same tangible and

approximately the whole quantity of

matter brought down by the Mississippi

since the establishment of the river in

his present bed. The next class of ex-

periinents related to the amount of solid

matter in each cubical foot of the Missis-

sippi waters. It was found that about

one three-thousandth part in volume of

the water discharged into the gulf is

composed of mud, sand, and other

detritus. The percentage in weight of

solid material is about one part in twelve

hundred and forty-five. Pursuing the

line of reasoning and computation here

suggested, and assuming the law of uni-

formity, .Sir Charles Lyell came to the
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lor elements of
uncertainty in

problem.

conclusion that at the rate of three thou-

sand seven hundred and two millions of

cubic feet annually it would require

sixty-seven thousand years for the build-

ing up of the Mississippi delta in the

form in which we now find it.

In this computation there are one or

two serious questions to be raised. In

the first place, it is undoubtedly true

Allowance made that in the earlier periods of

the diluvial! age, when such

rivers as the Mississippi

were greatly swollen and much more
perturbed than at present, the quantity

of solid matter

annually brought

down by the
floods was much
greater than at

the present time.

It is easy to con-

ceive of a condi-

tion in which the

percentage of

mud and gravel

in river water

should be many
times greater
than at the pres-

ent. AV e need

go no further

than the spring

rains of each year

in our present

climatic condition to note the large

quantities of solid matter that are carried

down into our river currents. Doubtless,

in the times of the formation of river

beds, M^hen the overwhelming waters,

new melted from the glacial spurs, were

rushing along the surface of valley lands

to seek a permanent channel, the

amount of solid material cut away, mixed
with the waters and borne onward in a

volume of slush to the sea, was vastly

in excess of anything of like kind

which now falls under our observation.

Even to the present day there are large

rivers whose sloppy floods bear down a

quantity of solid matter so great as to

build up large sand bars and gravel

banks in a comparatively short space of

time.

It is, therefore, reasonable to suppose

that in the early age of the Mississippi

the annual deposits at the influence of the

delta were much more ex- J^e dUuJlT^
°^

tensive than they have "vers,

been within the historical period. On
the other hand, however, a counter-

DELTA OF THE MISSISSIPPI.

vailing circumstance must be noted

which has tended strongly to prolong

the period of formation in alluvial

deposits. This is the fact that when the

primitive rivers were still swollen and

much mixed with solid materials the

current was so heavy as to bear those

materials far out to sea. The strong

probability is that in the case of the

Mississippi the earlier and heavier

masses of solid matter were borne out

by the immense floods and deposited in
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the bottom of the gulf, so that it may
well be doubted whether the larger con-

tribution of solids in the earlier ages was

not actually unfavorable rather than

favorable to the rapid building up of

the delta.

Two additional facts should be noted

in connection with this particular sub-

other estimates ject. The first is that
confirm the cai- investigations subsequent
culations of '=> '-

Lyeii. to those made by Si r Charles

Lyell and by geologists of the highest

reputation have in general terms cor-

roborated his estimates. Sir John Lub-

bock, traversing the same ground, has

arrived at virtually the same conclusions

with Sir Charles Lyell, and the latter at

a later period of his life, reviewing the

whole subject in his work on the An-

tiquity of Man, is more disposed to in-

crease than diminish his estimates for

the lapse of time requisite in the forma-

tion of alluvial deposits.

The second fact referred to is the ap-

proximately coincident results reached

by Sir Charles Lyell and those deducible

from the astronomical tables of CroU re-

specting the date of the formation of

the post-glacial rivers with the attend-

ant phenomena. It will be remembered

that the last epoch of planetary winter,

coinciding doubtless with the glacial

age, was about a thousand centuries ago.

Making allowance for a considerable

period thereafter to cover the time

when under more favorable conditions

the ice cupola of the northern hemi-

sphere vshould melt away with suf-

ficient rapidity to feed the glacial rivers,

we arrive at a date comparativelv the

same as that which geology assigns for

the beginning of the delta of the Mis-

sissippi.

We have referred on a preceding page
to the deposits of the Nile valley as a

time measurement for ecological and

human history. To this subject much
patient effort has been given. Professor

Leonard Horner, of Edin- inquiries into

burgh, a noted geologist of J^rj^ofthT
the first half of the present Nile valley,

century, was sent out in 185 1 by the

Royal Society of Great Britain to inves-

tigate the antiquity of Egypt as deter-

mined by the rate of alluvial deposit. In

the time of Herodotus it was believed

and taught by the Egyptian priests that

their country of Lower Egypt had in

former ages been an arm of the Medi-

terranean, reaching far up toward the

site of Thebes. It was from this con-

sideration and the belief that the sea

had been driven out by the impact of

the river and the deposition of sediment

that the priests were wont to declare

that their country was the gift of Father

Nile—a form of speech which, though

mythological in appearance, is scientific

in its subject-matter. For it can hardly

be doubted that that Egypt, which was

perhaps the first abode and arena of a

civilized life of man, was literally the

gift, that is, the product, of the Nile.

Before the visit of Horner to Egypt

the savants who accompanied Napoleon

on his Egyptian campaign Deductions of

had undertaken the like ^^^^.^f^rner's

problem of determining investigations,

the geological age of the country by es-

timating the rate of annual deposit from

the inundation of the Nile. The esti-

mate made by these philosophers was

five inches of elevation in a century. It

was found, however, that the rate of ac-

cumulation was more pronounced in

some parts of the valley than in others

;

and Professor Horner determined to

conduct his experiments on the sites of

two ancient cities, Heliopolis and Mem-
phis. In the first of these stood the fa-

mous obelisk, and in the other the statue

of Ramses II. The date of the building
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of these two celebrated monuments is

known with approximate certainty. The
obelisk was erected about two thousand

three hundred years B. C, and the

reign of Ramses, according- to the chro-

nology of Lepsius, occupied the larger

part of the fourteenth century B. C.

It was the theory of Horner that, hav-

ino- laid bare the foundations of theseo

Principal data mouumcuts and discovcrcd
from which cal- ^^ j | £ ^j^ plateaUS
culationsof Hor- -t

ner were made, on which they wcre built,

he might easily compute the rate of ac-

cretion from the overflow of the Nile.

The explorer found that there

had been deposited around the

obelisk during the four thousand

one hundred and fifty years of

its existence eleven feet of sedi-

ment, which by an easy calcula-

tion gave the result of three and

eighteen hundredths inches to

the century.

In the case of the statue of

Ramses it was found that the

surface had risen by a little

more than ten and a half feet

above the platform on which the

statue rested. But he was led
'

to believe that this platform was

fourteen or fifteen inches below the sur-

face at the time of the buildinof of the

colossus. Making the proper reduction

and accepting the antiquity of three

thousand two hundred and fifteen vears

for the statue, it was found that the rate

of accretion has been at Memphis about

three and a half inches to the century.

These data furnished Professor Hor-

ner the scale of measurement by which

Resulting esti- various excavatious were

SStyo^ran- ^^de in different parts

inEgsrpt. of the vallcy, in some
places to the bottom of the alluvial for-

mation. In one instance a piece of pot-

tery was found, near the base of a statue,

at the depth of about thirty-nine feet,

which according to the established scale

would prove the existence of man and
his workmanship in that locality at a

date remote from the present by the

span of thirteen thousand years. Even
this long period does not exhaust the

possible habitability of the valley ; for

the depth at which the relics were found

was greatly above the beginning of the

alluvial deposits

!

In other parts of the world besides the

deltas of the two great rivers to which

we have referred above, similar investi-

DELTA OF THE NILE.

gations have been carried forward with

almost identical results. Sir Charles

Lyell transferred his obser- LyeU's investi-

vations to the river Somme, fS^eTo^thf
in France, and, after ex- Somme.

amining the valley and debouchure of

that river, came to the conclusion that

in that part of the world also the hu-

man period extends into the prehistoric

ages many thousands of years.

The argument with respect to the age

of the caverns, in the bottoms of which

the relics of man-life have been found,

is perfectly correlative with that which

we have followed respecting the time

required to erode the river valleys and
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form their deltas and gravel banks. It

was only when the rivers began their

Approximate Subsidence from the gla-

S^tl'nniir: ^-i^^l epoeh that the definite

man remains. arrangement or plan of the

present alluvial deposits along their

banks and at their mouths was deter-

mined ; and it was at this very time that

the caverns of the calcareous regions

were by the recession of the waters left

first open and then dry for the occu-

pancy of inen and animals. It should

be borne in mind, however, that the

conclusion of a deposit of human re-

mains in such situations iunncdiaicly

after the river floods had ceased to flow in

would be unwarranted by the facts, and

there is, therefore, a likelihood from this

point of view of attributing an exag-

gerated antiquity to the relics of life

discoverable in the caverns. In other

respects the argument in favor of the

antiquity, that is, of a coincident antiq-

uity, between the huiuan relics found in

the caverns and those discovered in the

alluvial deposits of rivers, holds good.

Attempts have been luade in accord-

ance with geological science to discover

the approximate ao^e of the
Estimates of the _

^
.

^
age of the Swiss rcHcs fouud in the lake bot-
lalie villages. ^ r t^toms ot burope, particu-

larly those of Switzerland. Careful in-

vestigations have been made at the Pont

de Thiele between the lakes of Neuf-

chatel and Bienne. These two bodies

of water are connected by a stream

which was formerly an arm reaching from

the one lake to the other. The whole

valley between the Neufchatel and the

Bienne has been gradually filled and
choked up with mud and other deposits

under the action of forces which are still

at work. The discovery of the remains

of so-called lake dwellings in this region

and the knowledge of the rate of deposi-

tion by which they have been buried

away furnish acceptable data for an esti-

mate, not indeed of the first appearance

of men in this region, but of the time

when the lake dwellers were prevalent.

It has been found that the old Abbey
of St. Jean, built at the close of the

eleventh century, has by Data from which

the filling up around the G-iHieron's cai-
•=> -i culation was

margin of the lake receded, made,

as it were, from its original situation at

the edge of the water by the space of

four hundred and six yards. Professor

Gillieron, of the College of Neuveville,

has applied the ratio thus established to

the larger question of the date of the

lake dwellings which at this point have

receded from the shore a distance of

three thousand two hundred and fifty

yards, and has thereby determined the

minimum antiquity of the ancient lake-

shore establishments to be about six

thousand seven hundred and fifty years.

The reader in considering this calcula-

tion must bear in mind the peculiar

character of life in the lake dwellings

under consideration, and remember that

the lake habitations, while they were of

a prehistorical character, should not be

regarded as the work of the primitive

inhabitants of Europe.

Another example of geographical evi-

dence may be taken from a similar situ-

ation to that last described. Evidence gath-

Where the small and rapid e^fft-o^^the
1 gravel cone of

river Tinniere falls into theTinniere.

lake Geneva, a large accumulation of

sand and gravel has been made, extend-

ing back to prehistoric ages. The de-

posit is in the form of a cone, which has

been opened with a railroad cut and ex-

posed for examination for a distance of

about a thousand feet and of more than

thirty feet in depth. The rate of forma-

tion in this remarkable body of materials

has been determined with what is be-

lieved to be tolerable accuracy. The
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remains of man and his workmanship
have been found at a depth of as much
as nineteen feet from the surface, and
careful calculations conducted by the

French geologist, M. Morlot, have shown
that the period required for the forma-

tion of the whole bed has been between

seven thousand four hundred and eleven

thousand vears. The facts and the arsfu-

ment have been reviewed by vSir John

Lubbock, who agrees in general with the

deductions of JSI. Morlot.

Another fact which alreadv comes to

view in considering these subjects, and
which will persist in obtruding itself in

Deduction from many parts of the present
"wide-apart sit- „i ii •

i ^ -^

nations of prim- ^^''^^^^ ^^ ^hc Wldc-apart Slt-

itive races. uatious which haN-c been

submitted to geological science, and the

consequent wide diffusion of the human
race in remote prehistoric times. We
are here only concerned directlv with

the geological evidences of the antiquitv

of man
; but among these evidences we

may not forget or neglect the tmques-.

tionable indications of the wide distri-

bution of man in the ejDochs soon

succeeding the glacial age. This wide
distribution is itself one of the conclusive

evidences of great antiquity, and though
it does not properly belong to geologi-

cal testimon}-, it is so closel}^ connected

therewith as to justify a reference to it

in this connection.

On any theory of a common local

origin for mankind the immense periods

of time necessary for the Great period re-

multiplication and diffusion "f"'^^^ ^"^f"^^ diffusion of

of the race into continents mankind,

far distant from one another, and in

some instances separated by wide oceans,

must be granted at the very beginning.

When we see the evidences of common
forms of life, including the life of man
in common stages of development, in

regions remote from each other by the

breadth of continents and seas, and al-

most inaccessible on account of physical

Ixirriers interposing themselves to the

movements of the first tribes of men,
we must be profoundly impressed with

the great depth of the chronological per-

spective, and might well conclude that

the lapse of time requisite for the distri-

bution of the first men, whoever they

were, from any common point of origin

to the respective localities where we find

the first evidences of man-life in the

matrix of geology, would be as great

as all that vast geological period which
lies between such earliest evidences of

human activity and the present time.

Chapter IV.—Archaeological and
LOGICAL Argument.

F»AL^EONTO=

HE relations of ar-

chaeology to geology

have already been in-

dicated in the first

chapter of this work.

It remains for us in

this connecti(jn to point

out with more care and elaboration the

bearings of archaeological science on the

question of the date of the appearance

of mankind on the earth. Archaeology

may be properly defined—though with

seeming paradox of language—as pre-

historic history. At first glance the in-

ference might well be drawn that the

study of archaeology, leading us back-

ward as it does along the positive traces

of the human race, would furnish more
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satisfactory data relative to the Age of

Man than might possibly be derived from

Nature of the the astroiiomical or geolog-
testimonytobe •

| ..-j^ ^^£ ^|^g nuestion.
derived from i

archaeology. Such, howcver, IS not the

fact. While it is true that much more

satisfactory and direct evidence

may be gained from archaeolog-

ical .sources with respect to the

mode and limitations of the

primitive life of man than can

be deduced from geological, or

indeed from any other form of

inquiry, it is also true that the

chronological value of archaeology

rests upon the geological data

with which it is associated. As
it respects the question of time,

therefore, archaeology helps and

corroborates the estimates and

time measurements of the pre-

historic aofcs without furnishing

much original and independent

testimony thereto.

These observations, however,

should not lead to the conclusion

Proofs from this that arcliscology

—

ress of the race, peded in its prog-

ress by preconceived opinions

—

is less scientific in its methods

and results than is geology.

An examination of the traces

and remains of the human race

in the long ages before the be-

ginnings of national conscious-

ness furnish excellent materials in proof

of the progress, and to some extent the

rate of the progress, by which the human
race has advanced from its primeval to

its present condition ; but the proper time

measurement comes from the connection

which the facts of this science bear to

the facts of geology.

We shall here refer at once and in an

introductory way to the material and

subject-matter of archaeological inquiry.

In the upper parts of the earth's surface

the remains of primitive
Subject-matter

men are found associated of archaeological

with the products of the
"^^""y-

post-diluvian age in geology. Human
bones, especially the harder

portions, such as the skulls

and teeth, have been laid

away by accident or design

in localities

especially

favorable to

Primitive cornniill of the Stone Aee.

ARCH^OLOGICAL PROOFS OF THE EXISTENCE OF

PREHISTORIC MAN.

their preservation. vSuch remains are

associated with rocks and other geolog-

ical products of known epochs, and are

also mixed with the bones of extinct

animals, the place of which is known in

prehistoric zoology. Not only this, but

the works of the first men and the sec-

ondary races, namely, their implements

and utensils, made in many instances of

imperishable materials, are plentifully
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found in association with the bony re-

mains of the people by whom sucli im-

plements and tools were devised and

used. The materials whieh primitive

men lirst employed in their rude way in

the fabrication of such utensils as their

low existence and manner of life called

for have remained in the forms origi-

nally devised, and indicate most clearly

the customs and inartistic methods of

the ag'C.

Xature led the way as to the substance

and design of primeval itnplements.

Materials em- vStone was clioscn hrst, with

?;:;^f:S™- little modification in the
ing implements, natural or accidental form.

At length the evidences of selecti(m of

materials appear. The better qualities

of stone are chosen. Obsidian and liint

become favorable articles of primeval

factor3^ Bone also is used, and the

horns of animals in the making of uten-

sils and Aveapons. At length, with the

increase of intelligence and the eift of

experience, the metals begin to be taken

and employed in the primiiive arts.

Copper and bronze more aiid more take

the place of the stone utensils and tools

which had hithert(_> been employed.

Bronze is succeeded by iron, and the age

of war and nationality—the daydawn of

the historical epoch—is ushered in.

It is thus comparatively easy to deter-

mine the sequence of races and times in

the prehistoric ages ; but this establish-

Time order es- mcut of au ordcr does not

tfve burnot ab- ^y ^nv mcans give us an ab-
solute dates. solute date for the various

periods of early man historv on the

earth. The stages through whieh the

race has passed in the evolution of the

civilized life from the very lowest and
most ancient epoch to times within the

limits of authentic history are easily dis-

covered and established by quite indubi-

table testimony. But at this stage of

the inquiry the chronological scale falls

into confusion and doubt. The great

patent fact is that some races have out-

stripped others in their rate of progress,

so that even to the present day a section

of world history presents contemporane-

ously all stages of development. There
are still existent in the world many
tribes similar in nearlv all respects, ex-

cept with respect to strength and
aggressiveness, to those jDrimeval races

which passed away during the formation

of the tertiar}' deposits of the earth's

crust.

AVe have only to look abroad into

different parts of the world to dis-

cover the first men still Existing sav-

purSUing methods of life fS^ry illustrates
^ ^ the prehistoric

that were prevalent in the state of man.

times almost immediately succeeding the

glacial age. The native inhabitants of

Australia, the ^Maoris of New Zealand,

the aboriginal races of other Polynesian

islands, the natives of the Greater and
Lesser Antilles—such as they were at

the time of the discovery of America

—

and the Red races distributed through

the New AVorld from Patagonia to the

lands of tlie Esquimaux, were all, at

least until a recent date—as many of them
still are—unacquainted with the use

of metals in an}- form. They therefore

belong to the age of stone as much as

did the barbarians of prehistoric times.

It thus becomes impossible, Avithout

collateral evidence, to fix the dates of

archaeological phenomena other than

relatively. The relation of such facts

may be fixed, but not the time. It is

easy to say that certain facts precede

others, and to prove that the rate of

progress from one stage of development

to the next is slow; but it is difiicult, if

not impracticable, to prove from the ex-

isting materials of archaeological inquiry

Junv ancient or hozv modern they may be.
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EIGHT PROGRESSIVE STAGES OF HUMAN DEVELOPMENT, ILI.USI'RATED IN FABRlCAllON AND MATl'.RIALS

OF IMPLEMENTS.

(i) Palaiolithic awl. (2) Worked flint.

(3) Chipped spearhead

found in a cave of

Laiigeiie-l:!asse. (4) Half-polished stone ax

To this rule, however,

there are certain excep-

tions, principally among-

the osseous remains of an-

cient peoples. There are

certain t3'pes of structure

unmistakably belonging to

remote antiquity. The
surviving barbarous races

do not possess those strong-

ly marked animal char-

acteristics by which the

aggressive barbarians of

Differences be- rcmotc antiquity were char-

ri^xtln^r"^' acterized. It would appear
barbarians. that the more peaceable, less

warlike, less adventurous, less progressive

tribes and races of the ancient world have

in one sense outlived the stronger and

more ferocious of the primitive peoples.

The latter seem to have .survived in a civ-

ilized posterity, while the former have

preserved their ancient proclivities with

little evolution or change. It is for these

reasons that certain kinds of human re-

mains may be judged from their own na-

17) Bronze-handled

iron dagger.

(6) lironze raznr of

Denmark.

ture to have be-

longed to far-re-

mote 2^1'iii^iti^'-'

races ; but the
general fact re-

mains that those

implements and weapons, by which the

Age of Stone is easily discriminated from

the Age of Bronze, and the latter from
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the Age of Iron, are comparative!}^ use-

less in determining the absolute dates of

prehistoric times.

Another flaw—but of opposite import

—in the argument for the antiquity of

SKULL OF CAVE BEAR.

man from archaeological remains is found

Mistaken de- i^ the reliance, sometimes

«^l't°"'r!"n.- too implicitly placed, on thespectmg associ- r j i '

ation of remains, association of liuman bones

and implements with the remains of ex-

tinct animals. It should be remembered
that the present distribution of animals

oyer the earth, particularly of the car-

niyora, has been largely effected and

limited by the agency of man himself.

The lion, the tiger, the hyena, ct id

ounie genus, can not coexist in the same
country with ciyilization. Not indeed,

as is generally supposed, on account of

the climate, but specifically because

when the man and the tiger are in the

same arena the one or the other must
go to the wall. It has been generall)'

assumed that the great extinct cave

bear, the cave lion, and the cave

hyena, whose remains are found asso-

ciated with those of primitive men,
must have belonged to a period very

remote from the glacial age in Europe

^either before or after—since the

climate of that epoch, when the ice-

cover of the European countries generally

abutted southward against the Alps and
the Pyrenees, would be too rigorous for

the existence of animals now confined to

Africa and the Asiatic jungles.

This conclusion, however, is to forget

that the tiger, the bear, the hyena, and
even the lion are, to the

Ferocious beasts
present time, fully capable not wholly of

£ . J r tropical habitat.
ot sustaining a degree or

cold approaching that of the

arctic circle, and that these crea-

tures have receded into their pres-

ent habitat, not because of its

tropical character, but for the

reason that civilization has driven

them back into those fastnesses

where an abundance of vegetable-

eating animals furnish subsistence

for the carnivora. In prehistoric

Europe, therefore, there Avas no reason

for the nonexistence of these savaofe

beasts close along the line of the re-

ceding glaciers. At the present time

the Indian tiger, where the wall of civil-

ization is not around him, breaks freely

from his jungle, pursuing the antelope

and the deer up the slopes of the Him-
alayas to the line of perpetual snow

;

while the leopard, the panther, and the

cheetah stop not even for the snow, but

follow their prey into the fastnesses of

Siberia.

For these reasons we may perceive

clearly the fallacy in the argument of

SKinj. OF CAVE HYENA.

those who would reduce the date of the

first men b}- claiming that the associa-

tion of their bones, even in the most
primitive localities, is with the relics of

animals which, though extinct, must
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have existed at a period long- subsequent

to the glacial age.

There are, however, some direct evi-

dences of the antiquity of archaeological

remains; that is, evidences in the re-

Direct evidence mains themselves. By com-

Itc^SlT:^ mo^^ ^'«^«^"t the stone age
data, marks the first stage in

the human evolution. Now stone, when
it is worked by the human hand, or

when broken or abraded by accident,

presents a new surface to the action of

the elements, and this surface bears wit-

ness ever afterwards to the antiquity or

the recency of the fracture. All kinds

of stone, even the hardest and most

carefully polished, show after the lapse

of years that the surface so exposed is

growing old. The granite shafts pre-

served from ancient Egypt proclaim

even to the unscholarly observer their

manifest and indubitable antiquity. The
glint of all varieties of broken or pol-

ished stonework disappears at length,

and is replaced with a dulled and hoary

surface, the difference betw^een which

and any recently polished or broken ex-

posure is intensified by a microscopic

examination. These facts hold whether

the specimen or inonument in question

has been exposed only to the aerial ele-

ments or whether it has been buried in

the earth.

To all persons the difference between

an ancient and recently fabricated stone

stone impie- implement is apparent,

r agetf thS^^ but most apparent to the
production. archffiologist. To his prac-

ticed eye every stony surface tells the

story of its antiquity—not, indeed, with

absolute certainty as to date, but ap-

proximately as to epoch. It is easy to

arrange and claSvSify the palseolithic speci-

mens of a collection by the degree of the

secular erosion of their surfaces, to ar-

range the most ancient in a group by

themselves, and to fix with some approx-

imation to accuracy the age of eac:h.

It is by the means here suggested that

archaeologists have determined with tol-

erable certainty what are piace and char-

the most ancient remains acterofthe
most ancient nu-

of human industry yet man remains.

discovered in Europe. In a deposit near

Thenay, in Central France, certain im-

plements of flint have been recovered

which are regarded as the workmanship
of the first men. The specimens in

question are rather larger than the

majority of such finds, and were pro-

duced by primary and secondary chip-

pings. Competent geologists have as-

signed to these rough relics of primitive

handicraft a date coincident with the

middle of the tertiary period. Of equal

age are some relics which have been

taken from the old bed of the river Ta-

gus, near Lisbon. The French archaeol-

ogists, and in particular M. Ribeiro,

who made the discovery, are strongly of

the opinion that the relics in question

are of the middle tertiary, and that noth-

ing more ancient of the w^orkmanship

of man has been found anywhere in the

earth's crust. Even in this case, how-

ever, science is constrained to fall back

upon the vsituation and surroundings in

making an estimate of the true date of

the implements referred to. Archaeol-

ogy, pure and simple, is able to say no

more than this, that the articles in ques-

tion were made by a tool-using animal

acquainted with the use of fire ; that

they are, by the evidence of their own
surfaces, of a very remote period in the

prehistoric ages, and that the coincident

geological proof points to the borders

of the miocene epoch as the date of their

production.

It should be understood by the reader

in his eff'ort to grasp the remoteness of

the probable period at which these most
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aboriginal implements Avere produced

that the gap in time and skill and prog-

immense time- I'ti^s between such finds and
gap between sue-

^j^^ ^^^^^ -^^ ,,j.j^.^. -^ ^.^.^.^.

cessive archae-
ological ages, great. It would seem in-

deed that the period reaching from the

age of these most archaic relics to the age

of the finely executed flint arrowheads and

spearheads which we may see in almost

any museum of natural history, was fully

anthnopoid apes. The latter have been

known to break a club from the branch

of a tree and to set the weapon in a place

where it might be found again ; then to

use it a second time—all this, however,

without direct adaptation of the w^eapon

to the object of its use. In the case of

the stone implements of the earliest age,

we find them, as a rule, prepared on

one side only. The first men seemed to

LANDSCAPE OF THE MIOCENE—BORDERLAND OF MAN—Drawn by Riou.

as extensive as that reaching from the age

of the arrowpoints to the age of iron.

This consideration, indeed, brings us

again to the use and application of right

Intelligence of rcasou t(^ the problem be-

fore us. The ancient im-

plements which Ave are here

considering mark the first departure of

human intelligence from that of the

lower animals. The rude artisanship of

the articles in question advances but a

stage above the skill and cunning (jf the

the first men
compared with
that of animals.

have sought such fragments of stone as

had been partly shaped by the accident

of nature. This fact would reduce the

amount of labor and skill which the

aborigines must employ in preparing

the other side of the block. Perhaps a

majority of the most ancient forms are

characterized by human workmanship

on one side only, the other remaining as

it was produced in the more ancient

shop of nature.

The span from such art as this to that
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of asymmetrical arrowpoint is very great.

It is not, however, sucli a stage of prog-

stride from low- ress as might not be rap-

est to secondary
|^| passecl in an age of

stages of arti- ^ -t <=>

sanship. jjrogress and amelioration.

Modern society very frequently sees such

transitions accomplished in a few dec-

ades ; but not so in the primitive world.

In that it would appear that the aborig-

inal savages were unable to lift them-

selves to new methods of life except

after oreat travail and eons of time. We
have only to glance at a few facts in or-

der to find indubi-

table proofs of the

truth of this hypoth-

esis.

One of the most

significant of these

facts is the wide dis-

tribution of imple-

ments of the kind

referred to above. It

is definitely known
that the race of be-

ings by which they

were used w^as not

at all restricted to

France and England

—in which countries archaeological in-

quiry has been prosecuted with greatest

Wide distribu- succcss. On the Contrary,

such archaic implements

have been found in regions

of the world widely separated by moun-
tains, rivers, and seas. Relics of like

character have been discovered in the

Rhone gravel near Aries, and in the Po
and Vibrata, and as far south as Rome.
Others of identical character have been

recovered on the banks of the Meuse and

the Scheldt, and still others in Central

Germany. Farther abroad, even in the

sands of the African rivers, and more

frequently in the river-beds of North

America, such relics have been discov-

ered. Professor Henry W. Haynes, of

Boston, has taken implements of like

sort out of the sands of the Nile. Such

specimens have been found forty feet

below the surface in the diainond fields

of the Cape of Good Hope, and still

others in a deposit near Madras, India,

and still others in Japan.

We thus see the unmistakably wide dis-

tribution of primitive men established

by archaeological evidences. But if we

look closely at the situation in which the

most ancient stone relics of human

tion of palaeo-

lithic imple-
ments.

EXAMPLES OF OLD STONE WORKMANSHIP—ADZES OF NEW ZEALAND.

workmanship have been found, we shall

see that everywhere the situation is

alike. The rivers were cho- common situa-

.^ , „i „^ , tion of the most
sen as the nesting places primitive tribes;

of the aborigines; and deductions,

there they clung. No specimens of

ancient stone weapons or implements of

the most archaic type have been found

in Switzerland, or any other countries

greatly elevated, or in regions far re-

moved from river banks. This would

seem to establish several facts : First,

that the date at which the primeval

races here under consideration flourished

was as far back as the time when the

mountains and highlands were still

covered with the glacial deposits.
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Secondly, we note that the geolog-ical

condition was such everywhere as to in-

vite the gathering- of the primitive sav-

ages in the warmer spots near the estu-

aries of rivers, on those grounds where

an age and from such a beginning the

human evohition proceeds most slowly,

and it is probable—almost certain—that

many thousands of years were consumed
in this winter of the human race before

the ice had melted away and from which it began to grow, to break the soil of

the waters had receded. Thirdly, we I environment, to rise into the air and
infer that these first races of human be- I

licrht of intcllio-cnce and proijrcss.

vStill another consideration may
here be properly adduced, and
that is the negative Negative proofs

argument as to the of 1°^ condition
to oi man m the

condition and conse- ow stone Age.

qtient remote date of the Old

Stone Age. AVc may learn from

the things not found that the epoch

in question was almost inconceiv-

ably remote from the present.

None of the implements belong-

ing thereto seem to have been

devised for the purpose of skin-

ning beasts, preparing hides, or

manufacturing clothing ; from

which it is probable that the arti-

ficial protection of the body by
means of garments had not yet

been discovered. It is claimed

that no evidences of burial or

other reverential or superstitious

care of the dead bodies of the

people have been found among the

relics of this age. Xor has any

trace of religious ceremony, as

evidenced by charm or amulet,

been discovered in association with

the rude weaponry of this most

ancient period of human cxist-

It is claimed, hoAvever, that cer-

tain shells prepared for personal adorn-

ment have been found associated with

implements of the earliest age; from

which the inference is drawn that the

earliest ccsthetic ideas of mankind were

those relating to the decc^ration and

adornment of the body—a hopeful sign,

and most hopeful in the savages.

EXAMPLES Ot NEW blONL WORKMANSHIP HATCHETS OK YUCATAN
Drawn by Eugene Meimler.

ings were sedentary ; that is, that they

were loeally fixed to their places of

habitation, from which they wandered
forth for no purpose but to procure the

means of subsistence. Fourthlv, we
may justly deduce the conclusion of the

exceedingly unprogressive character of

the tribes referred to. They were virtu-

ally without ideas or thought. In such

cnce.
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After the Old Stone age a change ap-

pears not only in the implements and

Evidences of de- weapons of the ancestors

""^^^^^f'^^T of mankind, but, what is
nisnedtayarchse- '

oiogicai relics. far more significant, in the

makers also. Ideas and thought appear.

Talent begins to be. There are evi-

dences of reflection, studied

purpose, and design.
Already in the New vStone

epoch we discover the begin-

nings of progress and taste.

The implements of this age

are polished, fashioned, fin-

ished. They have, at least

by suggestion, the rudiments

of artistic form. The men
who made them could con-

ceive a pattern and follow it,

and—if that—could imagine.

Further on, in the age of

bronze, the mental faculties

are displayed in still higher

activity. Some of the relics

of this age are positively ele-

gant. Design reaches as far

as ornamentation and real art.

Actual genius is displayed,

even though it be in the carv-

ing of a knife-blade or the

decoration of a razor.

It is not needed in this con-

nection to follow the lines of

progress downward from the

most primitive ages, since our

only purpose in these chap-

ters is to approximate the

date of the beginning of the career of

The testimony of archaeology

taken altogether is entirely

corroborative of that drawn

from astronomical sources

and of the evidences gained by geolog-

ical study. Indeed, the whole web of

proof holds together, and presents a

unity of structure which could hardly

have been expected considering the

recent date of the physical sciences and

the still imperfect knowledge which men
have gained respecting the former con-

ditions of the earth and its inhabitants. .

If we turn, in the next place, to pa-

laeontology, we shall find the same cor-

Denmark.

man.

Archaeological
testimony cor-

roborates the
other sciences.

Small knives from Denmark.

EXAMPLES OF PREHISTORIC WORKMANSHIP, FROM BRONZE AGE.

roboration in proof, and virtually the

same examples in illustration. It is the

peculiarity of the study be- palaeontology a

fore us that, beginning lZ'tSZ\u.
from an astronomical basis Q^iry.

and working our way downward through

many branches of investigation to com-

mon tradition and history, the successive

subjects seem to anticipate one another
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in their results. Geological inquiry in-

cludes as one of its departments archasol-

table and animal forms of life prevalent

on the surface or in the air and waters.

— A very casual examina-

tion of these flora and

fauna reveals to us the

fact

thev are in

HUGE ANIMALS PRKCEDINC; I'lIK Atih. UK MAN.
(i) Megatherium, re-^tored.

ogy, and archtcolog-y in like manner
embraces palaeontologv. We can not in-

vestigate the evidences of man-life in the

earth by an examination

of the implements,

weapons, u t e n s i 1 s ,

adornments, primitive

architecture, etc., with-

out finding constantlv

in the path of the in-

quiry the subject-matter

of palaeontology. Biit

without pursuing these

reflections, let us look at

once at the testimonv

afforded in the fossilif-

erous historv of the

earth relative to the date

of man's appearance.

A glance at the present aspect of the

world shows us as the two most con-

spicuous facts of the landscape the vege-

tnat Transformation
the law of vege-
table and

a state of animal forms.

transformation. The
changes going on in the

forms of life, whether

vegetable or animal, are

slow and orderly ; but

the fact of change is as

certain as the fact of

existence. There is not

a vital phenomenon of

\ any kind on the face of

the earth which does not

reveal under scrutiny

this law of transforma-

tion. The individuals

of a given species come
and go by the processes

of procreation, growth, maturity, de-

cline, and death ; and the species them-

selves, to which these individuals be-

^;^
HUGE ANIMALS PKECKDING IHE AGE OE MAN.

(n) Diiiotherium.

long, though of far greater duration, are

in a process of change exactly analo-

gous to that of the individual parts.
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vSome species of veg'etable and animal

life are already old ; others are young

;

Existing orders some are middle-aged. If

^l^V^TZllL, we begin an examination
extinct types oi &
being. q{ tlie most recent superfi-

cial deposits of the earth, we find there-

in what may be called the back history

of many existing orders of life. But we
do not pursue the investigation far until

we arrive at unmistakable evidences of

other forms of preexisting life that are

now extinct. Following these preexist-

ing forms through their fossiliferous his-

tory downward, we are able with care to

discover in the correlations of geology

the whole career of these extinct orders

•—to find their beginnings, their middles,

and their ends.

But meanwhile, as we continue our

exploration of the crust of the earth, we

Older forms give come to Still Other and older

t^ltllT^r varieties of life which are
li^®- no longer to be found in

existing species, or even in the more su-

perficial parts of the earth's crust. vStill

onward and downward we make our way,

Avith results always analogous to those

discovered at the first. We are soon

able to generalize and to say that the

whole history of life is a history of

cycles, succeeding each other from the

azoic ages of our planetary history to the

present day. An Order of Life is thus

established, consisting of many varieties

and forms through rising scales of de-

velopment, the older ever dying away,

the newer ever surviving, through the

Avhole extent of world duration.

This order of life, with its great cycles

and successions, when once it has been

established, is as invariable as the ge-

ological epochs and transformations with

which it is so intimately associated. The
life historv of the o-lobe comes at lencfth

to be as well fixed and as invariable as

the geological annals of the oflobe.

It is from this point of view that we
are able to discover the superior value of

palaeontological inquiry as Motions of the

it bears on the question evolutionary
1 process among

of the antiquity of man. living forms.

We have seen, in a former part, that

archaic implements and other relics of

human workmanship surviving from pre-

historic times do not easily establish the

antiquity of the races by which they were

produced—this, for the reason that we
have at the present time the age of

stone coexisting with the age of iron.

But the extinct forms of life never co-

exist with the current forms. The order

of living being, whether in the vege-

table or the animal kingdom, is absolute.

The newer race, the higher type, suc-

ceeds the older-—the lower ; from which

it happens that tiie age of a given fos-

sil, having been once determined by its

correlation with some geological epoch,

becomes ever afterwards a means and

measure by which the antiquity of asso-

ciated facts may be determined.

Thus we have in prehistoric chro-

nology the Age of the Great Cave Bear

succeeding the Age of the order of animal

Mammoth, the Age of
existence as

' ^ fixed as geolog-

the Mammoth that of the icai order.

Reindeer, and the Age of the Reindeer

that of Domestic Animals. This order

holding good in Central Europe, where

it was first discovered as a law of zoolog-

ical succession, may be depended upon

with almost as much certainty as the

order of the geological formations of the

earth's crust. We should as little ex-

pect to find the remains of a mammoth
succeeding the remains of a reindeer in

a given country as we should expect to

find a pliocene stratum under a chalk

bed—unless, indeed, there had been in

the latter case a physical cataclysm to

produce the inversion.

This established order in the animal
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^vorlcl has been of vast use in determin-

ing the date of human phenomena in

Man-life closely the prehistoric ages. ]\Ian

has always been closely

associated with the other

forms of animal existence. Being to

some extent carnivorous in his habits

—

and much more so in the barbarous than

in the civilized condition—he has from

linked with the
history of ani
mal species.

we have many additional facts that are

(-)f great value and essential interest

drawn from the history of
,-, r r i 1 1

Wild animals di-
the fauna ot the world, mmish in size in

One of these is the law of
^^^-^--'^^ ^-^^^

diminishing size and power which holds

generally of the different species of wild

animals and inversely of the domestic
animals. ]\Iany of the beasts which in-

Elephas primigenius. Glyptodon.

ANIMALS ASSOCIATKD WITH

his most primitive condition relied to a

very great degree upon the associated

orders of life for his means of subsist-

ence. AVe are not here to dwell upon
these facts save sufficiently to show the

usefulness of animal remains in deter-

mining the unknown dates of human
history.

Besides the established order of ani-

mated nature, from the first appearance
of life on the earth to the present day,

Cave bear.

PRIMEVAL MAN.—Prawn by Riou.

habited the earth coincidently with the

first men Avere of prodigious size. We
have already referred by name to several

of the huge carnivora at one time pre-

vailing in Europe and America, One of

these was the tremendous cave bear, an-

other the cave lion, another the cave

hyena. In general, these creatures were
of the genus Felis. Besides these there

were vegetable-eating animals, also huge
and powerful. To this order belonged
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versed in the
case of domesti
cated animals.

the g-ig-antic Megaceros Hibernicus, or

Irish Elk. There was also the Rhinoce-

rus tichoriniis, or Wall-nosed rhinoceros,

with his two horns and woolly body

;

likewise the Hippopotamus major, vastly

greater in bulk and more savage in hab-

its than the descendent variety still wal-

lowing in the mud of the Nile.

All of these animals, carnivora and

other, were greatly larger and stronger

than any living representatives of their

respective kinds. The great pachyderms,

The law re- niost prodigious of all the

warm-blooded animals that

have inhabited the earth,

declined in proportion as they tended

toward extinction, and the same process

continues to the present day, except in

those species which have been reduced

to domestication by man. Wherever the

last-named process has been effected the

law of bulk and power has been reversed.

The tremendous horses which we now
find patiently serving man in all the

civilized countries are the descendants

of the prehistoric hiparion clcgans of pa-

laeontology. There are to-day larger

dogs, larger sheep, and larger swine in

the world than ever before ; and if the

cattle do not surpass in size the prime-

val ox, they do exceed in weight and

strength any of the varieties from which

they are nearly or even mediately de-

scended.

These two laws, the one expressing

the rate of decline in the size and capaci-

ties of the wild animals of the earth, and

the other the inverted law of increased

bulk and power of animals under domes-

tication, become the data Antiquity of

which the inquirer mav "^^^^/letermma-
1 -I ble by sequence

use in generalizing with of species.

respect to the antiquity of man. The
coexistence of the human race with the

animals mentioned by name in the above

paragraphs is now a fact so well estab-

lished that it is no longer in controver-

sy, at least among scientific men. The
question, therefore, as to the antiquity

of man resolves itself int(j the question

of the antiquity of the prehistoric ani-

mals that were his coi'nhabitants of the

earth in prehistoric ages. The question

of the antiquity of these animals resolves

itself, in turn, into the question of the

age of the world when they were the

prevailing forms ; that is, the latter ques-

tion is partly so resolved. For, as we
have seen above, there are some princi-

ples by which the age of a given form

of animal life may be approximately de-

termined even without reference to the

Qfeoloofical conditions under which the

remains of such animals are discovered.

But for the most part the decision of the

C|uestion goes back, as befcjre, to the date

of that post-glacial epoch in geology at

Avhicli the extinct animals referred to

and primeval man existed together. In

a word, the geological date is the deter-

minative factor in the greater part of the

inquiry, while the corroborative elements

of the argument are derived from ar-

chaeology and paUeontology.
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CHAI^XER v.—XHK EXHNOI^OCxIC^^.1^ ^\KOUjVIENX.

E have thus by progres-

sive stages already im-

pinged on the domain

of that recent branch

of science called an-

thropology. The scope

and limitations of this

department of inquiry have already been

defined in the first chapter of this work.

The science in question has one divisi<on,

namely, the human division, of palaeon-

tology as its first part, while in its after

development it divides naturally into

ethnology and ethnography. For our

present purpose it is sufficient to say that

Anthropology anthropology throws at
bears witness to

| ^ reflected light
the antiquity of &>

ii^an. on the question of the antiq-

uity of man. Take, for example, the lon-

gevity of the individual of our species as a

hint on the longevity of the race of beings

to which we belong. There is undoubted-

ly a correlation between the brief life of

ephemeral and transient living forms

and the rapid transformation of that

variety of life to which they belong.

Man is without question one of the most

long-lived animals inhabiting the earth

;

and the supposition of great duration,

past, present, and future, for the human
race, is in accordance with right reason

and scientific deductions.

In the anatomical structure, in the

physiological offices of man there are

evidences of the profound

antiquity of the race. In

many parts of the human
body there remain from the prehistoric

state the rudimentary forms and indica-

tions of organs which, as organs, no
longer exist in our species. These ru-

dimentary parts in every case stand for

Existence of
atrophied or-

gans in the body.

actual organs in some other varieties of

animal life, thus indicating most posi-

tively, as the evolutionist believes, the

ultimate kinship and successive differen-

tiation of all forms of living beings on

the earth. It is by no means our purpose

j

in this part of the inquiry to consider

the validity of the hypothesis of evolu-

tion ; but it may well be urged in this

connection that, from whatever point of

view we consider the descent of man,

the existence in the human body of rudi-

mentary parts points, as we think un-

mistakably, to a very high antiquity for

the human species.

Consider for a moment the existence

and significance of rudimentary organs

in the body. Under the eyelids of every

human being are found the outlines, and

indeed the fact, of a semi-
Such organs sig-

lunar fold corresponding nify a preexist-,1 . . . ing mode of Ufa.
precisely to the nictitating

membrane in the eyes of the domestic

fowl or the goose. Here in the human
anatomy is the potential representation

and simulacrum of an organ which must,

in the nature of the case, answer to some
function or use in the present, the future,

or the past. The semilunar fold in the

eyelid has no use in the present. It is

against the laws of right reason to sup-

pose that it will ever have a use in the

future, since the means of protection to

the eye will increase rather than dimin-

ish with the further evolution of human
life ; and at the .same time the dangers

to which the organ is subiect Avill be

correspondingly diminished. We must

therefore conclude that the rudimentary

part represents an organ which once had

an office to perform for the benefit of

the ororanism as a whole. With the
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gradual amelioration of conditionvS and

with the physiological improvement of

the eyelids proper, the necessity for such

an organ as the nictitating membrane

gradually ceased, and with disuse came

feebleness of func-

tion, reduction of

size, and final

atrophy. This
would appear to

be the only pos-

sible explanation

of the presence of

such a rudimen-

tary part as the

semilunar fold in

an animial such as

man.
The very same

thing may be said

of those other
structural ele-

ments in the hu-

man body which

no longer serve a

purpose. What
that purpose would

be under certain

conditions we are

able to see by a

glance at the anat-

omy and physi-

ology of other ani-

mals. It is no

longer useful to

human beings,

having as they do

the free use of the

arm and hand, to

possess a muscle

for moving the ears, though such a mus-

Atrophied ear- cle in the lowcr auimals is

Snc^'iLnS^ m i^ighly important and bene-
^an. ficial. But the muscle,

though in an atrophied or semiatrophied

condition, still exists in man, and in some

instances the possessor is still able by the

will to move the ear in a manner which

must have been common and convenient

for the species in some remote prehistoric

epoch. The same thing may be said of

EXAMPLE OF EXTREME LONGEVIIY—AN EASTERN SORCERESS.

Drawn by G. Vuillier.

the appendix vermiformis and of several

other parts of the human body for which

no plausible explanation has ever been

offered except that they stand for organs

and offices that were once in full exercise

and development by the ancestors of our
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race, but have fallen into desuetude

through ages of changing conditions and

DOG S HEAP, SHOWING MUSCLES FOR MOVING THE EAR
WHICH HAVE BECOME ATROPHIED, THROUGH DISUSE,

IN MAN.

the altered necessities of life. Aye,

more than this, we have in the human
anatom\ ceitam paits, such as the rudi-

€E1

BODILY FORMS OF THE PYRAMID BUILDERS, FORI V-
THREE CENTURIES FROM THE PRESENT.

Drawn by 1!. Stra^sberger, from door of tomb at Gizeh.

mentary breasts of the male, which seem
to point to a condition still more primi-
tive in the development of our race—to

a time when even the sexes had not
been differentiated the one from the

other

!

As we said above, these facts, and the

conclusions toward which they tend in

support of the hypothesis of evolution,

are not adduced in this connection as an
evidence of the truth of that theory, but
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simply to illustrate the testimony which

anthropology is able to give respecting

Vast reach of the antiquity of man. For
time requisite to | ^ ^ ^^ | ^produce anatom-
ical changes, the time requisite for

producing such astounding changes as

have manifestly taken place in the

organs and functions of the huinan

body ! Consider for a moment the

backward look which we are able

to give to the condition of man-
kind by the single light of history.

It is hardly an exaggeration to re-

fer to consecutive facts in the an-

nals of Egypt as far away as three

thousand years before the Christian

era ; yet aiuong the most ancient

works of that primitive seat of civil-

ization we are able to discover un-

mistakably the presence of the

man-form already differentiated

into ethnic varieties and present

aspects of activity. We have no

reason to suppose that the rudi-

inentary organs of the pyrainid

builders were any larger, more
vital, more active, than they are

in the race to-day. This is to say

that the work of evolution—or

whatever it was—by which the at-

rophied condition of certain organs

which had fallen into disuse had
already been completed five thou-

sand years ago ! AVhat, therefore,

shall we say of the lapse of time

necessary to have effected the trans-

formation ? What shall we say of

the almost inconceivable period in

human development requisite for

the differentiation of the sexes in

all hot-blooded animals, the evi-

dence of which has been transmit-

ted in rudimentary organs still ex-

isting in the males in a condition of

atrophy after at least five thousand

years ?

Anthropology parts into at least two

kinds of inquiry of the greatest impor-

tance. These are eth- Relations of eth-

nography and ethnology, ^"logy andeth-
fc> 1 y fc>7 nograpny to

According to Jean Reclus other sciences,

these two departments of human knowl-

ETHNIC DIFFERENI'IATION. (l) MARIA ^jV COS—EUKulLA.N lAI'E.

Drawn by E. Ronjat, from a photograph.

edge '

' run up into anthropology, as

anthropology does into zoology, and
zoology into biology." It is true, how-
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ever, that the line of demarkation be- I philology, jurisprudence, archaeology,

tween ethnographic and ethnological in- geography, and even to tradition and

vestigation is difficult to draw, just as history.

the division between geography and The present work, devoted to a his-

tory of the great races of mankind,

must, in the nature of Ethnology here

the case, be eSSen-
considered as in-

' dicatmg the an-

tially ethnographic tiquity of man.

and ethnological in its subjects and

manner of treatment ; but we are

not by any means at this juncture

to branch out into the treatise at

large. Our present purpose is no

more than to note in a general way
I he light and testimony of eth-

nology and ethnography respecting

the question of the antiquity of

man.

Let us mark then, first of all,

the dispersion of the human race

into tribes and kindreds. The
traveler abroad, going from coun-

try to country, visiting one people

after another, is perhaps more im-

pressed with their differences in

ethnic characteristics, in manners

md customs and language and law,

than he is with their identities.

The distribution of mankind is

literally from the rivers to the ends

of the earth, and their differences

1 ange through a wide scale of de-

parture covering almost all possible

\ariations in physical, intellectual,

and moral character.

When—at what time in the past

—did these ethnic peculiarities ap-

pear? Asa prelimi- Ethnic differ-

nary to answering this ^-:^\t:^ol^

OF question we may con- in the dawn.

fidently assert that they did not ap-

pear all at ojiee; that is, the eth-

nic marks and peculiarities by which

the various tribes and kindreds of man-

kind are so strongly discriminated, did

not appear phenomenally ; but only

ETHNIC DIFFERENTIATION— (2) THE " BLACK FLAGS
'

SOUTHERN CHINA ASIATIC TYPES.
Drawn by Barbotin, from a photograph.

geology is faint and in some parts un-

discoverable. In fact, ethnographv, eth-

nology, and anthropology hold fast in

their subject-matter and methods to
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mediately, and by impereeptible degrees.

Of one thing we are historically certain,

and that is that the distinguishing traits

of the different peoples of the earth were

already strongly and

deeply drawn in the

daydawn of human an-

nals, and that since the

remotest epoch of tra-

dition they have scarcely

been so much as empha-

sized by increasing dif-

ferentiation. Indeed, it

is unmistakably true that

in modern times at least

the strong, deep-cutlines

of demarkation by which

races and peoples were

aforetime distinguished

the one from the other

are, to a considerable

degree, effaced and ob-

literated by the ebb and

flow of civilization ; so

that on the whole the

tribes and nations of

antiquity—the most re-

mote antiquity— were,

by much, more clearly

discriminated than they

are at the present time.

It is trite to refer to

the historical evidence

which abounds respect-

ing the truth of these

statements. The monu-
ments of ancient Egypt
and Assyria, if none
other existed, would of

themselves suiSce to es-

tablish the earlydifferen-

tiation of

mankind. Among the for-

mer sculptures we find

positively delineated at least four lead-

ing types of men as they exist to-day

;

and the lines are drawn with as much
distinctness as though they had been
executed by an ethnographer in the last

decade of the nineteenth century! Thus

ETHNIC DIFFERENTIATION.—(3) CHIEF YABANDA AND FAMILY, OF THE
CONGO—AFRICAN TYPES.

Drawn by Madame Paule Crampel, after a sketch of Nebout.

Evidences ofthe
early evolution
of race distinc-
tions.

at the epoch of the pyramid builders

the races of Europe, Asia, and Africa

had already been confirmed for all time

in their ethnical characteristics.
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These facts established, as they are,

right reason demands the acceptance of

Several theories onc of Several possiblc in-

Sed-reVSL ferences. The first of

tion of the races, thcse is that the raccs of

men, as they come into view in the early

dawn of history, had descended through

a remote prehistoric past from a com-

mon origin, and that in the long proc-

esses of that descent the ethnic charac-

teristics of each race and people had been

developed and established. Another sup-

position possible in the case is that men
began from various parts of the earth, un-

der various conditions, and from different

orio-inals. From these the descending-

lines of ethnic life were drawn under

the influences of environment, until at

length, in the morning of tradition, the

various peoples emerged into view with

their respective characteristics fixed as

we find them at the present day. A
third view is that which presupposes

phenomenal departures from a common
type at some period in the prehistoric

ages. This hypothesis includes a sup-

posed anomalous divergence ; as, for in-

stance, in a common family in which the

sons, though born of one father and one

mother, should come into the world with

different ethnic traits upon them, thus es-

tablishing, or rather opening, the foun-

tain heads of races and peoples. The
suppositions may be multiplied, but the

foregoing are sufficient to indicate the

possibilities of the case.

It is almost needless for a writer of

the present day—strongly indoctrinated

Acceptance of as the age is with the prin-

rdS^cTeof ^iples of science, a knowl-
enviromnent. edge of causatiou and uni-

versal sequence—to assert that only one,

namely, the first, of the above supposi-

tions is tenable. It is not our purpose

in this place to discuss the monogenetic
and polygenetic theories of the origin

of the human race. From what we
know, however, of the orderly evolution

of life, there is only one rational and
thoroughly consistent view of the history

of the ethnic distinctions existing- amone
mankind, and that is that in a period

far remote, beyond the beginning of hu-

man annals and extending- to a pfreat

depth in the prehistoric ages, mankind,

of a given type, appeared on the earth,

and that in the vicissitudes of the agres

following, far below the remotest rim of

historical knowledge, the tribes of primi-

tive men gradually, almost impercepti-

bly, diverged from the common type,

taking new features and new dispositions-

under the conditions in Avhich they found

themselves by migration, dispersion, and

the contingency of climate. How slowly

these forces operate in producing the

changes which have manifestlv been ef-

fected among the peoples of the earth is

well known to all who have investigated

the subject, and those who have never

done so may easily apprehend the almost

inconceivable lapses of time necessary to

effect such changes.

The problem has in it a sort of math-

ematical basis— an ethnic calculus—
suggestive at least of the Deduction of

immense distance at which, To^::S?:^,
from the ethnological point departures,

of view, the origin of the human race

must be placed. As was intimated in

a foregoing paragraph, we have what

are no doubt exact representations of the

different race-types at a period nearly

five thousand years ago. From these,

and by comparison with descendent

forms, we may, as it were, compute the

rate of ethnic change in the human
species. It is noticeable in doing so

that the rate is more rapid under civili-

zation than in barbarism—a fact the

reverse of what might have been antic-

ipated. The Negro physiognomy as
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depicted in the Egyptian sculptures is

almost identical with that of to-day ; but

the Copt of modern Egypt, affected as

he has been by so many historical in-

fluences, has diverged not a little from

the parent Egyptian type. The modern
Greek and the modern Italian are dis-

criminable by many ethnic marks from

the great Greek of the ancient world and

the Roman original ; but the wild men
of the Asiatic steppes, and no doubt the

aborigines of the American continent,

kind had been evolved and established

as they have ever since remained, how
far off must have been the Probabie esti-

beginnings of the process ! "^t^*^
of the du-

t> c> r • ration of pre-

If we should say that a iiistoric ages.

lapse of time equal to five times the

whole distance from the beginning of

human annals to the present day should

be allowed for the ethnic divergence of

the prehistoric races, we should certainly

not exaggerate the probabilities of the

case. That many thousands of years

VALLEY OF THE EUPHRATES-ONE OF THE PRIMITIVE SEATS OF MANKIND.
Drawn by Taylor, from a photograph by Madame Dieulafoy.

have changed but little in form and fea-

ture during several milleniums. This

law of the more rapid change of ethnic

characteristics under the civilized life

tends to lengthen, rather than abbreviate,

the duration of that prehistoric period in

which the ethnic peculiarities of the vari-

ous peoples were evolved and fixed.

If, therefore, as much as five thousand

years ago, Avhen the civilized life had

certainly and strongly asserted itself in

the valley of the Nile and had probably

appeared in the valleys of the Indus and

the Euphrates, the ethnic traits of man-
9

were required for such a transformation

of peoples and kindreds as had already

taken place before tradition and history

began to record the words and deeds of

men, can hardly be doubted by any one

who has taken an enlarged view of the

subject.

Not only has the prehistoric divergence

in ethnic traits established the great an-

tiquity of man, but the testimony derived

from this source has been corroborated

by the fact of the wide distribution

of the primitive peoples of the earth.

Within the historical period only a few
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places, and these for the most part islands,

have been found which were not already

Time required occupicd by human beings
for distribution ^ ^|

^- ^f disCOVery.
corroborates the -'

estimate. Some of the Wcst India

islands were uninhabited at the close of

the fifteenth century. The same cir-

cumstance has been noted in Polynesia.

But as a general fact the world has all

been inhabited, even from antiquity.

More than this : the first comers, even

thousands of years ago, invariably found

the countries into which they made their

eitiptions already peopled by an earlier

race. It may readily be granted that

the old Aryans themselves, before the

dawn of history, making their way west-

ward, found no uninhabited regions.

As far back as we are able to reach by

historical record and tradition, we note

the same condition—the same invariable

circumstance of the universal occupancy

of the world by men.

The fact of this early dift'usion of the

human race over the earth tends strongly

Subjective and to establish the great an-

SSSJtot-^ tiquity of the race. This
fusion of races, yicw of the situation in pre-

historic times is intensified when we take

into consideration the difficulties which

confronted the first men in making their

way from place to place. Great were

the barriers and obstacles which con-

stantly interposed themselves to the

movements of primitive mankind. The
common idea of tribal migration is al-

most wholly erroneous. True, there

were tiines and peculiar conditions under

which primitive peoples moved out from

their old seats and in a phenomenal man-
ner made their way across the prehis-

toric landscape into new countries, new
islands, and even new continents. But,

on the whole, the distribution of mankind
over the earth has not been effected by
migration, but by diffusion. The race

has diffused itself, like the .slow growth

of a vine creeping over the surface at a

rate so small that it can not be detected

by the senses. Only after a lapse of

time are we able to see that the vine has

taken a new and advanced position. In

like manner the first men spread over

the surface of the earth by gradual dif-

fusion. Whenever a really favorable

situation Avas reached by the outlying

members of the tribe, then there would

be a movement somewhat luore rapid in

that direction, until the better place so

discovered was peopled and dispossessed

of its native treasures.

By right reason we are able to see the

spreading volume of the human race in

the prehistoric ages. The siow movement

advance of the frontier line °:;:tS^^L
in every given direction tribution.

would be like the current of Caesar's

river, " so slow that by the natural eye

the direction of the current could not be

determined." What we are here con-

cerned to note is the great period of time

requisite for the distribution of the prim-

itive peoples over the earth and the

consecjuent high antiquity of the race.

The process or processes, for instance,

by which a population was finally con-

tributed to the islands of the Pacific and

to the American continents must have

been so tedious, so much retarded by

the opposing conditions of the natural

world, so greatly heightened by the bar-

baric state of the primitive tribes by

which the work was accomplished, so

long held back by pauses and retrogres-

sions as to demand for the accomplish-

ment what may well be estimated not at

a hundred or a thousand years, but at

an eon of time.

Certain facts must constantly be borne

in mind which by their nature must

have long retarded the distribution

of the oriofinal races over the earth.
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The work was effected in some way be-

fore the dawn of civilization. This sig-

Particuiar ob- nifics that men in a state
staciestobesur-

£ nature inhabited a nat-mounted m mi-
gration of races. -Liral world, little modified

as yet by the influence of its inhabitants.

It is almost impossible for men under

the civilized life to realize the difficulty

which a primeval people, a real aborigi-

nal tribe, would experience in attempt-

ing so simple a feat as crossing a river.

We may suppose that the aboriginal man
could swim ; but the transportation

of children across a broad and rapid

stream must have been to the men of

the first epoch an almost impossible

task. No doubt the introduction of

boats and rafts was an event belong-

ing to a very early age in the human
evolution. Nevertheless, there was

a time when primeval savages worked

their way up slowly, cautiously, dis-

trustfully to the concept of a canoe

with as much difficulty, aye, much
greater difficulty, than the modern
man has experienced in the idea and

constniction of the ocean steamer.

Indeed, every advance which marked
the slow progress of mankind in the

prehistoric ages was attended with

such labor and doubt and tedious ap-

proaches of attempt and failure as must
have retarded for almost immemorial
ages the coming of primitive civiliza-

tion. All calculations respecting the an-

tiquity of man, which do not include

among the prominent elements of the

problem these facts respecting the dif-

ficulties interposed by nature to the dif-

fusion of the first races over the earth,

are inadequate and erroneous in their

bottom principles.

In all the primeval world there was
not a single highway. Nature builds

no roads, constructs no iDridges. AVe

must remember in this connection that

in all that vast and warlike world re-

vealed to us in the history of Egypt and
India and Greece and Car- Absence of

thage and Rome there n^eansofcom-
o munication m

was not a single tunnel, primeval ages.

The aqueduct, the viaduct, the sewer,

even the Cloaca Maxima, were known
at a very early age ; and the building

abilities of the people were able to have

produced a tunnel in the proper sense

;

but it remained not for the age of Alex-

ander or Caesar or the Antonies, not for

PROGRESS OF PRIMEVAL MAN BY WATER.

the epoch of Justinian or the era of

Charlemagne, not for the Renaissance or

the times of Napoleon, but for the nine-

teenth century to construct the first under-

ground passageway for the movements
of civilization—the quick transit of men
and merchandise.

We have already referred more than

once to the tremendous obstacle of the

seas and oceans. With what a sense of

impotency must the primitive man have

come to the seashore ! Even after the

age of boats and ships, how did he cling

to the shores and inlets of the seemingly

infinite deep ! It must be remembered
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Check offered to
ethnic progress
by seas and
oceans.

that the concept of the impassibility of

the sea and even of lakes and rivers was

one of those ideas which

in the early ages of the

world became fixed by the

law of heredity—transmitted from gen-

eration to generation, until it was a part

of the intellectual and even the reli-

gious belief of the primitive peoples. No
science but history—and history not

well—is able to estimate at its full value

the rate of diffusion by which the earth

was peopled with the aboriginal races

;

the slowness of the prog- Rate of race dif-

ress by which from valley LTedfrom^-^-
to valley, from river to stacies thereto,

river, through untrodden forests, from

shore to shore, and finally from conti-

nent to continent, the aborigines of the

world at last made their way into its more
favorable and favoring parts ; the vast,

almost immeasurable, periods of duration

THE AGE OK BOA'l'S.—Earliest Navigators, of Neolithic Efoch.

the retarding and paralyzing effect of

hereditary beliefs upon even the physi-

cal, to .say nothing of the intellectual

and moral, progress of mankind. Not

infrequently we find the forward march

utterly impeded and a given people held

absolutely to their last camping ground

for a thousand years by a single hereditary

thought driven down like their tent pins

through the belief and practice of that

kindred.

The significance of these facts and

principles is their powerful bearing on

that must have elapsed between the

beg-inning; and the end of the distribu-

tion of the human race, and the con-

sequent reiuoteness of the date which

must be assigned for the appearance of

man on the earth.

Every part of the problem tends to

establish the same conclusion. Perhaps

the most striking attribute Division and de-

of man is his faculty of l^^^^t
speech. Language is his. quire great time.

Philology as a science has risen, as a

branch of anthropological study, tO'
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explain and interpret the significance of I
among the varieties of human speech,

linguistic phenomena. It is not our We desire to refer to the subject only in

purpose in this connection to review the ' corroboration of the conclusions which

OT; T\AYTAe n A e e T€ k viYMeic

C YN9YA i.tTLU N ^^ ^^^^ ^ ^. ^^ ^^^

Sanskrit.

Egyptian Hieratic (eleventh d^-nasty).

Egyptian Hieratic (Graeco-Roman Period).

u

H

lU

n ^
<- *"^ ^^

«u^^ ^hihI^l"?!, ^ Titf ^ni Qh^ ^ ^ ^

6o(L Hi>t-
AramaVc.

DIFFERENTIATION OF LANGUAGES ILLUSTRATED IN ANCIENT STYLES OF WRITINGS.

history of language, or to discuss the

varieties of form in which it has ap-

peared, and the correlations existing

have been already deduced from other

kinds of knowledge.

Each ethnic branch of the human race
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has its own form of language. x\mong

the peoples who compose a given family

Time a condition of mankind there is gen-
of the creation

erallv a common speech
of dialects and - >-

languages. with clialcctical differences.

These differences sometimes become so

well marked and firmly fixed as to con-

stitute independent languages. This

process of linguistic differentiation re-

quires time as one of the conditions of

its accomplishment. As a rule, the rate

of change, even in the alteration of an

accent, is slow, and the larger transfor-

mations are even more difficult to be

accomplished. Human language passes

through changes and modifications under

the law of evolution just as the mind
does, which requires speech as one of

its functions. In the case of peoples

intellectually active, and as yet not re-

stricted by the set forms of literary ex-

pression, linguistic mutation is more

rapid ; but among barbarians and con-

servative races marked with little activity

of thought speech continues in set forms

for long periods of duration.

The division of mankind into families

and races has been largely determined

Linguistic dif- by means of language.

SidTn:rad!cT ^^^^^^ of the differences by
^1®- which one family of lan-

guages is discriminated from another

are very deep and ineradicable. The
forms of speech by which the Semitic

peoples are distinguished are fundamen-

tally different from the forms employed

by the Aryan races, and these in their

turn are radically of another type from

those employed by the Turanians. The
very root-forms of the Semitic languages,

so called, are unknown in the Indo-Eu-

ropic tongues. It has been claimed by
philologists that not more than ten com-

mon radicals exist in the Aryan and
Semitic vocabularies. Even the few

cases of identity may doubtless be ex-

plained by reasons other than linguistic

affinity.

The same utter dissimilarity exists

in the grammar of the two families

of speech referred to. utter dissimilar-

There are no common ity of Semitic
and Aryan forms

features in the sentential of speech,

structure and composition of the two

types of language. The development

of the speech-forms of the two seems to

have been by the law of contraries ; in-

somuch that the student of a vSemitic

language must transpose his very meth-

ods of thought and abandon all of his

preconceptions and principles of analogy

before he can enter the spirit of the

strange linguistic structure before him.

The student who has mastered Latin

and French may take up vSpanish and

find so much that is common to what he

has already learned, so much that is in

analogy with all his preconceptions and

knowledge, that his task is as easy as to

go to the same city by a slightly diver-

gent route ; but not so in the acquirement

of Hebrew or Arabic.

What we are here concerned to note,

however, is that the profound structural

differences between the such structural

great divisions of human ^jJ^grTarptri-

speech must have required odsoftime.

long periods of time for their production.

How long these periods have been to ef-

fect the given result it were but conjec-

ture to estimate. The problem is exactly

analogous to that presented by the dis-

persion of races. There has been a

dispersion of speech. Whether it is

possible, indeed, to refer all languages

to a common point of departure is

matter of dispute among linguists of the

highest authority. The attempt to de-

rive Hebrew and German from a single

original is, to say the least, beset with

as many difffculties as confronts the eth-

nologist in his effort to trace an Anglo-
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American to the same stock with an

abori<^inal Australian. All that we are

at liberty, in face of the facts, to say is

that it may be done ; and in such a hy-

pothesis, whether for the different races

themselves or for the languages which

they speak, we are encouraged by the

results thus far attained in philology and

ethnology, nearly all of which tend to

support the belief in the monogenetic

origin of mankind and a common orig-

inal for all human speech.

The great significance, therefore, of

all that we have been able to learn with

If languages be rcspcct to the languages of

^L^Srrs?- the world is that ;/ they are
be greater. of a commou derivation,

then the lapse of time required for the

production of their several forms must

have been very great. At the daydawn
of history human speech had already

been deflected into forms even more
variant than those at the present exist-

ing. At that epoch the inflectional

languages were in full efflorescence.

The Sanskrit and the Greek presented

examples of completeness in structural

development for which the student of

language must search in vain among the

current tongues. Already at that most

remote date, on the easternmost shores

of the Mediterranean, a vSemitic lan-

guage had perfected itself into that per-

fect triliteral rigidity which we see in

the sacred books of the Hebrews. In a

word, the linguistic types were as far

apart and as well established in that

remote morning of civilized life as they

are to-day. The whole divergence be-

tween them had been effected before the

Hebrew as a Hebrew and the Greek as

a Greek had made their appearance in

the remotest dawn of tradition and
story.

This period of divergence must have
been of great duration indeed. The
conditions of the case are Ages demanded

for production
.such as to force us to be- of Hebrew and
1- J.1 J. j_i 1 , • Greekfroma
heve that the prehistoric common stem,

age or ages in which the Greek and the

Hebrew—as examples for all others—
were parted from a common linguistic

original must have been so great as to

place the date of the origin far be-

yond the puny calculations which were

accepted aforetime as not only probable

but authentic. Even beyond this im-

aginary point of departure for the two

languages from a common linguistic

original we are obliged to look still

further and take into account the vast

structure and derivation of the Oriental

tongues. In doing so, geographical

difficulties have to be overcome. The
high mountains of Asia must be sur-

passed and vast ethnical obstacles re-

moved before we can combine the line of

the Mongolian languages with that of

the races of Western Asia and Europe.

In other words, the same profound per-

spective is here required as in the case of

the dispersion of races and of the geolog-

ical history of primeval man. It is as

difficult to reach a common original for

all existing linguistic forms as it is to

find a common ancestry for the cave

dwellers of Western Europe, the native

Australians, the blubber-eating Esqui-

maux, and the flint-chipping barbarians

of Polynesia.
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Chapter VI.—History and Tradition.

S we approach the pres-

ent, through the vari-

ous branches of inquiry

which have occupied

our attention, we come
at length to History

and Tradition. If the

first of these were complete, or the other

trustworthy, we might walk with more

confidence through the shadowland of

the past. We are constrained, however,

to take history as it is, with all its in-

completeness and tradition, with all its

crudity, contradictions, and inflections,

and to gain therefrom whatever we may
respecting the date of the appearance of

man on the earth. In the first place, his-

•Why history tory as an oracle is silent on

dtr^'eSiVofthe
^^'^^^ subjcct

;
but this is no

beginning. morc than wliat we should

expect. Indeed, if the historian, with-

out the light reflected from other fields

of inquiry, should attempt to fix a cal-

endar for the prehistoric ages, he would

at once denounce himself to the thinkers

of all posterity. History is a product of

the conscious and reflective life of man
—of that civilized life upon which the

race enters after it has reached the

stage of a high human evolution. What,

therefore, shall history be able to record

about the imconscious life of the race

extending below the horizon of the past,

and impossible of approach by any back-

ward exploration?

In the first chapter of this work we
have attempted to define what history is,

and to show its limitations.
Two distinct
types ofhistori- There liavc been two clear-
cal composition. ^ , . . , . -,

ly distinct views and prac-

tices in the composition of historical

narrative. There was an ancient type.

and there is a new type. The first was
pictorial, descriptive ; the other is ex-

pository and sociological. The first pro-

ceeded no further than men and the deeds

of men ; the second reaches through all

the individual aspects of human life, and

through the deeds which men have

seemed to accomplish, to the event, to the

cause of the event, and to the great social

evolution of which the event is but the

temporary expression.

The ancient history aimed at a perfect

style and form of narrative, at dignity

of language and eloquent
Spirit and aim of

deductions from the lives the old history

T .• /. T. and the new.
and actions of men. It

was far more concerned about the turn-

ing of a period than about the accuracy

of the research and the authenticity of

the data which it employed. In the new
history we might say that there is little

concern about the form and expression,

but an infinity of painstaking with re-

spect to the materials of the narrative and

an ever-increasing interest in those lines

of causation by which all events are held

together in a single great event consti-

tuting the totality of human life. It is

almost needless to add that the new his-

tory is a creation of the present century,

and that by its method and spirit and
the significance of its results it is destined

to relegate all the previous historical la-

bors of mankind to the place of the mate-

rials of history rather than history itself.

We must, however, in an inquiry like

the present, freely and gladly accept all

historical productions as The present in-

of value and importance, ^r^^ro^/aii

This is particularly true of materials,

the products of the early ages, as they

lie so much nearer than the present to
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the beginnings of civilization and the

first conscious life of the race. They

express at least the concepts, beliefs, and

philosophy of the greatest minds of an-

tiquity. They reveal to us, without in-

tentional effort to do so, many aspects of

the societies which rose and flourished

around the Medi-

terranean. I n

vSome there is an

attempt to revive

in the historical

garb the myth

and tradition of

the prehistoric

ages, and thus to

acquaint the read-

er with the move-

ments of mankind

before the dawn.

History, as a

species of compo-

sition, was invent-

ed by the Greeks

in the fifth century

before the Chris-

tian era. To that

age belong He-

rodotus, Thucydi-

des, and Xeno-

phon. Ctesias,

Philistus, Theo-
pompus, and
Ephorus came

afterwards, each

with his particular

merits and blem-

ishes, and with an

the Greek masters. From the Grseco-

Italic fountains literature, including

history as one of its branches, flowed

down and mingled with the intellectual

life of all the peoples of Western Europe,

and finally with that of the New World.

It is only within the eighteenth and nine-

THOTH AND SAFEKH (GODDESS OF HISTORY) WRITING THE DEEDS OF RAMSES II.

Drawn by B. Strassberger.

evident decline from their greater pred-

ecessors. With the spread of Roman

Rise and dissem- powcr and the conversion

toryi'nEurope ^^ Hcllas iuto a proviuce,

and America. the SCat of CUlturC waS

transplanted to the Tiber ; but the prod-

ucts of the Roman muses were never

equal in spirit and art to the works of

teenth centuries that the models of the

classical ages have been to a certain ex-

tent put aside and the scientific type of

composition substituted in their stead.

It is possible, even probable, that a

better acquaintance with Chinese liter-

ature and with that of India will put us

into possession of historical works of a
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more ancient date than those of Greece
;

but the question is still an open one in

the hands of explorers and Oriental

scholars. Not so, however, Avith the

Possible open- sacred books of the East,
ingof newhis- ^y\^q^q i^^vc in uianv parts
torical vistas in ' ^

the East. ^t least a seniihistorical

character. Perhaps none of them were

produced with the true historical intent.

The annals and chronicles Avhich Ave find

among the literary remains of the East

Indian races, the INIesopotamian nations,

the Egyptians, and the Hebrews in par-

ticular, were not formulated by the an-

cient seers and scribes Avith a A-ieAA' to

the preserA'ation of an authentic narra-

tiA^e of CA'cnts, but Avith the ulterior pur-

pose of furnishing a mold and matrix in

which the religious history and polity of

the respective peoples should be ex-

pressed, established, and perpetuated.

Nevertheless, historical narratives of

this secondary kind haA^e a great A\alue

as a source of information respecting the

early progress of the race.

The oldest Avorks of the kind referred

to, belonging to the literature of the

Ar\'an race, are the sacred
Old historical

-

documents of books ot the Bralimaus,
the Aryan races. , -, • ^ r i • i

the principal of Avhich are

known coUectiA^ely by the name of the

Vedas. This Avork, like the Hebrew
Bible, is made up of parts Avhich Avere

produced at successiA-e intervals of time,

extending in the aggregate OA'cr a great

period of duration. The oldest of the

Vedas has been assigned to the era be-

tween the tAventy-first and the nineteenth

century B.C. While the work in ques-

tion is by no means historical in its de-

sign, it contains not a little historical

matter, and may thus be accepted as the

earliest existent hint of the condition of

society among the Aryan peoples at a

distance of twenty centuries beyond the

Christian era.

Among the Hamitic races still more

ancient records liaA^e been preserA^ed.

The condition of literature Hamitespre-

(even historical literature) tlt^^^i^Zlr,
at the time of the visit of documents.

Herodotus to Egypt Avas of a kind to im-

press that forerunner of European his-

tory Avith a sense of remote antiquity

such as the modern inquirer experiences

in examining the oldest Greek manu-

scripts in existence. The records of

ancient Egypt, Avhether cngraA'cd on

granite shafts and the Avails of palaces

and tombs, or AVritten on sheets of pa-

pyrus, are undoubtedly the oldest con-

tcmporarv documents in the possession of

mankind—unless future researches into

the literature of China should bring to

light others still more ancient.

The antiquity of the Avritings com-

posing the Scriptures of the HebrcAvs

has never been definiteh'
Time and place

determined; but they are of the Hebrew
,

, 1 i
'

J 1 historical books.
knoAvn to antedate the

Avritings of Herodotus, if not the poems

of Homer. It Avas about the eighth

century B. C. that the prophets and

scribes of Israel began to reduce their

oral utterances to the fixed form of man-

uscript. Writing, howcA^er, already

existed among the Hebrews and other

Semitic peoples long before this date.

In the time of Josiah, reigning at the

middle of the seventh century B. C, a

Book of the LaAV was discoA'ered, contain-

ing, as is believed, Deuteronomy and

some other fragments of more ancient

composition, and these AA^ere used by the

king and the hierarchy in a religious ref-

ormation of the people. It Avas not, hoAV-

ever, until after the times of the Babylo-

nian captivity of the Jews that most of

the sacred books of Israel Avere composed,

approximately in their present forms.

Behind all the writings, historical and

semihistorical, poetical, mythical, and
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prophetic, to which reference has been

made in the preceding pages, lies the

Tradition pre- age of tradition. Certain
cedes, taut min- -j. -^ ^|^^^^ human thoucrht
gles -with, begin- o
nings of history, ^^d specch long precede

the fact of written records. There was

a period in the history of mankind when
the imagination of the more highly

developed peoples ran riot through all

the forms of fiction and mythology. The
beliefs, hopes, longings, purposes, and

doubtless the dreams of the primitive

races issued from a thousand fountains

and combined their products in a volume

of oral tradition. The lore of one age

was handed down to the next, sometimes

in its integrity, and sometimes greatly

modified and inflected by the additions

made thereto by subsequent myth-

makers and story-tellers.

We must remember constantly the dif-

ference between history and tradition.

Difference tae- The first rcsts, howcvcr re-

anoreand^his°-'" ^^^^^ ^^^ subjcct-mattcr

tory. may be, on the testimony of

witnesses contemporary with the facts de-

scribed ; the latter reposes on the testi-

mony of those who were removed in time

or place, or both, from the circumstances

and events constituting the subject-

matter of the story. History transcribes

directly from the eyewitness, the ear-

witness, of the event, or from the manu-

scripts and sculptures made by them

;

while tradition repeats a narrative which

has been transmitted from tongue to

tonofue, transformed through all the un-

certainties of memory and speech, and de-

livered to the fixedness of literary form

only after the lapse of generations.*

It will be seen at a glance that history.

' A good example of the historical tradition is fur-

nished in the story of Atlantis as given by Plato.

When Solon was a traveler in Egypt, near the be-

ginning of the sixth century B. C, the priest of Sa'is,

pretending to a profounder lore of the past than was

as determinative of the dates of past

events, has in it two elements of value.

The first and greatest of wimtconsti-

these is present in those his- r/L^^^otfSy
torical writings or sculp- authenticity,

tures which record the contemporary

event at tJic time and under the conditions of

its occurrence. Of this kind are such writ-

ings as the Coinnientaries of Julius Caesar,

who used neither tradition nor docu-

ments, but recorded only the facts of his

own observation and experience in the

Gallic War. To the same class belong

a part of the writings of Josephus. Many
European warriors and diplomats have

recorded the history of their epochs in

books of memoirs, most instructive to

after times. The last half of the nine-

teenth century has witnessed the com-

position of much historical narrative by

the participants in such great events as

the Civil War in the United States. It

is needless to emphasize the superiority

of historical narrative composed on this

plan to every other form of recorded an-

nals. The second element of value and

authenticity is found in those writings

which, though not written by participants

in the events described, are based ex-

clusively upon documents and evidences

which were contemporaneous with the

possessed by any other cult, told him that in former

ages the Athenians had been great in war. In that

remote time the men of the great kingdom Atlantis,

beyond the pillars of Hercules, had made war on

Europe and had finally been driven back by the

Hellenes. Solon, on his return to Greece, told the

story to his friend Critias, and the latter, in his old

age, recited it to his grandson, also named Critias.

The grandson became a member, in his mature life,

about a hundred years after the times of Solon, of

the Socratic group, and to the members of that un-

equaled club he told one day what his grandfather

had heard from Solon. Plato afterwards took the

story up, and in the dialogue oiTimceus reduced it to

literary form. The world is much concerned to know

how much credence may be given to the tradition of

Atlantis and other such famous narratives handed

down from the primitive ages.
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event and as far as practicable a part

thereof.'

We may now attempt to apply certain

principles and deductions to the question

Nocontempora- of the antiquity of man as

neous history of (;ietermined by historical
the time of the

_
-'

beginning. and traditional evidence.

In the first place, history in the primary

intent is, out of the nature of the case,

wholly silent. Nobody saiv the advent

of mankind on the earth. The first men
did not themselves record that event on

stone or parchment. No memorial or

monument exists which bears remotely

on the apparition of mankind on the

earth. No diligence of antiquarian re-

search has ever been rewarded, or can

ever be, with the faintest trace of an

original authority, that is, of contempo-

rary evidence, respecting the rise of the

human race. The case stands precisely

as might be anticipated by the light of

right reason. No man remembers his

own origin. No child notes its coming

into the world by making a record of

the event for posterity. To suppose as

much is to suppose the impossible. For

how could the unconscious being make
a record of its own advent? How could

primitive man, unacquainted with the

arts, a stranger to the desire of historical

fame, wholly concerned ^dth the mate-

rial wants of life and the instinct of re-

production, be expected to create memo-
rials of his coming in a record which

would presuppose reflection, ambition,

forethought, and the desire of renown

with posterity?

We must not, therefore, expect to find

any satisfactory evidence in history at

' The first great example of a history conforming

throughout to this lofty standard of authenticity was

Gibbon's Decline and Fall of the Roman E/npire,

which, according to the author's own testimony,

was deduced throughout from documents contem-

porary with the events ; nothing was taken at second

hand.

first hand relative to the date of man's

appearance. This is equivalent to say-

ing, also, that history in its History from

second form, that is, that ousdatJaisoL-

kind of historical narrative possible,

which is derived from original contem-

poraneous documents, inscriptions, and

monumental remains, is likewise silent

about the time of the beginning. The
first men were, as we have said above,

involved in labors far different from that

of producing monuments and preparing

parchments for the interest and instruc-

tion of after ages. The very same rea-

son which precludes the possibility of

the first man's having recorded for him-

self the time of his coming, by monu-

ment or tablet, precludes also the possi-

bility of the discovery of contemporary

evidences by the story-teller or historian

of after times. Why should an antiqua-

rian search for that which is not ? Why
should the archaeologist hope to find an

inscription which, should he find it,

would be the best possible proof that it

did 7iot bear witness to the beginning?

Why hope that some contemporaneous

monument will be found with a record

of an age which neither built monu-

ments nor desired to be remembered?

While it is true that history in its first

and second forms and also in its primi-

tive elements, in poem and important de-

sacred book and rhapsody ^rriSthSo'ri-

and prophetic oracle, can cai records,

bear no direct evidence respecting the

antiquity of man, there is a collateral

inference drawn therefrom of consider-

able importance. This is found in the

fact that the first writings in narrative

form, or tending to that form, are found

at very early stages in the histories of

great peoples widely separated in place

and already developed into different as-

pects of ethnic life. We may accept it

as true that writino^s of this kind existed
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among the Chinese as much as fifteen

centuries before our era. We have al-

ready discovered the

beginnings of such a

literature among our

Aryan ancestors, in

the valley of the In-

dus, as far back as

about two thousand

years B. C. The his-

torical remains of the

valley of the Eu-

phrates and the Ti-

gris reach back per-

haps to the twenty-

first century. The
monuments of Egypt

bear unquestionable

evidence of the exi.st-

ence of historical

thought and expres-

sion in that country

about twenty-four

centuries before the

current era. As early

as the eighth century

the bards and proph-

ets of Israel were

wont to reduce their

utterances to poetical

and semihistorical

forms. We find the

Greeks, in the person

of Herodotus, invent-

ing historical narra-

tive proper at the be-

ginning of the sixth

century B. C, and

afterwards, by the art

of Thucydides, bring-

ing that species of

composition to a per-

fection which, so far

as structure is concerned, has never been

surpassed.

We thus see that in regions far remote

from each other, among peoples as di-

verse in ethnic life as any that are

^(M^r^lL^
t&

t^i^hltr

^CTlg)fgttr

il^Uo

^H^DHt^

BO

o

^J
found on the earth at the present time, in

forms of speech as widely differentiated

as any dialects known to philology, there
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were at least the rudiments of historical

lore at a date ranging- from six to twen-

what the wide- ty-four centuries before the
apart writings Christian era. This fact
ofmany races
signify. (jf itself constitutes a pow-

erful argument for the antiquity of the

human race. Letters and the art of

writing are among the later products of

primeval man. Even when these have

been invented, it requires another long

period of development to bring the re-

flective powers and the art of composi-

tion to the level of historical narrative.

We speak here not of philosophical his-

tory, but of the first rude attempts of

the human mind to make record of the

events of the past. To these considera-

tions we must in the next place add a

third period of great duration to cover

the time required in the development of

the mind to this grade of activity in

wide-apart localities. If it be true that

there were men of letters engaged in

the historical art in China at an epoch

beyond the age of Homer and David

;

if it be true that at a still earlier period

the sages of the Indus valley had begun

to produce narrative, as well as song; if

it be true, as it certainly is, that the

Greeks as a nation had, at the beginning

of the sixth century B. C, reached a

stage of intellectual progress at which

the story of Herodotus might be received

with national applause ; if, more than

all this, in the valley of the Nile the

priests and seers of the age of the pyra-

mids devoted themselves in large meas-

ure to the composition of sacred history

and philosophy, then, indeed, how great

must have been the antecedent lapse of

time requisite for the evolution of these

various forms of ethnic life and achieve-

ment !

We thus reach the subject of Tradi-

tion proper. While history in the true

intent does not presume to fix the time

and place of the beginning, tradition

has ever been busy with these themes.

In almost every nation, Tradition be-

among almost every people, lZ7.:^:il^:
a body of traditional lore conscious life,

has been produced in the earlier and

half-conscious epoch, and handed down
to subsequent times, including the belief

of that particular branch of mankind

with respect to its own origin. vSuch

traditions in the prehistoric ages became

a part of the national faith, was inter-

woven with the folklore of the people,

and afterwards with the whole system of

philosophical belief. The myth reached

forward out of the past and grasped the

present. The poetical fiction mingled

with the rudimentary forms of history,

and became a wellnigh inseparable part

thereof. The dream of the priinitive

man became a penumbra around the life

of the conscious man, and thus the ear-

lier ages of reflection and truth were

shadowed and haunted with the fancies

and fictions which had arisen in the

childhood of the race.

Many are the forms and applications

of tradition. Generally the body of

primitive belief contained Essential arti-

one or two essential arti- SS^^fl^
cles. The first of these, as ^ace.

a rule, declared the high antiquity of

the given tribe or people. It was a

point of honor among the primitive races

to assert priority. The Egyptians, for

instance, scorning the narrow limits of

earth-made calendars, declared that they,

as a race, were Prosclciioi ; that is. Before

the Moon I Almost every tribe and in-

cipient people urged some extravagant

claim to a prior possession of the country

or place which they occupied. There

seems to have been in primitive men,

even in the remotest ages of violence

and barbarism, some notion that priority

ofave rieht and advantasfe to him who
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could assert it. This principle in human
nature acted powerfully against the pres-

ervation of a belief in recent migration,

and in favor of the assertion of long oc-

cupancy. Though we are convinced that

the world was peopled by the diffusion

of races, nearly all the early peoples dis-

claimed this method of possession, and

asserted immemorial residence in their

respective countries.

These conditions may serve to explain

the general prevalence of the belief in

an autochthonous origin among the

primitive peoples of the world. There

invasions of others more warlike and
adventurous.

But the belief among the ancient peo-

ples that they were autochthones did not

imply simply an origin from Autochthony

the earth. Vegetable life
derived from

o analogies of veg-

SpringS from the soil, etable world.

The growth of plants must have been

one of the first and most tangible phe-

nomena recognized by the senses and con-

sidered by the reason of primitive men.

The idea that they themselves might

have originated in like manner would

have been natural enough to the situa-

VIEW OF MOUNT OTHRYS FROM TRIKHALL—Drawn by Dosso, after Stackelberg.

was scarcely an extant tradition of

human genesis which did not associate

the beginning of man-life and tribe-life

Universality of with the earth. It pleased

toththonour the fancy of the first men
origin. to declare that they were

earthborn, or at least that the power
which called them into existence used

the earth as the vehicle and substance of

creation. There was thus established,

as it would appear, among each people a

sort of claim to the earth by the right of

an indisputable priority—a claim wdiich

the reader may well perceive to be of

great use to sedentary tribes in inain-

taining themselves against the migratory

tion ; but the myth took always another

form.

There was in the thought of an-

tiquity a conception of evolution and a

conception of creation. The two were

blended. Man Avas made The ancient

out of clay; but a supernal- T.S^Z^^l
ural being was the maker, creation.

Among the Greeks one myth ran to this

effect, that the first inen were plasinata

pe/oH, that is, effigies of baked clay froin

the hand of Prometheus. And for this

deed the jealous deities chained him to

the rocks of Caucasus. The more fa-

mous belief was that which assigned the

oriein of mankind to the act of Deucalion
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and his wife Pyrrha. These twain,

saved from a deluge of waters, reached

Mount Othrys, where, upon landing, they

were commanded by Zeus to cast behind

them the bones of their mother. Albeit

the bones of the mother meant the

stones of the earth. These Deucalion

and his wife threw down the hillside,

and forthwith sprang up both men and

women, who were the Stone race, the

Laoi of Greek mythology. The Indian

myth runs to the effect that Prajapati,

the creator, after many tentative experi-

ments, succeeded in producing from the

earth a race of beings in harmony with

their environment, and therefore capable

of surviving. In India, however, the

fundamental concept of the genesis of

man was inflected into many forms, in-

cluding beliefs in his origin from the

lower animals, rather than immediately

from the earth. The legends of Greece,

and more anciently those of Egypt and

Libya, generally assigned the Cephissian

marsh as the scene of man's creation

—

this if we may accept a fragment of

Pindar as authority.

It is not our purpose, however, to pur-

sue the forms of ancient myths, but only

Myths of the to skctch their general char-
originofman ^ and to dcducc there-
belong to race
childhood. from such value as they

may hold respecting the antiquity of

man. It is clear, in the first place, that

the above views relative to the begin-

ning of human life belong to the adoles-

cent period of the mind. A little reflec-

tion will show us the stage in the life

and development of the individual to

which the legendary period in the his-

tory of the race corresponds. That

stage is childhood ; in the one case the

childhood of the individual, and in the

other the childhood of the race. The
period in either instance is that in which

the fancy and the senses are wholly pre-

dominant over reason and the reflective

powers of the mind.

At the time when the tradition of the

kind above described was produced, the

mind of the race was not as The question

yet haunted with the ques- So?dores?^
tion. Why? nor were the cence.

insuperable difficulties which rose in the

way of such myths regarded as of the

slightest value. For instance, the ques-

tion might well have arisen among the

Greeks how it was that the clay-baked

beginnings who arose into consciousness

under the touch of Prometheus could

have known ought of their origin. How
could an autochthonous people have had

the slightest memory of the process by

which they came into being? How did

the Laoi of Deucalion understand that

they had been produced by the flinging

behind of stones? Yet these very ob-

vious forms of rationalism seem never

to have occurred to the wise Greeks,

even of the classical ages.

All this is in exact analogy with the

life of the individual. The child-mind

is not at all concerned about
Child-mind of

the inconsistencies of a individual and
rr^ ,^ , 1 j- of race alike.

story. To that grade of

intelligence the more marvelous the

story the more acceptable it is. The
legend of childhood impresses itself in-

delibly upon the memory, and passes

down with the current of understanding,

mingling therewith and combining with

the beliefs and concepts of a later pe-

riod of development. So with the oral

traditions of the primitive world. They

were manifestly produced in what may
be called the childhood of the race, and

M^ere delivered by oral transmission to

the conscious race which came after-

wards.

The present significance of these facts

is that they tend to confirm the belief in

the remote origin of the human race, and
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to familiarize our thought with the con-

cept of a long- period for the acloles-

Traditions of ccncc of mankind. Beyond
man-birth con- ^| • ,, •

^ | .^| ^^ ^^^^^
firm beliefm re- -'

mote race origin, the traditions with which

the early life of every people abounds

have any value relative to the date of

the beginning. It must be constantly

borne in mind that chronology and ge-

ography are precisely the circumstances

which tradition and the traditional age

of human history are most likely to neg-

lect. Very little are the primitive races

concerned about accuracy as to time and

place. vSuch facts as time and place

require investigation, laborious study,

travel, mathematical knowledge, and

many other conditions which the adoles-

cence of mankind could in no wise sup-

ply. Whatever the mind could invent

for itself by dream and reverie and fan-

ciful excursion, that was abundantly

produced ; but the sober and solid ma-

terials and structure of real history Avere

too heavy and exact and burdensome to

be supplied or borne by the early races

of men.

The great deduction, therefore, from

the traditional lore of mankind with re-

spect to the time of the beginning of

man-life on the earth must be drawn
from the subject-matter of chiid-mind

the traditions themselves ^oi^^stra-
dition, the man-

and from the unmistakable "1"^'^ history,

evidence which thej' present that they

were the products of the child-mind of

the world. History, on the contrary, is

the product of the man-mind. It comes

only with the adult age of reason and

reflection. We have seen how far back

in the past, however, lie the rudiments

of historical composition. The argument
is that greatly beyond this date of the

earliest formal efforts of mankind to ex-

press its knowledge of itself lay the misty

and inchoate realm of tradition and

fable. The time relation of such an age

is deduced from the character of its prod-

ucts. If the beginnings of history are

to be found in wide-apart regions of the

earth at a date as remote as twenty cen-

turies before the common era, how great

must be the distance of that childhood

of the race and that early youth when
the mind, vStill surrounded with all vis-

ions and dreams, looked forth into a

landscape and beheld on every side men
as trees walkinof!

CHAF'TER VII.—CHI^JOMOLOCxICAI. I?>iouiry.

E may next note with

interest the results

w h i c h h a \' e been
reached in chronology

proper. This science

is, as we have said, a

part of history. Every

historic event must, in the nature of the

case, have a time locus, and its signifi-

cance will depend upon its temporal rela-

tions. No satisfactory interpretation can

be made of the affairs of men without

considering them in their relations and

dependencies of time. wSo important has

been this element in the annals of man-
kind that a distinct Science of Time has

been developed, and to this is given the

name of chronology.

Alany ages ago the thinkers of the

world began to see the importance of

an accurate system of time measure-

ment applied to the affairs of peoples and

nations. It is not known, indeed, at how
early a date attempts were made to in-
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vent from astronomical data a system of

years and eras. Perhaps every people

All races seek to in the world on arriving at

S^re^nTasr. the conscious and rational

™®^^*- stage of development busied

itself with the problems of a calendar.

The rotation of the earth and the posi-

tion and aspect of the spheres furnished

the data of the first rude calculations, as

they have continued to furnish the

foundation of the highly refined system

of. to-day.

As a rule, in these tentative efforts at

time computation, some prominent event

in the tribal or national life was taken as

eras es-
tablished ; He-
bre'ws had no
date.

chronology have been produced. Al-

most every nation of ancient times had
its own date from which all Great

others were measured by
years or cycles. There ap-

|)ears to have been a special activity

among the great peoples who flourished

in the eighth century B, C. in the work
of establishing eras as starting points for

chronological measurement. The an-

cient Hebrews seem to have had in their

earlier history no era from which they

reckoned the dates of their national life.

Such facts in their tradition and annals

as the call of Abraham out of Ur, or the

PHEN(.)MENA OF DAY AND NIGHT AND SEASON (FOUNDATION OF ALL CALENDARS).

the starting point for all dates. The
primitive organization of the state, the

In what manner founding of the city, the

eras^Schioloi. acccssion of some heroic
ogy arose. king, deliverance from some
impending disaster, or triumph in some
civic or warlike contest, would furnish,

each in its kind, a crisis from which

all other events would be reckoned.

There is an instinctive disposition among
peoples to refer all common affairs to the

great event gone by, and to measure its

distance therefrom, as if a proper es-

timate of the current fact might best be

made by holding it in contrast with an

established standard set up at a distance.

It is thus that the so-called eras of

exodus of Israel from Egypt, might well

have furnished a historical era for the

Jewish race. But that people seems

never to have adopted any such crisis,

but rather to have used the reckonings

of other nations.

Not so, however, the Babylonians.

By them the accession to the throne of

the great king Nabonassar, Fixing of Baby-

in the year 747 B. C, ^vas i°S'S;Sr"-
! taken as the national era, eras,

and was long used by the people of the

Lower Empire. A short time before

this, namely, in the year "jyG B. C, the

Greeks had established the Olympiad,

dating from the victorious contest of

Coroebus, in the Olympic games, in the
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year referred to. Each Olympiad in-

cluded four calendar years. According

to Varro, the city of Rome was founded

in the year 753 B. C, and this era was

chosen by the Roman race as the origin

of dates. It thus happened that the three

great eras of antiquity—Babylonian,

Grecian, Roman—-were established so

near to the middle of the eighth century

B. C. that a period of twenty-nine years

covered them all ! It is true, however,

that though the events constitutinof the

starting points of the three eras thus lay

so near together, the eras themselves

were established by the respective na-

tions at subsequent dates much further

apart.

The three eras referred to continued

to be used until the Christian religion

Era of the Christ had riscu to sucli impor-

^:i:f:^ fZ tance in the Roman empire
lian period. ^s to be able at length to

substitute the birth of the Christ for the

founding of the city. The new era

gained the day among the Western na-

tions, and is at the present time more
extensively used than any other epoch

of computation. The substitution of

the neAv for the old led to much confu-

sion in fixing the dates of historical

events, and it was to remedy this dilfi-

culty that Joseph »Scaliger, in 1582, in-

vented what is called the Julian period.

This, indeed, is not an era, since it does

not begin with any particular date in

the past. It uses as its units the years

as they were fixed by the calendar of

Julius Caesar, and the Christian era is

made to correspond with the year 4714
from the beginning of the period. A
scale is thus furnished by which anv
year of the era of Nabonassar, of a

given Olympiad, or from the founding
of Rome, may easily be reduced to

terms of the Christian calendar ; that is,

to the corresponding year B. C.

In the early centuries of our era the

Christians in many parts were scandal-

ized with the observance of Hebrews choose

pagan festivals according =^"=1 Christians
^ ^ >^ accept the era

to dates and anniversaries of the world,

which had been perpetuated from the

classical ages. In order to free them-

selves from these heathen rites the ad-

herents of the new faith began to imi-

tate a usage which had now grown up
among the Jews of reckoning from the

creation of the world. Israel had by
this time become sufiicientlv scholastic

to produce a calendar which in its terms

reached back to the beginning of things.

The Christians deemed it wise to imi-

tate the Hebrew method, and to employ
the supposed date of the creation as an

era from which to reckon all subsequent

events. In doing so, however, there

was much confusion. It was found that

the Old Testament narratives presented

the elements of at least three distinct

computations. There were three texts

of equal authority, and neither agreed

with the others in the matter of dates.

There Avas a vSamaritan, a Hebrew, and

a Greek text of the Scriptures, contain-

ing irreconcilable accounts so far as

time was concerned. Nor was there

any other calendar with which the three

might be compared and thereby cor-

rected.

It thus happened that among the

Christian nations of the West the era

of the creation came to be Attempts to fix

referred to as the primarv ^at^ of creation
t^ -- out of Hebrew

epoch to AVhich all other Scriptures.

events must be referred. In the later

Middle Ages, and down to the beginning

of critical scholarship in our own cen-

tury, the effort was many times renewed

by the unlearned dogmatists of the time

to fix the date for the creation of the

world and wdiatever therein is. For it

must be understood once for all that
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the era of creation which credulous

scholastics have so much busied them-

selves to find was always, in the estima-

tion of those who souii,'ht it, the era not

only of the physical world, but also of

the human race. The theory of coinci-

dent origin for the world and its inhab-

itants was held implicitly by the early

chronolog"ists, and was incorporated b}"

them in their systems of reckoning. In

the absence of facts, hypotheses, un-

warranted assumptions, and vague appli-

cations of the three different texts of the

sacred writings of the Hebrews led to

an endless variety of results. Desvig-

noles has collected more than two hun-

dred sets of calculations, the authors of

which have attempted to determine the

era of creation from the Scriptures.

Nor is it possible for the modern in-

quirer, with these computations before

him, to extract therefrom any one sys-

tem, or to forin a new one out of the

given materials more satisfactory than

the rest.^

Among the calculations to which refer-

ence has just been made, the briefest of

all is that by the Rabbi Lipmann, which

1 The fundamental difficulty in making out a

biblical chronology for antiquity lies in the irrecon-

cilable differences of statement as to the ages of the

first ten patriarchs as given in the Hebrew and

Septuagint texts. The following table may interest

the reader as illustrative of the many disagreements

between the two principal texts of the Scriptures

upon which modern times have placed reliance as

authentic records :
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age permitted their retention. From
this source the system diffused itself

into general litera-

ture. The histor-

ical writers of the

last century and of

the first half of the

present century,

for the most part,

continued to accept ti-"^ie instrumknt—ancient

and to employ the
sundial.

Usherian dates for all the events in

the ancient history of mankind. To the

present day the authorized editions of the

Bible are sent forth with the Usherian

chronology in the margin, and in the

popular belief that system is referred to

the same vsource and authority as that by
which the sacred canon was produced

!

I IMF INSIKUMEXT HOURGLASS.

It was thus that in modern times a

supposed date has been established for

Astonishing de- the era of the creation of

the earth and man. Usher

fixed upon the year 4004
B. C. and the autumnal equinox of that

year, namely October 23, as the pre-

tails of the
Usherian
scheme.

cise date of the apparition of the world

!

The creation of man he placed with

equal exactitude five days later, that is,

on October 28th!' The remainder of

MODKKX TIME INSTRUMENT—SUNDIAL

' It is matter of profound astonishment that such

a system of chronology as that devised—utterly

without warrant of fact—by Archbishop Usher,

should have been received and adopted by the best

scholarship of England as late as 1825 : this, too,

without the slightest apparent distrust ! The new

Edinburgh Encyclopadia of the date just named,

conducted by Sir David Brewster, with the assist-

ance of more than a hundred European scholars

most eminent in science and literature, incorporates

without the slightest note of dissent the Usherian

system. The reader of the present day, and still more

the reader of the future, will almost doubt his senses

when he finds the chronological table in the great

encyclopEedia just referred to beginning as follows:

"4004 B. C. The world created at the autumnal

equinox, on Sunday, October 23.*****
" Adam and Eve created on Friday, October 28."

History is not the place for satire or humor; but

the comment is pardonable, and the inference might

well be drawn from these astounding particulars of

the creation tiiat Archbishop Usher had been a

schoolmate and playfellow of the progenitor of the

human race !
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the primitive scheme was arranged with

like precision and confidence ; nor may
we well be offended at so monstrous

a chronological system when we remem-

ber that its author was born only thirty-

four years after the death of Luther.

Our astonishment must be abated when
we remember that the Usherian chrono-

logical tables were prepared before Louis

XIV was twenty years of age and

within less than a half century of the

planting of the first English colonies

in the New World. That a trust-

worthy system of chronology could

be produced in such an age and from

such materials as were then extant, un-

der the scholastic methods which then

prevailed in the English and Irish uni-

versities, is a supposition beyond the

limiits not only of reason, but of possi-

bility.

The Usherian system of dates,

however, though originated in absurd

Large place of assumptions and pressed
Usherian sys- -^ £ by the hand oftem 111 modern J

writings. dogmatism, has played a

large part in the historical writings of

Europe and America. Beyond these

and through them it has reached the

popular belief, becoming as it were an

article of faith, and intimately associated

with orthodoxy in religious belief. The
system has thus performed a most dele-

terious office, particularly since the be-

ginnings of scientific scholarship within

the current century. Almost every

branch of historical inquiry has been

checked and impeded by the precon-

ceived opinion that there exists a sys-

tem of biblical chronology for antiquity

to which all events, since the appearance

of man, must be conformed.

As a matter of fact, the so-called bibli-

cal chronology, with its supposititious era

of creation, was invented by an Irish

prelate born in the sixteenth century

;

was imposed on the sacred books in some
unknown manner and without the sanc-

tion of any ecclesiastical The system an

authoritv; was foisted, as it
"^pediment to

^ '
' inquiry and

were, upon the books of knowledge.

the Old Testament, and forced into union

with them ; and was henceforth made to

supply the place of investigation and

forestall the advance of knowledge. It

is only within the last half of the present

century that the system of dates invent-

ed by Lusher as a sort of compromise

and average among others that were ir-

reconcilable has been challenged, de-

throned, and put aside from all the

high places of scholarship, holding its

place only by usurpation and folly in the

authorized editions of the Bible.

It may suffice to refer briefly to some
of the other eras which have been em-

ployed in the attempted measurement of

time and the emplacement
The other prin-

of the dates of antiquity, cipai eras of

After the dispersion of the
"^®^®^ onmg.

Jews, and up to the fifteenth century,

that people employed in their business

affairs and secular records what is called

the era of the Seleucidae, that is, the

year B. C. 311; but since the fifteenth

century the Israelites have fallen back

upon their interpretation of the Hebrew
text for the era of the world, fixing that

event at the year 3760 B. C. Mean-

while, the Greek Christians of Russia

and the East adopted for themselves

what is known as the era of Constanti-

nople, which places the creation of the

world in the year 5509 B. C, and makes

the Christian era coincident with the

fourth of the one hundred and ninety-

fourth Olympiad. There is also what is

known as the era of Alexandria, which

placed the creation in the year 5500 B. C.

It were better, however, to satisfy the

reader's curiosity in these particulars by

a tabulated statement showing the rela-
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tions of the principal eras which, until a

comparatively recent date, have been

Synoptical view employed in fixing the time

'^^'i^^^^r ^^l^tions of events in the
-'^^s- ancient history of the

world. The table is inserted, not be-

cause of any A'alue in its fundamental

assumption of the era of creation, but

only as a convenient reference to ex-

hibit the relations of the more important

eras:

geological and archasological research

the discrepancy between the facts of the

prehistoric world and the scientific spirit

current svstem of dates be-
^o;,i^shavoc

-' with old

came apparent. One or the dates,

other had to yield. Either scholars and

travelers must disl^elieve the testimony

of their senses or reject the narrow and
dogmatic system which the old chronol-

ogists had fixed up as the framework of

ancient history.

The era of creation corresponds to.

The first Olympiad corresponds to.

The founding of Rome corresponds to.

The common, or Christian, era corresponds to

The Hegira corresponds to.

The era of the French repul^hc corresponds to

In no department of human knowl-

edge has the scientific spirit wrought
greater changes during the last half

century than in the previously accepted

chronology. With the beginning of

The )'ear 4004 B. C.

The year 710 of the Julian period.

The year 3251 before the founding of Rome.
Tiie year 5996 of the French era.

The year 776 B. C.

The year 3228 of the era of creation.

The year 23 before the founding of Rome.

I

The year 3938 of the Julian period.

I The year 2568 before the French era.

The year 753 B. C.

The year 3251 of the era of creation.

The year 4 of the sixth Olympiad.

The year 3961 of the Julian period.

The year 2545 before the French era.

I
The year 4004 of tlie era of creation.

The year i of the 195th Olympiad.

The year 753 of the founding of Rome.

The year 4714 of the Julian period.

The year 1792 of the French era.

The year 622 of the Christian era.

The year 4626 of the era of creation.

The year 3 of the 348th Olympiad.

The year 1375 of the founding of Rome.
Tiie year 5336 of the Julian period.

The year 1206 before the f>ench era.

The year 1792 of the Christian era.

The year 5796 of the era of creation.

I

The year i of the 643d Olympiad.

\ The year 2545 of the founding of Rome.

The year 1206 of the Hegira.

The year 6506 of the Julian period.

Philology, the science of huinan Ian-

guage, added its testimony. The ruins

of Nineveh and Babylon were exhumed
from the oblivion of centuries, and

the cylinder-tablets of the library of
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Results of his-

torical research
among several
races.

Asshtir-Bani-Pal were recovered for the

instruction of mankind. The cuneiform

inscriptions were translated. The liiero-

g-lyphics of Egypt opened their long-

sealed treasures. The vision of men
beofan to clear, and the narrowness and

incapacity of the old system of chro-

nologv were seen in ridiculous outline

against the almost limitless background

of the past.

The chronological researches of schol-

ars in recent times have been directed

to special fields of inquiry

rather than to the establish-

ment of a general system

for the whole ancient history of mankind.

The result has been that the annals of

China and India have been traced back by

means of native records and monuments
of a fairly creditable char-

acter to about 2 200 B. C.

Sir John Gardner Wil- -~

kinson has fixed with ap-
__ ^f^""-

proximate certainty the

beo-inning of the fourth

dynasty of Egypt at the

year 2450 B. C. — to

which must be added at

least the uncertain period

covered by the preced-

ing dynasties. Karl
Richard Lepsius, labor-

ing in the same field of

inquiry, has extended the

period of Egyptian his-

tory back to the begin-

ning of the first dy-

nasty, to which he assigns the date of

3892 B. C. The French Egyptologist,

Mariette, one of the most expert and
vSkillful scholars of the century, by a cross-

examination of the history of Menetho
and the Egyptian sculptures has shown
many reasons for fixing the date of Menes
as far back as 5004 B. C. The Chaldasan

records, according to Berosus, extend

to a much higher antiquity than that as-

signed for the beginning of Egyptian

history, and the careful Rawlinscjii fixes

upon the year 2286 B. C as the ap-

proximate date for the accession of the

first dynasty of Old Babylonian kings.

On every hand the scheme of dates has

been widened out by the most competent

scholars of the age, in s(j much that all

rational belief in the chronological tables

which were accepted at the beginning of

the century has passed away.

What then does chronology as a de-

partment of historical investigation prove

or tend to prove with respect to the an-

tiquity of man ? It shows General deduc-

that many great nations of tUSS^
the ancient world, widely of man.

separated, in some instances by high

STONE MASONRY ON THE SUMMITS OF THE AM)ES.

mountains and almost impassable seas,

were already developed into fixed forms

of society and government, already in

possession of institutions and laws and

literary forms of record, at dates ranging

from twenty to fifty centuries before the

common era. To this we must add the

monumental evidence already obtained

relative to the ancient peoples of the
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\ ^^

American continent. vSucli facts as the

ruins which have been discovered in

Central America and the stone-hewn

foundations of temples and palaces in

the tops of the Andes must tend strc^ngly

in every thoughtful mind to increase

rather than diminish the chronological

estimates of the antiquity of the ancient

European, African, and iVsiatic nations.

We may now proceed to siiinviarirjc in

a few paragraphs the various evidences

which may be gathered from scientific

Summary of the and Other sources of in-

Sr:m;;ki q^"0^ respecting the age of

indication. ^^-^^^ qii the earth. In the

first place, the astronomical conditions

and laws under which our planet came
into the habitable state furnish us

with a tolerably accurate estimate of the

time when with the subsidence of our

last planetary winter the earth, by the

favoring conditions which were then in-

troduced, presented itself as a fit abode

for the human race. With due allow-

ance for the prolongation of the epoch

of rigor and for the melting away of the

ice cap in the northern hemisphere, and
with certain other allowances which are

suggested by science and right reason,

and with the application of the law of

averages between the maximum and

minimuin dates which may reasonably

be assigned for the appearance of man,
we may fix the time of his coming ap-

proximately at thirty thottsa)id or thirty-^

five thousand years before the Christian

era.

With this conclusion the important,

almost irrefragable, evidence of geology

Geology corrob- fully corrcspouds. The

:;^':iS::d"at investigation of the earth's

from astronomy, crust has not yet positive-

ly demonstrated the remains of man and

of his works belonging to a period quite as

remote as that indicated by the astro-

nomical antecedents as the approximate

time of the habitability of the globe. But

the geological evidence has stretched

out far toward the same remote date for

the origin of our species. If we trust to

geological evidence and indications oidv.,

we shall have to reduce the astronomi-

cal indications respecting the date of the

appearance of man by perhaps a hun-

dred centuries. It is clear, however,

that after making all proper allowances

for error of computation, mistakes of

judgment, and partiality of the incpirer

for one form and result of conclusion in-

stead of another, and after estimating as

well as may be done the irregularities in

the rate of change in the formation of

the earth's crust at dilTerent geological

periods, we must still assign a date of

not less than from ti^'oity thousand to

twenty- fii'c thousand years B. C. as the

time of those geological formations with

which the remains of man and the traces

of his activity are indubitably associated.

To this conclusion should be added the

consideration that the lesser estimate for

the antiquity of man, gathered from geo-

logical evidences as compared with the

estimate from astronomical conditions,

furnishes against the latter only a nega-

tive form of proof. All that may be

said is that geology Jias not furnished as

high an estimate for the date of the ap-

pearance of man as is indicated by the

astronomical conditions which perfected

the habitability of the planet at a period

somewhat more remote.

The great foundations of the incjuiry

lie in the solid structure of geology, in-

cluding the astronomical Geological re-

antecedents by which the SrSwat^iln
globe was prepared for the of the inquiry,

maintenance of man-life upon it. About

these conditions all other forms of proof

are related and made thereto dependent.

The archaeological evidence respecting

the antiquity of man has its principal sig-
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nificance from the geological basis on

which the whole science reposes. The
evidence afforded by the remains of man
and the fragments of his industrial

arts transmitted from the prehistoric

ages depends constantly for its value

upon the geological correlation and de-

pendency. From this origin of calcula-

tion and estimate the archaeologist pro-

ceeds with much the larger part of his

investigations. But while it is true that

the significance of his results depends

upon those already reached in geo-

logical science, it is also true that those

results fitlly liarinonizc with the deduc-

tions of geology, and corroborate and

sustain them without break or discrep-

ancy, in so much that the evidences af-

forded by the two branches of inquiry

become common and consistent as a

Mdiole. We may therefore repeat as a

conclusion drawn from archaeological re-

search the same approximate date de-

duced from the records and inferences

of geology, namely, a period of twenty

thousand years or more before the common
era as the epoch of man.

With this latter estimate coincides

also the deduction from palaeontological

Deduction from inquiry. Here again we fall

back upon geology, not

indeed for the order of the

facts considered, but for the approximate

dates to which the facts must be as-

signed. ThOvSe forms of animal and

vegetable life with which the remains

of man are associated in the geological

matrix of the earth are referable to the

same kinds of proof as to their antiquity

as are the other materials of archaeology.

To a certain extent the antiquity of the

prehistoric flora and fauna may be de-

termined independently of the age of

the geological epochs to which the same
belonged. But, on the whole, the argu-

ment from palaeontology has the very

palaeontology-
harmonizes vrith
other results.

same basis, so far as the antiquity of

man is concerned, as that from archaeol-

ogy ; and each alike corroborates the

geological record with respect to the

age of man. Negatively it may be said

that palaeontological research has in no

case tended to reduce the high estimate

for the antiquity of man which has been

made from the basis of geology.

The same results are reached from

the anthropological point of view.

Every branch of man-study Anthropological

points unmistakably to it^tiliiyth:

an origin for the human same,

race remote from the present by not /ess

than a Jiundred centuries. The evi-

dences found in the human body of or-

gans and offices which had already be-

come rudimentary before the beginning

of historical records ; the like indications

of the prehistoric differentiation of the

sexes, by which the traces of a common
physical life were left in each ; the es-

tablished slowness of the intellectual

evolution of the race, whereby the in-

creinent of mental power and the aver-

age capacity of the faculties of the mind
have hardly been perceptibly augmented

in the space of three thousand years,

and many other facts and laws of human
development which have been scientif-

ically determined, all tend to establish

beyond doubt an antiquity for the race

approximately as high as that indicated

in the deductions of geology.

So also of ethnological and ethno-

graphical inquiry. The period requisite

for the ethnical dispersion Ethnology and

of the race must have ^^.ttloTdeL.

been as great as that fur- cai conclusions,

nished by the indications of geology,

archaeology, and anthropology. We
may mark with certainty not only the

presence but the historical development

of the different races of Asia, Africa,

and Europe at a time so far remote from
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the present as to warrant, and, indeed,

compel, the eonchision that the length of

time required for the differentiation of

the various peoples from some common
stock was fully as great as that indicated

by the rude implements and other re-

mains of primitive mankind and the

emplacement of the same with the later,

if not the middle, deposits of the Drift.

No scholar can reJiect with earnestness

and dispassion upon the phenomena of

tribal and race development among the

Aryan families of men only without per-

ceiving the stretch

of immeasurable

time requisite for

the whole distri-

bution— for the

departure, migra-

tions, settlement,

and evolution of

the Indie peoples,

for the like diver-

gence, organiza-

tion, and develop-

ment of the Iran-

ic nations, for the

far-off and vine-

like progress of

the fathers of

the Graeco-Italic

tribes, and older

than they the

Celts, and perhaps the Teutonic barba-

rians of the northern forests, all gradu-

ally rising through slow and painful

processes to the plane of permanency
and conscious life—without perceiving

the necessity for a span of at least a

Jiuiidrcd ccjiturics to accomplish the given

results apparent at the beginnings of

recorded annals.

Back of all this a still profounder vista

must be opened of at least equal extent,

in order to provide the time and con-

ditions of ethnic change, such as were

KXTREME OF ETHNIC DIVERGENCE—HIGHEST TVl'E.-

(l) EROS OF PRAXITELES.
Drawn by C. Colb.

necessary for the division of the Aryan
races from the vSemitic and Hamitic fam-

ilies, from that ancient Large allowance

Cushite stock seen with "^ust be made for

the period of

difficulty on the horizon of race dispersion.

Egypt and Arabia and the Lower Eu-

phrates, from the orig-inal Black races

of x\frica and Australia, and finally from
the ancestors of those Asiatic and Poly-

nesian Mongoloid varieties of mankind
which to-day are represented by at least

one half of the inhabitants of the earth.

The demands of ethnology can hardly

be satisfied with

a period for the

whole distribu-

tion of mankind,

and for the de-

velojDment of the

ethnic varieties

already present in

the dawn of his-

tory and tradi-

tion, of less than

a Jiuiidrcd and

fifty centuries.

An ample esti-

mate for the re-

quired time, not

unreasonable in

view of the de-

monstrable condi-

tions that have

surrounded the progress and dift'erentia-

tion of the race, may be set at tzvcnty

tJioiisand years.

With such conclusions history and tra-

dition—including the special department

of chronology—are in full History sub-

and harmonious accord,
stantially ac-
cordant with the

History does not say or inti- other sciences,

mate that the world of man-life extends

only six thou.sand years into the past. As
we have shown in the foregoing pages, the

testimony of history is negative rather

than positive with respect to the date of
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the beginning'. Nothing more can be

expected of historical researcli proper

than to record such dates and epochs of

the past as are deducible from contem-

poraneous documents, industrial remains,

and monumental inscriptions. But it

does not follow that because she can sfo

no further than this there was, there-

fore, no previous career for

mankind on the earth

On the contrary, his-

tory clearly infers

that there was a

childhood, an

adolescence, and

at last a ma-

turity into con-

sciousness of

the primitive

races. With
this view the

historical rec-

ord, as far as

it extends, is

in entire ac-

cord. Histor-

i c a 1 inquiry

looks already

with clear vision

across those nar-

row and factitious

eras of time which the

ignorance of a former

age succeeded in imposing

tion the traditions and legends of antic[-

uity. She gives to them such credence
as the master gives to the Oral story may
stories of the nursery and "o.t contradict

J science and
the playground. vShegladlv right reason.

admits what truth soever may have been
transmitted from the most ancient times
to the epoch of records and monuments

bv the oral utterance and repe-
" ' e primitive peo-

ut she disallows

ight of oral story

IS handed down
om age to age to

contradict the
exact and indis-

putable e V i -

deuce of sci-

ence and to

set tradition

on the throne

in the place

of truth.

We have
seen in the

foregoing:
pages to what
depth into the

past the actual

records of our race

extend. Perhaps

the historical horizon

f human life, as deter-

mined by contemporaneous
upon mankmd as a extreme of ethnic divergence—lowest type.— evidence, lies not
dead wall and bound- (2) Australian of the townsville coast. far from the line of

ary to the ancient ^''^''
'^ ^^"'^' '""'"'"^

world. History sees beyond these limi-

tations the shadows and outlines of the

real facts of the early morning of the

race ; but she does not presume to say

tJius-and-so of events and movements con-

cerning which she has not, and in all

probability can never have, the testi-

mony of contemporary records.

History accepts at their proper valua-

forty centuries be-

fore the Christian era. But this sig-ni-

lies no more than that the record is

there broken by the limita- Historical hori-

tions of human knowledge, fon about the
o hne of the forti-

Beyond that border line, eth century b.c.

which for the present divides the historic

from the prehistoric life of man, extend
those vast tmrecorded epochs of human
existence concerning which our informa-
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tion must be derived from those branches

of science which have extended their

investigations beyond the historical

horizon.

We have endeavored in the pre-

ceding pages to gather and summar-

ize the evidences which
Final estimate
of the date of the present state of knowl-
t e eginning.

Q^^y^Q \^r^^ fumishcd with

respect to the extent of man-life back-

wards through the prehistoric shadows.

While much remains as yet indetermi-

nate, while the evidence in many parts is

indecisive, while the application of the

law of averages and probabilities may
mislead somewhat the most skillful

research respecting the vestigia of human
life in the prehistoric ages, we are never-

theless fully warranted, by the juxta-

position of all the proofs, in accepting it

as an established fact that the appear-

ance of the human race belongs to a

date not less than ti^'o hundred coitjij'ics

from the present time. It only remains

to remind the reader that '

' human
race " in this assignment of an approxi-

mate date for its apparition signifies

that species of beings the traces of whose

primitive life are found close down to

the miocene era in geology, a species

having the rudiments of reason, the up-

right form, and the potency of the civil-

ized life, but otherwise not strongly dis-

criminated from the higher primates

except in the ability to fashion an im-

plement and to kindle a fire.

Chaf'ter VIII.—The Quest oe Eden.

AVING traversed the

field of inquiry respect-

ing the probable date

of man's appearance on

the earth, we come, in

the next place, to con-

sider the place of his

origin. Since there was a time in the his-

tory of our globe when men did not exist

upon its surface, and since there was a date

at which human beings in some manner
made their appearance and became the

progenitors of the race, there must have

been a place of apparition.
Origin of man- -^

_
^

life necessarily a poiut Or poiutS from
in some locality. ^ . ^ ,

.

,- , -,

which the first men and

their descendants took their departure

to people the earth. vScience, cc^niec-

ture, and blank dogmatism have all in

turn sought to solve this problem. Nor
can it well be said that even at the pres-

ent advanced stage of inquiry the ques-

tion has been satisfactorily settled.

Tt will be seen at a glance that the

subject before us, namely, the place of

the beginning of man-life on the earth,

is involved Avith another one place or

question which we are to
l^r/i.^^^^:? ,\,

consider hereafter. That problem,

other question relates to the unity or

multiplicity of the origin of mankind.

If the monogenetic theory be true, then

only one place is to be sought as the

point of original departure for all the

races of men ; but if the polygenetic

theory should be established, then

several, perhaps many, points of origin

must be ascertained—at least as many as

may correspond to the leading ethnic

varieties of human kind.

There have not been wanting scholars

and thinkers of the current century who,

after an extensive survey of the field of

inquiry, have adopted the theory of

polygenesis ; that is, the doctrine of the

multiple origin of mankind. According
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to this belief, the race has sprung from

several fountains wide apart in place

Theory of the and time. There has been
multiple origin fountain for the Black
ofmankind pro-
pounded, races of Africa and Aus-

tralia, another for the Asiatic Mongo-

loids, another for the Polynesians, an-

other for the nomadic races of Northern

Asia, another for the Indo-European,

or Aryan, family, and still another, or

perhaps more than one, for the aborigi-

the inquiry as to the geographical locus

of the first men is in great measure

taken away. Should it be shown that

the human race has had more than one

point of original departure, then it may
have had ten places of beginning or a

hundred. Indeed, if we adopt the poly-

genetic theory, we put the inquiry upon

another foundation—that of supposing

that when the earth was in a certain

cosmical stage of development and

TO PEOPLE THE EARTH.—Drawn by Riou.

nal races of the American continents.

From these several points of departure

the vines of diverse human life have

sprung and extended themselves by

devious growth over the surface of the

earth.

We may not here pause to consider

the merits of the two opposing theories

Poiygenesis, if of the single and multiple

^fr?f,f;i!;t origin of mankind. It is
stroys interest &>

in the inquiry. sufficient to uote the fact

that if the hypothesis of poiygenesis be

admitted as true, then the interest in

preparation the conditions antecedent

to man-life were present and prevalent

over a large part of the globe, from

which conditions human existence was

as likely to take its origin in this place

as in that.

Hereafter we shall consider the value

of such a theory as explanatory of the

manner and means by opposite view

which the appearance of rthfrr'nf
man on the earth is to be ac- reason,

counted for. But for the present we
shall take up the opposite view as more
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nearly in accord with the facts, shall

adopt the theory of the unity in place

as well as in time of the origin of all

mankind. With the acceptance of this

view, our interest in the attempted dis-

covery of the point of departure from

which all the kindreds and families of

men have derived their ultimate de-

scent is greatly heightened.

given in Genesis not only of the man-

ner, but of the place of the origin of

mankind, has formed a part of the foun-

dation of those great systems of religious

thought and powerful ecclesiastical or-

ganizations which have constituted so

strong an element in the civilized life of

the nations of the West. The account

given of the creation and emplacement

HIGHLANDS OF ARMENIA.—Drawn by Taylor, after a photograph by Madame Carla Serena.

The general belief among the nations

of the West on this subject has been de-

The" garden rivcd from the Hebrew
eastward in

Scrinturcs, Constituting theEden," with its a ' ^
four rivers. basis as they do of the

religious faith and practice of the Israel-

itish race and, in later development, of

the faith and practice of all the Christian

nations of the earth. The account

of man need not here be repeated. It

is sufficient to say that the scene of this

beginning of human life is fixed by the

record as in "a garden eastward in

Eden." It is said that " a river went

out of Eden to water the garden ; and

from thence it was parted, and became

into four heads. The name of the first

I

that is the first head or river] is Pison

:
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that is it which compasseth the whole

land of Havilah, where there is gold;

and the o-old of that land is good : there

is bdellium and onyx stone. And the

name of the second river is Gihon : the

same is it that compasseth the whole

land of Ethiopia. And the name of the

third river is Hiddekel : that is it which

goeth toward the east of Assyria, And
the fourth river is Euphrates." Here

we have the geographical definition, so

to speak, of that place which is described

in Genesis as the scene of the creation

of man.

But where was the garden of Eden ?

Is it possible to lay this ancient sketch

Difficulty of fix- of the vScriptures practically

SllibifcaT"' on a map or globe and de-

Eden. fine its position? Many
have been the efforts of scholars and

visionaries to accomplish this task of

identif3dng the ancient Eden with some

place or places now known to men. In

the first place, it may be observed that

only one of the ioiw rivers which are

said to have taken their rise from Eden

is known or has been known to the ge-

ography of modern times. The others

are lost, either in mythology or in

changes which have supervened in the

character and distribution of ancient

rivers. As to the Euphrates, the stream

has been explored through its whole

course. Its head-waters lie in the high-

lands of Armenia. But from that situa-

tion there is no Pison to compass the

land of Havilah, nor is there any Havi-

lah which may be discovered, except by

the fancy of him who searches for it.

Neither is there any second river called

Gihon, rising from Armenia to encircle

Ethiopia. And if the name Ethiopia

have been used in the ancient record as

equivalent for the countries possessed

by the primitive Cushites, then no

river proceeding from Armenia other

than the Euphrates itself could be said

to approach, much less to encompass,

Ethiopia. As to the third river, Hid-

dekel, that likewise is impossible of

identification, unless indeed we suppose

the Tigris to be meant ; and certainly

that stream does not flow toward the

east of Assyria. In other words, if we
accept the identity of the Euphrates

mentioned in the second chapter oi

Genesis with the river of that name
which flows from the mountains of Ar-

menia to the Persian gulf, we find it

impossible to identify the other three

with any existing streams without sup-

posing that the geographical landscape

has been transformed by some revolu-

tion of nature.

We may here pause to note that the

narrative of Eden as given in the Book

of GenCvSis is common in its Hebrew narra-

leading features with tra- "^l^^^^:^.
ditions which still exist, or i^ic traditions,

which have existed, among the collateral

branches of the Semitic race. The an-

cient Aramaic peoples, the Chaldseans,

perhaps the Old Arabians, the Ishmael-

ites and their descendent nations of the

Arabian peninsula, no less than the He-

brews themselves, had the same tradi-

tion, though much inflected in its parts

and circumstances, as did the family of

Abraham. It is evident, therefore, that

a belief in an Eden, with its four emer-

gent rivers and for its occupants the an-

cestors of the human race, was preva-

lent among the Semites at a date long

before the Babylonians were Babyloni-

ans, or the Hebrews were Hebrews.

Reviewing the subject in the light of

actual geography, we may best of all

conclude that the river The Euphrates

Euphrates referred to in ^LXSat^s
the ancient tradition, of of geography,

which the account given in Genesis is

the most authoritative, if not the oldest.
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form, was some other than the stream

now known by that name. We should

thus be driven to reject altogether the

emplacement of Eden in the Armenian

highlands, and to seek for it at the

source of some other system of streams

corresponding with those mentioned in

the Book of Genesis. But in so doing

into criticism and general literature re-

specting the place called Eden. vSome

of the older writers were inclined to lift

it from the surface of the earth, and to

assign it a position in the third or fourth

heaven. Others, less mythological, but

hardly less extravagant in their credulity,

have assigned to Eden a place within

THE CEYLONESE EDEN.

we at once enter and are soon lost in the

region of conjecture.

It may well surprise the reader who
may not have given special attention to

Visionary and the SubjCCt, tO UOtC the Vari-
absurd views of qus Conflicting and vision-
tne place oi fc>

Eden. g^j-y views which have not

only been entertained, but have been put

by their authors —scholarly men even,

according to the standard of their age

—

the orbit of the moon, while still others

have contended that it lay in the moon
itself! Some have tried to locate the

terrestrial paradise in the upper air, but

beyond the attraction of the earth. From
these celestial emplacements the less

fanciful searchers for the original seat

have given it a place nndcr the earth,

far within our sphere, or some unknown

situation on the surface. Still another
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class would have us accept the north

pole as the place of Eden, while others

go into the equatorial regions in the

search. Tartary and China have both

been selected as the countries within

whose borders Paradise was established.

The banks of the Ganges and the island

of Ceylon have in turn been chosen as

the site of Eden. The more rational

have generally attempted to fix the place

in Armenia; but others rejecting the

suggestion furnished by the inention of

the Euphrates, have fixed the situation

in Equatorial Africa. jNIesopotamia,

Syria, Persia, Arabia, Babylonia, As-

syria, and Palestine itself have all had

their advocates as the honored land in

which lay the ancient Eden. More re-

cently the claims of Europe to the dis-

tinction have been advanced and strenu-

ously defended ; and in this particular

the advocates of a European Paradise

have had the advantage of some strong

scientific indications ; for it is now agreed

that the most ancient relics of mankind
as yet discovered in the crust of the

earth are those which the archaeologists

of recent times have found in Central

and Western Europe.

The modern scholar is obliged to

abandon the pursuit. True, he may
Modern scholar- very properly and anxiously

Senufy the
^^^'^ ^^ discovcr the point

Paradise. of origin from which the

human race has proceeded ; but the loca-

tion of the particular Eden, or Paradise,

described in the second chapter of Gen-

esis may well be given over as a hope-

less task. The geographical concomitants

do not consist with the present char-

acter of any of the countries to which

the place has been assigned. In order

to identify the spot called Eden, we are

obliged to concede to him who is leading

the discovery so many things as to inake

the whole argument incongruous, if not

absurd. The identity of Eden, for in-

stance, with the region about the north

pole, can be shown, no doubt, to the sat-

isfaction of one who begins with the

conclusion which he is trying to estab-

lish, and whose credulity has been stimu-

lated with the indulgence of the fallacious

hope of demonstrating a preconceived

opinion ; but to the inquirer who takes

up the subject without preconceptions and
prejudices no single proof will appeal

which may properly be regarded as valid-

In pursuing the inquiry, it is well to

adopt the argument by exclusion. Neg-

atively, the traditional garden of Eden
may not be found in this The places sug-

place or in that. We mav gestedmaybe
t^ -' excluded by
showby almost irrefragable negation,

proofs that many of the assumptions:

which have been made about the lo-

cation of Eden are untenable. If, for

instance, the favored hypothesis of the

Armenian highlands can not be enter-

tained without supposing that a river

descending from that locality can make
its way into Equatorial Africa, we may
properly reject the supposition as im-

possible. Or, if we must suppose a river

flowing over the crest of the Caucasus in

order to make its way into the Black sea

or the Caspian, we may reject that hy-

pothesis also. vSo in any other case, if

insuperable barriers interpose, instead

of trying to reason them away with pre-

conceptions and syllogistic leverage, we
should at once reject the proposed theory

as contradictory of the facts, and there-

fore impossible. But if, on the other

hand, a hypothesis can be formed against

which no inexplicable facts may be op-

posed, and with which all the discoveries

made by scientific investigation fairly

harmonize, then we may at least tenta-

tively accept such a supposition as the

basis of a true theory of the primitive

origin of the human species.
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yield to reason
•with respect to
Eden.

Let lis therefore look attentively at

some of the view.s whieh have been en-

Mythoiogy must tertained about the location

of the first seat of the an-

cestors of mankind. Cer-

tainly we need not adopt any of

those mythological and transcendental

notions Avhich the credulity of even re-

cent centuries adopted and foisted upon
posterity as a solution of the question.

What shall we say of the idea that man-
kind originated somewhere in the celes-

tial sphere round

about ? vShall we
indeed be terri-

fied by sheer dog-

matism from re-

jecting vSuch an

opinion as be-

longing to the su-

perstitious era in

the evolution of

human intelli-

gence ? Such a

notion fairly be-

comes the child-

hood of the race.

It is fitting that

children should

be satisfied with

the notion of a

Paradise fixed
afar somewhere in the orbit of the

moon, or on the face of that bright

globe, and that the ancient Eden thus

hung up in the skyland should dip

down into touch with the earth, and at

length, after the rebellion and expulsion

of its inhabitants, be drawn back from
contact with this low and deofraded

sphere where the great act of life must
henceforth be performed. But why
should such opinions be obtruded upon
the adult age of the world ? Why should

they be thought to hold some important

relation to the happiness and conduct of

human beings? Why should they be

thrust in and blended with the scientific

concept of our earth and its inhabitants?

Is it indeed possible that any intelligent

human being will accept it as true that

the Eden of our origin lay beyond the

sphere of earth—was not a part of the

plain, substantial, unmetaphorical sur-

face of the ground, such as we see it

and know it with our clear senses and
perceptions at the present day ?

The conviction is thus easily fixed in

AN ETHIOPIAN EDEN—ONE OF THE SUPPOSED PLACES OF THE BEGINNING.
Drawn by G. Vuillier.

the mind that right reason and the in-

vestigations of science must o-uide us

through the maze of many scientific m-

suppositions about the local T^'^'''''''^
^''-

.t^J^ cide the place of

origin of our species, the beginning.

Looking attentively at the geographical

landscape of antiquity we see that many
parts of the earth could not have been

the place of the beginning. The high

regions of the north must all be rejected

as unfavorable, not only as the starting

point, but also for the development and
maintenance of the race-life of mankind.

At the time when men besran to leave
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the traces of their activity in the river

gravels and caverns of the Old World

and the New, our hemisphere was just

recovering from the rigors of the glacial

epoch. This is to say that then, much
more than now, the ice cap around the

north pole would keep at bay the begin-

nings of human plantation and distribu-

tion. It is fair to assume that at this

time all the continental parts of the

northern hemisphere north of the fif-

tieth parallel of latitude were still under

cover of the glaciers. We must there-

fore look to the more favoring regions

of the south, to those parts of the earth

which, under the cheering influence of

the sun, had more fully recovered from

the effects of the long-continued planet-

ary winter, as a suitable scene for the

appearance of the first human inhabit-

ants of the earth.

A few general laws and facts of the

kind just referred to may serve a good

Large area in purposc in narrowing to
which mankind j-easonablc bounds themight have orig-

inated, field of the inquiry ; but

within those reasonable limitations there

will be found a vast geographical area

running through the major continents of

the earth in which human life mieht well

have had its origin. If we were left

with no better indications than those af-

forded by geology and geography, we
should, perhaps, remain, as we have so

long been, blind leaders of the blind in

our search for the probable locality of

the begfinning: of man-life on the earth.

But we are not thus left without sup-

port and guidance. Ethnography, eth-

nology, linguistic science, Recent sci-

history, and tradition here ^^^-
become our best and most place of origin,

profound sources of evidence. The dis-

persion of mankind into races and kin-

dreds furnishes, in a word, a clue for

tracing backwards the course of ethnic

descent, and with the aid of geography

and other branches of science to indicate

the original point of departure. Nega-

tively, the very same evidence goes to

show from what regions the different

families of men have not proceeded. We
are thus enabled to get upon the track of

the inquiry, and to follow it, first his-

torically, afterwards traditionally, and

finally by the lamp of right reason to

approach, at least, that part of the

earth's surface from which only the

progressive distribution of the race could

have begun.

Ch^pxkk IX.—True f*lace: ok the: BEGir^xiNG.

T is not our purpose to

anticipate any part of

what must more prop-

erly be said, in a sub-

sequent division of this

work, on the primitive

migrations of man-

kind ; but it is well in this connection to

indicate in a general way the proofs fur-

nished by ethnography respecting the

place of the beginning. Take, for in-

stance, the Semitic family of mankind.

The Hebrews inhabiting Palestine had

been a migrant race. More immediately

they had come into the country of their

choice from Egypt, but more remotely

their ancestral tribe had Migration points

removed from the Lower ^J^hS'^jnanidnd

Euphrates westward into proceeded.

Canaan. This migration, well preserved

in the history and tradition of the Israel-

ites, furnishes an indication of the place,
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or at least the direction, from which the

Semitic division of mankind was de-

rived. In North America, within the

historical period, we have an example

of the migration of the Tuscaroras from

south to north—from the Carolinas to

the region of the New York lakes. The
ancient world is full of the traces of such

migratory movements among the primi-

of the ethnic fluctuations by which the

earth has been populated. We must not

suppose that the first men,
^t- £: ^4- --u c J -r.

The movements
the first tribes of men, drift- of races are gov-

ed over the continents under "'""^ ^^ ^^^•

lawless impulses, blown hither and thith-

er like mists before the capricious winds,

but that all the transmigrations by which
tribes and peoples were carried into new

WESTWARD PROGRESS OF THE SEMITES.

five peoples. That the Greeks came out

of Asia can not be doubted any more
than that the Vandals, who conquered
vSpain and Africa in the fifth century,

came out of the North.

The inquirer will not have pursued
the subject far until he perceives that

the migrations of antiquity, and, indeed,

of all time, are governed by general laws,

showing the direction and ultimate origin

regions of the earth were under the

reign of law.

In some instances the motive or im-

pulse of the primitive ethnic distribu-

tion may be discovered, Not whim and

and in other cases not caprice but mo-
tive decides race

SO easily. But aboriginal conduct,

tribes, as well as enlightened people,

act by motive and inducement, and not

by whim and caprice. We may not
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suppose, for instance, that the original

Aryan population of India made its way
from the head-waters of the Indus down
the river toward the sea, instead of in

the inverse direction, by accident or

without a motive. Those inio^ratinof

tribes had a reason and an end, and it

was in pursuance of these that they con-

tinued to distribute themselves in the

country which they and their descend-

ants were to possess for at least four

thousand years. The impact of the

White race upon the shores of the New
World fr©m the side of the Atlantic

rather than from the Pacific coast was not

by accident, but under the reign of law

;

not, indeed, that men are mere automa-

tons, but they arc creatures of reason and
motive; and reason and motive are, as a

rule, derived from that general causation

and sequence under which the world

and its inhabitants exist and go forward

to their destiny.

We have been able by ethnological

research and historical tradition to dis-

indications of covcr, wc might sa\', a thou-

t^^SS^. «^nd threads in ihe com-
^^°^^- plicated processes bv which
the early races of men were distril^utcd

in Western Asia, along the African

shore of the ^Mediterranean, and
throughout Europe. By following

these threads as a clue, we are able

to reason both by inclusion and exclu-

sion to tolerably satisfactory theories re-

specting the starting point of the human
distribution. Take, for example, the re-

cently originated theory of a European
beginning for the human race. As we
have said on a former page, the indica-

tions of archa;ology look rather to Eu-
rope than to Asia or Africa as the start-

ing point of mankind. It may be
accepted as true that the oldest existing

remains of man have been found in the

valley of the Somme. But that fact is

by no means conclusive on the general

question of the local origin of our

species. Indeed, the indication is but

slight. It signifies no more than this,

that no example of the rcliqiicc Jiuinance

older than those of Europe has been
discovered in Asia or Africa. But it

SECTION OF EUROPEAN RIVER CAVERN, SUlTALiLE

FOR DEPOSITION OF HUMAN REMAINS.

should be remembered that antiquarian

research has had its development in Eu-

rope, and that Asia and Africa have in

all probability not yet yielded up their

most ancient archaeological treasures.

However this may be, the theory of

a European origin for the race is con-

fronted and opposed bv Hypothesis of

almost every historical, tra- ^^^l^^^f^^
ditional, and ethnological jected.

fact with which we are acquainted. All

the races of Euro|)e since the beginnings

of history have regarded themselves

either as autochthonous or immigrants

from the P>ast. The early movements
of the European races were all from the

line of the Caspian and the Ural in the

direction of the Dnieper, the Danube,

and the Rhine. We know how power-

ful within the historical period has been

the ethnic pressure from the East in all

parts of Europe, and how seldom the

ethnic lines have curved backwards

from the Atlantic and Mediterranean

borders in the direction of their origin.

The emplacement of primitive cities and
states was nearly always in the zvcsteni

parts of the respective countries in
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which certain peoples had at length

passed from the migrant to the seden-

tary phase of life. We know that the

whole power and contrivance of civiliza-

tion within the historical period has

scarcely been able to withstand the eth-

nic and cosmic impact of the westward

tendency of mankind in Europe.

point unmistakably to an Asiatic origin

for the ancestors of the great peoples of

Europe and the West. On the other

hand, there is not the slightest evidence,

from an ethnological point of view,

among the peoples of Western Asia

that they or any of them, with the sin-

gle exception of the Galatians, have

WEST ASIAN LANDSCAPE—Source of the Aryan- Migrations into Euroi-e—Drawn by Paul I.anglois, after a photograph

by Madame Carla Serena.

These remarks apply with unusual

fitness to the movements of the Aryan

indo-Europeans natious. The Indo-Euro-
move westward

pg^^j^g ^qq^-^ to havc obeyed
under cosmic r -^

laws. the cosmic law—to have

felt its force and mandate more univer-

sally and profoundly than any other

family of men. The whole Aryan tra-

dition and all the testimony of history

come, either mediately or remotely, out

of the West. Tradition and history in-

dicate unmistakably that the inhabitants

of Western Asia, such as the Turco-

mans, have themselves, like the inhabit-

ants of Europe, migrated from coun-

tries further to the East. In short,

every fact deducible from ethnographic

and ethnological inquiry confirms the
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ence proves
Eastern origin

of Europeans.

belief that all the peoples inhabiting the

occidental parts of the Eastern hemi-

sphere are the descendants and repre-

sentatives of migrant races which Avere

distributed from an Oriental origin at

a period far below the dawn of human
tradition.

In this connection the history of lan-

guage may be cited as one of the strong-

Linguistic sci- est proofs of an Eastern or-

igin for the races of the

West. The discovery of

the radical identity of Greek and vSan-

skrit made by scholars in the first half

of the present century is, of itself, a fact

sufficient to establish the Eastern origin

of the European Aryans. On no other

grounds or hypothesis can we account

for the fact that the Iliad, the ^Eiicid, the

Jerusalem Delivered, and the Paradise Lost

are written in the vSame tongue as the Ve-

das. Either the great Epics, and indeed

all literature, mythology, and history of

the Western nations have been produced

by peoples who had the same ultimate

derivation with the inhabitants of an-

cient India, or else the Hindus them-

selves have derived their culture, as well

as their blood, from some foimtain in

Europe. The latter supposition can

hardly be entertained, and certainly not

entertained at all by any one who has

acquainted himself with the subject-

matter and deductions of ethnology.

Indeed, it is certain that the ancestors

of the European- x\ryan peoj^les came
out of Western Asia, and after long

ages of wanderings and wars fixed

themselves, by discovery, occupation,

and conquest, in the respective coun-

tries where their descendants, within

the historical period, have grown into

great and famous nations. It is certain

also that in their westward course in the

prehistoric epoch they brought with

them the language, laws, institutions,

manners and customs, ambitions and

mental habitudes which the ancestral

tribes had possessed before the begin-

ning of the migratory era.

By a method of investigation and
reasoning precisely analogous to the

foregoing, we are able to Ethnic distribu-

prove that there_ never JJ-^ttlr
was any general migration west,

of primitive peoples out of Africa into

Western Asia. It might be sufficient to

say that here also the ethnic lines, in so

far as they have been preserved by his-

tory, tradition, and language, run in the

opposite direction. The westernmost

parts of the continent of Africa have,

as a general fact, been peopled with

luigratory tribes from the eastern parts.

In ancient times the states and cities

which abounded and flourished on the

southern shores of the Mediterranean

were planted progressively from east to

west. Egypt was the oldest of all.

Carthage was one of the younger plan-

tations of that region of the earth. In

the westernmost parts of Africa the

ethnic lines have been sometimes

doubled back by the barriers of moun-
tain and sea, just as in Europe the Celtic

race, having explored and to a cer-

tain extent peopled the southwestern

peninsulas of that continent, doubled

back and proceeded far to the east be-

fore the close of the age of migrations.

But it is clear to the student of these

excepticmal movements that they were

made against, and as it were in the face

of, the cosmic and ethnic law by which

the primitive tribes had been carried

from their Asiatic origin into the West.

If the study of peoples of Western

Asia in ancient and modern times should

bring us into contact with Ethiopian

and Nigritian tribes—if we should find in

certain places the distribution of Black

men of the ethnic type peculiar to Equa-
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torial Africa, speaking the lang-uages of

that region and having their manners

No Blacks in and customs—we might

S;XtSoA. well suspect that there had
the East. been at some time in the

past a race movement from the direction

of the Red sea backwards toward the Cas-

pian, the Persian gulf, and the borders

of India. But no such evidences have

been discovered. On the contrary, the

impingement of Asiatic races upon the

African coast as far south as the equato-

rial region is a fact everywhere attested.

The movement of inankind in this region

has been from the Persian gulf toward

the Red sea and Abyssinia. Indeed, we
can see dimly through the prehistoric

shadows to the time when, probably six

thousand or eight thousand years before

the Christian era, the ancestors of the

Egyptians themselves made their way
into the valley of the Nile, out of Asia,

became sedentary in that favorable situ-

ation, and planted there, after a long

period of development, those first famous

dynasties which mark, like far-off moun-
tain peaks, the extreme verge of the

historical horizon.

Again, should we begin an inquiry in

regard to the Mongoloid races, we should

Mongolians find them pressing from the

froTcTntrT" interior of Central Asia
'^sia. eastward toward the Pacific.

The older divisions of this race are in-

land peoples rather than maritime. The
maritime and insular families are more

recent. The Japanese are younger than

the Chinese, and the Polynesian island-

ers are of later date than the continental

Mongoloids, from whom they are de-

scended. We must therefore accept

the conclusion that the general diffusion

of the eastern Asiatics has been from the

direction of Central Asia toward the

Pacific, and that the ethnic movement
has been strong enough to carry the van-

guard into peninsular and insular situa-

tions far removed from the original seats

of the race.

The principles of ethnology and lin-

guistic inquiry applied to the Black races

give similar results. These Nigritian dis-

rices are found onlv pension contra-
laces are lounu oniy

^icts theory of

in Central and vSouthern European origin.

Africa, in Melanesia, and Australia. As
to Africa, the ethnic distribution, as far

as it has been discovered and traced, is

from the eastern coast into the interior,

and as far west as to where the continent

becomes almost peninsular in the direc-

tion of the Cape Verde islands. The
theory of a European origin for the race

of man is scientifically contradicted by
the present distribution .of the Nigritian

peoples, and by the direction from which

the diffusion has been effected. In like

manner it would be impossible to find

any European stem to which the native

Australians and Melanesian islanders

can be referred—this for the reason,

that there are neither ethnographical

nor linguistic traces of such peoples

between the countries which they now
occupy and the borders of Europe.

The same may be said also of Asia—

•

unless, indeed, we should except the ex-

treme southern parts of No continental

Hindustan There indeed poi"* for distri-
raiiiUUSLclii. J. iieic, Uiuceu, bution of Black

are found the Veddahs i"aces.

and other descendants of a race belong-

ing, ethnologically, to the same branch

with the Negroes and the Melanesians.

There is, in a word, no continental or-

isrin which can well be assigned for

the Black races, unless we should fix

the same Avithin the equatorial belt on

the eastern coast of Africa. From that

point, indeed, the Nigritian peoples

may all be derived Avith a fair conform-

ity to science and right reason. At the

same time, however, there would appear

to be insuperable objections to this lo-
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cality as the original nidus of the Black

races. For in order to deduce from such

a situation the natives of Australia and

Melanesia, the original stock must have

crossed the Indian ocean through several

thousand miles—a hypothesis hardly

tenable under the law of probabilities.

If, moreover, we allow a great an-

tiquity for the Black races, and fix some
spot in Eastern Africa as the point of

their departure, we are at a total loss in

so-called Caucasian, or White, variety of

the human species from an original seat

in Afj'ica—this whether we call that

original seat by the name of Eden and
surround it with the circumstances (^f

the terrestrial Paradise, or view it merely

as the locality from which the tool-mak-

ing, fire-kindling, anthropoid ancestors

of mankind arose and took their depar-

ture to people the world.

Analagous reasoning may be applied

EVmENCE OF PREHISTORIC RACES IN AMERICA.—(i) Building of the Pueblos, Restored.

Bro^wn Asiatics
can not have an Asia and EuropC
African origin

attempting to derive therefrom the great

Brown peoples of Eastern Asia or the

Ruddy races of Western

If we
should establish the origin

of the Black race in the continent, where
it now displays itself in great diversity

and power, then we should be obliged to

abandon the monogenetic theory of the

origin of mankind and agree that the

Black races are of one ultimate stock and

the Ruddy races of another. Of a cer-

tainty it is not possible to derive the

with the same results to the supposition

that the American continents may have

been the original home of man. To this

hypothesis the deductions of almost every

branch of science are opposed. As to the

White race and the Black American conti-

race we know the dates of ^^30"^/
their arrival on the shores "^^n.

of the New World. While there are evi-

dences in all the three Americas of the

great antiquity of the aboriginal peoples

who occupied and, to a certain extent,

civilized the milder and more favorable
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regions of the western hemisphere, there

are no other than the most visionary rea-

sons for supposing that the great histori-

cal peoples of Asia, Africa, and Europe

were derived therefrom. The habits,

manners, customs, arts, and physical

characteristics of the original Americans

—by whatever names we may define

them—ally them with the ^Mongoloid divi-

sions of mankind, and suggest with great

emphasis a derivation by way of the

northwest out of Asia, or by the Polyne-

sian islands to vSouth America. But to

EVIDEN'CE OF TKEHISTOKIC RACES IN AMERICA— (2) I'YR

IDAL MOUND IN MEXICO.

draw outward across the oceans from

any part of our three continents the

lines of ethnic distribution, and to carry

them to Europe, Africa, or Asia, is

to contradict every principle of eth-

nography, and to run amuck wnth all the

facts which science has discovered rela-

tive to the earliest inhabitants of the

continents round about our own.

Upon the known direction of primi-

tive migrations we may plant ourselves

firmly in this inquiry. When a given

race of the prehistoric times has come by

long descent and removal from a given

point of the horizon, we may look confi-

dently in that direction in Direction ofmi-

thehope of discovering a Zt:^lt'
region of general ethnic origin,

dispersion—this always upon the hy-

pothesis that all the races of men are of

one common ultimate derivation. But

the inc^uirer, in following backwards as

far as he can with fact and theory the

lines of ethnic distribution, is likely to

come upon many confusing and some
seemingly contradictory evidence. Noth-

ing in which man has been con-

cerned is regular or mathematical.

Life has its order and its law; but

it is the order of freedom and the

law of variation. The calculus by
V| which the movements of all living

3 organisms, particularly those which
^ are rational, are governed, is vastly

more intricate than that in which are

expressed the mathematical laws and

principia governing material nature.

The inquirer, however, in consider-

ing the movements of the primitive

races of men, is as likely to be aided

as he is to be confounded with the

irregularities and ostensible lawless-

ness which appear in certain parts of

the problem.
^'" In no other part of the question is

this fact more noticeable than in that

relating to the general directions of the

movements of mankind from Orient to

Occident. At first glance General move-

we should easily conclude Scesf/omlast

that the proper course of to west,

the human race had always been, as indi-

cated above, from east to west. This is,

indeed, one of the most tangible circum-

stances that presents itself to the ethnolo-

gist. We should say at the first that all

men and tribes and peoples naturally fol-

low in the course of the sun from his

rise to his setting. Undoubtedly the
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whole of Europe, and, indeed, all of the

Mediterranean countries have been pop-

ulated in accordance with this cosmic

law. So, also, in America, leaving' out

of view the aborigines, we note the tre-

mendous pressure of the White races

from the eastern to the central and west-

ern parts of the continents.

It would be a mistake, however, to

suppose that all ethnic movements have

Exceptional been in like direction. In-
movements of animate nature shows manyman and nature -j

against the sun. exceptions to the gen-

eral disposition of vines and tendrils to

adjust them-

selves from left

to right around

the objects to

which they
cling. Some
vines and ten-

drils turn the

other way.
The ethnog-

rapher, follow-

ing his clues

eastward across

Europe and
Western Asia,

comes at length

to a region

where the lines

earth, and where others springing up

depart in an easterly direction. By careful

study from north to south through this

region of the earth he finds the recur-

rence of the same phenomena. In a

word, he is unable to trace further the

footmarks of the Aryan races. It is nat-

ural, and, indeed, necessary, to the prose-

cution of the inquiry that this particular

belt from which the lines of ethnic

transmission seem to depart to right

and left, that is, to east and west

.alike, should be examined with great

care.

If the observer take his position on

the northern shore of the gulf of Oman
and look straight across watershed be-

Asia in the direction of tweenwest-
boiind and east-

Nova Zembla, he will have bound races,

before him a continental line which

will approximately coincide with a sort

of ethnic watershed in the history of

mankind from which the races have

flowed to right and left in the original

distribution. Of a certainty this state-

ment is not scientifically exact. There

will be found much twisting and turn-

ine after the manner of streams that take

EVIDENCE OF PREHISTORIC RACES—(3) RUINS OF TEMPI, K, IN 1 IllCACA IN AMERICA.

seemingly enter the their rise, flowing in their upper courses

in many directions rather than in one,

until a heavy volume has been acquired

and a definite course determined. But,

on the whole, that belt of Asia lying be-

tween the fiftieth and sixtieth parallels

of loneitude east from Greenwich will be

found to contain the fountain heads, as

far as the same have been discovered,

not only of the Europic-Aryan races, but

also of the vast Indie and Iranic-Aryan

families, as well as the still more widely

distributed Mongolian families by which

the larger part of Asia, Polynesia, and the

aboriginal Americas have been peopled.
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The g-eographical belt in question co-

incides roughly with the line of the river

Primitive races Ural, the Caspian, the divi-
depart right and • of modcm Persia cen-
left from a com-
mon belt, trally from north to south,

the Persian gulf and its outlet into the

Arabian sea. So far as ethnological re-

search has extended, it may be averred

that all the primitive races departed

from this belt in their primal distribu-

ceptional deviations and reflections as

luay be accounted for by geographical

contingencies and the vicissitudes of dis-

covery and war.

So also were the Semitic and the

Hamitic families dispersed from the

same belt of the earth's surface. If we
press the inquiry further we shall find

the first appearance of the Black races

on the eastern coast of Africa, in the

LANDSCAPE OY ETHNIC WATERSHED.—Mountains of Jobla.—Drawn by G. Vuillier.

tion in an easterly or westerly direc-

tion. It was only after the migrations

of the Mongoloid races had carried them
to the eastern borders of the continent

against the Yellow sea, the sea of Japan,

and the sea of Okhotsk that the lines of

ethnic diffusion were bent backwards in

a westerly direction across the north-

ern and northwestern parts of Asia. In

like manner from the same meridian the

migrations of the European Aryans were

always to the west, with only such ex-

southern part of Hindustan—the former

moving in a western direction and the

latter in an eastern—show- ah non-Aryans

ing conclusively that the £70?^^^
Black division or divi- t^^e.

sions of mankind also departed to right

and left from a meridian almost identi-

cal with the watershed of the White and

Brown races across Asia. It is hardly

pressing the hypothesis beyond the war-

rant of established facts to say that with-

in the belt of land and sea bounded by
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the fiftieth and sixty-lifth meridians of

longitude east from Greenwicli the first

fountains of man-life in the earth are

to be discovered.

Under this hypothesis it still remains

to be decided /// i^'Jiat part of the belt re-

ferred to, viewed from
Recent arrival

,
- . ,

of the siipra- uorth to soutli, the prmial
Caspian races. , r ^ ^ 4.

seats of mankind are most

likely to be found. First of all, we may
exclude the north. Nothing is more

clear than tliat the races now inhabiting

the region north of the Caspian, includ-

ing the countries drained by the Ural

and the Volga, have made their way into

those semiarctic countries by toilsome

and comparatively recent migrations.

We have every reason to believe that

the Kirgheez, the Calmucks, the Cossacks

of the Don, and the Russian Mongols in

general are newcomers in the countries

which they now occupy.

Hereafter we shall see that man, as

an animal, was not in his primitive state

adapted to the rigors of such situations

as those lying between the
Primeval man ^ . -, ^ ^tti •

illy adapted to Caspian and the White
northern rigors. -r , -. • -,

sea. Into such regions he

had to make his way vSlowly, fortifying

his constitution as he went, and learning

by much discipline and experience how
to protect his body from the inclemency

of the natural world. We may, there-

fore, reject the transcaucasian and

supracaspian region from the list of

places to be considered in the inquiry.

To this conclusion Ave are also led

when we consider the impossibility of

tracing the Black and Brown races to

Impossibility of such a geographical local-
deriving Black •, rj.^

derivation, for
races from the -^ '

North. instance, of the Negroes,

Australians, and Papuans from a coun-

try above the fiftieth parallel of north

latitude is a thing contradicted by every

fact with which we are acquainted and

by every principle of right reason.

Moreover, the races just referred to are

much lower in the scale of physical, in-

tellectual, and moral development than

are the great Indo-European families of

men ; from Avhich fact we must either

suppose that tlie Black races have been

derived /n' an inverse order of deseeiit, in-

volving retrogression and reversion to-

ward the lower order of animals from

tlie higher races of the north, or else re-

ject altogether the possibility of a north-

ern origin for the native inhabitants of

Central Africa, Australia, and Mela-

nesia.

AVe are thus drawn down from the

subarctic regions to the consideration

of the countries lying be- Region between

tween the Caspian and the Sra^^l
Arabian sea. It is to this indicated,

part of the eartli, as we have already

said, that the ethnic lines of the Aryan

races seem to be traceable. The lati-

tude coincides witli that great belt of

our elobe, running from east to west, in

which the energies of those races have

been so magniiicently displayed. It is

a region presenting those cliniatic vicis-

situdes under which the best discipline

and most vigorous development of the

human race have been achieved. As

we have said above, the lines of Aryan

descent do seem to arise from the an-

cient Iranian region under considera-

tion, and to depart to both east and

w^est, as might be expected, if this were

the starting point of human develop-

ment. Limiting our view, therefore, to

tlie Aryan raees only, we might well be-

lieve that we had discovered in the

region north of the Persian gulf and

included between that water and the

eastern extension of the Caucasus the

original home of man.

This supposition, however, is again

confronted with insuperable difficulty
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when we take into consideration tlie

races otlier than Indo-European. Tliere

Mongolians and havc never been discovered
Blacks not de-

• ^| countries south of
rivable from tins

region. the fiftictli parallel and

west of the sixtieth meridian the slight-

est trace of the Mongoloid families of

men. North of the Caspian and the

Black sea Mongols are abundantly dis-

tributed ; but on the j^hiteau of Iran,

from which Aryan life appears to have

taken its rise, no vestigia of Mongoloid

existence have been found. Still more

is this true of the Blacks. The Nigri-

tians have nowhere risen above the

twentieth parallel of north latitude—ex-

cept, indeed, in countries like the United

States, where the presence of the Blacks

is to be accounted for on other than eth-

nic principles. If we attempt to deduce

the Black races from what appears to

be the i\ryan nidus in Bactria, we are

confronted with the same insufferable

difficulties mentioned above. The
Black races have not advanced as far

along the lines of the human evolution

as the so-called Caucasians. Their phys-

ical structure, their intellectual com-

pass, and their moral attributes are all

clearly of a more primitive and less

specialized form of life than we find in

the peoples of Western Asia and Eu-

rope. There nTust, therefore, have been

retroe^ression in the case of the Blacks,

or else a derivation from some region

lying approximate to the equator.

There has not been retrogression.

It would thus seem to be impossible

to find a position on the land surface of

No land stirface the earth, as tlie same is now

TnairoVSL^'^- distributed, from which
problem. the Black, the Brown,

and the Ruddy races can be derived as

from a common original home. Indeed,

it is impossible to make such derivation
;

but when this is said, the limitations of

possibility are determined by the re-

sources of our present knowledge. It is

altogether correct for the inquirer to

use such language in the present age

and at the present stage of human at-

tainment. But it is not meant that it

is absolutely bevond the boundaries of

the possible that the P2thiopians and the

natives of Australia should have been

derived from some point on the conti-

nent of Asia. vSuch conclusion, how-

ever, appears so strongly impossible,

and is so immensely improbable, that

we are warranted in adopting the ex-

pression, and in rejecting altogether the

supposition of an Asiatic origin for the

Black races of mankind.

What then? If the Aryan races have

not been derived from Africa or Aus-

tralia, as thev have not
Tenability of

been; if the Brown races, another hy-

the great Mongoloid divi-
^^

sions of inankind, have not and can not

have had an African origin ; and if they

have not been found, even by trace or

tradition, as far west in central and

southern Asia as the seat of the Indo-

European s, must we conclude that the

discovery of a common primitive home
for the first men of the human species

is impossible, and must we adopt the

theory of a multiple origin for the dif-

ferent races? Not at all. There still

remains a single view which, if adopted,

may make consistent the theory of mon-
ogenesis and progressive distribution

with what we know of the present eth-

nic position and former migrations of

the various peoples of the earth. This

view is in brief, that the geographical

distribution of land and water in that

quarter of the earth from which it Avould

appear that the huinan race has taken

its origin may not be, and in all proba-

bility is not, the same as it was at the

date of the appearance of man.
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There are many grounds for believing

that the water area now occupied with

Grounds for the Arabian sea and the

sutSSdVon- northern parts of the Indian
tineiit. ocean, inckiding Mada-

gascar and extending eastward almost

to Australia and the Malay peninsula,

was formerly a continenf upon which

a great submerged continent in the re-

gion referred to is rendered probable, if

not positively established, by several

kinds of inquiry having no reference to

ethnological results.

In the first place, the shoal character

of the waters of the greater part of the

Indian ocean is a well-known fact of

><h^^-^^

IDEAL LANDSCAPE OF LEIMURIA.—Drawn by Kioii.

the ocean gradually encroached until its

submergence was effected. If this suQf-

gestion were made with a view merely

to furnish a possible common home for

primitive mankind, it might at once be

rejected as a part and example of that

visionary reasoning in which dogmatic

scholarship has so much delighted' for

several centuries ; but the existence of

marine geography. That part of the

ocean between the thirtieth degree of

south latitude and the equa- shoai character

tor bounded east and west ^J^^SSr^^
by Madagascar and the ocean,

eightieth meridian from Greenwich is

very shoal. Should we take our stand

on the island of Mauritius or Rodriguez,

we should see around us a vast area of
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shallow sea. Even beyond the borders

of this the waters are not deep like those

of the profound Pacific. A compara-

tively slight recession of the ocean such

as we may well suppose to occur in one

of those secular movements to which

the fluid surface of the earth has been

these may be mentioned with confidence

the distribution of animals and plants on

the two sides of the Indian Evidences of

/-ni 1- 1 -,-fAr„^l former existence
ocean. The birds of ^lad- ofg^ehaconti-

agascar and those of the ^^'^nt.

]Malay peninsula are oi a common type.

Certain species of pahn trees, which are

LANDSCAPE IN BELUCHISTAN.-DEPARTURE OF THE BROWN RACES.

many times subjected in the past, and

which we know to be actively in opera-

tion— though slowly— at the present

time, would be sufficient to lay bare a

continent much larger than Australia in

the region between the Malay archipel-

ago and the eastern coast of Africa.

The former existence of such a conti-

nent is attested by many proofs. Among

disseminated with great difficulty by

seed or transplanting, are common in

Singapore, the ^Moluccas, New Guinea,

Australia, and the western islands of

Polynesia. Botanists of great reputa-

tion have insisted that this distribution

could not have been made witJiout a con-

tinuous land-bridge among the countries

where this species of palms is found.
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In like manner the conelusions of

geology are at least consistent with the

former existence of a eon-
Geological indi- ....
cations of the tincnt m wliat IS now the
same fact. -, -, ,• ,i t i-Ded or the Indian ocean.

Geology recognizes clearly two secular

processes by which a

continent existing in

this region could have

ceased to exist by

emergence under the

sea. One of these is

the settling, or sink-

ing, of the low-lying

tropical lands in

question below the

level of the ocean.

The other is the en-

croachment of the sea

by one of those vast

fluctuations of the

presence of which in

geological time there

are many indications.

Still another con-

sideration worthy to

be weio^hed in the

argument is the fact

that the human race

must have had sonic

geographical starting

point on the earth.

The area from which

mankind began to be

distributed may have

been larger or small-

er ; but the very ne-

cessity of the case re-

quires us to select

some locality as the probable home of the

first men. Thus much granted, the lo-

cality must answer to the

hypothesis. It were vain

to select some place from
which the various races could not have
been derived. This kind of reasoning is

strictly scientific. The search must be for

some situation which will answer to the

conditions and the facts as they now ap-

pear. If we may find any region on the

land, or even the water surface, of the

earth toward which the indications of eth-

HOFFMAN S SLOTHS.
After a drawincr from life.

Place ofman's
origin must an
S'wer to some
hypothesis.

nography, philology, anthropology, his-

tory, and tradition all alike point as to a

locality from which all the varieties of

men might have been diffused, this fact

of itself bec(mies a powerful argument

in favor of that locality. Indeed, it is

this particular reasoning which has
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brought us at leng'th to the conclusion

that the most probable locality in which

to establish the lirst seat of the human
race Zi.'as in a coiitiiioit iio:^' submerged be-

neath the JIIdin// oeea/i. ;

If we accept such a hypothesis, the

whole question begins to clear. The

Ethnic outlook existence being granted of
from the suppo-

| continent, to which
sitious conti- '

i^ei^t- we may say, once for all,

that the name of Lemuria has been

assigned, we are able to look out, as it

with fair probability the departure of the

pre-Mongolians in the direction of Bal-

uchistan or Western India, for in these

countries the first traces of Mongoloid

life are discoverable. Lastly, we may
imagine a Dravidian line of ethnic de-

scent carried almost in the same direc-

tion with the pre-AIongolian, upon

which, in Beluchistan or Eastern Per-

sia, we may place the primal develop-

ment of the Ruddy, or White, race of

mankind. All of these suppositions are

BRUSH-TAn^ED ROCK KANGAROOS.

were, along the lines of the primitive

dispersion of mankind. To the Avest we
inay note the departure of the Nigritian

stem, the presence of which is historic-

ally discovered first of all on the mid-

eastern coast of Africa. To the east we
may remark in like manner the diver-

gence of another line of Black men whose

presence we find within the historical

period on the northwestern coast of

Australia, in New Zealand, and in the

extreme south of Hindustan. Without

changing our position we may perceive

cited in this connection not because

they include established facts, not be-

cause they represent scientific knowl-

edge of the first distribution of men, but

because they do furnish a consistent basis

for such an inquiry and harmonize, as

is believed, in every part with the pres-

ent results of investigation, and accord

with what mav be called the necessities

of the ease.

But we are not left entirely to reason

and conjecture as it respects the fixing

of the primitive seat of the human race
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in Lenitiria. Much scientific evidence

may be adduced to strengtlien the hy-

The nature of pothcsis. In the first place,

SSi^SbeX' nian is orio-inally a tropical

Jiing- animal. The very least

that can be said is that he is by his na-

ture semitropical in constitution and

habits. We are obliged to select for

him an original habitat corresponding-

with these conditions. Let us remark,

once for all, that where these conditions

have been maintained, there the race

has invariably made least progress from

its original state. The lowest forms of

man-life are tropical. The most original

types are found in those regions where

the environment has prevented the evo-

lution of the higher human varieties. In

a word, the life of man seems in the

tropical situation to have continued on

tJic originalplane, with little variation un-

der the influences of physical nature.

Not so, however, with those peoples

who have departed from the original en-

Deveiopmentco- vironmeut. As soou as the

"^^^^ unclothed primitive man,
point of origin, covcrcd with his delicate

skin, made his way from his warm and
equable climatic surroundings and be-

gan to be exposed, first to the vicis-

situdes, and further on to the rigors of

higher latitudes, he began to acquire the

discipline of nature, to be specialized in

his faculties, quickened in his energies,

and strengthened for battle with the op_

posing forces of the material world. With
this he began to rise in the scale of

existence. The extreme distance of his

departure is now measured by the span

between the Papuan and the German.
The significance of these facts is that

human life began from some reofion

where tropical or semitropical conditions

prevailed, and that its progress has

been coincident with its departure into re-

gions where the warfare of nature and the

struggle for existence have developed

and symmetrized the body, awakened the

mind, and produced by Conditions
•^ favorable to

complexity, reaction, re- beginning un-

n ,
"^1,1

1 ,
• favorable to de-

flection, and the evolution veiopment.

of conscience the higher phenomena of

the moral life. Limiting our inquiry to

the period of geological time this side of

the last glacial epoch, the conditions

favorable for the beginnings of our race

life can be found only within the tropics,

or at least close to the Tropic of Cancer

;

not above that line. The distinction

between a situation favorable for the un-

aided beginning of the first men and the

situation most favorable to the develop-

ment of the race into hardihood, activity,

and greatness, must be constantly borne

in mind.

We are thus led by many lines of sug-

gestion and argument to select as the

probable home of the an-
Conclusion of a

CestorS of the human species Lemurlan orlgm
,1 , . not final.
the countries now over-

washed by the comparatively shoal waters

of the Indian ocean. It is proper to say

that such a conclusion is not absolute and

final. Further investigation may pos-

sibly show us another way ; but it is not

probable that the conclusion will ever be

displaced by a dift'erent hypothesis or

seriously modified by subsequent inves-

tigation. It is a principle of science that

that hypothesis which explains a given

group of phenomena, which contradicts

none of the facts and is consistent with

all, passes, at least tentativel}-, into the

theoretical phase of knowledge ; and this

is at the present day the condition of the

inquiry with respect to the primal seat

of mankind in the Lemurian continent.

AVe mav not, however, pass from the

proofs which are adducible in favor of

this conclusion without citing the strong

argument drawn from the distribution of

the primate animals. If we strike a cir-
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cle around the shores of those waters

which now cover the Leniiirian conti-

Gradationof ncnt, we shall find strong-
animai life up. evidences of wliat mavbe
•ward toward.
Lemuria. called n coolo^i^ica/ climax in

the area covered by the Indian ocean.

The view here taken includes the whole

earth. There is in i^'cncral a jj^radafioii

of animal life itpi^'anl from the horirson

toioard this region. If we approach the

so-called Lemuria from any point of the

compass, west, north, east, or southeast,

we shall find the animals graded up to-

ward man, as though somewhere in this

region he stood on the apex of all life.

The zoological conditions of the primi-

tive w(^rld seem to have been such as to

make the appearance of man in any other

quarter than in the tropical Orient im-

possible—unless, indeed, we supj^ose the

uniform gradations of animal life to have

been suddenly broken and reversed in

the case of man by his displacement in

time and locality from that region of the

earth where the other forms of animate

existence had been most highly devel-

oped.

A glance at a few facts and principles

of zoology may serve to show the force

Illustrations of of thcSC dcductioUS. AUS-

S^t:::StSf^ tralia is the native home
center. yf \\^^^ marsupial animals.

These are the lowest in the scale of the

hot-blooded creatures with which the

human species is particularly associated.

True, the marsupials are widely distrib-

uted in other quarters of the globe ; but

it is evident that their presence in for-

eign parts is, as it were, at the extreme

of zoological lines which are central in

Australia. In the next place, the vSouth

American continent is the primal seat of

the edentates, or toothless animals, which

are next in order of development above

the marsupials. Primitive North Amer-
ica was the home of the herbivorous ani-

mals, which are third from the lowest in

the evolution. The tropical Orient is

clearly the native seat of the great car-

nivora, which are one stage higher than

the herbivora in the scale of develop-

ment. As in the case of the marsupials,

so also the edentates, the herbivora, and

the carnivora are of world-wide distri-

bution ; but the density of the several

orders, as well as their multiplicity and
high development in the respective situ-

ations indicated, points to those regions

as the zoological centers of these differ-

ent orders of life. In a word, Australia

is on the lowest zoological plane, vSouth

America next, Xorth America third,

and the Oriental countries within the

tropics fourth in the ascending scale.

The argument is strengthened in an

especial manner when avc come to con-

sider the distribution of the Primate animals

primates, or of those forms !i^P^!''?^' ^'^i"i mmate around

of animal life next to Lemuria.

man. This subject has been investigated

Avith great care by the English naturalist,

Wallace, and the American palaeontolo-

gist, A\'inchell—by the former, in his

work on the Ccographical Distribution of

Animals, and by the latter in the prepara-

tion of the materials for his Prcadamitcs.

Ycr the purpose of making clear their

reasoning, the earth has been divided

into several regions to which specific

names are given as an aid to understand-

ing the distribution of the primates

throughout the Avorld. The first division,

including Europe and Asia, except the

]\Ialay peninsula, Hindustan, vSouthern

Arabia, and Africa north of the Tropic

of Cancer, is designated as the Palasarc-

tic region. The remainder of Africa,

including ]Madagascar and the adja-

cent islands, is called the Ethiopian

region. The Oriental region includes

the Malay peninsula and islands, Hin-

dustan, and vSouthern Arabia. Aus-
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tralia, Polynesia, and New Zealand

are defined as the Australian region.

South America, the West Indies, and

Mexico as far north as the tropic, con-

stitute the Neotropical region, while the

remainder of North America is defined

as the Nearctic region. The problem is

with the map thus adjusted, to deter-

mine by orders, suborders, and families

the distribution of the primate animals.

which we have fixed upon as the prob-

able home of the first men, was held in

between the two approxi- Place of sup-
'-

_

posed continent
mate parts defined in the between Ethio-

1 i. 1 1 ji 1^,1 • • plan and Orien-
above table as the i^thiopian tai regions.

and Oriental regions. A glance at the

synopsis will show the astonishing pre-

ponderance of the primate animals in

those countries. True, the largest sin-

gle distribution is that of one hundred

AIMI-RIC W MONKFY WITH PRLHl \^I1 F 1 M

The following table prepared by Win-
chell contains an abstract of the results

:

DISTRIBUTION OF PRIMATE AND CARNIVOROUS ANIMALS.

No. OF Families.

Apes
Old World Monkeys
Baboons and Macaques.
American Monkeys
Marmosets

Total Anthropoids.

Lemurs
Tassiers
Aye-ayes

Total Lemuroids.

Total Primates.
Cariu\ ora

Total Primates and
Carnivora

o

'U

1^
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Australia. In the case of the carnivora

there is, in the regions just named, an

Lemurs and Car- exceSS of fullv fifty per
nivora increase ^ ^j^ UUniber oftcward Indian
ocean. species found in any other

great division of tlie earth. From all

of which we note conclusively and em-

phatically the climacteric tendency of all

the higher forms of life, UKXst pai'ticu-

larly of the primate animals toward the

basin of tlie Indian ocean. (Jn the hy-

pothesis that tlie bottom of this com-

paratively sliallow sea constituted in

GROUP OF LEMURS.

prehistoric ages a low-lying, tr(~)pical

continent—reaching on the one hand to

the Asiatic peninsulas, and on the other

to the coast of Africa—we are able to

see with strong probability in this re-

gion an apex of the animal evolution,

and near that culmination the ancestors

of the human species.

The argument is intensified when we
estimate the character of the human
species round about the seeming cul-

mination of the lower orders of life in the

Lemurian region. While these orders,

as we have seen, rise to an apex in the

direction of the Indian ocean, the human
species fall off inversely in the same di-

reetiou. This is said of
Mankind falls off

the general character of inversely in the
,1 -[ rr A same direction.
the dmerent races as meas-

ured by the extent of their departure

from Lemuria. Instead of finding' the

highest type of men heading in the di-

rection of tlie hypothetical continent

referred to, thus following- the trend

manifested by all the lower orders of an-

imals, the law in the case of man is

totally reversed. If we seek for the very

lowest types of human
beings, Ave must do

so among the Papu-

ans and natives of

Australia. After

these, we must look

to Africa for the next

in order of ascent.

Thence we should

have to consider the

native races of vSouth

America, and from

these might proceed

to the aborigines of

our own continent;

thence to the Poly-

nesian islands, and to

the races of Eastern

and Northern Asia

;

finallv to the Aryan division of mankind,

with its magnificent development in such

groups as the English-speaking, French-

speaking, and German-speaking families.

The course of this excursion is mani-

festly outward from the region of

Lemuria. Certainlv the Lowest dip of

diagram is far from perfect ^SVLSS
or exact; but in general ofanimaiity.

the rise of human life, as estimated by

its elevation and proficiency, seems to

have been from that precise quarter of

the world toward which the lower orders

of animated nature ascend to a climax

!
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This is to say that at the lowest geograph-

ical dip of the l^unian species it seems to

touch the highest lift of the subordinate

orders of living beings ! Wliere the

highest of the lower primates reach their

culmination, there the lowest of mankind

beginning, so in that for the place of the

beginning there must be, in the present

state of human knowledge, piace of origin

a considerable maririn left
conjectural

*=> rather than ex-

for uncertainty. The reader act.

in pursuing such inquiries must rcmem-

FAMILY OF GORHXAS.

take their rise. It is as though the

noblest of the anthropoids should from
the sunken continent hold out his right

hand to touch the left hand of the most
ignoble of human kind.

As in the search for the time of the

ber that all sciences are divided into the

exact and the inexact. Knowledge on

the one hand is absolute and demon-
strable, and on the other probable and

approximate. Nearly all deductions rel-

ative to the movements, character, and
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circumstances of the human race in the

prehistoric ages have in them consider-

able elements of douht and perhaps of

positive error ; l)ut we are not by any

means to ])lace less value on that kind

•of knowledge Avhich Ave are able t(j gain

concerning the lirst estate of mankind

—

its time, its place, its circumstances

—

than if avc might apply thereto the for-

mulae of exact science.

Perhaps the human mind AV(^uld rest

in a state of greater satisfaction to know

Philosophical more precisely the date,
advantages of

^|^g localitv, and all the con-
uncertain - '

knowledge. comitants and conditions

under which our ethnic career began.

Nevertheless, exact knowledge has its

discounts and defects in the treasure-

total of our mental wealth. It may be

observed that the exact sciences, while

they have a vast and salutary effect upon

the mind in correcting the judgments and

decisions of the intellect, nevertheless

tend to reduce all mentality to a formula

and mathematical equation. At the

same time they tend to weaken by disuse

the ideal faculties, to benumb if- not de-

stroy the fancy and the imagination, and

therel)v diminish that excursive power

of the mind upon which the discovery

of truth and beauty has so greatly de-

pended. It is not desirable that con-

jecture, uncertainty, and doubt should

be removed from the concepts which we
form of ourselves and of universal nature,

else the dream of the artist and vision

of the poet might cease to add their gifts

to the treasures of liumanitv.
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CH>!^F»TrCR X.—Kl^T ^>IO H^^'OIvUTION.

E have now looked with

some attention at the

great questions of the

approximate date and

probable place of the

first appearance of

man-life on the earth.

It remains to consider the still more in-

teresting problem of the mode of man's

appearance—of the process, or processes,

the maimer, if we may so say, of his

coming. Here at the outset we are con-

inabiiityofman- fronted with the same dif-

ficulty which arose in the

previous investigation rel-

ative to the time and j)lace of the birth

of mankind, namely, the inability of

men themselves to testify respecting the

circumstances and conditions precedent

to the unfolding of consciousness. This

is true in the individual life, in the life

of the tribe, in the life of the people, in

the life of the human race. Conscious-

ness began ; but neither perception nor

memory is able to pierce the oblivious

conditions which preceded the conscious

kind to testify
of the uncoil
scious life.

state, or to give more than imaginary

testimony with respect thereto.

A still more formidable difficulty

arises from the preconceptions and

deep-set opinions which Preconceptions

men of every age and race ^^^f^tf investl"

have formed wdth regard gation.

to the circumstances of their origin.

Among almost every people there has

been a sort of national faith, involving,

first of all, the circumstances of the

genesis not only of that people, but of

mankind. The belief in some particular

majincr of the appearance of the race has

been interwoven with the philosophical,

social, and religit^us systems of the vari-

ous peoples, sometimes forming a part of

the political constitution, and always op-

posing itself with persistent conservatism

to .such investigations and excursions of

thought as might seem to disturb the

existing order. To the present time it

has continued to appear to the great

majority of the most enlightened peoples

that a certain interpretation—accepted

from the wisdom of the fathers—respect-

183
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ing the nature and circumstanees of the

origin of mankind is essential to the

steadiness, welfare, and spiritual eleva-

tion of the civilized life.

AVithout pausing to discuss the valid-

ity of such opinions, we may proceed at

statement of the ouce to an analysis of the
two divergent

clivergcnt vic ws which haveviews
;
pheiiom- t>

enai creation. been held with respect

to the manner of the beginning. There

are two general beliefs on this subject

:

fected form and stature as new existences

without ancestry, strangers, so to speak,

to the planet upon which their activities

were to be displayed and their descend-

ants multiplied and disseminated.

2. That the world and all its forms of

life are the result of the process called

evolution, or growth ; that Evolution

the different soecies of
would account

Liic uiiiL,ieiiL bpcuiCb wi
for living forms

animals and plants now by growth,

aboundinof on the surface of the o-jobe

AIAXNKR OF MAX'S A I'FEARAX"CE.—Drawn by Rioii

I. That the world, with all forms of

life existing thereon, was created by the

fiat of the Almighty ; that the different

species of vegetable and animal existence

were produced at once and phenomenally

by the agency of an intelligent power

over and above the Avorld and apart

from it; that the work of creation oc-

cupied but a brief interval of time ; and

that the various kinds of living creatures

appeared under the creative act in per-

and in its waters and atmosphere sprang

from a few primordial germs, or possi-

bly a single seed of life, endowed with

the power of development, differentia-

tion, and adaptation to environment;

that the germs of life from which all

living forms are descended were exist-

ent in the world at a period almost infi-

nitely removed from the present ; that

the processes of evolution by which

the existinof forms of oro-anism have
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been produced have extended over an

incalculable lapse of time, working out

their results slowly, tortuously, and pain-

fully, but preserving- by survival of the

fittest the best forms from a2:e to aQ-e,

thus yielding at last by the struggle of

life and by natural selection the approx-

imately perfect species of the present

age.

Concerning these two widely diver-

gent views several important observa-

Paramountin- tions may be made. In

":r?ende.fc7of ^l^e first placc, they have
the question. interested and divided the

great thinkers of the after-half of the

nineteenth century more profoundly than

any other question whatsoever. Second-

ly, it may be remarked that in general

the scholastic, conservative, and religious

elements among the civilized peoples

have mostly espoused and held to the

doctrine of phenomenal creation, while

scientists and progressive thinkers have

adopted the theory of evolution. Third-

ly, and very importantly, it should be

observed that the fundamental difference

between the two opinions is simply one

of modus operandi. The evolution hy-

pothesis does not account for, and has

never undertaken to explain, the origin

of life, but has limited the investigation

to the inaiinc)' by which from certain

primordial germs the existing races of

plants and animals may be accounted

for.

There is thus a common ground
which has been greatly overlooked be-

Common ground twecu the crcationists and

^^i^ncTeV/tt the evolutionists-for both
two opinions. begin with the hypothesis

of life. The difference, therefore, takes

the following form : That the doctrine

of immediate creation lays great stress

upon the phenomenal juctJiod by which
the species or specific prototypes of the

various orders of living beings were pro-

13

duced; while the doctrine of evolution,

without attempting to explain the origin

of life, proceeds scientifically to consider

the long intermediate processes bv Avhich

primordial organisms were raised bv dif-

ferentiation and development to the

prcvsent perfected forms of life.

Fourthly, there seems to be a grave

mistake in the nomenclature by which

the two views of the origin Grave mistake

of nature and of man are i>^ the nomencia-
ture of the two

distinguished. One is called hypotheses,

the Hypothesis of Creation. The other

is known as the Hypothesis of Evolution.

From this distinction it might well be

inferred that those who hold the doctrine

of immediate creation reject evolution

altogether in the consideration of nat-

ural and living phenomena. On the

other hand, also, it is plainly inferential

from the terms employed that the hy-

pothesis of evolution has been made to

exclude the notion of creation. As a

matter of fact, neither of these infer-

ences is correctly drawn, if we are to

judge by the state of opinion in the

present age. The creationists have not

excluded, and do not exclude, evolution

as partly explanatory of the facts and

conditions of life. They admit that evo-

lution has performed a certain subordi-

nate and limited office in the production

of the living forms now inhabiting the

earth ; but they lay great stress upon the

phenomenal aspects of the beginning.

On the other hand, the evolutionists

do not exclude creation from the scheme

of universal nature. As
Neither theory

we have said, they begin is exclusive of
. 1 • • • ^^ J_^ ! 1 r the Other.
the inquiry with the fact of

life. The theory runs thus : Given
life—that is, the primordial germs of life

—and evolution will account for the

rest. But this theory clearly does not

preclude creation as a part—that is,

the primal part—of the scheme of life.
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From which, as indicated above, the
true division of opinion relates to the
mode of operation—the processes and
methods by which the present organic

dowed with life, and having- in them the
possibilities of all the descendent species
of living beings which now appear on
the earth.

'1 HE I KADI 1 lONAL EDEN.

forms have come to pass—whether from
perfected ancestral pairs for each species,
created by a fiat immediately, and, so to
speak, full-grown in power and capacity,
or whether from potential germs en-

vStill another observation should be
made at the outset with respect to the
contention of the two opinions or views
of the origin of living species. This
is that, on the whole, the belief in evo-
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lution as explanatory of the modus oper-

andi of universal nature has steadily

Belief in evoiu- gained grouud in the high-

gSns'gr:r^ est opinion of the age. Its

among thinkers, fij-gt conqUest WaS that of

the earth itself. The hypothesis of cre-

ation, that is, of iminediate and phe-

nomenal creation, formerly included the

earth as one of the products of a creative

fiat. For a long time the conservative

beliefs of the past held their grounds

steadily against the encroachments of

geology. That science was resisted in

its progress by misconception and preju-

dice as persistently as was the heliocen-

tric theory of our planetary system. Inch

by inch the geologist—even as Galileo,

his prototype—was obliged to fight his

way to a truer concept of the modes and

processes by which the crust of the earth

has been gradually formed through im-

measurable ages of time. • Step by step

he was obliged to struggle with his

demonstration that the fossiliferous his-

tory of the globe, as well as the history

of the globe itself, extended backwards

through eons of time and indescribable

vicissitudes of transformation. But the

evidence was at length sufficient to con-

vince, and the ancient concept of the

earth retreated before the new.

This conquest, however, was only the

preliminary swirl of another more im-

oid opinions portaut. Zoology and bot-

X'SSy'" any. taking up the work
and botany. already accomplished by
geology, began to demonstrate that the

plants and animals now inhabiting the

earth are but the descendants and vari-

ant forms of others more simple which

preceded them in prehistoric time, and
these in their turn but the descendants

of the fossiliferous species brought to

light in the explorations of geology.

Against these discoveries the creative

hypothesis opposed itself with great

force and tenacity of purpose. The old

opinion had been that the existing

plants and lower animals are but the

living representatives of others like them-

selves, created in perfection and full form
only a few thousand years ago—created

without an ancestry or previous life of

any kind on the earth.

To yield this long-accepted opinion

seemed as if pulling up the sheet anchor

of the whole system of thought which,

as a ship, had borne the civ- investigation

ilized life of man for cen- co^fir«isnew
belief as to the

turies. Nevertheless, the lower orders,

evidences in favor of the new theory

accumulated. Every excursion into the

natural world added its proof in behalf

of the belief that the animal and vegeta-

ble forms now prevailing over the earth

are but the living representatives of

more primitive forms preceding them,

and they of others back to the geologi-

cal era, and thence dowmward throuo^h

the measureless ages of time required to

build up the crust of the globe from the

azoic bed to the present surface.

At length the evidence prevailed.

Again the advocates of immediate and
phenomenal creation as applied to the

plants and lower animals must recede

before the facts and demonstrations of

science. The field was yielded with re-

luctance, and the scattered squadrons of

the ancient theory of the method of the

beginning of plant-life and animal life

are still seen in various parts, holding

the ground against the prevalent opin-

ions that have occupied all the heights

and vantages of the human understand-

ing.

But the advocates of immediate speci-

fic creations did not yield ismanexcep-

all in conceding that plants ^Xmfo^^a-
and the lower animals, ture?

such as we now find them in living ex-

ample on the earth, were the results of
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an evolutionary process extending- back-

wards indefinitely into the past. Man
was still held to be exceptional. To
him the hypothesis of phenomenal crea-

tion was now applied with redoubled

enerofv. The advocates of the lono;-

accepted belief respecting; the mode of

the beginning of man-life on the earth,

yielding up with reluctance the rest of

the field of universal nature, still held

with the utmost tenacity to the belief

that the human species had had a be-

ginning different in form and manner

and circumstance from all the other in-

habitants of the earth. Man was set

apart and considered in another cate-

gory of life from all the remaining forms

of existence. Here the current view,

strongly intrenched in old belief, strong-

ly conservative lest the disturbance of

the established opinion might in soine

way work harm to the existing social

and moral order of the world, inade its

stand, not only for the maintenance of

the long-accepted hypothesis, but per-

haps for the recovery and reestablish

-

ment of the former systems of belief.

Such was the state of opinion as be-

tween the two hypotheses of life history at

the middle of the nineteenth century.

Lamarck fore- Already bcforc this time

Sr'oVrhl an occasional thinker had,

mode of life. q^ a more daring excursion

than the rest, suggested the application

of the known laws of the natural world,

universally, to the human species in

common with the other forms of ani-

mated existence. Foremost ainong those

may be mentioned Lamarck, who, before

the beginning of the century, and more
fully in the first quarter of our cen-

tennium, set forth in his wonderful

speculations, with a cogency and clear-

ness almost unsurpassed, the rudimen-

tary principles of that vast system of

thought which now goes by the name of

evolution. As must needs happen, how-

ever, in the case of a great mind fore-

running the camp of progress in strange

regions, and not sufficiently acquainted

by fact, observation, and experiment

with the new realm into which he has

entered, Lamarck produced a visionary

rather than a substantial scheme of na-

ture ; and while the lines which he drew

around the unexplored region of the

New Biology that was to follow in the

hands of another were sufficiently ample,

and ran in many parts surprisingly near

to the accurate surveying of recent

science, he nevertheless included in his

excursions and trial maps of nature a

vast amount of crude and erroneous de-

duction for which the more accurate

knowledge of the present finds no place.

It remained for a subsequent genera-

tion and the more careful inind of an-

other naturalist to reconsid- The work taken

er the general aspects of
j^? ^^0" rtn^!'

the natural world and to uraiists.

deduce therefrom that hypothesis of

evolution which is now accepted by

science as explanatory of the viodus

operandi of all living organisms, includ-

ing man. It is not our purpose in this

connection to enter fully into the ex-

plication of the principles upon which

the evolutionist relies to explain the

existence of the various fonns of organic

life, and in particular the descent of

man. It is our purpose rather to point

out in an introductory way the leading

grounds of divergence between the two

opinions respecting the life history of

the world, and to show the general trend

of opinion and the gain of one theory over

the other. It will be desirable, in follow-

ing the inquiry, to state more fully the

substance of the two beliefs respecting

the origin of man, embracing in the

exposition of each theory some of

the particulars of its application to the
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x*

world history and life history of our

lanet.

The hypothesis of creation is generally

understood to signify the production of

General explica- the WOrld OUt of naUght.
tion of the hy- Pgrhaps the beliefs of those
pothesis of crea- -^

tion. who hold the theory of

phenomenal creation are not altogether

uniform and consistent on this point.

In general, however, the belief is that

the matter of the earth was brought into

existence by the fiat of the Almighty.

the universe was spoken phenomenally

into existence out of nothing, and this

view is still maintained by the great

majority of those who hold to the

hypothesis of immediate creation.

As we have said on a former page, the

belief in a creative fiat as the producing

agency of the world and its Literal accept-

inhabitants, has included ^^.T^o" tSf'^

as one of its features the Book of Genesis.

notion that our globe was produced im-

mediately, and not through intermediate

AGE OF FISHES, OR THE "FOURTH DAY."

Some hold that the creative act, as it

relates to the earth, was only formative

—that the matter of our globe existed

already in space, and that the act of

creation had respect to the production of

our sphere and its fitting for the abode

and life arena of plants and animals and

man. This view is to a certain extent

a concession to scientific discovery in

recent times. Up to the close of the last

century the popular and scholastic belief

was that the matter of our world and of

stages. The statements contained in

the first chapters of Genesis were ac-

cepted literally throughout the Christian

and Mohammedan nations. According

to the account referred to, the space of

six days was assigned for the creative

work. The account in Genesis is seem-

ingly succinct. Each of the days is oc-

cupied with a certain part of creation,

and is defined as beginning with the

evening and ending with the morning

—

according to the phraseology of the an-
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Order of crea-
tion in the " six

days" of the
first chapter.

cient Oriental peoples. By implication

this period seems to include the creation

of the planetary and sidereal heavens

;

for '

' God made two great lights ; the

greater light to rule the day, and the

lesser light to rule the night ; he made
the stars also."

The progress of the creative work

through the six days of creation is de-

lineated in the first chapter

of Crenesis. The arrange-

ment is climacteric, and

ends on the sixth day with the creation

of man, and the words are added, " Tlius

the heavens and the earth were finished,

and all the host of them." It would

thus appear that according to the ac-

count preserved and transmitted by the

Hebrews of the beginning of things the

work of producing the material universe,

of creating our world in particular, with

its inhabitants, including man as the

paragon of animals and favorite of the

Almighty, occupied but six days of time.

The Hebrew word is yoiii, and is the

term which is universally employed in

that language to express a natural day

as measured by a revolution of the earth

on its axis.

In this .sense the account of the crea-

tion given in Genesis was universally

Meaning of the Understood until a compar-

^flT.:.lSir^ atively recent date, when
reasons. the rise of geology and the

correlated branches of natural science

made the position no longer tenable.

At this juncture the upholders of the

hypothesis of creation were obliged to

take a new position, and that was that

the six days, or yams, of the scriptural

narrative did not signify six literal days

but six indefinite periods of time, corre-

sponding, if rightly understood, to six

geological eras, or ages, during which

the world had been fashioned for its

later inhabitants. Examples were found

in Hebrew literature where the word
yoin had been used in a figurative sense,

meaning " a period of duration " quite

different from a natural day.

There was thus a rationalizing process

applied to the account of the creation in

Genesis, and its meaning was modified

and interpreted anew ac- Rationalizing

cording to the demands of jrthe^L'^'et'''

scientific discovery. It is imeofufe.

no longer believed by the advocates of

the hypothesis of phenomenal creation

that the world and its original inhabit-

ants were created in six literal days

—

such an opinion being altogether imten-

able in the light and diffusion of knowl-

edge which tlie nineteenth century has

brought to the understandings of men.

It was still held, however, by the be-

lievers in the creative fiat that tJic plants

and aiiiiiials were phenomenally created

—that the Almighty by his will and

edict brought forth without germ or seed

the various species of vegetable and ani-

mal life which we see in their descend-

ants at the present time. It was at

this point that the real divergence

between the two theories began. The
hypothesis of creation seems to have

yielded material and inanimate na-

ture to the dominion of those known
laws under which the world is governed,

but to have refused to admit the exten-

sion of those laws over the organic

forms of which life, whether vegetable

or animal, con.stitutes the essential prin-

ciple. The theory of creation rejects

the notion of a development of the veg-

etable and animal forms of the natural

world from germs remotely planted in

the past, and to hold firmly to the im-

mediate production by almighty power

of the mature and full-s^rown originals of

the various species of living things.

This is particularly true in the case of

man. The doctrine of creation as enter-
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tained by the enlightened peoples of Eu-

rope and America includes as its leading

Creation hy- article the belief in the im-
pothesis de-

jncdiatc and plinwiiicnal pro-mands an an- -' -<

cestor. duction of tlic ancestor of the

human species. In this particular, also, the

opinion which has long prevailed with

regard to the progenitor of mankind has

been based immediately on the narrative

of creation as given in the first two

chapters of the Book of Genesis. The
account, or rather the accounts, there

given of the formation of the first pair

of human beings are world-wide in their

dissemination, and have found a pro-

found lodgment in the convictions of all

those peoples whose religious institutions

are based upon the sacred writings of

the Hebrews.

The two forms of narrative in Genesis

are, first, that the Almighty in the sixth

Summary of the day or cpoch of crcatiou

i.rt^.:S:r designed the production of

Genesis. ^ being supcrior to the

other orders of animate nature ; that the

being thus purposed as the climax of

organic life was to have '

' dominion over

the fish of the sea, and over the fowl of

the air, and over the cattle, and over all

the earth, and over every creeping thing

that creepeth upon the earth." So the

Elohim created man in his own image,

in the image of the Elohim created he

him; male and female created he them.

In the second chapter the variant form

of the narrative is given. There is a

reference to the atmospheric and meteor-

ological condition of the world. For as

yet there had been no rain, nor was man
found to till the ground. But there

went up a mist from the earth and

watered it. Then the Lord Elohim

forined man of the dust of the ground,

and breathed into his nostrils the breath

of life, and he became a living soul.

This first man was placed in the garden

of Eden, said to have been "planted east-

ward." But the man was alone, and the

Lord Elohim caused a deep sleep to fall

upon the Adam—for such was the naiue

given him—and he took one of his ribs

and made thereof a woman, that is Ishah,

ox female man, and brought her to Ish,

the man, as his companion. The name
of the Adam which was given to the man
signified Earth, or Red Earth, and to the

woman the Lord Elohim gave the name
of Life—for vshe was the mother of all

living.

Such according to the common under-

standing of the narrative in Genesis was

the origin of the first pair
Outlines of a

of human beings, and from biblical eth-

-1 .1 r nography.
them the races ot man-

kind have descended. Further on in

the Book of Genesis we have sketches

and outlines of the immediate and more

remote offspring of the parents of the

race. In the tenth chapter there is an

account of tribal and ethnic dispersions

sufficiently ample to explain the presence

of the primitive peoples in the western-

most parts of Asia, Southeastern Africa,

and Eastern Europe. With this summary,

however, the subject of ethnography is

dropped from the Scriptures, though

certain important lines of descent were

recorded until long after the destruction

of the Israelitish nation.

The account of the origin of things

given in the first chapter of Genesis is a

part of a lore which was Account of cre-

i ^^ 4-^ o,„, :^-;,. ation in Genesiscommon to all the Semitic eommontoaii
'

peoples of antiquity. All of ^^^ Semites,

these held traditions in which the critical

reader is able to discover at least the

outlines of a common belief with regard

to the modus operandi of creation. One

of the particulars which always reap-

pears in these accounts of the beginning-

is that flood, or great deep, or primeval

chaos upon which the wind or breath of
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the Elohini is said to have blown as the

first movement of order.'

Tliis notion is strongly imbedded in

the eosmogony of the Chaldees, though

Variations in witli them the primeval

:?:r?of\t:be. floo^^ is spoken of as fam-
ginning. iiiiic, instead of the mascu-

line form used in Genesis. The universal

chaos is, in the oldest Babylonian ac-

counts, regarded as containing the crea-

the primeval flood, but as apart there-

from, and brooding over it, and sending

thereon the primal winds of order.

In other respects the ancient Semitic

accounts of the creation preserved in the

fragments of Berosus, and General agree-

better still in those inscrip-
dentin the two

c visions of crea-

tions and tablets which the ^io^^-

learned George Smith has interpreted

to the understanding of our age, corre-

ONE OF THE PRIMORDIAL CONDITIONS OF THE GLOBE.

tive beings or forces by whose agency
the world was to become organic and
man be produced. From this concept

there was a departure in the Hebrew
narrative. In the latter the Demiurge
is not represented as coming up out of

' The language of Genesis seems in the original

to bear this sense :
" Now the earth was involved in

chaos, and darkness was upon the face of tcJioin

(that is, the flood), and the wind of the Elohiin was
hovering upon the face of the waters. Then the

Elohim said, Let light be. And light was."

spend with the majestic imagery out-

lined in the Book of Genesis. There is

the same general arrangement of the

materials of nature and the same agents

of order and intelligence ; the same in-

troduction of a Demiurge, or Creator,

speaking a fiat ; the saine eulogy pro-

nounced after each creative effort upon
the thing created as " good " or " beatiti-

ful " or "delightful;" the same subor-

dination of the stars and greater lumina-

ries as determining days and seasons.
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Monotheistic di

vergence of the
Hebrew narra-
tive.

In one respect, however, there is, or

has iDeen believed to be, a striking- differ-

ence between the narrative

in Genesis and the an-

cient forms of the creative

story as the same are preserved in the

ruins of the Babylonian plain on the

tablet cvlinders of Asshur-Bani-Pal's

library chamber, and in the fragmentary

remnants of Berosns. This is the polv-

theism of the creative work in all the

Babylonian accounts of the beginning of

things, and the monotheism of the an-

cient Hebrew narrative. Even in this

respect there is a liint of the original

common derivation of all the accounts in

the word E/o/iii/i used by the primitive

Hebrew seer in expressing his vision of

creation. This word is plural, though

it is believed by critics to be an instance

of what is known in the Hebrew idiom

as the " plural of majesty or strength."

Literally, the polytheistic idea is carried

forward into Genesis, where it is said

that the Elohim (literally, the El-gods)

created the heavens and the earth and

all the host of them.

In still another particular a divergence

may be noticed in the earliest Semitic

Hebrew Demi- accouuts of the Creative

Z^ulZilTe^ ^vork. In the Hebrew nar-
atesit. rative the Demiurge, or

Creator, works upon matter. It seems

to be plastic under his hands. A3'e,

more than this, according to a long-ac-

cepted construction of the account in

Genesis, he iiurkcs the matter out of which
he makes the form. His work is not

only formative, and as it were plastic and
constructive, but creative, in the prime

intent, of something out of naught. In

the Chaldee traditions and kindred forms

of Semitic lore the creation, on the other

hand, is rather evolutionary. The crea-

tures by whom the later work is done
are themselves evolved out of the chaotic

floods. There is no hint of the produc-

tion of matter out of nothing, but only a

secondary process of demiurgic work-

manship and power upon the materials

of nature.

On the whole, it is sufficient to note

the substantial identity of the cosinogo-

nies of all the Semitic peo- Egyptian tradi-

ples and the transmission '^^'''-
of the outlines of the same things.

in the sacred Avritings of the Hebrews to

the nations of modern times. Among
other ancient peoples the Egyptian sys-

tem may be mentioned as an example of

one of the oldest forms of belief in phe-

nomenal creation. In that svstem the

Demiurge is named Thoth. He it was

who gave light to the world when all

was darkness, " and there was no sun."

To this extent there is a suggestion of

the same primeval chaos believed in by

the vSemitic seers. In Egypt, also, the

Avork is pt)lytheistic. While to Thoth was

assigned the creation of light, Ra was

regarded as the supreme Demiurge of

nature. He was at once the .sun god

and the Anima ]Mundi. The more im-

mediate evolution of living forms was

assigned to Ptah, who was the " opener

of the egg of the world." From this

origin the species of living forms may be

said to have proceeded. But the system

is vast and intricate, and calls for no ad-

ditional comment in this connection.

Scholars have busied themselves much
with the work of attempting to discover

among the mvthologies of creative hy-

the Aryan nations the out- ^^l^S^l'^'
lines of a system of creation i^ians.

similar to that of the Hebrews and the

vSemites in general. But the effort has

been attended Avith little success. The
Aryan peoples have from a very early

age looked upon nature and creation

with another eye. In a single instance

a likeness has been discovered between
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the belief of a primitive Aryan people

and that of the Semitie races. This is

in the case of the ancient Iranic family

whose religious faith and theory of the

origin of things are recorded in the

Avesta. In that work the creation of

the visible world is ascribed to a super-

natural deity w^ho issues a fiat, and na-

ture beofins to be. There is a similar

godspeech at the beginning of each

creative act, and a like eulogy at the

close on the perfection of the world. A
striking point of dissimilarity—in which

the Avesta myth agrees with the ac-

counts preserved by the Chaldees and

the Assyrians rather than with the nar-

rative of Genesis—is that in the latter

the world is spoken from naught, while

the Zend represents it as being formed

from preexisting matter. Ahura-Maz-

dao speaks and creates ; but he employs

the matter of a universe already exist-

inof. Also he avails himself at times of

the aid of other spirits, both good and

evil. At times the traditions of Ahura-

Mazdao rises in majesty almost to the

level of the Elohim of the Hebrew seer.

In the celebrated cuneiform inscription

at Naksh-I-Rustam he is described as
'

' the oTeat God of gods who made
heaven and earth, and made men."

If we follow the line of the Aryan
evolution, however, we shall find the de-

velopment to present a universal polythe-

Poiytheistic ism. In Indian and Gre-

AryrnmySs'^of ^ian mythology there are as

creation. many gods as tribes, with

only an occasional glimpse at a supreme

deity. There was, moreover, little trace

therein of an original universal creation.

The Hellenic system followed the pres-

ent aspects of nature back to a multiplic-

ity of secondary causes and agents, but

never fixed the beginning of things on

any substantial basis. Matter was al-

ways presupposed. In the old Indian

.system there are glimpses of a higher

and seemingly monotheistic belief. In

one of the greatest of the Vedic hymns,

we have the following: "In the loeirin-

ning there arose the Golden Child. He
was the one-born Lord of all that is. He
established the earth and the sky. Who
is the God to whom we shall offer our

sacrifice? . . . He who by his might

looked even over the water clouds, the

clouds which gave strength and lit the

sacrifice ; he who alone is God above all

gods. Who is the God to whom we
shall offer our sacrifice?

" May he not destroy us—he the

creator of the earth ; or he the righteous

who created the heaven ; he
Old Vedic hymn.

also created the bright and assigns the cre-

. 1 , , \^r^ ation to Indra.
mighty waters. Who is

the God to whom we shall offer our

sacrifice? " In this last strophe we have

the ascription of creation to Indra, and

the earth and the heavens and the

waters are mentioned as the workman-

ship of his hands. There is no sug-

gestion, however, of a creation out of

naught. On the contrary, among all the

Aryan mythologies there is the presup-

position of material nature. It is as

though the earliest bards and philoso-

phers of these great peoples should have

adopted one of the fundamental the-

orems of modern materialism, namely,

there are two eternal things—matter and

force. But in all the attempted explana-

tions of the natural world there was a

recognition of creative intelligences em-

ployed in forming and shaping and be-

eettinof the world and its inhabitants.

On the whole, the principal distinction

between the views entertained of the

beginning by the Semitic Aryan seers

.1 v 3 more evolution-
seers on the one hand, ^ry than the

and the Aryan poets and Semitic

philosophers on the other, w^as that the

latter accepted to a larger degree the ex-
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istence of evolutionary processes in the

origin of the world and all living crea-

tures, while the former, the Hebrews in

particular, laid great stress upon the

creative fiat of an Almighty Power,

speaking the world out of nothing and

acting by his breath and will upon the

flood-like chaos of primeval nature.

This outline of the manner of the be-

ginning of things by immediate and

Long-continued phenomenal creation—en-
prevaience of tcrtained as it was bv the
beliefm crea-
tion by fiat, nations of antiquity—need

not be amplified, as it is familiar where-

ever the civil and religious institutions

of the Western nations have prevailed.

Up to the middle of the present century

the belief in a fiat of the Almighty as the

sufficient cause and explanation of all

created things was wellnigh universal.

This implied the production of all living

beings, by their respective species, at one

stroke of a supreme will exercised upon

matter, and answered by the springing

up of immediate and perfected creatures,

each in its kind.

With the development of the natural

sciences, however—with the better un-

Science discov- dcrstaudiug of the genesis

SoSarSr- of the earth as revealed in

processes. geological liistory—many
doubts arose as to the correctness of the

popular and dogmatic concepts respect-

ing the origin of man and the associated

orders of life. More and more it came
to be accepted as true that nature has

been uniform in her methods of produc-

tion and development, and that scientific

evidences are wanting of any break or

sudden reversal in the progressive meth-

ods of life unmistakably recorded in

the fossiliferous and subsequent history

of organic forms.

AVe have already seen to what extent

Lamarck foreca.st in his speculations

the impending struggle of the new sci-

entific concept of life history with the

long-accepted belief in a phenomenal
origin of species. That The Lamarckian

philosopher formed and Foui°4°et"ei.f

'

promulgated a theory of of life order,

nature involving in many of its elements

the system of evolution which a half-

century later was to appear with more
distinctness in the writings of another

and greater naturalist. The leading

doctrines of the Lamarckian system are

embraced in four theorems by which

the author would explain the production

of organic forms and the differentiation

of living species. These are as fol-

lows :

1

.

" Life by its proper forces tends

continually to increase the volume of

every body possessing it, and to enlarge

its parts up to a limit which it brings

about.

2

.

" The production of a new organ

in an animal body results from the su-

pervention of a new want continuing to

make itself felt, and a new movement
which this want gives birth to and en-

courages.

3. "The development of organs and

their force of action are constantly in

ratio to the employment of these organs.

4. "All which has been accjuired,

cast off, or changed in the organization

of individuals in the course of their life

is conserved by generation and trans-

mitted to the new individuals which

proceed from those which have under-

gone those changes."

Concerning these propositions of the

!
French naturalist we may remark of the

' first that it clearly prcsjip- what the sys-

j. „ K-C. ^«, ,1 -tU ^, r^„^ tern does and
~ poses life, and theiefoie ^oes not con-

suggests no more than the t^"^-

j

method or manner by which the devel-

I opment and completeness of organic

:
bodies are attained. The theorem does

! not touch the question of the genesis of
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life, but only the modus operandi of

living organisms. As to the second

law, it departs widely from the doctrine

of evolution as subsequently propound-

ed ; but the principle expressed therein

is nevertheless recognized as an existing

and efficient force in the production of

the organs with which living bodies are

supplied. The third law is doubtless

correct in the main as expressing the

ratio between the use and the development

of the organic parts in all living struc-

tures. The fourth law is simply an ex-

pression of the well-known principle of

heredity, which undoubtedly plays so

large a part in determining the charac-

ter and limitations of species.

On the whole, though Lamarck—fol-

lowing as he did the hints and sugges-

Lamarck missed tioUS of BuffoU made a

JylfHfrirX bold excursion into what
essentials. ^^s, at his time, a compara-

tively unexplored field of inquiry, and

suggested much which was calculated to

arouse the understandings of men to the

difficulties and inconsistencies involved

in the accepted belief respecting the

origin of species, and, indeed, the whole

method of the natural world, he never-

theless missed by much the clearer prin-

ciples of that system of doctrine which was
destined, under the name of evolution,

to contest so strongly the ground long

occupied by the hypothesis of phenome-
nal creation as the only solution of the

beginning of universal nature and of

man. It remained for the first part of

the after half of the nineteenth century

to witness the rise and development, first

in the higher circles of science, and aft-

erwards more broadly among the peoples

of the Western nations, of the belief that

the varied and perfected forms of liv-

ing organism have resulted from a proc-

ess of differentiation and development

from a few simpler primary forms by the

agency of natural selection and the sur-

vival of that which was best adapted to

the conditions of its environment. The
progress of this opinion and its actual

conquest of several antecedent beliefs

respecting the modus operandi of life

has itself been an evolution in the his-

tory of human thought, and may well

require some extended notice of the

various stages through which it has

passed.

The term evolution first appears in

the biological essays of the eighteenth

century ; but the idea is as Historical de-

old as Aristotle himself, ^eiopmentof
the evolvition

It might almost be said hypothesis,

to have been in all time the covert or

half-expressed opinion of leading natu-

ralists in different ages and countries.

The great physiologist Harvey (1578-

1657), who shares with vServetus the

honor of having discovered the circula-

tion of the blood, was a believer in the

theory of cpigcucsis, namely, that the new
organs of the higher animals do not ap-

pear suddenly by the simultaneous addi-

tion of parts, or by a sudden change in

the arrangement of tissue, but by the

successive differentiation of a single

rudiment into the several organs of the

body by the influence of use and the

adaptation to environment. Near the close

of the seventeenth century the question

was reviewed by Marcello Malpighi, of

Bologna, who by the application of the

microscope to the study of tissue in em-

bryo came to conclusions quite different

from those of his predecessors. His views

respecting the process of production in

living bodies are known as metamorpJiosis,

in contradistinction from epigenesis.

The new opinion was taken up and car-

ried forward by Leibnitz and Male-

branche, and by Bonnet and Haller, who
amplified and applied the speculations of

their predecessors to large groups of
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vital phenomena. After them came
Buffon, the elder Darwin, and Lamarck,

to the last-named of whom, as avc have

seen above, the origination of mneli of

the hypothesis of evolution as it is now
understood must be referred.

Up to the middle of the present cen-

tury, however, the views of biologists

CHARLES ROBERT DARWIN.
From the medal by Alphonse Legnis, Royal Academy

were rudimentary and tentative. It

remained for Charles Robert Darwin to

Darwin and gather Up the opiuious of

JI:rtiontS! hi« predecessors, to elimi-

oiogy. nate therefrom by observa-

tion and critical methods those parts

which did not consist with the order of na-

ture, and to formulate on the basis of fact

great an extent fixed itself in the con-

victions of mankind as the true explana-

tion of the manner by which the germinal

forms of life have been evolved, by strug-

gle, adaptation, survival and natural

selection, into the multifarious varieties

of living forms which inhabit the earth.

With him and his work is intimately as-

sociated the great

naturalist, Alfred

Russel Wallace,

who, by a com-

plete coincidence,

on July I, 1858,

transmitted by the

hands of Sir
Charles Lye 11,

and, without
knowledge of the

investigations of

Mr. Darwin, gave

to the Linnaean

Society his paper
'

' On the Tenden-

cy of Varieties to

Depart Li definite-

ly from the Orig-

inal Type." It

was on the very

same date that

Darwin himself
read before the

society his paper

"On the Tend-

ency of Species to

Form Varieties,

and on the Perpetuation of Species and

Varieties by IMeans of Natural Selection
"

—a production which was the basis and

fundamental form of the greater publica-

tion made by the author in the following

year.

Since the close of the sixth decade of

the current century a vast controversial

and right reason that remarkable theory
j

and expository literature has been pro-

of the origin of species which has to so
,

duced, having for its bottom principle of
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-contention the hypothesis of evohition.

To this literature the leading- naturalists

Controversial and thinkers of all the civ-
literature and -^-^gj natioUS of the Westtendency oi

contest. have contributed. The new
doctrine has made its way from the spec-

ulative reveries of men and from the

hitherto unconsidered facts of nature

into books and libraries and seats of

learning, and from these it has descended

by percolation into the common mind un-

til, at the present time, some knowledge

of the leading principles of evolution is

possessed by nearly all intelligent people.

The hypothesis is most clearly stated in

Darwin's Descent of J\Ia)i, published in

1 87 1—a work supplementary to the

Origin of S/yccies. Biologists have in

general adopted the doctrine as the be-

ginning of all their teaching, and it is

but just to say that the more it is ap-

plied to the phenomena of life, the more
complete and reasonable does it appear

as an explanation of the process by which

all living beings have arrived at their

present state of development.

^
Chapter XI.—Genesis oe the New Doctrine.

W^J^^^
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that the new hypothesis proposes to ac-

count for the existence of Hfe on our

planet—to do so by tlie operation of the

known laws of the natural world, and

thus to refer all life to a purely material

origin. This view of the doctrine is at

once untrue and gratuitous. Perhaps a

few biologists in their speculations have

suggested the possibility of a purely

material beginning for the vital phe-

to suggest the indissoluble union and in-

terdependence of mind and matter; but

the theory of evolution has not, as a

theory, concerned itself with such in-

quiries. It has naught to do with

teleology, but rather with the processes

and modes of life. It considers life as a

fact already existent in the world, and
proposes no more than a rational ex-

planation of the processes of differenti-

ORANCE-COI.ORED MONERON.—Showing the seemingly Automatic Processes of Germ Life.

nomena of the world.' Some have spoken

of the physical basis of life in a manner

'The foundation for such a view of the origin of

organic forms is so slight as to be neglected. In a

few instances vital phenomena have been observed

in which it would seem that life begins in merely

physical reactions; but the investigation of such

facts is doubtless incomplete. In the case of the so-

called orange-colored moneron we have an example

of the alleged automatic or spontaneous processes of

life (marked in the drawing A, B, C, D, E, F,), but

it will no doubt be found that in this as in all other

organic tendencies the beginniTtg of life is

—

life.

ation and growth. It traces the correla-

tions of life and organization, but does

not presume to account for the beginning

of the one or the ultimate purpose of the

other. In a word, the notion of final

causes does not enter into the doctrine

of evolution, and is indeed foreign to

the legitimate field of investigation

which is the peculiar province of the new
science of living forms.

It is doubtless true that the miscon-

ception here referred to has been the
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fruitful source of the greater part of

the animosity which the scholastic and

ecclesiastical worlds have
Results of the
misconception sllOWU tO the CVolution

leory.
hypothesis. The thought

of mankind in the past ages has been

greatly occupied with the notion of final

causation. K great first cause has been

demanded b}^ the mind as the ultimate

producing force and explanation of what-

ever is. This notion has included the

creation of matter out of naught, but

more particularly the creation of the

specific prototypes of all the existing

forms of life. The doctrine of evolution

seemed at first glance to destroy the idea

of a final cause as the efficient source of

all things, and to substitute therefor the

notion of one thing, namely, matter, with

its potencies and laws.

There was thus a failure to perceive

that the true doctrine of evolution, as it

Originators of was propounded and illus-

S^iSratru: trated by Darwin, Wallace,
intent. 2i\\(i their followcrs, did

not include—as it does not now include

—the consideration of final causes. On
the contrary, the author of the doctrine

succinctly and carefully disclaimed for

the hypothesis of evolution any purpose

of accounting for the origin of life or for

the ultimate plan and purpose of organic

being. He would from the first care-

fully limit the inquiry to the modes and
processes by which the organic forms of

life are evolved from their respective

germs ; but life itself as a principle and
fact in material nature is always presup-

posed and granted.

A proper attention to this important

feature of the doctrine of development

Antagonism has must havc gouc far, had it

feptrofoTihr- been duly weighed, to

doctrine. abate, if not wholly remove,

the deep-seated antagonism between the

ancient theorem of life and the doctrine
14

of evolution. It must be understood, then,

at the outset that this doctrine, instead

of removing the notion of a final cause,

instead of accounting for the origin of

life, actually presupposes the existence

of life and contents itself with an inquiry

into the laws and processes by which
living organisms are brought to their

perfected development. The ultimate

cause of vital phenomena remains as

occult and inaccessible since the begin-

ning of the prevalent theory of evolution

as it was before.

The recent recognition of the fact that

the doctrine of evolution does not pre-

clude a final cause as the Reconciliation

explanation and source of
of ^^eories foi-

^ lows under-

life has gone far toward standing them.

a reconciliation of the two opinions

which for a quarter of a century or more
warred with each other for ascendency

over the beliefs of mankind. While
from one point of view the evolutionists,

by their ever-extending conquest, may
claim the victory over the long-prevalent

doctrine, from another station it is pos-

sible for the creationists, reconstructing

their views out of scientific materials

and by the tactics of right reason, to re-

assert their sway in this, that science

does not account, can not account, for

the origin of life, and is obliged to ac-

cept from the creative hypothesis its es-

sential principle and doctrine, namely,

that the germs of life from which all

organic forms have proceeded to matu-

rity by growth and law were not them-

selves the products of matter or of the

material forces now operating in the nat-

ural world.

A second popular and widely prevalent

error which has done much Mistaken belief
that evolution

to prejudice the doctrine of teaches cross-

1 , . T , . descent of spe-
evolution, and to postpone cies.

its acceptance by the civilized peo-

ples of the world, has been the belief
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that this doctrine teaches the descent of

the higher animals, inckiding man, from

the lower animals; that is, from lower

animals diffvroit in kind. For a long-

time after the hypothesis of evolution

was formally given to the world by Dar-

win and Wallace, it was believed that

the new doctrine included as its leading

feature a belief that man is a descendant

of the apes or monkeys. Human nature

in its present refinement was scandalized

with such a proposition, and without

pausing to consider whether such a no-

tion was really a part of the evolution

hypothesis, rejected it with disdain.

This is the more surprising when we re-

member that Darwin and all the great

promoters of the new doctrine had care-

fully disclaimed the deduction of a cross-

descent of man from existing species of

animals. There was a failure in public

opinion, and even on the part of scholars,

to discriminate the true from the false

intent in the proposed explanation of

the origin of species. The belief be-

came deeply fixed that evolution signi-

fied a degraded and bestial ancestry of

the human race from those creatures for

which, by acquaintance with their habits

and characteristics, civilized people have

conceived so deep a repugnance.

The theory of evolution, however, is

not justly chargeable, as we shall here-

after see, with the crude, widely dissemi-

nated notion that the human species has

been derived by descent from the an-

thropoid apes. True, the doctrine is

that mankind are the lineal offspring of

lower forms of life, not perhaps more
highly developed than the simians of

existing species, and these in their turn

of others still lower in the scale of exist-

ence. But the idea of cross-descent

which would make any one species of

the higher animals to have been derived

from some other existing species of a

different kind is not only foreign to the

theory of evolution as set forth by its

great advocates, but is positively contra-

dictory of the leading principles of the

doctrine.

The distinction here drawn between

that cross-descent which evolution has

been untruly charged with Distinction here

teaching, and the lineal der- f^^^i to ^f;

ivation of every existing q^^estion.

species from its ozi'u ancestral line back-

wards through the various grades of or-

ganic development from the simplei-

forms of a remote ancestry, or even from

the remotest germ of life, is fundamental

to any correct apprehension of the theory.

The law of the specialization of living

beings by departure from common types,

instead of favoring the notion that one

species of living organisms is deducible

from another existing species, between

which and itself a wide chasm has al-

ready been opened by the process of dif-

ferentiation, positively forbids such cross-

descent, and makes it impossible. It

has long been known, indeed, that nature

herself has put a bar, in the infertility

of hybrids, against the amalgamation,

cross-grafting, and confusion of the or-

ders of life such as would be implied in

the possible derivation of one species

from another different in kind.

The principle here insisted on as fun-

damental to a correct understanding of

the doctrine of evolution is Analogy of un-

world-wide in its manifes- ^^^^^^T'
tations. Upon this prin- species,

ciple, as an example, the modern science

of language is based. Without it we
vshould possess at the present time no

really scientific knowledge of human
speech. All linguistic phenomena con-

form to laws precisely analogous to those

which govern the evolution of living or-

ganisms. This indeed is no more than

might be expected ; for language is so
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distinctly correlated with the nervous

and cerebral development of the highest

and most perfect of the animals as to

constitute an invariable index of the

stages and modes of life through which

that animal has passed.

If we take the most cursory survey of

the science of language and of the his-

tory of that science since it
Lianguages not
the result of began to be, we shall find
cross-derivation. . - . ^ - -,

a series oi mistakes and

misconceptions respecting it almost iden-

tical with those which have beset and

perplexed the doctrine of evolution.

Glancing for a moment at the six or

seven principal families of Aryan speech,

we find two of the divisions in Asia and
the remainder in Europe. The former

are the Indie and Iranic families, and

the latter the Graeco- Italic, the Celtic,

the Teutonic, and Slavonic branches.

Aforetime it was believed and taught

that Latin was a derivative of Greek.

Subsequently, within the current cen-

tury it was concluded that both Greek

and Latin were derivatives of Sanskrit,

and it was sometimes in dispute whether

Celtic was derived from a Graeco-Latin

original or the latter from it.

The whole idea of the species of lan-

guage—if we may so name the different

Mistake of phi- varieties of speech—was

£wf Of language ^hus confused and blurred
descent. i^y g^ total misapprehension

of the fundamental principle of linguistic

descent. Even scholars seem to have

had no notion of the origin of a given

tongue except that it had been derived

from some other given tongue. In a

word, it did not occur to the early philol-

ogists that there might have been, and
indeed was, out of the nature of the case,

a prehistoric primitive language out of

which, as from a common germ, all forms

of Aryan speech had descended.

At length, however, the true concept

arose upon the understandings of schol-

ars, and with it came the beginning of

a true science of language. True concept of

Henceforth the absurdity relation of lan-
-^ guages to their

of supposing Latin or Celt- originals.

ic to have been derived from Greek, or

Greek from Sanskrit, was manifest, and
at the present time even the novice in

linguistic study is too correct in his ap-

prehension of the problem to admit the

preposterous notion of the cross-descent

of one language from another. What
should be said of the attempt to derive

French from Italian, Wallachian from

Portuguese, Rhoetian from vSpanish,

Swedish from Dutch, Icelandic from

Anglo-Saxon, English from German?
The scholar knows that the six Romance
languages have been produced by lin-

guistic evolution and vicissitude out of

an original Latin—produced by a process

of natural selection and survival of the

fittest. He also knows that Latin and

Greek and Teutonic and Iranic and Indie

speech are all the descendants of an an-

cient original which, though it exist only

by hypothesis, is known as certainly to

have existed as are the species of ex-

tinct animals whose fossil remains are

preserved within the stony covers of the

book of geology. The idea of cross-

derivation among the languages has thus

been eliminated by scientific investiga-

tion ; and the derivation of one tongue

from another by cross-descent is no more
spoken of as a thing possible among the

phenomena of human speech.

It is in this manner, or in a manner
precisely analogous, that public opinion,

and even the incorrect Erroneous opin-

teachings of scholars, have Sre°c't:dYn our

had to be corrected respect- lay-

ing the hypothesis of evolution. It is

surprising to open the earlier series of

the many hundreds of controversial vol-

umes produced in Europe and America
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on the subject of evolution, and to find

them pervaded in every part with the

two gross misapprehensions to which we

have referred; namely',\ first, that the

doctrine presumes to explain the origin

of life by the operation of existing- phys-

ical laws ; and .secondly, and more par-

ticularly, that it teaches the descent of

man from the apes and monkeys. "--jC^

It may suffice in this connection to

brush away once for all these erroneous

Evolution seeks vicws and misconceptious
to explain the resoectino; the scnse of the
processes oi or- i o
ganiciife. evolution hypothesis. That

hypothesis does not presume, and has

not presumed, to explain the origin of

life, but beginning with the fact of life,

it has aimed to explain the processes,

laws, and modes by which the many
varieties of organic being have been

brought, by natural selection and adapta-

tion to environment, up to their present

perfected forms. And in the second

place, the doctrine of evolution has not

taught, but has on the other hand dis-

tinctly denied, the cross-descent of man
from the higher primates, or of these

from lower existing orders of animated

nature different in kind.

After removing from the mind of the

reader the foregoing misconceptions with

Circumstances regard to the theory of ev-

ru^tSrof ol^^tion, we might at once
the new theory, proceed to explain and

elucidate affirmatively what that theory

really is; but before doing so we may
well pause to note historically the cir-

cumstances which preceded the an-

nouncement of the new doctrine of

organic life. As has been said above, the

hypothesis of evolution is itself an evolu-

tion out of antecedent conditions long

operative in the minds of men, bringing

them gradually to the formation of a new
concept of universal nature, of our earth

in particular, and of its inhabitants.

The great promoters of the new theory

of the jiwdus operandi of life were them-

selves prepared for their Teachers of evo-

office and work by forces i^fo^^fem-
-' selves an evo-

which were actively at lotion,

work before their birth. In short, under

the operation of those general laws by
which the intellectual as well as the

material life of man is conditioned, the

time had arrived when the old anthro-

pomorphic concept of nature was des-

tined to be displaced by another and

more rational explanation of the existing

aspects of organic life, and in particular

of the methods by which the specific

germs of all things living had been

developed into their present forms and

powers. It can but prove of interest to

.sketch the intellectual preparation which

preceded the announcement of the

hypothesis of evolution.

In the first place, Descartes had

formed and proinulgated the conception

that the material universe is Descartes isfoi-

divided into living and non- ^rob^'va'io'n^'

living matter, and that it and experiment,

has the nature of a mechanism. From
these postulates he held that the universe

is susceptible of interpretation in accord-

ance with phy.sical laws. In the second

place, the age of observation and experi-

ment had .supervened in place of the age

of dogmatism and authority. The in-

troduction of the micro.scope and the

profounder researches of chemistry had

led to a knowledge of tissue and of

.structural forms which had never before

been attained. Consequent upon these

new excursions of science, the discovery

was made that structure has a history

reaching from a simple origin in germ
life to the vast complexity of organic life.

This history was found to be repeated in

every form of vegetable and animal ex-

istence, thus furnishing the hints of larger

laws than had ever been known hitherto.
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With the progress of observation,

analogies were discovered between the

Discovery of individuals Constituting va-
anaiogiesbe-

rietics and soccies andtween mdivid- -r

xiais and species, between the spccics of cor-

related groups constituting the suborders

and orders of creation ; in every part

there was the hint of law. The next

stage in the coming scientific concept of

nature was the observation that all

species, even they of habits widely

different, have a common fundamental

structure or plan of organization, Avith

only such departures therefrom as the

particular environment and habit of the

animal or plant may have suggested.

This was followed with the discovery of

certain parts in the structure of living

beings for which the animal possessing

them had, under its changed conditions

and habits, cast off or lost the use, and

which had shrunk from disuse into a

rudimentary form merely suggestive of

the lost functions—thus indicating the

course of life which the given animal

had pursued in its development. Still

further, the observation was made and

recorded that all living beings are sub-

ject to variation under changed condi-

tions of environment and habit.

Finally, while these various branches

of investigation were in progress, geol-

Geoiogy deter- ogy completed its work by

S-'eSi^c'tspt-' classifying and arranging
cies. the extinct forms found

in the crust of the earth, so that their

succession from the lower to the higher

orders was scientifically determined

—

thus establishing the fact that the pre-

historic history of life in our planet was

a history of progress, metamorphosis

under changing conditions, and evolu-

tion. All of these forms and principles

of knowledge, none of which antedate

the seventeenth century, were modified

and extended slowly and irregularly dur-

ing the eighteenth, but were not brought

to a condition from which generaliza-

tions relative to the universal laws of

life might be formed until about the

middle of the current centennium. It

does not require prescience, or even the

greatest acumen to discover in the con-

ditions here present—in the stage of dis-

covery and observation respecting vital

phenomena—the probability and neces-

sity of the promulgation of a new con-

cept of universal nature and of man.

Still another fact which strongly pre-

vailed to substitute for anthropomor-

phism the new doctrine a knowledge of

of evolution under \^ ^?^^S£^
was the enlarged and cor- viduai.

rected knowledge which had been gained

in recent times of the life of the indi-

vidual. It is here, indeed, that the the-

ory of evolution really begins. The
hint of the general law is furnished by

the individual organism, by the method

of its beginning, by the process of its

development, and the conditions under

which it reaches maturity and perfec-

tion. We have only to study with par-

ticularity the progress of the individual

in order to gain an epitomized knowl-

edge of the history of the species or va-

riety of which the individual is the con-

stituent unit.

The ignorance of antiquity with re-

spect to anatomical and physiological

laws and phenomena, is a ignorance of an-

fact that may well surprise ^rphysToi^g?'

the understanding. Wlien caiiaws.

we consider, for instance, that the hu-

man body is to the faculties of the mind

and to the consciousness the most imme-

diate and tangible of all the facts of na-

ture, Ave may well be surprised at the

profound ignorance of even the greatest

minds of antiquity with regard thereto.

The scholars, statesmen, warriors, and

poets of the Grasco -Italic races, as well
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as the old bards who sang the Vedas, the

priests who formulated the cult of Osiris

and Isis, the Chaldee sages who studied

by night the planets and stars, and the

venerable seers of Israel, were all alike

ignorant of the simplest processes of or-

ganic life. The functions of bodily or-

gans were unknown, or at least not un-

derstood. The body throughout was a

mystery. Its structure had never been

investigated. The relations and offices

of its parts were totally misapprehended.

The beginning of life was misconceived

in its nature ; and though the body

seemed ever to invite to anatomical and

physiological study, the notions of even

the wisest on these subjects were crude in

all particulars and preposterous in most.

It were hard to account for what

seems to have been the indifference of

the great thinkers of the ancient world to

Indifference of the practical qucstious of
the ancients to organic life. It wouM scem
the processes of fc-

organic life. that the mere accidents to

which living beings have been subject

in all time w^ould have taught the

scholars of the classical ages much more

than they ever knew about the anatomy

and physiology of living bodies. It is an

amazing fact that all the learning of an-

tiquity failed to note so simple a thing

as the digestion of food or the circulation

of the blood. The offices of the organs

were as little known as though the body

did not contain a brain, a heart, a spinal

cord, an alimentary canal. Nor did this

ignorance give place to light under the

scholasticism of the Middle Ages. On
the contrarv, in the mediaeval times

superstition raised its hand against all

that kind of investigation Mdiich now
goes under the name of natural science,

and the absurd beliefs of antiquity re-

specting the methods and phenomena of

life were intensified by the general gloom
which overhumr the human mind.

It is to the present century that the great

scientific discoveries must be referred

by which the modus Opcr- Knowledge pro-

audi of organic being has Sdl^SSTtS^e
been revealed. We here species.

speak of life in the individual, and refer

thereto in order to show the tremendous

influence which a knowledge of the laws

of individual growth has exerted in the

larger theory which explains varieties

and species and orders and, indeed, uni-

versal nature, by the same principle

which brings a single organic being from

the germ to its perfected form. What,

then, is the outline of evolution as de-

duced from the individual organism?

Each living thing has been evolved

from a minute particle of matter in

which the most critical tests of science

are unable to discover the aii organic life

slightest resemblance, out-
''^.''.'IZt^Z..

line, or suggestion of the ingiife.

adult form which is to arise therefrom.

This living particle, from which the

complex organism is to proceed, is called

a germ. It is simply, in its primordial

state, a cell of living matter, endowed
potentially with a jDrinciple of growth,

expansion, and final maturity of organic

structure ; but no trace of such org-anic

structure is discoverable in the germ it-

self. Indeed, it is not certainly known
that a germ is actually alive. Perhaps

it were better to define it in the first in-

tent as potentiall}^ alive. In any event,

neither the microscope nor chemical

analysis is able to indicate the existence

in a germ proper of any fact or quality

by which it may be discriminated from

other cells wdiich have no power of

growth or development.

The better view is that every germ
capable of becoming an organic body is

itself a detached portion of the substance

of some living organism already exist-

ing. For a long time Harvey's biologi-
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cal aphorism, " Omnc vknnn ex ovo^'" or

" Every living thing' from an egg,'' was

Scientific aphor- accepted as the correct ex-

^^'"^nl^^f^
^^" pression for the beginning

ganism. of the individual life, and

the maxim has been but slightly modi-

fied by the more recent biology into the

form of '

' Every living thing from some-

thing alive "—-the distinction being that

a cell may have all the qualities of a

germ except the touch of life and yet

remain incapable as any other not-living

matter of becoming an organic body.

Scientific tests have been carefully ap-

plied to germs of many kinds, and their

quality clearly determined.
Nature and . . ^ , . - ,

movements of The livmg Cell IS tound to
the germ life.

^^ ^^^^^ ^^^.^j^ ^^^ ^^^^_

ical compound called proteine, consisting

under analysis of oxygen,

hydrogen, carbon, and nitro-

gen, with traces of sulphur

and phosphorus swimming
in much water. It should be

observed that proteine is not

a natural product ; that is, it

is always, so far as known, a

constituent of living organ-

isms or a product thereof —a conclusion

which vStrengthens the belief that with-

out life life can not begin.

Such, then, is the germ from which

every organic body takes its rise. From

History ofthe this thc living individual

Henceforth

the history of the individual

life is a history of processes, changes,

adaptations, and, in a word, evolution.

The first of these changes and transfor-

mations is simple growth. The germ,

or living cell, begins to increase in size.

This is the first manifestation, indeed,

that the particle of matter in question is

a true germ. It expands by a force

seemingly within itself ; but at first with-

out other modification in character. It

remains under the first expansion simple

and homogeneous.

The second stage of the evolution is

marked by the appearance of a stricture

corresponding to the equator of the cell

by which a division begins n^ what manner

to be effected, and two L'^sb^pTlcTs;

cells produced instead of offission.

one. Each of the two parts assumes,

in turn, the form and character of the

original ; but the division is not com-

plete, the substance of the two cells con-

tinuing to flow in common under the

line of stricture. Around each of the

two lobes lines of division appear, and

four parts are produced instead of two,

and these four, by division, become eigJit,

each of which retains the exact charac-

teristics of the original germ. Thus is

individual a his- -Uf^f^i^t. +,-. 1^^^
tory of transfor- L^eyriUb LO UC.

.MANNER OF GERM DEVELOPMENT BY FISSION (SUCCESSIVE STAGES

MARKED A, B, C, D).

produced what is known as a cell aggre-

gate, which is the first stage in the ad-

vance from the germ toward complete

organic being.

The question at once arises by what

means this first enlargement of germ life

is effected. Whence comes Howthemate-

the material which the cell '^^^^^^f^^

uses in its own enlarge- gathered,

ment? Certainly not out of nothing.

The cell has the power of appropriation.

It has this in virtue of the life-principle

within. It draws to itself and absorbs

the aliment whereby the increase in size

and the other phenomena of division

and multiplication are produced. The

materials so gathered are not mechan-

ically distributed as if they were packed
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between the parts of the living cells,

but are absorbed and assimilated with

the substance thereof, or, in a word,

digested.

The next stage in the evolution is the

formation of what is called the gastnila

out of the cell asforresfate.
Formation ofthe ^ . . °^

^ ^

gastmla and ar- Tllis IS accomplished bv
chenterom. • c l. c

a series or transiorma-

tions such as the production of the ar-

chcntcroin and its transformation into an

embryonic stomach. The cells compos-

ing the first aggregate take the form

called the p/auii/a, which is next doubled

in on one side, as if by external pressure.

The processes are somewhat occult, and

mav be traced by the curious reader in

the pages of any modern work on physi-

ology. It is sufficient to say that with

the formation of the gastrula the rudi-

ments begin to appear of the different

parts of the organism that is to be,

namely, the epidermis, or outer skin,

the intermediate tissue, the alimentary

canal, and a system of nerves.

The process of organic life—the prep-

aration for a complete individual—is now
fully under way. Assimi-

Further evolu-
tion of organs lation continues, the matter
and parts. -, • -i . .-

being drawn primarily

from the body of the mother and ulti-

mately from, the nutritive substances of

the proximate environment. Growth

also continues, and the embryonic organ-

ism begins to manifest that distinction

of parts and outline of organs which in

the aggregate are to constitute the living

being that is to be.

At length, after successive stages of

growth and development, the new crea-

Manner of dp- turc is ready for deliverance

SSu^et'.^" to the outer world. This
environment. proccss is effected by
several methods. vSome animals are

oviparous, or egg-bearing ; that is, the

ova within the bodv of the mother are

developed to completeness, usually in-

closed in a chalky shell, and deposited

in a suitable situation for the secondary

process of fecundation. This consists

in subjecting the eggs to heat—generally

derived from the mother's body—and to

other favoring conditions during which

the processes above described, reaching

from germ life to organic life, are com-

pleted, the shell broken, and the new
organism liberated into the same condi-

tions as the adult parent. In the case

of the viviparous animals, the whole

process of embryonic development takes

place in the body of the mother, until

the offspring reaches the limit of its first

stage of being, when it is delivered to the

new arena of life independent of the

mother's body.

It is not needed to dwell in extenso

upon facts and modes of life which

in the case of the indi- Fundamental

vidual are well understood.

The whole course of or-

ganic development, as the same is illus-

trated in the individual being, is well

apprehended, and has been demonstrated

by observation and made of record until

hardly any feature of the process is any

longer obscure. But it is only in recent

times that the discovery has been made
of the fundamental identity of the meth-

ods of development in the embryonic

life of the different orders of animals.

There has been found to be no discover-

able difference in the process by which

the germ expands into organism in the

several species and orders of living beings.

The process is the same in the sponge

as in the coelentera ; in the worm as in

the echinoderm ; in the tunicates as in

the anthropods; in the mollusks as in

the vertebrata. Indeed, in all the forms

of life, above the protozoans, the modes

of development from the germ to the

organism are fundamentally identical.

identity of
method for all

living forms.
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This fact is the first stage in the exten-

sion of the law of evolution from the in-

dividual to the other orders of being,

and finally to universal nature.

The next stage is like unto the first.

This is reached in the discovery that

not only are the processes of germinal

and embryonic life identical in the indi-

viduals of the various species and orders

of animate existence, but that the funda-

mental structure of the various kinds of

animals is essentially the same through-

out, with only such variations and modi-

fications of the

common pattern

as have been

produced by
adaptation to

certain c o n d i -

tions of life by
the exigency of

environment.

In the concept

of general na-

ture, the differ-

ence s in the
structure of the

various orders

of being were

aforetime great-

ly exaggerated.

Mere sense of

sight and touch were used as the basis of

judgment respecting the degree of diver-

The natural gcucc between ouc kind of

animal and another kind.

Until in recent times no

scientific tests were applied to measure

by a truer standard the existing differ-

ences in the bottom plan of universal

nature. To the eye the bird was suffi-

ciently unlike the fish, and the fish unlike

the mammal. What similarity might

the unaided sight of an untaught man
discover between a frog and a squirrel,

between a lizard and a hawk ?

By the scientific method of observa-

tion, however, the likenesses in the frame-

work and general structure Fundamental

of all the orders of living fj^^f^f|.^^«^-& tity of all living

beings begin to appear, forms,

and the unlikenesses to disappear. It

is found by the tests of science that the

differences between animals are super-

ficial, and it might almOvSt be said fal-

lacious, whereas the likenesses are fun-

damental and real. We here speak of

the likenesses existing among the mature
animals of different species and orders

WJL

lower limbs of ungulate animals-
(marked a, B,

-SHOWING THE PROGRESSIVE DEVELOPMENT
C, D, E) OF ORGANS.

senses exagger
ate differences
of structure.

in the essentials of their structure and

form. One not familiar with the fact

must needs be astonished to note how,

under the investigations of comparative

anatomy, the fundamental parts of all

living creatures more and more approx-

imate a common type, from which the

several species and varieties have been

inflected to a certain limit only by the

conditions of environment, including the

operation of natural selection, or strug-

gle for life, and the survival of the best.

The skeletons of all vertebrates approx-

imate a single pattern. This pattern in
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turn approximates the basal structure of

the invertebrata ; and so on with the en-

largement of the investigation all animate

beings are seen to approach to one com-

mon rudimentary form, insomuch that

the inquirer might be induced to believe

THE SPECTROSCOPE.

that nature has had but a single pattern

in her laboratory of possibilities I

The effect of these discoveries in biol-

ogy must needs be great in leading the

mind toward a wider con-
The mind dis-

covers the law cept of uniformity. First,
of uniformity. , ,•,

j. i iwe have the actual demon-

stration of the modes and processes by

which mature oro^anism is reached in the

SOLAR SPECTRUM.

case of the individual. In the next place,

we discover that the same processes and

methods of expansion and development

take place in the individuals of all the or-

ders of life. The modus operandi cover-

ing the progress of life and of living

grade of the protozoa. In the third place,

a scientific examination and classification

of the completed structural parts of all

animals shows an astonishing likeness

amounting to virtual identity for every

kind of organism, whether mammal, bird,

or reptile, whether vertebrate or in-

vertebrate, or moUusk, whether of the

highest or lowest grade of animated

existence. Everything approximates

a common type, and indicates in terms

not to be mistaken the fundamental

unity of the plan on which all varieties

of animal life have been produced.

It is doubtless true that certain

other discoveries made in the domain

of natural science have tended in re-

cent times to promote and suggest

one general law of uniformity for all

the processes of nature. The tendency

of science in the nineteenth century has

been toward what may be integration of

called the integration of S^r^S'
universal nature. By means science,

of the spectroscope a knowledge has been

acquired of the constitution and character

not only of the planetary worlds, but of

the sidereal heavens. Reviewing the

nature of these discov-

eries, it appears that the

human mind was in ex-

pectancy of a different

kind of knowledge from that which came

by the revelations of spectroscopic anal-

ysis. Instead of expecting to find the

universe a unit in its fundamental char-

acteristics, it would appear that expecta.

tion reached rather toward diversity.

i _
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Instead of unlikeness, likeness was dis-

covered ; instead of heterogeneity,

Scientific prog- identity, instead of con-

Thrunrr^^rthe tradiction and novelty, one
universe. i^w and substancc for the

whole. Hydrogen and carbon and cal-

cium and sodium were found above as

well as beneath, in the distant stars as

well as in our solar group of worlds.

The phenomena of combustion, of trans-

formation, the suggestions of growth, of

life, of mutation, of maturity, and death

were found everywhere, indicative of

the substantial unity in character, as-

pects, and offices of all worlds with our

own and the system to which it belongs.

In like manner chemical progress has

tended to one thing out of many. The

Chemistry old cliemistry has passed

t:^oS:Z:(.^ ^way, the new has taken
"at^^e. its place. One of the most
striking aspects in this transformation

has been the discovery that the many
elements formerly supposed to constitute

the materials of nature are probably

reducible to a few, and possibly to one.

Of the sixty or seventy elementary sub-

stances which were accepted as such by
the chemists at the beginning of the pres-

ent century, all have been reduced to

four or five principal modes of motion

and sensation with the strong probabil-

ity that the further reduction of these to

a single one will be effected. This dis-

covery that the substance of all nature is

really but one substance, or at most but

a few constituting those "permanent
possibilities of sensation " ' which we call

matter, has conduced powerfully to bring

in the concept of unit}-, not only in

^ Matter may be defined as a permanent possibil-

ity of sensation.

—

John Stitart Mill.

material nature, but also in the realm of

organic life under law.

Such in general were the scientific

antecedents of the new doctrine of the

origin of species by natural selection.

The theory of evolution, however, came
by observation and experi- Evolution the

ment. Darwin was a trav- P'-oduct of ob-
servation and

eler, an observer of nature, experiment.

Though thoroughly versed in the biologi-

cal theories that had preceded his age, he

nevertheless relied upon generalizations

which he himself made from facts col-

lected from the natural world. Thougfh

he owed to his grandfather a certain

hereditary type of mind favorable to the

formation of large theories respecting-

the laws of man and nature, he none
the less pursued his lines of study as an
independent inquirer and with no appar-

ent predisposition for any class of opin-

ions. In 1859, as already stated, he
published his Origin of Species by iiicaiis of

Natural Selection, and two years after-

wards his Descent of Man, in which the

new doctrine of the order of life was
fully set forth and defended by an ex-

tent and variety of observation and an

acuteness of deduction which must ever

remain a surprising event in the intel-

lectual history of the nineteenth century.

His studies included far-reaching excur-

sions into both the animal and vegetable

kingdoms, but more particularly the

former. His research and industry were

equaled by the lucidity of his reason-

ing. His conclusions reached up by
steady approximations from the lower to

the higher forms of life, including man
himself as the highest of all, but under the

dominion of the same laws which deter-

mine the character of the lower species.
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Cha.f'TER XII.—Xhk Xruk Kvoi^uxiom.

HAT then is the doc-

trine of evolution ?

First of all, it is the

theory that the higher

forms of living- being,

including man, are the

descendants of some

ancient, lower, and extinct forms which

have been lost in the struggle for life

and replaced by the stronger and fitter

of each respective kind until the present

species have been produced. The proc-

ess is in general what is called natural

selection. The terms of this expression

were chosen by Darwin after his study

of the life of animals under domestica-

Darwin's dis- tiou. He perccivcd that in
coveryofthe ^^ ^|^ -g ^ ^./^^,^-^,^, ^
la-w of natural -^

selection. the stock-raiscr of the best

of each kind and a rejection of the unfit

;

that by these means a given species is

perpetuated and improved along certain

lines of development which are desired

in preference to others; and that, in

short, the domestic animals are largely

the result of the intelligent choice or

selection of those who produce them. It

is thus that certain qualities attractive

and beneficial in given breeds are pre-

served, augmented, transmitted, and

perfected by a law of adaptation, and in

particular by the mating of the sexes so

as to intensify the desirable qualities of

the parents in the offspring.

These hints, gathered from a field of

inquiry to which Darwin devoted a great

Survival ofor- amouut of study, furnishcd

the word selection ; but

the question was whether

living beinofs not under the dominion

and intelligent choice of man are influ-

enced in their development by the action

ganic forms by
natural selec-

tion.

of a similar law. Of this law—of its

existence and character—Darwin may be

said to have been the discoverer. Mak-

ing a wide excursion into the open field

of nature, he found that a law of selec-

tion exists here also, by which, or in ac-

cordance with which, the character of

each species of living beings has in the

main been determined. In a word, he

discovered that there is a natural selec-

tion prevailing in all parts of the domain

of life by which the fittest of each kind

of living creatures are chosen and the rest

rejected, the criterion of fitness being

determined by the nature of the envi-

ronment. This is to say that every liv-

ing organism is more or less fitted by its

powers to its surrounding condition in

the natural world ; more or less able by

its organs and faculties to secure for it-

self the means of subsistence ; more or

less fully equipped, as compared with its

fellows of the same species, to gain

place and footing in the somewhat slip-

pery contest for the most advantageous

situation—for the supply of its wants

and the exercise of its natural appetites.

Those creatures that are thus naturall}'

or fortuitously best fitted for the strug-

gle of life succeed in the competition,

while the weaker of the same kind fall

back in the race and disappear.

Such is one of the leading notions

which enter into the doctrine of evolu-

tion. It is known as natural selection, or

the survival of the fittest. Darwin says

:

" Let it be borne in mind how infi-

nitely complex and close- Darwin's expli-

fitting are the mutual rela- ^.^^.Yexpr'er
tions of all organic beings ^ion.

to each other and to their physical condi-

tions of life ; and consequently what in-
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finitely varied diversities of structure

may be of use to each being- under chang-

ing conditions of life. Can it then be

thought improbable, seeing that varia-

tions useful to man have undoubtedly

occurred, that other variations useful in

some way to each being in the great and

complex battle of life should sometimes

occur in the course of thousands of gen-

erations? If such do occur, can we
doubt (remembering that many more

It will be noted that this law involves

the fact called variation. Unless varia-

tion be admitted, then there could be no
such thing as selection, whether natural

or artificial. But the fact The law pro-

so-called does exist univer- f.^^'^'^j^/
varia-

tion of form and
sally in the domain of life, function.

It exists naturally—in virtue of the very

conditions under which organic forms

are produced and developed. Living

organisms, instead of being alike, are

VARIATION OF ANIMAL FORMS.—0) Under Nature-Common Wolf.

individuals are born than can possibly

survive) that individuals having any ad-

vantage, however slight, over others

would have the best chance of surviving

and procreating their kind ? On the other

hand, we may feel sure that any variation

in the least degree injurious would be

rig-idly destroyed. This preservation of

favorable variations and the destruction

of injurious variations I call Natural Se-

lection, or The Survival of the Fittest."

unlike. This is said not of the funda-

mental plan of their structure, but of the

particular features which characterize

each individual. The members of a

given variety of living forms are dis-

criminable the one from the other by

differences which they bear. Perfect

likeness is nowhere found. The dis-

covery of two creatures however nearly

related and produced under however

nearly identical conditions, which are
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indiscriminable by manifest differences

in their structure, qualities, and physical

features, is impossible. No likeness of

parents, or careful preparation of ante-

cedents, or accidental results of creative

forces, or nurture and development, can

produce two organisms which are the

same in all particulars. It is doubtless

true that in all the incalculable millions

of bushels of wheat which the world has

produced no two grains were ever pre-

cisely alike. Nature in all of her do-

doctrine of evolution. But they are only

the beginning' of the phenomena. Given

the unequal capacities of variation in- •

living organisms in the JowJfanl
arena of life, and we have adaptation,

the clue to the real variation which is to

follow. The individuals of a given

species begin their existence by gather-

ing sustenance and fitting themselves to

their environment. But those having

the superior powers accomplish this

work most successfully. In doing so

e5 fci^ '*)?!

VARIATION OF ANIMAL FORMS.—(2) Under Domestication—Italian Greyhound.

mains avoids with everlasting persist-

ency the exact repetition of any of her

results. It therefore happens that when
the living organisms which are to in-

habit the world are projected into the

arena of life they come with unequal

powers and capacities, with differences

which, though in many instances minute,

are nevertheless appreciable in the con-

test which is to ensue, with fitnesses

more or less complete for survival and

the procreation of their kind.

These facts constitute the basis of that

variation which is so fundamental to the

they augment and make permanent the

very faculties and organs by which

success is attained. The use of the

organs with which they are endowed

increases their development, and the

offspring of these successful organic

forms are born, not with the rudimen-

tary powers which were possessed by

their parents, but with the developed

powers, instincts, and capabilities which

their parents possessed and transmitted

in procreation.

There is thus originated a series of

forces culminative in their action and
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tending- to the perfection of organic life

in a tertain direction. Meanwhile, how-
ever, those original organisms which
were not so well

endowed have
either wholly
perished or have
been crowded
from the line of

de ve lopment
taken by their

successful com-
petitors, into a

deviating course

of life where the

conditions are
somewhat, per-

haps largely,
different from
those surround-

ing the lines fol-

lowed by the

first group.

It can but be
of interest t o

note a few spe-

cific instances of

the operation of

the law of sur-

vival. Take, for

example, the
case of that
large number of

flowering plants

which are per-

petuated by the

transfer of
pollen. It is

thus that fecun-

dation is effected

and the given

species ex-

tended

promotive of the welfare and rapid mul-
tiplication of the species. This work is
usually effected by the agency of insects

GORILLA TAKING HOLD WITH FOREFOOT.

Specific exam-
ples of the law
of survival.

tribution of

over wider and
still wider areas of growth.
Whatever favors the dis-

pollen will therefore be

traveling by wing from blossom to
blossom and carrying with them per
accidens the fecundating principle. It

will be observed that the motive of this
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work is, as it were, unknown to the in-

sects themselves, they being busy with

another instinct and appetite. This

other impulse is the seeking of food.

The cells of flowers contain many sub-

stances, notably honey, which attract

the insects and thus bring them into

contact with the pollen.

It is needless to say that that particu-

lar blossom, or particular species of blos-

Biossoming soms, which, under given

^^^ conditions, secretes the
nectar. largest quantity of the most

delicious sweets will draw the greater

number of insects, and that the pollen

thereof will be most widely distributed.

If any particular plant, or variety of

plants, through weakness, or semisterili-

ty, or any fortuitous circumstance, should

be poorly supplied with the attractive

nectar, that variety would be neglected.

The general result would be that the

favorite plant would, with the next sea-

son, secure a wider area of growth with

all the better situations. The tendency

thus started would increase in influence.

Slowly, perhaps, but steadily the plants

having the best supply of nectar would

run ahead, preoccupy the best ground,

overgrow their competitors, and, in short,

become an example of the survival of the

fittest.

If we pass up to the animal kingdom,

we find this law still more strongly oper-

Expiication of ativc—Still morc powerful-

fheory^fpopu. "^J determinative of given
lation. results. It is among animate

beings that the struggle for existence has

its widest and most important exemplifi-

cation. It was here, indeed, that the first

glimpses of the law were caught. It was
in the closing years of the last century

that Thomas Robert Malthus published

that TJicory of Population which has ever

since borne his name. To him belonofs

the honor of having first formally devel-

oped the idea of the encroachment of

the animals of the world upon the means
of subsistence. He perceived that all

animal life is procreated in a geometric-

al, not in an arithmetical, progression.

However slow the rate of increase may
be in any given case, the ratio is always

a geometrical series. If a given species

of animals reproduce in such a rate as to

double the number in four years, then

in eight years the number will be quad-

rupled, and in twelve years increased to

eightfold the original number. If the

number be not doubled for twenty-five

years, then with fifty years it will be

quadrupled, and so on in a geometrical

ratio.

The animals of the world subsist

ultimately on the products of vegeta-

tion. Plants, multiplying in what manner

by their seeds, increase ^^^i^ifsen-
J ' croach on means

also in a geometrical ofsuiDsistence.

ratio, so that at first glance it would

appear that the increase of animal

life and the increase of the means
of subsistence are coordinate phenom-
ena ; but a moment's reflection will

show that all plant-life is fixed in

the earth or water. There is thus a

natural limit to the extent of the in-

crease of any given variety. A certain

kind of plants may, indeed, multiply

under the geometric law until a given

space of producing soil, as of an acre,

is occupied. After this limit is reached,

all that the given species of vegetation

can do is to occupy and fill to repletion

another acre, and then another. But

this process is addative, or simply arith-

metical, and not geometrical. In a

word, nature has provided in the lim-

itations of the soil of the earth a law

by which the rate of increase in all the

vegetable products of the world is

changed from a oreometrical to an arith-

metical series ; but in the case of the
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animals, they being not so fixed to the

soil, the geometrical ratio of increase

continues operative ; which is to say

that the animals, multiplying more rap-

idly than the means of subsistence can

multiply, encroach with the force of the

calculus on the food-supply which nature

has provided for them. There is, there-

fore, only one thing remaining to equal-

ize the two forces, and that is the intro-

duction of another law, or laws, by which

the effects of the geometrical ratio in the

increase of animate beings shall be cur-

tailed and limited in its operation, so that

the means of subsistence may keep pace

with the demands thereon.

The law whereby the geometrical ratio

in the multiplication of animals is re-

„ stricted to the means of sub-
The three forms
of the struggle sisteucc is, in a word, the
for existence. ,

. r. .,. ,.
,

,

struggle for life—the sur-

vival of the fittest. Among the animals

this struggle goes on forever. It as-

sumes one of three forms

:

1. The struggle of the individual

with the individual of the same species.

2. The struggle of the individual of

one species with the individual of another

species.

3. The struggle of the individual or

the species with the physical conditions

of life, commonly called the environ-

ment.

The first kind of contest covers all the

varieties of competition wdiich one indi-

vidual of any species has with another

individual of like kind with itself. It is

a well-known fact that nature is extreme-

ly prodigal in the provision which she

makes for the procreation and distribu-

tion of the germs of every species of or-

ganic life. She always provides for

much more than can exist. In the case

of some plants the number of seeds pro-

duced is so incalculable that if it were

not for the prodigious waste and the

15

countervailing laws by which the spread

of that species is restricted, it must in a

short time occupy the whole earth to the

exclusion of all other forms of vegeta-

tion. Thus it is that the very seeds of

life begin a competition which can only

end with the death of the organic forms

potential in them.

On the land and in the deep the same
phenomenon constantly reappears in all

the forms of existence. It Exuberance of

is estimated that a singfle Jife i^estncted
o by opposing

codfish will, under favoring agencies,

conditions, in one season produce three

million eggs! It is needless to point out

the fact that at this rate of increase, were
not the most efficient and active restraints

imposed upon it—including competition

for the means of subsistence^—the whole

Atlantic bed, from shore to shore, would
in the course of a few years be filled to

the surface with a solid mass of this su-

perfecund species of fish. It can not be

doubted that but for the action of very

efficient countervailing agencies the quail

of North America would in a short time

multiply to the occupation of all fields

and groves and valleys, from mountain

to mountain and from sea to sea. So

also of the rabbits and many other spe-

cies of ground animals'.

It may suffice to point out in this gen-

eral way the rudiments of the great prob-

lem of life. Nor can it fail curtanment of

of interest to follow the in- J^^gSlnr
vestigation along the lines seed,

of those methods which are provided for

the curtailment of life under the general

law of natural selection. First of all, in

the case of living creatures vastly great-

er numbers of eggs are provided than are

necessary for the preservation of the spe-

cies. Here the struggle begins in the

destruction of the eggs of one species by

the animals of another. Great and mul-

tifarious are the exigencies through
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EXAMPI.K OK RAPID MUl/rlPl.lCATlON—Burrow of Raisbits.—Drawn by Giacomelli.

which all eggs, as, for instance, the eggs

of birds, must pass before they can come
to the stage of life and organic develop-

ment. Every nest is exposed to the

vicissitudes of storm and flood. Every

nest is a temptation as well as a seat of
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hope and despair. The living enemy
lurks on every hand. No eyrie is so in-

accessible as not to be approached by the

stealthy march of the foe. Then come

the vicissitudes and hardships of climate.

These bear alike on the germs of life and

upon all stages of organic development.

A single winter of unprecedented sever-

ity, like that of 1607-08, is sufficient to

work havoc and decimation Avith the

plant and animal life of large areas of

the world. After such a disaster the

species surviving from the ordeal must,

as it were, begin anew, and in so doing

only the hardier stocks are preserved as

the progenitors of new races.

But we are here to speak more partic-

ularly of the contest of the individual

Struggle of the witli the fellow-iudividual

SheTfofltr*^' of the same species. In

species. this Tcspect the vStruggle of

life is perhaps the most remorseless

fact which the student of nature is

obliged to contemplate ! It is a conflict

of the strong with the weak, in which

the strong always prevails and the

weak always perishes. As a rule, the

hungry animal seizes from his fellow

the one portion of food which is not

sufficient for both. The strong takes

it ; the weak loses the battle. There

is neither remorse nor pity. True, to a

certain extent the parent animal, the

mother in particular, cares for her off-

spring ; but this law holds only to a cer-

tain limit. Beyond that there is neither

preference nor sympathy nor recogni-

tion. Even while the instinct of parental

protection still prevails, it is counteracted

by appetite, and, except in the case of

the human species, the offspring itself is

ruthlessly devoured by the parents. Even

in our own kind this horrid circumstance

in the struggle for life has been again

and again repeated, as if to proclaim

with a great voice over the whole arena

of living being the one dominant law

that the strongest shall live and the

weakest go to the wall.

Passing to the war between individuals

of dift'erent species, we find the conflict

as wide and as universal as piantsofone

the domain of life. In the species contend
for place with

plant world the individ- those ofanother,

uals of one species, stronger than the

prevailing form in a given locality, ob-

trudes upon the existing kind, multi-

plies, and drives out the w^eaker species.

The struggle goes on everywhere, from

the conflict between one kind of cryptog-

amous plants, growing like a mold on

the cellar wall, and another kind, its

competitor, up to the struggle of one

forest growth with another. The sub-

stitution of one entire forest for another

kind is a common fact in the botanical

history of the world.

In the arena of animal life one species

drives out another. The whole sea of

animated nature is fluctuat- Battle for life

inof along its entire surface ^®^,'^®®^.^^"
^^ '=' mals of different

from shore to shore with species.

the varying vicissitudes of the conflict

between the stronger and the weaker

wave. Some of the waves follow the

course of civilization. The black rat

gives way to the brown, and the gray

squirrel of the American woods retreats

before his red rival. In other portions

of the field the contest is waged between

wide-apart orders of living beings. The

carnivora devour the herbivora, fishing

birds deplete the waters of their inhab-

itants, parasitic insects attack the strong-

est animals and reduce them to skeletons.

Further and still further the vicissi-

tudes of the battle extend, until all na-

ture seems to be involved ,
Illustration of

in one vast complication, the vicissitudes

-,.,., c of the contest.
In a given district or

country cats are plentiful. They are of

a strong breed, vigorous in procreation,
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STRUGGLE oK LIIK— I'HE ^TKilXG TAKES HIS rKKV.—Drawn by Stanley Berkeley.

and eager in the pursuit of prey. They

feed upon the ground mice of the dis-

trict, and ahnost exterminate them.

Everywhere, in meadow tuft or by the
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roots of decaying- stumps, or along- the

lines of fences, the mouse nests are

hunted from their places. The parent

and the young are alike devoured. With
the disappearance of the inice the bum-
blebees greatly multiply ; for the mouse
is the great enemy of the bumblebee.

The nest of the latter is constantly in-

vaded and its contents destroyed or eaten

by the enemy. With the destruction of

that enemy the life of the bumblebee is

liberated from danger; the nests are

multiplied in all favoring localities, and
with the hatching of the offspring the air

is murmurous with their humdrum music.

Round about this scene spread the

fields of red clover. It is by the agency

Correlations of of the bumblebee that the

c2s!^r:,Tnd pollen Of red clover is borne
bumblebees. from blossom to blossom.

Without such agency there can be no

maturity of the seed, no germination,

no preparation for an ensuing crop. It

is a well-known fact that in a given sea-

son the first cutting of red clover finds

no seed in the blossoms. It is only

later in the year, when the bumblebees

have gone abroad, that the seed crop is

developed. Note, therefore, the extent

of the correlation. AVhere cats are plen-

tiful the mice are exterminated, the

bumblebees abound, and red clover not

only flourishes but prepares its seed for

a more extended area of growth. Where
cats do not exist ground mice flourish

and multiply, the bumblebees are exter-

minated, and the red clover perishes for

want of fecundation

!

These lines of vibration and vicissi-

tude extend in all directions through the

Law of conflict whole domain of life. They

SoTe'dom^^; include not only animated
of life. nature, but the vegetable

world as well. They knit together all the

forms of living organisms in mutual de-

pendencies by which the relative advan-

tage and very existence of each are con-

ditioned. They furnish the clues of a

study which is Vvorld-wide in its extent

and variety. He who runs may read the

story of the unending warfare that goes

on between the species of living beings

—goes on from the insect battle on the

under side of a leaf to the dropping of

the tortoise from the eagle's claw ; from

the sting of the mosquito on baby's

hand to the ferocious conflict of men
with tigers in the Indian jungles ; from
the snap of the swallow's beak on the

ephemeral gnat to the assault of the in-

furiated monster of the deep on the

whaler's boat.

In the third place, the struggle for life

is intensified by the resistance which the

material world offers to the Environment of-

welfare and safety of every
to^aiuivhi^^^^^

living creature. In some forms,

parts of the world, particularly toward

the north, the vegetation and the power

of nature to produce it are so limited

that animal life of all kinds must be

correspondingly sparse and barren.

Certain recrions of the globe become
more and more bleak until vital phe-

nomena first weaken, then sink to lower

levels of development, and finally dis-

appear. Besides this, nature, instead of

being a safe, is everywhere a dangerous,

arena. While she invites life, she op-

poses it and puts impediments in the

way of its progress. Not infrequently

she is a destroyer. The world has its

cataclysms and physical commotions in

which not only multitudes of individuals

but whole races of living beings are

swallowed up. Life stands always on

the perilous edge of hazard.

The conditions not only of health but

of disease are present in
All living forms

the world. Epidemics su- subject to dis-

, • , 1 1 ease and death.
pervene at intervals and

sweep away or decimate existing species.
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The havoc of disease is seen not only

wliere human kind has risen above tlie

other orders of animated nature and

civilized the world, but wherever life is

found. It were a great error to suppose

that the plant world, in a state of na-

ture, is free from the ravages of disease

—still greater to imagine that the lower

orders of animated being are not visited

by destructive

epidemics. It

might well ap-

pear to the cal-

culating mind of

Malthus that dis-

ease is one of

the natural
weapons by
which the su-

perabundance of

life is beaten
back into the

dust.

)iC T h e general

fact called cli-

mate, Avith the

changes which it

involves, con-
tributes largely

to the struggle

for life. It would

appear that every

species of living

organism is care-

fully balanced in

its climatic en-

vironment. All

living beings are

sensitive, luostof

them highly sen-

sitive, to the in-

fluence of even

slight changes

among the cos-

mic forces in

w h ic h they
swing. When-
ever the turn of

the secular wheel

brings around an altered condition of

earth or sea or air, that alteration is the

catastrophe of many species of animals
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and plants. Many more species are

seriously affected by the change, some

favorably and others unfavorably. vSome

are aided by the alteration in natural

conditions, and others crippled for life.

The geological history of organic

forms preserved in the earth's crust

Secular changes shows Conclusively that

uophe^'o'iiimg the metamorphosis of_ spe-

forms. eies has been coincident

with the secular changes to which the

If we note with particularity the habits

and vital capacity of any animal or

species of animals in given zone and
within a given area, we Natural seiec-

shall find the living being tion adjusts each
& fc> living form to its

or beings in question to environment.

have been brought by natural selection

into very careful adjustment with cli-

matic conditions. The given animal is,

for instance, capable of enduring the

maximum cold of the winter in his lati-

MAN-LIFE LIAUTED BY BAT'JLE WITH ANIMALS.

earth itself has been subjected. Life,

in a word, makes a new departure

when the general course of nature is

disturbed. Animals are changed in

their forms and habits, not indeed per

ictuni, but gradually from one mode
and aspect of activity to another. The
distribution of plants and all forms of

animated existence departs on new lines

with every cosmic change in the en-

vironment.

tude, but no more. He is fitted to bear

the heat of the corresponding summer,

but no excess thereover. He is in like

manner balanced with the conditions of

moisture and drought, and indeed with

all the meterological and cosmical forces

that hold him in his place. Any dis-

turbance among these forces must

seriouslv affect his welfare. Any swell-

ing or perturbation of the secular laws

overwhelms him, or drives him forth
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into a new condition of activity and a

new form of specific development.

But these cosmical changes do occur.

The islands and continents of our globe

Cosmical crises not oulv yield to thc
areattended

yicissitude of clianginiT cli-
"with destruc- * ^
tion of species, mate, but sink and emerge

by turns from the sea. Terra contends,

with Oceanus, and he with her. With

produce a general alteration in the

aspects and tendencies of organic life

;

but for the most part the changes are so

slow as to admit of a gradual life-adjust-

ment to the altered conditions as they

arise. But the fact of climatic and cos-

mical disturbance exists, and the law of

natural selection depends thereon in part

for its efficiencv and ultimate results.

NORl'Hl'.RN' LIMI r OK MA N-LI l-E.— King William I,a\d.

each subsidence and upcoming of the

land from the sea a new environment is

prepared^a new field for animal activi-

ties. True it is that since the days of

Sir Charles Lyell, the notion of vast im-

mediate cataclysms and reconstructions

of the globe has given place to the con-

cept of slow but ever-operative changes

in the forces that balance the world.

At certain times, no doubt, crises are

passed in these secular movements which

vStill another active force in the strug-

gle for life is what is called sexual selec-

tion. ]Mr. Darwin in his
Struggle for life

later studies was led by ob- on lines of sex-
, . . ual selection.

servation and experiment

to dwell much upon this circumstance in

nature as an efficient cause of variation.

Here also the study begins with the

methods of reproduction in the case of

animals in a state of domestication. It

is clear that where the animals under
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observation are domesticated and thus

subjected to the intelligence and purpose

of man, the largest and most striking

results are produced by the adaptations

of sex in inating. It may well surprise

the inquirer that a principle so widely

known and acted upon, perhaps from

antiquity, should not have suggested to

the early biologists the extension of the

law into the realm of untrammeled

nature beyond the limits of man's

agency. The principle in question

has been so much employed that

the leading aspects of animal life

in a state of domestication have

been produced by the skill of the

breeder, by the knowledge and

application of sexual selection.

Nearly every species of domestic

creature has been brought to its

Domestic ani- present State by this
mals brought to Tnethorl Opnerntion
present forms by mcinoQ. i^cneration

sexual matings. after generation the

breeder and raiser have chosen to

develop varieties on certain lines

of excellence, and almost the single

force which they have employed

has been the mating of the sexes

according to the criterion of the

quality desired in the offspring.

We may well be surprised to look

around us in the arena of civil-

ized life where domestic animals so

much abound and to note how each

creature and each variety of crea-

tures have been perfected by this

easy and manifest method of sexual ad-

aptation. The great breeds of Teeswater

cattle have been produced by the system-

atic choice of favorite qualities in the

male and female, and the mating of those

animals in which the desirable qualities

were most highly exemplified. So also

of the Alderneys and the Holsteins.

So also in the Polled Anguses, in which

the variation has proceeded to the extent

of the absolute obliteration of horns and

the rounding into smoothness and sym-

metry of the head over the part from

which the horns once sprang

!

The various breeds of domestic fowls

have in like manner been brought to the

wide differentiation which we see among
them. And so indeed through the whole

range of those creatures which man has

BRITISH ISLES AND SURROUNDING SEA—SHOWING HOW A RISE

OF SIX HUNDRED FEET WOULD MAKE GREAT BRITAIN

CONTINENTAL.

reduced from wild nature to domestica-

tion. Perhaps the different species of

dogs illustrate the action -wide range of

r it, 1 11 «^ „^,, differences pro-
of the law as well as any. ^uced by do-

Here it would seem that mestication.

the very extremes of possibility have

been reached by the simple process of

sexual selection. From the minute and

delicate poodle to the tall, muscular Irish

staghound—perhaps the fleetest of all
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animals—and the tremendous mastiff

and St. Bernard the work has been ac-

complished by simply selecting, genera-

tion after generation, the individuals in

which the desirable qualities have begun

to appear and by niating these individ-

uals together, thus accumulating the

peculiarities sought for, intensifying

them, fixing them, and sending them
down with an accelerated force to the

next geneiation.

So powerful is the action of this prin-

ciple of sexual selection, so general its

Results of seiec- application, and so uni-
tion may be un-

vcrsal its cfficiencv that indone by reversal ^'^^^^^^ ^^^ CiULiencv
,
LiiaL ill

of process. the hands of man it can

easily be reversed and made to undo its

own results. It is only needed to adopt

the method of misiuating in order to

obliterate in a few generations the pe-

culiarities which have been developed

through many. The crossing of breeds,

as is well known, produces a mongrel

midway in size, color, features, instincts,

and modes of activity between the two

mismated parents. The strong differ-

entiation which sexual selection so easily

sets up, perpetuates, and at length fixes

in permanent varieties, may be easily

.smoothed out and leveled down by the

reversal of the same principle.

With these well-known facts before

us respecting the laws of animal devel-

Nature also se- opmcut whcu the Same
are applied to creatures in

domestication, it would

seem, that the extension of the principle

to all animated nature ought to have

been long- since discovered. But such

was not the case. Until the last half of

the current century it appears not to

have been suspected that the very in-

stincts of animals themselves, in a state

of nature, are as eft'ective in producing

differentiation and a development of va-

rieties, though perhaps not so rapid and

lects ; late dis
covery of the
law.

tangible in results, as are the skill and
persistency of the breeder. Investiga-

tion has shown that there is a )iatural as

well as an artificial law of sexual selec-

tion ; that, indeed, all animated nature

is pervaded with an instinct which, un-

der various forms of manifestation,

works out at length the saiue or analo-

gous results with those secured by intel-

ligent breeding. The habits of animals

in a state of nature have been so well

observed and the results generalized

that it is no longer to be doubted that

many of the most striking differentia-

tions and varieties in animal life have

been produced by that form of adapta-

tion between the male and female which

goes by the name of sexual selection.

A few examples of this law and its

results in the arena of Avild nature may
suffice. The stronger Examples ofsex-

males of almost all species ^elTts S-"^'
of animals beat back the ^^om.

weaker, and become the progenitors of

the next generation, vSheer force is thus

one of the primary elements in the prob-

lem. To this nature lends herself a

willing servant. In the case of all the

animals bearing deciduous horns there

is a special preparation for the epoch

and fact of mating. The horns are for

battle, and the battle is for the posses-

sion of the female. The season of bat-

tle and of procreation having passed,

the horns are cast, and for a while the

males are hornless ; but with the ap-

proach of the next season of struggle the

horns reappear, expand, and harden for

the fight.

Meanwhile, in many instances the fe-

luale of the species in like manner make
choice, sometimes most per- Both sexes and

sistently, of certain males. SoTsTlra state

In some cases the choice is of nature,

determined by size and strength or fieet-

ness ; sometimes by color or form, and.
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sometimes by occult dispositions which

it has been hard to discover. Among
the birds, color and plumage have per-

formed a large part in the work of sexual

selection. Sometimes it is the male and

sometimes the female—generally the for-

mer—which is the most highly adorned

and developed in variety and extent of

plumage and brilliancy of hues. But

until the present age it was never sus-

pected that these strong marks of peculiar-

ity and attractiveness had themselves

been produced through hundreds

of generations by the preference

of the females for the most beau-

tiful among the males. Every-

where, from the hugest forms of

life now existing on the earth

down to the glowworm in the

grass, the same principle of sex-

ual selection exists and works

out, slowly but surely, its cu-

mulative results in the differ-

entiation, establishment, and

perpetuation of the varieties

of animal life.

Still another circumstance

should be noted as bearing a

Occasional sud- part in the produc-

t:^^T£:S 'io" of species.

types. This is the occa-

sionally sudden, or at least rapid,

departure of offspring from the

parental type. It sometimes happens

(and by happening we do not mean a

work of chance, but only that the causes

of the phenomenon are unknown) that

a newborn animal exhibits qualities,

features, instincts, and modes of activ-

ity so widely divergent from not only

the immediate parents, but from the

whole ancestry as far as known, that

it might well appear that a new species

or variety had been produced per saltnvi.

It is not clearly known what the ulti-

mate effects of these sudden departures

may be in the general economy of ani-

mal life. Some observers have concluded

that such plienomena are
Question of the

anomalous, and that the pe- results of this

, •
1

• phenomenon.
culiar progeny born in un-

likeness to the parental stock tends in

succeeding generations to sink back

to the type from which it is derived.

Others are of opinion that, in some cases

at least, the abnormal form perpetuates

and fixes itself as a new variety, or at

least tends to do so until it is counter-

(l) DEER HEAD WITH ANTLERS IN THE " VELVET."

acted and obliterated by the countervail-

ing forces of breeding and environment.

vSeveral other elements besides those

enumerated in the preceding pages enter

into the struggle for life, and help to

constitute the general doctrine know^ as

the survival of the fittest. This doctrine

is the key of the theory of evolution.

That theory we are now ready to apply

to the creneral scheme of animated na-

ture, and to show to what extent and in

what way it explains the phenomena of

orofanic life.
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In the first place, the nomenclature of

science should be noted as precedent to

Nomenclature of a clcar apprehension of

Sm^S'to the subject. Nature is di-

the individual, yided first of all into great

groups of sensible facts called Kingdoms.

There is a Mineral Kingdom, constituting

the great mass of visible nature ; a Veg-

etable Kinofdom, risinof therefrom and

(2) 1)Ei:k head with mature antlers.

fixed as we have seen to the earth as

its basis of s^rowth ; an Animal Kin^:-

dom, including all those organic forms

of being which rise above the somewhat
indefinite horizon of plant-life.

Kingdoms are divided into Orders, or

great groups of facts discriminated from

each other by a few leading and general

lines of demarkation. Orders are di-

vided into vSuborders; these into Gen-
era; these into vSpecies; Species into

Varieties, and Varieties into Individuals.

Besides this right line we have such

words as Classes and Families to desig-

nate certain groups in the order of de-

scent ; but in general the analysis runs

down in the order given above from

Kingdoms, the highest, to Individuals,

the lowest and last results in the clas-

sification of the forms of nature.

In the foreo;oinof examination

we have seen in general how the

law of evolution
Law of the indi-

WOrks in the pro- vidual is the law
-i . r- ,1 • of the species.
duction of the in-

dividual life. This part of the

viodiis opcra}idi has been deter-

inined and established by obser-

vation and experiment, and is,

indeed, so amenable to the com-

mon experience of inankind as

to admit no element of doubt

or uncertainty. The history of

every organic life in the world is

common to the whole domain of

nature. From the germ to the

embryo, from the embryo to the

living organism, from that to

maturity—such is the one history

which runs uniformly through

the whole realm of orofanicbeincr •

that is, it is the one history of the

individual life. The question,

then, is to what extent the prin-

ciples which govern the evolution

of the individual life are ap-

plicable in the case of varieties, species,

genera, orders, kingdoms, and finally of

universal nature. Have or have not the

various differentiations from common
types upwards from individual to specific

and then to generic life been produced

by the operation of the same laws which

have developed the individual from its

germinal to the perfected form?

In the preceding discussion we have

seen the hints and outlines of the widen-
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ing of the law of evolution from the in-

dividual to the variety. AVe have seen

Varieties pro- how Variation is produced

^^^^- i^^ organie form, 'instinct,

of variation. ^^^d modc of activity by
the agency of natural and .sexual selec-

tion. We have noted the manifest and

indisputable evidences of the results of

natural selection in domestic animals,

and further on in the free arena of ani-

mated nature beyond the limits of man's

agency. Science has recorded the re-

sults of the law in thousands of in-

stances, showing unmistakably that the

variations from individual types into va-

rieties have been produced by the forces

which are common to the whole natural

world in the struggle for existence. The
question arises whether the law extends

still further and is sufficient to account

for the difference by which species is dis-

criminated froiTi species and genus from

genus.

It has been the particular excellence

of biological inquiry in our age to an-

All animate na- SWCr this qUCStioU with
ture a variation g^j^g degree of Confidence.
from a common *5

type. The work was begun with

an examination into the relations which

one species of living organisms bears to

another. It was noted by Darwin, and

had indeed been known to his predeces-

sors, that some of the so-called species

of animals and plants lie much nearer

together than others which seem to be

separated by a wide chasm. Closer scru-

tiny showed that in many cases it was

doubtful whether a certain species so de-

fined should be classified by itself as

such, or should rather be regarded as a

variety of an approximate species . Again

it was found that some of the so-called

varieties had departed so widely the one

from the other that they might, without

straining the scheme of nature, or more

properly violating the diagrams of sci-

ence, be classified as distinct species.

vStill further the inquiry was pressed,

until the principle was revealed that in

all probability the whole scheme of ani-

mated nature is only one vast variation

from a common type.

This discovery was the flash of ra-

diance that brought in the new concept

of universal nature. Un- obliteration of

der its light species passed "^S^^^t^^
away

;
genera fled ; or- visions,

ders and suborders disappeared, and

nature was seen to be one vast and uni-

versal scheme, evolved from a few germs

or one single germ, spreading out there-

from like a tremendous fan with widen-

ing radii, influenced in their course by

the same laws and principles of develop-

ment which govern the evolution of the

individual from the life-cell of its origin.

The development of this new concept

of organic life considered as a whole was

largely the work of Dar- philosophy

win. Inthehandsofothers, TnltdSttnd
of a more philosophical the inquiry,

turn of mind, notably in the alembic of

Herbert Spencer, the doctrine of evolu-

tion has been widened and applied to

nature as a whole—has been systema-

tized, illustrated, and confirmed by spec-

ulative thinking, until it has become

the accepted theory not only underlying

the modern science of biology, but sup-

porting as it were the system of the

universe.

In Darwin's hands, however, evolu-

tion was held with scientific fidelity to

the facts of organic life. Darwin's meth-

He produced and gave to t^^^'S'^^
the world, in his Origin of rai selection.

Species, a scheme of the evolutions and

movements of life showing the tendency

to variation and specialization of func-

tion upward from the generic pattern

to complete individuality. As a matter

of interest to the general reader, his
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diagram is here repeated, together with

a vSummary of the accompanying expla-

nation. The letters A, B, C, D, E, etc.,

to L, represent the species arising from

a single genus of living organisms.

vSome of these, as for instance A, rep-

resent a widely diffused and varying

species. The dotted lines arising from

A represent the varieties of offspring

produced by the laws of natural selec-

tion. vSome of these are preserved as a'

and m', in the struggle of life, while

others perish. When the variations

have risen as far as the horizontal line I,

they have become sufficiently marked

and permanent to produce what is defined

as a variety.

These two varieties, a' and m', are now
exposed to the same conditions and vi-

cissitudes as M^as the common type from

v/hich they sprang, and they in turn be-

gin to vary upward in the direction of

the dotted lines. vSome of these tenta-

tive efforts perish and some survive, un-

til another horizontal line, marked II,

is reached, by which time the departure

between them has been greatly aug-

mented. So on upwards and upwards

until at last, after thousands of genera-

tions, the horizon of X is reached, when
the forms a'°, f", and m'"' have become so

widely differentiated as to constitute pre-

cisely identical facts in nature with those

represented by A, B, C, etc., from which,

under the name of species, the inquiry

began ; that is, varieties have become
species.

It is not needed to enter here into the

elucidation of the whole scheme, show-

ing how in the struggle for life the evo-

lution of varieties and species is now
going on in the world of animated nature

under the operation of laws which by fair

inference are identical with those where-

by the first species of living beings came
into existence.

The first great principle, therefore, of

the hypothesis of evolution, is that the

life of any given species of Life of the spe-

living beings 2S epitonn.ed -:^^^^t
ill tJte life of ilte individual dividual.

composing the constituent unit in that

species or variety. The sketch of the life

of the individual from its germinal state

to complete development has alreadybeen

given and need not here be repeated.

The principle is that the same scheme

of life is applicable to the species. The
doctrine includes the hypothesis of a

specific germ from which a given va-

riety of animated beings has proceeded.

Whether these germs of species were

already variations from other antecedent

forms which were ultimately derivable

from ojie point of origin, or from several

points, is a question too difficult and ob-

scure for the science of the present cen-

tury. But the theory is that the lines

of all life whatsoever converge back-

wards toward a common point of de-

parture from which all varieties and

species have sprung by differentiation

under the laws of natural selection and

the conditions of environment.

These deductions of biological inquiry

include the human race in the common
scheme with the rest of ani- The human race

mated nature. It is for this ^?t.r::tu-
reason that we have to so rai history.

considerable an extent enlarged upon

'the doctrine of evolution as explanatory

of the beginning and development of

man-life on the earth. The theme is so

vast and furnishes so many suggestions

of interesting inquiry that we may for a

moment follow it to some of its most

manifest conclusions and results. The
life of man is at the very least intimately

assoeiated with the other forms of organic

existence. The thread of humanity is

interwoven—albeit a thread of gold

—

with the vast skein of animated nature,
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and the human mind is so framed, and

especially so disciplined in our age, as

to find perpetual interest, if not delight,

in the application of those general laws

by which the race is bound in common
destinies with the correlated forms of

life.

In the first place, then, the theory of

evolution teaches that man himself is

the descendant, so far as his bodily

organism is concerned, of a lower order of

along their own lines of evolution. The
departure, therefore, between any exist-

ing species of the anthropoid apes and
the human species is great ; not indeed

so great as the fancies of many contro-

versialists and some alleged biologists

have depicted, but yet great. The chasm
between the two, or the full measure of

departure, has been produced by the

divergence of each from the common
type of an unknown ancestry.

D ^^^^mm^^m' E

PROGRESSn !: DEVELOPMENT OF MAN.— (i) Evolution Illustrated with Six Skulls in Ascending Order,

teaches respect
ing the descent
of man.

being. This ancestral form from which

the human kind arose is not to be con-

What evolution ccived of as an ape or any

other existing creature, but

only as man, with lower

capacities and manner of life than are

now possessed by the race. It must be

remembered that the higher primates

next to man are themselves as much the

work of evolution as man himself. They,
too, have been developed and specialized

In the case of man the divergence

from the common ancestral form has

been ever in the manward Every species is

direction, and in the case of evolved from its
' own proper

the simian the divergence original,

has with equal constancy been apeward

in its course. Since the divergence of

these two forms of life from the common
type, there never could have been pro-

duced the one from the other. The
ancestral form merely contained the po-
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tency of each. In like manner we may
follow backward the ancestral line of the

anthropoids until we find it converging-

with the line representing the lemuroids

or the carnivores, or both. AVe thus see

the lines of the higher animal life com-

ing together at some point in the remote

past, at which time the ancestry of all

these forms existed in a common type

from which divergence, first into varie-

and unmistakable indications of science

the whole vertebrate kingdom of organic

forms approximating at the last to a

common type. This is to say that a

single ancestry of a given but unknown
form at one time contained the potency

and elements of all the multifarious de-

velopments which have since taken place

in the widely distributed and greatly

divergent vertebrate animals of the earth

PROGRESSIVE DEVELOPMENT OF MAN.—(2) Evolution Illustrated with the Six Corresponding Living Forms

ties, then into species, and finally into

genera, occurred under the long-contin-

ued influence of natural selection and its

correlated differentiating forces.

The scheme of life may, under the

deductions and principles of the general

Widening of the law of evolution, be fol-

=Iii vitrr lowed still further into the
phenomena. illimitable depths of the

past. We see not only by the light of con-

jecture and hypothesis, but bv the actual

16

and the waters. From this common
form, through immeasurable lapses of

time, thedift'erent varieties began to arise

and to adjust themselves to their various

environments in earth and air and sea.

Aye, more, the vertebrata and the in-

vertebrata in the ultimate biologfical

analysis approximate. The hint and
suggestion are to the effect that these

also arose from a common type ; that the

molusk, too, was included in a common
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ancestry with the rest. But whether

this latter cleduetion is warranted by the

facts—whether all the genera and finally

the orders of animated nature may be

deduced from one common ancestral

type—is still a hypothetical question, as

is also the still larger and more remote

problem of the derivation of all animal

and vegetable life from a common stem.

It may be, or it may not be, that the spe-

cific beo-innings of the various kinds of

organic life in the Avorld were derived

fn^m independent originals, each en-

dowed with its own inherent powers of

evolutionary development ; or, on the

other hand, it maybe that that converging

tendency which is so j^lainly discover-

able and demonstrable in the nearer field

of view is universal and ihial, bringing

at the last to one conimon original all

forms whatsoever of living organism be-

longing to the present and past history

of our globe

!

The problem in this particular is again

in close analogv with that of the history

Living species of language. We know,
in analogy with

^ instance, that six < .f thethe scheme of '

languages. great modern languages,

inclusive of their slight dialectical devel-

opments, haA'C all been derived from a

common original under the inliuence of

linguistic differentiation and adaptation

to the thought, purpose, and vocal organs

of the various peoples by Avhom these

tongues are spoken. Time was when
the potency of Italian, French, Proven-

gal, Wallachian, .Spanish, and Portuguese

was all bound up in the Latin tongue of

the classical ages. Thus much is his-

torically and linguistically demonstrable

beyond the adventure of denial or skepti-

cism. Again it may be reasonablv said

that our knowledge is complete of the

ultimate common derivation of all the

Aryan tongues. It can not be doubted

that Teutonic, Celtic, the Gra^co-Italic

languages, the Iranic tongues, and vSan-

skrit are ultimately derivable from some
common ancestral speech lost below the

horizon of tradition and history. So also

we know that Hebrew, Arabic, and the

Aramaic languages are the descendants

of a common origiiical.

At this point of the inquiry, however,

we stand before the general problem just

as the biologist does in his Best scientific

studv of the origin of spe-
i^^iief poiiits to

J tola unity oi origin

cies and genera. Thus far for all.

the inquiries of each have led to the be-

lief in a common origin for all the diver-

gent forms which are the subjects of the

investigati(^n ; but the linguist has not

as yet been able to discover by philolog-

ical inquiry a point of common depar-

ture for the Semitic and the Aryan lan-

guages. The tendency of the inquiry

is Avhollv in the direction of a common
linguistic original. But the student of

language is obliged to supply by hypoth-

esis the materials and laws of a study

which he is able to pursue no further by

the light of ascertained fact.

vSo also the biologist, though he find

all species of a given order of animals

approaching a common Probable deriva-

t3-pe in some prehistoric ^^^^^^
genus from Avhich they all few germs,

probably arose, is obliged to follow oth-

erwise untraceable lines by analogy and

hvpothesis. vStill m<n-e fully is he under

the dominion of these conditions when
he attempts the ultimate derivation of

all living things from one common orig-

inal germ and type of life. The tend-

ency of inquiry is to that C(.)nclusion

;

but the biologist does not presume to

sav, as of definite knowledge, that all

living- forms A\diatsoever are from one

original ancestral form. He j^i^'^ceeds

no further than to say that the indica-

tions of the Avhole Ausible field of inquiry

are in that direction, and that the scien-
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tific deductions which he is able to frame

as if by parallax respecting the tenden-

cies of life beyond the visible horizon

tend to the same conclusion of a common
original for all forms of organic being.

Further than this, the applications of

right reason to the ultimate problem are

by hypothesis and conjecture ; not, in-

deed, visionary and unreasoning conjec-

ture, but such dim conjecture as a

knowledge of the present and past his-

tory of life is able to afford.

We may thus in accordance with the

theor}' of evolution contemplate a lowly

ancestrv for the human race. Exactly

what kind of

creature that

may have
been from
which our
species ema-

nated on the

organic side
we may not

know. At
least in the

present state
r -,

-I
JAW BONE OF CAVE MAN, FOUND AT

of knowl-
edge the an- ,

cestral type of our great and widely

distributed humanity remains in the

Theory indi- obsCUrity of dim COU-
catesaiowiy

jecturc. The hvpothesis,
ancestry for -' ,' 1 '

mankind. liowevcr, is strictly agree-

able to what we know from scientific

data of the very first conditions and as-

pects of man-life on the earth. We are

able to see by the light of scientific

truth an ancestral type of mankind
which, so far as we are able to discover,

differed from the other higher primates

in this, that the human creature was

able to fashion a tool and to kindle a

fire. These are the very first scientific

indications of the presence of man-life

on the earth, and they are strictly con-

firmatory of the belief of the emergence

of the human kind from some lower

form of ancestry approximate to the as-

sociated ordere of the higher mammalia.

What is here said of the origin and

descent of the human species may be re-

peated of all the other or- present inquiry

ders and varieties. The ':S{^^T.
present work is not a biolo- lotion.

gy. It is not the purpose in this

connection to dwell unnecessarily upon

the history and descent of the vari-

ous kinds of animal and plant-life on

the globe. Our work is essentially hu-

man, and only incidentally concerned

MOULIN BY BOUCHER DE PERTHES,

NAL IN PARIS MUSEUM.
1863.. -FROM THE

about the correlated varieties of life.

But so much of the question as possess-

es a human interest we are at liberty

to follow. The particular study before

us is the manner of the beginning of

man-life on the earth, and the aim is to

set forth without prejudice or unwar-

ranted advocacy of either the two gen-

eral and hitherto conflicting opinions

with regard to the genesis of man.

The one opinion is, as Ave have shown
in a former part, the belief in an imme-
diate and phenomenal ere- Restatement of

ation of the specific origi- *^t
^^°

^^T""i t> of human de-

nals of the various kinds of scent.

organic living beings on the earth. The
other is the belief that the present as-
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pects and forms of all things living have

been produced by the operation of sec-

ondary laws, such as we now find efficient

in the determination of other phenomena
;

that the several varieties and species of

living organisms, including the human
kind, have been evolved through great

lapses of time from common ancestral

types of a lower and simpler kind than

those now existing in the descendent

species ; and that these lower and sim-

pler forms were in turn derived from a

few living cells, or possibly a single ger-

minal origin in Avhich Avere bound up all

the possibilities and potencies of our liv-

ing universe.

The question, as we have said and re-

peated and emphasized, is one of modus

opo'aiidi. It is an issue relating wholly

to the ma niter of creative processes.

Time was when living beings did not

exist in our sphere. Time The question

is when they do exist,
reaches only to

J the modus oper-

Therefore time was when andiofUfe.

they began to exist. The whole question

is Jiozv' and in zc/iaf manner the living be-

ings inhabiting the globe began their

career and have been brought to their

present aspects. The difference between

the two opinions is one of time and con-

dition and circumstance rather than a dif-

ference of fact. These unmistakable and

unquestionable principles relative to the

great inquiry before us can not be too

clearl}- stated or too much dwelt upon if

we would form an intelligent and dis-

passionate view of the history of life and
of the diverse opinions regarding it.

CHAPTER XIII. Apf^lication ok the
AlAN AND Nature.

Doctrine to

NDER the law of evo-

lution we ma}^ proceed,

in the next place, to

account for the forma-

tion of the world. The
earth is the habitat of

man. Doubtless the

other worlds are in like manner the are-

nas and vast fields of conscious and intel-

ligent activity. The laws and processes

by which a world—our own world in

particular—is formed and brought to the

stage of habitability must ever be a mat-

ter of prime interest to every reflective

mind.

The world grew. It did not spring

Our world the i^to cxistcnce at once, but

came to be through a long

series of intermediate

stages and gradual development. There
was a time when the space now occupied

product of evo-
lutionary proc-
esses.

by our solar system was doubtlessly filled

by the sun and his concomitant gases.

vSuch was the diffusion of matter, prin-

cipally through the agency of high heat,

that all was dispersed in a form of at-

tenuated matter round and about the

center of what was to constitute the sun

of our system. From this point two

great facts are to be considered, namely,

cooLiiig and condensation. With these

two processes nuclei began to be formed

in rings of matter at various distances

from the center of the inchoate system

of worlds.

The position of our own orb was indi-

cated in the first place by one of these

semigaseous, s e m i fl u i d
Primeval condi-

rings of matter. In course of tion and growth
,

• •
1 1 1 1 J

• of the earth.
time—incalculable time

—

the ring condensed in one part and be-

came attenuated in another. It then
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"broke and began to assume the globular

form under the general laws which de-

termine the shape of free matter in a

fluid condition. Thus the process went

on until the incipient globe became a

plastic sphere, having a determinate or-

bit and drawing to itself the surround-

ing matter—a process which has not yet

wholly ceased. Through long cycles of

duration the formative work continued

until the primeval world was fixed at

last in its earliest geological conditions.

What those conditions were the reader

may discover by special study in that

fi-cld of inc[uiry which relates to the for-

mation of the earth's crust, the first ap-

pearance of life, and the orderly progress

from the primordial to the present cos-

mic condition.

All this has been a process of evolu-

tion. The planet has been formed by

Prevalence of progressive intermediate
secondary laws ^^^Q-gg bv the action of SCC-
in planetary sLa^^e-s, \j\ lih. ui^liwii ui C5cc

formation. oudary laws whereby the

former nebulous matter composing the

earth was gradually transformed into

that fixed, and we may say organic, con-

dition in which we now find it. The
long-accepted opinion about the phe-

nomenal creation of our globe within a

limited period of time has given place

to that vast and orderly concept which

contemplates the growth of all worlds

from primordial matter up to a completed

stage of development.

We thus see that not only the animals

and plants which, as it were, possess the

Animals and surfacc of the earth, the

?ave L^Srb;° ^^^^ and the waters, but the
the same laws. globe itSclf haS COUIC

into its present form out of the past eter-

nity by the action of those forces which

go under the general name of natural

law. Or, if we turn in the other direc-

tion and begin to consider the results of

intelligence in our sphere, we shall find

that they also have followed analogous

lines of development from a germinal

to a completed and, as it were, organic

being.

We have already seen how language,

the product of reason, arising from the

necessity of intercourse Linguistic

among intelligent beings, ^Z^^^lS^^^;,
has presented in its history race evolution,

a complete evolutionary diagram. The
history of human speech has been a his-

tory of ramifications and divergences.

It is an astonishing fact that the biolog-

ical diagram prepared by Darwin as the

epitome and brief chronicle of all his

study may be taken by the philologist

and used to illustrate the spread and de-

velopment of human speech without the

alteration of a line ! In it we have pre-

cisely the same phenomena which are

everywhere repeated in the history of

language. There is the same divergence

from a simple radical into such varieties

as in the case of language are called dia-

lects ; the same survival of some of

these, that is, the stronger and better;

the same extinction of other varieties

;

the vSame fixing of the better forms, and

their development into special tongues.

Even among the existing languages

of the world we find precisely the same

struggle for life, the same Languages

natural selection on the ^^^^^^
lines of fitness and adapta- survive,

tion. The history of the English lan-

guage from the times of King Alfred,

a thousand years ago, to the present

time presents a diagrain precisely anal-

ogous in its relations to the other ex-

isting forms of speech as may be seen

in any properly constructed scheme of

biology.

The same is true of all those institu-

tions of the human race which have rea-

son, convenience, and interest as their

original motives. One of the most strik-
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ing and conspicuous of these is the in-

stitution of government. Who can fail

Human institu- to discover in the history

ir^^lrd? ^>f the governmental forms
growth. adopted by the human race

the outlines of an evolutionary process?

Of a certainty there vas a time in the

history of mankind when no govern-

ment existed. Equally certain is it that

at the present time one of the most con-

spicuous facts in the history of the race

is the governmental form of society.

There was, therefore, a time between

these two extremes when government

began to be. It was not created phenom-
enally and at a stroke out of nothing,

but rather arose from an almost undis-

coverable origin. There was a seed of

government—a germ ; then an embryo,

and at length a birth. Then there was

an infancy, a childhood, an adolescence,

a tentative and adventurous youth ; at

last a maturity—if indeed the mature

form of this institution has as yet been

reached or even approximated.

In any event, the progress and modus

opcra)idi of governmental evolution are

facts clearly discernible
True nature of

the evolution amoug the elements of hu-
of government. . . , ,t,man history. irue, it re-

quires a high grade of intelligence and

no mean measure of information to en-

able the possessor to analyze and follow

the process by which the governmental

institutions of mankind have been
evolved. We must, in the first place,

discover the origin and point of depar-

ture—the time and the conditions—from
which the institution of government has

sprung. We must n6te some primitive

tribe rising gradually into the conscious

state and discoverins^ the advantao^es

which might be gained from such rudi-

mentary civil organization as the leaders

of the tribe were able to effect. The
work would begin with tentative expe-

dients. There would be in it an element

of force, an element of reason, and an

element of authority. The last named
would doubtless arise from the fact of

fatherhood. The fatherhood of the fam-

ily, a purely natural fact, would extend

to the fatherhood of the tribe, or clan, a

partly artificial fact. Force would arise

from the mere material consideration of

strength. The strongest would begin to

rule. The strongest man would in the

first place compel the weaker to bear his

burden, to draw his cart, to do service at

the door of his hut. The strongest of

the strong men would do the same for

the whole village. The element of rea-

son would doubtless spring from the

action of several minds in conspiracy

against the strongest. The strongest

would have force on his side. The
weaker would countervail by reason. It

may not be far from the truth to suggest

that the first check and counterpoise in

rudimentary government is the balance

of reason and force.

After government had once been in-

stituted, in however crude a form, it

would begin to adapt itself Governmental

to conditions. There would '^^l^^^lU,
be an adjustment of the environment,

governing fact with the fact governed,

similar in all particulars to the adjust-

ment of a living organism to its environ-

ment. Many tentative efforts would

perish. A few would survive. Those

surviving would constitute varieties. In

Egypt one of the varieties will become a

hierarchy. In the valleys of the Eu-

phrates and Tigris another variety will

become a colossal personal despotism.

In one part of Greece a third will be-

come an oligarchy, and in another part

a fourth will take the form of a democ-

racy. There will be a struggle for ex-

istence, a survival of the fittest. vSome-

times the fittest will appear in the form
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of a military empire. This will break

lip in catastrophe, and a new order, half-

chaotic, will supervene, in which the

seeds of many things are present.

From this state ecclesiasticism will

issue as one form, feudalism as another

form, monarchy as a third. These in

turn will struggle and be differentiated,

stages and as- vSome elements will perish
pectsinthe ^yhoUv. Othcrs will pcrish
development ot - -^

government. in part. Others will sur-

vive and flourish and bear unexpected

results. The great fact called the

People will appear as an intelligent

force under the law of evolution. The

people will itself endeavor to become

governmental. It will struggle as a liv-

ing force with monarchy and the expir-

ing parts of feudalism. Out of the side

of the people will spring by differentia-

tion many distinct forces. One of them

will be internationality ; one will be

communism.
So the struggle will go on, some for

and some against the prevailing form.

Government in The prevailing form will

Its progress
j^^ prOlllOtcd by SOlUe con-

obeys the la'W -t^ -^

of variation. ditioiis and antagonized

by others. It will shift and adapt it-

self somewhat to the forces which play

upon it. It will, in a word, -iurry and

take new forms and exercise new or-

gans just as the individual varies, as

the- variety shifts, as the species as-

sumes altered powers and fixes itself by

adaptation and adjustment. The insti-

tution of government conforms, as lan-

guage conforms, and as every kind of

biological phenomenon conforms, to the

one great law of evolution.

Take the case of that large fact called

Law. We here refer to that aggregate

of rules and principles which right reason

discovers for the conduct of society.

This also is what Lord Bacon might have

called " a forthshowino- instance " of the

evolutionary process. Law is not made.

This is to say that it is not produced by

the wit and reflection of Law also an

men. Rather is it a pro- ^ttwVhe
ductive force bringing the Roman statutes,

intellects and reasons of men into such

activity as may improve and formulate

the best of the existing codes of conduct

into still higher expressions of authority.

Take for instance the law of Rome.

Who shall declare its generation? Who
shall find its germs? Certainly they

existed before Rome was Rome. The
makers of the Ten Tables did not pro-

duce the Roman law. They wrote on

tablets what already existed. They
would fix it in a form for posterity ; but

the transcript would not hold. The Ten
Tables became Twelve. The code of

the primitive republic would not suffice

for the great republic, nor the code of

the latter for the empire. Behold Jus-

tinian's lawyers working at the problem.

They were only interpreters, not makers.

They were striving not indeed to make
new rules for human conduct, but to re-

state and summarize those which were

still vital and operative. It was a part

of their work to distinguish between the

rules which still existed and those which

had perished ; between those forms, those

varieties which had survived, and the

others which had become extinct. Law
as well as government, of Avhich it con-

stitutes one of the elementary forces, is

itself an evolution—the residue of a con-

flict between the different principles of

civil action, embodying the survival of

whatever has been found best adapted

to the exigencies of human society.

This societv is itself, with all of its

powers and capacities, an society, like the
1 ,

• „ 1 . A plants and ani-
evolutionary product,

^ais, grows and

Who created society? Cer- adapts itself,

tainly not man. It has grown with his

growth, strengthened with his strength,
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and improved with his improvement.

That soeiety exists as a sort of frame-

work and continent for the life of man
and his activities is beyond denial. That

there was a time in the past wdien it did

not exist is certain. That there was

therefore a time when the social germ
appeared and began to present phenom-

ena analogous to those of embryonic

the species. Like the latter, the pri-

mordial form of society put out many
branches. Some of these displayed su-

perior vitality and power of adaptation.

Others, being weaker and ill-adapted to

conditions, perished. The better forms

survived and took specific features which

were perpetuated with accumulating

forces to succeeding times. There was

GERMINAL SOCIETY.—Home of African Chief Bembe.—Drawn by Madame Paule Crampel.

life can not be doubted. Henceforth

the social evolution was in the likeness

of grow^th as it is exhibited in the vege-

table and animal worlds.

However intangible the general fact

called society may be, it nevertheless

has passed through successive stages of

evolution identical with those which

mark the progress of the individual and

an evolution in the true sense of the

word in every part of the problem, a

natural selection, a survival of the fittest.

Perhaps the fundamental fact in the

organization of SOCietv is Marriage the

the method by which the '^iSSt:^^^^

sexes are joined for the in- instincts,

crease and preservation of the race.

^Marriage is one of the most primitive
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and occult forms with which tlie historian

and etlmologist has to deal. At the

present time marriage is a vast funda-

mental institution upon which society is

in a considerable measure founded. But

this element of the social structure is it-

self an evolution. The law of its pro-

duction is not well understood. The line

in general appears to have proceeded,

in remote prehistoric times, from the

miscellaneous mating of the sexes to the

present form of monogamy prevailing

among the most enlightened peoples.

The intermediate stages seem to have

been first polyandry, and afterwards

polygamy. This is to say that the social

instinct first attempted an organic devel-

opment by the line of the feinale. She

was made the central fact, and the ethnic

descent was drawn by way of her for the

whole tribe.

Around the woman and on either hand

were arranged the men of the tribe.

Either of these might be the father of

her offspring. The offspring thus had

the tribe for its father and the woman
for its mother. Nearly all the races have

passed through this stage of evolution.

A rude code of marital principles was

formulated at a very early stage in the

history of every inchoate nation. As
late as the times of the Hebrew patriarchs

the remnants of this code were still oper-

ative, for it was not only the privilege

but the duty of the brothers to take the

widow of one of their number deceased

and to raise up children by her line.

With the mutation of things another

principle of sexual union appeared and

encroached on the first. This was polyg-

successive amv, or an attempt to es-

^^S^lTot"" tablish the line of descent
sexual union. whoUy by the male. Here
the man was made the central figure, and

many women were associated with him
for the multiplication of the tribe. The

man was married to them all, or rather

they to him. Their identity was lost in

a single family stem having for its cen-

tral principle the law of male descent.

Thus the evolution proceeded to the es-

tablishment of monogamy, or single

marriage. The afhnity, or rather deri-

vation, of the latter institution from

polygamy is indicated by a certain pre-

dominance which the male still maintains

in the organization of the family and the

laws of descent. He it is who in general

owns and controls the property. He it

is who gives his name to the offspring.

He it is who still constitutes the single

line of descent from ancestor to posterity.

The tendency in the present age to per-

petuate the name of the woman in the

offspring, and to establish in her line

equal rights of inheritance and descent,

are evidences that the law of variation

and adaptation is still operative in deter-

mining the methods by which the family

shall be constituted and its benefits con-

served.

The law of evolution works also effec-

tively in deterinining the products of

the human mind. All of Artistic prod-

the arts have proceeded ^.tebVlvoTu-""

from this common source, tio'^-

Observe with care the exact correlation

existing between the development of the

plastic art and the general evolution of

the civilized life of man. The growth

of this species of artistic achievement

inay be completely illustrated in the his-

tory of a single human life. Note with

care the first attempts of the child, close

to the borders of infancy, to create the

representative forms of animals and

birds. The instinct is as natural as the

bodily functions, such as breathing and

the use of the senses. The child repro-

duces in clay or dough the form of his

dog or cat. It is the infancy of art.

We may see it far away among the
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broken pottery of Cnsh, or among- the

rubbish of the silver-brig-ht halls of the

Peruvian Ineas. Note well the charac-

ter of those rude figures on earthen ves-

sels, those half-formed eihgies of rej^tiles

and birds and beasts and men and dei-

ties which the primitive races, in far

apart quarters of the world, produced in

the prehistoric ages. What are they

but the w^orks of the infancy of the race ?

What are they but the ancient ethnical

prototypes of what is every day repeated

by the children of the civilized life as

with laughter and quaint conceit they

build up in mud or dough the images of

their fancy and set them in array in the

goodly child-museum of the world?

But children soon arise from this level

of infancy. They in whom the artistic

instincts are strongest continue in more
skillful ways to reproduce with model

and plaster the objects of the ideal sense.

There is thus in the individual life a

youth of art, and after that an early

manhood. Still later there is maturity,

and at length the silent and august

chambers of some great collection speak

and coruscate with the splendors of

achievement.

Precisely so in the progress of the

race. There too was there a youth of

Childhood of art artistic development rising

TouthtS
"^^ slowly from the quaintness,

maturity. absurdit}', and grotesque

outlines of the works of childhood.

There too was there an evolution into

the higher form. There too at last the

survival of the fittest gave to the world

an artistic age and an artistic people.

What is true of plastic art is true also

of the art of the brush and of all other

arts soever. They have grown from

germinal conditions. They have sprung

not at once and phenomenally into full-

blown proportions of truth and beauty,

but have come to such state throueh

long intermediate stages and the tortur-

ous processes of natural selection.

So also of the correlated forms of lit-

erature. This, even as art, has a line-

age as remote, an ancestry Literature, also,

as olden, as the beginnino-s appears by
' fe fc> gro-wth and sur-

of human consciousness, vivaiofthebest.

The first slight excursion of human
thought and its corresponding expres-

sion in some rude and half-ejaculatory

form of speech marked the origin of all

things possible in the subsequent ages of

literary development. It is only in the

present time that a true concept has

been gained of the far-reaching lines of

force which ^recede the delivery of

every single literary product. A great

poem or a great history has gathered up
in it inuch of the vitality and reproduc-

tive energies of the preceding ages.

In a larger sense, each literary epoch

is the product of an intellectual evolu-

tion which has been going on through

centuries of time. The men of letters in

a given age are only the abstracts and

summaries of mental forces which were

operative long before their birth. More-

over, the actual literature of any given

epoch is but the better residue of a vast

mental waste which has perished in ob-

livion. Could all the efforts of the mind
to perpetuate its activities in the form

of letters be recorded in a diagram, the

vStudent of that mental picture would be

confounded with an alternate rush of

admiration and of tears—-admiration for

the infinite outreachings of human
thought, its upward struggle for expres-

sion in the realm of song and story, and

tears for the incalculable waste and de-

cay and death of intellectual endeavor.

Each national literature is in like man-

ner the product of an evolutionary

process. It does not appear at once and

phenomenally as a dream-born blossom

on a dream-planted tree. It comes rather

At
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after long- ages of intellectual growth

and adaptation. True it is that history

Literary prod- has left but little record

r^etaTS or hint of the centuries
own evolution whicli precede the coming
of letters ; for history is dependent on lit-

erary expression for all or nearly all that

she has been able to save from the wreck

and desolation of time. But we know

tion of traits and transmission of qualities

from age to age as are discovered in the

history of organic life. Lawofdiver-

The outline of the evolution |fA\'\^^J
^^^-

vival holds in

of any particular species letters as in life,

of literary composition, as for instance

of the drama, is identical in its principal

features with the diagram w^hich repre-

sents the life-story of the vegetable and

EVOLUTION OF WKriTNG.—Hieroglyphics Found in Ca\ern of Rocky Dell.

that the preceding ages of darkness and
barbaric struggle did exist, and that let-

ters came afterwards as the bloom and
fruit of a tree which had been nurtured

through many vicissitudes by the cruel

but skillful hand of natural selection.

In the history of letters we find the

same divergence from a common ances-

tral type, the same establishment of va-

riation and species, the sav.ie accuniula-

animal worlds or the growth and diffu-

sion of languages.

In this progressive examination of hu-

man products we rise at length to history

itself. The term is used

in two great senses,

first includes the affairs of ^^ °^^'

men ; the events of which men have

been the creators or at least the factors:

the aspects and conditions which human

Two meanings
The of the term
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life has assumed in the successive ages

since tlie rise of mankind into tlie con-

scious state and the civilizing' purpose

;

and finally, the

causes and con-

comitants of

this progress,

the general
trend and bear-

ing of human-
ity in its course,

and the results

and probable

destiny of the

whole. The
other sense in

which the word
history is used

is the literary

transcript of

the manifold

human p h e -

nomena just

described.
History is

either the event

or the account

of the event,

the thing done

or the narrative

thereof, the

drama of the

great arena as

it is actually

enacted or the

written and as

it were pictorial

representation

of the anteced-

ents, aspects,

and denoue-

ment of the

struggle. Of course, the important his-

tory is the real history ; that is, it is the

event itself—the event with its causes,

conditions, and results.

The career of the human race irovn

the beginning until now is the one .su-

preme and essential history of which all

THE FIRST HISTORIANS.
Drawn by Emile Bayard.

the rest are but fragments and reflections.

But in whatever sense we may consider

the subject we shall find that this sublime

result of human agency, this combina-
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tion and concord as it were of reason and

eternity which ooes by the name of his-

Events in all torv, is itsclf the resuU of an
their forms obey

gyc .hltionarv proCCSS. This
the evolutionary ^ -i

law. is not said of the primal

force with Avhich rdl human things be-

ofan. Here, as in the case of the oricrin

of life, we are obliged to presuppose

something antecedent to the beginning

of the organic form. Time was when

there was no history. Time is when
history is the one great fact of the world.

Time was, therefore, when history began.

This is to say that there was an origin

of events, a germ of potency out of which

thev sprang. The affairs of men out of

such original point of departure have

arisen like living organisms by differen-

tiation and the struggle for life. What
is an event but a survival? How many
events have perished in the inchoate con-

dition ! What a prodigious, almost in-

finite, waste there has been of human
life and endeavor in the work of discov-

eringf the fittest thimj! How much de-

spair and hardship and endless rebuff and

suffering have attested by the criterion of

failure the miscarriage and extinction of

the fruitless stems of human purpose

and ambition

!

The real historical diagram, could the

same be drawn in pictorial form, appre-

Likeness of his- ciablc to the sciisc of sight

toSSS:^i ^-^ it is dimly appreciable
tree. to the understanding, would

be but another example of the biological

tree. Plere at the beginning Ave should

have a single line of departure contain-

ing the whole potency of the human en-

deavor. A little further on, the phe-

nomena of variation and divergence

would appear. Certain forms of human
conduct would take outline correspond-

ing to the varieties of living organisms;

but these forms would mostly perish.

Only a single form here and there would

survive and rise and expand into a high-

er development.

For a long time these growing and

diverging lines representative of the

progress of the race would wind and

struggle through the dark- particular as-

ness and oppositions of ^.^^.f,?^
the prehistoric ages. At i^istory.

last a few lines stronger than the rest,

fitter than the rest, Avould rise as in-

itial forms of national life above the

horizon of recorded annals. One
people would depart from another.

One career stronger than the next

would push it aside, overgrow it, sup-

plant it. Some events would expand

and enfold others, rise into new aspects,

bear on to more conspicuous results.

Nations would emerge into the open field

of primitive history. They themselves

would begin to struggle just as other

species of living entities contest for place

and perpetuit}'. Many under pressure

of adverse environment and the compe-

tition of the stronger would dwindle to

extinction. Others, by reason of strength

and favorable situation, would as it were

make for themselves nutriment out of

the death and decay of the lesser sort,

and thus rise to gigantic stature.

The historical vine creeps westward

from the Euphrates to the Tiller. Na-

tions and peoples are but Races and na-

the outbranchings of a com- *^°"f '^^l^
^.\«,

•ft product of the

mon life. The Chaldecs i^umanvine.

and the Assyrians are correlative arms

thrust out left and right fn^m the trunk

Avhich carried along the potency of the

nations of Asia ]\Iinor. There is a Graeco-

Italic divergence from a stock which we
call Aryan, and hist(jry begins to babble

of D()rians, ^-Eolians, and lonians ; fur-

ther on, in clearer language, of vSpartans,

Atlienians, and ^Macedonians. What is

it all but the evolution of the historical

life of peoples under the one common
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law which pervades alike the world of

matter and the world of consciousness

and reason?

Look at the environment. After the

river valley the peninsula is more favor-

Peninsuia sue- able, as the scene of histor-

r:;2;irh:bt ical evolution, than is the

tat of man. island or the Continent. It

has the advantao^es of soil and stream

in the projectiu;^- parts of Western Eu-
rope. Britain itself is as much peninsu-

lar as insular. Denmark is a peninsula;

so also vSweden and Norway. Aforetime

Indian civilization was developed in the

peninsula between the bay of Bengal
and the Arabian sea. Environment aids

the diverging forces of the human race

in the struggle for existence. The peo-

PROGRESS FROM INSTINCT TO REASON.—The First Potters.—Drawn by Emile Bayjid.

and forest growth and the proximity of

the sea. Generally the peninsula is fa-

vored in mineral deposits. When tribes

drift into such a locality they begin to

flourish, grow strong. Further on they

multiply and conquer. Society becomes
organic. Law exists. Government is

instituted. One such locality is Greece;

another is Italy ; another is the Iberian

peninsula. The Celtic life develops best

pies thus promoted rise to historical im-

portance, and the rest fail through im-

potency of ethnic energy or by conquest

of the stronger.

To pursue the subject along the lines

of its multifarious sugges- Thought itself

tions would be to fill a vol- ^::^:::^
umc with illustrations of process.

the one prevailing law. Human thought

itself is an exemplification of the evolu-
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tioiiarv principle at work among' the

very highest forces of organic life. This

is not to say that thought is the product

of material energies, but only to offer an

explanation of the modes of its operation

and the processes in Aurtue of which its

efficiency is attained and manifested.

Here again the same formula applies.

Time was when the ancestral fire-kind-

ling, tool-shaping, pot-making progeni-

tor of human kind can hardly be said to

have tliought at all. Time is when men
think to the uttermost. The excursion

of the intellectual powers is to all

heights and depths. The borders of the

universe are reached on airy wing. The
empvrean is scaled as though it were

but the dome of a cathedral. The
profound abvss is fathomed. All worlds

are traversed and all space explored

with the steady and unerring flight of

thought. Alystery is no mystery under

its analysis. The unknown recedes be-

fore it and hides behind the outer cur-

tains of infinitude.

But it was not so in the beginning of

man-life as the same is revealed in its

Reflection and primordial condition by the
reason spring
iDy growth from cxplorations of S C i C n C C.
sense and in- ,„, .11 1

• •

stinct. -L hen the dreamless, vision-

less, and unaspiring creature containing

within himself the potency of Hindu,

Parsee, and Greek ; of Roman, Gaul, and

Saxon; of Mohammedan, Jew, and Cath-

olic; of Frenchman, Briton, and Ameri-

can, thoug'ht not at all, or thought only

in such sort as is c(mimon to the higher

orders of speechless animals. Therefore

the time came when men began to think.

There was an origin of the excursive

and reflective powers of mind. Xot at

once and in a marvelous manner did man
become the animal that thinks. Not in a

day did he become a seer, a poet, a phi-

losopher. Not in a single age did he be-

gin by his knowledge of things, his ap-

prehension of the laws of causation and

consequence, to rise to power and great-

ness in the arena of the world. Thought
itself, the power to think, began to grow

by differentiation, by struggle, b}" resist-

ance, by success, by adaptation to con-

dition and the survival of what was best.

The human mind, with all of its sub-

lime powers and capacities, is a residue,

a descendant, a survival.
The present hu-

AVe touch here upon the man mind a sur-

-I 1 .• -i . vivalof the ages.
close correlation between

mind and organism. The manifestation

of mind is by means of organic structure.

So far as our present state is concerned

we discover it only in connection with

brain. vSo much brain, so much manifes-

tation of intelligence, is the rule through-

out animated nature. ]\Ien are graded

up or graded down in the scale of being

accordingi}' as they do or do not possess

a highly organized nervous system and

a heavy brain. The distance from the

lowest to the highest is the distance from

the brain of the Bushman to the brain

of Cuvier. This is said of the niaiiifcs-

tatiou of intelligence. How much hid-

den and unrevealed power there may
be in man it is not our province to

determine, but rather to note the forth-

showing of his intellect and will and pur-

pose in correlation with organic structure.

We have seen above how organism.

fits and adapts itself to environment

;

how it flourishes under some conditions

and languishes under oth- intellect varies

ers. So also of the mind. ^iS^r
The intellect has its en- ^abit.

vironmcnt. It varies and takes new
forms of activity according to the condi-

tions under which it is placed. The best

forms of intellect survive, and the poor-

er forms become extinct. Mind is dif-

ferentiated into varieties and species.

There was aforetime the mythological

inind of antiquity. Closely allied to this
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was the mirthful and artistic mind, such

as we note in the case of the Greeks.

Afterwards there was the mind of order,

oppression, and authority. There have

been ages in which the credulous and

superstitious mind was the prevalent

type, and other ages in which cruelty

and animality were the prevailing men-

tal characteristics of peoples and races.

There have been periods of speculative

activity, and last of all an age of scien-

tific acquaintance with the phenomena

and laws of the natural world.

Thus the mind has not only its indi-

vidual peculiarities and dispositions, but

Mind struggles ^Iso its Varieties, its species,

forces^'andi?"^
its genera. Like the bod-

deveioped. ijy organism, the intellect

has had to struggle with opposing forces,

with the shadows of doubt and darkness,

the trackless wilds of uncertainty and

error, the battles of contingency and

fact, with powers and dominions and

systems, the wreckage of the past, and

the visionary outlines of the future.

Hope has supplied one motive and fear

another. Happiness and hunger, suffer-

ing and ambition, the satiety of things

present and the longing for things

unseen, mystery, passion, dream-born

phantom, syllogistic formula and life

and death—all these have contributed

to give to the mind not only its moods
and current phases of activity, but also

its permanent fashion, its fixed heredi-

tary character, its outline, and even its

pictorial details as the same are reflected

on the magical screen of the world's

literature and art.

We come thus to the border land of

the moral nature of man. Such a nature

The moral na- "cxists within him. In dif-

law^fSs'f ferent races and peoples it

and survival. has a varying degree of

development. There are tribes, such as

those of Central Africa and they whom
17

Herndon discovered in the upper valleys

of the Amazon, in whom the moral nature

is scarcely more than a possibility. There
are races in which this high sense is dom-
inant over all the other human powers.

The evolution of conscience has varied ac-

cording to the endless fluctuation of con-

ditions and circumstances. Among the

lower races the moral nature gives but

an uncertain sound. Its voice is but as

the voice of the rain-maker, the conjurer,

the snake-charmer, the medicine man
of the savage state. With the higher

peoples the moral harp is attuned to

nobler harmonies. By these the laws of

riofht and wrong have been discovered.

Here the difference between turpitude

and justice, between innocence and

virtue, between crime and righteous-

ness has been found and measured by a

standard.

But how long and painful has been

the conflict through which the moral na-

ture of man has passed in Religions are

its development! The ^:^^
evolution includes every the races,

variety of hardship and trial. Who can

number the systems and codes of moral-

ity which have marked the various stages

of human progress from savagery to civ-

ilization? As the condition has been, so

has been the moral standard. Just as a

given people has been evolved out of the

barbarous condition, just as it has suc-

ceeded in reaching a higher and more

salubrious plane of activity, just in that

degree has the moral code unfolded into

a newer and better life.

Conscience has, on the whole, been cor-

related with the other elements of civil-

ization. Rectitude as a conscience and

principle of human conduct TuTofs'uuSe
has come with the emer- and adaptation.

gence from the savage state. Justice has

been established in proportion to the ad-

vancement of the other elements of the



laiiiii^^^^^
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higher life of man. Honor and truth

have been regarded according to the

varying stages of physical and intellec-

tual progress with which these ennobling

qualities have been connected in time

and dependency. There has been in the

domain of the moral life, in the history

of the moral nature of mankind, the

same struggle and warfare, the .same

differentiation from common types and

standards, the same phenomena of vari-

ation into specific forms as we discover

among the living organisms of the nat-

ural world and in the purely intellectual

progress of the race.

Finally, man himself considered as an

entity—viewed not from the side of his

organic being but more largely as a liv-

^ Man himself a ing, couscious agent, chief

trCmorpMsm ^moug the crcaturcs inhab-
passesaway. itiug this visiblc Sphere

of activity—is a residue, a result, an

evolution. This is said of man consid-

. ered as a whole and apart from his par-

ticular faculties and modes of action.

Under the old anthropomorphic system

of belief it was natural, inevitable, that

man should be regarded chiefly in his

causative character. He was viewed as a

cause—as an originator of forces and
the creator of things. Such a judgment
of his relations to the world in which he

is appointed to act his part was natural,

almost necessary, as the first opinion of

human beings respecting themselves.

Each viewed the other as an active pro-

ducing agent. Each saw, or seemed to

see, the affair, the event, arising from

the human hand and will. It Avas

natural to conclude that all the visible

conditions of life wxre the results of the

productive energies of men. They were
causes, and all things else were the ef-

fects of their causation.

The man was thus placed first, and
civilization afterwards. Cities and states

and kingdoms were made by men. Art
and letters were produced by men. Great

contests in the senate house Relations ofman
and greater battles in the «^e individual

fc" to progress and
field were fought by men. civilization.

Pyramids and temples and sculptured

monuments were done by men. Impe-

rial dominion was achieved by man. His

were the ship and the poem, the catapult

and the acjueduct, the paradise and the

pantheon.

It is only in recent times that a larger

view of the principles of universal causa-

tion has been obtained. The under-

standing has at length taken precedence

of mere sense, and man is seen in a dif-

ferent relation with the world which he
inhabits. He is himself seen as a result

of antecedents. Not that his power of

causation is wholly taken away. Not
that he is, under philosophical scrutiny,

unable to influence the conditions under

which he lives. Not that he may not

deflect somewhat the lines of force which

pass through him or by his side. But,

on the whole, he has ceased to be re-

garded as the cause of the things that

are and have been. He himself is rather

the result of forces that were operative

long before the beginning of his con-

scious existence.

These forces have conspired and co-

operated to make man what he is. This

is not to say that within the limits of his

own consciousness he is not spontaneity of

himself; not to say that irewco'Spt
he is deprived of spon- of his nature.

taneity ; not to say that his faculties are

under control of a fatality above him-

self ; not to .say that his own direction

through the intellectual and moral sphere

is not determinable by a will and purpose

of his own ; but rather that the man is,

in a general sense, the product of the

age, the child of a larger destiny, the

offspring of a paternity whose line of
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descent is old as tlie birth of the hiiinan

race.

These principles are true of the man
as an individual. He is, on the whole,

The individual what he is by the condi-
boundfrom

^| f |^-^l ancestrv, as-
birth with fixed '

-'
'

Umitations. sociation, discipline, and op-

portunity. No man can change his race.

He is not consulted as to the ethnic fam-

ily to Avhich he will belong. He is not

influential in determining the name and

classification of his kindred. He is thrust

into the world with as little power over

his origin and over the particular condi-

tions which shall determine his place

and opportunity of survival as though he

were the product of a seed transported

across continents and seas and planted

in strange regions. Here is the Es-

quimau in his hut, and yonder the native

Australian sheltered by his half-formed

tent.
,
One is born in a palace, another

in a hovel. One is taken to the bosom
of a Turkish mother as she lies reclining

on the rugs of a harem at Ispahan. An-
other is caught up and borne away by
the swinging camel across the limitless

desert. A third beholds the light from

the heart of the roaring metropolis of

the British nation, and a fourth begins

to be in a cabin on the skirts of the clear-

ing, where the corn is planted, and the

robin builds her spring nest in the ash

tree.

The after conditions of life are deter-

mined for the individual rather than

made by him. It is said that great war-

riors are born ; but none
Genius is born,
but fashioned are bom in Other than a
by environment. ,--,

, ,-rM , iwarlike age ! i he poet also

is said to be born, not made ; but if the

epoch do not favor, what then? If the

antecedent forces have not conspired

to produce him, what then? If the ma-
terials of great song have not been

supplied by his race and times and lan-

guage, what then? If his physical or-

ganism should fail—if malignant disease

should invade or vice pervert the nature

within him, what then? The orator, also,

and the statesman, the philosopher and
the man of letters, are each and all in-

debted to the combination of the forces

of heredity with the forces of environ-

ment, to the temper of the age, and even

to the opportunity of a great event, for

the development of their powers and their

intellectual mastery of the epoch in which

they flourish.

As already intimated, it is not intended

to press unduly and beyond the limits

of demonstrable proof the as comes the

arg^ument for theproduction ^^^ so also
& r comes the spe-

and shaping of the life cies by growth,

of man by the operation of secondary

causes. But that he is in large measure

a result of conditions, a product of forces

antecedent and superior to himself, is a

proposition too plain and too well estab-

lished by indubitable facts to be confuted.

What is true of the individual is true in

a larger sense of his kind. The different

families of men, the races, the species—

•

if so we call them—have in like manner
come to be what they are by the action

of extraneous forces ; that is, by the

coaction of extraneous forces with the

inherent forces of life and growth.

Of a certainty a given variety of men
can not be made exclusively by environ-

ment. A type can not Environment

be produced simply with Tucttn^'S:"
a mold; albeit, there must mankind,

be something to be cast into the mold

!

In every adaptation there is an extra-

neous state, condition, or fact, and an-

other fact or force brought into contact

and fitness therewith. It were too much
to say that the Esquimaux are the prod-

uct of the arctic regions ; that the

Turanians are the progeny of the Asiatic

steppes ; that the supple Malay is the
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offspring- of the cocoa-groves and soft,

warm air of Java ; tliat the Patagonian

is the product of the peculiar climate

and country of his nativity. But it is

true that all of these forms of human
kind are typically what they are by the

influence of the mold into which they

were cast by ethnic distribution and by

the forces which have played upon them

in the long processes of tribal and na-

tional development.

All men are men ; but the deflection

from the common type is very great.

Man a resultant The departure in any given
of ethnic hered- case from the Original pat-
aty and environ- *= !

inent. tern must be measured as

a resultant from the combined forces of

ethnic heredity and environment. The
cranium of a Flathead Indian is still a

human head, however much it has been

made to depart from the normal type by

pressure. iVmong savages many of the

bodily organs have been distorted almost

out of semblance to the normal parts

which they represent ; and yet they are

essentially the same. Environment and

special conditions have produced the ab-

normality, but nature gave the material

of the product.

The differentiation of the races of men
has been effected along certain lines of

national preference and appetency. The

Races differen- Aryan pcoplcs have been
tiated by nat-

^-j^ explorcrs of nature

;

ural preference r '

and appetency, the discovercrs of causcs.

They have been the adventurers and

conquerors of mankind. They have been

the makers of the myth, the fable, and

the song. Further on in the evolution

they have been the wi elders of great

forces, the inventors of prodigies, the

subduers of the natural world. From
all this the Semitic line of departure is

clearly drawn. To the Semites belonged

the discovery of ancient religions, the

recoQfuition of almightiness behind the

cloud and shroud of nature, the formu-

lation of systems of belief and ceremony.

Later on we discover in the descendants

of these the skill to gather—as quick-

silver gathers—gold among the debris

of the nations. The Hamites were the

builders of the ancient world. Behold

the pyramids, the tombs, and palaces of

Egypt and Chaldaea

!

Among modern peoples the law of

specialization has worked out still more
wonderful results. The dif-

Extent to which.
ferent races are special- the various races

-, 1 , are specialized.
ized, almost as so many or-

gans, in one huge body, each having its

function in the universal whole of the

varied life of man. These divergences

in powers, capacities, aptitudes, and ac-

complishments have been produced by
the same law of variation which holds

good in the domain of animated nature.

The Greeks were the merchants of the

classical ages, as the Tyrians and vSido-

nians had been before them. Observe in

this fact the operation of two forces:

ethnic energy and commercial situation.

There was an adaptation of the race to

the place—of the people to the oppor-

tunity.

So in the case of Great Britain. The
English-speaking race has gone forth

into many situations. The Differentiation

ethnic force is sufficient to ^^iSi^fTt
account for the adventure, pies considered,

and adaptation to account for the re-

sults. The great problem of English

civilization—the problem of holding in

one imperial structure of society all di-

visions of the multiplied millions who
speak the language of Alfred and Chau-

cer—is complicated to the last degree by

the fact that the commercial and seafar-

ing and warlike character which was so

strongly impressed upon the original

people has been specialized under the

law of environment and circumstance
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into many wide-apart and diverse nation-

al cliaracteristics. One of tliese Englisli

tribes holds Australia ; another, seventy

millions strong', oecnpics North Amer-

ica; another division, in rapid process of

specialization, dominates and will at

length populate Hindustan. They are

surviving branches of a single ethnic tree.

There have thus arisen -I'an'ctics or

species of Englishmen. Specialization

has done its work until the original

British type is with difficulty discovered

in the lumberman of Ontario, the miner

of the Colorado caiion, the ranchman of

the Llano Estacado, the sheep-raiser of

New South Wales, and the opium mer-

chant of Allahabad. In all parts the law

of differentiation and growth, with the

survival of the best forms and the ex-

tinction of the weaker, has prevailed,

until the races of mankind have become

specialized at the extremes of the human
distribution, even as the organs of a liv-

ing body have been brought into exist-

ence and efficiency by their uses and

adaptations.

Chapter XIV.—Objecxioxs Coxsidered.

E have thus pursued the

theory of evolution to

the full limits of fitness

in a work such as the

present. We have
viewed it as the modus

operandi of universal

nature and of man. We have seen it ex-

emplified, first of all, in the laws and

processes of individual growth, whereby

each living organism in the great king-

dom of life has been brought by strug-

gle, fitness, and survival, by dift'erenti-

ation, growth, and exercise into the

mature and perfected form. From this

starting point in the career of the indi-

vidual we have extended the study to

varieties and species of living beings.

Summary of de- We havc obscrvcd among
these the same principle

of divergence, develop-

ment, and adaptation as were found to

govern the course of the individual or-

ganism from the germ to the perfection

of its powers. We have considered the

same law as illustrated in the growth of

the world and our associated planets

from a common solar mass of attenuated

ductions to the
present stage of
the inquiry.

matter. Further on we have applied the

theory to the products of human intelli-

gence, such as language, institutions,

and laws. We have seen that these also

spring out of primordial conditions ; that

they diverge and struggle, survive by
fitness or perish by incongruity with

conditions and circumstances.

We have noted, in the next place,

how the law holds also in a wider and

higher sense of the huinan mind itself

and of the moral nature of man ; and,

last of all, we have observed the appli-

cation of evolution to man himself. We
have considered him as a living entity

working- his wav throufrh a thousand

tentative eft'orts to the maturity of his

powers. AVe have seen that in general

the different forms of human life, as ex-

hibited in races and kiAdreds—spring-

ing, as they did spring, from a common
human type—have conformed in their

movements and methods of development

to the same principles which seem to

prevail throughout the whole world of

organic life, and indeed in universal na-

ture. It now remains to note some of

the objections which have been suggest-
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Objected that
evolution as-

signs a lo'wly

origin to man.

ed, some of the reason.s which have been

urged, for the rejection of the theory of

evolution considered as an explanation

of the phenomena of life.

In the first place, it is said as a ground

of disbelief in the hypothesis of evolu-

tion that it assigns to the

human species a degraded

origin. The doctrine places

man in his genesis and development on

a level, so to speak, with the beasts

which nature has made prone and obe-

dient to their appetites. Man, so far as

the testimony of his consciousness is con-

cerned, holds himself strongly aloof

from the rest of animated nature. He
is able to discover in himself certain

mental and spiritual qualities which do

not affiliate Avith any corresponding traits

in the animals below him. He has

hopes and fears, aspirations and ambi-

tions, musings and speculative reveries,

excursive fancy and the multiplication

of knowledge, for none of which can he

find a parallel in the mental habits of

the living beings around him.

Man feels instinctively that his nobil-

ity as a conscious creature lies in the

Instinctive sen- uicasurc of his departure

from the habitudes and

Any
approach to them in his thoughts and

manners and instincts is recognized at

once by himself as a degradation of his

nature and the stultification of all his

better parts. The assignment, therefore,

of a common origin for his own species

and the higher orders of lower animals

appears revolting to his nobler senti-

ments. He feels that his race is scandal-

ized by attributing thereto such a gen-

esis. For this reason the theory of

evolution has been strongly resisted as

inconsistent with the high estimate which

man discovers in his own consciousness

of himself, of his origin, and his destiny.

timent of men
respecting their

origin. nature of the beasts

vSuch a feeling in human nature is not

to be put lightly aside. Observe with

care that a sentiment of such benefit-

this kind must itself, accord- f.^i^.r^i^
ing to the hypothesis of processes,

evolution, have been produced in man
from an instinctive germ of belief devel-

oped through ages of growth and varia-

tion, and fixed at last by certain con-

ditions as an immutable part of human
nature. The existence of such a senti-

ment and belief must be overcome by

right reason and irrefragable proofs be-

fore it can be given up and replaced with

a totally different concept of the origin

and primeval state of human kind.

Let us approach this problem with

equanimity. "What has history to do

Avith the small prejudices and fluctuating

opinions of the current age ? vShe neither

courts them nor rejects them. She views

them simply as a part of that A'ast sub-

ject-matter Avith which her A-olumes of

majestic lore are afterAvhiles to be filled.

History Avill not espouse a party or

range her forces with any of the divi-

sions of human society. Rather must

she hold all things in CA^en balance if

thereby her own sublime purpose may
be fulfilled ; for she knows nothing but

right and truth.

The antipathy of man to a lowly orig-

inal for his kind is natural. We must

examine the sentiment, istherepug-

however, and discover, if J-^^J^.^^^
Ave may, whether such an or habitual?

opinion is really rational or only habit-

ual. In pursuing such an inquiry we
may find the best materials of the argu-

ment in the history of the indiAudual

life of man. This is, Avithout doubt, suf-

ficiently lowly. The beginning of an

individual life is obscurely hid among
the actions and coactions of matter and

force. In Avhat sense can it be said that

the individual man is created ? Certainly
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not in the sen.se that he has been pro-

duced in an adult form and a phenom-

enal manner. On the contrary, every

human life beg-ins in obscurity, deep in

the inscrutable recesses of a microscopic

germ. Thus much is not theory, but

demonstrable fact indubitably estab-

lished by universal experience and at-

tested by all the criteria of science.

^loreover, the first stages in the evolu-

tion of the individual life of man are in

like manner obscure and obedient to

with the life of other living beings of a

lower order.

Xor do the evidences of difference

rapidly and marvelously appear and

multiplv; but only Slowlv, Difference of hu-

tediously, and witl:;outman- ^^S^^iSS
ifest emphasis of purpose, butsiowiy.

The embryonic human being gradually

departs somewhat from the common
type, just as in the case of the unborn

progeny of one of the lower animals.

In the one case the development begins

to be manward ; and in

other instances horse-

ward, kineward, dog-

ward. It is only in the

latter stages of prenatal

existence that the crea-

ture containing within

itself the possibility of

man begins to show a

marked difference from

the unborn young of

other species of animals.

Even at birth and

after birth the immatur-

ity and imperfection of

the human creature are

most conspicuous. His

FCETI OF DIFKERKNT ANIMALS SHOWING THE COMMON PT.AN OF NATURE. to '
*• ' *- '

(A, A', of tortoise, at four and six weeks; 11, B', of the chick, at four and eight days; C, C, but potential SUggeStiOUS
of the dotr, at four and six weeks ; 1), 1 )', nf the human beine, at four and eight weeks.) r ^ i J^ j ^

of what they are to be-

merely physical law. The pattern of
]
come by growth and development. As to

the human creature that is to be is the

same as that employed by
Obscurity of the

. ^ .

first stages in all iiaturc ill produciiig all the
animal life. i • i i- r • j ^higher forms of animated

being. The living creature that is to be

is not discriminable by any test from the

correlated orders of life, and is depend-

ent for its future distinction wholly

upon a differentiation which is not ap-

parent at the beginning of existence.

The physical life of man is thus at the

first a series of phenomena identical, so

far as science has been able to discover,

intelligence, the new-born weakness and

being ^las none whatever, S^::^^.
with the exception of those child,

animal instincts which are necessary for

the preservation of its life. Even these

are bv no means highly developed.

j\Iany of the lower animals come into

the world with capacities and instincts

of preservative activity far superior to

any exhibited by the newborn of human
kind. As to physical action, a like infe-

riority is observable. The infant of the

human species can neither rise nor sit.
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neither stand nor walk. Perhaps of all

things living the young of the human
race are the most absolutely helpless and
dependent.

Nor may the initial evidences of ac-

tivity in infancy be regarded as indica-

tive of a higher order of life. The infant

Irrationality of left to itself sprawls in utter

SfuShi^ helplessness, moving its

^^^*s- limbs in a lawless manner,

showing no evidences of adaptation to

the necessities of its being. The com-

ing of intelligence, meanwhile, is exceed-

ingly slow. How feeble are the first

movements of brain-power and intellec-

tion ! For many months language con-

sists only of ejaculatory cries, in no

manner differently vocalized or more
significant than the cries of birds and
beasts. Observe the beginnings of

speech. First, the organs instinctively

produce monosyllabic forms without

significance—mere babbling repetitions

of meaningless sound. Finally, there is

the faint light of imitation. At last the

utterance of one word is effected, and
after a month of eft'ort another ! What
a beginning for the rushing vocabularies

of Shakespeare, Goethe, and Hugo

!

Meanwhile the bodily functions re-

main under the dominion of instinct and

Evolution of the animal law. The wonder

p'owers'rchild- ^f Walking Upright is at

^°°^- length accomplished. The
child laughs and speaks, and (marvel of

marvels !) loves ! It begins to be ration-

al ; that is, human. Hitherto it has

been irrational ; that is, animal. Here-

after reason shall more and more arise

and assert its sway. There will be the

waywardness of childhood, the efferves-

cence and folly of youth, the passion

and power of coming manhood, and final-

ly the maturity of power. But how few
of human creatures ever reach complete-

ness of individuality and the perfection

of reason ! How many complete their

career on a plane but one degree above

that on which the higher orders of ani-

mals perform their instinctive and irra-

tional parts in the drama of life !

What we are here to consider is this

:

The true estimate which every mature
human being is obliged to Estimate that

form of his OMai individual ma^.^^^stform
oi his own mdi-

antecedents and history, viduai history.

Man is constrained to accept for himself

as a person the lowliest of lowly begin-

nings. He is obliged to recognize the

fact that his own genesis as a living

creature has been not only in close anal-

ogy with the history of animal life in

general, but absolutely identical there-

with. Every thoughtful man is con-

strained to consider himself as once exist-

ing potentially in a mass of half-organic

protoplasmic cells. He is obliged to

reflect upon his embryonic life, upon the

fact of his birth into the w^orld, and the

insensate animal life which he must needs
live during the first year or years of his

existence in this strange arena. He
must remember himself as prone and
under the dominion of animal instincts

—living only by the aid of the life and
love of others. He must see himself in

that far estate abased to a condition of

intelligence not comparable for intelli-

gence with that which characterizes the

young of the beasts and birds.

But with what sentiment should he

regard this antecedent and irrational por-

tion of his career? Certain- with what sen-

IV not with shame or with lament mankind
must consider

a sense of humiliation, itself.

On the other hand, there are reasons

which a reflective mind may discover in

all this for a justifiable pride in the de-

gree of departure and elevation which

the mature and intelligent being has

reached from the lowly and unconscious

state of infancv. No man can be reason-
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ably scandalized with tlie thought that

he was once a babe and once an embryo.

Rather may he comfort and respect him-

self with the reflection that by the law

of evolution, the beautiful processes of

unfolding- and growth, he has risen to

his present sublime stature from so ob-

scure an origin.

Man at his best estate walks abroad

and surveys all nature. He knows the

Great capacity world and its mystcrics.
of the human ^^^^ outline of scas and con-
mind to think
and know. tiucuts is bcforc his visiou.

The deeps are his. His are the clouds,

the panoply of starry sky, the infinitude

of systems and worlds beyond. Better

than the material landscape is the world

within him. Thought is his, and vision

and will and purpose. Imagination,

eagle-like, sits poised on the vast prec-

ipice overlooking the chasm of the

universe, and with one bound springs

forth on unfaltering wing, circling the

profound abyss from shore to shore, from

the boundless past to the endless future.

But in the midst of this exaltation, this

swift review of himself and his powers,

he is constrained evermore—but without

humiliation—to remember that his or-

ganic life began low down in the obscur-

ity of an almost unknown world, amid

the occult actions and coactions of mat-

ter and force, even as all other organic

life begins froin a mere material cell.

If such be the backward look of the

individual life and consciousness, re-

No rational viewing itself in the light
shame from con-

^^^ fact and discovering notemplation oi fe

a lowly origin. shamc or degradation in

the low estate from which it sprang,

what shall we say of that retrospect

which surveys the life of the species?

Shall any man feel shame on account of

the origin of his species? Do scandal

and humiliation hold of a remote and

undiscoverable ancestry while they do

not hold of the origin of the individual?

Shall any intelligent being feel himself

degraded by the communal divergence

of his kind from the great stem of life

far away among the mysteries of the

prehistoric world, and yet feel no degra-

dation in the fact that he himself, during

the first weeks of his organic life, was

indiscriminable from the young of an

alligator? If the puppy, the calf, and

the kid have larger intelligence and

freer use of faculties at a corresponding

stage of development than have the

children of men, shall he who, in full

maturity of powers, reflects upon the

fact feel a sense of disgrace and abase-

ment under the belief that by remote

ancestral descent, extending thousands

of years before the dappled dawn of re-

corded history, the species to which he

belongs came by diiTerentiation out of

the side of that great stem of life which

contained the possibilities of all ani-

mated nature ?

On the contrary, it is far more reason-

able that man should disregard the re-

moter conditions of ethnic More reasonable

descent, and feel the deeper ^,^^2^^%''"''

interest in his individual our species,

history and the history of his immediate

ancestiy. It is of more concern to man
that his personal genesis should be a

pleasing fact, as reviewed in conscious-

ness under the light of memory and re-

flection, than that his ancestors, even

within the limits of a few generations,

should have been possessed of certain

undesirable characteristics of body and

mind. The nearer the fact, the greater

its interest and importance. All things

sink awav and fade into shadow and

cloud in the far horizon. But that which

touches the present life hath more of

vital interest.

^
I The one great history to every human

being is the history of himself. Next
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to this is the history of that immediate

past which he may still see in retrospect

Greater impor- or by parallax reflected in

^ordfvii^tr' the pages of common in-

life- formation. Further on, and

of less concern, is that remote past

which must be recreated by the skill of

the historian and the antiquary. Least

of all in interest and attractiveness is

that group of facts that lie far off, dis-

coverable only with the glass and from

the mountaintop, dimly defined in the

morning of days and seasons. It is of

less disgrace and harm to a man—

a

thousand times less shameful to him

—

that his prehistoric ancestor should have

been one of the pithecanthropoids than

that his grandfather should have been a

robber or himself a villain !

It would appear, therefore, that the

repugnance of enlightened and intelli-

Repugnance to gent pCOplcS tO the UOtioU

fow^rdeTsnoT ^^ ^^ auccstral dcsccut of

rational. i]^q human racc common
with that of the other orders of animated

nature is habitual rather than rational.

It is a matter of education and sentiment

rather than a judgment or a valid deduc-

tion. Not to be scorned or contemned is

this sentiment, so jealous of the honor

and character of that primal stock from

w^hich our species is descended. Never-

theless, the suggestion that our origin

w^as the common origin of all organic

life is not good ground for the repug-

nance and disdain which many have

shown for such a lowly genesis. The
beginning of the human kind may have

been as obscure and far removed among
the hidden forces of physical nature as

is the manifest beginning of all the in-

dividual forms of life. But for that rea-

son such origin in neither case is just

reason for disdain or for the sense of

shame. So far as these sentiments exist

respecting the descent of our species

from a lower and simpler order of ani-

mals than man, they are the result of

views and beliefs which can not well en-

dure critical analysis or the higher de-

cisions of reason.

In the formation of the opinions which
the men of the nineteenth century still

hold, or hold in part, rela- BeiiefmaGoid-

tive to the beginninof and en Age as af-

o t> lectmg our opm-
first estate of man, the tra- io^^s.

dition widely disseminated among many
peoples of a Golden Age has largely con-

tributed. Most of the civilized or half-

civilized nations of antiquity entertained

such a view with respect to the prehis-

toric epoch. It pleased the fancy of the

pagan peoples of the Mediterranean to

reconstruct a former condition of man-
kind more elevated and glorious than

the current age of semibarbarism and
unending war. This dream was one of

the prevailing poetic visions with the

bards of the Grseco- Italic races. They
depicted a primitive estate in which

mankind were ahnost as the gods. The
first men were taller and stronger than

their degenerate descendants. The first

men lived the life of peace and happi-

ness. The first men were wise in their

kind and virtuous in their lives. The
first men tilled the earth and walked

abroad as philosophers, gathering the

fruits that ripened perennially and sit-

ting at evening in the shade of cool ar-

bors where they discoursed of the gods

and instructed each other in the princi-

ples of duty and the obligations of fra-

ternity. Such a dream hovered about

the imagination of Greece, and even the

heavier mind of Rome was invaded at

intervals with the presence of this de-

lightful vision of an immemorial past.

Doubtless such an opinion came to the

Western peoples with their migrating

ancestry out of the East. The Orien-

tal nations also possessed traditions and
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fables of the golden age. With the

ascendency of Rome such a notion in

varying^ degrees of inten-
Genesis of the

. . ^ . ^

.

beiiefinapast sity was Widely disscmma-
age of gold. . j -u i j.

ted by her pagan conquests.

With the incoming of Christianity—with

its acceptance as the religion of the state

and the consequent incorporation of

Hebrew story as a part, even the foun-

dation, of the new theology—the belief

in the antecedent greatness and perfec-

tion of mankind w^as still further ex-

tended and confirmed. As far as the

new faith extended, so far was the cur-

rent interpretation of the significance of

the terrestrial paradise and its two per-

fect and exalted beings accepted as the

condition from which the human race

had descended.

The belief in question was further

strengthened and confirmed by that un-

fortunate epoch in human
Effects ofthe be- .

^

lief in the de- history kuown as the Dark
cadence ofman. . . , . ,.

x\geb. xi-L Liiai viine an

things seemed returning to the primitive

chaos. The Roman empire broke and
fell. Barbarism came in. Society was

disorganized and went to ruins. Dark-

ness supervened over the face of Europe.

A belief well calculated to destroy the

remainder of hope arose and spread

and took possession of all minds. This

was the belief in the decadence of man.

It became the prevalent opinion that all

things were falling away, and that not

only civilization but the world itself

was doomed to perish.

For several centuries, as the first mil-

lenium of the Christian era drew to its

Medisevais af- close, this foreboding and

henstnSfT'" gloomy Spirit hovered over
catastrophe. the human mind. Under
its influence men looked back afar to the

primitive estate of the race as to a vision

of glory and exaltation. The present

woe was contrasted in the senses and

apprehensions of the people with that

far-off and beautiful Eden from which

the ancestor of mankind had been driven

forth in exile to his death. All these

circumstances tended most strongly to

fix in the mind a deep-seated conviction

of the early excellence and later deca-

dence of the human race—to extend and

perpetuate the pagan traditions which

have prevailed in many parts of the

world respecting a primitive golden

age.

As the nightmare of the Middle Ages
passed away, when it was seen that the

world and the race of man Dogmatic inter-

had not perished, but that '^'T'^'^Zi^'.r ' pede scientific

on the other hand there progress.

were evidences of revival and restora-

tion, the new and hopeful sentiments of

mankind with respect to the present and

the future came into contact with the

old beliefs respecting the methods of

creation and the primeval state of the

human species. Meanwhile the creeds

of the Church had taken a dogmatic and

inflexible form. The interpretations

which had been placed on the ancient

oracles were held in all things to be

literal and exact. When the new as-

tronomy appeared it was confronted with

a construction of the Scriptures which

forbade its acceptance. The reading

which had been adopted of the Book of

Genesis made the world the center of

our system and the sun and moon and

stars its attendant satellites. To disturb

this construction seemed to the men of

the fifteenth and sixteenth centuries

like a destruction of the moral order of

the world.

Every branch of natural science was

met with like antagonism and resisted

by the adherents of the ancient system.

Geology in particular was assailed as un-

mistakably contradictory of the oracles

of truth. The notion of an extended
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duration for the world—of the vast eons

of time which had been required for the

Au branches of Orderly production of our

"i^SeS^ globe-was denounced as

tagonized. ^ horrible assault upon the

divine revelation and an attempt to sub-

stitute a bible of atheism for the true

wisdom of the Almig-hty. For espousing

and upholding the new belief many suf-

fered and died. From the date of the

first dawn of the revival of learning

each new stage in the progress of scien-

tific discovery, each new concept which

man has gained of the order of the world,

and in particular of the history of life,

has been resisted and resented as an of-

fense and an indignity done to those

sublime standards which were established

aforetime out of the literal construction

of the ancient records of both the chosen

people and the pagan nations of an-

tiquity.

All of these circumstances must be

weighed and estimated in making up a

Current opin- currcut judgment with re-
ions derived sDCct to the valuc and ac-from dogmatic '^pt^>-L UJ Liie Vctiuc ana ac

antecedents. ccptability of thc thcory of

evolution. That this theory has been

repugnant to many cherished sentiments

and beliefs can not be denied, and ought

not to be neijlected in considering the

general question at issue. On the other

hand, the existence of such opinions, in

so far as they are merely habitual and

not the products of right reason, ought

not by any means to prevail against the

acceptance of a larger and more compre-

hensive concept of the history of life.

Just as dogma should not have prevailed

against the mathematics of Copernicus

and the telescope of Galileo, just as the

narrow, foolish, but long-established the-

ory of the phenomenal creation of the

earth in six days ought not to have pre-

vailed against the new geology which

fought its way through every kind of

opposition to final acceptance as the

rational explanation of the order and
development of the world, so a possibly

inistaken notion about the existence of a

golden age, in which the first of human
kind walked and communed as the gods,

ought not to prevail against the evi-

dences of science, pointing as they do

with unerring finger to the low estate

and primitive savagery of the earliest

creatures of the world worthy to take

the name of man.

On the whole, the issue between those

who hold the theory of phenomenal cre-

ation and those who accept Real issue a

evolution as the law of uni- rthod^a^d
versal nature and of man not of fact,

is a question of victJtod rather than a

question of fact . Life has appeared on

the earth at some iiuic and some place

and in some niaiuicr. Life did not al-

ways exist on the earth. It began to

be, and it now is, in full aspect of de-

velopment. The question, therefore,

can be no more than this : Hoiv did life

appear? Irloic did it begin? How did

it proceed from stage to stage? Was
the apparition immediate and phenome-

nal, or was it by slow degrees and evo-

lutionary processes? It is not the fact

of creation but the nianucr of it that is

involved in the whole controversy which

has occupied at least three decades of the

last half of the nineteenth century. All

must concede that organic being has

come to pass in some way. The diver-

gence of opinion relates only to the man-

ner and not to the essential fact of a

beginning of something which before

had no existence.

From these considerations it would ap-

pear that the controversy in some expiana-
,

•
1 1 11 tion of origin of

question has been unduly gpeciesmustbe

exaggerated and fanned accepted,

to an unwarrantable excess of heat.

It is only a question as to how the term
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creation, or the primary production of

life, is to be understood. Men are con-

strained, in virtue of the cause-seeking

instinct Avithin them, to form some con-

cept of the manner of the beginning.

The mind demands an explanation.

There is no satisfaction or mental rest

without some reasonable apprehension

of the methods and circumstances of the

origin of life. More particularly the

whole question seems to hang about the

beginning of species. For some reason

the obvious origin of the individual life

has been overlooked, and the attention

of the disputants in this great contro-

versy fixed on the occult question of the

beginning of species. Why it is that

the manner of the origin of a specific

variety of life, belonging as it must do

to a remote epoch in the past, should

be considered of greater importance in

forming a correct theory of the world

and of organic being than is the nearby

and apprehensible origin of the individ-

ual life, is one of the strange circum-

stances in the intellectual history of our

century.

As to the adequacy of the theory of

evolution to account for the foriuation

of the world and for the
Adequacy of the
theory of evolu- mcthods by Avllicll tllC iu-
tioii considered. , . . , i • i ^ i j

.dividual IS brought to ma-
turity there can be no doubt. Between

these two extremes of cosmogony, in a

general sense on the one hand and the

individual life on the other hand, lies

the intermediate question of the genesis

of species, and in particular the origin

of human kind. The general tendency

of scientific investigation has been to

extend further and still further the law

of evolution as the method and explana-

tion of the phenomena of all living

forms. To affirm that the inquiry is

complete, and that evolution is the one

sole explanation of all the varieties of

life, and of the stages and vicissitudes

through which they have passed, is to

affirm more than the present state of

human knowledge would warrant or

sustain. To aftirm, on the other hand,

that the law of evolution applies to so

wide a cycle of phenomena as is mani-

festly the case—that in general it suf-

fices to explain the modus operandi of

creation respecting the manifold species

of animals and plants Vvdiich hold to tlie

earth as the source of their vitality ; but

that the law breaks when it comes to

the human species, and leaves the

great fact of man-life as somethinof

unaccounted for and exceptional to an

otherwise universal mode of action—is

to affirm less than the present condi-

tion of human knowledge will attest

and justify.

Thus much is certain, that the battle

of dogmatic and scientific opinion re-

specting the manner of the The conflict of

beofinnino- of life subsides scientific and
» c> dogmatic opm-

into silence. It has already ion subsides,

lost its clangor and sharpness. It sinks

into a mild and conciliatory debate. The
alarm which prevailed for a season

among the timid folk of the ancient

camping ground also subsides and is suc-

ceeded by returning confidence. It is

seen that the world stands fast and

that the moral order of the world is not

disturbed. Perhaps the acerbity, the

violence, of them who attack the existing

interpretations of man and nature cools

into a rational satisfaction over the chang-

ing concept of the beginning and devel-

opment of organic life. The glowing

coals of anger, fanned not a little by the

agitation, cover themselves with the

white ashes of peace. ' It has always

been so in the intellectual warfare of

mankind. It is not true, as many sup-

pose, that the moral deeps are broken

up by these disturbances of the intel-
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lectual world. After the eonllict is

over there is always the return of har-

mony, the blessings of sunshine, the

betterment of mankind. There is a re-

newal of the hand-elasp of fidelity, and

mutual eong-ratulations of the eontend-

ing parties that the inseriptions on the

obelisks of truth and right are still elear

and sharp as on the morning of the

first day.

This better condition of the mind in

our age comes of the gradual acceptation

of the new truth and the gradual aban-

donment of the old error. It comes, in

large measure, also, of concession and

of the willingness of the human mind to

be taught in things not known before.

It comes of the necessary approxi-

mation of views to that common ground

which, while it is not the ground occu-

pied by mediaeval scholasticism and mod-

ern dogma, is, on the other hand, not

the ground of an atheistic materialism.

It is rather that point of
Approximation

view which accepts an orig- ofthe opposing
, , .

,

-I
opinions.

mal creative power as the

productive energy whereby the begin-

nings of all life are to be accounted for

and explained, but at the same time

recognizes the evolutionary processes

which are manifestly at work among all

existing forms as the explanation and

method of growth whereby the living

species of organisms have been brought

from their germinal to their perfected

state. Under these two general con-

cepts the life of man may be assigned

to its true place as the supreme fact

connected with our sphere. I For the

present it suffices to say that creation

is a fact, and evolution its universal

method.
)
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Primitive Estate of the Human Race.

BOOK III.-PRIMEVAL MAN.

Chaf'TER XV.—Divers

T is the purpose in

this book to present

as much as is known
relative to the prim-

itive condition of man-
kind in several quar-

ters of the earth. The
progress of historical science and archae-

ological research has now made us famil-

iar with many aspects of the early life

of man hitherto unknown. It is pos-

sible, with our present light, to make a

tolerably accurate picture of the social

Essential inter- phenomena of several peo-

So°b£S pies in those stages of their

conditions. development which lie com-

pletely beyond the horizon of formal

history. Nor can it be doubted that

such reconstruction and revival of the

18

OE B>VRBARIC IvIEE.

priineval conditions of our race, passing

from the state of absolute unconscious-

ness into the semiwaking of the early

dawn, will prove of the keenest interest

if only the work be patiently and sym-

pathetically performed.

It must be understood at the outset

that the beginnings of civilization in dif-

ferent parts of the world are exceedingly

diverse in their aspects and Diverse aspects

tendencies. Nothing c^n ':i^^:S^
be more striking than the life ofman.

contrasts which the early races of men
present to the student in their methods

and peculiarities of development. In-

deed, hardly any two of the primitive

tribes of men wrought in the same man-

ner or with the same results. Their

work in attempting to construct their

265
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social forms was as various as the con-

ditions of the primeval world in which

they struggled for existence.

From these considerations it will be

necessary to an adequate understanding

Varying activi- of the primitive condition
tiesofmaninthe £ mankind to sketch, in
struggle for ex- '

istence. the following chapters,

several distinct phases of the social and

economic life of man as we see the same

forest, with his rude implements and

utensils, and becomes a man of the

woods, a roving hunter,
, . . .

Savages ofthe
traversing hill and thicket, woods and sea-

eating the mast of the oak

and the beech tree, living by the haz-

ards of migration and tribal warfare.

Still again, he gathers his little group

around him on the shingly shore of the

northern seas. He rakes from the sand,

MAN IN THE AGE OF THE CAVE BKAK.—Drawn by Kmile U.iyard.

obscurely outlined along the far horizon

of traditional history. In one quarter

of the w^orld we shall see the newborn

man take to the caverns for a habitation

and defense. We shall see him, with

huge clubs in his hands, fighting like a

giant with wild beasts, sometimes crush-

ing their skulls and soinetimes himself

torn to death by their tremendous fangs.

In another quarter man takes to the

where the receding wave has been, the

shellfish left there by the tide. These

he breaks and devours for his subsist-

ence. He builds him a tent, and con-

structs simple implements for the gather-

ing and preparation of his food. He
heaps up around him the waste of his

rude methods of life, the debris of his

half-savage industry, until his tent is on

a shell mound, mixed with broken frag'
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ments of his utensils, and bearing thus

to future ages the sole evidence of his

existence and manner of life.

Still again we see the primitive man
driving piles in the margin of the moun-

Primevaiman tain lake and building a
builds for him- platform upon them, and on
self a home over c c '

the water. this platform, above the

Avater, rearing rude huts, from which he

reaches the shore by a flattened log or

other simple means of transit. Here he

herds driven from place to place on the

plains of the East, as the spring line of

verdure fluctuated over the landscape

like the shadow of a cloud.

Again, we note those who built for

themselves abodes of mud and bitumen.

We see the low-lying plain Barbarian

with its cubical houses of ^^sSbakt/
clay or sun-dried bricks, ^I'icks.

and are surprised to observe that what

some primitive tribes of the Orient did in

ASPECTS OF BARBARIC LIFE—Hut of Ostiaks.—Drawn by Durand Brager.

is comparatively safe from the attacks of

the wild beasts with which he finds

himself otherwise unable to contend.

Through the rude slabs in the floor in

his dwelling he also drops into the water

his broken implements of peace and war

;

and these vestiges of a primitive and

peculiar form of life are taken from the

mud in our own century to bear witness

of one of the strangest aspects of prim-

itive history. As to the so-called pa-

triarchs of antiquity, their well-known

method was that of keepers of flocks and

the dawn of their nationality thousands

of years ago, the Arizonian races of

Southwestern North America have re-

duplicated, in every particular, in their

attempted emergence from barbarism.

In all the central regions of the New
World the Red Man will invite us with

his wigwam to scrutinize his manners

and customs and to note, not without

sympathy, his hopes and aspirations.

Far to the north the frozen ice huts

appear, with their stunted but resolute

inhabitants braving the rigors of the
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frigid zone, kindling' tlie fires within

them and witliout from tlie same lieavy

carbonaceous elements furnislied by tlie

monsters of the deep. All these and

many more are the peculiarities of pri-

meval life which will demand our atten-

tion in the the present book.

It can but be of interest in this con-

Avould, under the influence of instinct

correlated with their environment, adopt

almost identical methods in their strug-

gle for existence and progress, and
present a common type of development

;

but the facts are utterly at variance

with this hypothesis. To the casual ob-

server, indeed, it would seem that the

ASPECTS OF BARBARIC LIFE.—Search for the Skulls.—Drawn by Riou.

thus differen

tiate in manner
Of life?

nection to discuss briefly the question

zv/iy it is that such radical differences

Why do savages existed among the primi-

tive tribes of men in their

methods of organizing

themselves into societies. What were

the causes of so great divergences in

the early life of man? It would be in-

ferred, a priori, that all semibarbarous

peoples in their emergence from savagery

diverse methods, the opposing manners

and customs, and the contradictory in-

stitutions of primitive mankind, werfe

the work of caprice rather than of rea-

son and order. A closer study of the

problem, however, will doubtless show

that in this also, as well as in all other

elements of human history, law has

been the dominant principle and reason

the guiding light.
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reactions of na^
ture on human
faculties.

Doubtless the first great cause of the

divergences noticeable in the begin-

nings of civilization between the meth-

ods of one tribe or fainily of men and

those of another, is the varying influences

First cause the of nature reacting upon

the human frame and fac-

ulties. The aspects and

conditions of the external world are far

reinoved from regularity. Every region

has its own climate, its own aspect of

earth and sky. As to the earth itself,

its surface is variable in the last degree.

The soil has different potencies. The
water distribution passes through all

grades from scarcity to abundance, from

the blistering desert to the dripping

humidity of rainy islands. The surface

in some parts spreads out on a dead

level of valley or plain, and anon rises

into hill and cliff and mountain. The
running streams are equally irregular in

their disposal. Some regions have the

rivers as the basal fact in their consti-

tution, while in others the range of

highlands, the rocky ridge or snow peaks

scattered at intervals, are the fundamen-

tal condition of geography. Greater

still is the variation of heat and cold,

from the rigor of the hyperborean

regions to the furnace of the tropics

;

and, if possible, the differences in the

electrical and magnetic forces that girdle

the earth and impart a certain nervous

tension to all animal existence are even

more pronounced and remarkable.

Under these varying circumstances of

the external world the plants on its sur-

Man especially facc and the living crea-

rnScefofWe turcs that subsist thereby
natural world. fluctuate and change in

their instincts and manner of life. Par-

ticularly does that supreme animal

called man fit by multifarious adjust-

ments into his changeful environment.

From his superior and more refined or-

ganization he is especially susceptible to

the influences of the external world.

More than any beast of the field does he
sway and bend and conform to the cli-

matic exigencies under which he is

placed. In him the sap of the world

circulates almost as palpably and po-

tently as in the plant that fixes its roots

in the soil. In him every varying con-

dition of the outer world is reflected

;

and in him the very tone and rhythm
and pulsebeat of universal nature find a

perpetual echo and response.

These considerations are fully borne

out by an actual examination of the prim-

itive life of man in proc- Aiipartsofcivii-

ess of development under i^^^o^^ ^iged
-t -with environing

the varying conditions of conditions,

nature. Indeed, no stage of human
growth is exempt from the domination

of the natural world. Every part

and filament of the garb which civiliza-

tion wears has taken its form and

color and substance in large measure

from the material elements and condi-

tions under which it is woven. It can

not be doubted that all the aspects of

the life and endeavor of man have in

them, when closely scrutinized, the out-

line and semblance of physical condi-

tions caught by reflection from the

external forms and circumstances of his

environment and home.

So palpable and powerful have been

these influences of the external world on

the development and char- Theory of envi-

acter of the human race that ^^^:,^rlt:hed

many authors have been too far.

disposed to make them the be-all and

the end-all of the civilization of man.

By such writers the theory of a physical

basis for all things has been confidently

adopted ; and it is urged, without doubt

or hesitation, that even the highest and

most spiritual faculties and moods of the

human mind are resolvable by easy
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process into elemental parts derivable

from nature.

Under this hypothesis man is regarded

simply as a plant with powers of lo-

comotion and consciousness. True, his

feet do not strike into the soil. He has

no local attachment to the ground out of

which he has sprung; but like those

vegetable anomalies which grow freely

in the open air or water without the for-

mality of roots and tendrils, so man, in

to which it is applied. Nature has, in-

deed, done much to give form and

fashion to the various and divergent as-

pects of human life ; but there are luany

differences existing in the methods em-

ployed by primitive, and even by civilized,

peoples which can not be so resolved and

explained. Another general cause comes

into the field of vision, and that is the

influence of innate instincts and dispo-

sitions in mankind, working in some in-

jiiiip ' WK-

VARIABILITY ILLUSTRATED IN MULTIPLE YOUNG OF SAME MOTHER—Guinea Pigs.

this view of his genesis and nature,

grows and develops into conscious life

and powerful activity by the mere ab-

sorption, from his free surroundings, of

all his elemental juices, his fibers, and

his faculties.

But this view of the case is inadequate

to the solution of the problem. The

Ethnic instincts theory of a physical basis of

wSJmS''" civilization is by no means
^i'^<i- to be rejected as a chi-

mera. It is simply insufficient of itself

to explain and elucidate the phenomena

stances toward one end and in others to

an opposite or diverse result. That such

native and inherent differences do exist

in human kind can not be doubted, and

that the influence of the same has been

largely potential in producing the va-

rious aspects of early civilization is, it is

believed, susceptible of the clearest

proof.

If we descend into the germinal con-

ditions of the vegetable world we find

that even the plants are, in virtue of

their own nature, impressed with great
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variations. The seeds taken from the

same pod and phanted in the same bed

tinet and unmistakable evidences of di-

vergence and individuality. If we o-q

MIGRATORY BARBARISM.-Camp of the KiRGHEEZ.-Drawn by Emile Bayard.

and nurtured under identical conditions

exhibit in growth and development dis-

forward one stage and begin an exami-
nation of the phenomena of animal life.
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we find the diverg-ent principle still

more active and emphatic. In the mul-
The law of varia- tiple young- of the Same
tion independ- , •, ^ ,

'

ent of environ- motlier we liave the varia-
ment. xy^i^^^^ ^^ nature illustrated
in every element of organization. The
color is different. Some are black, some
are parti-colored, and some are white.

,

procreative act, developed in the same
matrix, and thrust into the world under
identical conditions, are more than ap-
proximately alike.

Take, for instance, the pointers and
setters in which the hunter finds so great
delight. Never yet, perhaps, have two
of these animals, under the strictest dis-

SEDENTARY BARBARISM

Similar variations, though perhaps less

pronounced, will be discovered in form
and function. One outgrows the other.
One is of superior activity; one is

hardier, and another has by nature a
greater longevity. If we proceed to
scrutinize the instincts and dispositions
of the group the differences are still

more marked. In fact, no two of these
living creatures, produced by the same

—House of Greenland Esquimau.

cipline of the same master, been devel-
oped into identity of method and char-
acter. The law of animal Animal life un-
life in this respect is sus- ^""'^ ^^^'^ ^^"'^i-

.

^ tions shows
ceptible of infinite illustra- divergences,

tion. Every species of living creatures
is still in a state and process of differen-
tiation under that primal law of evolu-
tion which tends to individualize all

forms of life ; and as we ascend in the
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scale of being the action of this law is

constantly increased in vigor and inten-

sity.

In man the presence of the divergent

and individualizing tendency has been

inmanand especially powcrful from

^S:iL'lTl^^t the beginning. The primi-

sity prevails. tivc races had each its spe-

cial instinct and individual character. No
two of them were moved by the same
innate impulses or the same conscious

purposes. The ends of tribal endeavor

w^ere as diverse as the methods employed

to reach them. And it is the existence,

radically, in the human family of this

difference of instinct and motive that,

combined with the powerful influence of

the natural w^orld reacting upon the

sensitive faculties of man, has produced

the striking and peculiar differences,

oppositions, even antagonisms, which

we discover in the primitive history of

mankind.

As an illustration of the working of

these innate divergent tendencies in the

Migratory habit humau racc, take the great

:"SSe''*S.- fact Of tribal migration. In
s^'^^s- the primitive history of

the world no other fact, perhaps, has so

great prominence as has the migratory

disposition exhibited by the early races

;

but the working of this instinct was

exhibited by them only in part. That
is, there were conservative tribes and

radical tribes in the primeval world, the

former of which gave no sigfu of the

migratory impulse, while the latter

were swayed thereby to the extent of

having no other history than that of

removal.

A closer analysis will show that in the

same tribe the migratory disposition

would appear, seizing like an insupport-

able passion upon some members of the

clan and household, while others would be
exempt from its influence. A division

of sentiment would appear The moving pas-

among these imconscious !i°"r!l"®^"^^5 the same com-
folk leading to a radical munity.

difference of tribal action and policy. A
break-up among the family would ensue,

a part drifting away under the action of

an instinct as natural and inevitable as

that which drives the bee swarm from

the parent colony to the distant forest.

That is, in a given household some
members, born under identical condi-

tions wdth the rest, would feel the mov-
ing passion and go, while the rest, un-

swayed by any such instinctive motive,

would remain in their native seats,

unable even to appreciate the impulse

and disposition which had separated

their kinsmen from them. The Orient

is to-day, in some sense, a residuum of

those peoples over whom the migratory

passion was never dominant, while all

Europe and America, even to the shore

line of the Pacific, is, in a like sense,

the result of a certain innate radicalism

which has forced the moving races

further and further onward, until at last

it threatens to leap the greatest of the

oceans and precipitate itself again upon
the East.

This division of mankind into a

migratory and nonmigratory part must
have been based, in its ultimate analysis,

upon innate differences and unconscious,

unreasoning impulses in those original

tribes from which Asia and Europe
have alike been peopled. Nor can it

w^ell be understood how the influence of

the external world can adequately ac-

count for the true genesis and primal

workings of this migratory habit.
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CHAPTER XVI.-ThE CAVK DWELLERS OE EUKOEE.

the

the

ONG before the incom-
ing of the first Aryan
peoples into Europe
tribes and races of men
were already diffused

over the country. Nor
is it possible for us, in

present state of knowledge, to pierce
bottom of these human strata and

For the present, archteological and
ethnical inquiry has reached down only
to this epoch when the aborigines of
Western Europe were contemporaneous
with certain extinct species of animals.
It is here that we must begin our inquiry
relative to the primitive life of man in
those parts of the world with which we
are most familiar. It is well to repeat

IDF-.AL I.AXDSCAl'K OF THK AGF. OF RFI'TH.E.S -Drawn by Kiou.

find the actual beginnings of the life of

man on the European continent. It is

now clear that the first men roaming
Contempo- about in a state of savagery
raneity ofman .1 1 ^i r .

',-

and certain ex- through the forCStS of
tinct animals. Denmark, of Germany, of

France, and of Britain were contempo-
raneous with several races of animals
that were extinct before the beo-innino-s

of authentic history.

that the period here referred to is an-

terior to the time when the first Aryans
—the Celts, the Italic tribes, and the

Teutones—made their first inroads into

the West.

It is only within the present century
that our knowledge relative to primeval
man in Western Europe has taken a

somewhat definite form. Such inquiry

has been impeded by many prejudices
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and prepossessions of the human mind—

•

many beliefs which are no longer tenable

under the lio-ht of increas-
Modern leaders _

^
of archaeological iiig- knowledge. The labors
inquiry. ^ ^ •

, ^ ,

or several eminent archaeol-

ogists and ethnologists, such as vSir

Charles Lyell and Sir John Lubbock in

England, Messieurs Tournal and Christol

in P^ranee. Dr. P. C. vSchmerling in Ger-

many, and Professors vSteenstrup and
Nilsson of Sweden, have brought the

resources of their genius to bear upon
the problem of the antiquity and prim-

itive life of man, and have succeeded in

reconstructing the primeval conditions

of civilization.

the cave dwellers of Western Europe
flourished. If we examine the crust of

the earth above those strata which con-

stitute the so-called age of reptiles, we
shall find the same to be divided into

two great layers, the lower of which is

called the Tertiary and the upper the

Post-Tertiary Period. The post-tertiary

period is itself composed of two strata,

the lower of which is called the Post-

Pliocene and the upper the Recent, which

latter embraces, in general terms, what
is popularly called the surface of the

earth. These two periods, the tertiary

and post-tertiary, cover the geologic

age of mammals. The mammalia are

Post-Tertiarv ....

Pliocene.

Recent

Post-Pliocene [Epoch of the Cave Men]

Newer Pliocene

Older Pliocene

( Upper Miocene {• Cenozdi'c Time—Age of Mammals.
Miocene <

y Lower Miocene

f Upper Eocene

I

Eocene
-J

Middle Eocene

I

[ Lower Eocene

DIAGRAM OF THE TERTIARY AND POST-TERTIARY PERIODS, SHOWING THE GEOLOGICAL PLACE OF THE
CAVE DWELLERS.

Tertiary Period. . <

dwellers deter
mined by geo-
logical data.

In the present chapter it will be the

aim to present the leading features of

Place of the cave tribal life as the same are

illustrated in the story of

the Cave Dwellers of West-
ern Europe. There was, in prehistoric

ages, in many parts of the Avcstern

European states a race of men of a low
grade of culture who chose the caverns

which nature had hollowed out as their

abodes, and within these dreary domiciles

enacted the domestic drama of their

lives.

It is desirable to note the geological

epoch, now well determined, in which

conterminous with it, having first made
their appearance in what is called the

Lower Eocene and having a continu-

ous existence through all the upper

strata. Chronologically speaking, the

period here referred to, beginning with

the bottom of the tertiary and reach-

ing to the present, is called Cenozoic

time. The above diagram, drawn ac-

cording to vSir Charles Lyell, will .show

the various relations of these strata and

the place of the cave dwellers.

It must be understood with reference

to the above diagram that all existing

species of mammals and man himself
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belong to what is called the recent, or

quaternary, epoch. There were, how-

Man belongs to ever, several species of
the recent, or orreat animals formerly wellquaternary, o J

epoch. known in Europe, whose

existence as distinct varieties reached tip

from the pliocene period of the tertiary

epoch into the post-pliocene era, and in

that era ceased to exist. It appears that

certain climatic changes took place in

the extinct mammals above referred to

that the demonstration of this early

form of existence on the earth has been

made. The proof that man was con-

temporaneous with several varieties of

animal life no longer present in the

countries where it formerly flourished,

is clear and irrefragable, and it only re-

mains in the following pages to deter-

mine as much as we may of the primi-

IDEAL LANDSCAPE OF THE CRETACEOUS PERIOD.—Drawn by Riou.

Europe, rendering the country untenable

to these forms of life.

Now it is in this post-pliocene epoch

that the cave dwellers had their career.

Extinct mam- It was at the time when

rnS:fhmanIn the spccics of auimals just

Europe. mentioned were still prev-

alent in the west of Europe that the

cave man had his abode there. He was

their companion and fellow of the woods

and caverns ; and it is by the commin-

gling of the debris -and ruins of his sav-

age life with the relics and vestiges of

five condition in which the cave man
held his barbarous fortunes.

The savage races of men, on their way
from the low condition in which they

are still found in absolute savages pass

barbarity to civilized peo- t^:-l\,tlT
pies, pass through four civilization,

epochs of development. These are de-

termined by archaeologists chiefly by

the character of the implements and

utensils which are fabricated by primi-

tive peoples in the different stages of

their progress. It had been found that
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this progress is uniform in all parts of

the world, and that when barbarians are

discovered in a given stao-e of erowth

the next stage may always be inferred

by the general law which governs the

evolution. This movement forward

proceeds from a grade of life but little

above mere animality, and ends with

the emergence of the tribe into full his-

torical activity.

The various materials which the races

certain varieties of rock formation, and
by simple modifications, or even, at the

first, by no modification at all, converts

them into implements.

The materials first chosen are gener-

ally flint and obsidian, and the primitive

stage of workmanship consists in merely
breaking the substance into shape. It

is this fact of breakage into form, as dis-

tinguished from other methods of fabri-

cation, that marks the very first stage of

IDEAL LANDSCAPE OF THE PLELSTOCENE PERIOD (AGE OF MAN).—Drawn by Riou.

of men have employed in the fabrication

of tools and utensils are principally stone.

Materials em- WOOd, boUC, hom, COppcr,
ployed by bar- u„^ j • • ^i
bariansinmak- ^ronzc, and irou—m the
ing implements, order named. Among civ-

ilized peoples the latter metal is refined

into different forms of wrought iron, cast

iron, and finally the various grades of

steel. The primitive man, however,
begins with stone. He takes from the

ground, by a sort of natural selection.

man's development as a tool-making

animal. Perhaps in no quarter of the

world has a savage tribe emerged from

barbarism without employing this very

obvious method of producing imple-

ments. It is claimed by the most em-

inent naturalists that man, even in

the most rudimentary stages of his ev-

olution, has been a tool-making and

tool-using animal, and that he is dis-

criminated by this fact—strongly dis-
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criminated—from the liig'hest grades of

living beings below liim.

No animal except man lias been

known to make or to use a tool. That

Man the tool- is, the conscious design of

Sub-tLwing cioing so has never been ob-

animal. scrvcd in the most supe-

rior specimens of the lower grades of

animal intelligence. The monkey, the

this accidental and instinctive employ^

ment of clubs and missiles and the con-

scious fabrication of a tool lies a great

gap in intelligence—the gap between

the instinct of the inferior and the con-

scious reason of the superior creature.

Man, then, begins his career as an

artisan by the making of tools and im-

plements from the flinty forms of rock.

MANUFACTURE OF FLINT IMPLEMENTS BY PREHISTORIC MAN—Drawn by Emil

ape, the ourang, the gorilla, and the

chimpanzee are all in some sense club-

using and club-throwing animals. They
grip and swing missiles with obvious

design to a certain end ; but in doing so

they merely seize what accident has

placed within their reach, and there is

no single instance recorded in which an

animal has been known to adapt a stick

or stone to any intended use. Between

He soon discovers that this substance,

by a little skill, may be broken into

forms approximatelyadapt- Artisanship be-

ed to his wants. Prog- si^^ with the
& making oi tools

ress begins—progress in and weapons,

the selection of materials and progress

in the methods of forming his utensils.

But for a long period breakage is the

general method which he employs, and
this fact of fracture in the fabrication of
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the iir.st stage of human development is

characterized.

This first epoch is called the old

Old stone age stone agc, or, if we em-
marks first stage .

^|^g scientific tcmim human devel- Jtr ^

opment. given thereto by natural-

tools is the essential feature by which
|

quarter this epoch of emergence from

barbarism has been passed a century,

even several centuries ago, and in others

we must look back through many ages

if we would discover even the hint of

such a stage of evolution. This is to say

that the development of savage life is

ists, the palaeolithic age—a term derived 1 never synchronous among the different

from the Greek roots sig-

nifying the same thing. It

is impossible to determine

for how long a period a

savage tribe will remain in

this primitive stage of ev-

olution. Doubtless the

palaeolithic ei'a of devel-

opment is never precisely

the same in time in the

case of any two barbarous

tribes, but the process is

the same. The time re-

mains indeterminate.
Another fact of great im-

portance to be noted is that

this primeval epoch of

human growth has ap-

peared at different times,

in different quarters of the

earth, as already said. It

is highly likely—almost

certain—that all existing

peoples have, in their rudi-

mentary condition, passed

through the old stone age

as the first phase of their

growth into a national life
;

but at what era this oc-

curred in the case of any
given family of men it is impossible to

determine.

The chronology of such a development

Chronology of cau uot be ascertained or

So^hno^deter- adjusted. In ouc quarter of

minabie. the earth a savaee tribe

PALEOLITHIC FLINT IMPLEMENTS, FROM HOXNE.

will be found at the present day in the

palaeolithic state of growth. In another
19

races, but that such development is as

various in time as it is in place. The
process has been going on for many
thousands of years and is still going on,

under our own authentic observation, in

many parts of the unreclaimed conti-

nents and barbarous islands of the seas.

While this want of contemporaneity is
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an embarrassment in the eonstruction of forward from one stage of his develop-

tribal history, it is a g-reat advantage in ment to another. In the South Sea
the actual compreliension of tlie metliods islands the natives have been watched

in the act of con-

structing old

stone imple-
ments, and the

process, withal,

is very different

from what might

have been sup-

posed. The
savage takes a

small block of

flint between his

naked feet and,

pressing it into a

certain position

w i t h his toes,

drops upon i t

endwise a long

pestle of wood
in such way as to

spall oft' a splinter

from the side.

The stroke is re-

peated, and
another spall, or

"flake," so
called, is thrown

off; and so on

until, by careful

c h i p p i n g , the

arrowhead or

s p e a r p o i n t or

whatever it is is

broken into
shape. Doubt-

less this simple

process has been

practiced, with
slight inodifica-

tions of method, by all the Habits of prime-

savage tribes of the world, S^^^^'^L
and doul)tlesS the same terials and arts.

manner of fabrication will continue until,

PRIMEVAL MAN—CHASE IN THE REINDEER PERIOD.

Drawn liy Eriiile I'>.iyari;l.

of the primitive man. We are able to-

day to scrutinize these methods and to

ol:)serve and note the actual processes bv
which the tool-makinu" animal eoes
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Neolithic work-
manship marks
second stage of
the evolution.

by the spread of civilization, this primi-

tive stage of humanity shall disappear

from the earth.

The palaeolithic, or old stone, age at

length gives place to a higher form of

manufacture—a more elegant and useful

method of making utensils

and weapons. The primi-

tive man, in course of time,

discovers that by attrition or rubbing he

can reduce his tools to a more elesfant

and satisfactory pattern.

The forms which he has

hitherto attained by the proc-

ess of breakage and chip-

ping have been only approx-

imate to the ideal forins

which he has had in mind.

In the second stage of his

•development he labors to

reach a correct outline by

reducing the substance on

which he is working into

proper form by rubbing or

grinding against some other

material. The time rela-

tions of this discovery also

are unknown ; but that such

a transformation from the

rough or broken stone im-

plements of primeval man
to the smooth tools and uten-

sils of his secondary stage

of development does exist—has exi.sted

in the case of every tribe—is clearly

demonstrable. Every museum, or even

.small private collection, of ancient stone

workmanship gathered from the valleys

of the European rivers, from the peat

bogs of Denmark, or turned up by the

plow in the open fields of North America,

will show unmistakable evidences of the

change which has everywhere taken

place from the age of broken or chipped-

off fabrication to the age of smoothed

•or polished manufacture.

To this second epoch of implement-
making archaeologists have given the

name of the new stone,
. Relation of the

or neolithic, age. That stone epochs to

it follows the older and «^^^ "^ g^^^^gy-

ruder era is clearly proved, but its dura-

tion, as in the case of the preceding

epoch of broken stonework, can never be

more than approximately determined.

The relative place of the neolithic era

in the evolution of the civilized forms

of life is as well known as that the

age of mammals succeeds the age

of reptiles in the geological his-

tory of the earth. Indeed, all of

the stages of human evolution

which we are here considering

have a striking likeness and anal-

ogy to the successive eras in the

Stone axes, Ireland. Stone celt with handle.

EXAMPLES OF NEOLITHIC WORKMANSHIP.

geological formation of our globe. The
one is as fixed and certain in its laws of

succession as the other, and we should no

more expect to find a deviation from the

orderly progress by which the savage

man proceeded from the old stone to

the new stone and from the new stone

to the subsequent ages of his develop-

ment than Ave should expect to find the

coal measures of the carboniferous age

on top of the chalk beds of the age of

reptiles.

There are many extraneous proofs,
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moreover, that the half-barbarons peo-

ples of the world, after passing;- into

Complex devei- the iieolithie ag-e, have, in

opment co-mci- ^|^g^. j-gspects than that of
dent with new >-

stone age. implement-making-, entered

into a wider and more complex develop-

ment. It is not only in the making of

tools that the savage man on his way to

larger and more rational activities dis-

Sinee most of the metals of the earth

exist in the form of ores, which hide

their actual contents from Great span be-

the unskilled eye of barba- ^^JaSge
rism, it hashappenedamong °^ metals,

all the primitive races that the discovery

and manufacture of stone implements

has preceded by many long stages the

production of metallic forms. In the

PRIMEVAL MAN.

—

Founders of the Age of Bronze.—Drawn by Emile Bayard.

plays his increasing skill. All the ele-

ments of his progress are correlated and,

in some sense, kept even with his rate of

growth in the mere matter of manufac-

turing his wares and weapons. His ex-

pansion is in all directions, and it is easy

to discover by evidences deduced from

other sources the general course which

he is pursuing toward the civilized con-

ditions of life.

cases of silver and gold, which exist na-

tive in the earth—or at least the gold

—

thev have never been found in sufficient

quantities to justify the primitive man
in the attempt to make implements

therefrom. These, from the rarity '^f

their distribution, have been precious

metals from the first. Thc^, - ere so to

all the savage races who nrst possessed

the earth, and have continued so, even
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in the powerful civilization and activities

of the present. Among' other metals

copper, and even tin, also existed in the

native form, and it is to these substances

that the faculties and interest of the

primeval man were directed when he

came to the point of emergence from the

neolithic age. He had now wrought, as

much as might well be done, from the

faculties might find a freer exercise.

This other substance, as the primitive

history of man has now demcmstrated,

was copper—copper first, and then tin,

or, more particularly, a mixture of the

two, called broiir.c.

Nothing is known of the original dis-

covery which seems to have been made
in many quarters of the earth, of the

MANNERS OF PRKHIS 1'(JR1C PKOPLKS.— Feast in the Age of Bronze.—Drawn by Emile Bayard.

stone materials under his hand by the

processes of breakage and polishing. It

is evident on reflection that mere stone,

such as flint or sandstone, will only

bear a certain amount of artisanship.

Whoever would attempt to go beyond

the natural limits existing in the nature

of these materials would come to an im-

passable barrier. He must turn, per-

force, to some other substance upon

which, in virtue of its own nature, his

great advantage to be gained by com-

mingling a certain percentage (about

one tenth) of tin with na- Art of com-

tive copper. Such a dis- ^-^^f^^^
covery, however, is very the bronze age.

certain as a fact and very remote in its

date. It is now known that the material

of the weaponry of the Trojan warriors,

called clialcliys in the Homeric poems
and tradition, was bronze and not iron,

and the old word ces of the primitive
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Latin race signified the same thing". At

any rate, the succession of an age of

bronze to the neolithic age is a fact

well established in archaeology. The
barbarous and now warlike peoples of

the prehistoric world made the great dis-

covery of a hard and tenacious metallic

compound, out of which they could manu-

facture at will substantial, effective, and

even beautiful implements so greatly

superior to those which they had hith-

erto einployed as to constitute an epoch

in their civilization. This discovery of

bronze was accompanied with many
advances in the life and manners of

the people. New customs were intro-

duced; the family was better organized,

and we contemplate the beginnings of

a rude society. So the third stage of

the human evolution which we are here

considering was that in which the half-

barbarous peoples of the primitive world

passed out of the new stone age into

the age of bronze.

The inquiry naturally arises in this

connection why it is that in nearly all

parts of the earth the barbarous peoples

seem to have passed direct-
No intervening ...
ages of copper ly from the neolithic into

the bronze-making age of

development. Why was it—why is it

—

that the primitive peoples did not pass

through a clearly defined age of copper

or an asfe of tin? Whv should the

great leap have been made from so

primitive form of life as that exhibited

in the new stone age into the com-

paratively complex and highly devel-

oped activities of the age of bronze?

Bronze is a composite metal. We see

from the perfect composition which we
find in the implements which have come

to us from the age of its early manufac-

ture that the ancients understood per-

fectly the percentage of the different

metals, and this knowledge would pre-

suppose a long series of trials and ex-

periments. True it is that in some

quarters of the world, particularly in the

peat measures of Denmark and along

the shores of the great lakes in North

America, many copper implements have

been discovered. But these finds have

been so irregular as rather to disprove

than to establish the existence of an age

of copper. It would seem that the

primitive man has only produced tools

and utensils of copper when he could

not procure the necessary tin to make
the compound. In general, the fact re-

mains, archaeologically and historically,

that in nearly all parts of the habitable

globe the various races have leaped at

one stride from the making of smooth

stone implements to the manufacture

and use of bronze. What theory may
be advanced to account for this remark-

able fact in the prehistoric development

of mankind?

It has been suggested in answer, and

with much show of probability, that the

introduction of metals for Reasonswhy

tools and weapons is co- tZltlUX^^^'
incident in tribal develop- age of stone,

ment with the beginning of the age of

aggression and conquest. This is to

say that when men have once discov-

ered and used the metals they are at

that stage of tribal life in which the lust

of war and conquest begins to be felt as

a dominant passion. As a result of this,

when the discovery of bronze has once

been made, and a knowledge diffused of

its great superiority over either of the

component mictals of which it is consti-

tuted, a bronze-bearing soldiery would

at once spring into existence. Owing
to the higher development and aggres-

sive instincts of this soldiery, conquest

in foreign parts would very soon ensue,

and with this conquest would be carried

into distant regions a knowledg^e of
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bronze and of the method of its manu-
facture. This rational, even probable,

explanation has been offered for the im-

mediate succession of the bronze age to

the age of stone. Tribes and races

still engaged in the fabrication and use

of flint implements and weapons would
be at so great disadvantage in compari-

,

glimpses of the actual historical move-
ments of men. The heroic conflicts

which we see in the far Historical con-

horizon, the sack and pil-
sciousness be-

A gms with the
lage of Troy, the early and age of bronze,

shadowy movements of mankind in

Asia Minor, in Hellas, and in Italy,

bring us, at least in tradition, into the

Egyptian knife.

Bracelets, Switzerland.

Bronze hairpins, Switzerland.

EXAMPLES OF BRONZE WORKMANSHIP.

son with a bronze-bearing nation as to

be easily overrun, and with this conquest

the knowledge and practice of bronze

manufacture would immediately follow.

However this may be, the age of

bronze has everywhere succeeded the

neolithic age in the development of

civilization. It is in this age that we
generally catch the first authentic

age of bronze, and it is safe to regard

this epoch in the evolution of man as

the substratum of authentic history.

After a long period in bronze-making

and bronze-using, the pre-
The age of iron

historic tribes, or perhaps succeeds the

111 .. epoch of bronze.we should now say nations,

pass into the age of iron. Iron, except

in the form of meteorites, does not exist
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in the native state. For this reason its

discovery as a inetal happens late in the

history of man. The extraction of iron

from the ore is, moreover, exceedingly

difficult even with the powerful appli-

Sweden.

EXAMPLES OF IRON WORKMANSHIP.

metallic iron might be expected to issue

from the rust-colored stone constituting

the ore.

Doubtless the discovery was accidental.

Indeed, traditions exist to this effect. It

has been handed down that

a European

discoverv
Evolution of

or ironwork in pri-

. ' ,^ meval Europe.
iron bv smelt-

ances of modern metallurgy. The man
of antiquity was unable to produce the

requisite heat, and even had he been

master of an adequate temperature he

could not have conjectured by a priori

reasonino- that such a substance as

ing occurred in Bohemia

within the historical period.

However this mav be, we
ha\'e unmistakable proofs

that somewhere in the early

dawn of the (xraicoTtalic

development in Southern

Europe the discovery of

the process of extracting

iron was made and the fab-

rication of implements

therefrom begun. T h e

Greeks, at least of the post-

He )meric e p o c h , h a d a

soldiery bearing iron weap-

ons, and it appears that the

Romans from the first faint

limnings of tradition armed

themselves, for both offense

and defense, with the same

heavv and enduring metal.

In short, the age of iron is,

roughly speaking, the age

of authentic history.

Though the ancient Egyp-

tians were unacquainted

with iron, and though the

extent of its use among the

Assyrians and Babylonians

has not been clearly deter-

mined, the fact remains that

in general terms the inanufacture of iron

implements has been a circumstance co-

incident with the historic development

of our race. We are now and have been

for some three thousand years in the age

of iron, and it would seem that we are
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destined to continue in the same epocli

until by a new evolution we shall pass

into the age of aluminum.

This somewhat extended digressive

study of the four principal eras of devel-

Cave dwellers OpiTLCnt tlirOUgll whicll the

tJ^rS^E^o- r^^es of men have passed
pean races. ];,^5; bceii made nccessary in

order to a clear understanding of the

true place of the cave dwellers of West-

ern Europe. They were men of the

old stone age. Their implements were

all palaeolithic. They flourished, or at

least lived, in an age before

the art of grinding and

polishing utensils of stone

had been discovered. This

is to say that they present

the most primitive type of

mankind with which we are

acquainted. Nor is it likely

that ethnologists and an-

tiquarians will ever be able

to deduce from the prehis-

toric shadows a form of

human life more nearly

allied to the life of the

lower animals than is that

which we are now to ex-

amine.

The story of the investi-

gation of the cave dwell-

ings in Europe is full of interest. The
Interest of the carc and zeal with which

the work has been carried

forward will always elicit

praise from those who are concerned to

know the true story of the human race

on the earth. As early as 1825 the at-

tention of antiquaries began to be called

to the fact of the mixed remains of men
and animals in various caverns which had
been explored for other than scientific

purposes. It was not, however, until

1833 that the distinguished antiquary,

Dr. P. C. Schmerling, of Belgium, forced

upon the consideration of scholars the

unmistakable lessons which the caves

had revealed to him and his colaborers.

The caverns in question exist in many
parts of the Continent and of England.

They abound in Southern character of the

France and al(jng the

borders of Belgium. They
are dark grottoes in limestone rock, and

seem in nearly all cases to have been

selected by the cave men because of the

narrowness and defensibility of the

openings. In many instances the mouths

caves inhabited
by primeval
man.

investigation of
the m.an cav-
erns.

MAN CAVERN IN GALEINREUTH, BAVARIA.

of the caverns have been found closed by

the very stones which the rough inhab-

itants rolled and pushed into place as a

barrier against their enemies. The
floors are generally on a lower level than

the openings, which fact has led to the

accumulation of thick layers of mud and

debris on the bottom. Over this collec-

tion of earthy materials, mixed as they

are with the relics of the human and non-

human occupants in former ages, is

nearly always spread a layer of that

calcareous substance called stalagmite,

deposited there in the course of centuries
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by tlie lime-saturated exudations from

the roof of the cavern. This stalagmitic

floor, holding' its secrets underneath, is

generally quite hard, and is in many
cases two or three feet in thickness.

The cavern here described is typical, but

is subject in different localities to con-

siderable modifications in its character

and details.

It was such a cave dwelling as this,

called the Cavern of Engis, that Dr.

Schmerling entered and explored in 1832.

Exploration of It was situatcd near Liege,
the Engis cavern ^ ^| junction of theby Dr. Schmer- J

lii^g- Meuse and the Ourthe, in

Belgium. The story of the exploration

is as heroic as the results were novel and

instructive. vSchmerling had to be let

down into the cavern by a rope tied to

a tree outside. He was obliged to slide

in order to gain an entrance. Within

it was as dark as night. The explorer

had to creep from one apartment to an-

other through contracted and dangerous

passages. Into these spectral vaults he

introduced his workmen. Some held

torches while the others worked. The
floor of stalagmite was as hard as marble.

The philosopher was obliged to stand

hour after hour with his feet in the mud
wliile the cold exudations from the roof

of the cavern dripped on his head.

Finally the stalagmitic crust was broken

up and the materials underneath brought

to exposure. Everything was done un-

der Schmerling's personal direction, so

that no false statement or unfact of any
kind should inix with the results.

The results were marvelous. Human
skulls and indeed whole skeletons were

Carefulness of fouud in the clav and muck

?onriwfduo. ^"^^er the floor' of stalag-

t^ons. mite. And to make the

discovery more astounding, the bones of

several species of extinct animals were
found intermingled with those of men!

It was noted, moreover, and established

to a demonstration that the human parts

and the animal parts were in such jux-

taposition and relation as to prove the

coincident lodgment and preservation of

the remains. Every fact tending to

throw light on the discovery was care-

fully recorded by Schmerling, and in

the following year he published a trea-

tise announcing as a scientific truth the

contemporaneous exi.stence of man and
the mammoth in Western Europe.

A second digression is here desirable,

relating in this instance to some changes

which have taken place in significance of

the fauna of the continent ^f^r^Eu™
since the close of the plio- an climate,

cene era of geology. It appears that

certain transformations have occurred in

the climate of Europe which have made
the country untenable to several species

of animals formerly prevalent therein.

About seventeen varieties of mammals
have disappeared since the old stone age.

These embrace several species of heavy

pachyderms and quite a number of

smaller animals, nearly all of which have

their habitat either in the tropics or in

regions much more tropical than any

part of Europe. That these species for-

merly abounded on the continent is

clearly demonstrable. That they could

not possibly exist under present climatic

conditions is also true; from which it

seems clearly established that a great

change toward frigid conditions has

taken place in the European countries.

This change, doubtless, is the very fact

which has caused the extinction of the

animals referred to and the perpetuation

of the varieties now existinsf.'

' The theory of the existence of a tropical condi-

tion in the northern hemisphere in the age preced-

mg the last glacial epoch of our planet may now
be considered as a demonstrated scientific truth.

See the discussion of the subject, p. ante 57.
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The seventeen species of mammalia
which have thus been extinguished by
the vicissitude of climate are as follows

:

Species of ex- The cave bear; a second

rrcfardwith variety called Ursns priscus,

'»*^- or the ancient bear; the

cave hyena ; the cave lion ; the mam-
moth ; another species of the genus

Elephas, called the old elephant; the

hairy rhinoceros ; two other species of

rhinoceros ; the hippopotamus ; the musk
ox ; the Irish elk ; the wild horse ; the

glutton ; the reindeer ; the aurochs, or

European bison : and the urus, or primi-

tive ox. It is thought by naturalists

that some of the species here enumer-

ated have perpetuated themselves in de-

flected varieties of the original until the

present, but the rest are manifestly and

indubitably extinct. Yet all of these ani-

mals were prevalent in the old stone age,

and it is the testimony of the cave dwell-

ing that man was their contemporary

and competitor for occupancy.

Dr. Schmerling continued his investi-

gations in other limestone caverns and

Evidence cumu- with the Same general re-

IhirhSSof s^lts. In at least four or
primeval man. f^yc of the cavcs near Liege

he found unmistakable proofs that they

had been used for dwellings in the pre-

historic ages. Evidences of the manner
of life of the primitive barbarians of

Western Europe accumulated, and fact

was added to fact in illustration of the

conditions under which man contended

with the laws of his environment before

the first peoples of the Aryan race had

found a footing in the countries this

side of the Danube and the Rhine.

Before proceeding to note the partic-

ular contents of the various European

cave dwellings, and to elucidate their

significance, it will be proper to enu-

merate some of the principal caverns

which have been explored. The Bel-

gian government finally undertook the

work begun by Schmerling, and in 1 867
sent out a party of scien- sketch of the

tistsimder direction of the ^^ost important
cave awelhngs

naturalist, Dupont, to car- of Em-ope.

ry forward the investigation. Several

other caves like that of Engis were ex-

amined in the same region and the con-

tents transmitted to museums. The
cavern of Chaleux yielded in addition to

its animal relics a vast number of imple-

ments, all belonging to the old stone

age. That of Furfooz was almost

equally rich in prehistoric materials.

The cave called Frou du Frontal con-

tained parts of thirteen skeletons. The
opening of this vault was still closed

with the block of stone which the cave

men had used to barricade the entrance.

The grotto of Aurignac, in the south of

F'rance, yielded seventeen prehistoric

skeletons, but these were unfortunately

lost through the ignorance of the mayor
of the city. In the department of Dor-

dogne, in Southwestern France, a

number of cave dwellings have been

explored with results confirmatory of

those attained elsewhere ; and in con-

nection with these caverns the addi-

tional interesting fact was noted that

artificial chambers connected with the

natural vaults in the limestone had been

excavated and used by the primitive oc-

cupants. In 1858 the philosopher, Schaaf-

hausen, gave to the public an account of

the discoveries recently made in the

limestone cavern of Neanderthal, be-

tween Diisseldorf and Elberfeld, includ-

ing a description of one of the most re-

markable prehistoric skulls which schol-

ars have had the fortune to examine.

Turning to England, one of the most

important of the caverns
Exploration of

formerly inhabited by men the man caverns

is that known as Kent's "^^

Hole, near Torquay, in Devonshire.
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This was first explored by the scholar,

MacEnery, in the year 1825. No
published account of the results, how-

AM) ROCK SIIKl.rKK OF IIKT N' lijT Kl ,—AN
] )ra\\ 11 bv Kiou.

ever, was inade until 1859, when the

relics were classified by Mr. Vivian. In

1862, a remarkable hyena den called

VVokey Hole, near Wells, was explored

and described by William Boyd Dawkins.

^Icanwhile the naturalist, Goodwin-

Austen, had reexamined the cavern of

Kent's Hole, and
g'iven the results

in a memoir to

the Geological So-

ciety. In 1858

Dr. Falconer in-

formed the same
learned body of

the interesting

discoveries made
by himself in a

cave dwelling- at

Brixham, also in

Devonshire ; and

afterward a Pro-

f c s s o r Ramsay
explored the
grotto and veri-

fied the former

conclusions re-

specting its con-

tents.

Explorations
were next carried

into distant parts.

In the grotto of

Maccagnone, i n

Sicily, Dr. Fal-

coner made dis-

coveries in the

same general line

with those already

recorded. The
peculiarity in this

instance was that

many of the
relics of men and

animals were

found aggluti-

nated to the top, or roof, _ , ^ . .' Peculiar finds m
of the cavern, where they the grotto of

, - . 1 - 111 Maccagnone.
had seemingly been held

in place by the action of water until

iF l'i;lMF\'AI. MAN.
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cave life dra-wn
from, three
sources.

the precipitation of lime had cemented

them to the ceiling! Some interesting

caves have been explored at Gibraltar

with results similar to those enumerated

above.

It is thus that antiquaries and scholars

have become acquainted with the coridi-

iiiustrations of tious Under Avhich the cave

dwellers of the prehistoric

age passed their existence.

It will be seen at a glance that the illus-

trations of the life of these primitive

barbarians are drawn first from the char-

acter of the human remains themselves

;

secondly, from our knowledge of the

animals with the bones of which the

human relics are found intermingled

;

and thirdly, from the character of the

implements and utensils which the cave

men left with their own skeletons in the

clay beds of the caverns.—Let us look

then, first, at the remains of the cave

men themselves and compare these

human relics of a prehistoric epoch and

people with the like parts of existing

races.

One of the most interesting skulls

which has come to us from the time of

Characteristics the cavc dwcUcrs is that

Sf theTnif
^'^ ^^'^^^ ^y Dr. Schmerling

si^^i^- in the limestone cavern of

Engis. A cast of this skull has been

made and duplicates distributed to the

leading museums of the world, and the

most skillful naturalists have passed

upon its character. On the whole, it is

of smaller capacity and less symmetrical

development than the average cranium

of the civilized man of to-day. It is

narrov/er in the forehead, and gives evi-

dent indications of weakness in other

respects. But still it is of better capacity

and much less forbidding than might be

expected in a case of a prehistoric inhab-

itant of a cavern. The skull plate is not

especially thick, and that part which is

supposed to indicate animality is not

more protuberant than in the case of

many skulls of existing races. Professor

Huxley has candidly remarked that " It

is a fair average human skull, which
might have belonged to a philosopher,

THE ENGIS SKULL.

or might have contained the thoughtless-

brains of a savage."

Very different from this, however, is.

the skull described by Schaafhausen,

which was taken from the cave of Nean-

derthal, near Dlisseldorf, in Rhenish

Prussia. The latter is so exceedingly
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gross in its form and structure as to

suggest, almost with the force of demon-

stration, a type of life but little above

THE NEANDERTHAL SKULL.

that of the beasts of the field. The
skull is almost as flat and thick and re-

ceeding as that of a gorilla. No man
of anv existing race, even the most bar-

barous, has a skull at all comparable

with the Neanderthal in its small ca-

pacity, outward-slopingocciput, and great

t h ick n e S S peculiar animal-

n f hnn < - ^^^ indicated byui uuui.. the Neanderthal

The a c - ^i^^ii-

companying cut of an

authentic cast will suf-

ficiently illustrate the

character of the skull

under consideration.

It is not needed in

this connection to enter

into details respecting

the character of the

other parts of the hu-

man skeletons which

have been found in the

cave dwellings of Eu-

rope. It is .sufficient to

note the fact that in

general these remains

depart somewhat from

the highly developed and

Symmetri- other features

f > -^ 1 form c;
°^ ^^^^^ skeletonsca 1 lOimS
of the cave

O f living dwellers.

types of men, and verge

off unmistakably in .some

particulars toward the

forms of the lower ani-

mals. The arms, for

instance, of the cave

men were longer than

those of existing races.

The hands also shared

the elongation of the

humerus and ulna, and

appear to have had less

of that lateral flexibility

which distinguishes the

human hand from the

fore paw of the chimpanzee. The animal

quality is again illustrated in the size

and .shape of the under jaws of the cave

men. There is in this respect a consid-
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erable departure from the square, light,

and symmetrical lower jaw of existing

races. The teeth also of the cave

dweller were, as a rule, larger and more

canine than the human teeth of the pres-

ent. The shape and armature of the

mouth were more distinctly carnivorous

than could be found in the case of any

living species of men, and the bones of

the body were, as a rule, stronger and

Tedder and armed with higher processes

for the attachment of muscles than we
find in skeletons of the historical period.

On the whole, the indications derived

from the bones of the cave dwellers

point convincingly to a type and man-

ner of life considerably more approx-

imated to the mere animal existence of

the creatures with which these prim-

itive savages contended than to the

highly organized bodies and refined

characteristics of living men.

Something has already been said of

the character and place of the animals

Extinct animals with which the prehistoric
associatedwith associatcd inman ; tne cave
bear. Western Europe. It is now
no longer doubted that he was a com-

panion of the mammoth and the hairy

rhinoceros at a time when these huge

pachyderms still prevailed in the coun-

try. Of all the animal remains with

which the bones and implements of man
are associated in the cave dwellings the

most numerous are those of the cave

bear. Perhaps not a single cavern in

which the relics of human life have been

found has been explored without the

discovery of the bones of this extinct

animal. He seems to have roamed ev-

erywhere in the west of Europe, and to

have had a special liking for those lime-

stone vaults which the cave inen chose

for their dwellings. The bones of this

Ursus spelczus, or cave bear, indicate that

the possessor was sometimes killed and

eaten by the cave men, who dropped the

inedible parts on the cavern floor. But

in other instances the bear seems to

have died a natural death in the cavern

which had been inhabited in the same

period by men.'

The second oi the extinct animals

with which the cave man was most as-

sociated was the cave hvena.
Cave hyena and

The bones of this Crea- cave Uon ; their

1 • , 1 ,

1

e distribution.
ture, mixed with those or

man and with palaeolithic implements,

are plentifully distributed in the caverns

M^hich have been above described. The
animal in question did not differ very

greatly from the spotted hyena of Africa

and Asia, and his habits, doubtless,

were of the same kind as those of his

prototypes.

HKAD OF CAV^E BEAR.

The cave lion, scientifically called

Ec/is spcUca, is the third of the animals

which were associated with the prehis-

toric man. This beast was much larger

and stronger than modern lions, if we
except the great beasts of Africa. The
ancient animal was even more strongly

discriminated from the tiger than is any

existing variety of lion. The primitive

beast roamed freelv in France, in Ger-

' It is almost certain that the cave bear of the old

stone age was the progenitor of the common brown

bear of Europe and America. The skeleton of Ursus

spelcEiis is somewhat larger and stronger than the

bone-frame of his descendants, and his jaws and

teeth had specitic characteristics marking him as a

different, or at least more primitive, type of animal ;

but in other respects the naturalist finds little to dis-

criminate the ursus of the cavern from his modem
representatives— little except the size.
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many, in Italy, and in vSicily, and his re-

mains have been knt>wn and elassified

since the seventeenth century. It is

thought that the bones of the .same ani-

mal have been found at Natchez, on the

Mississippi, a fact which Avould seem to

indicate a very wide distribution of this

creature. Other varieties of the genus

Felis also existed in the epoch of the

cave dwellers, and their remains are

found associated with th(jse of men.

Reference has already been made to

the contemporaneous existence of man

Great pachy- -'ind the mammoth. This
derms

;

restora-
Qi-(_..^ture sccms to liave been

tion ot Elepnas
primigenius. distributed ovcr the whole

of North America and the c()ntinent of

Europe from Land's End to Siberia.

SKETCH OF CAVE BEAR, DRAWN ON A STONE

FOUND IN THE CAVE OF MASSET.

From the north the maminoth crossed

the Alps, and his remains are found as

far south as Rome. But no traces of this

pachyderm have been found south of

the Pyrenees or in the Mediterranean

islands. As a rule, and for very obvious

reasons, the bones of the mammoth are

infrequently found in the cave dwellings

of Western Europe. As already noted,

the entrance to these abodes were gen-

erally too narrow to admit so huge a

beast ; but there are instances in which

the bones of man and the relics of the

mammoth have been washed by water

into a contemporaneous deposit in the

bottom of caverns. In other localities

the skeletons of the mammoth or parts

thereof have been found in close and

frequent association with the skeletons

of prehistoric men, and in such localities

the age of the deposit can nearly always

be determined by the presence of old

st(^ne implements. No fact in natural

history seems to be better established

than the coexistence of man and this

so-called EJcphas priinigoiius in most of

the European countries. The story of

the discovery of the hairy mammoth im-

bedded in a mass of frozen soil in Siberia

is Avell known. At the beginning of

the century this remarkable find was

brousfht to the knowledge of scientific

men, and a portitm of the animal re-

covered from the dogs and wild beasts

to which it had been abandoned. The
mammoth was a huge pachyderm of the

elephant order, with a dark colored skin,

covered with reddish wool, mixed with

long black bristles stronger and coarser

than horsehair. A restoration, from

strictly scientific data, of this great

beast of primeval Europe has been

effected bv Professor Henry A. Ward,

of the United vStates, and doubtless

the monstrous effigy thus produced

fitlv represents the animal as he was

in the days of the cave men of Western

Europe.

The bones of the hairy rhinoceros are

found in the caverns in juxtaposition

with those of men. But other animal

like those of the mammoth, ZlSllo^t
the locality best suited ^^n.

to such association of human and non-

human relics are the drift formations

and gravel beds of the open country.

The remains of the musk ox, or more

properly the musk sheep, now limited

in its habitat to arctic America and Si-

beria, are also found in union with the

relies of the prehistoric inhabitants of

the Continent, and even of England.

Bones of this animal have been discovered
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in Kent, on the banks of the wSevern,

and in the gravel beds of Avon.

The hippopotamus also, that is, an

extinet variety of the species, prevails

within the human epoch, and the relics

of this animal are associated with those

of the cave dwellers. In at least four

caverns in England bones of the ancient

hippopotamus have been found. The
caves of Durdham Down, Kirkdale,

Kent's Hole, and Raven's Cliff, in Gow^er,

have all yielded specimens of this ex-

tinct beast of the post-pliocene era.

The reindeer was also contemporary

with the prehistoric tribes in the west of

The reindeer a EuropC. He
formerinhabit- "belonged to
ant of Central t>

Europe. the age of

bronze. At the present

this animal ranges far to

the north, being wellnigh

limited in his habitat to

Siberia and Lapland. In

America also he beats far

up to the arctic regions,

but in the central parts of

our continent the caribou

is thought to be an in-

flected variety of this

same species of rangerine

stag that has left his

remains with those of primeval man
in France and England. In the cav-

erns of Wales more than a thousand

horns of the reindeer have been discov-

ered, and traces of his existence are

everywhere abundant as far south as the

Alps and the Pyrenees. Of the extinct

aniinals that have flourished since the ap-

pearance of man onl}^ the mammoth and

the hairy rhinoceros seem to have been

older species than the reindeer. The
latter appears to have had great endur-

ance, and as late as the time of the com-

position of Caesar's Gallic Wc?r the animal

still roamed in the Hercynian forest—-at

20

least such was the information brought

to Caesar. The primitive man captured

the reindeer, feasted on his flesh, took his

horns for implements, and his hide for a

cloak ; but the animal was not domesti-

cated in prehistoric times.

More noted still as a contemporary of

the cave dwellers was the great stag

called the Irish elk. This
Size and charac-

was, perhaps, the most mag- teristics of the

nificent animal of all that

we are here considering. He grew to a

stature of more than ten feet, and an

existing pair of his antlers measures

eleven feet from point to point ! These

MAMMOTH, RESTORED.

tremendous horns were palmated like

those of the American moose, and the

hupfe creature dashing about the Irish

peat bogs or through the oak w^oods of

Britajn must have been terrible, even

sublime, in aspect. His remains are

frequently found in the peat measures

of Ireland and on the Continent, but still

more abundantly in the lacustrine shell

marl underlying the bog earth of the

marsh lands.

Next in order of these prehistoric

animals is the glutton, called in Amer-

ica the wolverene. He appears to have,

been a contemporary of the creatures
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above enumerated, and in many places

to have had a particular association with

man. But more impor-
The prehistoric
bison of Europe taut by far in such associ-
and America.

,

.
,

-,
,

atKjn was the aurochs, or

European bison. This animal has been

long- extinct in France and England,

and yet we have the remarkable fact of

his survival in a cognate species in

gravel yields some relic of this heavy
prehistoric animal. Oddly enough, his

name is omitted from the interesting list

which Caesar has enumerated as inhabit-

ing the Hercynian wood in the time of

his invasion. But the tradition of the

aurochs is given in the Niebeluno-en

Lied and other ancient documents.

It seems that the extinction of this an-

FEAST DURING THK EPOCH OF THE REINDEER.—Dra>vn by Emile B.'iyard.

America. The bison priscus, or old

buffalo of America, is now known t(^ h(i

a more ancient variety than the aurochs

of Europe, and yet the latter was con-

temporary with man along with the

mammoth and the reindeer. The
aurochs was Avidely distributed. His

remains are found in Scotland, England,

France, Germany, Denmark, vSweden,

Poland, Italy, and Russia. Nearly

everv bone cave and bed of river-drift

imal is traceable wholly to the ag-gressions

(^f civilization and not to any vicissitude of

climate. The European
Late extinction

bison is said to have been of the European
AT ii Ti 'buffalo.

seen m JNorthern Prussia

as late as the latter part of the eighteenth

centuiy, and it is believed that a pre-

carious existence is still maintained

by the species in some uninhabited

parts of Western Asia. An interesting-

episode is furnished in the fact that in
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the Polish revolution of 183 i a herd of

more than seven hundred bisons whieh

had been preserved by the Emperor of

Russia in tlie great forest of Lithuania

was attaeked by a body of the insur-

gents, and a hundred and fifteen of them
slaughtered. A remnant of this herd

exists to the present day in the same

forest.

The urus, or primitive ox, seems to

have been limited in his range to the

European conti-
Pi-imitive ox of
Europe; Cassar's ueut. No traceS of
descriiDtiou, -, . . , ,

his existence have

been found in America and

none in Asia, but remains of

the animal are plentifully dis-

tributed in England, Scotland,

Denmark, France, Germany, and

Sweden. Bones of this species

have been discovered in North-

ern Africa. In the museum of

Lund a skeleton is preserved, in

one of the vertebras of which a

wound, made, as is believed by
Professor Nilsson, by a flint

weapon, is plainly traceable.

Cassar, in the sixth book of the

Gallic War, gives a full account

of the urus as follows : "Of these

animals, there is a third species

which are called uri. They are

in size only a little inferior to

the elephants ; in color and ap-

pearance and form they are bulls.

Great is their strength and great their

velocity. Nor do they stand in dread

of either man or beast. The inhabit-

ants take and slay them by skillful

contrivance and pitfalls." The tradi-

tion of the urus is also preserved in the

Niebelungen. The species has been

like the aurochs, especially persistent,

and has only given way before the in-

vincible pressure of civilization. It is

said that wandering groups of uri were

known in Germany as late as the six-

teenth century, and there is little doubt

that the wild bulls which ran at larsfe in

the neighborhood of London as late as

the twelfth century were identical, at

least in descent, with the uri of the Con-

tinent. Nor would it be possible to say

to Avhat extent the blood of the extinct

animal courses in the various breeds of

cattle at the present time.

Thus we see that while some of the

THK IRISH KLK (mEGACEROS HIBKRNICUS).

prehistoric animals above enumerated

are indubitably extinct, others have in

some sense transmitted someprehis-

themselves into the historic "^^^^^^
era. The mammoth and species,

the hairy rhinoceros long since ceased

to exist in the countries which we are

now considering. But the cave bear,

not unlike the grizzly of the Yuba
mountains, has doubtless left reduced

varieties of himself to the present time.

So also the reindeer, and, as we have
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just seen, the auroclis and the primitive

ox. Tliis is to say that if "sve look at

tlie current of preliistoric animal life in

Western Europe, and consider it as a

river flowing over a plain and di\'iding'

into multifarious streams as it ilows, we
shall see some of these streams sinking-

anon into the sand and disappearing

forever, while others maintain for a

while a straggling and reduced volume

until they in turn disappear. A few

currents flow still further and are found

precariously wandering on the surface

even to the present day. The main

point to be borne constantly in mind in

this connection is that far back in the

midst of these branching currents of

animal life primeval man held his career

as contemporary even with the oldest

divisions of the stream.

From the earliest appearance of man
on the earth, he seems to have had a

Disposition of disposition to subordinate

cX^id'nl"^- ^^nd use the various animals
J"a.is. with which he has been

associated. According to the sacred

writers, he was to have " dominion over

the beasts of the field and every creep-

ing thing." Certainly he has shown a

disposition to subdue and possess a

great number of the wild creatures of

his habitat. His success, however, has

been but jDartial. vSome of the animals

have spurned his control and escaped

from him. The struggle for mastery has

gone on until an epoch in civilization

has been reached in which man has

given his energies to the subordination

of the forces of nature rather than the

f(jrces of animal life.

The disposition to tame the wild crea-

tures has been deflected into another form
of activity. The present conflict of man
with the animals tends to destroy rather

than to domesticate. From the earli-

est ages of historyand tradition, however,

some of the living creatures with which
man has been associated have been

tamed and brought under
Early date of the

his control. Even the ar- practice of do-

1 1 -, , . ^ . ^ mestication.
chaeological and mierential

sort of history which avc have been

developing in the preceding pages

shows conclusively that in the most

primitive condition of human life sev-

eral of the animals were domesticated

and used by primeval man at his will.

It is interesting in this connection to

note what these domesticated animals

were under the dominion of the cave

dwellers of AVestern Europe.

First of all, the men of the caverns

had tamed the dog and associated him
closely with their abodes.' It appears

that wild dogs, to say nothing of wol-

verenes, abounded in some
The dog the first

localities, but as a rule the ofthedomesti-
- 1-1 Gated animals.

canine bones Avhich are

found associated with those of men are

of domesticated animals, and their

abodes seem to indicate that the cave

man was accompanied by large packs of

' It will interest the reader and strengthen his

confidence as well to know /low it is that the nat-

uralist is able to distinguish the bones of a wild

animal from those of one domesticated. To the

man of science the case is perfectly clear. The
characteristics of the wild and the tame skeletons

are so well marked as to leave no doubt whatever

relative to their respective antecedents. The bone

of the animal under domestication becomes smooth,

and the channels on the surface through which the

veins and arteries and nerves are distributed become

so shallow as to be no longer traceable. The proc-

esses and spines which nature has provided for

muscular attachments are at the same time reduced

in height and size, and the whole appearance of the

bone surface becomes as distinctly unlike that of the

corresponding species of the wild animal as the liv-

ing aspect of the domesticated variety is unHke the

ferocity and vigor of his untamed kinsman. The

accompanying cut of the vertebrse of a cow and of

the corresponding part from the back of a buffalo

will sufficiently illustrate the marked difference in

the bone structure of wild and domesticated ani-

mals.
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dogs. He used them not only in liis

contests with ^vild animals bnt also for

food. The canine bones Avhich are

found in the caverns show conclusively

that they were broken and sawed open

for the marrow in the same manner

partly domesticated, but, as a rule, they

ran wild. This may be said also of the

swine of the prehistoric Many beasts

ao-e. It is in evidence that P^-'^iy tamed by
& prehistoric

droves of domestic pig's races.

were owned and driven from place to

most part the hog had his native lair in

-^

PART OF THE VERTEBRA OF A COW.

with the bones of other species. The
[

place by the barbarians ; but for the

goat also was almost universally domesti

cated, but, contrary to what might have

been expected, the sheep in many parts

Avas still abroad Avith the Avild animals.

It is doubtful Avhether any inelosure,;,

properly so called, Avere used by the

cave dwellers, and it apjDcars that sheep,

by their natiA^e instinct:;.
Disposition of
certain animals are IcSS dispOSCd than
to domesticate. , ,

, , i , -i

goats to accept the control

a.nd protection of man—m()re disposed

to straggle off and rcA'crt to the original

tA'pe. The same remark may be applied

to the cat in contradistinction to the dog.

The former, though regarded as a

special pet of the human family,

seems, after all, to form only a

strong local attachment for a gi\"en

place, but A'ery little attachment

to human beings. The dog, on

the contrary, attaches himself to

his master, and not to any partic-

ular place. He follows his master

to the end of the earth, and cares

but little for his own kennel as

compared Avith his master's corn-

pan}-. It seems that the goat has

much of this same instinct ; and

for this reason, doubtless, the

prehistoric barbarians of Western

Europe held the goat almost ahvays in

domestication. Though sheep Avere

domesticated and used ior both their

flesh and their fleeces, they Avere

ncA'crtheless Avild animals rather than

tame.

The same classification must be ap-

plied to the primitiA-e cattle. It appears

that in some places kine were at least

CORRESPONDING PART OF VERTF.KRA OF THE BISON.

the forest, and was Axry little subject to

domestication. These Avild sAvine Avere

frequently pursued and captured and

used f(jr food by the caA^e men, as is at-

tested by the broken and saAved bones

Avhich are left in the caA'crns and graA^el

beds. As for the horse, he also ran

Avikl, and it does not appear that in any

part of Western Europe, at least in the
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old stone age, this noble animal had

been reduced to domestication. But his

flesh was eaten in common with that of

many other animals.

As a general fact the cave dwellers

were exceedingly carnivorous in their

Eating habits of habits. This is the ouc char-
the aborigines of

^cteristic of their method
Western Eu-
rope, of life which discriininates

them so strongly from the Aryan house-

folk described in the preceding chapter.

already remarked, the marrow of the

bones was sought with avidity, and

scarcely a single fragment was left un-

explored for this delicacy. In the rude

life of the cavern the bones were simply

bi'oken or crushed by some of the heav-

ier stone implements employed by the

cave dwellers. But the more approved

method was to cut the bone longitudi-

nally with a stone saw. Specimens of

this work are plentifully preserved in

HUNT OF THE WILD BOAR.—Drawn by Emile IJayard.

It is doubtful whether by the ruder

type of the cave men the soil was culti-

vated at all. The}^ availed themselves

of many vegetable growths, ate masts

and roots and wild fruits of the woods,

and even devoured the barks of trees

;

but it does not appear that the rational

cultivation of the soil was practiced or

even known bv these rude barbarians.

They lived for the most part on the flesh

of animals, and this was generally torn

from the skeleton and eaten raw. As

nearly all the principal museums of the

world. The bones of the ox, the sheep,

the goat, the reindeer, the fox, the wolf,

and especiallv of the dog, are found

treated in this manner in the debris of

the caverns. Nor is there any mis-

taking the purpose and intent of the bar-

barians in this work.

We have now, in our consideration of

this archaic type of man in Western

Europe, arrived at the point where the

implements and utensils of his household
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may be appropriately eonsidered. The
one thing to be remembered and repeated

with emphasis in this eon-
Place of the cave
men zoologically iieetioii is that the eave
and geologically. , ^, ^cLwellers ilounshed m the

old stone age. Only in few instances and
in peculiar localities does this primeval

form of human life seem to have ex-

tended upward from the palaeolithic into

the new stone epoch, and

still less frequently intc^ the

age of bronze. It must be

constantly borne in mind
that, on the zoological side

of this inquiry, the primitive

man of the western parts of

Europe was allied with the

extinct species of animals

described in the preceding K\l

pages ; that in his geological

relations he held his career

in what is called the post-

pliocene, or quaternary

period, and that in his

archaeological relations he

was associated with the old

stone era. We come, then,

to consider some of the

details of his implements

and household apparatus.

The utensils and weapons
of the cave men were made
from flint and analogous

varieties of stone. They
were broken and chipped

into form after the rude

manner described on a former page.

Extent and vari- Those who haVC givCU lit-

rc?n.°pi?LtSru; tie attention to the subject
museums. ^iW^ havc seldoui visited our

museums of archaeology can but be

astonished at the great abundance of

old stone implements which have been

recovered from the age which we are

here considering. In the museum of

Copenhagen, for instance, there were.

m

in the year 1864, one thousand and
seventy flint axes aiid wedges, two hun-

dred and eighty-five broad chisels, two
hundred and seventy hollow chisels,

three hundred and sixty-five narrow

chisels, thirty-three hollow narrow chis-

els, two hundred and fifty poniards, six

hundred and fifty-six lanceheads, one

hundred and seventy-one arrowheads,

rj|.,,i^-wf

*-'f4^

r^

J

-. ^-A .r^

ij'

^^

r-tv'^F

PAL.-EOLITHIC DAGGERS.

two hundred and live half-moon shaped

implements, seven hundred and forty-

six pierced axes and ax hammers,

three hundred flint flakes, four hundred

and eight3^-nine sundries, three thou-

sand six hundred and seventy-eight

rough stone implements from the shell

mounds of Denmark, one hundred and

seventy-one bone implements, one hun-

dred and nine other bone articles from
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the shell mounds, making in a single

museum a total of eight thousand seven

hundred and ninety-eight speeimens

illustrative of the age of stone.

The Danish museums eontain an

ao-gregate of about thirty tlKjusand

stone implements, and these are but a

fragment of the great colleetions of

other eountries. The museum of the

Royal Irish Aeademy contains seven

hundred flint flakes, five hundred and

twelve so-called "celts," or axes, mcn-e

than four hundred arrowheads, fifty

spearheads, seventy-five scrapers and

Wmi

PAL.i;<iLrnnr axi:s fkum im sin i i mium)-,

many sling-stones, hammers, whetstones,

grain-crushers, etc. The great museum
of Stockholm contains upward of fifteen

thousand specimens illustrative of the

weaponry and utensils of the age of

stone. Indeed, in all parts of the civil-

ized world, in public and in private

collections, vast numbers of a still vaster

aeeresrate remaining in the earth of

these stone-made relics of the prehistoric

times have l)een gathered, and it is not

to be d()ul)ted that other museums still

more capacious could easily be filled

Avith like materials.

Perhaps the most important single

implement used by the primitive in-

habitants of Europe was the stone ax.

This tool, even from the stone axes, and
1 1-4.1 • 11 , „ the -work accom-

palaiohthic era. had a cei- pushed with

tain rude approximation in them,

shape and character to the modern ax

of steel. But the stone implement Avas

generallv fastened to the helve by a

much more primitive method than that

employed in the case of luetallic axes.

The stone ax, after having been chipped

into proper form from a block of

flint, was generally inserted in the limb

of a tree, broken or cut off to the proper

length. The blade was fastened

in the opening b}' the binding

around of strips of rawhide or the

tendons of some strong animal.

There was great variety in the size

and shape of the implement and

equally multifarious uses. The
barbarian seems to have employed

his ax for everything. When we
consider the rudeness of the tool and

the manner of its mounting, it

seems almost incredible that it could

have been so effective in the hands

of those who used it. It is well

known that these prehistoric peo23le

cut down lai-ge trees, sharpened

heavy piles, and accomplished other

astonishing feats with their rude stone

axes. Doubtless the time required to

do such work was considerable, and it

is known that in many cases fire was

employed to assist the process. The
barbarian used his ax, as already in-

dicated, to split or burst the bones of the

animals whose flesh he devoured and

whose marrow was regarded as a morsel.

The cave dwellers and their contem-

poraries also manufactured Fimt knives,

and used a great variety ^J^r
™^^

of knives. The patterns diiction.

of these were almost as variable as in

the case of modern cutlery. Sometimes
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FLINT ARROWrOINTS

FRO^t THE BONE CAVERNS.

the knife was double, having- a bhide

fixed in either end of the handle. Gen-
erally it was single bladed, and in a g-reat

many cases had no handle at all. The
blade was produced

from a flake of flint

or obsidian, and was

chij^ped into form

after the manner
already described.

It must ever be a

matter of astonish-

ment that the sav-

age man of the

prehistoric ages was

able to produce such

fine effects by the

mere breakage and

chipping" of such
material as flint.

Next among his

implementsmay be mentioned the chisels

which he used and which are also of vari-

ous patterns—some narrow, some broad,

some hollowed along- the center of the

shaft, and others convex. It was a g'cn-

eral peculiarity of these

stone implements that the

cutting edge was curvilin-

ear, either gibbous or

semilunar in shape. This

is true of the edges of the

axes and chisels and adzes

and knives, and indeed

nearly all lithic implements

and weapons.

Perhaps no coinplete

enumeration can be made
of the tools and utensils in

use among the prehistoric
Great variety of o j.

prehistoric tools pcoplcs wliosc manner of
and -weapons. ^.~ . ^ ., ^

.

^ , rr^.
life IS here delineated, i he

variety was wellnigh as great as that in

the shop of a m.odern artisan. There

were sledges and hammers and saws,

wedges and celts, spearheads, arrow-

heads, javelinpoints, daggers, poniards,

many varieties of cutting instruments

after the genej'al pattern of the knife,

scrapers, picks, many kinds of hatchets,

sling-stones, weight-stones for nets and
fishing lines, harpoons, awls, lapstones,

and an infinity of the so-called flakes.

Nearly all the varieties here enumerated
can be seen in any ordinaiy museum of

antiquities, and the beholder, by their

inspection, can but feel himself drawn
near to the prehistoric race of men by
whose hands these implements were
wielded.

It is not intended in the present work
to enter into the details of archaeology.

It is not even the purpose Manner of life

to give any elaborate ac- ^"i'°^\^"^t> -' -within the man
count of the slow transfor- caverns,

mation by which the tribes of the old

stone age passed by evolution into the

new stone age and thence into the aoe

of bronze. It is sufficient to note

that the general manner of life of the

cave men and their contemporaries was
that of hunters and fishermen, men of

FINE PAL.-EOLITHIC ARROWPOINTS.

the woods and stream . Doubtless it would

be improper to speak of the '

' social sys-

tem " of a people that had no societ}' at

all. The cave dwelling would seem to

indicate an exceedingly solitary life. It

appears that in the case of the larger

caverns quite a band of the barbarians
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lived tog-ether. The abundance of bones

and relics is much greater than we should

expect in the case of a single family or

PKEHISTORIC MAN OF THE NEOLIT:

Drawn by Emile liayarcl.

even five families in the same abode.

Nor should avc forg-et that what Ave mav
call the waste of implements Avould be

much less among a people where a single

tool was of so great importance than in

a modern household where an implement
can be immediately replaced.

The care which

^ these people be-

stowed upon their

utensils is avcU

illustrated in the

distance to which

they were carried

in the case
of migration.
Nothing is more
common than to

find flint imple-

ments and weap-

ons at a distance

of hundreds of

miles fn^n the

quarry Avhcncc the

material a\' a s

taken. The man
of antiquity sought

assiduously for the

best quarries and

ledges from which

to take the ma-
terials of his man-
ufacture, and the

old pits which the

prehistoric f o 1 k

dug- in the chalk

beds, in order to

get at the layers

of flint under-

neath, are plen-

tifully distributed

in parts of Eng"-

land and France.

There appear,
"^" -^*''- moreoA'cr. to have

been seats of man-
ufacture, sometimes in connection with

the quarries and sometimes in other

places. This fact would indicate a rude

sort of commerce in implements. But
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over and above this circumstanee the

faet remains that the barbarians them-

selves ehmo- to their tools
Care taken of
utensils; places and weapons with great
of manufacture. . .. -1^1 j

tenacity, earned them to

g-reat distances, and only parted with

them by the necessities of accident or

death.

We are thus enabled to form a trne

concept of the prehistoric man of West-

ern Europe. In stature, he is believed

to have been considerably larger than

the average man of to-day. His bones

have greater length and strength, and

his proportions indicate a rather gigan-

tic form. Doubtless he was brutal in

appearance, with hair growing low upon
his forehead and an animal leer on his

features. Whether the day- stature and per-

dawn of the higher senti-
so;^ai character-

^ istics of the cave

ments, the nobler aspira- "^a^"-

tions, had as yet arisen in his spirit we
can not know. But that he had in him
the potency and germ of human great-

ness, the possibility of light and free-

dom and knowledge, can not be doubted

or denied. He was the gross substratum

of that human life which even in the

present day is but half-refined from bar-

barism and half-redeemed from the

heavy weight of brute passion and ani-

mality.

Chapter XVII.—Lakk ]3wp:lt^krs ok Swit2:erland.

|HE delineation of prim-

itive life given in the

preceding chapter rep-

resents but one of

several types of hu-

man existence in the

prehistoric ages. The

men of the caverns were a single branch

of the barbarians who inhabited West-

ern Europe in the old stone age. It is

not intended in the present work to de-

scribe all the aspects of half-savage life

which present themselves to the anti-

quarian and ethnologist, but to discuss

only a sufficient number of the primeval

tribes and their methods of development

to enable the reader to f(^rm an adequate

idea of the Avhole. In the current chap-

ter we shall turn to two or three other

forms of aboriginal European life, and

present them in the light of what is

known or reasonably inferred concern-

ing their career. First of all, attention

will be called to the lake dwellers of

Switzerland and other similar situations.

It must be known that the bodies of

fresh water on the European conti-

nent have considerably di- General contrac-

minished in area and vol- ^:^^t^-
time since the age of the Europe,

mammoth and the reindeer. The cir-

cumference of all the lakes has con-

tracted, and the surface has sunk to a

lower level. The extent of this dimi-

nution has been much greater in some

localities than in others. The fall of a

few feet in the level of a lake will some-

times, owing to the flatness of the

shore, expose a considerable area of

land that was hitherto submerged,

whereas if the shores be precipitous, a

fall even of many feet will make no per-

ceptible difference in the position of the

water line.

Both of these conditions have occurred

in different localities. In character of the

1 .^^A -(-T,^ debatable mar-
some places around the

gi,, around

margin of lakes acres and i^i^^s.

even square miles of territory are now

drv land that were formerly under water.
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More frequently this recently exposed

strip exists in the form of marshland or

bog, but half reclaimed from its ancient

submergence. Wherever the lake is

situated in a flat, ojoen region, this con-

dition of a fenland border exists to a

o-reater or less extent. Lagoons and

marshes, sometimes grown up with trees

and sometimes covered with the reeds

and grasses peculiar to the region of the

bog, will be noted in close proximity to the

lake itself, and the observer will readily

note that the addition of a few feet to

the water level would restore the lake to

its primitive borders covering the low-

lands.

In other places, particularly in the

mountainous regions, the water line of

the lakes has had less fluctuation. Here

the waters are contained as in a cup of

stone, and the rising and sinking of the

lake surface has widened and contracted

the border line but little. In almost

everv situation, however, some fluctua-

tion has occurred, and even a single un-

usual season, whether it be of rain or

aridity, will be clearly perceived in the

narrower or wider limit of the lake.

This is to say that around all of the

fresh-water bodies is a debatable shore,

of greater t)r less extent, which has been

in turn submerged and uncovered ac-

cording to the humidity or the dryness

of the epoch. More particularly has the

gradual recession of all superficial waters

into the inner parts of the earth told

upon the lakes, especially those of small

extent, in reducing their area and depth.

The primitive European tribes, at least

that portion of them which we are now
to consider, were by instinct and prefer-

Certain primi- cucc led to establish them-
tive tribes chose ,, - 1 ^ • • •, -ii

the lake shores ^^IvCS in prOXHUlty With
for residence, great coUcctions of Water.

The advantages of such situations are

obvious. If the water be fresh it fur-

nishes to man one of the prime essentials

of his existence and many conveniences.

It gives him, moreover, from the depths

a multitude of fishes, easy of capture

and good for food. If the water be salt,

though its direct use by man is impracti-

cable, it nevertheless yields him a great

store of shellfish and many valuables

besides. We are here to note what was

done on the margin of the lakes.

The winter of 1853-54 was one of ex-

cessive rigor in Europe, but of small

precipitation of rain or snow. This was

followed the next summer by a season

of unusual drought. Since Great subsi-

the year 1674 no parallel ^--^i^,,
had been furnished to the 1853-54.

draft Avhich was thus made upon the

volume of the lakes and the paucity of

the return which nature made thereto.

As a result, the level of the mountain

lakes in vSwitzerland fell ofl' many feet,

and cjuite an area of the bottom was ex-

posed as terra firma. It was here that

the discoveries were made by the anti-

quary. Dr. Keller, and other explorers

which led to the reconstruction of that

type of prehistoric communities called

the Lake Dwellings and Villages.

In dift'erent ages and in different cjuar-

ters of the world men have frequently

adopted the plan of con- situation of the

structingtheirabodesaboveit^urtt"^:

the surface of the water rodotus.

near the shore. The plan is to build a

platform, supported by different meth-

ods, and on these to rear the huts in

which the people lived. Between the

platform and the shore communication

is easily eft'ected by some narrow struc-

ture which is defensible. In the fifth

chapter of the book called Tcrpsich^

ore, in Herodotus, we have the fol-

lowing paragraph descriptive of such

dwelling places. The author is describ-

ino- the manners and customs of the
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ancient Paeonians :

'

' Their dwellings are

contrived after this manner: planks

fitted on lofty piles are placed in the

middle of the lake, with a narrow en-

trance from the main land by a single

bridge. These piles that support the

planks all the citizens anciently placed

there at the public charge ; but after-

ward they established a law to the fol-

lowing effect : whenever a man marries,

for each wife he sinks three piles, bring-

ing wood from a mountain called Orbe-

lus : but every man has several wives.

They live in the following manner:

every man has a hut on the planks, in

which he dwells, with a trapdoor closely

fitted in the planks and leading down to

the lake. They tie the young children

with a cord round the foot, fearing lest

they should fall into the lake beneath.

To their horses and beasts of burden

they give fish for fodder ; of which there

is such an abundance that when a man
has opened his trapdoor he lets down an

empty basket by a cord into the lake,

and, after waiting a short time, draws it

up full of fish."

But we have no occasion to seek for

evidence in the ancient world of the ex-

Lake dwellings istence of such structures

?Sin?h;;r:\-- as are here ascribed to

entage. the Pseonians. Dwellings

over the water are constructed and in-

habited by existing tribes of men. The
fishermen on lake Prasias, in European

Turkey, build their cottages over the

water, and the town of Tcherkask is

constructed above the current of the

Don. In analogy with such structures

we might cite the buildings of the peo-

ple of India, which, though not over the

water, are set on piles several feet above

the earth. The same kind of abodes

are found in South America and in the

East Indian islands. The city of Borneo

is so founded and built. The Dyaks

have their houses on an elevated plat-

form twenty or thirty feet high, in a

long row above the edge of the river,

and the floors are so constructed that all

refuse and waste materials fall through

into the water.

vSwitzerland is a locality specially fitted

in its geographical structure for the du-

plication of the dwellings Switzerland fa-

described above by the
S^^J^rie'ttfe!''

Father of History. The ments.

lakes in this mountainous region have

fluctuated in the manner already de-

scribed, and it was on the borders of

the lake of Zurich that the first impor-

tant discoveries were made. But at a

later date explorations around the

marshes of lakes Constance, Geneva,

Neufchatel, Bienne, Morat, Sempach,

Inkwyl, Moosseedorf, and others have

led to like results. A very ample dem-

onstration has thus been obtained of

the manner of life of the primitive

lake people. The sites of more than

tzvo Itnndrcd settlements constructed as

above over the water have been deter-

mined and described. No fewer than

twenty prehistoric villages have been

found on the shores of lake Bienne

;

twenty-four along the margin of lake

Geneva; thirty-two on lake Constance;

and forty-nine on lake Neufchatel.

It was between Obcr-Meilen and

DoUikon, on the banks of lake Zurich,

that the inhabitants, taking Discoveries on

advantage of the low water it^.^^nTogL of

following the drv sea- Ireland,

son of 1854, extended their gardens

down to the margin along the new
water line. They built a wall and then

filled the space to landward by dredging

up mud out of the bottom of the lake on

the water side. While doing so they

were surprised to draw up vast numbers

of piles, or at least the lower ends of the

same, which had in some prehistoric
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epoch been driven down throti;^!! the Avhieh houses and defenses were erected,

water. Along- with these sliarpened i The name given to this floating residence

points of trees

came np a large

variety of deer
horn and stone

implements of

primitive work-

manship. The
fact that some
aboriginal people

had inhabited this

shore was thus

made clear, and

scientific explora-

tions, imder the

direction of Dr.

Keller and other

antic[uaries, soon

extended an d

verified the dis-

coveries.

Before proceed-

ing- to describe

the utensils and

weapons revealed

in the lake bot-

toms of Switzer-

land, it is proper

to note the anal-

ogous results

attained in Ire-

land. The man-
ner of over-water

building is here

somewhat differ-

ent from that
practiced by the

prehistoric moun-
taineers. Among
the primitive peo-

ple inhabiting the

Irish lake coun-~

try the plan was to construct a plat-

form on the water, and on this platform

to create a sort of artificial island upon

was Cratiiiogc, and the remnants of such

structures are easily discoverable to the

present time.
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The crannoges were the stronghokls

of the primitive Irish chiefs, to Avhich

Likeness to they betook themselves in
Highland refu- :

^| Highlanders
gees; the cran- ' fc>

noge findings. of a later day to their

castles. These prehistoric seats are very

rich in implements and weapons and

other works of the clans by which they

were inhabited. But it is in evidence

from the discoveries made in the cran-

noges that they are of a much later date

than the cave dwellings of the Continent

or even the lake dwellings of Switzer-

land. There are instances in which the

contents of the Irish crannoge, as for in-

stance that of Dunshaughlin, have been

digged up by the wagon load and dis-

tributed on the shore to enrich the soil.

In the support of the platform above

the water on which the habitations of

the vSwiss lake people Avere built, two

Methods of sup- methods were employed.
porting the The first Avas to cut downSwiss village

platforms. trccs, lop the branches from

the trunks, sharpen one end of the same,

and drive thein, with many others of

like sort, into the water after the manner
of a modern pile work. On the upper

end of these, above the surface of the

lake, the platform was laid and extended

according to the demands of the village.

The other method was to heap up from

the bottom of the lake a sort of rude

stone walls, running here and there,

risinof to the surface, and furnishing

support for the platform. But this

method was only employed in the more

sequestered waters, for the exposure to

storms rendered this variety of building

precarious.

There is little doubt that the bottom

Tear of wild iiiotive in Selecting such a
beasts deter- g-^.^ ^^^ ^^^ building a vil-mmed the choice c?

of such sites. lagc or cvcu a single house

above the water and at a distance from

the bank was the prospect of gaining a

vantage against ravenous beasts. In the

primeval world this was always a serious

cjuestion. For long ages the beast had
the advantage of the man in the struggle

for existence. Heroes whose fame is

coextensive with the traditions of man-
kind became such by their successful

warfare Avith wild beasts. Such was
Ximrod and such was Blercules. After

the hero, the next best thing was an

artifice. Building over the water was
an artifice. A single flattened trunk

reaching from the platform to the shore

or at most a narroAv causeAvay, Avas easily

defended, and bears and aa'oIa'cs Avould

hardly SAvim to the attack of men.

It appears that the lake Adllages Avere

numerous and extensiA^e. An estimate

has been made by the antiquary, Troyon,

as to the extent and popula-
Number and ex-

tions of these settlements, tent of the Swiss
r^. 1 4. -11 11 lake villages.
1 he largest Aallage on lake

GeneA'a appears to haA^e been tAveh-e

hundred feet in length and a hundred

and fifty feet in breadth. GiA'ing to eacli

hut a diameter of fifteen feet and alloAv-

ing one half the space to be coA'ered, the

A^Uage Avould contain three hundred and

eleven houses, and Avith an estimate of

four persons to the cabin, Ave should

liaA^e a population in this settlement of

tAveh^e hundred and forty-four. The
same calculations give for the village on

lake Neufchatel a population of nearly

fiA'e thousand. Carrying out the same

estimates, ]\I. Troyon thinks that the

lake population in this region Avas more

than thirty thousand at the time Avhen

the Adllagcs flourished in the age of

stone.

By the backAvard look Ave may still,

in the mind's eye, observe the process of

constructing these lake habitations. The
first thing Avould be, of course, the selec-

tion of a suitable site on the Avater's

edee. The shore must be accessible
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from the lake and the lake from the

shore. A forest must stand near by,

Materials em- from which the trees are

felled, with almost infinite

labor, by the strokes of

stone axes and the assistance of hre. It

appears that these primeval men would

attack the tree at the base and cut it

ployed in such
structures by
the builders.

It should be remarked in this con-

nection that the stroke of a stone ax

in wood is easily distin;^uishable from

that of the metallic blade. Distinction in

The modern steel ax the work done
by stone and

struck against the side of metallic axes.

a tree, even at an angle, makes a

straight wound. That is, the bottom

of the cut is rectilin-

ear. In the case of

the stone ax, the

w o u n d i s always

curvilinear in the bottom.

The effect of the blow is

rather in the nature of a

AXES OF PREHISTORIC MAN, SHOWING STAGES OF IMPROVEMENT FROM STONE TO BRONZE.
I, Swiss stone ax with handle ; 2, copper celt, from Waterford

; 3, winged celt, from Ireland ; 4, socketed celt, from Ireland
; 5, 6, 7, celts

with handles of different patterns ; 8, bronze ax, from Naples
; 9, bronze ax, from Le Puy.

around as much as possible, and then

burn the wounded part down to the solid

body. Scraping away the charred por-

tions, they would then cut again, until

finally the tree came down. Similar

methods were employed in sharpening

the trunk. Here also the axes were

employed and fire by turns until a rude

point was obtained suitable for driving

in the mud.
21

bruise, the wood where the ax falls

being scooped out in a furrow, deeper

in the bottom than at the edges

of the cut.' In nearly all cases the piles

supporting the platforms of the Swiss

' It is claimed that no measure of sharpness which

may be imparted to a stone blade will secure a rec-

tilinear cut—like that so easily produced with metal-

lic axes—in the wood struck with such blade at an

angle ; but the reason for such difference is not clear.
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ting the piles;
"i ^ ^^j drivilltform of the

houses.

lake dwellings bear the marks of stone

and not metallic axes, and in nearly all

cases the process of sharpening" the

trunks has been assisted by the applica-

tion of fire.

How it was that the primitive tribes

adopting this kind of structure suc-

Questionofset- ccedcd in raising- their

plies

them into the lake has not

been ascertained. But the unmistakable

evidence furnished by the stumps of the

piles themselves shows that they were

raised in some way and driven down.

The work appears not to have been truly

done, as many of the piles stand in the

mud at an angle and others appear to

have been bent soinewhat from their

original position by the weight of the

superstructure. As to the platform, it

was made of sj^lit tiiubers, rudely frained

together on the top of the piles, and no

doubt tolerably firm for the reception of

houses. The latter appear to have been

circular in form, made somewhat after

the manner of Celtic huts.' They were

chinked between the cracks with small

branches of trees and moss, and were

pointed within Avith mud. As compared

with the cave dwellings described in the

preceding chapter, it can not be doubted

that the lake houses were a great ad-

vance, superior in comfort and safety,

and not wanting in a certain picturesc[ue-

ness of situation and aspect.

We come now to consider the evidences

of ancient life which have been discovered

General charac- in the lake bottoms aud

::;^L?w^ peat beds over which the
lake villages. villages were erected. In

general, these settlements belong to the

old stone age. This is clearly shown by
the preponderance of rough stone im-

plements which are found under them.

' See the colored Plate at the beginning- of the

present book.

It appears, however, that the lake dwell-

ers continued to hold to their position

until progress was made into the new
stone age, and even into the age of

bronze. In several places it has been

demonstrated by the plentiful discovery

of utensils and weapons of bronze that

the lake villagers had advanced to the

manufacture and use of this metal. In

any event, all of these stages of develop-

luent were anterior to the epoch of the

Romans, and therefore to the daydawn
of history.

If we glance at the old stone imple-

ments found in the margin of the Swiss

lakes and in the peat bogs variety ofthe

where the over-water vil-
"^piements

;
the

materials em-

lages were built, we find ployed,

them to be of the same general pattern

as those already described in connection

with the cave dwellings. It has been

noted that the Swiss prehistoric imple-

ments, as a general rule, are smaller than

those used by the cave men. This is

true of the arrowheads, the spearpoints,

and the axes. The material employed

in the manufacture of these tools and

weapons was, for the luost part, flint,

but in some cases rock crystal. It has

been noted that spindle-whirls of earth-

enware coexist in the same layer with

the rough stone implements. Other ev-

idences of spinning and weaving have

been discovered in the same sittiation,

and to this should be added the presence

of stone mortars and balls for crushing

corn. vSir John Lnbbock has recapitu-

lated the articles found under a lake

village in the peat measure of Wauwyl
as follows : vStone axes, forty-three ; flint

arrowheads, thirty-six; flakes, two hun-

dred ; corn crushers, sixteen ; hammers,

twenty ; whetstones, twenty-six ; sling-

stones, eighty-five ; making a total of

four hundred and twenty-six articles of

stone recovered from a sinele bed.
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In examining these relics we are

again impressed with the fact that rude

commercial relations, at least the begin-

nings of traffic, existed in the age of

Signs in the find- which wc spcak. Many

SeSS^-o^n- Of the implements found
"iei"°e- around the Swiss lakes

were brought, at least as to their mate-

rial, from distant localities. Many of

the flint implements are known to have

been taken from the

quarries of F r a n c e !

Some are found that

were imported from'the

shores of the Mediter-

ranean. It is impossi-

ble to tell, however,

whether these weapons

and utensils were carried

by trade or by the mi-

gration of tribes to the

mountain lakes of Swit-

zerland.

By examination of the stone hatchet with

animal remains found

under the lake dwell-

ings, the inquirer discovers again the re-

lations which the primitive people here

held to the lower orders of life. As a rule,

the prehistoric men ate nearly all kinds

of animals with which they were asso-

ciated. The skins of

beasts were the principal

articles of clothing, and

the flesh was invariably

stripped away for food.

We note in the case of

the lake dwellers the

vSame appetite for marrow
which we have already

noted in the men of the

caverns. They picked out of the hol-

low bones every particle of the con-

tents, and evidently regarded the mar-

row as the principal delicacy. The
harder and better bones were made into

SOCKET AND
HANDLE.

CHIPPED FLINT AR

ROWHEAD.

FLINT HATCHET FITTED

WITH stag's HORN HANDLE.

implements, but the horns of the deer

were the principal resource in this line.

From these were made the handles of a

great number of other implements, and

also picks and awls and scrapers.

In some cases the

attempt was made
to produce a cutting

edge from bone.

But from the na-

ture of the sub-

stance this could

not succeed. Chis-

els were also at-

tempted, but the

material lacked

strength and solid-

ity, and the tool so

formed could only

be applied to the softer substances. The
bon e scraper was much used use ofbone in

,11 • r 1 • J • the fabricationm the dressmg of hides, m ^f tools and

which it appears that all of weapons,

the primitive Europeans had consider-

able skill. If the lake dwellers attempt-

ed the manu-
f a c t u r e of

wood, it does

not appear in the relics

which they left behind.
Doubtless, however, the

easy decay of wood fiber

would in part account for

the absence of utensils

made therefrom. But it

appears, on the whole, that

the lake men preferred the

use of flint and bone and

horn. It has been noted

that tinder was employed

by the lake villagers in

the production of fire.

The appearance of broken fragments

of pottery in the lake margins and peat

beds shows conclusively that the people

of the age which we are here consid-

pickax of

stag's horn.
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ering- understood at least the rudiments

of that kind of manufacture. Very few

Pottery of the vessels have been discov-
lake dwellers; ^^.^^ whole, but manv in
rudeness oi the '

relics. pieces. These all indicate

the rudest kind of work . The vessels were

evidently misshapen and unsymmetrical

in design. It is thought that the pot-

ter's wheel was unknown. Nor has any

evidence of furnace heat been discov-

ered in the imperfect burning to which

the fragments seem to have been sub-

jected. Perhaps an open fire produced

the highest heat with which these peo-

EXIINCT MANUFACTORY OF POTTEKV, IN THE GLACIER t,AKl>EN, Al I.l'CERNE.

pie were acquainted. The forms of a

few vases have been determined which,

viewed from an artistic point, are clumsy

in the last degree. It is noticeable that

the earthenware of these villagers is

without feet or other support than the

unfinished bottom of the vessel. It ap-

pears that the utensils were set upon the

floor or on the soft earth where there

was little danger of breakage.

Of human remains, strictly so called.

Scarcity of hu- Only a few liave been dis-

man remains in ^ovcrcd uudcr the lake vil-
the lake mar-
gins, lages. Nor might it be

reasonably expected that many would be

found. It will be seen at a glance that

the situation has been much less favor-

able for the preservation of human skel-

etons, in whole or in part, than the mud
beds under the stalagmite in the cave

dwellings. The free action of water,

the access of fishes to any bodies that

may have dropped into the lake, the

movement which would take place under

the wave, and the change of tempera-

ture, very great as it is in the situation,

would account for the destruction and

decay of any bodies that might have

gone to the bottom through the village

platforms. It is likely, moreover, that

the lake dwell-

ers had regular

methods of sep-

ulture. As has

been already
seen, they were

con siderably

more advanced

in the human
evolution than

the cave men,

and care for the

bodies of the

dead is one of

the symptoms

which marks the

progressive people from the barbarians.

vSome remains of men, however, have

been found in the mud of the lake mar-

gin in such relation with Bodily forms of

-, . , . T i.
• ^ ^^ lake dwellers

prehistoric relics as to iden- determined from

tify them with the age skeletons,

of stone. Perhaps a half dozen skele-

tons, including the skulls, have been re-

covered, and from these a fair idea of

the stature, form, and characteristics of

the lake people have been determined.

On the whole, they were not as tall as

the Europeans of to-day, but the skel-

eton does not indicate that strong ani-

mal affiliation which we have noted in

the men of the cavern. The proportions
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of the lake dwellers were fairly good,

and the skull shows a medium capacity.

Nor is the configuration specially differ-

ent from that of the mountaineers of the

present time. As to the personal as-

pect of these people there is nothing

better than conjecture to guide us. We
know by their manner of life that their

intellectual horizon was exceedingly lim-

ited ; that they had the carnivorous hab-

it, though not in that intense degree

peculiar to the cave dwellers ; that the

social instinct was in some measure de-

veloped, as is shown in their aggrega-

tion in village communities, and that the

beginnings of agriculture among them
were sufficient to show the upward tend-

ency toward a higher level of existence.

As in the case of the cave men, much
light may be thrown on the life and

Animals with mauucrs of the people of
which lake vii-

^1 Jake villages by noting
lagers were as- & J ;?

sociated. the animals with which

they were associated and some produc-

tions of the soil which are known to

have been economized. A large list of

the beasts and birds and fishes peculiar

to the era which we are here discussing

has been determined by naturalists, and

much valuable information therefrom

deduced. The prevalent wild animals

were the brown bear, the badger, the

marten, the wolf, the fox, the wildcat,

the beaver, the elk, the urus, the aurochs,

the European bison, the stag, the deer,

the wild boar, the marsh boar, the pole-

cat. The domestic animals were the

horse, the ox, the goat, the sheep, the

dog, and the common swine. In the

case of the horse, his domestication was

but partial, and the demonstration of the

existence of taiue swine is not complete.

It will be noticed at a glance that the

wild animals here enumerated are of a

somewhat later epoch than those asso-

ciated with the cave dwellers. The

mammoth, the cave bear, the cave hyena
seem to have disappeared. Perhaps the

Irish elk and the reindeer at no time

held this region as a habitat.

Much may be inferred by a little clear

thought relative to the condition of the

villagers from the consider- Manner of lake

ation of their domestic ani- '^:Z7i:L
mals. Such creatures must manifest data,

be cared for, especially in winter. They
must be fed, not to vSay housed against

the rigors of the season. Provisions

and shelter would, therefore, be neces-

sary, and people who make such provi-

sion and provide such shelter could not

be wholly barbarous. Closely allied Math

this consideration is another drawn from

the discovery of various grains that

were used by the villagers. Many speci-

mens of charred cereals have been found

with other relics of this ancient life.

Grains of wheat have been recovered

from the finds at Meilan, Moosseedorf,

and Wangen. At the last named place

the antiquary had the good fortune to

discover several bushels of wheat pressed

together in a lump, the grains adhering

in a mass. The appearance of the wheat

is almost identical with that of modern

varieties of the same grain. Many
specimens of what is known as six-rowed

barley have been recovered from like

situations, and it will interest the reader

to be informed that this variety of cereal

was still under cultivation in the primi-

tive days of Greece and Rome. Alto-

o^ether, three kinds of wheat have been

found under the lake dwellings, two va-

rieties of barley, and two of millet. It

appears that rye and oats were as yet

unknown.

Reverting to the animals of the lake

regions in prehistoric times we note two

species of wild cattle, namely, the urus

and the bison. The former seems to

have been reduced to partial domestica-
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tion as early as the neolithie peritxl, but

no indication of such a fact has been

Deductions from fouucl iu the old stouc age.
the animal life of /pi Inro-est of thc aui-
the lake-dwell- ^ ^'^ laigebL Oi Liic aui

ingage. mals prevalent around the

Swiss lakes were these two varieties of

wdld oxen, the elk and the stag. The
rhinoceros had disappeared and the

urus had been much reduced from the

served in the forests of Germany. It is

noticeable that the list of domestic ani-

mals has been extended and confirmed.

The horse has certainly become, in some
measure, the servant of man, and sheep

have been more positively reclaimed

from the wild condition. It is thus

evident that the mere barbarous life of

hunters and flesh-eaters was giving way

SWISS LARE VILLAGE OF THE AGE OF BRONZE.—Drawn by Riou.

great proportions which he bore in the

times of the cave men. Looking back

from our own point of view we note that

elks have not existed in Switzerland dur-

ing the historical period, though they

still maintained an existence in the low-

land forests as late as the Roman period.

The ibex has also disappeared. The
smaller of the wild animals enumerated

above still prevail in their ancient habi-

tat, and even the wild boar has been pre-

to a higher and more rational mode of

existence among these villagers of the

Swiss lakes.

It will be of interest to add a few

words relative to the birds which came

by water or bv air to the
-^

_
.

- Species of birds
habitations of the lake men. belonging to the
.,„! 11 1 -11 same epoch.
i he golden eagle circled

above them. The bones of at least four

varieties of hawk have been discovered.

Two kinds of owl were known, and two
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varieties of erow. The eommon starling"

was present, and the wood pigeon.

There were two kinds of heath coek, also

the white stork, the ashy heron, the dun
grouse, the blaek coot, two varieties of

meu, one kind of swan, one species of

g"oose, two kinds of duck, one kind of

diver. Of fishes and reptiles, the

remains of as many as ten species have

been recovered and identified.

Mention has been made of the finding-

of the cereals under the lake dwellings.

Significant It appears from the discov-

p^ehfst^riragri.
^ries that the grains were

cultural life. roastcd for food. Beyond
this primitive method of preparing

kernels, it is known that the lake dwell-

ers used bread. Cakes, hard, fiat, cir-

cular, unleavened, have been found just

as they were prepared for the board at

a date more remote than the founding of

Rome ! Of the methods of cultivation

emploved in this far time nothing is

known. No agricultural implements or

apparatus have been recovered, but tools

for the preparation of grain, such as

mortars and stones for grinding the

kernels, are plentiful. vSpecimens of

dried fruit, such as carbonized apples

cut into halves or quarters, have been

found at both Wangen and on lake Neuf-

chatel. Such fruits appear to have been

of wild varieties, resembling the crab

apple of modern times. The vine had

not yet made its appearance. The wal-

nut, the cherry, and the damson plum
were unknown, but seeds of the wild

plum have been discovered. vShells of

the hazelnut and beechnut are fre-

quently found in the mud, and some-

times the seeds of the raspberry and

blackberry. Beans have been discovered,

but only in the later relics of the age of

bronze, while peas are found farther

back, among the remains of the new
stone ag-e. From a consideration of all

these elements we are able to make out

a tolerably fair schedule of the daily

subsistence, the means of supply, and
the method of preparation peculiar to the

prehistoric villagers of the Swiss lakes.

Bronze hairi>iii fdinul in

Swi>.s lake.

Bronze pin from a Scotch

shell mound.

SPECIMENS OF FINE WUKKMANSHIP IN BRONZE.

Mention has already been made of the

fact that the lake dwellers continued to

hold their situation until
Lake d-wellings

their implements of stone extend into the
111 .1 age of bronze.

were succeeded by the

manufacture and use of bronze. The
villages belonging to the age of bronze

are not so widely distributed as those of

the stone period. The former were

built, for the inost part, on the lakes of

Geneva, Neufchatel, Bienne, and Sem-

pach. In Eastern vSwitzerland very few
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evidences of the age of bronze have been

discovered. It appears that for some

reason a kind of primitive conserva-

tism prevailed on lake Constance which

led to the continuance of stone manu-

facture long after the introduction of

bronze in the western settlements. It

is in evidence that other improvements

besides the introduction of metal in

workmanship appeared in the bronze-

making" villages. The platforms were

more substantially constructed and the

houses larger and of a more permanent

character. It seems, moreover, that the

villages of the age of bronze were built

farther from the shore than those of the

age of stone. At least the bronze relics

are nearly always taken out from a

greater depth of water and farther out

than the stone implements peculiar to

the older age.

By examining the bronze implements

their vSUperiority in design and workman-

Evidences of the ship to those of the peri-
emergence of the

^^^^ preceding are quickly
race from iDar- -t & t. y

barism. notcd. The swords, dag-

gers, axes, spearheads, knives, sickles,

fishhooks, and articles of personal adorn-

ment are all of a pattern which may be

called well formed, if not artistic. Brace-

lets, brooches, and finger rings are found

which, though they may hardly be de-

scribed as beautiful, are not devoid of

tastefulness in design and elegance in

execution. It is noticeable, moreover,

that the supply of implements, weapons,

and personal decorations is far more

abundant in the case of the bronze-bear-

iuQf villages than under those of the stone

epoch. Many museums have been re-

plenished from the resources here re-

ferred to, and a single collection cited

bv vSir John Lubbock contains four

thousand three hundred and forty-six

specimens ; and it is an evidence of

what mav be called the personal pride

of the villagers of the bronze age that of

the list of articles here enumerated more

than two thousand are hairpins and rings.

In the age of bronze the human race en-

tered upon its career of strength and

variety, but did not yet enter upon the

career of ambition and vain delusion

which it was to pursue in the age of iron.

CHAI^XER XVIII.—COAt^r l^KOF*LE OK THE NORTH.

E now turn to another

aspect of priinitive life

quite different from

those discussed in the

preceding chapters.

We have reconstructed

as far as practicable

the conditions of the old Aryan house-

folk of India ; of the cave dwellers of

AVestern Europe, and of the lake dwell-

ers who took advantage of the water

surface as a means of protection and

convenience. We now come to consider

a mode of prehistoric existence which

was developed along the seacoast, espe-

cially in the northern and northwestern

parts of Europe.

Of the forms of primeval life already

presented, the most barbarous was that

of the cave men ; the most Relative sav-

elevated, the house people pfehLtoiTcTon-

of the East: and the most ditions.

progressive, the lake dwellers of Switzer-

land and other like localities. In enter-

ing upon a review of the people of the

seashore, we shall again be carried back

to an exceedingly rude and aboriginal

tvpe of human existence, perhaps not
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quite so gross, but equally primitive with

that of the cave dwellers.

About the time that the really scien-

tific investigation of archaeological re-

Discovery of the mains began in the second

ttSotrof°" q^^arter of this century, it

Denmark. was noticed that on the

coast of Denmark and in other similar

situations long, low dunes were thrown

up. Sometimes the elevations were

were too far from the surge to have

been thrown up by the action of the

water first drew the attention of archaeol-

ogists and naturalists to Mound con-

their peculiarities. It was JJ^I.^^"
found that those of the Streenstrup.

mounds which lay within reach of the

tide were made up in part of sand, but

the larger portion of the material was

shells. In the case of those dunes that

KITCHEN MmOENKRS AND THEIR DWELLINGS.

nearly circular, sometimes they were

ring-shaped, having a crater-like depres-

sion in the center. But more frequently

they were elongated elevations, from

one hundred to three hundred yards in

length, perhaps two hundred feet in

breadth, and from two to ten feet in

heigfht. The situation was along the

surf line of the sea, but generally outside

of the reach of the tide.

The fact that these dunes and mounds

were in the higher situations, beyond

the reach of the water, they were com-

posed almost entirely of shells, and a

very casual examination showed that

the mollusks inhabiting them had be-

lonofed to another age. Such was the

beginning of the discoveries.

The r3anish naturalists led the way in

examining these strange formations

;

and it was at once observed that the

shells were intermixed Avith the debris
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of human life. Here, then, was a new
class of relics of prehistoric existence,

and a new field of inquiry opened before

the antiquary. Professor Steenstrup was
again in the van in the exploration of

the shell mounds. He gave them, in

the first place, the name which they

have ever since borne, of Kitchen

middens. In his own laneuaee the

Flint core or nucleus. Flint flakes, Denmark

WORKMANSHIP OF THE KIIXUKN MIUDENERS.

word is KJokkcni/ioddiiigs , which signifies

"kitchen refuse heaps." The idea of

the learned Dane was that these

mounds were the refuse of the food

and waste material of a people who had

built their huts on the seashore, and had

manifestly subsisted for the most part

on shellfish. This primary hypothesis

of the naturalist was borne out by all

subsequent investigations, and it was

soon established beyond doubt that a

prehistoric people had chosen the shore

of this northern sea as the best vantage

ground which they could procure in

their struggle to preserve life and per-

petuate their tribes.

The .shell mounds are by no means
isolated phenomena. They are rarely

found singly, but in groups, covering a

considerable extent of coast. This is to

say that the primitive people

dwelling here lived in ag-

gregations, or The kitchen

villages of huts ^i^i^e^f ^"^^1.

*5 cate village com-
on the beach, munities.

vSometimes a principal mound
will appear, and around this

others of smaller proportions.

The contents are abundant,

and the vast heap of shells is

in many cases carted away
by the inhabitants and used

to replenish the soil.

What strikes the beholder

m opening one of these

5f mounds is the fact that the
"'

'ic/iolc L0lltc'lltS,Ol'
!

.
The heaps made

llie materials of up of the debris

,1 -, ,
. of human life.

the elevation,

are the debris of human life.

Hardly any merely natural

substance is found inter-

mixed with the shells and

other refuse of the kitchen

and the hut. Doubtless the

kitchen was the hut and the

hut was the kitchen. In a few in-

stances some gravel and other unmodi-

fied natural products are found in thin

layers or scattered among the waste of

the hovel. But for the most part every-

thing has had its use in the hands and

mouths of the primitive tribes inhabit-

ing this coast. The people appear to

have subsisted almost exclusively upon

oysters and mussels, and to have flung

the shells out of the hut until they ac-
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cumulated to a depth of several feet. It

would seem that in many instances the

hut itself would be half buried bv the

accumulation around, and doubtless the

site of the dwelling is the crater which
is noticed in a dune here and there.

If we examine the implements and

weapons which the coast people lost or

Character of the broke or cast aside with the
kitchen midden ^j-i, ^„ ,i 'i . •

. r ai •„ •^

tools and uten- o^^^cr dcbris of thcir Vll-

^^is- lages, we shall find them to

be of the most primitive pattern and
rudest workmanship. They are nearly

or quite all of the old stone age, and the

method of fracture employed in making
them seems to have been less skillful

than that of the oldest lake villagers,

and fully as rude as the workmanship of

the cave men. Great quantities of flint

flakes, rough axes, lanceheads, arrow-

points, weights for fishing nets, sling-

stones, and awls have been recovered

from the mounds, and they are, without

exception, of the iDrimitive pattern and
finish above described. From the shell

mound of Meilgaard, which was visited

and examined by Sir John Lubbock in

person, nineteen axes, a hundred and

thirty-nine flint flakes, six bone pins,

six horns, four pieces of rude pottery,

one stone hammer, and twenty sling-

stones were recovered. This mound is

merely specimental of scores of others

that existed and still exist along the

coast of Denmark. These, like the lake

villages and the cave dwellings, have

contributed thousands of specimens to

the European museums, and these have

been arranged and classified with re-

spect to their antiquity, so that he that

runs may read the story of a prehistoric

age.

The extreme simplicity, not to say

barbarity, of the method of life of the

shell-mound people has already been in-

dicated. As compared with the lake

villagers of Switzerland, even of the old

stone age, they were far behind. The
lake men were acquainted

with wheat and barley, and low grade of

even with the manufac- ^^ ^^"°
^
®'

ture of bread. But in the shell mounds
no traces of grain have been discovered,

nor have any relics of vegetables such

as men would use for food been found
in the debris around the huts. The
people seem to have subsisted altogether

upon the shellfish which they gathered

along the shore, either by digging in the

sand with the recession of the tide, or by
rude nets Avhich the}' dragged in shoal

water. These mollusks, together with

certain birds and wild animals which they

were able to capture, constituted the only-

food of the hut dwellers.

The four principal varieties of sea

mollusks which the mound builders ate,

and which indeed constitut- Nature of the

ed their chief supply, were fotncurthe"'^
the oyster, the cockle, the i^eaps.

mussel, and the periwinkle. All of

these, as is indicated by the shells, were
of larger size than those now found on
the same coasts. The oyster has wholly

disappeared from these waters, and
doubtless the other species were of

dift'erent varieties from those now exist-

ing. It must not be understood, how-
ever, that the bones of birds and mam-
mals are wanting in the mounds. On
the contrar}', these are rather plentiful.

Professor Steenstrup has estimated that

each cubic foot of the shell material con-

tains on the average ten or twelve bones.

The mound at Havelse has yielded

about three thousand five hundred vSpeci-

mens of the bones of mammals, and
more than two hundred of birds. Fish

bones other than those of the sea mol-

lusks are also found intermixed in the

mounds. The remains of the herring,

the dorse, the dab, and the eel have
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kno-wnto the
kitchen mid-
deners.

been plentifully recovered in several

localities.

Of the relics of mammalia, the most

common are of the stag, the roedeer, and

Wild beasts the wild boar. In addi-

tion to these, bones of the

urns, the bear, the dog-, the

fox, the wolf, the marten, the otter, the

porpoise, the seal, the water rat, the

beaver, the lynx, the wild cat, the hedge-

hog, and the mouse have been found in

the shell mounds, but sparsely distrib-

uted. It will be at once observed from

these facts that the animals which the

DANISH SHEI.L-MOUXI) AXES.

coast people were able to take and kill

were generally of the smaller species.

The extreme scarcity of the bones of

the heavier and fiercer beasts might well

beget a doubt as to whether the pre-

historic man of this coast dared to meet

them in combat at all. Another striking

feature revealed by the exploration of

the shell mound is that all of the animals

here enumerated were wild. It appears

very doubtful whether even the dog had

become the friend of the dwellers in

these seashore huts. At any rate, his

bones have the same aspect as those of

the creatures of the woods.

The fact of the complete destruction

or consumption of the animals with

which the shore people came in contact

is illustrated by the absence inferences as to

of entire skeletons and t^e mating habits
and customs of

the miscellaneous distri- the race,

bution of the bones. It is generally the

long bones that are found scattered

among the shells. The heads of these

have been broken off and reduced to

edible conditions, or else have decayed

in the course of ages. In all cases the

bone shaft has been opened for the mar-

row ; from which it appears that the

coast people had the same appetite for

this delicacy as did

the cave dwellers.

From the absence of

skeletons, or even

large parts thereof,

it has been more dif-

ficult for naturalists

to reconstruct the ani-

mals of the Danish

coast than of any other

situations ; but enough

has been gathered to

justify the foregoing

statement relative to

the wild creatures

with which the shell-

mound people were familiar.

An interesting illustration of the skill

of antiquaries in looking into the past

is furnished in their meth- Methods of de-

od of determining the S^^^^
habits of the prehistoric sheu mounders.

tribes of Denmark. It is known, for in-

stance, that they were not migratory,

but that they held their abode in the

same huts the year around. This fact

was ascertained from an examination of

the bones of the birds upon which these

people in part subsisted. Some of these

birds, as for instance the singing swan,

visit this coast only in the winter. In

the month of March they leave for the
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South, and return late in November, but

the distribution of wild swan bones is

frequent in the shell mounds. It ap-

pears certain, therefore, that they were

taken in winter. Therefore the coast

people had their residence here in win-

ter. Again, the horns of stags are cast

at certain seasons of the year, and one

or two other animal phenomena of like

sort have a periodical significance.

From the collation of these facts it is

proved that the hut dwellers in the lo-

calities here described remained in their

place throughout the year, and were not

merely fishermen of the summer season.

We thus see on the Danish coast an-

other type of primitive life quite distinct

Analogue of the from thosc wliich WO havc

SSSnbf- hitherto considered. It is

Darwin. likely, withal, that their

manner of existence was not very dif-

ferent from that of certain tribes still

living in the extreme of South America.

The Terra del Fuegians subsist in a

manner very analogous to that ascribed

above to the prehistoric tribes of Den-

mark. They have no domestic animals

except the dog. They live almost ex-

clusively on shellfish, and their huts

along the coast, if continuing undis-

turbed for a sufficient period, would

doubtless be surrounded by a collection

of waste materials almost identical with

those of the remote age of the shell-

mound people of the North. The great

naturalist, Charles Darwin, says of these

tribes: " The inhabitants, living chiefly

upon shellfish, are obliged constantly to

change their place of residence ; but

they return at intervals to the same

spots, as is evident from the pile of old

shells, which must often amount to some
tons in weight. These heaps can be

distinguished at a long distance by the

bright green color of certain plants which

invariably grow on them. . . . The

Fuegian wigwam resembles, in size and
dimensions, a haycock. It merely con-

sists of a few broken branches stuck

in the ground, and very imperfectly

thatched on one side with a few tufts of

grass and rushes. . . . Viewing such

men, one can hardly make oneself be-

lieve they are fellow-creatures and in-

habitants of the same world. . . . iVt

night five or six human beings, naked

and scarcely protected from the wind

and rain of this tempestuous climate,

sleep on the wet ground coiled up like

animals. Whenever it is low water they

Bone harpoon of the Stone

Age of Denmark.

Arrowliead of reindeer

horn.

FINDS FROM THE KITCHEN MIDDENS.

must rise to pick shellfish from the rocks

;

and the women, winter and summer,

either dive to collect sea eggs or sit pa-

tiently in their canoes, and, with a baited

hair line, jerk out small fish. If a seal

is killed, or the floating carcass of a pu-

trid whale discovered, it is a feast ; such

miserable food is assisted by a few taste-

less berries and fungi."

All attempts to construct an authentic

chronology for the age of the coast people

whose rude life is here depicted are

futile. The fact that such modes of
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tribal evolution exist in different ages

has already been dwelt upon. We have

Not possible to jnst seen that the Fuegian
fix chronology of tnbes in the extreme ofthe shell-mound LiiUL.b ill Liie exLiLiiiL i)i

tribes. Soutli Ameriea are still in

this aboriginal state of development ; and

we know that in the north of Denmark
the shell-mound people had passed away

before the beginnings of history. The
evidence of this is complete and irre-

fragable. It is known, moreover, that

not only were these tribes prehistoric,

but that they held their rude career at a

ver}' reinote period, even archaeologically

considered.

AVe are able in part to measure the

distance of the epoch of the coast men
Botanical indi- by Certain transformations

°eS«a' :»«'!" -hi<--h -e know to have
^ity- taken place in the vegetable

kingdom. Since the earliest references in

the works of the Roman naturalists the

countries of Northern Europe have been

heavily covered with a forest of beech.

This has been the prevailing growth of

these regions since about the time when
iron began to be used for implements

and w^eapons. It is well known in the

botanical history of the world that the

forest of beech is preceded in the plant-

cycle of nature by a forest of oak, which

in its turn has a long period of duration

as the prevalent growth. That is, be-

fore the beginnings of the present beech

forest of Northern Europe an oak for-

est prevailed in the same countries for

indefinite ages. It is also known that

in like manner the pine precedes the oak.

That is, the order of nature is, first, so

far as we are able to discover, a forest of

pine, which at length falls into decrepi-

tude and is succeeded by a forest of oak.

This, in its turn, and after a long cycle,

grows old, maintains for a while a pre-

carious existence, then gives place to a

forest of beech. At the present time

the beech forest is growing old, and will

at length give place to some other. But

we know that the present prevailing

woods in Denmark and other regions of

the North have existed there since a

time long before the age of Pliny—even

before the founding of Rome.
Now an examination of the bones of

the birds which were taken and eaten

by the coast people and shell-mound era

shows conclusively that some of the birds

in question were of spe- Bird-life bears

cies which are known to
^it^esstothe
same conclu-

feed upon the berries of sion.

the pine tree ! So slight a fact is one of

many sutficient indications that point un-

mistakably to the conclusion of the ex-

treme antiquity of the age which we are

here considering. It is by this kind of

patient research that our knowledge of

prehistoric peoples has been widened and
developed into its present amplitude;

and though it is by no means complete

and satisfactory, it is nevertheless suffi-

cient to enlighten the present races in-

habiting the earth with respect to the

manners and customs of those who
slumber in its bosom.

Coincident with the discoveries which

have led to the reconstruction of primi-

tive life in the manner over-water hab-

hitherto described, have S^^^^^
been others quite analo- banks also,

gous. Not only did primeval tribes

inhabit the shores of the sea and build

thereon their rude huts, scattering

around the waste and refuse of their

daily life, but others like them in habit

and character chose the river banks. It

is well known that the currents of rivers

vary somewhat in their place and direc-

tion. The bed of a running stream is

by no means a constant feature in geog-

raphy. Though in general it traverses

a valley, it will be found in one age

against the hills on one side, and in the
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next age on the other. Moreover, the

volume of water is much greater in

some epochs than in others. As a gen-

eral fact, the streams and rivers of the

early ages of the world were much fuller

and stronger than they are to-day. As
a world grows older its streams grow

weaker, until they finally disappear, and

the epoch of life is at an end. The
primeval age was one of humidity and

plentiful rainfall and full vol-

ume in the rivers.

One of the principal con-

comitant circumstances of the

river flow is the formation of

sand and gravel. Ledges of

Physical condi- rock are broken
tions antecedent ^ ^ ^j f
to formation of *
gravel beds. m e n t s divided

into smaller parts. These are

rolled over and over by the

stream until they are worn into

pebbles and gravel and sand.

Vast accumulations of these

materials are deposited here

and there in the river elbows

and bends and curves, in the

valley to the right hand and

into the left, and especially

about the debouchure of the

stream near the mouth. While

this process is going on the banks of the

river on this side and on that are worn

away and carried along with the current.

Sometimes a whole valley, by a change in

the course of the stream, is swept out

and deposited somewhere below. These

circumstances must be borne in mind if

we would apprehend clearly the nature

of the discoveries to which attention will

now be called.

As early as the beginning of this

century implements and weapons were

known to have been gathered from

river-drift gravel beds, but the signifi-

cance of such discoveries was unnoticed

or ignored. There has been a strange

disposition, even on the part of scholars,

to maintain old traditionary views about

the age of man on the earth. Every

new fact tending to show the antiquity

of the human race has been resisted and

resented as a sort of intrigue against

the integrity of existing beliefs.

In geological science this tendency

has been especially noticeable. Geolo-

PAL.'EOLITHIC RlVER-DRIFl' SPEARHEADS.

gists themselves have for a long time

shut their eyes to the most palpable

facts, patent to their own Dogmatism con-

senses. It was from this Jr^jrctTn^rfv^er-

supposable salutary con- drift findings,

servatism that the first discoveries of

prehistoric relics in the gravel beds, as

well as in other situations, were ignored

and denied. Those who were deter-

mined to maintain the old views respect-

ing the chronology of the earth and its

inhabitants put forward all sorts of ridic-

ulous hypotheses to account for that

which was unaccountable under their

own theory. They even published
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treatises in which it was boldly alleged

that the old stone implements which

had been found in prehistoric situations

were forgeries which had been jDcrpe-

trated against authentic science—that

those who were trying to disturb the

current beliefs of mankind had iji7<ciitcd

the alleged discoveries to produce a new
hypothesis respecting the antiquity of

the human race

!

Gradually, however, light dawned and

the truth was acknowledged. One nat-

uralist after another became convinced

that the weapons and uten-
Careful exami-
nation of the flu- sils found in the gravel
vial deposits, ^ -\ • i \ .

•

beds were m such relation

with geological facts as to compel a be-

lief in their remote antiquity. Many of

the men most eminent for learning in

Europe visited distant localities and con-

ducted personal explorations in order to

establish the truth or falsity of the new
view of the antiquity of man. The re-

sult has been corroborative of that de-

duced from other fields of inquiry; and

it is noAv as well known that prehistoric

races dwelt in Europe in the time of the

mammoth, and wrought rough imple-

ments of flint in the post-pliocene era of

geology, as it is known that the Assyri-

ans flourished on the Tigris and that

Caesar led Roman legions across the

Rhine.

The evidences of the existence of

primitive tribes along the river valleys

of Western Europe have been discovered

more abundantly in France
Such findings
extend to the than in any Other country;
British Isles. i - , i

•
i i

' cbut the river banks of

England have also yielded their testi-

mony. Before the beginning of the

eighteenth century a British weapon
had been found in a gravel bed in con-

nection with an elephant's tooth, in a

situation described as being "opposite

to Black Mary's, near Graye's Inn

Lane." This weapon is described as a

large black flint, shaped into the figure

of a spearpoint. It is known to have
been engraved as early as 171 5, and a

print of it has been preserved in Leland's

Collcctajita. Since the science of antiq-

uities has been developed in our own
day, this ancient implement has been
shown to be of the same pattern, work-

manship, and quality with those found

in like situations on the Continent.

Several of the rivers of France have

been specially rich in their yield of pre-

historic relics. Theprinci- River valleys of

pal of these are the Somme, f"^.^'?^. especial.
l ' ly richm human
the Seine, and the Oise. relics.

In the valley of the first of these streams

the explorations have been conducted

with scientific skill, and the discoveries

made have been fortified as to their

verity with all the care and penetration

which the best scholars of Europe have

been able to bring to the question. It

will be of interest in this connection,

therefore, to look briefly at the geologi-

cal character of the vSommc valley, and

the position in which human relics have

been found therein, to the end that the

reader may have before him a clear

statement of the situation and proof of

the results.

The discoveries on the Somme have

been made for the most part in the

neighborhood of Amiens and Abbeville.

At these places the valley, character of the

from hill to hill, is about ji^^^^ftht"

a mile in breadth. The Somme.

main geological formation of the country

is chalk. Through this, in the glacial

period, the valley of the river was

plowed out, and in this wide, low trough

the stream still makes its way to the sea.

But in the course of ages many second-

ary formations have taken place in con-

nection with the river. What is properly

called the river bottom is filled up in
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this neighborhood with a broad, deep

bed of peat. This is in some places

thirty feet in depth and more than a third

of a mile in breadth. In this peat bed,

which has been slowly forming for many
centuries, at a great depth therein, stone

implements and other relics of a pre-

historic people have been found. The
bones of extinct mammalia are here

associated with the works of man in such

relation as to estab-

lish their contem-

poraneity.

The peat forma-

tion in the Somme
valley, hovv-ever, is

one of the newer ac-

cretions peculiar to

the situation. If the

observer take his

stand on the low

peat bog near the

margin of the stream

and look to the hills

on either side he

shall find, at two or

three levels in the

chalk formation
which rises to the

height of two or

three hundred feet,

beds of gravel crop-

ping out of the banks.

Through these beds,

which were mani-

festly formed by the river in the older

Time relations agcs of the tertiary epoch,

t'^eltli^^^ the stream has gradually
formations. worked its Way down, by
attrition, to lower and lower levels, leav-

ing the gravel beds far above the present

position of the stream. Above the out-

croppings of these beds the old chalky

walls which constitute the barriers of the

valley are seen rising to the general

level of the country above, which is a
22

plateau spreading off in slight undula-

tions. Even the novice in geology is

able to perceive that the peat bogs in the

bottom of the valley are of recent origin

as C(,)mpared with the old gravel beds

lying far above the present level of the

river. Yet it is in these gravel beds

that the discoveries of some of the most

ancient specimens of human workman-
ship in the world have been made ; and

PAL.^LOLITHIC RIVER-DRIFT LANCEHEADS AND AX OF ARCHAIC PAFTERNS.

the situation in which they have been

found has been scanned with so much
care, and the explorations conducted with

such scientific accuracy, as to preclude all

doubt relative to the verity and signifi-

cance of the facts in question.

Sir Charles Lyell estimates that more
than a thousand implements have been

taken from the gravel beds in the neigh-

borhood of Amiens. They are all of a

common type, and belong to the oldest
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epoch known to arcliasology. They have

been classified under three heads, tlie

Character of the fii"st of which includes the

A^s^d^pos. spearpoints; the second, a

its. sort of almond-shaped im-

plements which appear to have been

used as axes for general purposes, such

as breaking- bones and cracking holes in

the ice; and thirdly, flint flakes and ar-

rowheads. All of these are produced

by mere fracture, not a single specimen

bearing the marks of grinding or polish-

ing. The forms are rude, but the work-

manship immistakably human. In many
instances the prehistoric artisan has taken

advantage of the natural form of the

flint, and merely modified it by breaking

one part into a cutting form. It has

been noted that between the spearheads

and the almond-shaped axes several in-

termediate grades of implements exist,

which would seem to show that the end

in view was not clearly defined in the

minds of the makers. Yet in the midst

of the manifest barbarity of the epoch

in which these implements were created

there has been found a single evidence

of taste in certain small globular bodies,

with a tubular cavity in the center, which

appear to have been used for ornamen-

tation.

Notwithstanding the abundant proof

that the weapons and tools above de-

Reasons for scribed are the relics of hu-
scarcity of hu-

j-^^j^ activity in a prehistoricman remains m J y

the river-drift, ^gc, very few human re-

mains, properly so called, have been

found in the river-drift gravel beds.

Only an occasional underjaw, or some

other of the harder parts of the frame

of man have been recovered in these sit-

uations. The bones of animals are much
more frequent, and are easily defined

;

but a moment's reflection will show that

these facts would be indicated by right

reason. As for the animal remains

found in the gravel, they are evidently

the fragments of mammals that were

drowned by ordinary accident or in times

of flood. In such emergencies man is

more expert and cautious than the lower

orders. Even in his lowest estate he

has some measure of foresight, and es-

capes from a dangerous situation. The
gravel pits were not the places of burial.

They do not mark the exact sites of hu-

man dwellings. They represent mate-

rials that were carried to their present

place by the action of water. In many
cases these materials have been brought

from considerable distances. Even an

occasional human skeleton given to the

river would be tossed and broken and

worn, in its course onward, being ground

against stones and pebbles into elemen-

tary fragments. Moreover, decay does

its work. The hardest bone will not

survive forever, even under conditions

favorable to its preservation.

The paucity of human remains in the

gravel beds is in close analogy with the

like fact in the shell motmds shell mounds
r T\ ,1 T^t,^,, also have but

of Denmark. They, fe^ofthere-

too, have yielded in but mains of men.

rarest instances any actual fragments of

the human frame, and it is easy to see

that more might be expected from the

kitchen middens, with their abundant

detritus of man's habitation and localized

association with his life, than in the case

of river-drift heaped up at long dis-

tances from the place where he had his

abode.

Not only in the gravel pits of the val-

ley of the Somme, not only in like situa-

tions along the banks of Extent of the

the Seine and the Oise, have ^"a^efbSs o?

these relics of the prehis- England,

toric life of man been discovered. Like

revelations have been made in the river

bottoms and sandpits of Great Britain.

In a gravel bed at Hoxne, in Suffolk,
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specimens of human workmanship like

those above described were found as

early as the beginning of this century.

In similar formations between Guildford

and Godalming, flint implements of the

old stone age have been found and pre-

served. It must be borne in mind that

the special significance of such discov-

eries lies in the fact of the association in

the gravel beds of these human remains

with the bones of the mammoth and

other extinct species belonging to the

post-tertiary period of geology. In vari-

ous other localities like revelations have

been made by explorations of gravel beds,

such, for instance, as those at Ickling-

ham, at Heme Bay, at Abbot's-Langley,

and at Green vStreet Green, in Kent. In

a layer of river-drift, near Bedford, bones

of the mammoth, the rhinoceros, the

hippopotamus, the primitive ox, the

horse, and the deer have been found in

prehistoric relations Avith flint imple-

ments belonging to the old stone age.

In short, the discoveries made in the

gravel beds of Great Britain have fully

corroborated and verified those made in

the valley of the Somme and on other

parts of the Continent.

We thus see that along the river val-

leys of Europe, at a time before the in-

coming of the first Aryan tribes, prime-

val races had possession Deductions re-

of the country in various ^^e^S^o^tlt.v-

parts, and had begun those er-drift epoch,

rude activities out of which the civilized

condition was ultimately to spring. The
relics described in these last paragraphs

arc of the most primitive pattern and

workmanship. They indicate, indeed,

the A'cry first emergence of men from

the state of absolute nature and barbarity.

The tool-making and tool-using instinct

marks, perhaps, the very earliest stages

of human development. Whatever may
have been the origin of man in these

western parts of Europe, we see him, in

these far prehistoric times, either an ab-

solute savage or a barbarian, but slightly

elevated above the savage vState. Per-

haps if our knowledge were more com-

plete we should be able to delineate

many other circumstances relative to

these hard beginnings of civilized life

in Europe. The future may still contrib-

ute something to our further enlighten-

ment relative to the habits and manners

of prehistoric peoples, but for the pres-

ent we must remain .satisfied with an

approximate view of their condition.

COAPXER XIX.—NIEX OK THE XUXIULI.

EFORE dismissing the

subject of the prehis-

toric life of man on the

continent of Europe,

still another field of

inquiry remains to be

considered. In all parts

of the European countries, from the Baltic

to the Mediterranean and from the Brit-

ish Isles to the Ural mountains, another

class of facts, bearing tmmistakable evi-

dence of the ancient activities of men,

are plentifully distributed. These are

the mounds which the tribes builded,

in burial and for other TumuU and oth-

purposes, generally called ^-.TS^^t
Tumuli: standing stone Europe,

structures of several varieties, known
as Menhirs, Cromlechs, and Dol-

mens ; barrows, camps, fortifications,

dykes, and perhaps altars of sacrifice,

besides many other kinds of rude
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arcliitecture and memorials. Such re-

mains, hardly of sufficient dignity to be

known as ruins, are found not only in

Europe but everywhere in the ^Yorld.

Abundance of
such remains
throughout the
world.

MENHIR, AT CROISIE, FRANCE.

Perhaps no country, great or small, is

without such manifest evidences and il-

lustrations of the long dead

activities of races and

tribes unknown to history.

Everywere this substratum of human
life, more aboriginal than the aborigines,

existed. Traces of it are found on every

hand. America, as well as the older

lands, abounds in astonishing proofs

of nations that existed here, even in

.strenofth, between whom and the Indian

races that held the continent on its open-

ing to civilization as wide a

space of time and character

exists as that between the

rudest of the Red men and

their vSaxon conquerors.

The luound builders have

been abroad; and the long,

serpentine mole of earth, or

conical hill, of artificial con-

struction, standing here and

there in the civilized coun-

tries of to-day, bear mute,

but everlasting testimony of the ancient

and undiscoverable peoples who have

gone down to dust.

It is said by Sir John Lubbock that in

the Orkney islands more than a thousand

of these tumuli and stone heaps are

found . In the Danish
. Meaning of the

peninsula the number is tiimuu and stone
,-11 , T-. -,1 moniiments.

still greater, and it would

be safe to say that in America more than

ten thousand such monuments of pre-

historic times exist. The variety ex-

hibited in these relics of a past age is

almost as great as their number. Per-

haps a majority of all Avere intended as

monuments to the dead, but the details

are different, and many volumes could

not contain an elaborate description of

all. We know from history that even

from the daydawn of authentic story

men were disposed to mark the resting-

place of the dead with a trophy. Pillars

were set up as the tangible evidence of

important transactions. In general,

every crisis in life, as well as its termi-

nation, demanded a testimonial. It is

said in the Assyrian annals that Semir-

amis buried her husband under a mound
of earth. A stone heap was made over

the tomb of the father of (Edipus. In

the heroic age the building of mounds
over the dead was the custom of the

time. Patroclus, friend of the crested

Achilles, was buried under a tumulus a

DANISH DDLMKN.

hundred feet in height , and it has been

reported in tradition that Alyattes, father

of Croesus, had a stone-and-earthen tomb

more than a mile in circumference.
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The mounds of whicli we are here to

speak belong- to a remoter and ruder age

The mounds than that of the Trojan War

fo?heU^of
"""^ o^ ^he conquest of Canaan

bronze. by the Hebrews. And
yet they are not of so great antiquity as

those prehistoric inemorials which we

situated in Salisbury Plain, Wiltshire,

England. It is the most striking relic

of its kind in the w^orld, Ruinofstone-

and has been many times ^:^f:;i%Si.
described by travelers and tions.

antiquaries. It consists of two great

circles of upright stones, one exterior to

CROMLECH OF HALSKOV, DENMARK.

have examined in the preceding chapter.

In general, the tumuli of Europe were

built in the age of bronze, and therefore

are posterior by a long epoch to the times

of the cave dwellers and coast people.

This is plainly evidenced in the utensils

and weapons which are

recovered from the

mounds, and which are

almost invariably of

bronze material. The
workmanship, more-

over, is of that half-

elegant design and exe-

cution which belong to

an age subsequent, by

many centuries, even to

the neolithic, or new
stone, epoch. It now
remains for us to exam-

ine, at least casually,

some of the existing

monuments belonging to the age of the

mound builders in Western Ei:rope.

One of the most striking of these

memorials is the great megalithic ruin

known by the name of Stonehenge,

the other. The outer circle is about

three hundred feet in circumference,

and the stones in this row are as much
as sixteen feet in height and six feet in

diameter. On the tops of the rude pil-

lars are laid other stones, horizontally.

DANISH TUMULUS.

The inner circle is nine feet distant

from the outer. The stones composing

it are of smaller dimensions than the

others, and are in the native condition,

while those of the outer circle have been
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roughly hewn. The capstones also bear

the marks of having- been rudely cut

into their present shape.

Originally the outer colonnade con-

tained thirty of these great pillars, with

their capstones, or imposts. Only sev-

enteen of them now remain in posi-

tion. The inner circle consisted at

first of forty pillars, only a part of

approach to the structure. Traces of

smaller avenues are also to be found,

and in the vicinity of the ruin are vari-

ous stones which seem to have consti-

tuted originally a part of the general

design. The whole aspect of the ruin

as seen to-day is weird and spectral in

the last degree, and the beholder can

but be impressed with the strangeness.

PREHISTORIC GRAVEYARD OY QUATERNARY PERIOD, NEAR LTTTAI, IN CARNTOT.A, AUSTRIA.

which are now standing. Within the

inner circle another scries of pillars,

oval in character, and originally nineteen

in number, are found, which rise in

height toward the center. Around the

outside rim was drawn a moat and a

rampart about three hundred and sev-

enty yards in circuinference. On the

northeast of the great circle and run-

ning out for a distance of about six

hundred yards, there are evidences of

as well as the antiquity of the monu^

ment before him.

Stonehenge has long been a fertile

topic in tradition. The oldest story of all

is that o^iven by Nennius,
*^

-^ Stories of Nen-
in the ninth century. He nius and cam-

declares that the structure

was erected by Aurelianus Ambrosius, in

memory of four hundred British chief-

tains who were slain there by Hengist

and his Saxon barbarians, in 472. At
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the close of the twelfth century, Giral-

dus Cambrensis.. another annalist, tells

a long story of a great pile of stones

called the Giant's Dance, anciently found

BURIAL URNS (ENLARGED FROM PRKCEULN'G CUT).

in Ireland. He narrates that the stones

in question were brought to Ireland by

a company of Titans out of Africa, who

Britons, procured Merlin, by supernat-

ural means, to bring from Ireland into

Britain. And that he might leave some
famous monument of so great a treason

to future ages, in the same order and
art as they stood formerly, set them up
where the flower of the British nation

fell by the cutthroat practice of the

Saxons, and where, under the pretence

of peace, the ill-secured youth of the

kingdom, by murderous designs, were
slain."

This story happily illustrates the com-
pass and authenticity of mediasval his-

tory. It is well known that Authenticity of

the pillars composing the
^r'^'i^iust^ited

ruin of Stonehenge were iiereby.

taken from stone quarries in the neigh-

borhood, so that no African giants were
needed to bring them across the sea.

It is also well established by an exami-

nation of the mounds in the vicinity

that the structure belongs to a period

not only earlier than the invasion of

Hengist and his Saxon marauders, but

long anterior to the conquest by the

Romans at the beginning of our era.

It is true that no mention is made

VIEW OF STOXKHKNGK.

set them up on the plains of Kildare,

not far from the castle of Naas. " These

stones," continues the story-teller,

"Aurelianus Ambrosius, King of the

of Stonehenge, by name, in the Latin

authors, but Hecatseus, a Greek histo-

rian, who flourished at Miletus about

550 B. C, describes a magnificent cir-
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6

GROUND PLAN OF

DANISH CROMLECH.

cular temple, situated in what he calls

" The island of the Hyperboreans, over

against Celtica," and the description is

of a kind to warrant the conclusion that

the edifice in question was no other than

Stonehenge.

Clustered around this great ruin of

prehistoric times are many tumuli, con-

Extent of burial taining the dead and the
mounds in con- |- | j^ burlcd
nection -with

Stonehenge. with them. No fcwcr than

three hundred burial mounds are found

within a radius of three miles from the

stone pillars marking the site of what

was doubtless a primitive temple. From
this it would appear that

the whole area round about

was an ancient cemetery,

with some sort of barbaric

temple in the center. The
tumuli are manifestly

tombs. In every case, on

opening one of these

mounds, the remains of the dead are

found. In the great majority of cases

the interment has been by cremation,

and the evidences show that the manner
of sepulture was identical with that gen-

erally employed in the age of bronze.

If we open one of the tumuli—and

hundreds of them have been explored

—

we shall find invariably
Positions of the
primeval dead the remains of one or more
in sepulture. , -, . tthuman beings. Here again

we discover that difference of instinct in

method which has al-

ways characterized the

doings of men. The dead

are placed in two pos-

tures, one sitting and the

other prone, after the

manner employed in

modern burial. There seem to have

been pains taken in the adjustment of

the body in a posture befitting repose

;

and in determining what this should be,

GROUND PLAN OF

DANISH DOLMEN.

some of the prehistoric tribes chose one

position and some another. The same
variety has been noticed in the case of

our Indian aborigines in America, many
of whom arrange the bodies of the dead

in a sitting posture. In the prehistoric

burial mounds which we are now con-

sidering, utensils and food were placed

SEPULCHRAL STONE CIRCLE.

about the body as if to serve the dead

in the land of the hereafter. It is here

that the best revelation of the manner
of life peculiar to these people has been

made, and the best evidence afforded of

the epoch to which they belonged.

As already said, the implements ex-

humed from the tumuli are almost inva-

riably of bronze. In a The mounds be-

few instances iron weapons ih^aje'or''''"

have been discovered, but t)ronze.

it has been invariably found on closer

scrutiny that the same have resulted

from a subsequent burial in an old grave.

Not a sinofle instance is known f)f the re-

POSITION OF SKELETONS IN A TOMB OF THE STONE AGE.

covery from a tumulus, either in Western

France or Great Britian, of implements

or other relics belonging to the period
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of the Roman ascendency, and in only

a few cases have the discoveries carried

the antiquary back to a period more re-

mote than that of the age of bronze.

We may for a moment consider the

facts before us from a higher point of

Diverse meth- view. The tuniuli of the
ods of races re- ^^\^^^\^ JglcS are Ouly OUC of
spectiiig death -^

and burial. several kiuds of receptacle

for the prehistoric dead. The palaeolithic

and neolithic ages, as well as the age of

life the fact of death iinpressed the living

more seriously than any other phenome-

non whatsoever. This led, even in the

lowest stages of barbarism, to the insti-

tution of rites and ceremonies connected

with the final putting away of the body.

It was one of the points at which the

primitive tribes easily diverged in their

customs and methods. There was from

the first a contest of belief as to the best

manner of disposing of the dead. One

FUNERAL IN THE PAL.EOLITHIC AGE.—Drawn by Emile P.ayard.

bronze, had their burial places, funerals,

and rude theories of death. Barbarism

developed into several forms of burial

method according to the locality and the

situation. The manner of disposing of

the dead was, indeed, one of the most

striking features of the barbaric life. It

would appear that from the earliest

emergence of man into the conscious

plan was to reduce the body to ashes,

and another was to preserve it in some

situation where it might be protected

from disturbance and, we might say,

sacrilege ; for we may well believe that

among the primal instincts of savages

one of the first of those sentiments which

tend to the elevation of mankind was

respect for the body.
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Throughout primitive Europe the evi-

dences of aboriginal burial are discover-

able in hundreds of localities. These

have been studied with dil-

igence by antiquaries, and

the results of the inquiry

We are able to distinguish

the older places of sepulture from the

newer—the palaeolithic cavern from the

Burial grounds
of different ages
may be distin-

guishea.

ofeneralized.

pare for the funeral. Generally, after

rude pagan ceremonies, a procession was
formed and the body was borne away to

be either burned with loud lamentation

or deposited in some tomb which nature

had prepared in the rocks. Could the

observer from a distant and civilized age

have been lifted up over Western Eu-

rope in the epochs of aboriginal barba-

FUNERAL IX THE XEOLrrHIC AGE. -Drawn by Emile Bayard.

more recent neolithic burial place, and

still more distinctly from the burial

places of the age of bronze. The con-

ditions of savage life in the respective

periods are sufficiently well known to

furnish the materials for the reconstruc-

tion of that primeval half-savage society

which prevailed for many ages.

It was the custom of the tribesmen

when one of their number died to as-

semble at the scene of death and pre-

rism he might have seen, winding here

and there in solemn manner, the funeral

processions on their way to the burial

places of the tribe. The scene was as

picturesque as instructive. The place

chosen for burial or incineration was

generally a solitude of cliif and wild.

There, about the entrance of the cavern,

might be seen the gathered friends of

the dead lamenting with wild gesticula-

tions that ofoinof forth of man-life which
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they—though barbarians—had ah-eady

discovered to be Avithout return.

The next point of interest to be noted

in our examination of the
Funeral proces-
sions and rites prehistoric burial places is
of sepulture. .11 , r j 1

the character of the remanis

in such situations. As in the case of the

cave dwellers, we may here learn much
about the stature, form, and general

character of the aborigines of Europe.

type between the two extremes, called

orthocephalic, or medium-headed. The
orthocephalic skull is most nearly like

the skull of civilized peoples, whereas

the other two types depart very much
from the common standard. As far as

we are able to discover, the two extreme

varieties of crania belonged to very

primitive peoples, while the interme-

diate form is of more recent develop-

FUNERAL FEAST IN THE AGE OF BRONZE.—Drawn by Emile Bayard.

The most striking fact in connection

with the skeletons of the people buried

The three types in the tumuli of the Brit-

eret^n tht'''°°'" ^^^ ^^^^^ '^^ ^^^^ variation pre-

tombs. sented in the skulls. There

seem to be three distinct types of skull

revealed by an exainination of the tombs.

These are what are called long skulls, or

dolichocephalic crania ; short skulls, or

those defined as brachycephalic ; and a

ment as well as more symmetrical char-

acter.

The long skull, such as has been

found in many of the tumuli of Great

Britain, has almost as great character of

a measurement as that f^f,^;,^':-^
of the Neanderthal head phaiic crania,

described in a previous chapter. Not

that the long and narrow skulls of the

tumuli are so distinctly animal as the
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one to which reference has just been

made, but their striking feature is the

lono- suture and o-reat mea.surenient

from front to rear. The brachycephalic

crania discovered in the mounds are ex-

actly the opposite of this. They are

peculiarly short from front to back, and

in many cases suggest to the antiquary

that they have been squeezed up into un-

natural dimensions. It seems, however,

that no marks of artificial pressure have

been discovered, and doubtless the short

skulls are just as nature produced them.

Another circumstance well calculated

to excite the keenest interest is now to

Coincidence in be noted. T/u'rc is a constant
shape of skulls j curioiis relation bctiuccnand burial
mounds. tJic sJiapc of tlic skulls and

tJic shape of the tumuli in which tlicy arc

buried. There are two kinds of mounds

:

a circular tumulus and an elongated

barrow; and it is found on examina-

tion that the dolichocephalic heads are

invariably /// tJie long barrows, while the

short heads are in the circular mounds

!

The evidence is conclusive that this ar-

rangement could not have been acciden-

tal, and it is almost equally clear that

two races, belonging perhaps 1:o dif-

ferent prehistoric epochs, are repre-

sented in these tombs. Very careful

explorations have been made by skillful

antiquaries. Dr. Thurnam, of England,

has made accurate measurements of a

hundred and thirty-seven skulls just as

they were taken from the British

mounds. Of these, sixty-seven were

exhumed from long barrows and sev-

enty from circular tuinuli. Not a single

long skull was found in a round tumu-

lus, or a single short skull in an elon-

gated barrow ; from which it appears

conclusive that the long-headed tribes

buried their dead in the elongated tu-

muli, while the circular mounds were

used for the burial of the short-headed

j^eople. It would be pressing the argu-

ment too far to .say that these prehistoric

inhabitants of Great Britian made the

long barrows which they raised over

their dead in imitation of the shape of

their heads, but the fact remains that

such queer analog}' does exist and re-

mains to be accounted for.

The tumuli contain almost invariably

a sort of stone sarcophagus in which the

human remains are depos- sarcophagi and

ited. In the cases where ^i^:::^^^
cremation" has been em- dead,

ployed, the ashes of the dead are put

into a rude urn and the latter buried in

the place of the body. In the stone

box are found the implements and

utensils which were left with the dead,

and this fact, as already indicated,

points to a belief in a hereafter. It is

perceived that these rude people had

hopes of a continuous existence or a re-

vival of existence beyond the event of

death. This does not, however, imply

any belief in what is called the doctrine

of the immortality of the soul. The
evidences about the dead in these

mounds all point to the confidence

which the living then had of the con-

tinued material existence of the person

buried. Every article found in connec-

tion with the body is clearly related to

the ordinary daily wants and con-

veniences of the deceased, and the

significance of such association of his

implements, and even of food, with the

person deceased, points only to the be-

lief that the dead would continue as he

had been, or at least revive at some

time, in his former state of being.

It must not be supposed that all of the

facts here referred to are General distri-

deduced from the mounds rundstwIS-
locally associated with the em Europe,

old ruin of Stonehenge. They have

been gathered rather from many sources,
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and are typical of all. This species of

burial tinder mounds was practiced in all

parts of Great Britain and nearly every-

where on the Continent. The peninsula

of Denmark is almost picturesque with

tumuli, and under them all are the re-

mains of a prehistoric people. Perhaps

not a single county in England is with-

out its monuments of this kind. Not

only in Wiltshire, but in Gloucestershire

and Berkshire, and, indeed, everywhere

on the island such evidences of a prim-

itive people are discovered. In Ireland,

also, and in vScotland, the tumuli are

plentifully scattered over the country,

and are indeed in some places so abun-

—1_ —- •- —

.

TUMULUS WITH STONE ENTRANCE, NEAR UBI, DENMARK

dant as to suggest the frequent burial

grounds of modern nations.

The suggestion has been made above

that two or three races contributed to

Evidence that pCOplc thcSC ancicut SCpul-
several races

^| This belief haS well-
"were concerned
in the tumuli. nigh passcd from theory

into fact. It has been noticed that all

the stone implements discoverable in the

burial mounds have been associated with

the long heads, whereas no weapon or

utensil of stone has been found in any

sarcophagus where the short-headed

tribes put away their dead. In the vaults

of the latter, on the contrary, the imple-

ments are all of bronze, and the work-

manship indicates a very great advance

tOM^ard civilization as compared with

that of the utensils found in the long--

head tombs. It should be said, more-

over, that the stone tools and weapons

in connection with dolichocephalic skel-

etons are not by any means of so prim-

itive a pattern as those found in the shell

mounds or the cave dwellings of the Con-

tinent. They are, on the contrary,

neolithic, or new stone, implements,

which shows that the long-headed tribes

flourished in the epoch before, but ap-

proximate to, the age of bronze. It

might not be hazardous to infer that the

round heads came into the island as a

bronze-bearing soldiery, overcaine the

long heads, or amalgamated with them,

and then adopted like methods of bur-

ial. It has been re-

marked that the

Lapps and Finns

and several other

existing races in

the north of Europe

are brachycephalic,

and the hypothesis

of an invasion from

this region and a

conquest of the pre-

historic Britons is by no means be3'ond

the limits of right reason.

After Stonehenge, perhaps one of the

most interesting monuments in the west

of Europe is that of Carnac, , , ,•^

_
Megahthic rum

in Bretagne. It consists of ofCamacinBre-
1 r 1 tagne.

eleven rows of unhewn
stones, set up after the manner already

described, but not in circles. Some of

the pillars are as much as twenty-two

feet in height. But in their present

state they differ greatly in dimensions,

some being scarcely discoverable above

the level of the plain. As far as the an-

tiquary has been able to trace a design

for the ruin, it appears to have been a

series of avenues several miles in length.

At the present time, however, it is diffi-

cult to make out the entire area or the

-j^<^iiMV''->'^rWi^r
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complete idea of the builders. The ad-

jacent farms have encroached upon what

was doubtless sacred ground, and many
of the stones, even whole sections of the

avenues, have been cleared away. In

other parts it is still easy to note the

direction and course of the rows of col-

umns, the width and character of the in-

tervening spaces, and something of the

general design.

It is believed by scholars best informed

on the subject that this ruin of Carnac

has an origin somewhat more remote

than that of Stonehenge. Around the

latter the tumuli belong, for the most

part, to the age of bronze. But the

mounds of Bretagne, and it is

thought Carnac itself, are rel-

ics and monuments of the neo-

lithic age of an earlier date.

The fact has been men-

tioned that in many of the tu-

muli more bodies than one

Practice of sue- have been de-

'^:ZllZ''''^^ posited. It ap-

mound. pears, however,

that in most cases these multi-

ple buryings in the same vault

took place at different times. The pri-

mary burial, perhaps, included but a sin-

gle person, but at a subsequent time

another body would be deposited in the

same rude sarcophagus which held the

first. This would involve the opening of

the mound. The stone box in the bottom

was generally large enough to contain

the remains of several persons, especial-

ly when the sitting posture had been

adopted in sepulture. The prehistoric

people had the same respect for the

bodies of the dead that modern races

have cherished. It appears that only in

rare instances were the original remains

displaced from the sarcophagus to make
room for a new occupant. In case of

second burial, there was merely a re-

arrangement of the old skeleton to make
room for the new.

It has already been mentioned that

cremation was practiced at the same
time with the common mode of burial.

The coexistence of these two methods of

disposing of the bodies of coincident

the dead has been noted in
;^sage of earth
burial and cre-

the case of many peoples, mation.

ancient and modern. The Eastern na-

tions employed both. The Greeks some-

times buried their dead and sometimes

burned them to ashes. So also the

Romans, and even at the present time

we note the reappearance of cremiation

and its contest for the mastery as a

1^ rF
~

_-•
j'

RUINS OF CARNAC, BRETAGNE.

scientific method opposed to the un-

scientific, and even superstitious, dis-

position of dead bodies in the earth.

In the case of the tumuli we know,

from the examination of the other relics

left in connection with the
Imperfect incin-

burial urns, that the latter eration of pre-

11 -I J , 1 1 historic remains.
belonged to the same epoch

as the commoner method of sepulture. It

must be noted in this connection that

incineration of the dead was by no

means so complete in the times of

which we speak as by the superior proc-

esses of modern times. The ancients,

especially the barbarian ancients, were

unable to produce a high degree of arti-

ficial heat. The bodies of the dead were

simply exposed to the action of an open
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fire, and there was a larger residuum to

be put into the urn tlian the mere liand-

ful of ashes left from the eremation

furnace of the present time. In general,

the larger and heavier bones were mere-

ly charred, and these, together with the

ashes, were put into the rude urn and

set in the stone box in the bottom of the

tumulus.

Another fact of much interest is that

the relics of human life and human

Deposition of uccd, SO many times re-

giftsandprovi- fgrrcd to in the preceding
sions for dead -t o
not universal. pages as accompanying the

remains of the dead, are bv no means

buried them. Doubtless it is improper

to use the words ricJi and pooi- in this

connection ; but even in the reduced

stages of human evolution distinctions

in property and respect begin to ap-

pear, and it was no doubt on this basis

that the distribution of relics in pre-

historic graves was made. The wealthy,

if we may use the term, had more re-

spect and more emblems of that respect

in the day of burial. The poor, as in

all ages, went down to the potter's field

without such tokens of esteem. It is to

be presumed that the articles deposited

generally belonged aforetime to the per-

iii

sS^

.:ii^Ail^i£&?^

BROKEN SEPUICnRAl URN, bH(AMN(. INC INfRMI U RIM \INs

always found in the tumuli. In very

many, even a majority of cases, nothing

at all is found except the skeleton or

skeletons of them that were buried. A
gradation is noticed in the number and

character of the weapons, utensils, and

articles of food deposited with the body.

Soiuetimes they are plentiful and some-

times scarce. This indicates a differ-

ence in rank and station among those

deceased and amonof their friends who

son buried, and inasmuch as one would

have many things and his less enter-

prising fellow have nothing but a spear or

an ax, the first would be buried with many
relics and the other with few or none.

The two English naturalists, Bateman

and Greenwell, have given classification of

us the results of their obser- ^^^^^^^
vations in about four hun- the mounds,

dred tombs belonging to the prehistoric

age. Of the two hundred and ninety-
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seven examined by Mr. Bateman fully

one hundred had no relics of any sort

other than the bare skeletons of the per-

sons buried. In forty of the tumuli he

found drinking- vessels and food vases.

A hundred and

weapon is put in the place of the real one

in the tomb. Another fact must be
borne in mind in this connection, and
that is that the presence of implements

and weapons in the graves of these an-

five had imple-

ments and weap-

ons in connec-

tion with the

skeletons, and in

thirty-five i n -

stances articles

of pottery were

found. Of the

one hundred and

two mounds
opened by Mr.

Greenwell only

thirty contained

implements or

weapons, and the

other seventy-

two were devoid

of relics. In all

the tombs which

this naturalist

examined the
skeletons were

found in a sit-

ting posture;
never recum-

bent.

In some of the

mounds there

are evidences of

what may be

called the begin-

nings of ideal-

ity. Instead of actual weapons and im-

Deposition of plcmeuts, iiiodcls of the

same are sometimes bur-

ied with the dead. It

has been noticed in modern times,

particularly among the Esquimaux,

that this usage prevails. A mock
23

models ; AArhat

the findings sig-

nify..

INCINERATION OF THE DEAD, IN THE AGE OF THE TUMULI.
' Drawn by Emile Bayard.

cient peoples does not indicate positively

their belief that the dead would revive

to need and use their weapons again.

The symbolical idea, the idea of com-

memoration, and the influence of tradi-

tion may all combine to give another

significance to the prevSence of these
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relics in the grave. Doubtless at the

first they must have been buried with

the dead in the belief that they would

be useful to them in another life analo-

gous to the present. Custom in this re-

spect would soon grow into habit, and

habit would presently have the force of

law. The usage would perpetuate itself

after the belief had perished. To the

present day, and even among the most

civilized peoples of the world, many
usages obtain with respect to the dead,

the significance of which could not be

deduced from the literal facts present

in the inquiry. Nothing is more com-

mon than to deposit with the dead va-

rious articles which have simply an

affectional and commeinorative signifi-

cation. The marriage ring remains upon
the finger. Favorite ornaments are care-

fully adjusted as the owner was wont to

wear them. Particularly are the regalia

and insignia of rank put into the tomb
with the departed. The priest is buried

with his cross, the sailcjr with his com-
pass, and the warrior with his sword.

None of these things signify an existing

belief in the further usefulness of these

articles to the dead. They are com-

memorative merely, conventional marks
of rank, of association, and affection on

the part of the living.

To a certain extent these principles

no doubt operated with the prehistoric

peoples; and all inferences Meaning of ar-

relative to the meaning J^t^eTffor
of the articles found in the human nature.

barbaric tombs of extinct races must be

checked and corrected by what we know
to be the general laws and tendencies of

human nature. Opinions and beliefs

pass through many mutations, and cus-

tom is known to be more persistent than

either. Long after the fervid convic-

tion of the truth of a certain doctrine

and theory of human life and death has

passed away or given place to a mild

and inoperative assent of the mind, the

ancient usages which were based on that

belief in the epoch of its pristine vigor

continue to be observed, and these might

well convey to distant ages an erroneous

impression of the current opinions of

the people.

Chapter XX.—]Pre:historic RACJd:s ok Anikrica.

ESTIGES of prehistoric

races of men are by no
means limited to Eu-

rope and the countries

of the East. In the

three Americas also

such traces of peoples

unknown to history are abundantlv dis-

tributed. It remains to note in the

present chapter at least the prominent
features of the ancient monuments of

our own country and of the continent

south of the isthmus of Panama. It is

the intention merely to sketch the out-

line of our primitive monuments, and to

deduce therefrom a few general conclu-

sions relative to the peoples by whom
they were built and the ages in which

they flourished.

In all parts of North America, from

the Alleghanies to the far West, and
from the great lakes to

Abundance of
the gulf of Mexico, a class mounds m the

c i. 1
• three Americas.

ot monumental remains

may be observed by the traveler and
antiquary sufficiently impressive in

their extent and variety, and strikingly

suggestive of a remote antiquity. Even
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in the countries east of the Appala-

chians many sucli monuments are found.

They were noted on the first arrival of

the civilized races on this continent, but

their sig-nificance was long- ignored. It

was supposed at the first that they were

the works of the then existing tribes

inhabiting the New World. In fact,

many of the remains which are now the

subjects of antiquarian research were

the products of the barbarous peoples of

North America and the semicivilized

races of Mexico, the Central Isthmus,

and Peru. It re-

quires some de- _ ^^^M
g-ree of acumen .-.^ar

at the present A;~'^'-'

day to distin-
guish between

those monu-
mental remains

which are refer-

able to the peo-

p 1 e s possessing

this continent in

the times of the

discovery of
America and sub-

sequent, and
those other more
monumental tro-

phies of the ages long before. Modern
inquiry, however, has easily sifted this

question to the bottom, and the scholar

of to-day is no longer perplexed by the

confusion of the later with the earlier

monuments.

Perhaps at the beginning of the in-

quiry it may be well to note the extreme

Antiquity of the antiquity of the tumuli and

earthworks of America as

indicated by their geo-

logical relations. On this continent, as

well as in Europe, the great rivers were

aforetime much vaster in breadth and

volume than at the present day. They

filled the valleys from hill to hill with

great floods, sweeping on to the sea. In

the long course of ages the rivers shrank

to comparatively their present dimen-

sions, and in doing so withdrew their

waters from the hills which constituted

their barrier on either side, and sought a

narrower valley and a lower level. There

have thus been formed what may be

called the first or lower river bottom

and the second plateau above.

It is, perhaps, impossible to determine

at what remote period this retreat from

GREAT MOUND NEAR MIAMISBl'KG, OHIO.

mounds indica-

ted by their sit-

uation.

the higher to the lower level and from the

broad floods of the earlier prehistoric

geologic epoch to the mod- ^.^^^^^Ji^we?

ern streams which trav- river levels,

erse the continent at the present time

occurred ; but such is the history of the

change which has taken place. In no

single instance has one of the prehistoric

mounds of our country been discovered

on the lower terraces formed by the river.

They are found in many places on the

higher plateaus and on uplands round

about, but never on the present or recent

levels of an existing stream. From this

it has been clearly inferred that the mon-
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uments in question were built Ix-fore the

recession of the rivers into their present

channels; and it can hardly be doubted

that the races who flourished in that

primeval age looked down from a hu-

mid atmosohere on a world aboundimr

in turbid waters.

The frequency of the American tu-

muli has already been remarked. Thev

General mystery abound. lu all parts of

^rttdbTtlS"^' the Mississippi valley the

mounds. outlines of earthworks and

burial mounds inay be discovered.

Jr^- S C A I E

^, JOOft.iolIn.

iMilllOTIllllly,

niuli are much more frequent and im-

portant than in others. In general, the

upper terraces along the great streams

which contribute t(^ the Father of

AVaters arc the sites of the most striking

and instructive of these monuments.
But beyond the limits of' our own coun-

try, in Central America, in ]\lexico, and
in Peru, and other parts of the southern

continent, these evidences of extinct

civilizations are plentiful.

The valley of the Ohio seems to have

been a favorite seat and stronghold of

the prehistoric peo- ohio vaiiey

;

favorite sea
prehistoric

pies by whom these f^^'orite seat of

monuments were works.

reared. One of the most famous

of them all is on the banks of the

Little Miami river, and from its

evident character is called Fort

Hill. Another work of great im-

portance is at Newark, Ohio. One
of the greatest of the mounds is

situated on the j^lain of Cahokia,

Illinois, opposite the city of vSt.

Louis. Another of striking char-

acter is found on Grave Creek,

near Wheeling, in West Virginia,

and still another at Miamisburg,

in Ohio. One of the most strik-

ing of all is in the same State, at

Cedar Bank, on the vScioto, and

Their numbers reach easily into thou-
j

in various parts of Ohio, Indiana, and

sands, and their importance was such long l
Illinois such reinains are found, even at

ago as to constitute the subject-matter random. Far to the northwest, in

of the first volume of the vSmithsonian Wisconsin and Iowa, the primeval race

Contributions to Knowledge. They have left its imperishable vestiges; and some

EARTHWORKS AT CEDAR BANK, OHIO.

demanded the attention of scholars and
antiquaries during a great part of the

present century. Though vast stores of

information have been gathered from

their exploration, the mystery of their

ultimate origin and design remains as

impenetrable as when they first drew
the attention of the pioneers.

In some localities the mounds and tu-

of the most interesting mounds of the

kind are discovered in those States.

South of the river Ohio, also, such re-

mains of primeval man arc plentiful.

Tennessee abounds in mounds, and Ala-

bama and INIississippi have many such

remarkable monuments. Indeed, it

would be easier to specify in what parts,

of the great valley of the Mississippi
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such remains of an extinct race are not

to be found, than to note all the locali-

ties where they exist.

The American monuments, like those

PLAN OF SQUARE MOUND, NEAR MARIETTA.

of Europe, differ greatly in dimensions,

Military design importance, and general
of the principal

character. The most strik-
circles and.

mounds. jng- of them all were man-

ifestly military fortifications. These

are laid off and executed as if by an en-

gineer of modern times, though the de-

sign is greatly different from any that

would now be used in military opera-

tions. Great is _,^

the extent and

area covered by
some of these

works. The re-

markable mon-
ument at Fort

Hill, Ohio, has ^*^'

a circumvalla- ,"

tion of nearly \

four miles, and

the height of ; ''^^-'^^^^'J^^i^

the mole, or ag-

extent is drawn up(jn the hill ; and around
the circumference the earthworks are

constructed. The circle is not quite

closed on one side, but has a protected

entrance, flanked with long lines of

earthworks branching to the right and
left. These, in their turn, are defended

by other lines running out nearly in

the form of a great rectangle in front

of the entrance to the circle. Even be-

yond this rectangle, at two of the cor-

ners and in other positic^ns, are smaller

circles and long mounds of earth of pe-

culiar form. No one can view the situ-

ation and consider its extent, and even

the skill with which the fortifications

were planned, without being amazed at

the strength, capacity, and even genius

of the people by whom they were con-

structed.

The great fortifications at Newark,
Ohio, are fully two miles square. More
than twelve miles of em- ohio fortifica-

bankment, rangino- from tions.the
' *5 & mound of Ca-

two to twenty feet in height, hokia.

mark the outline and nature of the de-

EARTHWORKS AT HOPETON, OHIO.

gcr, is from ten

to twenty feet.

Outside of this

is a ditch, and

the whole arrangement was manifestly
j

fenses. The mound on the plain of Ca-

one of defense against a powerful enemy.
|

hokia is seven hundred feet long and five

In the first place, an exact circle of great ' hundred feet in breadth. Its height is
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ninety feet, the superficial area about

eight acres, and the contents nearly

twenty millions of cubic feet. The
mound on Grave creek, in West Virginia,

has an elevation of seventy feet, and the

one at Miamisburg, Ohio, is nearly as

great in elevation and extent.

We come now to consider some of the

strangest monuments which the human
Earthworks in Tacc has left in its track.

^eLt and ser- It has bccu discovered that

pents. many of the embank-
ments and outer works under considera-

tion have the form of men or animals.

(iREAT SERPENT MOUND, IN ADAMS COUNTY, OHIO.

It is not uncommon in the States of Wis-
consin and Iowa to come upon one of

these ancient works which, considered

in its entirety, presents a huge effigy of

man or beast. There is no mistaking

the design. It was manifestly intended

to represent a living creature, laid prone
or in profile on the earth. The eft'ect is

that of a huge bas-relief, developed from

the ground. Still more astonishing is

the great serpentine mound on the banks
of Brush creek, in Ohio.

The serpentine
i ne mole oi earth reprc- moiind of Brush

,
•

, 1 i.
• r creek, Ohio.sentmg the serpent is, from

head to tail, over a thousand feet in

length. The figure is five or six feet in

height and nearly thirty feet in width

at the base, diminishing gradually to-

ward the tail. At the sides of the neck

are two flat, or ear-like, projections,

and the mouth stands wide open. Right

in front of the mouth, and placed as if

issuing therefrom, is a large circiilar ele-

vation four feet in height, in the shape

of an Q^'g. It is as though the serpent

had either ejected or was about to swal-

low the great body partly inserted in its

jaws ! The long line of the work repre-

senting the serpent's body is arranged

on the curvilinear crest of a natural ele-

vation, parallel with the stream, and the

whole may well be regarded as one of

the most astonishing relics of human
caprice.

In connection with these mounds and

earthworks are the remains of the dead.

The circular mounds when ReUgiouspur-

opened generally reveal ^.Z^^lslZ'^
skeletons of a prehistoric military,

race, and in connection Avith these are

found the implements and utensils pe-

culiar to the epoch in which the mounds
were erected. Another fact of interest

in connection with the greater works

which we are considering is the asso-

ciation of what appear to be religious

structures and designs. Within the cir-

cumvallation of ^\hat was manifestly a

military defense, will generally be found

what has been thought by antiquarians

to be the outlines of a sacred edifice or,

at any rate, a sacred site where the re-

ligious ceremonial of the people was
doubtlessly celebrated. ]\Iany marks of

the significance and purpose of this
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tuted for scien.

tific investiga'

tion.

part of the works have been discovered

and explained, from which it is inferred

that there was something" more perma-

nent about the fortifications than would

be expected in the case of transient de-

fenses thrown up against an enemy.
These earthworks appear to mark the

sites and strongholds of the people,

to which they rallied in the times of

national tumult, and which consti-

tuted a sort of military capital for the

country.

The American antiquities under

consideration have given rise to

many theories and speculations.

Ever and anon some new and em-

Forgery substi- pirical view has been

put forth as to the origin

of the mounds and for-

tifications and the people by whom
they were reared. It is surprising

to what extent these speculations

have been carried. Those who
have theorized on the subject have

in many instances been entirely tin-

scrupulous in regard to the means
by which their theory was to be sub-

stantiated. Forgeries innumerable ^'

have been perpetrated with a view

to bolstering up some preposterous

theory about the mound builders.

Inscriptions have been made to

order, in Greek and Hebrew and

Celtic, and even in the Runic char-

acters of the Northmen, to sub-

stantiate what the forgers had given out

as an explanation of the mounds. But

meanwhile a truer interpretation has

been going forward under the care of

scientific antiquaries, and the foolish

stories which have been invented rela-

tive to the prehistoric earthworks of

America will find no further credence

among intelligent people.

Many are the legitimate inferences

which may be drawn relative to the life

and manners of the people by whom the

American prehistoric monuments were
built. In the first place, there are evi-

dences of a vast and far- rar-reaching in-

reaching intercourse anion «• tercourse; the
fc" » mound pot-

them. The relics that are teries.

found in the mounds are drawn from dif-

ferent and distant localities, and their

character indicates, in general, a social

SCJUB

FORT HILL, BUTLER COUNTY, OHIO.

and industrial state, in a tolerable stage

of development.

In the tumuli and earthworks we find

many articles of pottery, greatly superior

to the corresponding relics in the primi-

tive tombs of Great Britain and the Con-

tinent. The American articles are fre-

quently of elegant design. Many carved

works in stone are found in the same
situations, and ornainents of silver and

copper, almost worthy of a modern jew-
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eler, are taken from their resting places

alongside of ancient vSkeletons.

The materials of these utensils and arti-

cles of adornment are derived from many

Materiaisdepos- and distant places. The
ited have been

^q^^^^q ,)f the silvcr is not
brought from
great distances, l^nown, but the native cop-

per has evidently been brought from

the mines of lake vSuperior. The mica,

of which other ornaments are made, is

from the Alleghanies. Beautiful shells

are found in the same situations, which

had their home in the gulf of Mexico.

Implements of obsidian and porphyry,

of Mexican origin, are frequently discov-

ered with the other relics. As to such

VASES FROM MOUNDS.

implements and specimens of art of Eu-

ropean origin as have occasionally been

found in the sepulchral mounds of the

New World, they are to be traced unmis-

takably to later burials in the ancient

tombs.

Another deduction of much importance

is that which relates to the extent of these

prehistoric populations and the nature of

their industries. It must
The mounds
constructed by liaVC bcCU a populoUS Ua-
populous races. ,. ^ ,- , i- -i-

tion out ot whose activities

sprang these great mounds and fortifica-

tions. The amount of labor expended

on such a monument as that in the plain

of Cahokia is like the sum of the toil

which reared the pyramid of Cheops.

Here we have a mass of twenty millions

of cubic feet of earthy material heaped

up in regular form and with a definite

design. The labor of many thousands

was required to do it ; and when we re-

flect upon the imperfect facilities which

the old races possessed for the execu-

tion of such works, we are still further

astonished at the magnitude " of the

enterprise.

It is known to all that tribes inhabit-

ino- a countrv in the character of hunters

and fishermen are alwa\-s Mound builders

sparsely distributed. The Sl^JS^.t^in
most abundant natural development,

supplies are onlv sufficient for a small

population. The hunting

stage of society is, therefore,

always limited to a small and

widely scattered population.

It requires the agricultural

stage of development to pro-

duce and maintain a thickly

settled people. The artificial

resources of the soil must be

added to the native resources

of the woods before a great

population can be created or

maintained. Therefore, these

prehistoric races who built the Amer-
ican mounds and forts must have come

out of a primitive stage of barbarian

life and entered upon the agricul-

tural epoch. Their industrial life must

have been large and regular to sup-

port and foster such enterprises as we
have before us; and the methods and

economv and distribution employed by

them must have resembled, if they did

not approximate, the methods and facili-

ties of the historical era.

vStill a third ccnisideration is clearly

deducible from the evidence of the

mounds. A great fortification laid out

with geometric precision and executed

as if by regular engineering implies not
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SCALE

soon lo Vie Inch

only a defensive array of the means by

which a people would protect itself from

Deductions from attack and destruction ; it

S;:;:^SSthe ^^l«o implies.r;. offrusnr and
'^orks. Opposing poiocr, an enemy,

numerous and dangerous to be combat-

ted and warded off-. It does not imply

such an enemy as would be encountered

in the huntinir or nomadic statjes of

tribal development. That is, the means of

defense would, under the common law of

reason, be proportioned to the resources,

aggressiveness, and skill of the foe.

We can eas-

ily see, in these

considerations

at least, the

outline of great

nations con-

tending for the

mastery of the

Mississippi
valley. No
other hypoth-

esis will ex-

plain the facts.

There must
have been in

these regions,

in an epoch

long antedat-

ing the era of

the Red inen,

great agricultural peoples, with institu-

tions of religion and war. There inust

Great peoples have been intercourse and

coTnttfA^ne^ relations with other peo-
ican antiquities, pjgs like thcmselvcs, and

in the earth mounds of the New World
with those discovered in the tumuli of

Great Britain indicates Evidences of

clearly the cfreater antiq- greater antiq-
J i^ T. uitymthe Amer-

uity of the former. The ican mounds,

earth surrounding the bones and other

human relics in the American mounds is

exceedingly dry and compact. The situ-

ation is generally favorable in the last

degree to the preservation of human re-

mains. Below the level of frost and en-

tirely impervious to water, the dry earth

surrounding and covering the vaults

. ^ito *^ ,
?u o~"^ ^j-^t o,;^' °,.^- '^ -cKi &

MILITARY WORKS ON TAINT CREEK, OHIO.

seems to have been untouched by any nat-

ural force for ages. And yet the skeletons

in the American tumuli are nearly always

far gone in decav. It is difficult to preserve

them after their exposure to the air. They
these must sometimes have been rela-

i
generally crumble as soon as they are

lions of hostility. Indeed, it would ap- ' taken from their long resting place,

pear from the strong military character Even the skull bones generally turn

of the greatest and most important of
i

to a white powder with a few days ex-

the monuments that war was, even in posure to the atmosphere. In the Briti.sh

these prehistoric times, the most marked mounds the human remains are gen-

and vehement activity of the human race, erally well preserved. Notwithstanding

A comparison of the skeletons found the moisture to which they have been
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exposed in the earth and the humidity

of the air of England, the skeletons stand

well on being exhumed, and are safely

transferred to their plaees in museums.

In some instances this may be done

with the mound builders of America,

but not often. The naturalist will not

fail to discover in the conditions and

common type, but those taken from re-

mote tumuli show strong marks of eth-

nic divergence and peculiarity. As a

rule, the crania and arm bones are strict-

ly human in their development. They
conform to the ordinary standards of

measurement and proportion, but the

skulls are foreign, not to say aboriginal,

I'OTTERY OF THE MOUND V>\}\\A)V.^'~,.—YxomMagazi7ieofA7-t.

facts before him the evidences of a great-

er antiquity in the case of the American
remains.

Considerable variety of race has been

indicationsof remarked among the skel-

c^^SrSUe- ^^«^^« exhumed from the
historic crania. American mc^unds. They
differ much in form and stature. Those
in a given localit}- generally belong to a

in their form and structure. They do

not correspond with the crania of any

existing race of people. On the whole,

thev are more in analogy with the skulls

of those Oriental peoples who inhabit

the eastern .shores of the Pacific and the

outlying islands. Some well-prCvServed

skulls, taken from prehistoric mounds in

Indiana and preserved in the museum of
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that State, have a strikino- likeness to

the heads of the Japanese, bnt are

smaller in eapaeity than the crania of

that people

On the whole, the prehistoric races of

North America were rather under the

The Little Men average stature of the Red

lid L^Tet^- nien or the civilized peoples
nessee valleys, of our continent. Some-

times remains are found which are really

diminutive. Nor are the cases of this

kind isolated or peculiar. On the Cum-
berland river, in Tennessee, several pre-

historic cemeteries have been examined,

in which the remains are uniformly of

a small race. So luarked is this pecul-

iarity that some have supposed that the

skeletons in question are those of infants

and children. But a closer examination

has proved them to be adult. The re-

gion in which these pygmy cemeteries

are located is very favorable for the pres-

ervation of the dead. The soil is dry

and sandy. The remains are invariably

found in small stone boxes, and the ob-

server can hardly believe that they are

the skeletons of a full-grown, adult

people.

On thrusting down from the surface

a sharp iron rod the stone lid of one of

Character of the thesc Small crypts may be
graves

;
the sar- {q^^^ and on cxcavating

cophagi, and the ' f'

remains therein, the earth the box can be ex-

amined in its undisturbed condition.

The graves have been constructed orig-

inally by excavating small, oblong vaults

and placing thin, undressed slabs of

sandstone at the bottom, sides, and

ends. After the burial a flat capstone

was placed on top, thus completing the

box. The inside of one of these minia-

ture sarcophagi measures from ten to

fourteen inches in width, ten to twelve

inches in depth, and from fourteen

inches to two feet in length. The space

is so small that no well-grown person of

an existing race, unless it should be a

native Australian, could be buried in it,

even in a contracted position. But the

prehistoric skeleton which is found in-

closed has, generally, room enough,

though the parts are frequently flexed

and sometimes doubled back. The
mounds covering the prehistoric pygmies

are thickly strewn in favorable positions

along the banks of the Cumberland.

The manner and epoch of the disap-

pearance of the mound builders from

North America remains Manner of the

conjectural. Nor is it like- ^^^S^r^'
ly that the ingenuity and races unknown,

adroitness of human scholarship will

ever be able to exhume from the past

the manner and time of their disappear-

ance. On the whole, they would seem

to have been a people worthy of a his-

tory ; but their extinction was so com-

plete that whatever may have been the

extent and variety of their national life,

all has gone out together. Philosophers

have devoted volumes to the causes of

national decline, and the question is

still open for rational solution.

Itmay be truthfullyurged that the seeds

of ethnic decay exist in certain peoples

in virtue of their own constitutions and

the nature of their activities. Whether

races grow old and die as the individual

;

whether different families of men are de-

flected by evolutionary processes from

one phase of existence to another ; wheth-

er sudden metamorphoses take place, in

obedience to natural laws, such as are

alleged to occur at rare intervals in the

animal kingdom, are philosophical ques-

tions which the inquirer of the future

must solve, if indeed they are soluble at

all.

Certain circumstances, however, may
be cited which are at least effective

as assisting forces in the extinction of

races. The prevalence of vicious and
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luxurious habits, gradually supplanting

the early and robust virtues of a people,

tend unmistakably to na-
Forces that tend .

to the extenni- tioual overtlirow. The CX-
natioii of races.

, ^ c c i
ternal lorces ot war and

the great cataclysms of nature may also

account for the destruction and disap-

pearance of peoples. It is doubtless true

that in prehistoric ages great submer-

gences of peopled islands and continents

been threatened by the rage of epidemics.

Among uncivilized peoples the accumu-

lation of stores for the future is but little

attended to. That prudence and fore-

sight which keeps up the resources of

life against the day of calamity are but

little practiced by barbarians, or even by
races half emerged from barbarism. For

these reasons prehistoric peoples have

been greatly exposed to the ravages of

AZTEC RLMXS AT PALENgUK, IN CHIAPAS, MEXICO.

have taken place, while others have risen,

dripping, from the deep. Earthquakes

and volcanic disturbances of the great

crust of the globe have terrified and

driven away what they have not engulfed.

Finally, famine and pestilence have done

their work on prehistoric as well as his-

toric races. There are times within the

recorded story of national life when not

only the depopulation of great districts,

but the extinction of whole nations has

famine. At intervals the earth has

unaccountably withheld her gifts. A
few seasons of want in succession would

be sufficient to exterminate an isolated

and uncommercial nation, and that such

calamities have actually fallen upon

peoples like the UKnind builders of Amer-
ica can not be doubted.

Beyond the limits of the United vStates

the tumuli and other evidences of by-

gone races arc generally secondary. In
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one sense they are j^rehistoric, but in

another they fall, for the most part,

Extinct peoples within the aetivities of peo-

SS^rSf^^^ pies ^vh<, have been known
present. ^vithin the historieal epoeh.

The ]\Iexiean raees that flourished in the

days of the vSpanish invasions, at the

beginning" of the sixteenth eentury, may
well be considered as the remote extreme

of the people by whom the monuments
of Mexieo were erected. The same is

true of the peoples of Central America

and of the Peruvians. The Aztecs, the

Coztecs, the (lUatemalian tribes, and the

Peruvians, though much more advanced

than the Red men of North America,

are collateral with them in time and

national development. In the case of

our North American Indians, we know
that they belonged to a different race

from the mound builders, and that they

flourished in an age long subsequent to

the prevalence of the former on this con-

tinent. We have not the same clear

evidence of the existence of a people

back of the Mexicans, the Central

Americans, and the Peruvians. Such a

people may have existed, and there are

evidences here and there of a truly pre-

historic basis for that type of national

life which was encountered by the

Spanish invaders under Cortez and

Pizarro.

The ancient monuments of Mexico

are among the most imposing of primi-

Mexicanraonn- tive ruins. They have a
ments indicate

^^Xx^:^^^ and grandeur sug-
the religious w' t> ft>

purpose. gestive of the vast struc-

tures which the antiquarian encounters

in the valleys of the Nile and the Eu-

phrates. They differ fundamentally in

their character from the mounds and

fortifications of Central North America

in this, that the latter were military

structures in their first intent, while

those of Mexico are based upon religion

and its ceremonials. In the case of the

North American tumuli, the long moles

and circumvallations were created under

the warlike purpose of the race that

reared them, and the religious part of

the monuments are only secondary to

the dominant ideas of warfare. In the

Mexican tumuli and pyramids the exact

reverse is true. Evidence is not wanting

that they at times subserved a military

purpose—that within their ramparts the

nation retreated and defended itself

against the foe. But the general idea of

all the monumental remains in the

region under consideration is that of

religion and priestly ceremonial. A
general sketch of the character and pur-

pose of the Mexican monuments can not

fail to prove of interest.

The structures in question have all,

with very few exceptions, a common
plan, A great square is
•"

_ . .
Plan and mate-

laid off on the earth, with its rials of the pyra-
,. . , i J

1

1-1 niidal temples.
four sides to the cardinal

points of the compass. This square is

surrounded with walls strong and high.

The structure of the same is sun-dried

bricks, or even in some cases stone.

Centrally located within the great rec-

tangle thus inclosed is the site of the

temple. A square foundation of solid

masonry is laid, extending to two hun-

dred, three hundred, or even five hun-

dred feet on each side. From this

foundation a great structure like a pyra-

mid is carried up in a succession of

terraces. The design is almost identical

with some of the oldest monuments of

the human race found in the valley of

the lower Euphrates and attributed to the

ancient Chaldaeans. In both instances

the successive platforms of masonry

grow smaller toward the top, and in both

there is generally a deflection of the

work toward one side, so that the pyra-

mid does not stand centrally over the
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foundation, but nearer, as a rule, to the

western edge. The eastern side of the

pyramid, facing the morning sun, is

ascended by a flight of steps to the

upper square. The structure is trun-

cated ; that is, cut off above without be-

ing carried to an apex. On the upper

platform is built the temple proper,

AZTEC STRUCTURE—ARCH OK LAS MONJ

which also faces the east. Sometimes

on the terrace more temples than one

are reared. It is in evidence that several

deities were worshiped from the same
platform. Each had his own fane and

ceremonial.

Temples of the kind here described

were plentiful at the time of the vSpanish

invasion of Mexico. Cortez declares that

he found fully four hundred of them in

the state of Cholula. Doubtless the num-
ber within the more im- plentiful distn-

portant state of Anahuac, ^.^^^nrlJnf
embracing the plateau of choiuia.

the Mexican capital, was still greater.

Torquemada estimates the number in the

empire of Montezuma at forty thousand !

Bernal Diaz, the old Span-

ish historian of the times,

and Cortez himself in his

letters to Charles V, have

given us full descriptions

of the striking' religfious

edifices and ceremonials

with which they came into

contact.

Perhaps the most elab-

orate structure in all Mex-
ico at the beginning of the

sixteenth century was that

which Cortez describes

from the capital. It was

in the center of the an-

cient city. The inclosure

of the outer walls was so

great that Cortez esti-

mates the interior capacity

as sufficient for five hun-

dred houses. Another es-

timate made by vSolis is

that the space inside of

the walls and between

them and the pyramidal

foundation in the center

^s. was sufficient to accom-

modate ten thousand dan-

cers on days of solemn cere- particular fea-

monies. This whole space "^ZZ'^Zltr
was paved with dressed Mexico,

stone, and so smooth was the work that as

Bernal Diaz declares, "the horses of the

vSpaniards could not walk upon it for slip-

ping." All the area within was sacred

territory. It was the central institution

of the state, religiously, educationally,
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Central Amer-
ican ruins ; like-

ness to those of

the East.

and politically. Here the priests had

their abode. Here the soothsayers and

scribes of the ancient epoch congre-

gated ; and here the emperor himself was

admitted only with a ceremonial. The
terraces constituting the pyramid were

five in number. The broadest platform

was three hundred feet square, and the

height of the whole to the

upper terrace was a hundred

and twenty feet. On the top

-were two shrines, or towers,

which were dedicated to the

gods of preservation and de-

struction.

Central America, as well

as Mexico and the countries

of the North,

abounds in

ruins and
monumental evidences of

primitive peoples. The
style of building was heie

the same as on the Mexican ^^

plateau,but there is a greatci

display of art. The Central

American pyramids are gen-

erally smaller than the Me.\

lean structures, but the tern

pies on the upper terraces

were larger in proportion

Great massiveness
and strength are the char-

acteristics of the masonry

The exterior of the temples

were stuccoed and covered

with carved figures and or-

naments. It appears that the symbol-

ical imagination ran rampant among the

priests and architects. Within the tem-

ples were corridors and chambers with

arched roofs of stone.

The antiquary in examining these

ruins can but be impressed with their

striking analogy to the earliest monu-

ments of the human race in the valleys

of Western Asia. The corridors and

walls of the inner chambers are covered

with sculptures and hieroglyphics. It is

not impossible that a truer understand-

ing of the significance of these inscrip-

tions may make the world better acquaint-

ed with the character and activities of

the aborio'inal races of our continent.

CENTRAL AMERICAN ANTIQUITIES—DOUBLE-HEADED FIGURE OF THE

CASA DEL GOBERNADOR.

In Honduras, also, many monuments

of the same nature have been discov-

ered and described. Here, too, the

carving is elaborate and Monumental re-

di. Ai r^^«„-.^ ^^^ mains of Hon-
egant. At Copan one ^^,^3^^^

of the most striking mono- Colombia,

lithic effigies ever recovered from the

ancient world has been found and pre-

served. Around the shores of lake
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.

Nicarag'iia abundant evidences of ex-

tinct peoples are scattered, and wher-

ever these occur they are found io be

covered with inscriptions. It is be-

SCULPTURE OF THE TOLTECS FROM THE RUINS OF

COPAN.

lieved that those in the vicinity of

Copan are the oldest monuments that

have yet been found south of the Rio

Grande del Norte, In Colombia, also,

the traveler ever and anon stumbles

upon some relic of human workmanship

of unknown origin. The ruins of a few

edifices and monuments have also been

exainined in this land, but have not

added materially to our knowledge of

their builders.

Passing' southward into the highlands

of Peru, we come upon additional evi-

dences of the activitV and Temples of Cuz-

genius of an extinct peo- ^^^^^^^
pie. Perhaps the city of ic races.

Cuzco affords one of the best fields for

antiquarian research that may be found

in the world. Hercrra declares that

there were aforetime in this city as many
as three hundred temples, and from the

nature and extent of the ruins the asser-

tion seems to be well grounded.

As a general fact, it appears that the

religious ceremonies of the peoples

whom we are here considering—Mexi-

can, Central American, Peruvian—were

a form of that sun worship which has

constituted the most rational idolatry of

the human race, Nearly all the tem-

ples seem to have been built with respect

to the sunrise ; and in so far as the cere-

monial of these ancient peoples has been

recovered, it reveals the same features

which belonged originally to the wor-

ship of the Chaldaeans and Assyrians,

primarily to the Zoroastrians of the Ira-

nian plateau, and in a considerable de-

gree to the primitive peoples of India.

There can be no doubt that the rising"

sun, coming up majestically after the

red dawn of day and ascending the east-

ern arch of heaven, triumphing over

mist and shadow, and fleecy cloud and

rainstorm, constituted the one tremen-

dous object of adoration which im-

pressed itself upon the imagination of

the early races of men.

It must not be understood that the

ruined monuments which we are here

considering are the only memorials left
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by the Southern races of the New World.

The outUnes of great cities are discover-

able here and there. Some of these

have survived to within the historical

period. Others have gone down to in-

discriininate dust. In connection with

these ruins the outlines of public works

are found in many parts. Not
infrecjuently the antic[uary is

able to trace the course of a

g"reat aqueduct or of some other

evidence of the labor and skill

of a prehistoric people endeav-

oring to supply its common
wants.

It appears clear from an ex- ^
amination of all that we are able =^^

to discover in the regions here

named, that man
Sad estate ofthe
people in prehis- hiuisclf iu llis

toric America. . . , .
^ ^

prnuitive estate

was as much subordinated to

ecclesiastical domination and

political despotism as in the

better-known countries of the

East. It appears that the com-

mon lot was as hard and ig-

noble in Mexico and Central

America, in Colombia and Peru,

as on the Babylonian plain or

in the stone cjuarries of Egypt.

Even as late as the times of the _

Spanish invasion the condition -5

of the common people was piti-

able in the last degree. The life

of the individual man had no central
splendor or renown. Cortez and

the Spanish story-tellers who accom-

panied him on his expedition speak

of the miserable houses in which the

people lived. They were mere huts

built of bamboo and covered with thatch,

temporary protections against a climate

never severe and always inviting to out-

door methods of life. All vestiges of

such lowly abodes have long since passed

24

away. Nor are there other means of

discovering the daily life of the common
people whom the merciless and bloody

waves of Spanish conquest totally en-

gulfed.

If we again turn our attention to the

regions north of the Rio (Vrande, we

AMERICAN STRUCTURE CIRCULAR EDIFICE AT MAYAI'AN.

shall find in Arizona one of the best fields

of exploration for the relics
*•

,
Extinct cities

of a prehistoric people, of the Colorado

This is not said of the ^ ^ ®'^^-

ruins which the Spaniards and their

descendants left in this region after the

beeinninsfof the sixteenth centurv, but of

prehistoric memorials found in several

localities. On the Colorado plateau
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there are traces of extinct cities, reser-

voirs, terraces, and aqueducts. Still more

notable, in the valley of the Gila are

scattered tlie monumental vestiges of a

vanished race. Alonir the river banks

are the outlines and actual debris of

stone houses and military f<M-tiiications

which belonged to a people long anterior

to the European conquerors who came

with Cortez and his successors. There

are in many places, in a sort of fast-

nesses which seem to have been selected

with not a little care, the remains of

human habitations in great numbers cut

from the native ledges, and constituting

a species of abodes which are in good

measure without an analogue among the

habitations built by men, lu other

QUICHUAN ARCHITFXTURE REMAINS OF FORTRESS WAELS, AT CL'ZCO.

places walls of solid masonry, generallv

rectangular in form, ma}' be traced; and

the foundations of buildings which are

thought to have been two or three stories

in height are plainly discernible in niany

localities. It can not be doubted, indeed,

that along the river (rila in past ages,

as well as in many other parts of the

territory of the United vStates, of j\Iexic(^,

and of South America, a great and even

flourishing prehistoric population ex-

isted, of which the only record is in the

crumbling monumental remains which

are left behind.

Ifwe attempt to discriminate among the

ruins of vSouthwestern North America, of

Central America, and of Peru, and to

decide what proportion of them are refer-

able to the activities of the races inhab-

iting the AVestern conti- chronological

nents since the New World relations of the
niins or the

was revealed to the Euro- Southwest,

pean nations, and what part are the work
of the prehistoric races which preceded

them, we shall be likelv, from the im-

perfect data in t)ur possession, to fall

into error and misinterpretation.

P'nough is known, however, to deter-

mine the general proposition that some
of the monuments in question are the

work of primitive peoples long anterior

to the epoch of Spanish c()nc[uest.

It is probable that Peru, or what was
anciently Upper Peru, but is now in-

cluded in the state of Bolivia, furnishes

the best basis

for the study of

the truly pre-

historic m e -

morials in the

regions vdiich

we have been

considering.
Since 1864,
when the mon-
uments of this

country were explored and described by

the American archaeologist Ephraim

(icorge Squicr, it has been settled that

the relics of man's work in the high

places of Upper Peru are traceable in

their origin to a race that flourished in

the country long before the era of the

Incas.

The monuments in question are situ-

ated on the Andean plateau, high up in

Bolivia, on the shore of lake Titicaca.

The earlv vSpanish invaders Remains on

were greatly surprised at St^r^^he
the character and extent of region,

these remains. At the time of the in-

vasion of Pizarro, they differed little

from their aspect at the present time.
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The region is a broad, open, arid plain.

During the wet season the weather is

cold, and beeomes still more .so as the

dry season of the year approaches. No
fruits or grain will grow in this vicinity.

It is said that nothing edible has been

produced in the region except a .small

variety of bitter potato. It is, perhaps,

the only region in the world where great

monumental remains are found in a

situation wholly unproductive, and many
conjectures have been advanced to

explain the anomaly. It has been

The monuments in question consi.st of

stonework and moles of earth. The
stones are either rudely hewn into shape

or selected and set up with- stone and earth-

out dressing. The inquirer ^f^w; door"^"""

can not long have ex- ways.

amined what is before him without dis-

covering the analogy of the ruins to the

great Druidical remains of England,

and notably to vStonehenge. The stones

are set erect in many places on the great

terrace, but others are built into walls

with the most exact workmanship. One

PUEBLO STRUCTURE.—Ruins in the Valley of the Gila.

thought that perhaps the great people

by whom the monuments which we are

now to examine were created had pro-

found superstitions or religious ceremo-

nials which they celebrated on this

almost desert plateau. It has even been

susreested that the site of these monu-

mental remains may have been deter-

mined by augury—as the site of Roine

was fixed—and that superstition thus

determined the place w^here vast struc-

tures were created against the laws and

suggestions of the natural world.

of the most peculiar of the discoveries is

that of heavy monolithic doorways.

That is, large .slabs of stone have been

taken, and through these the temple en-

trances have been cut, with an arch

above, while on the front, and even re-

ver.se, of the block are carved a multi-

tude of symbolical characters. All over

the plain are scattered, even for miles

around, the relics of vast structures and

battlements, the position of which can

be plainly traced on the earth.

Anione the monuments on this hiofh
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Astonishing
character of the

^^ ^|^ frrouncl.rum callea the s>

plain of the Andes four principal struc-

tures, or at least the foundations of

them, have been developed

They
Fortress. ^XQ known to antiqua-

ries by the names of the Fortress, the

Temple, the Palace, and the Hall of

Justice—from the purposes which con-

jecture has assigned to them respec-

tively. The greatest of the ruins is the

Fortress. It rises in the center of the

substantial as that in the faces of the

terrace.

If the traveler takes his stand on the

summit of this tremendous monument
and looks to the north, he Features of the

finds at a short distance an- I.^a^Se^S
other rectangular mound, of Justice,

measuring at the base four hundred and

forty-live by three hundred and eighty-

eight feet. The outline of the structure

is marked by rows of stones set erect in

OLD PERUVIAN STRUCTURE.—Ruins of Fortress, on Titicaca Island.

plain, terrace on terrace, to the height

of fifty feet. The mound is rectangu-

lar, having a base measurement of six

hundred and fifty feet in length and

four hundred and fifty feet in width.

The faces of the terraces are laid with

massive stones, which are carefully and

skillfully cut and dovetailed the one into

the other in such a Avay as to inake them
immovable for ages and ages. On each

side, running out from the base, is a vast

stone platform, known in architecture as

an " apron," in which the masonry is as

the earth, some of them as rude as those

of Stonehenge, and others carved with

vskill. These are the outer supports of

the structures which were reared within.

vSome of the monoliths are as much as

fourteen feet above the earth, and are

something more than two by four feet in

their other dimensions. This is the

structure to which antiquaries have

given the name of the Temple. The
Palace next attracts the attention, and is

specially noted for the excellence of the

stone cultinir which is observed in its
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foundations. No masons of ancient or

of modern times have, perhaps, excelled

what was done on this arid plateau be-

fore the dawn of history, and is still

preserved in the foimdations of the

monument under consideration.

It is not far from the outer limits of

the Palace, so called, that the Hall of

Justice is situated. It also is rectangu-

lar in its ground plan, beings four hun-

dred and twenty feet by three hundred

and seventy feet in dimensions. With-

in this inclosure has been developed the

foundation of still another structure,

called the Sanctum vSanctorum, one

hundred and thirty-one by twenty-three

feet in measurement, which presents the

finest stonework of all. For the excel-

lence of the cutting and fitting it may
well be compared with the ruins of Baal-

bec. Some of the stones are twenty-five

and a half feet long, fourteen feet broad,

and six and a half feet in thickness. They
are fitted by the best rules of geometric

art, and are held in place by bronze

clamps that may well be compared with

the like devices found in the ruins of

ancient Egypt.

In the current chapter we have done

no more than glance at the monumental

remains of the three Americas. It is

believed, however, that the fragmentary

sketches of these memorials will be suffi-

cient to convey to the read- Purpose of this

er a fair apprehension of
the^sketchto°^

the times and the people in follow,

which and by whom they were created.

The present volume is by no means a

work devoted to antiquarian research.

It is merely intended in the present book

to present so much of the primitive his-

tory of mankind as shall furnish a satis-

factory basis for the consideration of the

great tribal migrations which are to oc-

cupy our attention hereafter. We have

in the preceding chapters reviewed the

conditions of aboriginal life as they have

presented themselves in the caverns and

wilds of Western Europe, along the

shores of the Baltic, in the tumuli of

Great Britain, and in the mounds and

among the monuments of the New World.

We shall now conclude this book with a

brief .sketch of the general conditions of

savagery as the same are presented

among the barbarous and half-barbarous

races of the present time. It is believed

that the prehistoric man will thus be bet-

ter realized in his far-off career by being

seen in a reflected form of activity among
the savage tribes and nations of the mod-

ern world.

Chapter XXI. -Gexerat. Conditions of" Savaoe
Life.

TRUE understanding

of the prehistoric con-

dition of mankind de-

pends in good measure

upon a knowledge of

the manners and cus-

toms of the existing

savage nations. These nations are to be

looked upon as the remnants and repre-

.sentativesof an ancestry like themselves.

Doubtless the existing tribes have been

much deflected in the course of ages from

the original types to which they be-

longed. But it is also true that they have

preserved many of the leading features

of the original barbarism which has pre-

vailed in all parts of the earth.

Viewed from the animal side of exist-
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ence, the barbarians of to-day hold ex-

actly the same relation to the dead races

that have preceded them as do many of

MAN AND WOMAN OF THE REINDEER EPOCH.

Drawn by Emile Bayard.

the living species of animals to the

extinct varieties from which they are de-

scended. The mammoth and the mas-

todon and the hairy rhinoceros have

their living representatives in the ele-

phant, the Asiatic rhinoceros, and even

the common
swine. There has

])een an evolution-

ary descent by
which the tides of

life have been

turned aside into

new channels.
The living crea-

tures are not the

same in stature,

in habit, in as-

pect or mode of

life as the extinct

types from which

they have been

derived. But the

essential nature of

the original spe-

cies has been, in

large measure,

preserved.

So also of the dif-

ferent varieties of

men, aboriginal,

intermediate, and

modern. Sir John

Lubbock has de-

clared with great

force that the in-

habitants of Van
Diemen's Land
and Terra del

Fuego are to the

prehistoric races

of the age of stone

what the opossum

and the sloth and

the kangaroo are

to the extinct mar-

supials, known only to the geologist.

The flint weapon in the hands of a liv-

ing savage is to an antiquary precisely
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what the horn-crowned nose of a rhinoc-

eros or the projecting tusks of a boar

Relations of ex- are to a naturalist. The

Serr\T'barzan ^^^t Carries the mind back
ancestry. ^q preliistoric implements

found in the peat bogs of Denmark, and
the other reminds the inquirer of the

hairy rhinoceros and the tremendous

tusks of Elcphas priiiiigtiiins.

ducible to two general considerations

which are easily apprehended. The
first of these is what may be called the

appearance of national consciousness

among a people. Whenever this hap-

pens—whenever a given tribe begins

to be conscious of itself—the national

tongue will for the first time find utter-

ance, and this utterance will take the

BEGINNINGS OF METALLURGY.—A Primitive Smithy.—Drawn by Kmile Bayard.

One of the first inquiries Math which

we have here to deal is the fixing of a

Demarkationbe- line between the prehistor-

ra?dSS°'" i<= and the historic races of

races. men. What is it to have

been a truly prehistoric people ? and what

is it to lie distinctly within the historic

era? The answers to these questions

involve several matters of much impor-

tance and interest, but they are all re-

form of narrative. The narrative may
be in the form of epic poetry. It may
be a half-formed anthropology or cos-

mology, or it may be rude annals, reciting

fragments of tradition and filling up the

spaces from imaginary materials. At
any rate, it is History. It is the earli-

est development in the form of language

of a nation's concept of itself and of its

own past.
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History may thus be regarded as the

first rational transcript of the national

The conscious consciousness of a people,
man requires an

Ti-^^re is that in the mind,
explanation oi

the past. whether of the individual

or of the tribe, which on coming into

the conscious state immediately demands

some kind of narrative of its own origin

and previous development. When this

stage in the human evolution is reached,

written records appear as a concomitant

and inseparable incident of that particular

epoch of growth. Henceforth we have

the beginnings, at least, of those annals

and early chronicles and traditional forms

of literature which constitute the funda-

mentals of formal history. This circum-

stance may be taken as the first great

point of division between civilization and

its antecedent barbarism.

The second point has already been

alluded to in the preceding chapters. It

Use of metals is the 1/sc of uutals. vSo

coincident with
j^ ^ M^OUld UOt be

historical con-
sciousness, laid upon this fact in the

progress and development of mankind

were it not for the coincidence of the

use of metals in the practical arts with

the beginnings of history referred to

above. It is a part of the general scheme

of the civilization of mankind that this

fact of the appearance and first expres-

sion of a national consciousness in the

form of annals and recorded traditions

shall be associated under law with the

earliest discovery and application of the

metals to the purposes of human life.

The metallic age, if we may so express

it, is coincident with the dawn of epic

poetry and the first records of legend

and tradition. When the primeval man
emerges from the shadows of barbarism

he begins to sing and to carry a me-

tallic battle-ax. Thus it appears that

the manufacture of the metals by ration-

al or empirical processes, and their use

instead of the ruder materials employed

in the age of savagery, is the second cir-

cumstance which determines the line of

demarkation between the civilized forms

of life and the preceding barbaric ages.

In other words, the line which is drawn

between the savage and unconscious state

of the human race and its conscious and

enlightened activities has history as one

of its points of departure and the use of

the metals for the other.

The question will at once arise whether

savage nations have no traditional forms

of expression. Undoubted- Evanescent

ly they have. All tribes t:^::^-''
of men, in however low a tions.

condition of development, cultivate leg-

end and tradition. They are fond of

reciting stories about themselves and

the other races with whom they have

come in contact. They are even as chil-

dren telling unthinkable things about

wolves and bears and giants. But the

point to be observed is the ivipcj-nuDicncc

of tJic traditions of barbarisui. Contrary

to the popular apprehension, the legends

and stories of really prehistoric peoples

are exceedingly evanescent. They gen-

erally pass away with the current gener-

ation, or at least take a new form with

the succeeding one. The absence of a

record to preserve and crystallize the

myths and imaginations of primeval

man is the circumstance which prevents

their perpetuity. Each age among bar-

barians has its own cycle of traditions,

but they have no continuance or fixed

form. All the legends of savagery com-

bined would be no other than the bab-

blings of the living generation, or at most

the transmitted form of the babblings of

their fathers and grandfathers. It is

now a well-ascertained fact that the

most apocryphal stories told by savages

pretending to give an account of past

events in which their own people have
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borne a part, are only the current ex-

pression in a magnified and distorted

form of tilings that have happened
within easy reach of the memories of

men.

Many instructive and even amusing
illustrations may be given from the an-

instancesof nals of current savagery of

^erorylnTav- the valuclcss and short-

^g®s- lived character of barbarian

traditions. In November of 1642 Abel

Janssen Tasman discovered the island

which now bears the name of Tasmania,

southeast of Australia. The people

passed under the dominion of the Dutch,

and the vicissitude was as great as could

possibly happen to a barbarian race. In

1770, a hundred and twenty-eight years

after the discovery of the island, the great

navigator James Cook visited the Tas-

manians and acquainted himself with

their traditional knowledge. He found

nowhere in the island the slightest evi-

dence of a recollection of Tasman's visit.

Every trace of that great event had
lapsed into oblivion. Another instance

of like sort is furnished in the great in-

land voyage and exploration of De Soto

through the gulf region of the United

States. Long before the Revolution all

remembrance and tradition of this event

had passed from the minds of the Red
men. On being questioned, the most

intelligent chiefs in the region through

which De Soto had passed were found

to be totally ignorant of the romantic

expedition which had laid their own
country open to the aggressions of an-

other race.

'

' The iinpermanence of the traditions of savages

is strongly contrasted with the persistency of tradi-

tion after a race has once entered the conscious

stage of development. When a tribe has reached

the epoch of race consciousness and has begun to

employ the metals in manufacture and art, then its

traditions become permanent and of high historical

interest.

It is clear that three or four pfenera-

tions constitute the limit to which a

knowledge of even great Transformation

national catastrophes is Jf^^^rSnc-
transmitted among savage legends,

peoples. Even during the continuance

of a tradition in barbarism it takes on

constantly new and exaggerated forms,

rendering it totally unfit for historical

purposes. The imagination of the abo-

rigines adds to and modifies the narra-

tive until it is distorted out of all sem-

blance to the original. It is narrated

by Sir Alexander Mackenzie that during

his travels among the Esquimaux they

were wont to describe the English to

him as giants with wings. They said

that the English soldiers could kill men
by looking at them, and that one of

them could swallow a whole beaver at

a mouthful ! The traveler Mansfield

Parkyns, in his account of the traditions

of the Abyssinians, relates one of their

stories to the effect that some German
missionaries had in the course of a few

days made a tunnel from Adowa to

Massowah, on the Red sea, a distance of

more than a hundred and fifty miles

!

In fact, all of the traditions and myths

of savage tribes are apocryphal in the

last degree ; and this fact, taken in con-

nection with their impermanence, de-

stroys all value that they might other-

wise possess for the antiquary and

historian.

While it is true that barbarous tradi-

tions are thus useless for purposes of

history, and misleading if depended on to

throw light upon the general conditions

of savage races, it is also true that the

manners and customs of these same

races are among the most persistent facts

which the student of human life will

ever encounter. A tradition or legend

will change its form like the figments of

the kaleidoscope. It will vanish with a
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brief lapse of time and never reappear.

But the manners of even wild and rov-

ing tribes hold their form through every

vicissitude and long generations.

Nothing is better calculated to aston-

ish the inquirer than the persistency and

integrity of customs. They
Persistency and

i 1 1 i i i

integrity of cus- cau hardly be destroyed.
toms and habits.

^^^^^^ ^^^^ through the

severest crises, and come up after great

catastrophes in all their pristine vigor

shocks and revolutions, through migra-

tion and famine, through the ravages of

pestilence and the horrors of war, and is

indeed coexistent with the race of which

it is a part. A trivial custom easily out-

lasts the life of man. It survives the

mountain oak which has braved the

storms of a millennium. It outlasts the

granite obelisk Avhich the conceit of a

mistaken people has reared as the most

permanent memorial of its greatness.

PERSISTENCY OF ETHNIC FEATURES.—(i) Ancient Hebrew Shepherd with Si.ing.—Drawn by H. A. Harper.

and definiteness of outline. Even the

trivial circumstance of a peculiarity of

tribal speech will be perpetuated from

generation to generation, and the more

substantial elements of custom seem to

endure forever. Habit is, if possible,

inore unchangeable with a tribe or

people than with the individual. It

seems to be a part of the blood and nerve

of national existence. It groes throus^h

There are still present in human society

forms and customs and peculiarities

—

modes of action and ceremonial habit.s

—

that have been transmitted to the

modern w^orld from the shadow and ob-

scurity of the unknowable ages that lie

below the daydawn of civilization ; and

in like manner the present will contrib-

ute to the coming ages its customs, its

methods, and its ceremonials.
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preservation of
Semitic man
ners.

If we would see a striking illustration

of the persistency of manners and cus-

toms, we have only to glance at some of

Examples of the the modem descendants

of ancient nations. The
Semitic race, for instance,

presents us in modern times with two

striking race developments. The Jews
and the Arabs still stand as the typical

representatives of a family of

men already old at the birth of

most of the ancient kingdoms.

In the case of the Jews, their

dispersion among other peoples

has to a considerable extent

conformed them in the practical

affairs of life to the methods and

manners of those among whom
they drift, but with whom they

are by no means amalgamated.

So we may look to the Arabs of

the present time as the living

expression of those ethnic

forces which were dominant in

the seed of Abraham. No one

who acquaints himself with

Arabian manners and customs,

and is at the same time conver-

sant with the manners and cus-

toms of the Israelitish nation

of antiquity, can fail to notice

that the forms of life among
the Arabians of to-day are iden-

tical with those of the Hebrews

fifteen centuries before the

Christian era. The very gar-

ments which the Arabs wear

might have been stripped from the

bodies of the patriarchs. Their fashion

is the same, and the material and its

method of manufacture are to all in-

tents and purposes identical. The
ceremonial of the house and the tent are

just as they were in Canaan before the

Egyptian bondage. An Arab sheik

meeting another clad and mounted like

himself and each followed by his retinue

across the deserts and valleys of Arabia,

might be photographed and the matter

and the manner of the interview re-

peated, and both would be a faithful

transcript of the meeting and compact

between Lot and Abraham.

If we descend into the particulars of

speech and the manners of daily life

PERSISTENCY OF ETHNIC FEATURES—(2) MODERN ARAB WEARING
THE ABA.

Drawn by Paul Hardy

among the Arabs we shall find the an-

cient ceremonial faithfully Daily life of the

duplicated. The forms of t^^lT^^^tof
salutation and of farewell the Hebrews,

have persisted in their integrity for

more than three thousand years. The
same views of life—of its origin, its na-

ture, and its destiny—the same ideas of

duty and obligation, of the nature and
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immediate presence of a personal deity

interfering with the affairs of the com-

mon lot and directing even the details

of all events, are to-day in the Arabian

mind and on his tongue and in his ac-

tions with all the realism and vitality

and distinctness which those same ideas

possessed in the minds of the great

military leaders and prophets of primi-

tive Israel. The Elohim of the Hebrew

is the Allah of the Arab. The appeal

to the one for the protection of his tribe

and victory over the enemy is as con-

stant and confident in the camp of the

Arabian chieftain as was the appeal to

the other in the tent of Joshua or Saul.

To the ancient Hebrew and to the mod-

ern Arab alike this Allah, this almighty

Common reii- personal God, directs every-
gious views of thing. He brings pesti-
modern and an- <=> fc> i-

cient Semites. lencc, and is the giver of

health. He blesses and curses accord-

ing to the righteousness or the wicked-

ness of his people. He speaks to the

sleeper in dreams. The dream is only

the voice of God in the darkness. Years

of plenty and years of drought are both

from his hand. He ripens the grain to

a perfect harvest or blasts the fields with

mildew. He sends the early and the

latter rain when the people have been

obedient, or the murrain and the locusts

when they have disobeyed. All this

and ten thousand other things which,

taken in their entirety, constitute the

tangible outer garment of Arabian

life, are in manner and substance virtu-

ally the same at the present day as they

were among the captives who sat down
and wept by the rivers of Babylon, or

among the strong soldiery who followed

the banners of the Maccabees in their

last struggle for independence through

the wilderness of Judaea.

Were we equally well acquainted with

the tribal historv of other races the same

Primitive Teu-
1 tonic manners

have survived

phenomena— the same repetition in

modern life of the manners and cus-

toms of remote antiquity

could be discovered

pointed out. Had we at to present day.

the present a record of the boisterous

manners and hilarious barbarism of the

Teutones who hovered darkly in the

forests beyond the Danube and the

Rhine in the days of the early republic

of Rome, we should be able to note the

repetition and persistence of these cus-

toms among the Ostrogothic and Visi-

gothic invaders who, many centuries

later, devastated the empire. And
were we well acquainted, as we are ac-

quainted in part, with the primitive

barbarians who inhabited the lowlands

of Holland in the north, we should find

their manners and customs preserved,

not only in outline, but in detail and cir-

cumstance, among the broad-shouldered

and florid Saxons who followed Egbert

and Alfred in their battles with the

Danes, and upon whose rugged nature

still rests the superstructure of British

greatness. The clatter of their ale-

horns, the ring of their battle-axes,

their barbarian laughter, and their

snatches of savage song would be heard

repeated in the jocular hilarity and

boisterous mirth of Chaucer's bantering

pilgrims, in the wild uproar and vulgar-

ity of vShakespeare's taverns and battle-

fields, and even faintly echoed through

the mist and gauze of the refined and

beautiful epics of the late Laureate of

England.

By carefully weighing the foregoing

considerations we are able to see the

means by which the Monumental re-
•^ mains the cer-

character and methods of tain evidence of
-.

.

~ - . ^ . , prehistoric con-
lite oi prehistoric peoples ditions.

may be in some measure comprehended.

The inquirer will, of course, in the first

place examine all the existing remains
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which the peoples of antiquity have left

behind. A monument, unless misjudged

as to its design and character, consti-

tutes the fundamental evidence with re-

gard to the men who reared it. It gives

the only primary testimony, and may be

relied upon with absolute faith as to its

verity and significance.

Monumental remains are even more
certain in their testimony, more absolute

in their fidelity to the facts which they

represent, than arc the best historical

writings produced by man. The latter

are always in some sense

warped from the image of

truth. They bear the impress

of the annalist or historian

from whose brain they were

evolved. They are tinged with

a thousand prejudices of the

passing age. But the monu-

ment is unconscious. It has

no prejudices or passions. It

belongs to no sect or party, and

is unbiased in its evidence by

any personal equation. No
conscious force of human caprice has

been impressed upon it. It stands in

naked austerity a solemn witness of the

purposes and genius of the people who
reared it.

In the second place the inquirer inay,

as we have seen, depend in large meas-

Deductions ure upon the fidelity of man-

tyZ^^Z^ft ners and customs. These
and customs. have bccu perpetuated from

age to age, and there is no doubt that

the earliest, even the unconscious, move-

ments of mankind on the earth are to a

considerable extent reflected and por-

trayed in the existing habits of barbari-

ans. Allowance must be made for the

deflection of human nature under the in-

fluences of time and circumstance. It

must always be remembered that the

evidence in this case is not absolute and

indubitable as in the testimony deduced

from monumental remains. But man-
ners and customs are, nevertheless,

trustworthy indications of the past con-

dition of the human race. Mere tradi-

tion may not be trusted. We have seen

the absurdity and brevity of the legend-

ary part of barbarian history. Traditional

forms of thought, as they are passed

from tongue to tongue among the bar-

barous tribes of men, have an independ-

ent interest of their own, just as the

fictions and extravasfant imaeinations of

PERSISTENCY OF CUSTOMS—MOURNING WOMEN OF OLD EGYPT.
From the entablature found in the tomb of Ptah-Hotep, at Thebes.

children may prove of interest to the

metaphysician and philosopher. But the

story told by the child must not be ac-

cepted in the court of higher reason as

an evidence of its own origin or the

methods of its previous life. We are

thus virtually limited in our incjuiry

concerning the prehistoric condition of

luen to the two general conditions here

indicated, namely, the monumental re-

mains which are preserved on the sur-

face of the earth as evidences of the men
who produced them, and the persistency

of manners and customs among the peo-

ples now inhabiting the world.

Another consideration here presents

itself and demands a brief inquiry. It

is the source or primary origin of bar-

barity. There is no doubt that in the

remotest antiquity which we are able to
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disccn^er by means of ethnic, linguistic,

and archaeological study, tribes of men
struggled for a precarious

Inquiry into the .

'^'^

primary origin existcnce ou the earth m a
of barbarism. t-,. r xi c icondition or the protound-

est savagery. Nor is there any doubt

that similar races still possess a consider-

able portion of the surface of our planet,

living thereon in a conditi<^n of animal-

ity which must be seen in order to be

realized in its profound abasement and

savage degradation. But what is the

oriirin of this degradation? How has it

happened that men have come into such

relations of depravity and gloom? In

what way may the degrading barbarism

of the ancient world or the equally low

condition of the outlying savage races of

the present time be rationally accounted

for and exj^lained?

Two principal theories have been ad-

vanced in answer to these questions.

Two expiana- They are diametrically o^-
tory theories of

^i
•

^| • ^j
jthe source of the l

barbaric state, they present (^f the history

of the human race. The first is the

theory of the descent of mankind from

a primitive high estate to the fenlands

of barbarism. In this view of the case

the first condition of the human family

was one of elevation, of refinement, of

knowledge, of power. But from this high

plane of primitive purity, excellence,

and greatness mankind has descended

to lower and lower grades of being until,

in remote antiquity where the ethnolo-

gist first discovers the primeval peoples,

they wallowed in savagery and degrada-

tion. The first age was the age of gold.

Then came the lapse from the noble

estate with Avhich the race was started,

the swift decline of the dispersed and
broken fugitives, the loss of former reason

and spirituality, until the gloom of bar-

barism settled around all the horizon of

human life, and naked savages were seen

by the river banks and in the shadows

of the forest.

All the evidences of barbarism—so

the hypothesis continues—which the his-

torian and archaeologist discover in exist-

ing and extinct races are Hypothesis of

but the results of this lapse L'^/.^dTom
and ruin of the human an age of gold,

family. All the efforts which have been

put forth for the elevation of mankind
are only the broken and half-hopeless

struggle to restore the human race to its

pristine glory ; and the heavy forces

which impede the progress and the high-

er development of men are but the re-

sidual poison and malevolent habits which

they have acquired, as they would ac-

quire the infection of disease, in the

course of their descent and the groveling

of their low estate. Such in brief is the

general view which has long prevailed

relative to the origin of savagery in the

huiTian family.

Directly opposed to this hypothesis is

the theory that the true original condi-

tion of men in the world

was one of a low

animality, and that all sub- savagery.

sequent movements of mankind have

been along the lines of an evolution

which is gradually lifting the human
race through hard and tortuous proc-

esses to a higher plane. In some favored

situations this evolutionary force has al-

ready, in different ages, brought certain

peoples out of barbarism into the light

of reason and at least the beginnings of

civilization. In other places and under

less favorable conditions the primitive

state still abounds, and men have grown
but little from the merely animal life

with which they were projected into the

world. All the movements of history,

according to this hypothesis, have a

common trend toward the production of

a complete man and a perfect society.

Belief that the

Trnrlfi of beginning of^laue Oi
man-life was in
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In the struggle to reach this end some

peoples go to the front, others lag, and

still others drop into nonentity. Some
become self-conscious and display those

high and generous activities which in

the aggregate go by the name of civili-

zation, and others remain on lower levels,

or even in the original sloughs of bar-

barism. The civilized forms of life, ac-

stone, or half-naked fishermen dragging

their nets and boats to shore on solitary

coasts. The further the lines of human
life are traced backward the more pro-

foundly do they penetrate a world where
reason is absent and bestiality prevails.

Out of this primitive state the more
vigorous of the savage peoples, by toil-

some ascent and painful struggles,

BARBARISM ILI,USTRATED—ANCIENT FISHINC, SCKXE.—Drawn by Riou.

cording to this view of human history,

are merely the survival and develop-

ment of those better activities which

have been found to be of benefit to the

race.

It thus happens that when the eth-

nologist and the historian begin an

Elaboration of examination of the past

they find savagery as

the bottom fact. The first

discoverable men are rude hunters

smiting wild beasts with weapons of

this view; argu
merits in its sup
port.

gradually emerge into conscious exist-

ence. They expand in their intellectual

powers, invent superior forms of utter-

ance and a pictorial representation of

thought, write their words by means of

symbols, record the story of their own
deeds, mass themselves into strong com-

munities, begin to reason about the

origin of the world and the course of

nature, and finally take up the chant of

epic poetry. Which, then, of these two

contradictory theories will better ex-
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plain the existence and origin of bar-

barism ?

Many arguments may be sincerely

advanced in favor of each hypothesis. It

is the duty of history to deal candidly

with all questions, to have no prejudice

and no fear. The time has arrived in

the course of human events when the

great problems of the past may l)c con-

sidered with calmness and courage. No
blind fanaticism for one t)r the other of

antagonistic theories should any longer

sway the decision of an inquiry which is

of so great an interest, and the sohition

of Avhich in one Avay or the other can

liardly change the great movement of

mankind toward the higher develop-

ments and grander activities of the

future. In behalf of the h3-pothesis of

the descent of mankind from an original

high estate into conditions of savagery,

several facts and arguments may be

truthfully advanced

:

1 . In the first place, the traditions of

nations, especially in that part of their

career when they have themselves just

emerged from the barbarous condition,

generally recount an original age of gold

which their fathers enjoved
Race traditions

. .

generally point and ill wliich thev Avcre the
to an age of gold. . .

" ,y .

great participants. A' early

all the vigorous races of antiquitv that

played important parts in the ancient

world had traditional beliefs of this

kind. They looked back through the

mists and obscurities of their owui age

and the ages immediately preceding to

an epoch of splendor and renown in

which their heroic fathers were seen afar

as tall trees walking. All the early

theogony and cosmogony of the ancients

as depicted in their philosophical sys-

tems, their myths, their epic and dra-

matic poetry, were touched and flecked in

every part with the traces of this belief.

It can not be well explained why the

greatest peoples of the ancient world

should have held and propagated such

\

opinions respecting their Difficulty of ac-

ancestry and the state of ^^^j^^^J^^
society out of which they such a belief,

were descended, unless there had been

some ground for such belief. Looked

at as an abstract question, it a^^pears

more rational that the bards and myth-

makers of the primitive world should

have chosen to glorify themselves and

the passing age by representing" their

descent as issuing from darkness and

barbarism, rather than to picture them-

selves as degraded from a godlike an-

cestry. It is not certain in which way
the half-conscious intellect of the primi-

tive man Avould w^ork or by Avhat laws it

would be guided in the development of

traditional beliefs. But the fact remains

that the greater part of the best teach-

ers of antiquity believed themselves the

offspring of a great paternity, and that

back of the barbarities of their own age

and the immediate ages of their fathers

lay a resplendent age of gold, from

Avhose heights and heroic activities men
had descended by gradations into a low

estate.

2. In the next place, it may be well

urged that many nations wdthiii the his-

torical era have actually Actual examples

declined from higher into ^^^tSSSL
lower conditions. In fact, of races,

all the great nations once in possession

of the better parts of the world, once

organized into tremendous communities,

once filling the streets of magnificent

cities, once directing the commerce,

cultivating the arts and controlling the

energies of mankind, once gathering

into vast treasure-houses the resources

of the world and sending forth invinci-

ble armies for the conquest of Gentiles

and barbarians, have now disappeared

from among the powers, and are known
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only by annals and memorials. It is

also true that these great nations have,

as a rule, not gone out by sudden eclipse

and extinction, but

they have rather fallen

away by degrees, re-

laxed, insensibly at

first and sensibly af-

terwards, their hold of

power, and crumbled

away until attack from

without and feeble-

ness from within have

joined their forces to

complete an inevitable

downfall.

It is hardly needed

to recite examples of

national decay. It is

almost superfluous to

recount the tremen-

dous domination once

established in the val-

ley of the Nile, now
represented by Arab
sheiks, miserable col-

lections of degenerate

Copts in squalid vil-

lages, and a few de-

graded fellahs plow-

ing with oxen in the

glebe by the river

banks. The early

Chaldsean empire at

the mouth of the Eu-

phrates has left only

scattered monumental
traces. The glory of

the Assyrians and of

the later Babylonians

has passed forever

from the valley of the

two great rivers.

The tremendous Turcomans, iron for-

gers at the first from the mines

of the Altais, who came as conquerors

25

into Western Asia, surrounded the city

of Constantine and made it their capital,

are now degenerated into the opium

EXAMPLE OF RACE DETERIORATION—RUBKISH-BEARER OF EGYPT,

Drawn by Gustave Richter.

smokers and harem builders of the Bos-

phorus. The splendor of Athens and

the glory of the Athenian intellect have
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given way, through long ages, to for-

eign domination, and the traveler stands

sad-hearted among the ruins of the

Acropolis, or marks with astonishment

EXAMPLE OF RACE DETERIORATION—ROMAN BEGGARS.

the miserable goat houses built over the

oracle of Delphi. The Rome of an-

tiquitv, whose solid walls of stone and

tremendous legions clanking their armor

on the stone slabs of the Appian Way
have become only a tradition and a

name, has shrunk from her ancient cir-

cuit of the hills to a commonplace city,

the throne of superstition and conserva-

tism, and haunt of beggary.

3. The care-

ful reader of

the preceding

pages Avill not

have failed to

note that many
of the monu-
mental re-

mains of an-

tiquitybetoken

unmistakably

the energies

and genius of

a superior peo-

ple. Some of

the most prim-

itive memori-

als of the hu-

man race are

among the
most convinc-

ing and sub-

stantial evi-

dences of

power and
grandeur. The
granite obe-

lisks and pyra-

mids of Egypt,

the so-called

Cyclopean
ruins in
Greece, the old

Etruscan aque-

-J ducts, such as

the Cloaca
Maxima at Rome, the great military

mounds and fortifications Monumental re-

N.-i « • -I mains indica.te
orth America, and the greatness of

particularly the Peruvian ancient peoples,

ruins on the plateau of the Andes, mark

and emphasize the activities of races of
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men hardly inferior to the strongest and

most skillful known in history. It will

be remembered that in many of these

loealities barbarism long- flourished and

ran rampant after the tremendous

monuments reared by preceding civil-

ized peoples had gone down to ruins.

The Peruvian monuments were in their

origin as far anterior to the domination

of the Incas as the Incas are remote

from the Peruvians of to-day. The
earthworks and mounds of North Amer-
ica antedate the epoch of the Red men
by a span of ages. The massive foun-

dations laid by the Etruscans in their

own district and in Latium are far more

ancient than even the traditions of the

primitive Latin race. So also are the

Cyclopean remains of Greece far more
remote than even the age of the heroes

;

and as to the monuments of Egypt, it is

sufficient to say that the oldest of them
are the grandest and most enduring.

4. In the fourth place, the evidence

of language points to a primitive condi-

tion of mankind in which
Language seems
to have begun in the intelligence and
an age ofreason. . -

reason were the supreme

characteristics. Whatever may have

been the origin of human speech, it is

clearly a rational product. The oldest

languages with which we are acquainted

are the most perfect in their kind. If

we consider that great group which Ave

call the Aryan, or the Indo-European,

languages, we find them to improve as

we trace up their descent toward their

origin. This is to say that, as a rule, the

older dialectical form is fuller, more

complete, and more rational than its

descendent derivative. The modern

languages of Western Europe are, as a

rule, devoid of grainmatical structure,

and are in reality rather the detritus of

a perfect speech than the speech itself.

The AnQ:lo-Saxon tongue had a more

extensive grammar, if not a fuller vo-

cabulary, than the luiglish of to-day.

Moesogothic was richer in inflections and
rational forms than its descendent Ger-

man. Latin was more inflected and

developed than Gothic, and Greek pre-

served many of the forms which had

already decayed and fallen out of Latin.

Sanskrit was far more nearly perfect in

its structure and inflections than any

later Aryan tongue. With its eight

cases and three numbers for nouns, wath

its full verbal development and its in-

flected adjectives, it stands to-day as

perhaps the most complete structural ex-

pression of human thought. Thus we
see that the higher we trace the streams

of the Indo-European languages, the

broader and fuller are the forms which

we encounter. Not a trace of evidence

is discoverable that any one of the multi-

farious languages descended from this

common source had an origin in bar-

barian ejaculations, or in any form of

irrational utterance. And if we look

still more closely into some standard

form of this speech wx shall find that

it has been evolved by the logical proc-

esses of abstraction and generalization,

the noun being derived from the verb

and the adjective from the noun, by an

evident effort to abstract a substance or

thing from an action and a quality from

a substance.

It will thus be seen that inany reasons

may be assigned for accepting and per-

petuating the old-time be- Arguments may

liefs of the human race in "^^^^
the splendor of its own posmg theory,

ancestry and the reality of the age of

gold. But, on the other hand, many
reasons may be given for rejecting such

belief and putting in its place the hy-

pothesis of an ascent from barbarism

instead of a descent from heroes. Titans,

and gods. The principal arguments in
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favor of the theory of savagery as the

original eondition of mankind may l3e

stated as follows

:

I. Our first actual historical knowl-

edg'e reaching into the past touches only

Backwardiook Conditions of Ixarbarism.

To the historian or ethnol-

ogist the primeval state of

man, as seen from his point of view, ap-

of history reaclv

es barbaric be-
ginnings.

of progress and development have, mani-

festly, been borne forward bv evolution-

ary forces out of barbarian conditions

only a little more remote than the peo-

ples themselves. Such nations as the

primitive Greeks were evidently result-

ant from an agglomeration of semicivil-

ized tribes who, settling down from

migratorv habits, entered into union

BARHARl.W l.Il-'b: ILLUSTRATFJ).—Chase in the Age of Bronze.—Drawn by Rii)U.

pears to be one of savagery. It is true

that many nations are discovered in the

far horizon of antiquity that on our ear-

liest acquaintance with them appear al-

ready in a state of intellectual activity and

swift progress toward the civilized forms

of life. But close scrutiny will discover

j)/st hcJiind tJicvi a lower tribal condition,

and behind that a still lower. In other

words, the peoples who on our first ac-

quaintance with them appear in a state

with each other and began to develop

into rational activities. So also of the

Roman gens in Latium and other parts

of the Italic peninsula.

All this is a statement of the case as it

stands in the backward vision of the his-

torian or ethnologist. His actual ac-

quaintance with the races of men can

not well penetrate beyond the conditions

of savagery which lie sees, and ascend to

a primeval of intellectual elevation and
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social happiness which he docs not sec.

He need not deny the existence of such

a primitive state, but his discernment

can not reach it throu<'-h the interveninof

darkness.

2 . Not only is the first discernible con-

dition of mankind one of barbarism, but

Races are dis- the evidence of an emer-
coverable in the
actual process 2;ence therefrom is abm
of evolution. jaut. This IS to say that

under the eye of history early peoples,

savage or half-savage in their manners,

are in many instances seen in the actual

process of evolution toward the higher form
of rational existence. No condition in

the primitive annals of mankind is more
certainly established than the fact that

peoples do improve. They are seen to do

it. If we measure the condition of a

barbarous tribe and compare it with the

condition of the same people after a cen-

tury or two centuries of growth, we can

•easily discover the process of evolution

and its results.

It must be confessed that the improve-

ment of barbarian races is in many cases

Slow rate of race slow^-paccd. Scarcely notice-

;Sr;Slv"e~Jr ^ble after the lapse of a long
agery. period. It may even be

admitted that many barbarous peoples

have not improved at all. It is probably

true that the original forces with which

some tribes are impressed are not suffi-

cient to bring them out of the savasre

state. They continue as they were from

age to age. They become as fixed in

their habits and methods of life as are

the birds and beasts. They build as the

beaver builds, and the concept of a high-

er state is totally wanting in their under-

standing. But in inost instances there

is a forward march—slow it inay be, but

still a mo\'ement that may be seen and

measured.

History is filled with illustrations of

human development. Tribes become

peoples. Peoples become states and
kingdoms and nations. The expansive

force of the social and civil History replete

instinct in man is seen ^ith e-^ampies
oi human devel-

working powerfully in the opment.

evolution of higher forms of activit\- and
better expressions of right reason. The
whole story of the human career is in

good part a story of progress, ameliora-

tion, development. It is the law of life.

The human race shares it in common
with all other forms and modes of exist-

ence. Aye, it is most manifest in man.
In him the evolution is strongfest, and
the tendency toward a higher state—the

dreaiTL of something beyond and above

—

is always discernible in his actions and
language. The roving tribes in ancient

Hellas became the bronze-clad warriors

of the heroic age. The returninof war-

riors became the rhapsodists and orators

of the age of patriotism ; and the rhapso-

dists and orators became the philosophers

and poets of the most intellectual epoch

of the human race. The robbers o-ath-

ered on the Capitoline Hill plant a city

and organize a state. Their wolfish

manners give way to the culture of the

market place and the early forum. An-
other evolution, and we see the senate

-

house, the tribune, and the temple. vStill

another, and the marble-built city, with

its marching armies and citizens in toQ-a,

its columns, its busts, its trophies, its

roaring circus with its multitudes are

seen— finally the domination of the

world.

In subject Gaul the half-savage and
wli/:)lly barbarous Franks hoist their chief-

tain on their shields, and Clovis appears

as the primitive king of a The Greek evo-

primitive people. Further ^^rtifaT^fSf
on are Charlemagne and G-auis.

his school of the palace. Already they

are reading the annals of the past, send-

ing polite messages to Haroun-al-Rashid,
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and studying' the stars. vStill further on,

Godfrey and Raymond and vSaint Loins

o-ather their hehneted warriors and, un-o
der an ideal enthusiasin, would reseue the

tomb of the Christ from, barbarians and

infidels. Further on stands forth the

Freneh nation, breaking- the fetters of

feudalism, rising through the bloodiest

of revolutions into a splendor and free-

dom hitherto unknown among the peo-

ples of the earth—Napoleon the Great,

splendor of the Plantagenets ; the greater

glory of Shakespeare and the bards ; the

establishment of liberty by war; over-

throw and rebuilding ; emergence ; Eng-

lish liberty ; the colonization of the

world ; the triumph of letters and art.

Everywhere the story is the same.

Progress and development, the first law.

Foundations are laid ; then comes con-

quest, first of savagery and then of the

forces of nature—-the bending down of

THREE STAGES OF CIVILIZATION ILLUSTRATED—SKETCH FROM FORT LARAMIE.

his conquering armies, victory, renown,

the republic.

In the oak woods of primeval Britain

are the barbarian vSaxons gathered around

Rise of the Sax- their chicfs. They have

b:;is^S^S:- filled themselves with raw
i^®ss. meats, coarse cheese, and

fiery drinks, but they found their petty

states — a heptarchy of possibilities.

Then come Egbert and Alfred and the

foundations of the immoA'able kingdom;

the Conqueror; Chaucer; the mediaeval

the tremendous energies of the material

world to the purposes of human will and

endeavor—the mastery of the earth and

its fullness. All these are the very

law, the fundamental method of human
existence on the earth. These facts are

palpable. They are seen and touched.

They are known and manifest ; and in so

far as they are the demonstrable rule by

which mankind are guided, it appears

tmdeniable that the history of humanity

is the history of a development from a
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lower into a higher form of life—from

barbari,sm to civilization.

3 . In the third place it must be acknowl-

edged that the condition into which

many civilized nations have fallen and

The fallen estate relapsed is a Condition very
of races differs j-jx j. j- j/j r ,.

wholly from sav- ^^^Jf^'rcnt from that of privii-

^s'^i'y- the savagery. It would seem
that nations having once occupied a

high plane of political and intellectual

power do indeed lapse into effeminacy,

vice, slavery, and moral degradation

;

but they do not become barbarous or

savage. We should look in vain for a

single instance in which a civilized peo-

ple, whether of ancient or modern times,

has fallen back into an aspect of life at

all analogous to that of the cave dwell-

ers of Europe or the Red men of North

America. They do indeed relapse. The
heroic Greeks of the fourth century

B. C. have become the degenerate weak-

lings of modern Greece. The Romans
of the sturdy republic have left as their

descendants the mendicant musicians of

Florence, the dirty boatmen of the

Venetian canals, and the lazzaroni of

Naples. The Spanish warriors and

navigators of the fifteenth and sixteenth

centuries who found a new world and

took it for their sovereign, have as their

living representatives the mandolin

players of Cadiz and the brandishers of

stilettos in the half-lighted streets of

Madrid. The evidence of retrogression

and decay is sufficiently striking to the

philosopher and painful to the philan-

thropist. But the modern Greeks, the

Italians, and the degenerate Spaniards of

to-day have no likeness or kinship with

the savage races whom w^e discover on

the further confines of history. This is

to say that the ascending and descend-

ing phases of national life present whol-

ly diverse aspects ; insomuch that one

can scarcely be compared with the

other. The true savage appears to have
in him the potency of the time to come,

while the elfeminated and degraded de-

scendant of a great ancestry has in him
only the potency of death. In so far as

this dissimilarity between the barbarian,

under the influence of forces that may
bring him into the civilized state, and
the depraved posterity of great ancestry

does exist as a fact, it seems to be an

evidence of the original barbarity of all

peoples and the evolution of a few into

the higher forms of life, rather than an

evidence of the relapse of races into

original savagery.

4. The believer in the hypothesis of

an ascending movement of human nature

from a primitive savage Monuments and

condition into lio-ht and languages have
COUUiLioii iiiLO 11^,11 L aiJU

ijehind them low

freedom and g r e a t n e s s, conditions,

may w^ell urge that the great monumental

remains of the remotest antic[uity and

the perfected languages which we find

at the daydawn of civilization are the

work of races which had already passed

throiigJi the stages of development from

orio'inal barbarism to the hio'her condi-

tions of life. In our present state of

knowledge it would be rash to allege

that the striking memorials of civiliza-

tion belonging to the remotest antiquity

are certainly the work of peoples who
had been developed from savagery

through preceding ages of discipline and

endeavor ; but it would be equally rash

to allege that such memorials of pri-

meval greatness are the work of nations

who began their career in civilization

and enlighteninent. So also of human
speech. It is true that such languages

as the Sanskrit appear as the highest

"rammatical and logical formulae which

have ever been invented for the expres-

sion of human thought, and that sub-

sequent linguistic developments have

been, so far as the structural forms of
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speech are concerned, retrogressive

rather than progressive. But no one

can say that the apparition of vSanskrit

was not itself the result of preceding

ages of progress and development.

On the ^Yh<)le, it appears rather

against right reason than in conforniit}^

Not reasonable with Avhat WC kn<-)W of the
that perfected

iii^nian mind and its princi-
languages began J-

atonce. plcS of growth tO SUppOSC

that a vast structure of speech like the

Sanskrit should come forth at one effort

from the brain and tongue of a perfect

race. It would seem too much a marvel

that the Aryan house-folk of the primi-

tive Indian valleys should have begun to

speak with the perfected formulae of

lano-uao'e. It is not alleged that such a

phenomenon is impossible, but the

development of a language from small

beginnings and in constant correlation

with the opening powers of the mind
seems to conform more nearly with the

progressive order of human nature and

of universal nature than the sudden

phenomenal efflorescence and fruitage of

a full-erown laneuaee.

vSuch, then, are the principal argu-

ments for and against the theories which

have been advanced to explain the fact

of barbarism. Both views of the begin-

nings of the barbaric life have been sus-

tained with such hot contentions as are

born of preconception. The historian

may frankly admit that the arguments

on either side are Aveighty and important,

and if for the present he suspends a judg-

ment, it will not be thought to proceed

from a reluctance to decide according to

the evidence before him, but rather from

the incompleteness of the data thus far

attainable. Meanwhile the argument

strongly preponderates toward that the-

ory which makes barbarism and savagery

to have been the primitive condition of

mankind, and civilization to be the result-

ant of the slow processes of ethnic evolu-

tion. The statement of the various

reasons for and against such a view pre-

sented in the current chapter has been

given as a digressive study, preparatory

to a notice of some of the general and ac-

tual conditions of barbarism, and to that

great topic we now turn our attention.

Chapter XXII.—Barbarism: It^lustrated.

T is painful to reflect

how great a portion

of the earth is still

under the dominion of

savage races. Europe,

the smallest of the

continents, has long

emerged from her primitive condition.

Large tracts of Asia have been occupied

by civili/.cd nations from a remote an-

tiquity. A new world has within the

last three centuries been reclaimed. A
powerful race has planted itself in place

of the scattered abori"'ines. vSouth

America has, within the current century

at least, presented the redeeming aspect

of Latin civilization. But Large areas of

the rest of the world is still '^ZTJ^^
dominated by races of men barbarism,

whose manners and customs lie close to

original barbarity. The islands of the

sea present some of the most striking

aspects of this current savagery of

mankind. Africa throughout nearly its

whole extent is untouched with the sun-

shine of the higher life. The boreal

regions, whether in the Old World or the

New, are still occupied by races on a
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very low plane of development. It is

among- such peoples that we must now
seek and find our examples of existing

Filthiness of
barbaric life

;

example of Hot
tentots.

NATIVE AUSTRALIAN FKOM THE DARLING RIVER

(headdress of FEATHERS).

forms of barbarity in illustration of the

prehistoric life of man.

One of the most striking facts in con-

nection with the savagery of the human
race is filth. There is

perhaps no single example

among' aboriginal tribes

of anything like cleanliness. Those
dispositions which we observe in many
birds and animals to plume and cleanse

themselves and to protect their nests

and lairs from the grosser forms of filth

are strangely absent among the ruder

savages. The historian Kolben has re-

marked of the Hottentots that they may
be regarded as the filthiest animals in

the world ! Not content with the offen-

sive accumulations of nature and con-

stant contact with the dirt, they actually

cultivate gross forms of defilement, ren-

dering them in their personal habits re-

pulsive and disgusting to the last degree.

In his description of these heathen the

author says: "Their bodies were cov-

ered with grease, their clothes were
never washed, and their hair was loaded

from day to day with such a quantity of

soot and fat, and it gathers so much dust

and other filth, which they leave to clot

and harden in it, for they never cleanse

it, that it looks like a crust or cap of

black mortar. They wore a skin over

the back, fastened in front. They
carried this as long as they lived, and
were buried in it when they died. Their

only other garment was a sc[uare piece

of skin, tied around the waist by a

string, and left to hang down in front.

In winter, however, they sometimes

used a cap. For ornaments they wore

rings of iron, copper, ivory, or leather.

The latter had the advantage of serving

for food in bad times."

TYPES OF SAVAGERY—BUSHMAN WOMAN AND CHILDREN.

The bath has been practiced by nearly

all peoples, whether savage or civilized.

But among heathen tribes the act is
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performed with little respect to personal

purification. The sensuous ehano'e of

Savages bathe temperature, from cold to

ratiSrSan'puri- ^arm or from warm to cold,

fication. with the mere pleasure of

splashing like a porpoise in the surf,

seems to constitute the barbarous idea

of the bath. Instead of desiring- to

purify themselves from all animal taint,

from defilement, from those offensive

odors which are peculiar to tribes in low

condition, such peoples seem to take

pleasure in intensifying the disgusting

peculiarities of the beast-life which they

live. It requires many ages of develop-

ment, as a rule, to change this horrid

instinct and to substitute therefor the

instinct of personal purity. It is in

proof that as low in race development

as the begfinninofs of barbarous soncj

savages are accustomed to refer, in their

rude rhapsodies, to the offensiveness of

their bodies, and to rejoice in it as an

element of merit and preeminence !

The Hottentots are also a good ex-

ample of other debasing usages. The

Filth in food gathering, preparation,

fi^lt p:;4?nai and taking of food may be
^abit. cited as a second strongly

discriminating feature of human life.

One must needs reflect upon the vast

difference in the method of refined eat-

ing and that of barbarism. The savage

man eats very much after the manner
of brutes. As to materials, he selects

first of all native roots and wild fruits,

such as yield themselves readily to his

appetite, without cultivation or much
search. The proportion of animal food

in tropical countries is always consider-

ably less than in higher latitudes, but

the Hottentots are none the less great

eaters of meat. As a rule, they take

their flesh food raw. If they cook it at

all they prefer a kind of broil in the blood

of the animal, the whole being mixed

with milk. Xo pains whatever are

taken for cleanliness, either of the meat

itself or of the utensils. Unless the

meat is thus taken fresh in the blood

they prefer to let it remain until it is

half-putrid, regarding the odor and

taste of decaying flesh as delicious.

Such other victuals as they possess are

boiled in leathern sacks, among heated

stones. Sometimes earthen pots are

used. The materials of the larder are

kept in leathern bags, in the bladders of

animals, or in baskets rudely constructed

of rushes. Tobacco is in common use

by the people, and is' carried in pouches

made of the skins of animals. The pipe

is of stone or wood. The whole stock

of provisions is borne from hut to hut,

or from one camping place to another.

Australia, on the whole, furnishes one

of the most interesting and satisfactory

fields in which to study Australians an

the native aspects of hu- J^SL^^-
man life. The barbarians agery.

inhabiting this island-continent when it

became known to the European nations

were as truly aboriginal in their charac-

ter as any people with whom scientific

observation has had to deal. Nor can it

be said that the lapse of time since the

coast regions of Australia fell under the

dominion of civilization has materially

changed the native inhabitants. They
are to-day virtually as they were when
they were first made known to the West-

ern nations. And it is still possible to

study their manners and customs with-

out having to make allowance for the

influence of other peoples upon them.

The Australian houses are perhaps

the smallest and most insignificant which

have ever been used as human abodes.

They are scarcely large enough to con-

tain a single person. They are shaped

much like an inverted oven. The frame-

work consists of a series of reeds, not
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more than an inch in diameter, bent

over so as to bring the two ends to the

earth, in which they are driven. The
covering of the liut is of palm leaves or

bark, and the protection afforded to the

inhabitant is very small. One side of

the hovel is open, and there is little pre-

tense of shelter. When the inhabitant

enters he must sit or lie down, as the

concavity overhead is not high enough

to permit him to stand. No evidences

of artistic taste or adornment have been

discovered in connection with these

primitive habitations. Nor could such

houses avail anything in a country whose

climate was less mild than that of Aus-

tralia. Manv inhabitants go without

houses at all, sleeping on the ground

and making no effort to secure a local

habitation of their own. In some places

the effort at housebuilding proceeds

only so far as setting up two or three

poles and leaning against them large

pieces of bark, forming a sloping roof,

which furnishes a simple protection from

the sun and wind.

In matters of taste and cleanliness,

the Australians are but little superior to

the Hottentots. Their personal appear-

ance approaches somewhat
Feeding as the
beasts; the the better type of human-
whale carnival. .. i,,i -\ •^ ^ ^ •,

ity, but the daily habits

of life are low down among the elements

of savagery. The food of the people

consists of roots and nuts, certain kinds

of wood fungus, or mushroom, shellfish,

frogs, snakes, worms, moths, birds,

birds' eggs, turtles, dogs, kangaroos,

seals, and sometimes whales. All of

these things, however, or nearly all, are

eaten without preparation, and are taken

with no sense of cleanliness or decency.

It will be seen from their list of edibles

that most of the articles are such as may
be grabbled from the earth or the sea-

shore. The kangaroo is a wild, fleet

animal, and is taken with considerable

difficulty. The dog is only eaten under
stress of hunger and necessity.

The whale is, of course, beyond the

reach of capture to these barbarians, but

he is sometimes stranded from the deep

or washed up dead on the shore. When
this happens bonfires are kindled as a

vSignal, and there is a holiday for the na-

tives. It is their great providence, which

they accept with as much gratitude as

they are capable of knowing. The in-

habitants gather from the region about,

and pounce upon the carcass with the

avidity of beasts. It makes no differ-

ence in what stage of putridity the flesh

may be. They gorge themselves to ut-

ter repletion. They clamber about the

dead body, and quarrel for the choicer

parts. Notwithstanding the heat of the

climate, they stuff themselves with blub-

ber until they are distended with the

fatty mass. They eat holes into the in-

terior, and go inside to find what they

can not devour. They smear themselves

with the offensive oil, and remain for

days together half-suffocated around the

scene of their feast. Perhaps the an-

nals of barbarism furnish no example of

bestiality more gross and revolting.

It is by no means intended in this

connection to give a full description of

the manners and customs The veddahs

of the Australians or of ^^:^S^
any other barbarous nation .

barbaric life.

The whole object in this part is to illus-

trate the primitive life of man by a few

citations from the current conditions of

savagery. In another part of the work

it will remain to illustrate more fully the

tribal condition of the barbarous peoples

lying along the outskirts of the civilized

world. In further illustration of the

present state of savage peoples, a few

citations may be made from the life of

the Veddahs, or aboriginal inhabitants
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of the island of Ceylon. These people

are among the rudest and most primitive

of any ^vith whom modern observers

have eome in eontact. They arc small

in stature, the adult male rarely reach-

ing- the height of five feet.

With the exception of a piece of skin

suspended in front of the body the Ved-

dahs go entirely naked. Their habits

are as coarse and low as those of the

other barbarians whom we have been

describing. They live upon the wild

products of the woods and by gathering-

shellfish from the shore. They are in

possession of axes and spears and bows

and arrows. These are employed almost

exclusively in the chase. The peculiar

feature of the Veddah life seems to be

its secretiveness, or silence. Even in

the hunt they are silent, attempting to

slip upon and strike their game un-

awares. The chase consists in a noise-

less approach to the animal which the

hunter wishes to take. In prosecuting

this kind of capture the natives adopt

several devices, the most prominent be-

ing the training of bison to the purposes

of the chase. The hunter hides behind

the tame animal, which is taught to feed

along so near to the wild one that the

hunter may spring from behind and

strike it down. It is a species of stalk-

ing, almost panther-like in its method

and success.

The Veddahs, like the Australians

and the Hottentots, have no social or

Marriage ctis- civil institutions, but one or
toms and domes-

^^^.^ customs are marked
tic code of the
Veddahs. for their peculiarity. They

do not indulge in polygamy, each man
having one wife, and the tribal code be-

ing very severe in demanding fidelity of

the one to the other. The rule, how-

ever, does not exclude intermarriage in

the family. Brothers and sisters may
luarry Vvdth impunity, subject only to the

restriction that the sister must be the

younger of the two. Otherwise the tribe

is scandalized.

The inhabitants of the Andaman
islands have been cited by somie travel-

ers as the lowest existing species of men.

In some respects it is doubt-
^

_ . Debased condi-

less true that their habits tionof theAn-
-, r 1-

r

r daman islanders.
and manner ot iiie are or

the most degraded and savage order.

They build their houses by planting four

rude posts, two being much lower than

the others. A rude, inclined roof is

thus formed of bamboo, palm leaves, and

bark. This is their only structure.

The people appear to live exclusively

upon the wild gifts of nature and by

means of the primitive chase. There is

a species of wild pigs that live in the

jungles, which are sometimes taken and

eaten by the natives. The best piece of

Andaman workmanship is the rude

canoe, hollowed by means of a stone

ax and fire. The people use the bow
and arrow, and point their missiles wdth

such bits of glass and iron as they are

able to gather from the wrecks of vessels.

Travelers have admired their skill in

marksmanship, which is generally accu-

rate to the distance of fifty yards. They
take fish by means of hooks and nets

and harpoons. It has been noted that

they are exceedingly agile in the water,

and the tradition exists that the diving

native is sometimes able, by the rapidity

of his action, to clutch a fish with his

unaided hand.

In their personal habits the Anda-

maners are exceedingly filthy and coarse.

They smear themselves
Filthiness of

with mud, and wear no personal habits

;

-, , 1 . rr^ j_j_ • -J.! uses ofthe dead.
clothing. Tattooing is the

common practice of the tribe, but the

cicatrices exhibit less skill in design

than in the case of other tribes. It is

the custom of the people to dig up and
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distribute the bones of the dead, the

skull being" reserved for the widow.

This she suspends by a cord around her

neck and uses as a casket for her orna-

ments and valuables ! It is believed that

these savages have not succeeded in

domesticating" any of the animals, though

it has been noted that tame fowls are

seen about their huts. For the rest,

their state is one of absolute savagery.

The same may be said of the Tasma-

nians. Captain Cook has left a record

Low estate of to the effect that these

uselndTeser!' peoplc have neither houses
vationoffire. nor clothcs. Nor does it

appear that they possessed canoes or

Dacota fire-drill bow. Iroquois fire-pump drill.

MANNER OF PRODUCING FIRE.

implements for taking fish. They seem

to subsist on mussels, cockles, and peri-

winkles. The bow and arrow were

wanting at the time of Cook's visit to

the island, the only weapon of the peo-

ple being a long wooden spear.

Most of the barbarians to whom we
have referred in the foregoing para-

graphs are acquainted with the use and

preservation of fire. The Australians

understand the method of kindling ma-
terials by friction. It is of record that

this knowledge does not extend to all

the tribes. In some districts the fire

goes out and must be relighted from the

resources of a neiefhborinof tribe. Most

of the natives, especially those of Tas-

mania, are very careful to avoid the

loss of their fire, and it is generally car-

ried about from place to place. It has

been noted that in Tasmania the duty of

preserving the fire is assigned to the

women, and they are held responsible

for its loss.

It is not intended in this connection to

discuss what may be called the moral

ideas of barbarians. Indeed, it might
be difficult to speak intelli- Moral ideas and

gently of what has little or t^::^^^
no existence. It is still in barians.

doubt whether the barbarous peoples re-

ferred to in the preceding pages have

any true concept of religion

or of its duties and ceremo-

nial. The inatter is in dispute

even by observant travelers

who have visited these coun-

tries and familiarized them-

selves with the manners and
customs of the people. It

has been recorded that

among the Australians cer-

tain dances and ceremonies

are celebrated, which would

seem to imply a service of re-

ligion. But this is doubt-

ful. It is not clear that the natives of

Australia, of Tasmania, and Ceylon

have any notion of a Supreme Being

or of a life after death. If such notions

do really exist they are in such a germi-

nal and undeveloped condition as to be

little indicative of a higher nature m the

people. Certain customs 'and obliga-

tions do exist among them, which are

observed under a sense of duty ; but it

may be fairl}^ alleged that no general

morality or religious bond exists.

If we leave the natives of these east-

ern waters and turn to those of the South

Pacific, we find at least two principal

races of barbarians. These are the Ne-
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grito peoples and the so-called Polyne-

sians. Among the most prominent of the

former may be mentioned
Character of the _,, ,

^
. ^ . . ^

Pelagian Blacks, the Black inhabitants or
or Sea Negroes. ,-, t^--- •

i i t ™ „the riji islands. In gen-

eral, they are of darker complexion than

the Polynesians, and are of larger stat-

ure and stronger frames. The features

are inore prominent and pronounced,

and the hair is frizzled. There are,

however, traces of Polynesian descent

discoverable in the Fijians, especially

in their language and in their manners

and customs. In their use of conso-

nants, and especially in the peculiarity of

placing /// or ;/ before the consonants b,

d, and g; the people appear to be of the

same linguistic family with the African

Nigritians.

The structures of the Fijians are, first

of all, their dwellings. These, however,

are much larger and more
Buildings and

i • i

furnishings of skillfully built than those
the Fijians. i • i i j. i •

which we have noted m
Australia. They are made for the most

part of the trunks of cocoa trees and

ferns framed in a rectangular manner,

somewhat like the log houses of pioneers

in North America, but by no means so

substantially built. Regular doorways

are made in the sides, and the houses

are as much as twenty or thirty feet in

leno^th, and sometimes fifteen feet in

height. In another variety of house the

posts are set up at intervals, like the

framework of a like building designed

by a modern carpenter, and the spaces

between the posts are filled with wicker

work of bamboo and palm branches.

The roof is thatched with .sugar cane and

fern leaves ; and, considering the mild-

ness of the climate, the abode may be

regarded as fairly convenient and com-

fortable. Hanging mats take the places

of door shutters. In the middle of the

floor some flat stones are laid down,

26

which serve the purpose of a hearth.

Here the fire is kept burning, and such

rude cooking is done as is known to the

people.

The Fijians surpass most other native

islanders in the building and manage-

ment of boats. They build Making and

their canoes with consider- ^rslTo^rnd
able skill, and have small pottery,

masts and sails. The framing of the

bottom is strongly done, and the joints

are calked and filled with a kind of

gum prepared from the bread-fruit tree.

When the islands were first known to

White men stone tools M-ere universally

employed, but thCvSe have given place

in part to the employment of iron.

Native materials are still used in the

fabrication of goods and in such rude

arts as are cultivated in the islands. The
natives have been observed in the work

of carving and engraving, using for

their tools the teeth of rats and mice.

They have a way of preparing knives

from the outside layer of the bamboo,

which is exceedingly hard and close.

After the blade of the implement has

been cut into shape, it is charred and

then brought to an edge so fine and

strong that the instrument can be used

in surgery. The Fijians understand

the art of pottery, but are unacquainted

with the use of the wheel. Their earth-

en vessels are manufactured by mere

handicraft, flat stones and slips of wood

being used by the women in bringing

the vessels into shape. This work is so

skillfully done as to resemble the prod-

uct of the turning Vvdieel, and it some-

times requires careful observation to

decide whether the vessel has been actu-

ally turned or wrought by hand. The

other tablewares of the Fijians are some-

what superior to those in common use

among barbarians. Forks are employed

in taking food, and other usages in-
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dicate at least the beginnings of refine-

ment.

The cannibalism of these islanders is

proverbial the world over. The eating

Open and as- of human flesli was tmtil

recent times the universal

practice. It was done as a

matter of course, and without the slight-

tounding can-
nibalism of the
Fijians.

fowl among civilized peoples. Any one
might kill and eat his own women. It

is in evidence that the Fijian looked

upon his living companions with con-

stant regard to their edibility. It was
the custom of those who expected to

feast upon young women and boys to

speak of the lusciousness of their in-

BARBARISM ILLUSTRATED.—Fijian in a Banana Grove—Drawn by Thiriat, from a photograph.

est repugnance or disgust. It was the

custom, first of all, to eat the bodies of

the enemy slain or taken in battle.

Those recently killed were preferred,

but it was not against usage to eat the

bodies of those who had been dead for

a considerable period. Young people,

especially girls, were chosen for the

feast. The preliminary murder was no
more regarded than the slaughter of a

tended victims. It has been declared,

with probable truth, that the Fijians have

no word in their language to denote a hu-

man bodyexcept such as convey the notion

of food. One of the common descriptive

epithets of human flesh is puaka balava,

which signifies '
' long pig

!

" it is impos-

sible to convey an impression sufficiently

horrifying of the cannibalism of these

people and its attendant degradation.
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The manner of life among the Red
barbarians of North • America is suffi-

ciently well known, at least to readers

in our own country. The investigations

Barbarism iUus- of Schoolcraft and Morgan
and a score of other dis-

tinguished and painstaking

writers have revealed to the American

people, in an imperishable record, the

customs, beliefs, and habits of those pe-

trated from na-

tive races of
America.

ing all the way around from Siberia to

Greenland and from Greenland to Si-

beria. By race affinity they are allied

to the North American Indians, but it

is also clear from their physiognomy
and other ethnic traits that they have a

kinship to the Chinese and the Tartars.

It may be of interest, in passing, to

note the fact that in several other in-

stances in ethnic history we have the

BARBARISM ILLUSTRATED—Esquimau Huts at Etah.—Drawn by A. de NeuviUe.

culiar tribes of the woods who preceded

the White race on this continent. It is

not needed, therefore, in this connec-

tion to make any extended citations

from the manners and customs of our

Indian races in illustration of the prob-

able methods of antiquity. In the case

of the Esquimaux, however, the matter

is different. The latter are perhaps the

most widely disseminated race of bar-

barians on the earth. They belong on

the shores of the arctic oceans, stretch-

same contradictory evidence in regard

to race descent. The Innuit language

has unmistakably the same Race features of

radical structure, and to "ZSTS^
some extent the same origin,

vocabulary, with that of the Red men of

North America. But the stature, the

form, the features of the Esquimaux,

especially the physiognomy about the

eyes and the structure of the skull, are

clearly derivable from a common source

with the Tartars. The manner of life,
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moreover, of the Esquimau nations is

as much in affinity with the customs and

usages of Northern Asia as with the

tribal habits of the New World.'

Living* as they do in the most frigid

regions of our planet, the Esquimau bar-

barians are obliged to defend themselves

Summer and fi"om the rigor of the cli-

winter aspect of ^ The three greatEsquimau bar- &
barism. elements of such defense

against the hardships of nature are, of

course, food, clothing, and shelter. The
vicissitude of this region of the earth

makes it desirable for the inhabitant to

have one manner of life for the summer
and another for the winter. It is in a

larofe measure the difference between

day and night—between extreme rigor

of cold and a comparatively temperate

climate. Two kinds of houses are

therefore necessary, the one for the

mild and the other for the severe aspect

of nature.

The Esquimaux are, perhaps, the

greatest eaters in the world, and their

food is almost exclusively of fish and

' The reader need not be especially surprised at

the fact of a race descent from one source and a

linguistic descent from another. Such phenomena

have actually occurred in the clear light of day and

under the open eye of history. The Northmen who
came down in a horde, in their pirate ships, from Scan-

dinavia, under the leadership of Rolph the Ganger,

in the ninth century, and who possessed themselves

of the fairest portion of France and founded in

Neustria a dominion which has projected itself far

and powerfully into the modern world, spoke a lan-

guage as certainly Teutonic, or Norse, as they were

themselves of that descent. But within a hundred

years after their settlement in the South, that speech

had strangely given way to another which they had

absorbed from the subject peasantry of Normandy,

and which became ever afterwards the vernacular of

the conquering race. So that when William the

Bastard came with his barons into England and

planted there the Norman dynasty, he brought with

him a race descent from the shores of the Baltic and a

linguistic utterance derived from the softened dialects

of the Southern Romance.

jmnivorous

varieties of H^^ing \-^^\rlf-l

flesh. The reindeer, the musk ox, the

walrus, the seal, land and water fowl, and

salmon constitute the prin- or

cipal

creatures upon which they quimaux.

prey. But there is scarcely any kind of

animal, whether marine or dryland, that

they do not use for food. The fatty

portions, heavy in carbonaceous mate-

rials, are greatly preferred. As to the

bones of animals, the Esquimaux have

the exact method of antiquity : they

split them or burst them open by

pounding with stones, and take the

marrow as the greatest delicacy.

In the manufacture of their utensils

the Esquimaux have considerable inge-

nuity. The methods em- skm in the man-

ployed are nearly identical ^[r^ntTlnd-
with those which we have utensils,

already described as peculiar to the age

of stone. Arrowheads and spearpoints

are produced by spalling off flakes from

blocks of flint. This is not done, how-

ever, by percussion, but by .pressure.

The block is set in rest and pressed with

a beam of wood until it splits, flinging

off a flake. Iron and bone are consider-

ably employed for pointing arrows,

spears, and harpoons. The method of

making and rigging the bow is nearly

identical with that of the North Ameri-

can Indians. The arrows are short, and

the flight of the shaft is made steady by

an arrangement of feathers. . It has been

noted, however, that the Esquimaux are

by no means so expert in the use of the

bow and arrow as the primitive Red men
of our own country. The heads of ar-

rows and spears are frequently barbed.

The most formidable of the Esquimau

weapons is the harpoon, t,he point being

fixed to a rather heavy shaft of wood

and .secured by means of a line.

When the hunters attack a whale it is

customary to affix bladders to the ends of
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the harpoon lines so that the position

of the wounded animal may be seen at a

Manner of har- distance and his course

whai^fndThe through the water impeded,
seal. The same plan is used

in the less exciting and dangerous hunt

of the seal. In harpooning their game
the weapon is .so arranged that the head,

or barb, generally loosens itself from the

shaft and is retained by the line which

holds the bladder at the other end. In

seal hunting, it is the plan of the hunter

tion of music. They sing a sort of

monotonous songs, in both solo and
chorus, accompanying themselves with

drums and other rude instruments.

The choral effect of this alleged music

is not unpleasant to the trained ear of

civilized travelers. Nor does it appear

that the Esquimau songs are intended

for ceremonial or for exciting the pas-

sions of the chase and war. It is amuse-

ment, or entertainment, properly so

called, and therefore falls in the same

^:S=M,piy-^^,^P^^'«gI^^fi4.^,^^g^

>^i«<^ >;^»«<#irT"'^
MS

î fr)^//^/A w-^
-^a^^^^^^x^Mn^t^ ^iMh^w^^
•^^^^^M^^h^^^^Sii^^^MllBa^iiB

^w-^^jfej
ART WORK OF BARBARIANS.

to watch carefully for the reappearance

of the harpooned animal and to strike it

instantly on its emergence at the surface.

The Esquimaux are not without skill in

pursuing the dry land animals. They
stalk the reindeer with considerable suc-

cess, and are able to deceive many ani-

mals by imitating their cry or call.

It may be noted that the Esquimaux

Songs and mu- have in their character and

customs the rudiments of

an ideal life. This is man-
ifest in at least two particulars. In

the first place, they have some apprecia-

sical instrii

ments ; amuse-
ment the motive

category with the music of civilized peo-

ples.

But a still more remarkable evidence

of ideality among the Esquimaux is

found in their disposition Taste of the

to draw and sketch. The ^^^^^St
taste for this kind of work making.

among them amounts almost to a pas-

sion. They have a real talent for de-

picting the outlines of natural objects.

This extends to a considerable degree

of skill in the production of maps. The
people have a fairly accurate knowledge

of the topography of the neighborhood
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bone and ivory-

subjects of art
work.

and country in which they dwell.

Travelers in the arctic regions have

frequently drawn upon the natives in

the work of sketching' the coasts and

physical features of the country. In

many instances the natives have pro-

duced maps for their visitors which

have proved in application to be more

accurate than could have been expected

at the hands of barbarians.

Still more striking is their skill in the

work of drawing proper. Nearly all the

Drawing on Esquiuiau omamcnts and
utensils are decorated with

the outlines of men and
birds and beasts. The tusks of walruses

and the fossil ivory, which is frequently

obtained, are covered with such sketch-

ing, and no little degree of skill is dis-

played in the work. The Esquimau's

fancy takes ifp the scenes and incidents

of daily life, the little dramas of the hut

and seashore, the hazards of the chase

or of fishing, and even the farcical

happenings of their barbarous society,

and depicts the same, with no little

humor, on the surface of their drawing

materials. It is probably true that no

other people, ancient or modern, with

whom the ethnologist and historian have

acquaintance have exhibited in a corre-

sponding stage of development so much
aptitude and skill in the pictorial repre-

sentation of natural objects.

Otherwise the Esquimaux have little

intellectual force and no attainments.

Weakness of the It is Surprising to the trav-

eler to observe their labored

efforts in attempting to

grasp general ideas. They have no

mathematical ability whatever. Their

minds in respect to number and permu-
tation are as weak as those of children.

They are rarely able to count as much
as ten, and beyond this they are unable

to go. They have large families, which

Esquimaux in

abstraction ; in-

ability to count.

in the northern regions are a blessing

rather than a discomfort. It has been
observed that the man of the hut can

rarely tell the number of his children.

He will attempt to enumerate them on

his fingers, will fail, and the matter will

result in an animated dispute between
hiinself and his wife ! The perceptions

properly so called are in a better state of

development than the judgment. Those

faculties which have been brought into

exercise by the conditions of the Esqui-

mau environment have been quickened

into tolerable activity. But the rest of

the mind lies dormant, as in a state of

absolute savagery.

The social system of these people is

miserable in the last degree. They
practice polygamy. The Degradations

chief men particularly ^^,^-^-;-p-

encumber themselves with polyandry,

multiple wives, and the usage attracts

no comment. Polyandry is also in

vogue, but is not so common as polyg-

amy. A woman of unusual attractive-

ness will frequently have two or three

husbands, but the common lot are con-

tent with one. The vSanctity of the

relation of the man and the woman is

not regarded. The custom which has

been noted among many savage nations

of loaning to a visiting stranger the wife

of the man who is visited prevails among
the Esquimaux. The act is regarded as

a social compliment, and any refusal to

accept the same on the part of the

visitor would be a gross violation of

etiquette.

As to moral qualities, the Esquimaux

have very little appreciation of duty,

obliaration, or dependence^
_

'-

. Weakness of

on a higher power. Their moral nature; a
- , ^ rude humanity.

promise or pledge, how-

ever solemnly made, is generally worth-

less. It does not appear that they will-

fully deceive or purposely break their
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word. But the changing conditions of

to-morrow making it of advantage to

violate a pledge of to-day furnish an

easy reason to the barbarian for doing so.

Of religious duty and ceremony they

know but little or nothing. In their

relations with one another, however, they

are generally kind, humane, accom-

modating. The neighborly feeling pre-

vails in the Esquimau settlements.

There is much of common interest

among them. The people support each

other in their rude enterprises, and

Drawins; of an ibex.

Present disser-
tation on barba-
ism no more

Group of figures.

ART WORK OP" THE ESQUIMAUX—DRAWING ON BONE AND IVORY

generosity is by no means unknown.

The poorer members of the tribe are

supplied in times of want. The hunter

divides the results of his successful pur-

suit with his less successful companion.

Two or three fishermen who have had

the good fortune to take a walrus are by
no means niggardly in distributing to

others a portion of their fortune.

In one striking particular the Esqui-

maux rise above their contemporaries of

the American forest. They are never

willfully and maliciously cruel. There
is, perhaps, no authentic instance on

record of vindictive and preconcerted

cruelty toward their fellows. The
absence of this disposition Absence of cru-

among them, however, is ^l^.S^^dlS-^'^

rather in the nature of ence.

apathy than of a positive virtue. They
are simply indifferent, and are incapable

of cruelty or revenge because of their

passionless character. They are cold in

life and manners, and, though little dis-

posed to do actual harm or to inflict pain

upon their fellows, they are equally

indisposed to do them positive good.

Such, in brief, is the manner of life, the

habit, the taste, the intellectual capacity,

and general disposition of these widely

disseminated barbarians of the North.

The foregoing account of the general

condition of several barbarian races is

little more than a sketch of

superficial aspects. There* '^^^

is no pretense in this than a sketch,

connection of making a complete picture

of savage life as it exists at present in

various quarters of the

world. That work is re-

served for another part of

this treatise on the Great

Races. What is here pre-

sented is merely illustra-

tive of savage manners

and customs as they

now prevail, and the meaning of the

illustration is simply to throw light, by
reflection, upon the condition of man-
kind in prehistoric ages. In every epoch

since the appearance of human beings

on the globe men have been men.

Their essential characters, dispositions,

and tendencies have always been the

same, or at least in close analogy. The
human animal has always had his own
habits, peculiarities, and possibilities of

development. The present state of the

barbarous races, therefore, is of much
value to the historian and ethnolosfist in
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determining the primitive condition of

mankind, and it is for this purpose that

the foregoing imperfect sketches of

several savage peoples have been pre-

sented. The current savagery of the

world is exponential of that prehistoric

barbarism which prevailed before the

beginnings of authentic history ; and,

although much allowance must be made
for the varying conditions of environ-

ment and instinct in the prehistoric ages

and at the present time, it can not be

doubted that the current aspect of bar-

barous life is in most respects a faithful

picture of that which prevailed before

the Vedas were chanted in the valley of

the Indus, before Abraham took his

journey from Ur of the Chaldees, before

the sea-beaten ^^neas and his Trojan

companions had found a footing on the

western coasts of Latium.

Besides the condition of absolute sav-

agery described in the preceding para-

Piace of semi- graphs. Certain secondary

th^^'a^Sndini ^tagcs of barbarism may
scale of races. well be noticed. We may
not say with certainty that the semi-

barbarity of the world is the resultant of

such antecedent savagery as we have de-

scribed ; but no doubt such is the fact.

Neither inay we affirm certainly that the

semibarbarous peoples are to be the

progenitors of highly civilized races. It

is probable that the analogy of the tree

should here again be applied to the human
race as a whole. Branches j)ut out and
are developed to a certain stage. Be-

yond this they do not expand. Pres-

ently they decay and die.- Then they

fall away from the vital trunk which

supports the more vigorous and ex-

pansive branches above.

It will not do to say that all branches

of a vital organism are equally potent in

development. It is only the more cen-

tral and stronger that shoot up and

spread and flourish. This is probably

true of the evolution of mankind con-

sidered as one organic,
V • 4-1,

•

-n -1
1 ^1

Philosophy of
livmg thmg. Possibly the the semlbarbar-

, -11 ic estate of man.
present residual savagery

of the world will never reach much be-

yond its present stage of evolution.

This may be true also of the semibar-

barous peoples. For the present it suf-

fices that such peoples exist and occupy

a considerable part of the earth's surface.

Their manners, customs, and modes of

existence dift'er much from those of the

savages whom we have described above.

They also differ much from the usages

of the civilized races—most of all from

the refined and cultivated peoples of

Europe and America.

Such types as we here contemplate

may be found widely distributed

throughout Northern Asia. The Tunguses

They are of vast terri- ^^^^^nS^c
torial expansion and of a barbarity.

comparatively low manner of life. As
an example of the whole class the Tun-

guses of North-Central Asia may be

cited. Their customs are above the

horizon of savagery, but greatly below

the line of civilization. What is said of

their customs may be repeated of their

intellectual and moral qualities. We
note among them a considerable devel-

opment of the mental faculties and a

measure of moral obligation and duty.

But these terms must be defined, not

according to the standards with which

we are familiar, but by a criterion fixed

for the particular thing to be defined.

The Tungusic barbarians live the

wild life of hunters and fishermen.

They tame the reindeer, using that ani-

mal for both food and draught. In like

manner they train their dogs to draw

their sledges. They live a half-seden-

tary life, having a rude society and the

beginnings of usages that in higher
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progress would be .defined as civil. The
domestic estate is in a corresponding

stage of development. The religious

life has been vaguely determined by a

native faith which is called Shamanism,

and by the vague outreaching influences

of Lamaism from the side of the Mon-

golian countries, and the touch of Greek

and others in the other ; that is, one as-

pect of the Moorish life seems to ap-

proximate the conditions present in Eu-

rope and the Americas, while another

as2:)ect is distinctly barbarous.

In their commercial transactions, and
indeed in all of those parts of their pub-

lic life in which they are brought into

SEMIBARBARISM UJ.USTRATED—THE NORTH ASIATIC MANNER. -Tungusic Sorcerer.

Drawn by Victor Adam, after a sketch of the Count de Rechberg.

Catholicism out of vSiberia and the

West.

We may note also a grade of semi-

barbarity peculiar to North Africa and
to some portions of Eastern

Semibarbarism ^

of the Moors and and vSoutheastem Asia.
Berbers. -n t, j. i • iPerhaps the s e m i b a r-

barous life of the Moors is the high-

est estate of mankind below the level of

civilization. Some of the usages of the

Moors and Berbers look in one direction

contact with foreign nations, the Moors

have the manners peculiar to the ruder

forms of civilization. But in their race

customs—those which they have de-

rived from the past—they are distinctly

barbaric. Their personal manners

among themselves have the sense and

flavor of a remote and barbaric past.

Their wild dances and crude religious

ceremonies ally the race with the barba-

rians, leaving only a small reason for
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classifying them with the civilized peo-

ples of the world.

Several important inferences are now
to be drawn from the subject-matter of

the present chapter. It remains to sum-

marize the results and to state their

meaning. The reader will, doubtless,

already have deduced several conclusions

from his study of the preceding chap-

ters ; but it will be of additional interest

to state in a few paragraphs the leading

truths which follow as a logical conclu-

sion from premises furnished by the

study and comparison of prehistoric and

modern barbarism.

repulsive features. What the cave men
of Western Europe and the shell-mound

people of the shores of the Baltic were

in the post-pliocene era— when the

mammoth was still a denizen of West-

ern Europe and America, when the

hairy rhinoceros and the reindeer were

in the valleys of the Seine and the Loire,

when the cave bear and the cave hyena

and the Bos primigciiiits still maintained

their existence from the northern ocean

to the Pyrenees—that the native Austra-

lians, the Veddahsof Ceylon, the savages

of the Andaman islands, and the Fu^-

gians of South America are to the pres-

PICTORIAL WORK OF THE ESQUIMAUX.

I. In the first place, it will be noted

that the prehistoric age and the current

All ages furnish cpoch of human history

StTut^cr alike furnish examples of the

dition. lowest Stages of Imvian devel-

opment. This is to say that at the two

extremes of human history, the one ly-

ing below the daydawn of authentic

annals and the other reaching to the

very feet of the present, tribes of men
are found /;/ similar stages of degradation

and savagery. This vsignifies that the

whole of human history has not been

sufficient to extinguish barbarism from

the earth, or even to obliterate its most

ent day. Some variations and departures

of tribal character doubtless exist be-

tween the prehistoric barbarians and

their fellows of the modern world. No
doubt there are conditions prevalent,

forces operative in the processes of our

planet life which have effected changes

and diversities of character between the

ancient and the modern savages ; but the

fact remains of their characteristic and es-

sential identity. In food and clothing,

in weapons and utensils, in hut building

and the rude beginnings of artisanship,

in coarseness of manners and brutality

of life, the two extremes of the ethnic
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history of man may be brought together,

and the differenee might be hard to

seek.

2. Tlie life of man in tlie prehistorie

aees and in the modern barbarian
Like extremes world presents similar ex-
of development
present in an- trCVieS of devclopDieilt . Tllis
cient and mod- . . l^ i • i^ •

ern times. IS to Say that m the primi-

tive world great variety is discovered in

the life of tribes and peoples, and in the

degree of development. In some, the

evolutionary forces had already worked

a considerable result at our earliest ac-

expansion and possibility. In general,

the aboriginal inhabitants of Western

Europe were as low in development as

may well be conceived. The cave men
and the coast people were in the extreme

of savagery, and it is difficult to point to

a single evidence among the relics and

memorials which they have left to ar-

chaeology and history of even a tendency

to reach a higher stage of life.

This same contrariety between the

higher and lower aspects of human
existence in the prehistoric world finds

,iW^^°'^

NONPROGRESSIVE STATE OF BARBARISM.—Chippevvas of Sault Sainte Marie.

quaintance with a given people, while

in others the grossness of savagery

was unabated. If we scrutinize the

old house-folk of Arya or study the

characteristics of some of the better

peoples of Asia Minor and the West,

such as the Pelasgians of Greece, or

the Etruscans of Italy, we shall find

them to have been vigorous and growing

races, great builders of stone, makers of

towns and treasure-houses and fortifica-

tions and aqueducts. But if we glance

at other aspects of prehistoric humanity

we find no such promising symptoms of

an exact analogy among modern barba-

rians. Here, also, we have Existing barba-

mixed evidences of the ^^^^^^^t
progressive and nonpro- nonprogressive,

gressive disposition. Many of the exist-

ing barbarous races are as absolute in

their savagery as were any of the pre-

historic tribes, while others give proof

of a forward movement and of actual at-

tainment, which may well elicit hopeful-

ness and even challenge admiration.

The general principle is that the same

diversity which we find evidenced

among the races of the primitive world
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exist among the barbarous peoples of the

present time ; from whieh it would ap-

pear that beyond the pale and influence

of the civilized nations a state of human
society still exists which is little dissimi-

lar to that which the ethnologist discov-

butioii of mankind. In contemplating

the barbarous races now inhabiting the

outskirts of the world, we The barbaric life

discover little or nothing does not reveal
fc- Its o-wn origin or

to inform the judgment as spread.

to Juno savagery begins or ends, or as to

PROGRESSIVE ELEMENT IN BARBARISM—ILLUSTRATED IN WEAPONS OF NEW ZEALANDERS.
I, saw ; 2, chisel

; 3, knife
; 4, ax of chipped flint ; 5, spear of ground stone ; 6, ax of polished stone.

ers on the remotest horizon of his in-

quiry.

3. The study of the existing forms of

barbarism throws very little light on
fundamental questions relative to the ori-

gin of savagery and the primitive distri-

the ethnic source from which such peo-

ples have descended. Their traditions,

as already remarked are valueless, and

their monuments and arts serve only to

illustrate the passing phases of their

social condition. It is possible for the
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historian to see in the actions of existing-

barbarians those unconscious movements
of man which, in some instances at least,

precede the birth and early struggles of

civilization. Savage tribes in such a

state of development— if, indeed, they

are developing at all—are* in close anal-

ogy with the unconscious period in hu-

man life. There is a sense in which the

species is always epitomized and ex-

pressed in the individual. What the

child does without consciousness of its

own actions or tendencies, that the

species does in an analogous stage of de-

velopment. But the evidence of the

child with respect to its own past, or

even with respect to its own purposes,

would be little regarded by any candid

inquirer. It is a period in individual or

tribal life characterized by dreams and

vagaries of the fancy ; and it must not be

forgotten that the fancy is frequently

distorted b}^ abnormal conditions and

even by disease and delirium. On the

whole, the impartial student of the

primitive condition of mankind is able

to discover as much evidence out of the

memorials of the prehistoric ages rela-

tive to the origin and essential charac-

ter of barbarism and the beginninofs of

tribal life in different quarters of the

world, as he is able to discover from the

closest scrutiny of the actions and man-
ner of life of the existing barbarous

peoples.

4. The chief difference between the

aspect of modern barbarism and that of

Ancient and the primitive world is in
current barba- •

.

, / • 1 j ^ -i j.-

rism differently ^^^ geographical distrilmt 1011.

distributed. The disposition of modern
savagery is very different as it respects

the habitable surface of the globe from

that of the ancient world. In the earli-

est, epochs accessible to our information

savagery was distributed into all parts

and places. It had possession of the

27

choicest regions of the globe. There was
a time when it was the, central fact in

Asia, in Europe, and in the two Ameri-
cas. .Until the present century it was
still the central fact in Australia, but

the growth and spread of civilization

has displaced its barbaric competitor.

At the first the savage state gave away
in the river valleys of the East aiKl in

those choice peninsulas which drop

down from the northern continents

into the southern waters. In a later

stacre barbarism receded from the re-

UNPROGRB^SIVE- CONDITION—MINCOPA MAN, FROM THB
ANDAMAN ISLANDS.

gions north of the great mountain
chains. The central portions of the

continents were reclaimed, and there

M^as a recession, a retreat, of savagery

toward the borders of the world.

The general result has been the ex-

tirpation of the barbarous condition in

all the central and better Civilization has
crowded sav-

parts of the habitable globe, agery out of the

-r, • • .1 1 ,
better parts of

it is m these best re- the world,

gions of the world that the great powers

are planted. Here they flourish, and in

proportion as they are vigorous and

possess the elements of perpetuity, they

extend themselves, by varying con-

quests, toward the horizon. Savagery
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has fallen back before this movement

and is now compelled to occupy the fur-

ther coasts of the planet. In the far

regions of the north it is still al^le to

maintain itself, at least for a season.

In parts of vSouth America and in nearly

the whole of Africa it still prevails,

flourishing- as it were under the tegis of

a climate which seems to forbid the de-

velopment of a higher civilization. As

for the rest, barbarism plants itself in

what will perhaps prove its last strong-

hold, the remote islands of the great

oceans. It is easy to discover how vastly

the position and relative importance of

civilization and the barbaric life have

been changed in their geographical

place, with a constant advantage in fa-

vor of the civilized condition.

5. The principal lesson deducible

from the present aspect of savagery is

the emphasis wdiich it places on tlic dif-

Diiference be- feroiCC bctlVCCIl tJlCpnurrcssivC
tween progress- "

ive and noiipro- and tlic '')ioiiproi:;rcssivc parts
gressive parts of r _, , , , -it^

human life. '/ ^/'''' /''//W.?// SpcriCS. We
have seen above that many forms of ex-

isting savagery are as low and unprom-

ising as any which prevailed in the pre-

historic era. The flint implement of

to-day is in no wise superior to that

which tlie cave dweller used in his bat-

tle wdth the extinct mammalia of ^Vest-

ern Europe. The manners and customs

of the Andamaners and the Veddahs,

and the method of life of the Digger

Indians in Western America are in

everywise as gross and degrading as

any which are suggested by the memo-
rials and relics of the primitive world.

It appears conclusive that a considera-

ble part of the human race is at the

present time in a condition Lowest savage-

as degraded and unpro- "^^^^^^^^
gressive as any which is the globe,

suggested by our knowledge of the pre-

historic races of the Old World. On the

other hand, we have the fact of evolu-

tionary progress splendidly illustrated

in the history, tendencies, and prospects

of the civilized races. It is apart from

the present purpose to speak of the in-

dustry, the enterprise, the letters, the

art, the triumph over the obdurate forces

of the natural world, which have been

practiced and achieved by the great peo-

ples now holding dominion in the earth.

It is sufficient to note and to emphasize

the contrast which is aft'orded by the de-

graded and the elevated aspects of hu-

man life, and this contrast is brought

most vividly to the mind of the inquirer

as he considers the aspect of barbarism

set darkly against the blazing disk of

civilization.














